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INTROMJCIORY 
The desire for national independence coupled with the 
spirit of democracy that guided the Indian freedom movement 
culminated in t he adoption of a democratic constitution and a 
parliamentary form of Government. The First General Elections 
in 1952, constituted a remarkable expression of faith in and 
dedication to democracy by a people having, by and large, no 
tradition and experience of the system. 
However, periodic elections and/or establishing certain 
institutions are not an end of democracy. It presupposes certain 
conditions for its proper working and continuance. One such 
condition is the existence of a political party entrusted with 
the taftk of running the Government and one or more other parties 
to act as Critics and capable of presenting alternate policies to 
the ruling party. 'The role of opposition parties', therefore, 
acquires a paramount importance in'any democratic system. 
The formation of the Indian National Congress at the close 
of the last century ushered a new era in the political history of 
India. It assumed from the beginning the role of a critic and, 
of course, an opponent of the foreign rule. The goal of achieving 
independence, set by the Congress, was such a powerful single 
factor in Indian politics that there could be no opposition to it 
from any quarters. Some <)ther political parties besides the 
Congress had also come into being but they were also committed to 
the goal of independence. They were not basically opposed to th'' 
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Congressmen though all the Congress policies and programmes were 
not acceptable to them. They were •opposltlcin parties' in the true 
r 
sense of the term ajid their role playing capacity remained almost 
obscure for over a decade. However, they were called upon to play 
a meanlrigful role when non-congress parties wire returned to the 
Pisrst Lok Sabha In 1952. The interlude between the First General 
Elections in 1952 and the Third in I962 was marked by five main 
features: Firstly, the transfer of power had been so smooth and 
uncontroversial that the s'^ ccesslon of the Congress to power was 
taken to be naturil and its ascendency during the succeeding years 
to be a historical process. Secondly, the non-Congress parties -
the opposition parties in the new context - had not yet eoirprehended 
the magnitude of their responsib-«'lity and struggled in hope and 
despair for survival. Some of them had yet to adopt an Ideology 
or formulate a strategy. Their greatest handicap was that they 
lacked any sizeable popular base. Thirdly, the charlmastlc 
leadership of Jawaharlal Nehru, who dominated the political scene 
during the period, ruled out any serious challenge by the * opposi-
tion* to the position and power of the ruling party. Fourthly, 
the 'young democracy of India* had yet to set certain norms of 
parliamentary system and to establish certain standards and 
conventions regarding the role of opposition parties. Lastly, 
there had not been any abnormal conditions during the period which 
could cause great controversy or force a re-appraisal of Congress 
policies. In short, it was a period of political calm and contlnuit;s 
which helped the germination of parliamentary system. It also 
helped the opposition parties to grow and learn the art and science 
of their role. 
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The period that began aftar the Third General Elections in 
1962 heralded an era of groat political significance. It also put 
the parliamentary system to a serious test in which the ruling 
party as well as the opposition were to play their respective roles 
with caution and sagacity. Th^ fire years between 1962-6? were 
e^ specially marked by a variety of political stresses and strains. 
Some of them were as follows: 
1. A great Asian nation and neighbour - China - with whom 
India had cultivated most cordial relations In the hope of Asian 
Solidarity and in the name of 'non-alignment', played a treacherous 
trick and Indulged in unabashed aggression against India. This 
gave k great shock to Indlai people and a jolt to India's faith in 
Pancha Sheela. India's econoniy was adversely affected and was, per 
force, diverted from developmental programmes to defence requirement 
The entire political and economic complex was affected and the 
consequences were, of course, disquietening. 
2. A significant Impact of the Chinese aggression was that 
the Constitutional provision of President's Emergency Powers was 
invoked to declare Emergency all over the country. ' The Fundamental 
Rights of the Indian citizens were suspended or suitably curtailed 
as a result of Emergency. This sltution continued for long even 
affeer the cease-fire on the north-easteam frontiers and the 
I 
opposition parties took pains to emphasise that the Emergency was 
misused or abused by the ruling party. 
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3. Jawaharlal Hehru passed away In May,196^, This closed a 
chapter and created a big void in Indian politics. The loss was 
irreparable and its consequences far-reaching. 
h. The Indo-Pak conflict in September I965 led to the 
Tashkent Declaration (January 1966) followed by sad and sudden 
demise of Prime Minister Shastri. The nation was deprived of get 
another great leader. The political repercussions were no less 
important. 
A significant change was, however, taking place in 
the political infra-structure of India. Anti-Congressism was 
rapidly growing and the cracks in the Cong3?ess^ no more concealed 
or inconspicuous. The Chinese aggression the other hand, brought 
about a deep cleavage in the ranks of the CPI and ultimately a 
split. The two socialist parties, - the PSP and the Socialist 
Party - decided to merge into one Samyukta Socialist Party in 196^ 
only to part company after a year. 
6. The right-wing political party - the Swatantra Party -
had by now become a formidable force. In the Third General 
Elections^ wrested for itself a respectable place, nesct only to 
CPI, among the opposition parties in the Lok Sabha. It threw a 
challenge to all progressive forces and posed a threat to socialist 
policies of the Government. 
These factors and forces were, by no means,Inconsequential 
and the political edifice of India, so laboriously built, was put 
to a severe test. The role of the opposition parties in the 
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Parliament during the period (1962-6?) assumed an additional 
significance. Their criticism or Gondemnlition of the Government 
and also their ovm ideology and policies had to provide a balancing 
factor to the prograniBies of the ruling party. The parliamentary 
system enjoins upon them a special role and they w§re required to 
play it more effectively during this period than ever before. 
The present study Is confined to the role of opposition 
parties in the Lok Sabha* It is in this House that the masses are 
directly represented, major policies are initiated and/or approved, 
Budget is confirmed and the opposition parties can directly 
project the public opinion. 
The opposition block in the Third Lok Sabha consisted of 
15 recognized parties, certain unrecognized groups and independents. 
The recognized parties included five major parties having support 
from several states and ten local, regional or even parochial 
groups. The present study has been designed to analyse the role 
of the five major opposition parties - the Communist, the Swatantra 
the Jan Sangh, the PSP and the Socialist or Samyukta Socialist -
in the Lok Sabha because of their all-India character. These 
parties were also committed to certain ideologies and each one of 
them could offer alternate policies and programmes even if they 
were too weak to influence the Government. 
Chapter I of this study ha» been devoted to an analysis of 
histsrj^ caj^  background pf^ poj^ tj-cal modernization In India. A 
resume of the major problems of Indian politics on the eve of 
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Elections in I962 and their impact on elections and the coiaplext 
of the Third.Lok Sabha has been explained in chapter II. For the 
purpose of analysing the role of opposition parties the functions 
of the Lok Sabha have been divided into five broad sections and 
explained in separate cBaapters. 
(i) The Questions for Information and Calling Attention to 
Matters of Public Importance: The Question Houaf^  in a parliamentary 
system not only offers information about matters of public interest 
but provides an opportunity to establish direct liaison between 
the legislature and the Executive. The Calling attention motions 
are intended to seeking infomation as well as briefly discussing 
the subject and the information thereon. The opposition parties 
can utilise both these instruments for highlighting certain problems 
or expeoing the weakness of Government policies. The effectiveness 
of the opposition parties can also be g judged by their awareness 
of various national and/or local problems and their ability to ask 
questions about the matters which otherwise may not come before the 
House or even to public knowledge. 
(ii) Motions for Adjournment and No-Confidence Motionst 
These are the two most powerful instruments available to opposition 
parties in a parliamentary system. These can be used for subjecting 
the ruling party and its policies to public condemnation and 
repi^and in the House and even replacing the Government if possible, 
r 
But the real impact of these instruments can be effected only if 
the opposition parties can match the numerical strength of the 
party in power. However, they can be fruitfully used to focus 
public attention to the failures of the ruling party. The efficacy 
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6'f the opposition parties is also put to test when they resort to 
adjournment or no-confidenoe motions, 
(iii) President<3 Address and the Budget: The Address Is a 
i^ sume* of vrhat happened in the preceding /ear and a statement of 
programme for the succeeding one. The fiscal policies and financial 
commitments ftiave got to be justified before they are passed by the 
House. The opposition pai^ies can play a constructive role during 
the debates on the Address said the Budget. They can critically 
examine the broad policies of the Government as well as the actual 
perform nee of each ministry and department. They can also offer 
useful suggestions or alternate policies and educate public opinion. 
(iv) Law-Ma,king and Deliberations: The role of opposition 
parties in the process of law-making and political decisions is 
of vital importande. Being partaexw In the process they are equally 
responsible for- all laws passed by the House. They are directly 
charged with the task of ^unconstitutional trends or harmful 
directions in law-making. By taking part in deliberations they can 
introduce a balancing factor in the process and project popular 
will in the House. 
(v) Law-Making by the Opposition: The fate of any Bill 
introduced by the opposition is always a foregone conclusion. The 
importance of such measures lies not in their fate but in their 
political influefeoce. Their merit is deteiroined by: (a) the 
urgency of the matter and ability of the opposition to communicate 
the same to the Government and <b) efficiency of the opposition 
to hold fruitful debate on the subject and thereby arouse public 
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syn5)athy for the same and bring pressure on the Government through 
press and public opinion. The opposition can, through such methods, 
pro;)ect their own ideology and programmes in the House to draw 
popular support and justify their claim as potential rivals of the 
ruling party. 
An effort has been made ir) thls^study to analyse the role 
of the opposition parties in the working of the Lok Sabha within the 
framework of the above broad categories. This is to explain the 
contribution of each party in legislative processes and their 
actual perforaance as representatives of the people. The 
participation of the speakers of each party In various deliberations 
has been examined to determine its impact and utility in the process. 
The arguments of the opposition parties for or against any Bill, 
motion, resolution or decision have been explained to measure 
their objectivity and effectiveness. This is also to show their 
awareness and ability to comprehend various national problems and 
skilfully expose the weakness of Government policies to give 
direction to public opinion. The coBimitment of opposition parties 
to their respective election manifestos largely detennines their 
attitude to various policies. However, the importance and influence 
^^ of various political developments cannot be minimised. The special 
fields of interest and experience of Individual opposition members 
and their performance during the debates was certaiily an invaluable 
contribution of the opposition to the whole process. This aspect 
has been examined but could not be treated separately becaiise of 
the limited scope of this study. Similarly, the views of the 
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opposition members expressed In the House greatly influenced the 
press and public opinion and thereby determined popular reaction 
towards the ruling party or the opposition. It is a vital aspect 
of democratic process and requires a separate study. However, 
it has been referred to in the present study as far as possible. 
In short, the role of op^ iosition parties has been studied mainly 
on the basis of their participation in the process of law-making 
and in debates on political issues and policies. 
In the treatment of historical background and the current 
problems on the eve of the Third General Elections, primary and 
secondary sources and press reports have been used. But the study 
of the main subject of the thesis - Chapters III to VII - is 
based exclusively on the Lok Sabha Debates (Third Series) and the 
»Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha' have been 
quoted wherever necessary. All the sixty two volumes of the 
Debates have been thoroughly examined and utilised. This is 
intended to analyse and evaluate the role of the opposition parties 
as partners in India's parliamentary system and the alternative 
provided by them. 
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economic and soeial millennium - these are determined by-
other forces, and the eternal problem of Ignorance, poverty, 
usuiy and debt, land-hiinger and the revlTal of cultiiral and 
community life remainsAchievl,ng independence may be less 
difficult but upholding it is certainly a most arduous task. 
Independence, marks the beginning of a continuous struggle -
r the struggle for nation-building, ^he road to freedom is, 
not doubt, a long one but the journey starting after the 
2 freedom is unending. 
In the political history of Ifedia a great event -
though unhappy and unfortunate in mar^ ways - happened in 
1858 vhen India was bjxjught under the direct rule of the 
British Grown. "Uhe passing of the GovejMient of India Act, 
1858", says Ourmukh Kihal Singh, "closed one great period of 
Indian history and ushered in another great era - the direct 
rule of the Crown, fhe transference was announced by a Royal 
Proclalmation issued on November 1st 1858"^. The immediate and 
1. Heyworth, Geoffryt »Foreward« to Zinkin, Maurice.Asia and 
the West.(London.1951) p. i 
2. See SanthBnam,K. in Magazine Section,'The Hindustan Times', 
New Delhi, 8.6.19^6. 
3. Singh,G.Nj Landmarks in Indian Constitutional History and 
National Movement. (Delhi. 1959)p. 73 Also see Boy.Sir Bi.ioy 
Prasad Singht Parliamentary Government in IndiafCalcuttaf 19M-3) 
p. 1. See relevant portions of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan's The 
Causes of the Indian Mutiny(Eng. Tr.) reproduced in philips, 
C.H. The Evolution of IMia and Pakistan 1858-19^7 (Select 
Documants. London. 1965) Also see Coupeland.Ri Indiai A 
Restatement (London, 19^7 )p. h?. 
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major eausd of the upheayal was the absence of liaison between 
the 3fulers and the ruled./' In the words of Cowplandi- »It was 
a mutiny but more than a mutiny" , Aether the Jftitiny was a 
war of independence or not is a matter of academic controrersy 
but the fact is that the British Government was compelled to 
take stock of the government and administration in India and 
reassess her policies in that sphere*^ "fhe question of 
givlnlg representation to Indians vas raised in the British 
Parliament in 18^8 but it was considered ia^olitic to . 
conofsde it "when a considerable portion of the natives were^ 
still in arms against "th British", as pointed out by Gladstone. 
And it was not until 1861 that provision was made for associate 
k 
ing Indians with the workigg cf legislation in India" . The 
period between the passing of the Parliament Act of 1861, 
which accepted the desirability of and conceded the demand 
for the association of Indians ifi^ h law-making and the Indian 
Councils Act of 1892, which was designed to give the Govemor-I 
General's Council a more representative character, is a land-
mark in the political and constitutional history of India. 
1. See Anand,G.Lj The Government of India. (Lahore. 
pp. 72-73* Also see, Report on IDidian Constitutional 
Reforms. I918, p. 38. 
2. Coupeland, Op.cit. p. 39* Also see Hiren Mukerjeej India 
and Parliament (New Delhi, 1962) p. 80. 
3. See CoatmanjJ'ohn: India. The Road to Self Government. (London. 
19^2) pp. 21-23. 
h, Singh,G.N., Op.clfc, p. 73 
, I f . 
The British Government was seized of the pa?oblein of sotting 
right the Indian Goiremment vith a ttiokle of Indianiaation 
whereas^ the people of India were rising up with a sense of 
liberty and self*respeot if not self government.^ fhe period 
is marked for yet another feature of great political importance. 
The first all India political party - the Indian National 
Congress - was bom in December, 1885» This heralded the 
beginning of political development and modernization in India, 
and despite its Rip Yan Winkle like sleep till the close of 
the century the significance of the emergence of the Congress 
cannot be minimised. The party with its moderate beginning 
turned into a movement - a national force to be reckoned with* 
It vas against this background that the British 
Parliament passed the Indian Councils Act of 1892. Vftiatever 
the rhyme or reason for its enactment or merit or demerit of 
the Act, it remains a milestone in the political history of 
India. The great feature of the Act was the desire of the 
British Parliament to transplant parliamentary institutions -
in act a shadow of it - in India vftiich, logically, presupposes 
the establishment of democratic political system and whatever 
else is connected with it* Further, the Importance of the 
Act lies in the fact that it was intended to initiate democracy 
1. Ibid., p. 107. 
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to a people who were absolutely ignorant of it and to a land 
which was not ripe for the experiemfent. It was designed to 
infuses democracy in a society characterised by mass 
lUeteracyj social conservatism, religioss® bigotry coupled 
^dth oaste divisions» geographical distances, extreme 
localism and rigid social structure. Serious doubt were 
expressed from responsible quarters about the desirability 
of such a measure,^ The Act of 1892 was followed by the 
Minto-Morley Reforms as enacted in the Indian Councils Act of 
1909 which further expanded the 'area of democracy' in India. 
3?he Act introduced the system of election but it was restricted 
to 'classes and in interests' rather than spread over territorial 
constituencies. However» the reforms constituted "a decided 
step forward on a road leading at no distant period to a stage 
at which the questions of responsible government was bound to 
o 
present itsea.f«'^ . The years that followed the Minto-Morley 
Reforms are significant for the progress of national movement 
in India, and in Europe for the out break of world war I. 
These two factors further accelerated the pace of constitutional 
growth and the process of democratization in India. The .'.ink 
had hardly dried on the statute book when the nationalists 
started clamouring for a responsible government. Bi the wake 
1. See AnandjC.Ls Op.Cit., p. 75« For details of the Act see 
Punniah,K.V.tThe Constitutional History of India.PB.110-11? 
and Singh,G.N.,Op.Cit., pp. 118,133» 
2. Punniah,K.v.,Op.Cit., p. 
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of pressures both interval ( of the national movement) and 
esetemal (of the liapact of the War) the British Qoverniaent 
thought it appropriate to revitalise the constitutional 
system of India and the stage vfts set for the Montague 
Oiiamsford Refonns ^ d the government of India Act of 1919* 
On August 20,19,17, Montague, the Seoretazr of State for 
India declared »1?he policies of His Hajesty's Soverniaent, with 
which the Qoverniaent of India as^ in aosaplete acoord is that 
of the increasing associatlcm, of Indians to every branch of 
administration, and ithe general development of self governing 
institutions with a iview to the. progress!v^reallsation of 
responsible government in India as i^tegi^l part of the British 
Koapirei They have decided that substantial stej^ in this 
direction should beltaken as soon as possible t fhe great 
significance of the '^eclarationllles in. the^  fagli, that it 
declared, for the first time * ^ saonsible Oovernment* to 
i' ^ » 
India as the ultimate objective of the British Oovernment,. 
The Act of 1919 considerably enlarged the working of 
democratic institutions in India. The size of legislatures * 
both central and provincial was enlarged and franchise was 
made operative by direct elections. However, the highly 
contentions problem of *coiiMunal electorate* was allotred to 
1» Sharma,S.Ri The Making of ^ d e m India, (Bombay. 
The declaration was in fact drafted by Montague's predecessor, 
Austin Chamberlain. 
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eontinuft. fiiie <Jb2« of cnnstltutioaal from tis« 
British anil#3pa to tb« Indlfm paople alje© fen far 8ho*t of 
nationftXitt ti^ ootatlGins.^  
f^ zmtiosalivt inrfoyxT farther momtM and tb* Indian 
XationaX Oongrtfiy vmSsr the tsitttlr leadarship of mrntrnM, 
Oa^ l^hlt d«attnd«d In uiiani&lguoiis t e m national 
for J^ dia* fhd m^rgrnc* of Hahatm QandM on thii political 
seano* ttumad out to b« a tisming poix^  in %h» histoid of 
tha national aso^ isent. It vaa th^  ohaxlaatttio laadarthip 
of tl» Hi^atm that Sit Indian Uional Ooisgi^ a vas 
oonvartad into a mats »0V9»tiit irith a definite political 
/ 
tdmhiit and progra«iia« goopal of Smi^. Iiad sptmmSL to of 
all tha nooks and coman/thi ooutiti7 and tha paoplt vara 
awalcanad trom thaiF traditional politioal apftthy and sltiaber. 
Xha vaapon of 'ncm^ oo^ operation* was noval and p&rplaxing and 
the CkjvafniMnt could not fbrataa its aff^ ots* It proyad to 
ha «or« poirarful and affaotiva than tha tarirorist aotivitias 
of tha axtrtniate* Gandhiji axpraatad hit ahhoranoa to tha 
«Black Bill* tha Bovlatt Bin and called for oaaa 8atyagraha# 
vhioh, at soaa placaSf led to divtux^ anoai* Oandhiji vas arretted 
C6th Aprils 1919) and on April 13fl9l9 happened the Jalliemrala 
Ba<h tragedr* fhe Khilafat Mo?«a9nt vat gaiising groundt under 
the laadarthip of the Ali brothers and got inpatut with the 
aatooiation of liahataaa Oandhi end the Oongrett* In Septeaiber 
1. The Indian National Congresa at its Anniml Session in If If oondeaned these reforas as inadaquataf imsatisfaotofgr and disappointing* 
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1920 the Congress, at the Initiation of Oandhiji^ decided to 
start the Non-co-operation Movement. The Muddiman Committee 
(192^) was appointed to malce a critical appraisal of the 
Montford Reforms» In 1926 Commmal riots broke out at several 
places and Gandhiji went on a fast for 21 days as a penance 
for the misdeeds of his countrymen. The Simon Commission^ -
an all white commission - came in February 1928' but was boycotted 
by all sections of Indian people and its report (1930) was, 
p 
on the face of it dismiosed by the Indian leaders. In the 
mean time the famous Motilal Hehru Report(1928) had made a 
great contribution in the constitutional history of India.^ 
The reluctance of the British Government to accept th© 
Nehru Report coupled with several other factors led Gandhiji 
to the *Dandi Maroh» and Civil 0isobedience(1930-31). In the 
meantime the Congress pledged Itself on 26 January 1930 to the 
achievement of fall independence. The Biltish Government> 
convened the ^First Round Table Conference on November 12,1930, 
and the Second one on September 7, 1931* On August 16,1932 
was announced the Macdonal Award (or Communal Award) which 
shocked Gandhi^i who resorted to fast unto death on September 
20,1932 to register his opposition to the Award* A Third Round 
Table Conference was convened on 17th November 1933* And thtis 
1. The Montford Rsiffowns had envisaged a Commission of enquiry 
after ten years of the inauguration of the Reforms to evaluate 
the working of the Re forms. However,bedaase of political 
pressures the Simon Commission was appointed in 1927 four years 
earlier than seheduled. 
2. See Ohintamany,C.XjIndian Politics Since ^ Miatiii^ Yp.172« 
3. A Committee appointed by the Congress under the chairmanship 
conti.,, 
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the stag© was set for the Goverment of India Aet of 1935 -
another milestone In the political history of India. The Aot 
laid down a federal constitution for the British provinces 
of India. Within the frame work of the Siappemacqr of the 
British Parliament the Act provided *allowing autonomy* to the 
provinces, specified powers between the centre and the states 
and introduced dyarchy at the centre with an elected lowel* 
chamber, Ihe Act was a constitutional misalliance between 
the people rapidly approaching the goal of self-government 
and the rulers accumstomed to eiqpect and exact un-questioned 
•t 
loyalty from their subjects". The only credit that can be 
attributed to the Act of 1935 was that it provided a starting 
point for the federal constitution of the free India. The 
greatest event that followed the Act of 1935 was the British 
proclatmation of war against Germargr on 3rd September 1939* 
The declared object was •to make the world safe for democracy' 
and to fight for the preservation of democratic ideals and 
for protection of right of self-determination of all nations'. 
The Viceroy declared India also a belligerent country. The 
Congress, though critical of the Nazis and the Fascists,did not 
... of Pandit Moti Lai Nehru and his son Pandit Jawahar Lai 
Nehru, as its Secretary prepared a remarkable constitutional 
document. The Nehru Report accepted 'Dominion Status* 
not merely as a distant goal but as the 'next immediate 
step*. However, J.L. Nehru and Bose emphasised the goal 
of complete national independence. 
1. Pardasani,N.Si How India is Governed, p. 137. 
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approve of the war conducted on imperialist lines and the 
declaration of the ¥iceroy on behalf of India without the 
consent or even consulting the Indian people. Gandhi 
•^ proposed that men and women should protest individually 
against dragging India into War. They should dissociate 
themselves from the war effort puhllcily and court arrest"^• 
tinder the pressure of the war atrate®r as well as international 
public opinion the British attitude towards Indian demands 
for freedom softened. In March 19^2 Stafford GrippS was sent 
to India to look into the Indian Constitutional problems*, 
The Cripps Proposals were rejected out right by all the 
political parties and groups in India. Gandhi3i condemned 
the proposals as " a post dated che<|ne on a bank that was 
obviously failing." Therefore, the next move of the Congress 
o^e on July l9'+2 \Aien the Congress Working Committee 
meeting at Wardha passed the historic Q^uit India' resolut%)n. 
The movement was met with repression followed by Gandhiji«s 
arrest and fast and quite a few other events. The WavelLPlan 
and Simla Conference (Jtoie-July 19^4-51) did not break ice with 
the Indian political situation. & real break through was, 
however, made after Attlee*s Statement and the Cabinet Mission 
in March 19^6. It was an honest attempt in the direction of 
Indian freedom. The pitjcess culminated in the declaration of 
Independence to India on August 19^ 7* " Slowly,haltingly, 
1. Azad,Abdul Kalamj India Wias Freedom,<Caloutta,i959)tP.37. 
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reluetant3^> by fits and starts, the British Raj gave way to 
an Indian Constitution* The Government of India Act of 193^ 
precipitated the frame work within which the constitution of 
the Republic of India took form* Both were expressions 
of a long growing constitutional outlook. It Is this out 
lookj and nol? just the wi'itten constitution of 19^0 that ^ ders 
the life of the Government of Indiat that makes India the best 
government of the new states of Asia and Affica, the most 
liberal and the most democractio. The competition for this 
distinction* it is truat is not exacting* However, considering 
th© sXze of the Indian earth,' its im^xiOB population, the deep 
cleavages dividing that population into greatly unequal economic 
classes and linguistic and caste communities with little sense 
of affinity with each other, the general poverty and illiteracy, 
and the strength of both pro- and anti-constitutional traditions, 
•J 
the achievement verges on the grand los^ .^ 
1, Shils, Edwardj "Influence and Withdrawals The Intellectuals 
in Indian Political Development" in Marvich.Dwaine(ed), 
Political Decision Makers.(tree Press, 1961),p.30. 
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The historical resiame of the Indian political system 
is a conclusive proof of the emergence of a democratic 
political system of veiy large proportions supported by long 
hisil^ ry and traditions to sustain it. Of all the factors 
that have strengthened democracy in India two are of great 
value; first, that at the end of the British rule in 19^ -7 
theire existed in India a highly disciplined, well-trained add 
sophisticated band of public servants - the ICS officers -
who not only-faithfully maintained continuity in administration 
but also honestly preserved political integrity of India 
endangered by the change of government. It was only throu^ 
them that democracy was allowed to function and flourish.'' 
The second factor was that India was fortunate in having a 
very large mimber of western-educated elite - politicians, 
parliamentarians, academicians, la^ y^ers, jurists, and others. 
At the perephery of this group were the products of the Indian 
educational institutions patterned, by and large, on the 
British system. The Indian elite was, on the whole, ideologically 
Inclined to the western concept of democracy and the British 
parliamentary system. They could not, insplte of being 
1. See Martin, Klngsleys "Defence of Democracy" in Chakrabarti, 
^"^ia Since 19^ -7, (Calcutta, 1967)p. 227. 
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appreciative of the national heritage^ dismiss democracy. 
They were sentimentally attached to it* It was " a remarkable 
surrender of ancient Indian ideas and practices", remarked 
Sir Enest Barker, " and a no less remarkaole tribute to some 
of the "basic values of the European inheritance The Indian 
elite adopted democracy and endeavoured to pi^serve it» It has 
been calculated that the constituent Assembly of India sat 
for about 15 days between and 19^ +9 to discuss the business 
of oonsitution makil&g . but did not take more than a small 
proportion of that time to decide in favour of parliamentary 
system of government, of course, idLth certain modifications 
to suit India. These two factors can be regarded as raison 
d'etre for establishment of democracy and parliamentary system 
in India* "India" says Herbert Agar, " is the chief reason 
for a suspension of disbelief in democracy among new nations 
in Asia. Inspite of poverty among the masses,, much illiteracy, 
and a prolifiration of babies, and inspite of a written 
constitution of 39$ articles, India kas built and preserved 
her democracy. Elections are freej opposition parties are 
free to do their best or worst, the press is free to praise or 
revile. All this may constitute a most important political 
fact. India, as an example, is the best hope for democracy 
1. Barker,Sir Emestj in The Europeyi Inheritance. Banker. 
Clark, and Vaucher(ed), 3 vols. (Oxford,l95H-)^ p.351* 
- -
among the under developed nations**^ . 
It can be conGlud©d» on the basis of iijhat has been 
said above, that India inherited democracy from its British 
rulers while its political equilibriiim had gradually 
been conditioned to the standards of the British Parliamentary • 
system, Ihe Indian elite was prepared to uphold It; the 
civil services to preserve it and the free press of India 
to support it. The people - the illeterate mass of them -
had no option but to follow suit,^ 
Retaresentative Democracyi 
British rule in India for about two hundred years 
pushed the traditional system of government and politics 
of the coimtry farther bade into the obscure past, the 
society lost contact with the Indian polity. The impact of 
western education on India's social, cultural and political 
life has been of great value and of lasting significance. 
1* Agar.Harbertj The Perils of Democracy (London) 1965^  
pp. 85-86. 
2. See Austin, Granville j The Indi^ Constitution: 
Cornerstone of Nation( Oxford. 1966), 
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Pandit Madan Mohan Maiavlya, questioned-the liberalism 
of th® Englishmen on the basis of their denial of •representative 
institutions' to the Indian^ while another national leader 
Surendranath Baner^ee said in his Congress Presidential 
Address<1895)» that the Congress itself was the out come of 
p 
western education - the educational policy of Macatilay, 
The British rulers introduced democracy to India, and it has 
now become part and parcel of Indian silieu as an accepted 
value goal.. The change is of tremendous importance • a change 
from oriental traditional way of life to modem accidental 
i^stem. "While the British were consolidating their power 
in India, they were also, imwillingly, laying the bases for 
Indian independence* Their contributions were manifold 
political, administrative, legal, economic, social, cultural, 
educational and psychological". 
The impact of Britain has been catalytic in the 
emergence of modem India. The process of synthesis started 
1. Congress Presidential Addresses,First Series,p.262. 
2. Ibid., p. 189* 
3. PWjaer,Norman Di The Indian Political SystemC London. 1961) 
p. 63. 
For an elaborate account of the impact of the west on India 
see Haus e,E. Malcolm J India Under the Ikpact of Western Politi-
cal Ideas**, Western Political Quarterly, XJB'(1961 )pp.879-95» 
also reprinted in Aiyar,S.P. & Sriniwasan,R(ed) Studies iint 
Indian Political Democracy.(Bombay.1961) pp.3-26. Also see 
Ghose,SankarsThe Western Impact on Indian Politics(1885*1919) 
(Calcutta, 1967). Also see Wbytinsky,W.S! India.The Aw^ening 
Giant (New Xorlc, 1957). Also see Morris - Jones, W.H.J Tfcfi. 
Government and Politics of India (London, 196if),pp. 13-^7. 
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through InteliectuaX awakening caused by the ^ fluence 
of western learning and culture on Indian thought. The 
national movement and political resurgence under such 
influence waa of far-reaching effects and great consequences. 
Democracy came to India the inrperialist way but ib came 
to stay and stay as a decisive faotor of the political -system. 
••In Indiat parliamentary democracy is not the result of a 
national development. It has not grown originally in the 
country's own political and spiritual climate. It has been 
introduced^ ready^mde, by a small elite, educat|d '.abroad and 
hardly able to communicate with the population | the larger 
part of which is mentally walled in by traditions and conceptions 
thousands of years old. In many respects spiritual and 
intellectual heritage of the Indian people is diametrically 
•I 
opposed to democratic thinking" . "Many of India's leading 
revolutionaries, "says Kingsley, Martin, leamt their 
revolutionary principles at Oxford or Cambridge or London 
School of Economics. They listened to the eloquence of Laski, 
learnt to quote Mill and Milton against their British rulers. 
Ihdia struggled for democracy and 'representative institutions' 
through democratic and constitutional methods and, therefore, 
it is logical that democracy should constitute the cardinal 
prirtoiple of Indian political system. It is enshrined in 
the 'fundamental Ism* of the land. The Preamble of the Indian 
Constitution runs as followsi 
1. Rao,G.H.MJ'The Levels of Indian Politics; A Problem of 
Authoritarian Tradition and Democratic Modernity', in Aiyar 
and Srinewasan,op.cit., p. 16^ -. 
2. Martin,Kingjey,"Defence of De«®cracy", in Chakrabarty,Ai 
India Since 19^7, (Calcutta,1967)p. 227. 
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«We,THE PEOPLE OF India, having solenwainly resolvad to 
constltiiB India into a SOVEHSiaN nmOQimiQ REPUBLIC 
^ to serve to all its citizens!JtJSTlCl,3odlal,econo-
mic and politlealj LIBSfilX of thought, expression, 
belief, faith and worship; EQUALITY of status, and of 
opportmiityj and to promote among theis all FRASSPSITT 
assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity 
of the l!iration«. 
India is, hy a3-l means tod standards, the largest democracy 
in the world* 
Parli<iimentary Fom of Government it 
It would be a gre^t political gamble to make 
representative democracy the basis of any political system 
unless it is translated into actual practice through 
appropriate means such as parliamentary system and political 
parties backed by freedom of thought and expression and also 
free press. "Parliamentary democracy, " says R.Bhaskaran, 
"Implies representative assemblies, political parties to 
mediate between society and the state, and a permanent public 
service to provide a fair and steady administration.^ It is 
Bhaskaran,Hi Sociology of Politics, (Bombay,1967), 
p. 18. 
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undoubtedly a great achieTement of the Indian national 
movement that it a fopc© and tempo vas kept up in the name 
of representative democracy and parliamentary government. 
In 189? C* Sankaran Hair, presiding over the Congress spelled 
out the demand for * representative Institutions' and it was 
frequently repeated in the years that followed. In 1907 
Dr. Rashbehari Ghosh, President of the Congress was more 
emphatic and straightforward in this demand*^ The •Lucknow 
Pact*C19l6), the all parties conference, and the Hehru Report 
(1928), all explicitly asked for a parliamentary form of 
government. At the London Bound Table Conferences(1930-31) 
also the only articulate political premise was that of a 
parliamentary i^stem of government for India. And finally, 
the tfonstitutent assembly opted in favour of the *Western model* 
being well»suited to the needs and requirements of independent 
India. Parliamentary form of government, to quote Professor 
\ 
D*B. Banorjee, "has come to stay in this country; that it has < 
taken roots in its soil and has become by now practically 
acclimatized in it; that it has become, so to speak, a p?irt 
of the * tradition* in our ' nKsntal climate', and the » current 
coin' of our political disussion; and that it has a bright 
future before it in our country because of its latent 
exdellence. Further, we maintain that, intrinsically it is 
more in consonance with democracy and ensures a much better 
1. See Morris . Jones, W.Ht Parliament in Indla(London,1957^, 
p. 78. 
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vinlty of outlookj harmony and cooperation between the 
executive and the legislature and, therefore, a greater 
admlnistrat-lTe vigour, cohernae efficiency, than 
wh^t is knonfei, by way of contrast, as the presidential form 
of government, for which some of our countrymen seem to have 
a liking now-a-days" It Is, at the same time, also true that 
the Indians, placed imder the elrcumstanees as they were, 
not afford to pick and choose. They had not other option 
but to willingly adopt the parliamentary form of government• 
"When one turns to an analysis of the impact of the West 
upon liidlan political institutions", says Malcolm House, "a 
strange sense of historical drama emerges. It seems? that 
the people of India who have so rich a cultural past but who, 
for tragic centuries, so sorely needed to be shown how to 
govern themselves at last found their tulfors the Anglo*»Saacon 
Hermans than whom there has never been a more politically 
talented people. Ihis tutelage is no where so convinslngly 
f 
eyivinced than in the constitution of the Indian Union. From 
the Preamble to the list of schedules it is British In its 
democratic spirit. To the Indians as much as to the British, 
Qreafc Britain is the locus of political reference."^ It is 
difficult to deny that 'the parliamentary way of ordering 
political life is one of Britains* few lasting legacies to 
1. BanerJee,D.BIi Some Aspects of the Indian Constitution. 
(Calcutta, 1962),p. 
2. HaU3e,E.Malcolmi in Alyer and Srlniwasan(ed.), 
op.clt., p.13. 
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tliig coimtiy"' 
Poptf.ar Sovereignty i 
The most vitalizing factor for prineiplos of representative 
Institutions and parliamentary system of government in any 
conditions other than the British is popular sovereignty. 
It is, by no means, a small feat of political maturity and 
statesmanship on the part of the constitution makers of India 
to repose ultimate authority • sovereignty - in its people. 
It, in practice, meant to place faith and confidence in the 
surging multitude of the Indian people suffering from poverty, 
illiteracy, ignorance and divided by narrow sectional loyalties 
based on caste, region, religion, language etc. The Preamble 
of our constitution begins with the words: "WE, the PEOPLE of 
India, having solemnly resolved to constitute India into a 
sovereign democratic republic". In this way the sovereignty 
of the people was recognised as against the Government or the 
Parliament or any other agency or even the constitution itself. 
1. Muker;}ee,Hiren: Op.cit., p. 42. Also see Austin, 
OMcit., pp. 308-309. 
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Further I to give meaningful ex^ jression to popular sovereignty 
the principle of universal adult suffrage has been guaranteed 
through a written constitution. Article 326 of the constitution 
begins as follows: The elections to the House of the People 
and Legislative Assemblies of every state shall be on the 
basis of adult suffrage^. "These inocuoua sounding words'*! 
as pointed out by Norman !>• Palmer, "reflect a bold gamble and 
a radical departure from previous practice* Even in the 
elections for the provincial assemblies which were held in 
1937 xmder the Government of India Act of 1935 only some 
3^,000,00 Indian, all but 6,000,00 being males, were eligible 
to vote. Prior to that time the electorate had been only 
about one fifth as large* Most of the people of India, 
thereflMry, had had no previous experience in voting. Moreover, 
all but a small proportion - certainly less than 20 per cent 
were illeterate. What would be the consequences of giving 
the vote to every adult person over the age of twenty one, 
male or female, literate or illiterate". The only answer 
to such apprehension is that the constitution of India is an 
"act of faith - faith in the common man of India and in his 
practical connaon sense 
1. For further details see Part XV, Articles 32^-329 of the 
Indian Constitution. 
2. Palmer,Norman Dj op.cit., p. 10?. 
3. Government of India, Election Commission, Report on the 
First General Election in India. 19gl»52(New Delhi.1955), 
I, p. 10. 
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Itule of lav and Independence 
of Judlclaiy; 
Besides adult franchise# •rule of law' enforced and 
upheld by tin Independent judiciary Is another important 
feature of new political system. The traditional legal 
system of India was either too old to be revlr&d and 
revitalized or too inadequate to suit the needs and requirements 
of a modern society and the demands of democracy. It is 
during the British rule that the concept of 'Bule of Law* • 
had come to be widely recognized and accepted so as to 
become an integral part of the socio-political system of 
India. Its impact on the system has been so deep that it was 
practically iB5)osslble to discard it when the new constitution 
was framedj as a matter of fact it was considered all the 
more necessary to safeguard the rights of the people. But the 
•Bule of i&v* by Itself is not a magic wand and would be no 
better than a dead letter if not made effective and operative 
through the existence of an independeit Judiciary, An independ-
-non 
ent judiciary is the slne*qua/of a federal democracy, particularly 
so in the case of a developing coimtry. It has to serve as 
a safety valve against possible polltldal aberrations and 
adventurism in the process of development and modernization. 
The judiciary in India has been charged with the responsibilities 
of safegu-rding the rights of the individuals and institutions; 
of InteiTprating the terms of the constitution! of maintaining 
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the balance of power between the states and the centrej 
of checking Tmconstitutionallsm and of upholding the spirit 
of the constitution. The task is stupendous by all standards* 
It is, therefore, not at all sui^rlsing that the Indian 
Constitution is sometiines dubbed as the 'lawyers paradise'. 
It is generally accepted that the basic principles of 
Indian political system - representative democracy, 
parHamentary form of government! popular soverei^ty, Rule 
of lav and Independent ^udiciair » are not native to the 
soil; they have been imported or transplanted from a socio-
political environment qLulte different from ours. And for 
the successful working of the new system, not merely hard 
work but a sincere commitment to these principles la required, 
and it is the privilege as well as duty of the political 
elite to educate and guide the masses for discharging their 
responsibilities as citizens of a democracy. 
It is obvious that the functional base of a democratic 
political system like India is provided largely by political 
parties - the party that holds the power and party or parties 
opposing it* It is through the medium of political parties 
that democracy is made effective and popular sovereignty 
practicable. Political democracy in the modem wor.ld cannot 
be visuMlsed without political parties i^ich constitute 
the life-line of the system. 
Ill 
The Problem of H0present at ive Goverment 
H j S S a T * ^ 
The gl'eat significance aftd real merit of the principles 
of representative democracy and 'Constitutional government* lies 
neither in their structural form and appearance nor in the 
•charisma' of those ¥ho advocate them but in their actual function-
ing without 'restraint' through accepted channels. They are 
geminated through attitudinal conditioning and are sustained 
by a wide-spread faith and conviction in their utility and \ 
superiority over other forms of government. "Democracy", In the 
words of Jawaharlal Nehru, "is some thing deeper than a power 
of government, voting, election etc. In the ultimate analysis 
it is a manner of thinking, a manner of action, a manner of 
behaviour to your neighbour... In the end you come back not to 
political terms, but to human teimsj or, if you like, spiritual 
terms." "Democracy in a complex society may be defined as a 
political system which supplies regular constitutional 
John Stuant Mill defines representative government as follows: 
" The meaning of representative government is, that the whie 
people or some num^erous portion of them, exercise through de-
jj^ uties periodically elected by themselves the ultimate 
controlling power, which, in every constitution must resMe 
some where. This ultimate power they must possess in all 
its campleteness. They must be masters,when ever they please, 
of all the operations of government". 
John Stuart Mill, "On Llberty"and"Consideration on Representative 
Govt."Ed. by R.B.MacCallum(Cfeford,19i4^ )p. 161 See also Heal,d, 
Mark,M*A Eree SocletyiAn Evolution of Contemporary Democracy. 
(New Xork,1953)pp.52-53. 
1. Quoted in Agar,Harbent,op.clt.,p. 86. 
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opportionltles for changing the governing officials, and a 
social mechanism which permits the longest possible part of 
the population to Influence major deci9lons by choosing among 
contenders for political office". 
"This definition, abstracted largel^ y from the works 
of Joseph Schumpeter and Max Weber, Implies a number of specific 
condition I (1) a " political formula" or body of beliefs 
specifying which institutions - political parties, a free 
press, and so forth - are legitimate {accepted proper by all)j 
(2) one set of political leaders in office,and (3) one or more 
"I 
sets of recognized leaders attei^ting to gain office." 
Representative government Is, thus, not a self generating 
political mechanism or a un-dimensional process. It is, on the 
other hand, the cumulative effect of several •legitimate* 
constitutional devices woricing separately but coordinating 
each other and, at the same time, aiming at one specific goal 
of involvlgg the people in the functio ing of their government. 
It means, in other words, associating the people with the task 
of political decision making. The constitutional devices are 
rejuvenated in the process and thus the safeguard for constitutional 
government is inherent in the system itself. But it would be a 
mockery of democracy if the 'devices' -the basic elements of It -
were, in any way Isolated or suppressed. Broadly speaking, 
1. Lipset,Seymore Martin: "Political Man", in Ecstein,Harry & 
Apter, David,E.(ed.)J Comparative Politics.(Free Press,196^), 
p. 198, 
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the Indices of democraey and constitutional govemment can be 
categorised as follows! <1) Free elections and participation 
of the people in the political system? (2) Public opinion as 
obtained through freedom 6f expression* coiMiunication and 
mobility! and <3) Freedom of forining political parties and 
pressvire groups^ fhis precludes one party domination -
dictatorship - and pre-supposes the •constitutional role< of 
the »Opposition 
A brief analysis of these indices of democracy is 
intended to explain that the working of parliamentary government 
in free India is baaed on the experience acquired during the 
British rule, fhe role of opposition parties is an Integral 
part of the system* 
Public Opinion: 
Public opinion is one of those basic elements on which 
the entire democratic system is structured* It is the moving 
spirit behind democracy "Public opinion is an object of wide 
spread interest". Says Harwood L*Child, "It is venerated, 
feared, praised, cursed and solicited. Politicians court it, 
statesmen appeal to it; philosopher extol or condemn it, merchants 
cater to it5 militaiy leaders fear it, sociologists analyse it| 
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statisticians measure It 5 and Gonstitutlon-maJfeers try to make 
•1 
It soTerelgn*'. In a democrate system public opinion functions 
as a vehicle to influence, to actlyise and eyen to change the 
policies of the gfjTeiroiient. 
The socio-cultural tradition of India has not been 
conducive to freedom of easj)ressions and a tradition of civic 
culture and participation could not develop in a caste ridden 
society. However, th$ impact of Western education and the 
democratic system vas pragnant with far reaching consequences. 
The process of modemiaation was accelerated by the establishment 
of universities, the emergence of a fr^e press, the development 
of rapid means of communication and the newspapers and radio as 
media of mass contact. 
It is practically impossible to fix a date regarding the 
emergence of organised public opinion as a political force in 
India. The process of eagpression of political unrest ted already 
started along with religious reformist movement in the early 
stages of the 19th century. The Wahabl movements -( 1830-80) 
made a great impact upon the Muslims whereas the Hindus were 
Influenced by the Brahmo Samaj, the Rama Krishna Mission and 
the Arya Sama;) movements. Such religious movements greatly 
1. Child, HarwoodjLi Public Opinion(New York. 196?), p.1 
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attracted public attention but It does not mean that the 
political front was ignored, A number of big and small revolts 
and insurrections in different parts of the country, as referred 
to abovei vere manifestations of popular resentment and. 
Indignation against the British ftaj. However, It would be 
erroneous to regard them as expression of public opinions for 
the purpose of influencing the Ooveinment in a democratic 
manner. The stag© was yet to come* 
"Towards the middle of the 19th century,** Says W*C. 
Banerjee, ^ leaders of public opinion in India felt the necessity 
of establishing political organisation for the purpose of 
attractiig the attention of the British Government to the 
grievances of the people* The British Indian Association was 
started in Bengal in 185"! and remained an active power in the 
land for nearly half a century. In Bombay the leading political 
body was the Bombay Association, and in Maharashtra(Bombay 
Presidency) the Poona Sarv.lcnik Sabha was the principal organ 
of public work. In Madras the Madras Maha.ian Sabha was 
established In 1881. In Bengal the Indian Association was 
foimded in 1876. The Bombay Presidency Association was started 
on January 1876. The Bombay Presidency Association was started 
on January 1, 
1. Presidential Address of W.G, Banerjee,first Session,(Indian 
National Congress) 1885 reproduced in A.C. Banerjeei Indian 
Constitutional DociamentSt Vol.II(Calcutta, 196I),p.82. 
British Xnaian Assooiatloan had its own paper th© 
•Hindu Patriot* and it addressed t^ o petitions t o th© crown in 
1856 demanding the establishment of a S.egielati're oom^il in 
Xivlia.^  However I all these developaisnts were * Local* and could 
not bring substantial pressure upon the Oovaamffient unless they 
were unite and public opinion was attracted to that* fhe credit 
for bringing together these scattered channels of Indian public 
opinion goes to Allen OctaTian Hum®, a retired English Civil 
Servant. Two ©ore factors accelerated the pace of development, 
fhoy were the swift of transport imd coaaimmicatlon and the 
eisargence of m educated elite aostly western educated who siade 
their debut on the political scene through news papers llfce the 
i^tf thejgndtiuistoal. the Baitar .mrP;^! the 
HassJLtn* etc* 
Buoa conceived in 188^  the idea of bringing together 
leading 2^ian politicians to 'discuss social nsatters and be 
upon friendly footing «• fhe first session of th® National 
Congress aet in the Hall of the Gokuldas Tejpal Sanskirit Colleg«9 
Bombay on Dedeaber 289 1885 under the chaimanship of W«C* Banerjei. 
Indian public opinion was thus chanelised to play a constructive 
role* The popularity of the Congress steadily increased and it 
1. Fore relevant portions of the petition of 1858 see C.H*I^lip»» op*oit*t pp* 99*102* 
2* See Sitarmyya,B*Pattabl^i l^t Indljan Congress. Vol. I. (Bombay 19W»P. 18. 
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beoam© the nucleus of political aotivities in India. In subsequent 
i^ars various issues and ideologies caae up and attracted public 
opinion and in many cases deviaions were effected. It is not the 
place to go into all those details. The national movement started 
by the Congress became in due course the fooul point of Indian 
public opinion. Whatever parties or organisations or ideologies 
developed in India during the freedom movement were either raerged 
into the Congress or those which functioned separately for their 
own reasons highlighted the demand for national independence. 
The Congress under Mahatama Gandhi became a mass movement to be 
reckoned with for political influence upon the government. The 
national movement gave impetus to the process of arousing and 
organising public opinion as an effective political force. 
So long as Indian is wedded to constitutionalism and 
democracy public opinion will continue to be an important factor 
or force in politics. It may some time appear to be boistroua 
and unconstitutional but the role it is charged to play cannot 
be denied. India is free and the constitution has guaranteed 
the Fundamental Right to Freedom (Articles 18 to 22 of the Indian 
Constitution).and highlights the four freedoms of expression, 
of assembly and associationi of movemsit and of profession. It is 
the bullwork on which the role of opposition parties depends* 
1. See Shah,A.B.f"Public Opinion in Indian Democracy",in Aiyer & 
Srlnivasan(ed*) op.cit., p. 538. 
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Political payties and Pressure Crroupst 
f 
Of all the basic elements of represantatlve democracy 
political parties are pivotal in the sense that the inrolvement 
of the people in politics is made possible through them, fhey 
serve as teachers and guide to the people for the understanding 
of political problems and participation in them?. Political 
parties are organiated groups of politically conscious people 
who agree together to promote national interest in accordance 
with certain principles or ideologies for which they seek popular 
support and prepare to control the government for the purpose,^ 
A political party is, therefore, different from an assembly or 
faction or any other group not seeking control of government. 
The characteristic features of political parties are that their 
organisation is stable and purposive, backed by a certain ideology 
and their capability of controlling the government if supported 
by the people in their endeavour. Since they seek the control 
of the government, political parties are structured in accordance 
with the governmental structure. "The general problems of 
political parties". Says Freldrlcks, '•then, are three foldi the 
party's relation to the pattern of government iidiose control and 
party seeks to secure? the relation between leaders and followers; 
and the relation of the party to the social structure of the 
1. See Freidrich, Carl.Jj Constitutional Government and 
Democracy, (Bombay, 196M-) , p . 
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society In whioh It seeks to appeal for support. Through 
their leadership the parties extabllsh to maintain the contact 
between the government and the people" The fitoctioning of 
political parties is, to a large extent^ marked by organised 
propaganda* 
They propagate their ideology and progfammes to the 
people and influence them through the same process to take or 
not to take a particular action. !fhe system has not only been 
recognized as constitutional but regarded as vital for represent-
ative democracy. '•The principles of representation had to be 
vitalized**, argues Mac Iver, Bby the conflict of parties. When 
parties flourish we have in effect passed from a pre-democratic 
2 
made of representative government to a genuinely democratic one". 
A result of this process is that public opinion is polariiied and 
a party to become * powerful* has to build stronger public opinion 
in support of its policies and programme. The organisation of 
public opinion, as pointed out earlier, is necessary both for 
the parties and democracy. "Public opinion is too varient and 
dispersive to be effective", Says Mac Iver, " unless it is organized 
It must be chanalised on the broad lines of some major division 
of opinion. Party focusses the issues, sharpens the differences 
between the contending sides, and eliminates confusing cross 
1. Ibid., p. hZk, 
2. Mac Iver,R.Mi Web of Government.(New York, 1965),P» 157. 
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currents of opinion. Each party fomul'ates its platform, 
grooms and selects its condldatesi enables the public to make 
Its choice between sufficiently destinct alternatives. The 
party educates the public while seeking merely to influence it, 
for it must appeal on the ground ,of policy, for the same reason 
it helps to remove the inertia of the public and thus to 
» 
broaden the range' of public opinion. In short, the party, in 
its endeavour to win the public to its side^ however, unscrapulous 
it may be in its mode of appeal, is making the democjratic 
system workable* It is the agency by which public opinion is 
translated into public policy."^ This pre-supposes the existence 
of liberty to fomiulate 'alternative* or 'opposite' policies and t 
also existence of more than one party which propagate and stand 
for 'alternative' and/or 'opposite' policies. The opposition 
party at parties, it can be concluded, constiti^e a vital link 
in the functioning of representative democracy. They critically 
watch the actiigities and weaknesses of the government; expose it 
to weaken its hold upon the people; compel it to justliy Its 
policies before the court of public opinion; seek popular support 
in this endeavour and keep ready to accept the challenge of 
controlling the government if and when called. In this way tbe 
political issues reach down to the man in the street through the 
political parties - both controlling the government and in the 
opposition. 
1. Ibid., pp. 159-60, 
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Polltloal partiesI as already pointed out, seek to 
1 . , 
promote a particular policy or ideology* But in their endeavour 
the parties are confronted with a formidable force the various 
types of groups vithin the society* Such groups, though not 
f 
organised fownally constitute sin important element of the social 
complex* They stand in between the people and the party and they 
are capable of wielding pressure o^n both. "In recent years", 
t 
says I^ yron "Weiner, " scholars have cojie to appreciate the role 
played by the interest groups in the proper ftinctioning of a 
democratic order. Interest groups are increasingly being viewed 
as necessary democratic mechanism by which the political demands 
of the public - or at least some section of the public - are 
communicated to those who formulate public policy,*^ «0f'the newly 
independent states", Vfeiner points out, ^India ha« perhaps the 
most developed group structure. One can find many groups organised 
along the line of occupational and economic interests. They are 
trade unionSf peasant associations| business organisations, and 
mf^y groups organized along community lines; lingiiistic, cultral, 2 tribal and caste and religious associations also exist". 
1. Weiner, MyronInterest groups in Indian Po3J.tics," in Varma, 
Baidya Nath,(ed.) Contemporary India. (Bombay,196^),p.97* Also 
see Gusfield,J.R:"Political Community and Group Interests in 
Modem India" in Pacific Affairs, ?ol.XX3CVIIl,Ho.2,1965, 
pp. 123-M. 
2. Ibid., p." 98. Also see Morris Jonest The Government and 
' Politics of India, pp.151-52. 
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Ihe chief functions of interest or pressure groups are 
three-foldi (1) Public demands or protests are conveyed to the 
Government through them. <3) Popular support or opposit&on to 
Qovemment policies is measured through pressure groups. (3) 
Elections are occasional and conducted on geogr^hical lines 
whereas other pressure groups provide opportunity of popular 
participation on ll»es other than geographical. 
fhe pressure groups can be classified into two categoriesj 
those which emerge within the heirarchyof a party to promote the 
party interest in a way different from the official line. In 
extreme cases such groups manage to form a different party. The 
best examples are the formation of the Socialist Party<or parties) 
out of the Congress fold in the pre-independence era or.the / 
Bharbya Kranti Dal in the recent past. In the .other category are 
those pressure groups which exist in the society at the periphery 
of the party system with little intention to enter into politics 
but always prepared to bargain for offering support. Such 
peripheral groups hajMly follow aiQr principles and cash on their 
social strength. In India the peripheral pressure groups have 
always held great political significance and have been instrument-
al In changing the policies of various parties. These may be 
divided into three kinds: 
(1) Eeliglous groups or communities having special 
interests and aspiration e.g. Muslims, Christians, 
Sikhs, etc. 
(2) Special interest groups e.g. Trade Unionsj Business 
iiiterests; cooperative societies j Associations of 
teachers, sh4p keepers, students. Artists,employees etc, 
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(3) Racial I Regional, Linguistic and caste groups e.g. 
the Marathas and the the Bengalis and the Aasames 
the Punjabi speaking and the T^il spealcing; the 
Brahmins and the scheduled castes. 
All these pressure groups have played in different ways 
a significant role during the national movement and also after 
independence. No political party in modem India can claim to 
completely ignore them or resist their impact. Similarly, no 
policies can be implemented without taking these pressure groups 
into account. There is ample evidence that in most cases the 
political parties thrive on narrower and baser sentiments of 
these groups and view with each other in winning tbem over* 
*"r0day these groups influence the legislature as nothing else 
can. Ihey have become a legislature behind a legislature or 
what profess^  - or I^nar qalls the anonymous empires^ .'' However, 
it cannot "be ignored that, with the exception of casteism and 
communalism, the impact' of' the pressure groups on political 
system is not constant and regular. The pressure is intensified 
occasionally and its weight varies according to the nature of 
problem. But the weight of caste and commmal groups on our 
political system is, more or less, constant. 
The principle of caste is so firmly entranched in our 
political and social life,** says M.N. Srinivas, " that every 
one, including the leaders, has accepted tacitly the principle 
1. Gupta,M.Gt "Political Parties and Pressure Groups", in Aspects 
of Indian Constitution.(Allahabad. 196^ 4-).p.M^ O. Also see 
Furer-Haimendrof,C.Vonj "Caste and Politics in South East 
Asia" in Philips, C.H(ed.) Politics and society in India* 
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that, in the pro-ylnclal cabinets at any rate, each major caste 
should have a minister." 
The functioning of political parties in India is largely 
conditioned "bj the escistence of caste and communal groups and/or 
loyalties, not excluding the senas vhich are mushrooming all 
over the country« An objective study of parties and their role 
on Indian politics would be incomplete without taking these 
pressure groups into accoiant* 
the Hole of the Oppositions 
The 'opposition' constitute an Integral part of the 
mechanism of parliamsntary democracy. Its task is not negative 
but a positive one in the sense that it puts restraint upon 
the arbitrary actions of the party in power and provides an 
alternative determinant of government. "Within the different 
democratic system," says Huge Gaistkell, "one can distinguish 
different types of opposition. One might even speak of an 
1. Srinivas,M.N. •Report' of the Seminar on Casteism and Removal 
of untouchabiMty'jp. 133. 
Profess or Srinivaa reitrated after five years his views regard-
ing the role of caste system in Indian politics in his article 
"The Indian Road to Equality" in Economic Weekly.(June 1960). 
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opposition in sosze Instanoes and the opposition in other instanoes. 
But there can b@ no doubt as to the functions which the Opposition 
should perform in a Parliamentary democracy* It has a dual role. 
Its Job is, on the one hand, to subject to continual and searching 
pmblio criticism all the actlTlties and policies of the GovexTiBient 
of the day - legislative and administratlTe and, on the 
other hand, to present itself to the people as the alternative 
Government which they can choose in the election in preference to 
the existing one**^  He concludes that "the existence of legal 
and effective Opposi^on is in any country a test of true 
parliamentary democracy". "A parllamentaiy oppositioi? says 
Adams^ is as permanent as a feature of party goveiirunent as the 
organisation which is in responsible power* It Is the party out 
of office, with as definite a programme of national policy as 
that of party in, a prgoramme which it is trying to persuade 
the public to adopt, and which if it succeeds, it must assume 
the responsibility of carrying out* Its function as opposition 
Is definite. Its business Is to see that the party in power 
takes no steps which has not been throughly criticised, to see 
that It has been compelled to defend its policy from every side, 
and to prove its advisability under the penalty of loss of power".^ 
1. Gaitstkell,Hugh,"Opposition in the older Democracies" in 
Democracy % the New States.(Rhodes Seminar Papers,Wew De^ lJii, 
19^ 9)t pp. 7M-75. 
2. Ibid., p. 85. 
3. Adams,G.Bi Consitutional History of ISigland. p. 39?* 
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In- Indlai as pointed out earlier, the British system 
of parliamentaiy demooratsy vdth Its emphasis upon a strong 
parliamentaiy opposition - the King's opposition as it is referred 
to - as an 'essential Ingredient of democratle health^^ has 
1 
generally been accepted as a model» "What deinooracy demand",says 
Barbara Wooltonj "la opportunity ^ r criticism and criticism 
without fear of consequences, ^ ust as it demands that no 
government should enjoy an indefinite or unchallengeable tenure 
Of office that if the people want a change they must be able to 
get it***^  Organized opposition thus constitutes a pre-requisite 
of parliamentajfy democracy. opposition cannot be created," 
says Anantasayanam Ayyangar, a former speaker of the Lok Sabha, 
"but can only grow and its growth and success largely depends 
upon the attractiveness of its alternate programme and the 
manner in which its membert e^ Cpose the Goverrment T»^ enever the 
Grovemment is at fault 
The role of the Opposition depends largely upon the 
nature of the political system. In a single party system it 
is a process of 'self criticism* which, in essence, does not 
mean more than a difference of opinion regarding the programmes 
and strategy and is usually settled in favour of the group in 
power. In a two-party system too the problem is not complicated. 
/ 
t. Quoted by Ashoka Mehta," Opposition in the New States" in 
Rhodes Seminar PBper3,op.clt., p.95« 
2. Ayyanger,An^tasayanamj "Parliamentary Democracy at work**, 
in Chakrebarty,A. op.cit.,p,137. 
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The prograffime and polwies of the party in power are always at 
stake to theother whloh is out. fhey oppose each other either 
for clearly different ideologies as in Britain or for different 
strategy as in the tT,S.A., but it makes little difference in 
their main objective, fhe one holds the rein of power so long 
as it can secure a majority support while the other one is in 
\ 
a state of preparedness to assume power and offer an alternate 
government whenever called upon. However, the problem in a 
multi-party system is both complicated and confusing. A clear 
majority to any single party is not always possible and it, 
consequently, presents three alteznatives. ^he one is that the 
largest single group or party in the legislature is called to 
form a government which it can hold only so long as the combined 
opposition of the several groups does not vote it out of office. 
3^ he second alternative is. that several smaller groups with 
different even contradictory^  ideologies combine with the sole 
purpose of keeping the largest group out. Such a motely group 
holds power so long as its negative strategy can survive 
and it disintegrates the moment when any one coni^ tltuent unit 
asserts its policies. A third alternative is that the 
representatives elected on the basis of their allegience to a 
particular party shed their loyalty and start bargaining for 
their personal or parochial ends and enter into holy iJ^  
most cases, unholy alliances. In the last two alternatives the 
stability of government hangs on the fregility of personal or 
group whims and the system is reduced to government by groups 
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mid blocks rather tiian by party. !Ehe basic ideology and 
principles get blurred and a system of political comprojalses 
and adjustments becoie^ s operative. 
^ 
Of all the contributory factors of the origin and develop-
ment of the opposition parties the most important is the 'historical 
situation' factor vhich refers to crises that comfort the system 
iBSo facto usher in an alternative solution* The study of 
historical process regarding the mergence of the "opposition" 
party in India is fascinating and revealing. 
It has been explained in a different context earlier that 
the politioal parties in India owe their origin to the crisis 
of legitimacy. At the close of the 19th century several 
organisations or parties properly so called^ emerged at important 
places to put the popular grievances « the local ones for that 
matter • before the British rulers and seek redress. The object 
was patently political though not adtaitted at that "cime. All 
such organizations suffered from absence of an Ideology and were 
guided m41n2ji by the changing .circumstances. The emergence 
of the Congress in 1885 with an all India programme rendered 
the local organizations insignificant and ineffective and made 
them merge Hito the Congress mainstream. Within a short period 
the Congress swept all such organizations clean and, for all 
practical purposes> made the chances of emergence of the new ones 
bleak. The development of the Congress and its assurigg the 
role of an independence movement completely blocked the way 
- tf2 . 
for the growth and development of •alternate< or opposition 
partlos. There was, obviously, no alternative to independence. 
"In most of the new States**, b^b Ashoka Mehta, " there were 
sustained movements for national froedom, and usually one big 
party emerged as the symbol and spokesman. Sentiments of 
freedom and those against foreign rule, command power and sweep 
and when they rally round a party it achieves an unequalled 
position in the countir* Rival organizations either forfiet 
popular support and wither, or are absorbed in the dominant 
party. Jhe conditions in India confom to it. The ideal of 
national independenee was all pervasive and all-embracing and 
any other Ideal looked small before it. No other party co\ad, 
therefore, be formed. It is also bo be noted that the opposition 
parties in the West are the products of struggle between the 
rival intrests • the land holders vs. the landless, the 
agriculturists vs. the industrialists, the catholics vs. the 
Protestants and so on. In India, on the other hand, there was 
only one prime interest, the interest of national freedom and 
this was adequately promoted by the Congress. It was par* 
excellanee the national party, "Jfo independence movement," Richard 
L. Park points out, "is not the best breeding ground for political 
parties in the Western sense. In the search for unity in 
opposition to the ruling imperial power, the Asian nationalist 
1. Mehta,Ashoka, op.cit., p. 90, 
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movements exerted every effort to bring all faetionis together 
Into one independenee bound organization," The Congress was 
a banyan tree on the political soene of India and, naturally, 
nothing could grow under, its shade* All idlnds of views,interests 
p 
and aspirations could find shelter in the Congress folds. "The 
various sectors of the Indian population which supported Congress", 
says Robert I. Crane, "had their own political interests,peculiar 
grievances, differing objectives, and unique Ideologies* With 
peasants, Zamindars, businessmen,factoiy workers, westernized 
intellectuals and devotees of traditional Hinduism in its ranks i 
it was quite apparent that inteinaX disagreement over strategy 
tacties, and long term goals would remain an ever present factors. 
From the time of the first civil desobedlence compaign the 
internal history of the Congress was the reconciliation of the 
multitude of special intrests and different point of view.**^  The 
Congress ** was in fact a conglomeration of people who differed 
on many matters,''political, economic and social, but united by a L. common desire to attain Independende." The Congress, under the 
1. Richard Ii.Park,"Problems of Political Development",in Philip,W. 
Thayer, (ed.) nationalism and Progress in Free A3ia> (Baltimore, 
1956),p.103. 
2. See Palmer,JJorman D., Op.clt., p» 187. 
3. Robert I.Crane, "Leadership of the Congress Party,II in 
Richard L. Park and Irend Tinker,(ed.) Leadership and Political 
Institution in India.(Madras. 1960 
Kanitkar,G.B., "Bhartiya Jan Sang" in Aiyer and Srinivasan, 
op.clt., p. 628. 
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circumstances^ enjoyed an unquestioned ascendency for over a 
<|uarter of a century. In essence It worked as an ^opposition party' 
to the British rule. The objective of freedom being upper-most 
in the Indian politics of the time, no other raison d«etre was 
available to form another political party* Ihere were certain 
minor factors also that arrested the growth and development of 
opposition parties. One such factors was that all the dynamic 
political leaders during the national movement had emerged thtough 
the Congress platform. Some of these leaders defeated from 
the Congress during the national movement Itself or after 
independence. The leaders of the GPI were first to defeat,the 
socilists left the Congress soon after independence, the 
Swatantrites followed suit after over ten years while others have 
done so recently to form the Bharatiya Kranti Dal. However, such 
defection were motivated by different reasons • personal or 
ideological - and did not help in forming a \mited opposition 
to the Congress. At the same time, the number of such defectors 
was.not too large to harm the (^gress. "Though a number of 
Congressmen left the organizatij&on," ss^s Acharya Kirpalani, 
himself a veteran Congressman, "after independence, their luaterical 
2 
strength was not large enough to form a strong opposition.'* 
Psychological association of such defectors with the Congress 
cannot be ignored altogether. A second factors was that the 
1. Kirpalani, J.Bj •Political Parties in India* in Chakrabarti,A4 
India Since 19>»7. (Calcutta,1967),p.117. 
2. Ibid., p. 178. 
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Congress being in power could easily influence any emerging 
social of political leader through 'partonage*. The opposition 
parties were at a loss to build their ranks« "Therefore,even if a 
person wants to engage in purely social work", says Acharaya 
Kirpalani, "his best chance to fulfil his awbltion is to continue 
in the Congress or Join its ranks if he is not already there. 
Patronage from the ruling party also adds to social status* The 
opposition parties could not compete with the Congress on these 
levels. It would therefore, be wrong to search for the 
emergence of the 'opposition parties' in India in the western 
sense of the term during the national movement. 
The political significance of world War I was no less far 
reaching than its devastations. The event was closely followed by 
2 
yet another event of equal magnitude - the' Russian Revolution. 
At this juncture of the' world history the political condition 
of India was passing through six major crises: First, there was 
wide-spread popular disapproval of the repressive measures of the 
British acJministrations. Second, there were great misgivings 
and apprehensions regarding the British policy of racial/communal 
discrimination in India. Third, there was great enthusiasm for 
social reforms and growing awareness of educational and industrial 
backwardness. Fourth, the movement for self government was gaining 
1. Ibid., p. 178. 
2. It is a great political coincidence that the Russian Revolution 
took place in October 1917 and about six months later, that is 
on 22nd April 1918 Edwin Samuel Montague,the British Secretary 
of State and Lord Ch^sford, the ?lceroy of India signed the 
historic Report on""Indian Constitutional Reforms. The report 
was frank to admit the impact of the Russian Revolution on its 
preparation. 
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momentum. 51fth| there was appalling poverty* ignorance and 
political immobility which arrested any progress in any direction. 
Finally, the society was characterised by a series of division 
and cleavages based on race, religion, caste,, language and 
region* This posed a formidable challenge to national unity 
and solidarity but nonetheless they were sustained by the British 
rulers4 
It is quite logical that, placed lander these conditions, 
the Indian elite was su8ceptible to any ideology - democracy or 
socialism - that could promise a solution of the national problems, 
The commxmist ideas and literature, despite strict security 
measures^ started trickling into India.^ This can be regarded 
with some measure of Justification as the starting point of the 
emergence of an 'opposition* sustained by ideology. However, it 
took quite some time before communism in India could emerge from 
the level of ideas and values and translated itself into an 
organisaticn. During the ma^or part of the twenties communism 
in India was mingled with 'nationalism^ It was for the same 
reason tMit it did not oppose the congress in its 'mission of 
independence*. The formal establishment of the Communist Party 
of India cams at the close of I92V with a bold freedom-orifented 
programme different from that of the Congress. The GPI can 
claim the distinction of being the only opposition party that 
emerged during the national movement independent of the Congress 
1. See Sam 
PP 
m^umanand; Memoirs and Reflections. (Bombay. 1962)» 
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out of the sheer Ideology. The commimal and parochial organisa-
tions that appeared on the Indian political scene during the 
thirties served dertain liiaitedi narrow and/or separatist outlook 
whereas the comnnmist party claimed to be the champion of broad 
national policies. 
It is apparent from the history of its national movement 
that the political system of India lacked the experience arising 
out of the functioning of organised opposition parties so 
essential for a parliamentary democracy. The •historical situation' 
deprived India of evolving a pattern aiid direction to the role 
of the parties. One more factor that added to this situation 
was the absence of an indegenoua political ideology consistent 
with the demands of a modem political system. The role of the 
opposition parties in India is, therefore, largely conditioned 
by expendlency rather than by divergent ideologies. 
The political parties of India during the national movement 
thrived upon negative technique of militancy, non-co-operation 
and disobedience - civil or otherwise. This legacy of the past 
has not proved conducive to healthy and progressive functioning 
or parliamentary democracy and has even served to obstructed the 
evolution of democratic traditions, habits and te;^ mperamenta 
This legacy, unfortunately, remains a consistant variable in the 
working of the party system in India and the opposition parties 
have had to share the blame for this more than the Congress. 
mhe Parties and Politics in the 
First Decade of Free Indlai^ 
The dawi of Independence in August 19^ -7 threw a challenge 
to the Indian poeple and politics* It was a test case to 
determine the values and vitalities of the Western democracy 
implanted in an Asian country with her characteristic tradition-
alism, conservatism and ignorance. The old values had not yet 
changed nor the new responsibilities sufficiently understood. 
Ivor Jenning has argued that "... it is one of the difficulties 
of the extension of democracy that democracy cann'->t extend 
without education and that it is difficult for education to 
extend without democracy.*'' In India, significantly both 
democracy and education were in a primitive state. The situation 
was frought with misgivings and doubts. The only redeeming 
feature was that the Congress which was to succeed the British 
Government was wedded to democratic principles. It is highly 
creditable that the Congress did not lose balance and stead-
fastly adhered to those principles even during the days 
following independence. 
By all comparison the greatest event of the Indian 
political history was the adoption of the constitution in 1950 
1. Jenning, Sir Ivor W: The British Constitution.p.5 
. -
and the establishment of a republican system based on democracy, 
-1 justice equality and secularism. The most remarkable feature 
of the constitution is howver, Article 326 which provides for 
o 
universal adult suffrage at all political levels in India. 
The provision appears to be but was as risky as it was sincere 
and bold. This made India the largest democracy in the world. 
The period between the declaration of the Indian Bepublic 
in 1950 and the first General Selections "In 1951-52 w ^ full of 
hopes and expectations and was marked by great political 
enthusiasm and exuberance. Any one endowed with political 
intellegence and ability of leadership who was able to muster 
some popular support could aspire oT guiding the nation to 
progress and prosperity through a party of his choice or one of 
his own making. Any ideology appeared as good as any other. 
"The election was an invitation to political adventiare and no one 
could be quite certain that it would not be work while".There 
was no restriction on organizing political parties for the 
furtherance of any cause what so ever. This unrestrained and 
unchallenged growth of parties coupled with political Inexperelence 
and parochial thinking ultimately proved to be dangerous to 
1. See Dorothy Korman(ed.) Nehru,Vol.II,(Bombay,1965),pp.536-^2 
2. According to Articles 326, every person, man or woman,who is a 
citizen of India, is at least 21 years of age and is not 
otherwise disqualified on grounds of non-residence,unsoundness 
of mind, crime or corrupt or illegal practice,will have the 
right to be registered as a voter. 
3. Morris Jones,W.H: Parliament in Indiadiondon. 1957).p.98. 
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national unity and integrity, The responsibility for the 
f 
mushroom growth of political parties is also to be placed at the 
door of the Congress if it claims the credit for establishiag 
democraoy in India. 
On the eve of the first General Elections 1951-52 the 
political atomosphere in India was surcharged with an unparalleled 
political activity. "The sine a m non for a true democracy is the 
holding of fair and free elections the peoples* representatives •I 
to the legislative bodies."' the constitution has provided for 
the establishment of an independent commission for this purpose. 
The constitutionalguarantee against ji'l restrictions encouraged 
a large number of condi€ates to contest election and for the 
same reason quite a number of new parties ^so came into being. 
The House of the people (Xiok Sabha) in was to consist 
of ^ 99 members of whidhi ^ 9 were to be elected and 10 nominated 
by the President. Of the ten nominated members two were 
nominated under article 331 of the Constitution to represent 
the Anglo-Indian Comraonity and the remaining eight were to fill 
the seats alloted to the state of Jamrau and Kastonir^  the Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands and the part for Tribal areas of Assam. 
1i Report on the General Election in India,Voi.I,(Election 
Commission, New Delhi, 1955)» P«3* 
2. Ibid., pp. Iif-15 (Distribution of Seats among various
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In all 5»155 nomination papers, in respect of 2,833 
persons, were filed for the elective seats of the House 
of the Pepple. After scrutiny and rejections and withdrawls 
1,87^ persons acbmaU^ contested the election.'' It was nearly 
2 
four times of the number of seats, "The bulk of the polling 
of the House of the People and the state legislative Assembles 
actually took place during December, 1951, and January,1952, 
except that for climatic considerations, polling in some 
difficult areas of Himachal Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh 
respectively took place in October 1951 and February,1952. In all 93 persons were returned un-oppoa'ed and M of these 
k were for reserved seats. 
Besides the large number of candidates, another stricking 
featiire of the First General Election was the plethora of 
Political parties that came into being and participated in 
elections. The main reason's for this were ambition, jealousy, 
enthusiasm and even parochialism. "On the eve of the election^, 
says Ashoka Mehta, " because of the unpopularity of the Congress 
and absence of an effective alternative, a number of new parties 
1. Rejected 133; Withdrawn 826. 
» 2. For 3,282 elective seats for the state Legislative Assemblies 
(Part A states 2,29^1 Part B states 761; Part C stages 228) 
1+2,2Mf nomination papers, in respect of 23,287 persons were 
filed and after secrutiny rejection and withdrawls 15,361 
actually contested the elections(injected 1,4o5 withdrawn 
6,521). 
3. Report of the Election Commission, Op.cit., p.27. 
See Morris - Jones, W.H. Op.cit., p. 96. 
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were formed. It appeared that the Congress prestige had 
slumped badly and the vacume could be filled by any group 
of daring men. Almost every able political figure, therefore® 
formed a party and started his claim. Dr. Shyamaprasad 
Mookerji organized the Jan Sangh. But the more in^ ortatit efforts 
were made by veterans who came out of the Congress ^  Acharya 
Kirpalani joined hands with T.Prakasan and Prafulla Ghosh, 
both chief minister under Congress regime, to form the Kisan 
Mazdoor Praja Party. Professor Ranga who had initially joined 
bands with them later parted company and formed a party of his 
own the Krishikar Lok Pakash.". 
"A number of new parties came up becmuse of local 
differences, stubborn grieirances and felt or imagined injustices. 
The Lok Sewak Sangh(in Bihar), Lok Paksh(in Bombay), Travancore 
Tamiland Party, Tamiland Taylors Party and the Commonweal 
Party (in Madras) are parties of this type".^ In all seventy 
seven political'parties participated in the elections. Of 
these contested election to the House of the People and as 
many as twenty of them could secure one or more places in the 
o Hoiise. The position of these parties was as follows: 
1. Mehta.Ashoka: The Political Mind of India( Bombay) ^  
pp. 2o-28. 
2. The tables are prepared from the Election Commission 
Report. 
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Ho.of eandt^ lates 
1. file Congrass flie (teamiita and ttialJ? alliad. f Socialists It 10 
01 l^ a Hindu miliaaalrlia m 
7* fha Soheduled Caatat Fsdaration. Oil 8. Ihm Bajya Parialia^  03 
9. fOrish Kar Palctha II 01 SItaduIa Saiii^  Xiok Pal^ aha 10. Paaaants a i^ T^ cara Pmxty (m in aavoluticffvarjr Sooialiats Party m 12. Jharkbaad Party 03 13. Gantantra Parialmd 
iK iOcaXi !3al fonfafd Bioc<i4ai^ 8ta) 01 l0ic SatfolK Saash 02 
17. laiail^ Tailors' Party Otfr 18. Coaaon Maal Party 03 
n* Hsdw msllrn laagaa 01 ao. travaneon <3oohiEi party 01 ai. 3:n^ imnda!iita 36 
m 
Tbs &h«m of eX^oral. si^poi^ ^f the itii^oFtast all 
J^ difi parties and tnaepaMants la th^  Flr^ t (SmmvdX 
EI@otlon vas as I^ IXovai 
Haiaw of the Fartr 
1. fha Oongrass 2, Tha CPI 3» tha Socialist Party 
K. 
5* Jan Sanfi^  6« Othar Parties and indapandent* 
Ho*of saats 
contmt9d 
tl 93 
1,818 
Ho*of sa ts 
Mon 
m 
16 
12 
09 03 
85 
Paroantaga of total 
,mttm 
11^ 
03JI 
31^ 
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Honaally, the names of the contesting candidates are 
printed on the ballot paper, but the rate of literacy in 
India being as low as 16«6 p,c. the vast majority of voters 
coiJld not vote merely on that basis* The Slection Commission 
therefore, decided in favour qf »symbol system** Under the 
system fajaillaT symboa^were alloted to individuals or parties 
and distinctly displayed on the Fallot i)oxes for the convenience 
of the voters. As may be twenty parties applied to the 
Commission for recognition as national parties and allotment 
of symbols accordingly. The Gomiisslon admitted the claim 
of the following fourteen parties: 
Name of 
Party 
1. All India Forward Bloc 
(Marxist Group) 
2. All India Forward Block 
(Ruikar Group). 
3. Akhil Bhartiya Hindu Mahasabha 
k. K.M.P.P, 
5. Akhil Bhartiya Ham Rajya 
Parishad 
6. All India Scheduled Castes 
Federation 
7. Indian National Congress. 
8. Socialist Party 
9. Revolutionary Socialist Party 
10. C.P.I. 
11. Revolutionary G.P.I, 
12. Bol^ eviks Party of India. 
13. Krishikar Lok Party 
l^ f. All India Bharatiya Jan Sangh 
Sumbol 
alloted 
Standing Idon 
Human Hand 
Horse and Rider 
Hut 
Rising Sun 
Elephant 
Two bulls with yoke on 
Tree 
Spade and Stoker(In Assam, 
Bihar,Madras,U,P.,W,Bengal, 
Travancore Cochin & Delhi) 
Ears of com and a sickle 
Flajning torch(in Bombay, 
U,P,, & W.Bengal), 
A Star 
A Cultiifator winnowing grain 
Lamp, 
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Recognition to the above fourteen parties was accorded was 
on an ad hoc basis. The number/of far too high» The reason 
was that some of these parties had been formed and their 
popiJlarity was yet to be tested. It was, however, decided that 
the recognition would be withdrawn if the votes polled by all 
the candidates of the party fell short of 3 per cent of the 
total valid votes. On the basis of this criterion only the 
* t 
following four parties were found fit for recognitlont 
1 • The Indian National Congress 
2 - The P.S.P.(formed by the merger of the socialist 
party and the K.M.P.P.) 
3 - The C.P.I. 
if - All India Bharatiya Jan Sangh 
"On all whole, fihdia's first national-wide elections 
went off well, and were an encouraging demonstration that 
masses of voters, mostly illiterate, could act with dignity 
and with a fair measure of judgement in selecting those who 
would represent them in the Central Parliamant and the State 
Assemblies. The actual process of voting was simplified 
as much as possible, but even than it was a new and strange 
experelnce for most of the voters - an experience at once 
p frightening and exhilarating". The most redeeming feature was 
1. In the states 59 parties were recognized before the elections 
but afterwards 19 of them were found fit for recognition. 
2. Palmer, Norman D: Op.cit., p.221. 
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the impraeedented enthusiasm and lively and Intellegent 
interest in all ©lections on the part of the apparently 
meducated masses. It was mainly for this reason that, despite 
gloomy predictions, the prospects of parliamentary democracy 
In India looked brighter than erer before# It was not sui^rislng 
that the Congress had won an overwhelming majority of seats 
both at the centre and in most of the states. It was so 
because of the long history and experience and large 
organisation of the party* However, the other side of the 
story was not as bright. The performance of the Congress 
in terms of popular support was disappointing. It could not 
muster more than per cent of the total votes. "Leaders of 
the Congress party were alamed, and rightly so, because 
inspite of their overwhelming success in electing candidates to 
both the House of the People and the State Assemblies, less 
than half of the voters had cast .' their ballots for Congress 
candidates.The state of affair was far from being happy. 
The drift from the Congress was favourable to the leftist 
parties. The Socialist Party secured It per cent of votes 
polled whereas the C.P.I, got k- per cent. The performancd 
of the communal organisations was far too poor. Similarly, 
the record of other parties that were foraed hastily at the 
time of elections and of the independents was none too good. 
The Congress party, being the largest single unit in the 
House, was called upon to form the goveniment. The poor 
1. Ibid., p. 223. 
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perfomance at the polls miist have been a shock to the 
Gongress and an occasion for Inprospection. 
Ihere is little doubt that the vote for the Congress 
was nof* merely a vote of thanks for its achievements in the 
past or a vote of tnist and affection to Nehru but also a 
vote to the party which possessed long experience and wide 
organization and which was capable of forming a reasonably-
stable and comparatively competent government. "It was well**, 
says Morris - Jones, "that it was thus. Nothing would have 
made the future of democratic Institutions in India more un-
certain than an initial period of tmstable government."^ 
fhe Congress had the additional advantage of having in its fold 
a galaxy of charismatic leaders whose populsu? image was beyond 
any reproach. This was a sustaining and morale-boosting factor 
to the party. 
The first Parliament of India which met in New Delhi on 
May 13, 19^2 had three outstanding featuresj "First, the over-
whelming position of Congress} Second, the very divided 
character of the opposition groups; finally the comparatively 
2 large numbers of local parties of onekkind or another". 
The «opposition* in the first Parliament of India was 
an assortment of groups or parties as well as independents 
represanting every possible shade of opinion. Because of the 
1. Morris - Jones, W.H: Op.cit., p.113. 
2. Ibid., p. 102. 
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Ideological and personal cleavages the parties and independents 
pulled their weight in different directions rather than 
stiive to put up an 'organiaed opposition* to the Congress• 
They could find faults here and there with Congress policies 
and administration and some times could kick up row on the 
floor of the House. But it was not possible for them to check 
those policies or to offer alternative ones because none of 
them could independently claim popular support as much as 
the Congress didf 
The post election era may be described as a period 
of political rethinking and recapitialations. Every party 
licked its wounds while some succumbed to them. They had 
guaged the extent of popiilar support that they could muster 
for their ideology to be effective in the legislatures. The 
interlude between the first and the second Geiseral Election 
(1952-57)» therefore, witnessed a great deal of political 
maneuvering and adjustuBnts both in the Parliament and outside. 
**More important were the changes", says Morris - Jones, 
••affedted by movements of parties and groups without reference 
to the ellectorate"^ The activity was more evident in the 
socialist camp. The like minded parties believing in social 
democracy such as the socialist party, K.M.P.P., the Scheduled 
Caates Federation and the Jharkhand Party realised the need 
for close co-operation and uniformity of action if not outright 
merger into one party to challenge the Congress, At the 
inauguaration of the first Parliament in May 1952 the socialist 
1. Morris -Hones, W.H. Op.cit., p.103. 
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party and the KKtPP agreed to establish a parliamentary alliance. 
It was followed by merger of the two Ibto one, the Pra^a 
Socialist Party in August of the same year. "In the House of 
thepeople, certainly, the merger was an asset to the opposition 
and to the House itself."'' 
The right-wing parties, like to left-wing, were also 
making efforts to effect a united opposition to the Congress. 
Dr» Shyama Prasad Mukherjee, a prominent member of Central 
Cabinet and a veteran parliamentarian, resigned his cabinet 
post in 1951 to forge a unity among the right wing parties in 
the House. He formed a group - the Sational Democratic j Party 
which included the members of the Jan Sangh, Hindu Mahasabha, 
Ham Ra^ya Parlshad, certain regional parties and independents. 
The right wing alliance again like the left wing ^  did-not 
last long, *'Dr. Mukherjee's death in 1953 not only remoired an 
outstanding parliamentatIon but seriously prejudiced the chances 
2 of a coherent rightist group". 
Another attempts was made forward the end of 195^ to 
bring the leftist parties closer in the House. All the non-
communist parties agreed to form a united group - 'Union of 
Socialists and Progressives' - under the leadership of 
Acharya Kirpalauai. The groups, though not recognized by the 
speadcer as a homagenous and stable group provided a useful 
leftist front. 
1. Ibid., p. 10^. 
2. Ibid., p. lOif. 
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If not anything else, these groupings and alliance 
dispelled the doubt that the <opposition* was too weak and 
dividedf The Congress ascendency in the House was not affected 
in any way but the Government was to meet the arguments of the 
^opposition' and to state its own position a little more 
seriously. A feature of the development was that the frequency 
of divisions in the House greatly increased. Daring the three 
months of the first session (13 May - 12 Aug»,1952) there were 
division} in one month of the Second session (5 Nov -20 Dec. 
1952) there were 8 divisions and so on* The strength of the 
»opposition* in the House of the People was too weak to be 
effective and the Congress too complaceafe to be afraid of or 
even considerate to the opposition. The most unfortunate part 
of this phenomenon was that the evolution of the opposition 
parties did not take.^ place in the right direction. Their growth 
was rather haphazard, marked by a parochial or sectarian 
outlook and approach. The esgplanation for the mushroom growth 
of parties and the absence of an organiised effective 
opposition In India is to be found in the political opportunism 
let loose after independence. 
The opposition parties in the Parliament - both the 
rights and the leftists - had not yet succeeded in forging a 
unity among themslves nor had they evolved a clearly alter-
/ 
natives policy to the Congress when the Etetion Commission 
announced the programme for the Second General Elections in 
1957* 2?he number of eligible voters had increased by about 
1. Ibid., p. 10^. 
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20,000,000. The experience gained by the Commission, the 
electorate and the political parties during the first General 
Elections must have been an invaluable asset to provide 
confidence, efficiency and faith in the conduct of General 
Election, "In 1957 the Indian people voted with more confidence 
and, presumably, with greater understanding and judgment than 
they,had in 1951^52. Many of the fears and suspicians which 
had kept thousands of voters from registering properly, or 
i 
from casting valid ballots, were removed by 1957." The 
Commission streamlined its machineiyj the electorate became 
conscious of the important of the suffragej but the parties, 
despite theirrreverses in the past, failed to rise to the 
occasion and offer an enlightened leadership. The opposition 
parties suffered from three basic handicaps: First, the 
organization was limited and the appeal restricted. The CPI, 
for example, did not have a large organization and enjoyed 
restricted and limited popular support. It was unable to 
carry enough weight to challenge the Congress. Second the 
opposition parties had not yet evolved an ideology conducive 
to the interest of modem India and consistant with its social 
problems and which could provide a clear alternative to the 
Congress policies. The policies of the parties in the socialist 
canQ)s were not basically opposed to those of the Congress 
whereas the policies of the right wing parties were either 
1. Palmer, Norman D: Op.cit., p.227. 
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iMOd abBCuxtmtistto or toed the Congrtsa line 
ifitti little modUlcdtitm* h^ir^ f tht virus of t^ glon&Xism 
mSi oa9t«i0m ms numing into the vorking of the polititml 
paiti«i« Sotii eleetorate and ttia faifties fanned tim 
virus to gain their iiiferibr.- enda-., Tha Oantantra Pariohad 
in Oz<i9saf the in Madras(liov Tamil la^ tu), th® 
ffaliagii^r&t JaiiatiisFarialmd and tbs SassiniSsta Marashtra SsMiaiti 
vare 80130 of the poif»rJ\il ragional organisatioos* Tbs alaseat 
of oasteiimt oii tfo® otfoar hamdat vaa praacnt ia alii»>@t all 
tho partias* Svan tlia eomsiuiiiat party y/latch so airmradly 
cossnitted itself to th© ideal of sasulailsm vaa in actual 
praotiee not fre© trm •'It may seem anamolous that tha 
coaminiats should also be casta tainded, tout in India they 
certain If have be«n**. 
It i0» thereforet understandable that the position of 
the opposition parties vas not basically different in 1957 
than vhat it vas in 1951-52* At the same tiiae, the political 
probleae facing the count rri at the hoae front at least» vera 
not such i«here clearly alternate polcioa vould really laatter* 
1. C.Von furer Eaisendorf has elaborately explained this point in his analysis of the Xhassia-Heddi rivalry in the Krisha* Qodavari delta area of Andhra Pradesh vher© the CPI and the Congress vieve d with each other in playing upon the caste rivalry of the two doainant caste groups* (see FUre*^  BaiaendorftC.VontOp»cit* t pp*53*62) See also Harison Seligt Mfcliht m w m f and 20J^ 25 
2. ?al«er»Rorstan Dt Op.cit«» p*231* 
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There coidd not be two opinions about the urgency of the 
developmental problems In various fields except that of 
determining priorities and pooling the resources• fhere were 
other problems of comparatively secondary Impertance such as 
regional and linguistic^ problems which did not require 
formulation of policies and programmes for solution but 
imderstandlng and consultations. Further* the popularity and 
prestige of the Congress had not fallen from what it had been 
in 1951. 
Taking all these factors into account it can be concluded 
that the political tone in 195"? was subdued and the enthusiasm 
in elections was, by no means, as high as in 1951-52. The 
factors that dominated the elections and influenced the 
electorate were mainly the local and regional problems rather 
than feny national or International issues. At the same time 
the influence of 'personality* rather than ideology was not, 
in any way, small. The election strategy of the opposition 
parties was characterised by the negative approach of *hate 
Congress* compaign. In several states they formed united fronts 
against the Congress. The unity was forged for electoral 
purposes to defeat the Congress rather than to bring the lilce-
mlnded parties together or to form ideological units. In west 
Bengal, for example, there were three main opposition fronts: • 
1. "In 1950 there were 8^5 distict languages in India 
Of the officially recognised 179 languages, are recognized 
by the constitution**, 
Don Martindales "Some Problems presented by Caste,Religion 
and Culture", in Chakrabarti,Aj<ed,) India Since 19^7tP.33. 
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<1) The United Election Committee of the leftists consisting 
of the CPI^  the PSP, the Revolutionary Socialists, the Forward 
Bloc, and the I4arxist i^rward Bloc; (2) The United Left Fojnjm 
composed of about eight smaller leftist parties; (3) The United 
Democratic Peoples* Front comprising of certain sections of 
Hindu Mahasabha, the Jan Sangh^the flam Rajya Parishad and some 
dissident congressmeno In Maharashtra and Gujarat(then Bombay 
stat©) the anti congress elements united under the Samyukta 
Maharashtra Samiti and the Ifehagujrat ffsmata Parishad 
respectively* Such organisations highlighted the local grievance 
and held the Congress responsible for that, fhe argument was 
convenient and convincing. 
It is also significant to note that shai^ differences 
had developed in the top leadership of the socialist parties 
over the wisdom of such 'unholy* alliances. Jsyaprakash Narayan 
favoured the alliances as being appropriate and in the national 
interest and coni?enient to ease the congress off-its ascendency. 
Ash'oka Mehta, on the other hand, opposed any truck with the CPI 
which was basj/cally opposed to the democratic system. The • 
development in the Punjab was interesting but characteristic 
of the Akali politics. Master Tara Singh, the Akali Dal leader, 
withdraw the Dal*s support from the Congress candidates on the 
eve of voting* Master took this action because of his 
dissatisfactionwith the language policy adopted by the Congress 
the Punjab. 
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However, despite their best efforts and election strategy, 
the opposition parties failed to make any appreciable dent in 
the Congress hold on the electorate. It, once again, emerged 
victorious In the second General Elections id.th overwhelming 
majority at the centre and in most of the state assemblies* On 
the other side, the opposition parties, Inspite of emerging 
patterns of unity, were still as divided and scattered as ever 
before. One more factor that helped the Congress to maintain 
its position was that it reoriented its socio-economic policies 
to establi^ its claim as a progressive party. In at the 
Avadl Session the Congress Committee itself to establishing a 
'Socialistic pattern* of society. Whatever the merit and meaning 
of the ideal, it released considerable stream out of the left 
opposition* the ideal was intended to be attained through social 
ownership of the principal means of production by progressively 
speeding up the equitable distribution of national wealth. The 
next step in the direction WHS more clever and calculated. In 
1956 the ideal of 'socialistic pattern* of society was modified 
to be simply 'socialist society' and the Second Five Year Plan 
was inaugurated the same year. This obviously took the sting 
out of the leftist criticism and augradnfced the Congress 
prestige. 
In all thirty political parties contested elections to 
the House of the People (Lok Sabha) of \daich 18 chttld secure 
at least one teat. The Congress, the PSP, the CPI and the 
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Jan Sangh continued to be recognized as national parties. The 
results of the Second General lleetions did not change the 
political complex of the House nor that of the country. HoweTTer, 
the position In the States was not as happy for the Congress, 
while some of the results for the House were quite \mexpecterd 
TheCongress gained a few seats in the House (from to 369) 
but lost a large number (about ^ 0) in the states. The heaviest 
loss in term® of popular support was In Kerala and U,P. The 
other states where the Congress lost assembly seats were 
Bombay, Bihar, West Bengal and Orissa. In all these states 
anti-Congress feelings had been aroused on linguistic and region-
al problems. Some central Ministers were defeated in Maharashtra 
mainly because of these policies* However, the Congress 
retained its ascendency in all the states except Kerala where 
it captured if3 seats against 66 of the CPI in a House of 126; 
and in Orlssa where it coxald seore 96 seats in a House of 1^ 0* 
The party position in the House of the People (Lok Sabha) was as 
^llows: - ^ 
" Party No,of Percentage of 
seats won total votes 
t. The Congress 371 f^7.78 
2. The C.P.I. 27 8.92 
3. The P.S.P. 10.4l 
h* Jan Sangh m ^•96 
5. Other parties & 73 27.11 
^ independents 
^ 
1. For comparative figures and details \see *Seminar* «Ho.29« 
(January 1962),New Delhi. 
C H A P T E R II 
THE PATTERN OF POLITICS ON THE EVE OF THE 
THIRD GENERAL ELEC3TI0WS. 
The political history of India during the five years 
between the Second and the Third General Elections(1957-62) 
was marked by hopes, ambitions and political mobility and 
there were definite signs of advancement towards political 
modernization. The perioi was significant for the consolidation 
of the western democratic system initiated in an oriental land. 
The esperiraent was succeeding and, unlike our:" next door 
neighbours and many Afro-Asian coimtries, the system of 
parlisaaentaiy democracy was taking roots in the Indian soil. 
There were no more doubts and misgivings regarding the future 
of democracy in India. In the course of his Azad Memorial 
Lectures in New Delhi(Febifuary 2M-, I96I) Lord Attlee said that 
"wherever there are democratic movements in Asia and Africa, 
they look to" India, where democracy has made "the-most notable 
advance". No matter whether these remarks contained the whole 
truth or half truth, the fact is that the Indian people have, 
so far shown the sagacity of following the path of democracy 
with no reservations and no grudge.^ There has not been even a 
1. See Morris - Jones,W.H: The Government and Politics of Indiat 
(London,196^),pp, 191-92. 
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feeble voice against the principles of democracy and even from 
those political parties which are known for their anti-democratic 
ways* 
Another- feature of the period was that India took the way 
of her socio-economic development through planning and that too 
within the framework of her democratic political system* Political 
freedom is a misnomer if not simultaneous^^ followed hj freedom 
from huiJger and backwardness* The Congress was already 
committed to that. But the most propitious aspect of it was that 
democratic methods were resorted to for this purpose by completely 
discarding the totalitarian ways« **jtndia plans. But planning 
was not forced upon the people", Taya Zinkin has pointed out, 
"They were vaccinated with it. Only ^ en the vaccine took, when 
the First Five learPPlan was accepted as successful, did the 
Government propose an increase of dose". It was proved beyond 
doubt that state planning along with democracy was not a 
contradiction in terms. The Five Tear Plans were yielding good 
results though not according to the plans. The reforms enunciated 
through the plans in the social, economic and political fields 
were getting deep into the social fabric. A popular faith in 
democracy and planning had been established,^ 
1, Zinkin,Tayaj "Nehrulsm: India's Revolution Without Fear", in 
Pacific Affairs. XOTII,No.3, Sept,19^5»Reprinted in Alyer & 
Srlnlvagan(eds,) Studies in Indian Democracy.(Bombay^1965)« 
p. 7^7. 
2* Ibid., p. 7^8. 
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A third feature vas that, because of her proclaimed faith 
in democracy, her pre-occupation with developmental programmes 
and her adherence to non-alignment, India had built an enviable 
position and distinguished status in the -world* This fact was 
frequently recogniaed in international par3.ours. India was 
regarded, though not acclaimed, as leader of the developing 
nations of Asia and Africa. 
The period preceedi^g the Third General Elections in India 
/ 
may be regarded as a period of political stability at home aAd 
image-biiilding abroad. 
However, despite several happy developments during the • 
period, the influence of certain other factors was net so helpful 
The functioning of political parties - the key stone of the arch 
of parliamentary democraoy - was, for example, still in a process 
of evolution. The weight of long years of responsibility had 
considerably weakened the structure of the Congress party, But^  
on the other han<^  the opposition parties were still not in a 
position to challenge the Congress ascendency. "The most striking 
weakness of the Indian political system, howe^erj says Michael 
Brecher, "is the absence of a strong democratic opposition party. 
The gap is very large in deed."^ The party system in India was 
still murlQr and full of confusion. The Congress had done little 
1. Brecher,Michael:"Towards the Close of the Nehru Era" in 
InternaUonal JournaK Canada)?ol. XVIII. No. 1 ,Sept. 1963 
reprinted in Aiyer & Srinivasan(eds.) op.cit., p.755. 
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to cheek Its diwindllng prestige nor had the opposition parties 
shown any political aciiman to add to their position and popularity. 
The situation vas most unhealtl!:^  not only for the Congress and 
the other parties tout for the politico-economic edifice built 
with hopes and ambitions after great sacrifice. Some of the 
factors that directly or indirectly influenced the Indian body 
politic at the threshhold of Third General Elections were as 
follows! 
I: There were internal dissensions, sometimes assuming 
alarming proportions, in the ruling party.^ 3&idiscipline 
in the Congress ranks and files was rampant and the power-hungry 
Congressmen formed cliques and pressure groups within the party. 
The »rightists' and the 'leftists* in the party were clearly 
discemable and the influence of the »ginger group* on decision-
making at the party level is not unknown. The intra-party 
squables produced various unhealthy political results which, in 
the long run, adversely affected the party system in Sidia. There 
were factions in the party based on personal rivalries as well as 
on considerations of caste, commxanity and region. The lower ranks 
of the party were largely infested by such evils This had 
1. See Morris - Jonesi Op.cit., pp.169-79. 
2. See «The Ballot Boxs A Pointer"«The Badical Humanist.XXI 
(May 19f19?7)PP. 
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naturally undermined the popularity of the party and contributed 
to its decay» The inner failure had set in a process of 
disintegration resulting from the scramble for the loves and 
fishes of office. The attention of the party was engaged by 
Its organisational problems at the cost of pi^viding intelligent 
leadership to the people. It was losing the active support 
glite and had lost direct contact with the masses.^ 
Both these factors raised genuine doubts regarding the future 
of the party* Another aspect of the situation was that the 
relations between the legislative and organisational wings of 
the party were ar^ f^ thing but cordial. They looked at each other 
with envy, suspision and contempts Similarly, the relations 
between the central leadership and the leadership in the states 
were not as close as they had been in the past. Certain states 
leaders could exert more in the High command while others were 
merely stuck in formalities. Further, the Congress, inspite of its 
long experience, large organisation and wider popiilar base, had 
become stagnant in the sense that it had not been revitalised 
with the recruitment of energetic youngmen. The old leadership 
was losing its direct contact with the masses while the younger 
one was either not coming forward at all or was not allowed to 
grow up by the old guards. This created frustration and the 
younger people drifted away from the Congress. It is strange 
that fflot a single new figure of consequence was added to the 
1, Palmer,Nozroan Ds The Indian Political System.(London),p.192* 
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hi^er leadership of the party during the last one decade• The 
position was still more tmhappy at the lower rung, of the party helr-
archy^ "Hehru remained a national symbol,** says Frank Mor-aes,"and 
at the higher achelon the top leadership Is still good; while 
organizationally^ owing to lis long experience and contact with the 
masses^ the Congreess has a country-wide advantage over the other 
parlies. It has also been a fact that the opposition is badly 
fragemented**. 
"Failure to to attract and recruit younger people largely 
accounts for the poor quality of the Congress leadership at the 
local level. !I?he old guard Is concentrated mainly in the top 
leadership at the centre, leaving an inferior tribe of leaders on 
the lower rung.**^  
<> 
Apart from the personal and regional rivalries among the 
Congress leaders, the differences among them on basic policies 
were not infrequently brought to the surface. A good example 
of it was the disunity among the Congress leaders on the policy 
of * cooperative farming* adopted at the Nagpur session in Janaury 
1959 and formally enacted by the Lok Sabha on March 28, of the 
same year. The policy w^s followed more by keeping it on paper 
rather than in practice. 
1. Moraes,Frank: India Today; (New lork,1960),pp.100-l0l, 
Also see «SemlnarS November, 03,Ho.51. 
- • 
II-.The canditlons In the opposition camp were still wors. 
The opposition parties suffered from lack of charismatic 
leadership, poor organization and/or small popular support. As 
potnted out earlier^ th$ Congress, because of the •historical^ • 
situation', had in its fold a galaxy of seasoned leaders whereas 
in the opposition camp, fhere was a mere sprinkling of it. fhe 
leaders in the opposition parties were either too 'emotional) 
thriving on the popular emotions or too idealistic to be abl^ to 
build a mass support. The result was that not a single opposition 
party could e^ iierge as a formidable force in its own right. Yet 
another peculiar feature was that the opposition parties proclaim-
ing identical ideology did not show any serious desire for 
Cooperation and adjustment and much less for amalgamation.^ Any 
such attempt was also resisted by local and regional leaders for 
fear of the loss of their own identity and position. The number 
of opposition parties continued to be as large as ever before and 
this completely marred the effectiveness of the * Opposition'. As 
a consequence of it the Congress had to fight many foes o^ many 
fronts and some times on the grounds of their choice. No 
opposition party was capable of containing the Congress single 
handedly. 
1. See Morris - Jones, Op.clt., pp. 
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III: The emergence of the first primarily*ideological* 
and policy-based party of the right - the Swatantra Party - in 
1959 posed a serious challenge to the Congress ascendency and to 
the socialist forces, She party -sfas not revivalist, sectariari 
and traditionalist like the Jan Sangh and the Hindu Mahasabha 
but ideologically opposed to socialism and all that it meant. 
"In HQT view, the new party we all desire to see", says M.R. 
Masani, "should be what may be broadly called a middle-of-the-
road or centre party which would eschew do^a and extremes of 
any kind. It should take a practical and fragmatic view of our 
problems and support solutions which are demonstrated to be in 
the country's Interest. In industry and business, it would believe 
in a mixed economy ... In agriculture, it would stand for 
peasant proprietorship and family cultivation.." The challenge 
was too formidable to be brushed aside. Moreover, it came from 
no small persons than Congress Stalwarts like C.Rajagopalacharl 
and K.M. Munshl. The party was intended to provide within the 
framewoi^ c of democracy and national self interest an »alternative' 
policy and 'a strong and vigilentS opposition to the Songress. The 
Congress was, thus, made to take stock of its policies and ^ 
strategy and revitalise its offensive against the new opponant. 
IV'. A significanct factor of great social, poli^cal 
and economic consequences was the introduction of 
Panchayti Raj or democratic decentralization based on the Report 
1." Masani,M.R: Congress Misrule and the Swatantra Alternative, 
(Bombay,1966), 0.10. 
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of Balwantral Meiita Committee In 1957• Democracy'at the top 
cannot succeed unless It is pyramidlcally built on soxmd base of 
democratic institutions as its foundations. Ihe main objective 
of the Panchayati Raj was to foster among the people the spirit 
of self-reliance and to provide to them an opportunity for 
participating in the gigentic task of nation building. The -
experiment was, by all means, of paramount national imporaice". 
It had to bear a great influence on the political system and 
was to serve as the training gi»und for the political elite of the 
future. • It also transferred to the centre of *real politic* from 
the state capitals to Panchayat Samities and Zila Parishads. The 
parties, in order to be effective at the state level at least, 
had to establish their position at these institutions first. 
The influence of Panchayati Raj over the state polities and 
throu^ that over the natioaal policies was gradually increasing 
Because of the direct impact of local issues on the people 
the opposition parties had better opportunity of manoawering 
at that level. 
INDIA AT THE THRESHOLD OF THIRD 
GENERAL ELECTIONS 
As pointed out earlier the political atmosphere in India 
preceding the Third General Elections was not strained with 
serious crises - political and economic. The nation was marching, 
though in slow movements, towards the avowed goal of 'welfare 
state*. There was appreciable progress in every walk of life 
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and thB fi&lth in pafMas^ntai^ demoomo? vas on the ineifeeiso* 
fhe ideal® of 'demoomtlc soolallsia* at home and *non»allgn6^ nt * 
abroad being vatohed Isiy the world vith mixed feelings of 
hope and dispair and* notvithsianding her ^ ffieultieSf India 
had to follow her mission and give light to those who needed* 
SaS INTEBNAfXOML SCEHEs 
Because of her peotiliar social, political and economic 
conditions obtaining at the time of independence and because 
of her proclaimed faith in non-violence end peadet India could 
not afford to be a party to any type of power politics or 
international political competition* India's •national self* 
interest demanded a sufficiently long spell of peace to 
provide its newly von independence with substance and reality* 
In his broadcast speech on September outlining 
the basic principles of India's foreign policy, Pandit Hehru 
had siadf "Me propose, as far as possible, to keep away from 
the power politics of gratis, aligned against one another, 
which have led in the past to world wars and which may again 
lend to disasters even on vaster scale". Since then, the 
Government of India has been trea<ling that crucible path of 
non-alignment, co«existanoe and Panchashila*^  
Indians policy of non-alignment and active friendship 
with the two power blocs proved fruitful in the long run 
See Nehru.Jawaharlal*India's Fo •Im Policy>Sept. -
April,1961(The Publications Division,Oovt.of India,1961)p.86. 
Also see, * Seminar* Not Kay, 1963. 
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and paid handsome di-^ rldends during all the years since 
independence, "The goal of social and economic dernocracy", 
says Mohan Singh Mehta, "development through planning at home, 
and peace and non-alignment abroad, is thus hoth sound and 
logical",^ Despite bitter criticism from certain quarters of 
being »immoral' or •pro-communist^, India not only followed 
the policy with conviction but attract several other nations 
to follow siiit* "As a resiat**, says Frank Moraes, "India and. 
2 
Hehru acquired a genus reputation abroad". It would not be 
untrue to say that a third bloc - a powerful bloc if not a 
powei* bloc - had emerged on the inteiuational scene* In 
so-called group of non-aligned nations with liidia as a philosopher 
guide, proved to be a source of inspiration and moral support 
to the newly independent Afro-Asian nations and those on their 
way to freedom. Indians foreign policy was thus directed 
towards enlargement of "the area of peace" and extension of 
non-aligned forces so that cold war coiJCLd be contained and 
reduced, if not eliminated altogether. ^ 
Of all the factors, national or international, the danger 
of Chinese dragon on the IJorth-Eastem border of ^dia was 
looming large over the political scene at the time of the Third 
General Elections. All the opposition parties commemned China 
in strongest possible terms and squarely blamed the Congress 
1. Mehta,M.S; "India's Foreign Policy",in Appadorai,A(Ed.) 
India,(Bombay, 1968),p.213. Also see »Seminar*>No.56.April. 
2. Moraes,Frank: Op.cit., p. 1^2. 
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for its wrong policies leading to the situation* 
CoHjJiRinist Fart^ f lioweveri had its own reasons to condesm the 
ruling party.^  the opposition parties greatly exploited the 
situation f^ r electoral purposes and aroused popular sentiments 
agatest the ruling party. 
However, inspite of oertain pitfalls and diffiotilties 
fifidia's foroign policy proved benefioial to the national 
interest. It brou^t plentiful aid and ts^e from all 
tiiarters. India received large seale aid « material and 
technical - both from the Soviet Bloc and the ^ glo-American 
Bloo to build her economy* The <3ongress received a pat even 
from the OFI the most vociferous critic • at its 
ITiJayawada Congress, 1961* All other parties also recorded. 
See the following for views of the opposition parties on Bino** Indian dispute t 1# Resolution of the PSP.=at its Conference held in Bombay on 10.11.59. 2. Resolution of the Executive of the Jan Sangh adopted on 20.9.59* 3. Speech by Sh. Hasani in the XiOk Sat^ a during debate on Sino«.Indian Relations (Nov. 26-28,1959) Resolution of the Central Executive of the CPI adopted on 26.9.59* Also tee the following fbr details about the Sino*Indian despute Breoher,Machaelt Hehru.ppg88»92 Henon,K«P.S} ** India .Russia cyid China*' in C9iakrabarti, A.(ed.) India Since 1W(Caloutta.196g).pp2g6^2g7. Oopla Karunakarj»India CJhina Relations* in «Seminar* Moi.50, Oct. 1963,pp. 13-18. Sen,ChanakyaiTibet Disappears.PP82-85. Ctoakravarti,P.Ctj^ idia China Relations.Nov.21-28,1959. Kessiggs,Contemporary ArchivestNov.21-28,1959 p.17122. 
Kessings,Contemporary Archives,No.5-12,i960,p.1773». 
Asian Recorder,Dec.5-11,1959fp.393V, 
Asian Rscorder,Dec.19-25,1959»p.3060. 
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their appreciation In varying degrees* It was-only the 
Swatantra Party that puiled her weight against such policy. 
tHE NATIONAL SOENEi 
Article 36 of the Indian Constitution statesi «The state 
shall striire to promote the welfare of the people by securing 
and protecting, as effectirely as may social order in 
which justice, social, economic and political» shall inform 
all the Institutions of the national life", fhe fourteen years 
of the Congress ascendency preceding the Third General Elections 
wituQssed an appreciable progress to this avomed objective 
of the constitution. There had been progress and development 
in all walKs of national life and the Congress had lived all 
this time up to its commitmmi^to democracy. 
1) The success of democracy is guaged not by occasional 
elections to legislative bodies but by the actual impact it 
creates on the entire national life through popular Involvement 
and participation. The working of democracy would, therefore, 
largely depend upon the safeguard of civil liberties as 
referred to in Part III of the Constitution. The freedoms of 
speech and expression and of.-formigg political parties for 
promoting any cause or ideology, and participation of the 
people in the political system through elections and the 
Panchayatl Ra;j are manifestations of successful workisg of 
democracy in India. The two ffieneral Elections in which 173 
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and 193 million raters respectively participated and the 
Inauguration of Panchayati BaJ in 19^9 reveals the magnitude 
of the problem and the nature of democraoy in Indla» "The 
results strongly support the thesis,** says Michael Brecher, 
"that India is a functioning consitutional democraJy" 
"Parliament,too, has shown a capacity"t argues Brecher,*'to 
sustain Itself In conditions which were by no means ideal / p 
and to perform the functions of a vestem*type legislat4f«'r 
$he political stability and constitutional democracy 
was revitalized by a high standard of law and order. Notwlth* 
standing frequent police firing and the communist led 
rebe3ULlon in 3?elangana( 19^-50) over-^ all position of law and 
order was most encouraging. Similarly, the centre-state 
relations, with the exception of Kerala in 1959# were 
maintained on constitutional basis? and the civil services 
lived up to their traditions and the past, 
11) The Involvement and participation of the people in 
political ^ d economic development is the essence of democracy, 
India had made appreciable progress in this direction during 
the decade preceding the Ihird General Elections. 
In October 19^2 were introduced the Community 
Development Pro;}eets and the National BJctension Service Blocks. 
1. Brecher,Michaeli op.clt,, p. 752. 
2. Ibid., p. 753. 
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"It aims at bringing about", says S,C,Dubey, "In a relatively 
short period of time, certain significant modifications in the 
thought-ways and work-ways of the tillage people who constitute 
82.7 per cent of the countly's population'^ '' This was followed 
In 1959 W the introduction of democratic decentralization or 
)E>anchayatl Ba.U and adoption of the policy of cooperative 
farming.® Jn economic field too the progress w^s steady and 
fruitful. The First Jive Year Plan(195l-i956) had ended with 
definite success and the second one was launched in April 1956. 
It was more ambitious than Its predecessor and was aimed at 
establishing a socialistic pattern of society"*^ The plan ran 
into serious difficulties and right in the mid-way Its targets, 
being unattainable, were slashed. However, when completed In 
March 196I It showed great success in increasing national 
k production and raising national income. 
1. DubejS.CThe Comm\mlty Development Programme In Ihdla^.ln 
Vanaa,Baidya lJath(ed»).Contemporary India. (Bombay,196|^ ;,p.2l8 
2. :Di January 195^ 7 a Sti»ay Team on Community Development and 
National Extension Service headed by Balwantral Mehta was 
appointed by the Planning Commission to suggest (ifaanges In 
organisational structure .At the recommendation of the Team 
the National Development Council accepted the system of 
Panchayatl Raj in 1958. 
3. The following resolution was passed by the Congress Party at 
Its annual session at Avadl In January,1955: 
"In order to realise the object of the Congress.., and to 
further the objectives stated In the Preambje and Directive 
Principles of State Policy of the Constitution of India, 
Planning Commission bake place with a view to the establish-
ment of a socialistic pattern of society,where the principM 
means of production are under social ownership or control, 
production is progressively speeded up and there is equit-
able distribution of national wealth". 
In the matter of production of commodities,the follovdng 
Increase had been effected since 1950-51•contl. 
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Thus we find that the period was marked by brighter 
prospects for democracy and development. The progress was 
evident in the fields of education, employment»industry and 
agriculture although much more was yet to be done* 
An objective study of political problems of India 
during the first decadd of the Republic would be Incomplete 
wlthour-; ^ alysing the politics in states where the position 
of the Congress had been weaknened* The situation in Kerala 
and Orissa was not a *local' problem* It had far reaching 
political and constitutional consequences. Another important 
problem which hat been influencing the polities in India Vas 
the Language problem. It.was one of the legacies of the freedom 
movement which was endeared at that time without visualising 
its dangers. 
THE KSRAIA TANGLE: 
The Importance of Kerala politics In the national 
context is not that the Congress was battered In elections 
and in the Assembly several times and it frequently changed 
Cogteodlties jt950»S$ 196Q.»61 
Boodgrains 50.5" m.tons m.tons. 
Sugar 9-9 Iskh tons 30 lakh tons 
Cotton textiles ^950 m yards 7i5000 m yards 
Cament 27 lakh tons 82 lakh tons 
Steel 1.5 m tons 3.? m tons 
Goal 32.5 m tons 56.1 m tons 
Power 51,070 m kws 19»111 m kws. 
. 8if « 
the strategy to keep the gaddi^or that It shamelessly 
allied with its rivals in a bid to keep the communists out 
of power even at the lost of being a second fiddle.'' The 
great significance of the problem is that it gave rise and 
highli^ted the following constituttonal and political 
questions which had bearing on the national politics. 
1 » She constitutional position and working of the 
centre-State relations. 
2 - The mnner of exercise of his powers by the 
Governor of a State. 
3 - The role of the Congress as a ruling party in the 
Centre and a minority party In the State. 
h " fhe role of the State Congress party to adopt 
politices not in conformity with the policies 
of the parent body e.g. its alliance with the 
Muslim League in 1960. 
5 - The Opposition parties in the state also indulged 
in political manoeuvring and alliances against the 
congr.es-s or against each other. 
6 - The role of the Communist' Government in the State 
that came to power through constitutional means and 
its relations with the Centre. 
If we look at the political histoiy of Kerala from 1952 
till todayi there will be foujjd a constant war of wits.bettjeen 
the Congress and the oppositirm parties presenting an in-
explicable and intricate political behaviour. They frequently 
changed strate ^ies and sacrificed principles for power. The 
pattern of politics set in Kerala found its way in other state 
later on. 
1. For detailed account of the Kerala politics See Nair.R. 
Ramakrishnas Constitutional Experiments in Kerala(Trivendrum 
1961+) and How Communists Came to Power in Kerala , 
(Trivendrum, 1965). 
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THE ORISSA CRISIS 8 
the story of politics In Orlsaa may not be as 
interesting as ot Ki6x*aX&> bijt Its ijsi^ &ots on India's poXltlcaX 
<1 
system was as Important, fh© main dlff©3?©nc0 between the two 
was largely ot intensity and expediency rather than of natiire. 
In both the cases the party toehaviotir was an example of 
politioal manipulation and manoeuvring, 1!he strategies were 
freqeuantly change and alllanees were as quickly made as they 
were broken* In Orissaf however, the distinguishing feature 
was that the entire polities of the state was centred around 
a few personalities* 
In Kerala, the chief concern of the Congress politics 
seemed to be to keep the CPI out of power and, for that purpose, 
it made all sorts of political adjustments and alliances with 
other parties including the Itoslim I^ eague* In Orlssa, on the 
other hand, the Congress sou^t the si:®port of the CPI to main-
tain power and keep the Oanatantra Parlehad out* But within 
a rtxj short time it parted company with the CPI and wooed the 
same Oanatantra Parlshad - a regional reactionary part - to 
keep the Qfaddi* It was a marriage of convenience» 
It is apparent from the ©rises of Kerala and Orlssa 
that the Congress itself was setting bad political precedents 
1, See Rao,K.Vi"Ihe Pattern of Orlssa Polities'*,in Iqbal 
KarainCed,) State Politics in Indla«(Me:jrut, 1967)• 
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for the posterity. Another aspect of it was that the 
opposition parties, instead of growing on ideological 
bases and strengthening their position, were inrolved in 
political manoeuvring at petty temptations. 2h both these 
states great harm was being done to parliamentary democracy 
by the anties of irresponsible politicians both in the 
Congress and the opposition parties. 
Like the Kerala politics, the Orlssa affairs also 
became the head ache of the Parliament in the sense that it 
provided the opposition parties with some political ammxinition 
to fire at the ruling party and also to expose it in public. 
THE LMGUAGE MUDDLE i 
One of the most controvercial problems of Indian politics 
even 
since independence or before has been the language problem. 
India is a vast country with geographically different regions 
and large population with different cultures and languages 
characterized by differences of origin, style suid scripts. 
The Ciongress Party during the national movement committed 
itself to safeguarding all languages and protecting linguistic 
1 
minorities. It suppo^ rted the linguistic principle for Bihar 
in 1908 and for Sind and Ajodhra in 1917 as separate Congress 
provinces. At its Kagpur session in 1920 the Congress 
reiterated the principle and repeated the same at Calcutta 
(1937), Wardha(1938) and in the election manifesto of 
19^5-56. The other parties such as the Socialist Party, the 
« 8 7 • 
CPI and even the Hindu Mahasabha did not oppose this policy.^ 
But this policy helped "to create a monster which now 
challenges India*s existanoe as a single nation and taxes her 
Governments' ahility to maintain law and order".® The first 
voice against this policy was raised by Pandit Nehru in the 
constituent Assembly on November 27,19^ -7, The Par Commission, 
appointed by the Constituent Assembly to ascertain the 
desirability of constituting Andhrai Kamatak, Kerala and 
Maharashtra on linguistic basis, reported: "The formation of 
provinces exclusively or even mainly on linguistic considerat-
ion would be inadvisible"^ It is also significant to note that 
the Constituent Assembly adopted Hindi as the national 
language of India with a majority of one vote and that too of 
the presiding officer. This created suspicion and misgivings 
in the south. 
Notwithstanding the dangers of linguistic chanvinism, 
socio-cultural factors intensified by casteism and regionalism 
and the intra*party pressures on the Congress compelled the 
Government to yield to the formation of Andhra Pradesh on 
1. See Report of the States Reorganization Commission.(Govt, 
of India Publication, Delhi,1955)para 67,pp.17-l8».See for 
details Roy,N.C..Federalism and Linguistic States(Calcutta, 
1962). 
2. Windmiller,Marshall:"The Politics of States Reorganization in 
India: The Case of Bombay",in Far Eastern Survey.XXV (Sept. 
1956),p. 129. 
3. Report of Linguistic Provinces Commission. Para 131* 
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linguistic basis after Potti Sriramullu had laid his life in 
^his uneoTsred a Psuidora's box and more pressures 
were brought upon the Government to refise the boundaries on 
lingiiistiG .basis f "The demand ^ r linguistically homogenous 
provinces," in the words of Overstreet and Windmiller, "vas 
but one evidence of a powerful desire for subnational 
o autonomy". 
In December 19^ 3 the Government of India appointed a 
three-»men States Reorgaaization Goiamission<SRG) which 
submitted its report in September 1955* After full considera-
tion of the Report, the Parliament enacted the States 
Reorganization Act in In persuance of this Act nev 
linguistic states were created in the south and regional 
parity was effected in the Gujrati and Marathi speaking areas 
of the Bomb^ state. With the exception of Sanskrit and Urdu 
all other languages listed in Schedule VIII of the Constitution 
were provided with a state/home of their own* 
The SRC Report was recced with satisfaction and relief 
in some parts of the country but condemned with dismay and 
despair in others. Serious objections were raised against the 
report and it was characterised as precusor of national 
disintegration and disharmony. It created more problems than 
1. On this subject see Marshall Wlndmiller,"Linguistic 
Regionalism in India", in Pacific Affairs.XXYII 
pp. 291-318* -
2. Overstreet,G.D. and Windmiller,Marshallt Communism in 
IndtLa, (Bombay, i960),pp. 17-18. 
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it was intended to solve. Even the Congress leadership was 
not unanimous about the import,^ 
r 
The immediate repercussion of the SRC Heport came to the 
fore in linguistically surcharged states of Bombay and the 
Punjab. The Marathi speaking people of Bombay immediately 
formed the Samvukta Maharashtra Samiti to press their demand 
for a separate state of Maharashtra including some part of 
Vidarbha as a home for Marathi langaage." The Oujrati spapking 
people in the state counteracted by organising Mahagujarat 
Janata Farishad to demand for a separate state for Gu^rati. 
The controversy sparked agitations and riots and dominated 
the poULtics of the state during the subsequent years. The 
elections in 1957 bore appreciable impact of the controversy. 
However, the climex reached vrifcien a distinguished minister in 
the Union Cabinet, Mr. C.D.Deshmukh, resigned from the office 
for the cause of the Marathi language and, ultimately, the 
Government submitted to the demand and bifurcated the state 
of Bombay into Ifeharashtra and Gujarat on May 
The Punjab took ajllne from Bombay. The Punjabi language 
was commonly spoken and understood in the entire state. The 
1. For details see C.Ra.iagOT)alacharii Our Democracy. (Madras«1957) 
and Selig H.Harrison:India?The Most Dangerous Decade. 
(Princeton I96O). 
2. For details see Taya Zinkin1India Reporting.(London«1962) 
pp. 95-12?. 
3» The Bombay Reorganization Bill was passed by the Lok Sabha 
, on April 1911960 and by the Rajya Sabha on April 23 without 
oppositon in both the houses.The President gave his assent 
to the Bill on April 25»1960. See for details Stem, 
..conti.. 
Sikhs uadep the Tarn Singh-pat eh Singh leadership clamoured 
for reoogtiitlon of Punjabi as the sole official language of 
the state* Became of the a^blatiozi of Sllch religions leaders 
- Sant Fateh Singh happens primarily a religious leader - the 
agitation got a religious touch* the demand for Punjabi suba 
which sometimes was construed to mean a separate state for the 
SiMiSi gained momentum and^ at tlmeSf posed serious ps^ oblems. 
Bioting and irlolence ims an inevitable consequence* !rhe demand 
'the rightf^ status of the Punjabi* surrounded by religious 
overtones was counteracted by another religious organiaatloni 
the <&gya 8ama3» On January 10,19^7 the Samaj started the 
«Seiyie Hindi* agitation against the •regional formula* laid 
down in States Reorganisation Act to give parity to Hindi and 
Punjabi in the Punjab* fhe agitation qiJckly developed on ' 
wide scale and was supported by the Jan Sangh^ Over 9tOOO 
people were arrested and other iMf detalaed under the D.I.R. 
The detainees included several MLAs and as.former Congress 
minister Professor Sher Singh, later on Deputy Minister of 
Education In the Union Ministry* The agitation was tea^ porarily 
called off on December 27tt957 to be revived oft and on. The 
controversy never ended completely* Xt was contained ,by the 
chief Minister Pratap Singh Kalron with a »strong hand* short 
of formal dictatorship* His removal from the scene on charges 
1* It is interesting to note that the entire ooontroversy for 
Hindi and Punjabi was conducted in tJrdu - the stateless 
language in India* 
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of corrmptlon again left the field open. Sant Pateh Singh 
decided to take a fast imto death for the cause of Puhjatoi 
language in 1965 and that too in the primeses of the Golden 
Temple at Amritsar. The Indo-PaJs controversy at the same time 
saved the life of the Sant and the situation from an ugly turn 
The Government I once again aft^r violant agitations and great 
loss of life and property» conceded to the demands and decided 
to bifurcate the Punjab into the Pimjab for Punjabi and 
Haxyana for Hindi, 
The most striking feature of the entire language 
problem is that not a single opposition party rose to the 
occasion to oppose it and to expose the dangers inherent 
in the policy* In their individual capacity, various leaders 
like C,Bajagopalachari and others, warned against the harmful 
effects of the policy but no organized movement was launched 
to * educate public opinion* against the policy. The opposit-
ion parties failed in their basic responsibilities and, in 
fact, tried to compete with each other in playing with the 
chauvinistic popular sentiment about the language problem. 
The Congress is more responsible for such state of affairs 
than the opposition. It also took advantage of such sentiments 
when they reached a higher pitch and the elections vebe in a 
close comer. The SRC Report was published, for example, in 
1955 about two years before the second General Elections in 
1957* The bifurcation of Bombay was effected in May I960 
about twenty-two months before the Third General Elections 
92 . 
in 1962* fh© division o^un^ab was, however, delayed because 
of emergendy and iiltimate/came in 1966 about a year before the 
Sburth General Elections in 1967f fhese timings betray 
the political motives of the Congress as it had happened in 
respect of the timings of the Hive Year Plans,^ 
Apaift from its impact upon the local politics in various 
regions, the language problem greatly affected the Intra-stat© ' 
politics and projected itself into national politics. The 
most unfortunate aspect of the problem was that it let lose 
the forces of regional and linguistic chanvinism and dis-
integration. Jhe political atmosphere in the states of 
Maharashtra, Crujarat and Pim^ab was already surcharged with 
language problem. In Assam the anti-Bengali agitation 
started in 196O and continued for over^a year with tremsaidous 
loss of life and property. Ih Orissa the Ganatantra Parishad, 
an important right-wing party of the State had acquired 
substantial popular support for its demand of merger of Oriya 
> 
speaking areas of the nei^bouring states into Orissa. The 
emergence of the D.M.K. in iladras(iiow Iamiln£.du) as a 
champion of lamil language and Tamil region with separatist 
over-tone was probtbly the most significant development of the 
period and the most formidable threat to Oongress ascendency 
in the state.^ The Akali ©all in Punjab and the D.M.K. in 
1. The First Plan was launched in 19^1, the Second in 19^6 
and the Third in 1961. 
2. See for details Wardgrave,Robert,L»«The D.M.K* and the 
Folltlcs of Tamil ^ rationalism" in P^acific AffairsSVbl. 
XXXVII No.V, 196if-65, PP.396-M1. • 
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Madras made the language problem as the basic principle 
of their ©lection strategy and this paid handsome dividends 
to both 6f them. She iUcali Dal sedured 3 eeats in the Lok 
Sabha and I9 in the State Assembly in 1962 while it had none 
iji 1957• The D.M.K. strengthened its position In the Lok 
Sabha from 2 in 1957 to 7 in 1962 and in the state Assembly 
from 15 in 1957 to 50 in 1962J 
fhe langwage problem has greatly endangered the national 
mity and political cohesion* This has led to the emergence 
of a new variety of *pres sure group» based on langmge and 
region* It is as viznilent as c<^stelsm and commimalism. It 
has "stimulated the divlsiae forces in India to such an extent 
as to raise doubts about the capacity of free India to survive 
o as a unified state dedicated to the democratic way". 
A direct result of this development was that the »forces 
and factors' necessary for the growth and development of the 
•opposition parties were arrested and entagngled in regional 
politics* They were released at the local ard state levels 
and the force of the Opposition at the national level was 
rendered superficial. Ihe forces of regionalism and linguism 
were basical^ jr 'sub-national forces' of lower category verging 
to anti-nationalism* 
U See'Semlnarj Hew Delhi, No.3^,June, 1962; pp.15 and ^ -U-3. 
2» Palmer,Norman Dj Op.cit.,p.108. 
Jypai^  ftom these ismi^ s of DQticaial signifiOBxtot the c»ther 
prohl&m tbat doiniiiatdd tho political scftne of ^ dia in mm 
to M^m^it plmniag &M demlopmnt ia so6tBlt m m m l & 
Qxt& educational. fiaMs* v^s adequate m&t@rlBl 
esgsg© th© attention of political pasties aisdi on iftiich the people 
eoui4 «si»eot enXi^ teiimeiit from tbeai* fttepe was gi^ at need for 
«li03se by the paities* fbs pB^wty In pover m& the pcurtiee 
outf eqiimllsr needed dispassionate olijeetive thiiiMliig m ^ 
pmgmatio appx^ iaeh* A eiinlletige vae ttiroim to ti^e opposition 
paftiee to fovomlate pitrposive and pmotloa^le policies tc provide 
a olear altematiire to tlie Egress faj» fbe euosiss in ttm forth 
ooming eXeotorixl ofdeal demanded a soeitive, and not a 
umsAtm one in ai^ oaee* fUe li^ e«Co»gi?e3e atx^te^ urns obsolete 
and of little praotical iTaltie* ^e GQugmm ifas to Im opposed 
not beesuse of her failiBgs here and there hut &n the ground of 
definite alteniative ideology to proiride r^ s^ d^  for those failings 
It vas ot enough to serelj eondesm the Cox^ re«9f as all the 
opposition groti^ s didy for aH that vas not good in any field 
of national life* the opposition parties had to ehov to 
people vhat vai aetually good mud. hov Has that to he attained. 
Both wfatt and ^ ^ eqpally^  Ixsportant* 
fhese in brieft the stmins that influeno<Nl the 
politl<ial patties in the foiwalatioii of their manifest.gb ^^^ 
the fhird Qoneral Elsotions and in detexminlJig their electoral 
strategies* She approach of the laain opposition parties was as 
foUofUSt 
Attm ttoi BemnA iXjeetionsi ttee tsad 
erne out v^tti iXs W misSmm ai th^ singS^ gwoup in thd 
Ws, SaJbiia atler tsm Ckingi^sa* fhe suaeeeM' in seouidlng 
s isa^ ofitr ^  As&embljr* It 
tgm z tiso pattjr that it oa|»twod j^ oUltioal 
p&mt tiifough ^ memtiM m oth^ r Coauoiinist party ean 
^f smh dlstinotioH* fi^ resolutiois of the Party Oongress 
in Kerala i^rt the forats mile a hi«aoh in the Congsma f&nospoly of Svemnteistftl md eetahlithM & giommmnt d by the Conimmist Party have attracted world wide attentim md ooaititmtes the einiXe htggest i^ T&at in our national-political llfe«» 
it would he out of place to enter into a disoussion 
regarding the serits or deiserlts of the short period of 
Coaenmiet reglise Sn Kimla* fhe f^t» howevert is that the 
sueoeeded In huildlDg a larger popular base and es^ abliahing its 
bona fides as a party oosmitted to desooratio and oonatitutlohal 
eystes* This also he3^ ed i» reatovlD^ g auapioion again^ st the 
On his first •ieit to TriTandruoi on April t953 after the 
C«P*X» oent to povert ParuUt Hehru appreciated the coiajuoist 
approaoh and aaids ''If they thihic loore of India and in Indian 
terms» I have no doubt that the ooisnnmiits vill veer around 
1« Sitracte from the Election Manifesto of the given in 
the impend!*. 
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more and more and th© party will ©ease to be coinmimist in 
international lingo"^ 
The result of the experienee was that the- party decided 
to revise its structure and in February 1959 a draft for this 
purpose was published in the Mew Age* . It contains no reference 
to such eommmist slogans as '"dictatorship of the proletariate" 
or « monolithic fighting organization". Instead the aim of the 
party was stated to be "peoples' .deraooracy" by "integrating the 
theory of Marxism-Leninism with the realities of the Indian 
situation, with the eacperience of India•s history, with the 
tradition of the Indian people, with India's national peculiaritJei 
Ihe Keral^ i experience had, in this way, twofold influence 
upon the G«P»I« First, it gave the party a tremendous political 
boost. Second, the party itself realised the weakness of being 
isolated from fehe realities of national life* However, the 
chief handicap of the party was the strikingly small popular 
base. The organisational structure of the party was also small 
though it was highly sophisticated. 
The communist strategy for the Third General Elections 
was based upon two considerations! First, exposition of the 
failures of the Congress party in the implementation of its 
policies. It was not so much against the policies as such or 
1. See the Statesman.New Delhi,2?th April 1958. 
2* See Hew Age(Weekly).February 23,1958,p.7« 
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against the Ideology vhich determined those 'bolides but against 
process of implementation* Second^ the Marxist-Leninist 
ideology as the alternative te> Congress policies and an 
appropriate path to peace and progress. "Enjoying a monopoly of 
power", says A;joy Ghosh, "3!he Congress has had ample opportmity 
to translate into practice its declarations. Inevitably, 
thereforSf th© issiieB that will dominate the ©lections will be 
those connected with the policies which the Congress has pursued". 
"The electorate will be called upon to do two things t 
firsts ea3>ress tl^ir verdict on years of the Congress rulej 
and second! indicate clearly in what way they want the policies 
of the Congress to be changed * in the way advocated by the 
parties of the extreme^ Right or as demanded by the parties of 
4 
the left" • BUrther he saids "Of course, certain achievements 
have been made, both in the sphere of foreign policy and in 
internal affairs* We, communists, advocated mahy of them and 
ire welcome them when they come about» We do so even now. Our 
charge, however, is that the monopoly of power enjoyed by the 
Congress has not been used to speed forwaird to the extent possible o 
of our nations regeneration". The main changes of the C.P.I, 
against t^e tongress can be summarised as follows*^ 
1. QhoshyA^oyj "Third Elections and Communist Party'^ ,in 
Popiai,S.L, (Id.) 1962 General Elections in India. (Hew Delhi, 
1962),p. 
2. Ibid., pp.l+O-J+l. 
3* For details see the resolutions adopted by the Sixth Congress 
of the C.P.I, held at Vijayawada,7-16 April, 1961. 
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1 - During the two plans, the lnc*»ease in national and 
per capita inooise is negiigibXe* 
2 - Not much has been done to boost up agricultural 
produation which still defends upon monsoon. 
3 " Ihe benefits of developments go to the rf.ch and the 
burden is placed on the poor, 
k- - The land reforms have done little to reduce disparities 
in the field* The ceiling on land-holdings has failed to serve 
the purpose. The wage rate of the agricultural workers have 
declined, 
5 ^ Ho appreciable benefits have been dons to raise the 
lot of the iindus trial wo rice ra whereas the big monopolists have 
thrived 
6 • The burden of Indirect taxes is largel^ r on the poor. 
7 • The role of the Congress in the Kerala poltics was 
flagrantly anti-deraooratie. 
8 - 2he anti-national and disintegrating forces of 
commimalism, casteisiji regionalism and linguiam have been let 
loose because of the Congress acquiescence. 
9 - The plans have not succeeded in their basic objectives. 
"Apart from the defects inheirent in all plans for capitalist 
development (due to the conflict between planning and the 
•pphtenbus l^ws of capitalism)» the other short comings of the 
plans consist in the refusal to adequately mobilise the 
jpesources In possession of the rich propertied classes, to ban 
the wasteful and luxurious expenditure by them and, above all, 
to bring out such constitutional changes as nationalization ^ 
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of the most important foreign concerns, of banking and such 
other sectors of economy as are necessarsr, as well as land 
reform in the interest of the peasantry". 
10 - fhe Hightwing forces have been strengthened 
by the formtion of the Swatantra Party* It could not toe checked 
because such forces exist right inside the Congress party itself. 
11 • Ihe people have been disillusioned of the Congress 
and the conditions are favourable "for opposing those pdieies 
which harm the people and retard the pace of economic development 
for the reversal of those policies and bringing about a Shift 
to the left«.^ 
12 - She C4p.I» proposes to unite with 'democratic'forces 
Including «the democrats inside the Congret# and the mass of 
Congressmen* in attaining its objective of "a shift to the left*. 
13 * "Broad alliance^  of democratic forces of all parties 
is needed not only to modify the policies of the Government but 
also in order to ensure that many of the declared policies which 
are in the interest of the peopl« are properly implemented".^ 
- National regeneration and advancement depends 
upon J Strengthening of fo reign policy and closer links with 
Afro-Asian countries; preventing penetration of foreign capital 
and minimising its existing bold? expanding state sector; 
1. Political ResolT;rt;ion of the C.F.I. Sixth Congress 
(Vijayawada,7-16 April 196I). 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
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nationalising banks and other conc0ems to strengthen stata 
sectorj democratie control over state sectorj agrarian reforms 
to the benefit of peasantry; a just system of taxation| fixing 
minimum wagep for all workersj and repealing of repressive 
measures• 
With these objectives and po3toies the G.P.I, decided to 
'fight the elections on the basis of an ©lightened and realistic 
policy*. $he C.P.I, set up 137 candidates for the Lok Sabha of 
^ ^ members. The nuBber of successful C.P.I, candidates was 29 
that is of the seats contested and they secured of the 
valid votes polled.^ She comparative figures in respect of the 
2 position of the G.P.I- in the Lok Sabha are as follows: 
% % Candidates Seats Eained MMM mxm. 
19^2 16 3.3 3»3 
1957 108 27 8.92 
1962 137 29 5.9 9.96 
1. See Heport on the Third General Elections in Ihdia(1962), 
Vol.I, (Govt,Publication,)Delhi,1966,p.8^. 
2. See Morris - Jones, Op.cit., p.l63 and «Seminar*Op.cit.«p.16»18 
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fh@ P»S.P, and the ghlrd 
1 Elections': 
•The P.S.P* as pointed out earlieri came into being as 
a result of the merger of the socialist party and the K.M.P.P, 
after the First General Elections(1951-^2), "The K.M.P.P, was 
interested in practical parliamentary activity and Gandhian 
tillage constructive work, thereby complementing the socialist 
party leadership's interest in urban trade tinion, intellectual 
and agitational actiylties**^  The development of this new party 
was involved in difficulties since the veiy beginning. In 195^ 
one of.Uiii chief architect and the spirit behind the socialist 
Movement in India» Acharya Narendra Deva died and, at the same 
time, anotheb Stalwart Jayaprakash Narayan announced his 
retirement from the active politics. The loss was irreparable. 
The performance of the party in the second General Elections was 
very poor. The Socialist Party and the K.M.P*P. together had 
secured 21 seats in the Lok Sabha and about 17^ of the total 
valid votes polled in 19^1-52 whereas the P.S.P.sectired 19 seat 
and 10.35^ of the total valid votes polled in 1957. In i960 t 
first chairman of the party and a distinguished leader Achary 
J.B. Kripalani also resigned from the party. This farther 
weaknened the position of the party which was still in its 
infancy. "In older leadership of the independent socialist 
1. Rusch,Thomas,Aj"I^amics of Socialist Leadership in India", 
in Park and Tinker(eds.) Leadership and Political Institutions 
in India«(Madras,196O),p.203. 
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Movement In India's says Palmer,"has long since been weakened by 
deaths, defections, and ideological and personal differences"*^ 
Apart from its organisational veakness, and lov popiilarity 
the P*S«P» suffered from absence of a clearly distinguishable 
political ideology. "The Socialist Party proclaimed the 
2 
ideological goal of a 'democratic socialistc. Society". This 
ideological appeal of the P.S.P. was negativxed by the policies 
of the Congress as well as the C.P.I. The Congress adopted the 
'Socialistic pattern of Society* and later on 'Socialist Soceity' 
as its goal. This took the wind out of the P.S.P. sails and 
deprived the party of its privilege of being the champion of 
socialism in India. It is also significant to note that most 
of the P.S.P. . leaders happened to be disgruntled Congressmen 
whose allegience to socialism brought them ilito the P.S.P.camp. 
They could not be in any sense more radical than those 'socilists' 
who were still loyal to the Congress. This factor greatly reduced 
the chances of the P.S.P. as a political force. Another set-
back to the P.S.P. came from its leftwing opponents. The acceptance 
of 'parliamentary democracy, by the G.P.I, as a basic factor of in 
its ideology created more confusion the P.S.P. campl The party 
w^s left in a political lurch. 
1. Palmer, Noraan,Dt Op.cit., p.198. 
2. Ibid., p. 196. 
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One of the chief concerns and controversies in the P.S.P. 
can^ since it a inception has been the strategy regarding its 
relationship with the Congress and the C.P.I. The ^responsivist 
Cooperationists» were led by Jayaprakash Haraln and Asoka Mehtfe 
whereas •anti-responsivlsts * were led by Rammanohar I^ ohia. A 
compromise between the two groups was reaohed whereby the party 
was prohibited from entering into coalitions and united fronts 
but permission was given to enter into electoral adjustments on 
particular seats to avoid triangular contest(PSP-Congress-CPI) 
But suoh adjustments could be made with all opposition parties 
excluding the Congress.'' A reault of such adjustments during 
the mld-tenn elections In Kerala (19^) was that the P.S.P. was 
identified with the C.P.I and other leftwing parties as a part 
of the united front. But soon after the elections the P.S.P. 
despite its being a minority party, was supported by the Congress 
to form a PSP Ministry. The paarty^  in effedt, suffered from 
both types of associations and the rift in the leadership 
continued to grow. "The leadership therefore entered the 19?7 
general elections," says Thomas A. Busch,"divided over parlia-
mentary strategy and with the prospect of serious continuing 
2 
conflict in the post-election period." During the succeeding 
years the party could never over-come its internal conflicts and 
Its state units followed an election strategy of their own 
1. See Statement of Policy.Bombay,(Pra.1a Socialist Party Publi-
cations) pp. 19-27. 
2. Rusch,Thomas,Aj Op.cit., p.205. 
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convenience« The national leadership of the party was too., v©«Ic 
to enfoarce diseipline among the lanits^  
! 
^ e P»S.P# on the me of the Third General Elections 
was a party that preaohed high ideals %^lchf mfrottinatel^t 
were not exe^uaively its own* It was a party that suffered fro® 
internal distentions t lack of electoral etratei^ and at>denoe of 
practicable political ideology* It appreciated the basic ideals 
of the congsess and, in tto saiae hreath» criticised the policies 
piuTSued by the Congress# It waSf in the same manner| opposed 
to H&rj£ian ideology of the although committed to socialism 
At its Jubilee Session held in Bombay(5-9 November, 1958) 
the had declared! "Inspite of certain fundamentals we 
share with the Congress such as allegiance to nationalism* 
secularism and democracy, it has to be emphasised that the 
differences between the dongress and the P»S«P* have been both 
on policies and on their execution". The was obviously 
sore about the performnce rather than policies* Apart from its 
criticism of the Congress policies, the main ©lection strate®r 
of the P«S»P* centered round its condemnation of the Chinese 
aggression for w&ich the balme was placed at the door of the 
Sbngyefts* A perusftl of the P.S«P» election manifesto leaves no 
doubt that the party failed to offer any clear alternative to 
the Congress p&licies* It has often been charged with 
complfcency snd also with »indulging in irresponsible generalities 
or parapherasing the Congress policies and programmes'. There 
is no derth of such instances in the election manifesto. 
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Paras 17>19 and 21 of the P.S.P. manifesto are, for example, 
veiy close to Paras 21,13 and respectively of the Congress 
Manifesto^ There are many more such examples. 
The P.S.P. contested 196 seats of the Lok Sabha and 
succeeded in winning 12 of them. It secured 6.81^ of the total 
valid votes polled. This was an all time low record of the 
party. 
The Swat antra Party and the 
Third General Electionsj 
As. stated earlier the Swatantra Party for formed in 1959 
as a protest against the socialist policies of the Congress and 
was aimed at protecting the »freedom of the fairo and of the 
individual against stateism».^ It was also intended to "provide 
a functioning opposition such as in essential in a line and 
2 
vigorous democracy". The immadiate provocation to form such a 
party was provided by the Congress through its policies of 
'Socialistic Pattern of Society* and 'co-operative farming'. 
Such drastic policies were disappointing to a section within the 
1. For detaib see iJlllen Hoyi "A Closer look at the Swatantra 
Party- in Radical Humanist,(Feb.I^f.I960)tPo.77-78. 
2. MasanijM.R: Congress Misrule and the Swatantra Alternative. 
(Bombay,1966),p. xi. 
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Congress. Several Congressmen like Bajagopalaohi, H,G,Ranga| 
K.M.Munish eto. left the party in dlsgujlt and joined hands with 
M*R# Masanl, Menan, Lotoo Prabhu etc, to form the democractid-
eally oriented Swatantra Party* In his presidential address to the 
Preparatory Convention held In Bombay(1-2 August, 1959) where 
the party was formally inatiguarated, H.Q* Banga rretjaested the 
people to mobilise all their forees *'to arrest th© madrnsh 
towards socialism and destruotion of eveiy kind of freedom and 
independence"* !l!h® party aimed at a clean and good government, 
disbanding of the planning Commission| radical reform of the 
land revenue system} opposition to state trading^ state 
enterprise In heavy industries and land ceiling system; introduc-
tion of consiMers* cooperative society banks? industrial 
cooperatives, and natlonalissation of any industry necessary 
for national interest* JDi international field the party aimed 
at friendship with non-communist powers « •a policy not 
inconsistent with our general policy of peace and disarmament 
to which the nation is righly committed 
The Swatantra Party contested 183 sefets of the Lok Sabha 
and won 22 of them. It secured 8*19^ of the total valid votes 
polled. The first electoral experience of the party was marveHoiis 
by all standard. It secured a position hi^er than the ti^tlst 
Jan Sangh and the leftist P.S.P. and w^s neact to the C.P.I. 
2 after the Congress. 
1. For details see Resolutions of the Swatantra Party at the 
first National Convention held In Patna The Statement of Policy 
of the Party was styled as 'To Prosperity through Freedom', 
Extract of the Election Manifesto of the Party are as given in 
Appendix. 
2. Report of the Third General Eleetion.on.eit. .n.ftU.. 
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The Jan Sangh and the 
Third General Elections: 
The Jan Sangh symbolises the rlghtwing otoscurantlstlc 
forces in Indian politics* The party has consolidated the 
dissipated iOndu comnmnal and reactionary forces into a 
respectably organized political force \fhlch now weilds eonslder= 
able Influence on national policies and practices.-
In the wake of Bengal disturbances In February-March 
19$0 and signing of the »DeXhl Pact» in April of the same year, 
two Bengali members of the central cabinet, K.C^Heogi and 
Shyama Prasad Mookerji resigned in protest against the Pact. 
Dr. Mookerji who was IBilon Minister of industry and supply 
resigned on account of his disagreement with *'weak,halting 
and inconsistent^ attitude taken by government in the face of 
"brutalities" to which, he alleged, Hindu minorities In Pakistan 
were subjected.^ Dr. Mukherjl was associated with the Hindu 
Mahasabh but had announced severance of his relation with the 
organization after the murderof Gandhi^l. The Mahasabha was, 
therefore, not happy with Miikherji while Mukher^l realised that 
because of its involvement Mahasabna^s name was still tarnished 
with Gandhljl*s murder and It could not command national backing. 
"In 1951 he formed a separate party, Bharatya Jan Sangh",says 
Bichard D. Lambert, "general^ called Jan Sangh, which drew Its 
st:^ port from refugees, remnants of former princely power,others 
1. See Debates of the Provisional Parliament; 
pp. 3017-22. 
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favouring stronger policy towards PaJtelstan, and other groups 
with oonsemratlve economic interests. The Jan Sangh also sea?ved 
as a political voiee for the Raahtriya SwayamseTak Sangh'*.^  
In the First General Elections(1951-52) the Jan Sangh 
succeeded In securing the retidred minimum popular votes (with 
3 seats in the Lok Sahha) and was, therefore^ acco rded recognition 
as a national party. The oratorial skill of S*P. Mukherji in 
the Parliament as much as his personal prestige won laurels for 
him and for the Jan Sangh,^ »»After he (S*P«Mulcher;ji) died in 
Srinagar in June 1953$*' says Norman D»Palmer| "the prospects, of an 
anti-congress rightist coalition faded, and the Jan Sangh became 
almost leadereless** Nevertheless, the Jan Sangh continued to he 
a political force to be reckoned with. 
During the Second General Elections(1957) the communal 
parties having no chances of unseating the Congress and having 
no agreeable formula to unite, decided to localize "electoral 
arrangement**. The Jan Sangh improved Its previous record. Its 
popularity was more than doubled in five years. It polled 
7,216,800 votes in 1957 ag against 3,236,361 in 1952. The Jan 
Sangh won ^  seats in the Lok Sabha and retained recognition 
as a national party.^ The popularity of the party continued to 
increase without any set back. 
1. Lambert,Bichard,Dx'*Hindu Communal Groups in Indian Pbltics**, 
in Park and Tinker,op.cit., p.222. 
2. Palmer,Norman D: Op.clt., p.202. 
3. In State Aissemblies the Jan Sangh improved from 3^(in 1952) 
to k6(ixi 1957). 
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Bijr 1962 the J'an Sangh had giown strong enough to throw a 
challenge to the Congress and other parties* It was ready for 
a show down on the eve of the Third General Elections* "Jan Sangh 
has decided," said Deendayal Upadhyaya, "to fight the elections In 
a big way especially in Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, the Pi:njab, Madhj 
Pradesh and Delhi,fhe party laiancbed its election compaign 
on Vijayadashmi, 19th October 1961, The election strategy was 
cleverly planned and the policies were clearly opposed to sociaiiss 
2 
and to whatever the CJongress stood for. The main features of the 
Jan Sangh Election strategy and policies can be siimmarised as 
follows:^ 
"The Bharatiya Jan Sangh considers National tTnity, 
Democracy and a clean and efficient Administration as the three 
coirner-stones for the comtry's political progress". The ideal 
of the party, according to its manifesto is "Hiaratlya Sanskriti 
and Maryada which alone can fom the basis of a steady development 
of the nation". The party also aims ats 
1 - Complete integration of Jammu and Kashmir. 2 - Resistance to Chinese aggression and severance of 
diplomatic relations with it 
3 - Change in appeasement policy to Pakistan. 
k - Augmentation of defence potentials - »Militarize 
the Nation' and 'Modernize the Military*. 
1. Upadhyaya,Deendayalj "Jan Sangh and the General Election", in 
Poplai, S.L. op.cit., p. 
2. The extracts of Election of the Jan Sangh are given in the 
appendix. 
3. Based on the Presidential address of Pitambar Das to the Eight 
Annual Session of the Jan San^^ held at Nagpur,23-25 Jan. 1960. 
Extracts reproduced in Girja Kumar & 7.K.Arora(Bd.) Documents 
. on Indian Affairs 1960(Bombay 1965) and Resolution of the 
Session as well as the Election Manifesto of the Party, 
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^ Non-alignment should "be accompanied with non-Involve-
ment i.e. to keep away from affairs that do not 
direetly concern India* 
6 - no direct taxes In rural sectors 
7 • Opposition to cooperative farraing and state trading 
in foodgrain. 
8 Federal structure to be revised, 
9 - »Eight to gainful employment* to be included in the Ftoidamental Hights. 
10 * Complete overtiaul of administration to remove 
corruption and inefficiency. Uniform pay scales for 
a ^ government employees. 
11 - Ban on cow slaughter; 
12 - Inclusion of Sindhi in the Sight Schedule of the 
Constitution, 
13 - Full compensation to refugees from Pakistan, 
- Free medicine to all| development of Ayurveda as the 
national system of medicine. 
The Jan Sangh programme and policies clearly show that the 
party was, in principle, opposed to liberal progressive and 
nation-building policies of the Congress. It was, therefore, 
natural that the party offered 'alternative* policies and aimed 
at undoing what the Congress had done. It is also apparent from 
the Jan Sangh programme that the party aimed at impracticabilities, 
The party, for example, intended to increase the responsibilities 
of the Government by making education tfree up to hi^er secondary 
level, enhancing teachers* emoluments, Increasing defence 
potentials and such other programmes without adding anytlng to 
the resources* It was, on the other hand, committed to reducing 
taxation, scrapping state trading in foodgrain and several other 
conditions of planned development. The programme was reactionary 
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and opposed to peaceful national coexistance» 
The J'an Sangh set up 196 candidates for the Lok Sabha 
of whome were elected, fhe party secured of the total 
valid votes polled* The performance vas remarkable by all means• 
In ten years the party had strengthened Its position In the Lok 
Sabha by about five times - from 3 to members« Similarlyi 
its popularity rose from 3*1^ in 19^2 to in 1962. It is 
hoveverf to be noted that the Jan Sangh concentrated more on 
Assemblies in the states where it had established its 'influence 
It set up 1,1^ candidates for state assemblies and secured 116 
seats with 6,07^ of the total valid votes# 
Indians faith in parliamentaiy democracy was manifested 
thro'u^ elections based on universal adult suffrage for the 
third time in 1962. '•the mammoth electorate consisting 2l8 
million citizens was called upon to go to the polls, for the most 
part during the period of ten days between the l6th and 25th 
February, 1962, and to choose its representatives in the 
legislatures".^ The fourr parties - the Congress, the C.P.I., 
V ' 
the P.S.P and the J'an Sangh - continued to be recognized as 
national-parties-Whereas 15 other parties were recognised in one 
or more states only, Howevert the Election Commission, on 
^ ) 
representation by the newly formed Swatrantra Party that certain 
recognized parties like the Janata Party of Bihar,the National 
Democratic Party of Madras, and the United Independent Front of 
Hlmachal Pradesh had merged in the new party, accorded national 
1. Report on the fhlrd Elections,op.clt.,p.1. The number of 
electorate in 19^2 was 173 millions and in 1957 it was 193 
millions. 
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recognition to the party,^  It is no mean a record, both of the 
Election CoHsmission and of the Indian electorate, that the 
election on such a large scale completed according to schedule 
and that too peacefully• There vas only one incident in Kolar 
district of the Mysore State where a clash between the Congress 
and GiP.I. supporters resulted in death of one person. The 
following tables are given to show the position of various 
parties in the Lok Sabha after the Elections in I962 
Table A^ 
Party No.of candi- No.of seats % of valid 
dates set up won votes polled 
1. Congress 361 Mf.72 
2. C.P.I. 137 29 
3. Swatantra '183 22 8.19 
If. Jan Sangh 196 6.Mf 
P.S.P. 168 12 6.81 
6. D.M.K. 18 7 2.01 
7. Socialist 107 6 2.69 
8. Other Parties 189 23 6.7^ + 
9. Independents if80 20 11.08 
1. Ibid., pp.28-29< 
2. Ibid., p. 
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Table B 
Comparative Position of various Partiesiln IiOk Sabha 
Party 
1957 1962 
seats % of valid ggats^ seats % of valid 
won votes poll -^ lld "votesswon votes noil ««« li "votesswon votes poll-: .polled'. ed. 
Congress 361^  371 ^7,78 361 
C.P.I. 16 3.3 27 8.92 29 
P.S.P. «•» «tp 19 10.14.1 12 
K.M.P.P. 9 6 - - mm 
Socialists 12 11 3 6 2.69 
Swatantra m •m - 18 6.80 
Jan Sangh 3 3»1 k- 5.93 6.Mf 
It is evident from the above that, inspite of their 
•opposit^poadcies, shaxp criticism of the Congress Ba^ snd 
well-planned election stfategyi the opposition parties f^led 
io make any impact on the Congress ascendency in the Parliament 
No doubt the Congress position was lowered in the Lok Sabha by 
about 2,76% from what it was in 1957 but the loss was too small 
to be counted. The opposition parties also failed to improve 
their own position or to consolidate it to be a 'force» against 
the ruling party. They were as divided and working at cross 
purposes as ever before. The advantage was certainly of the 
Congress. The difference between the Congress and all the 
opposition parties taken together was too wide to contain the 
Congress In any way from Its programmes and policies. The 
« 11lf -
•Opposition* occupying 133 seats In a House of e* about 
of the elected members) was divided between 15 Odd 
parties o^ groups and individuals with divergent views and deep 
rooted inhibitions. It was an implicit lieenee to the 
Congress to cariy out its programmes without fear of 
opposition. The Congress had to fight, no doubt, against 
J 
the leftists and the rights as well as against the *non-
descripts % but the opponents were not strong anywhere* the 
•opposition', under the circumstances, was unable to fulfill 
its •basic functions*. It was as convenient to the ruling 
party to ignore the 'opposition* as it was impossible to 
avoid unnecessary and impalatable oriticisms and opposition 
to its policies and programmes. 
ATI unhappy feature of the Indian political system even 
after three general elections was that a strong opposition 
had not emerged. There were opposition parties but there was 
not 'the opposition* - that comer-stone of the parliatnentary 
arch. The question was not only of unseating the Congress 
but also of building a force to be reckoned within the event 
of the fall of Congress. No one opposition party in the 
Third Loic Sahha or all of them combined together could claim 
to be capable of taJsing the place of the ruling party. The 
situation was not conducive to healthy functioning of 
parliamentary democracy. It is not strange that the Congress 
is sometimes blamed for 'one Party Democracy^ or even 
1. See George Bailey,"Pandit Nehru's One-Party Democracy" in 
The ReportertNovember 13, 
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'dictatorship'. In fact the opposition parties should equally 
share the Islame. It is because of their political inertia or 
political iiamohility that the Ciongress had been able to 
maintain its superiority. 
As pointed out earlier, the main reason why a sound 
strong and organised 'opposition* could not grow in India is 
historical. The Oongress guided the nation to freedom and no 
opposition could be raised to that distinction. But this also 
blocked the growth of a tradition of opposition, "As long as 
the British ra^  remained the focal point of attack"| says 
Frank Moraes^ "the Congress continued to be the focal point of 
loyalty* But with the attainment of independence the Congress 
reduced from a national movement to a political party» found 
the guns of other parties and groups turned away from the old 
focal point and turned on the new focal point, which was 
itself. The suddenness of independence took all parties, 
including the Congress, by surprise; and all found i • difficult 
to adjust themselves easily to the new situation".'^  However, 
the most unfertunate fact is that post*independence era which 
is so congenial to parliamentary processes, has not shown 
appreciable change in the political situation. The nation is 
committed to democracy and the people and parties swear by that 
but the progress in that direction is still not what it ought 
to be. The factors for the arrested growth of the opposition 
parties may be analysed as followsi 
1. Moraes,Frankj Qp.cit., p.101. 
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1 - Jhe overvbelming suecess of the Ctongress in three 
successiy© elections was not so much because of its prograniiaes 
and policies as due to the "good will" earned during the national 
moYeiuent- The opposition parties were at a disadvantage in 
that respeet*Qne more advantage to the Congress over the 
opposition parties was ^continuitj of power* which added to 
Congress p^restige* and helped easy manouvrability. 2!he 
opposition parties were not in a position to compete. 
2 - The Congress was badked by a very large and well-
established organization whereas all the opposition parties 
excluding the G*P«I. had to start from scratch. However, the 
disadvantage to the C.P.I, was that, inspite of its excellent 
organiaationi it was not a mass party. The Congress, therefore, 
had better means of communication than any other party. The 
organizational superiority of the Congress was coupled with 
a galaxy of charismatic leaders in its fold. The Ctongress leaders 
were not only wide3y known but highly respected for their 
sacrifices in the past. The opposition leaders, on the other 
hand were known to be disgnmtled Congressmen and, barring a few, 
thiir position and prestige were not comparable with those of 
the Congress leaders. The most distinguished figure among the 
Congress leaders was none other than Pandit J.L.Nehru who was 
leader of the Indian people in the literary sense of the term. 
A proverbially 'flying visit* by him during the elections 
generally turned the tables \rtier6ver the Congress candidate was 
in a tight comer. 
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3 * 1 result of its continuing in power for long 
was that the Congress was identified with the Goverrtaient in 
common imagination. The party also took, advantage of it by 
using *patronage* to consolidate its position. The possibilitiei 
of patronage were obviously vety large in planned development. 
The opposition partiest despite their sharp critloism of the 
phenomena^ could not completely remove the misunderstanding. 
It is also true that th© Congress, during one decade of its 
ascendency, had creditably worked for the material advancement 
of the countiy. Ihe opposition parties high lighted its fail-
ures mor© than the Congress could publicise the achievement. 
This negative strategy merely built some anti-congress 
sentiments but did not invoke large sympathy for its opponents. 
Apart from its large organization, its seasoned leader-
ship, its association with CJandhi and Nehru, its long political 
ex3>eri.ence and its record of achieTements, the congress 
possessed enormous mateilal resources. The »prestige* that 
the congress had acquired through its ascendency and its 
identification with Government attracted the big business 
houses to associate themselves with the progress and 
prosperity of the party. The party got the lion share from 
the total contribution to political parties made by the big 
business. The following figures of contributions disclosed in 
the House on February 17,196? for the period from August 1962 
to S middle of September 196^ bear testimony to the material 
prosperity of the Congress. 
1. See the Statesman,(New Delhi, Feb.18,196?). 
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Congress Bs, 98,13*180 
Swatantra Hs» 15'|65»003 
P,S*P. Hs. 
BspubXican Rs. 2^,000 
Jan Sangh Hs, 
C.P.I. Rs. 2»823 
Hindu Mahasabha Is. Ifl^ l 
17 other partjies & 
groups, Es. 28,580 
^ - Apart from its enormous material resources the 
Congress commanded a network of Media of mass aommunlGatlon 
in the form of neirs papers and periodicals. Its position was 
further augmented by the iHl India Eadio. Although the Hadio 
is controlled by the CroTfemment and is not supposed to 
propagate for any party. It, however^ propagated the policies 
and achieireiHents of the Government in fact, meant 
a propaganda of the Congress party. The opposition parties 
obviously could not compete with the Congress. They could nqt 
communicate vith the masses to the esctent the Congress could. 
6 - It was not only the superior material resources and 
^historical" prestige of the Congress that arrested the growth 
of the opposition parties but the fallings of those parties are 
also equally responsible for that. In the first place none 
of them was well-grown or well organized to be able to run the 
government. Secondly, because of their policies of extreme 
left or extreme right, the opposition parties could not compete 
with the Congress on ideological level, The opposition was 
both diverse and dispersed^ The opposition parties could 
unite against a congressman or a congress policy but could 
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not lanlte against the Congress, The pattern of politics In 
Kerala Is an excellent ex^nple of unity among the opposition 
parties against the Congress. In Orissa, Punjab and in almost 
every state the opposition parties forged alliances against the 
Congress, There wttie as many groups and shales In the rightist camp 
as in the leftist hut unable to unite for a common cause. The 
common voter vas baffled in the 'wonder land' of parties and 
easily swayed by the Gandhi-Nehru trade mark of the Congress. 
7. If the groupism and factionalism is the hallmark of the 
Congress the other parties too are not free from that. The 
Socialist Party has achieved distinction in the exercise of 
distintegration suid re-integration. The Congress Socialist 
Party was proclaimed the socialist party from whiqh broke away 
the K.M.P.P, The two again integrated into P.S.P. but the i.P. 
again paxted company to unite later on under the name of Sai^ yiikta 
Socialist Party. The marriage of convenience did not last long 
and ended in the division of the S.S.P. and the P.S.P. 
The other left-wing party, the C.P.I, too did not give a 
much better account of itself. The cracks in the party l^ ad 
become visible since domltion of S.A. Dange on his public 
utterances not in line with the party policy on the Chinese 
aggression in 1959* The party ultimately broke into two 
and later on its three.^ 
1. See Wood,John Bt •'Observation on the Indian Communist Party 
Split" in Pacific Affairs Xmill - No, 1,196$,pp. k7-63. 
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In fact the opposition parties have not been able to 
take adequate advantage of the factionalism in the Congress 
because they have also been victims of the same disease* 
8 A maaor dis^vantage to the opposition parties 
against the Congress Is thfet since independence the Muslims 
have identified themselves with the Congress and vote for the 
Ps^ J^ y en-bloc« Beoamse of peculiar historical reasons the 
Jftislims in India were placed in a sitiuation in which they could 
not associate with ar^ other party except the Congress which 
promised secularism, democracy and ©quality to them. 
The Muslims Constitute a sizeable so'cial group and in 
many areas their voting strength is often a determining factor 
in electoral contests. During the freedom movement the Muslims 
were divided into two major groups: one group tmder the 
influence of the Muslim League worked for the making of 
Pakistan and left India soon after independence, the other 
group - the nationalist group - under the leadership of Hakim 
Ajmal Khan, Dr. Ansari, Maulana Azad and others constituted a 
part of the national movement led by the Congress. A socio-
religious organization of the Muslims - The Jamiat-ul-Ulama-
i-Hind - led by a prominent theologian Maulana Husani Ahmad 
Madani also supported the congress-led national movement. 
The other parties could not woo the Muslims as they were 
either obscurantists or ideologically unacceptable to them. 
The congress cashed on Ifcslim support whereas the oppoiition 
parties had yet to establish their bona-fides towards that 
group and win over its confidence. 
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9 - In a multi-party system, the diverse political 
problems coupled with lack of political cohsiSlon and tradi-
tional democratic acmen among people provide ample opportunity 
for political adventxirlsm* A variety of narrow considerations 
such as of caste^ community, region^ language etc., being 
pressure over political parties which get entangled in such 
problems and fail to provide enlighted and ob^ Jectlve political 
direction to larger national issues» The influence of D.M.K# 
in Madras^ the Marastra Samiti in Maharashtra, the Mahagujarat 
Samiti in Gujarat* the AlcaH Dal in Punjab, the ^ arkhand Party 
in Bihar and the Ganatantra Parlshad in Orissa could not be 
Ignored by any party. The disadvantage of the situation was 
more to the opposition parties th^ to the Congress* In every 
constituency the number of candidates was quite large and the 
support of various social groups to various candidates was 
detexmined on considerations other than ideological* The anti-
congress opinion was widely divided and the Congress,inspite 
of smaller support, remained superior to its opponants.^ 
10 * Apart from these general faatoors which influenced 
the growth t>f strong opposition parties, the local and regional 
factors also contribute to the phenomena. However, the loipaet 
of such factors Is more intense at local and regional level* 
At the national, level, on the other hand, the opposition 
parties fail to compete with the Congress because of their 
small organiaation and restricted leadership. The result is 
1. In 1952 the Congress secuared h^^ votes and 36^ seats in the 
Loke Sabha; In 1957 it got h7*7% votes and 371 seats and in 
it got votes and ^ 61 seats* 
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that different opposition parties gain strength in different 
states and Influence the politlos there but the same parties 
becme ineffective at the national Xerel^ The Gantantra 
Paris had in Orissa# the DsM^ k:. in Madras» the Akali Bal in 
the Punjab, the Jan Sangh In Bajasthan and Madhya Pradesh and 
the in Kerala were forces to be reckoned within their 
respective areas but not so at the national level* The C.P.I* 
was strong enough in Kerala to challenge the Congress and to 
replace it but in the Lok Sabha It had 29 members in a house 
of The influence that the party could extent is any 
body*s guess.^ 
It has been explained earlier that three great factors 
in the development of democratic institutions arej the right 
to participate in governmental process by easting a vote; the 
right to be represantedf and the right of 4n organized 
opposition to appeal for votes against the ruling party in 
elections and in Parliament, of these three, the last one is 
of great significance because the Opposition in parliament 
constantly watches the activities of the Govemmant and 
1. See for analytical details »Seminar^ op.cit.,p.l6» 
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critically reaots whenever the GoTernment drifts away from the 
right course. The Opposition performs its duties tinder four 
broad categoriess It critioises the Governmanti it offers 
alternative policiesj it initiates new measures which are 
postponed or ignored by the Qovernment; and it exposes the 
Government to the electorate for a popular verdict. The Rules 
of Procedure and conduct of Business in Lok Sabha have provided 
the Opposition with adequate opportunity and specific methods 
to effectively play its role in the House. The Opposition parties 
can resort to the following methodss 
1 - Questions for Information! *^nless thf speaker 
otherwise directs the first hour of every sitting of the House 
is available for asking. and'>answering qtuestlons*'^  The main 
4 
object of Questions is to seek information about matters of 
public interest and also to draw attention of the Goveironent as 
well as the public to matters of importance. It also publicises 
the political vigilance of the opposition parties. r 
2 - Galling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public 
Itoportance. 
"A member may, with the previous permission of the SpeaJeer* 
call the attention of a minister to a matter of urgent public 
Importance and request the Minister to make a Statement thereom**.^  
The purpose of this provision is to highlight the importance of 
certain matters both to the Government and the people. 
1. For details about the subject see Eules 32 to 
2. Rule 32. 
3. Rule 197. 
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3 • Motion of Ad.1our!naient on a Matter of Urgent 
JE^ blio Importaxicei 
Bule 31(to) proTides that no business can be transacted 
at any sitting of the House imless it is put in the Iiist of 
Bugines;g for the day with the permission of the speaker. 
However, a matter of urgent public importance can be raised 
by interrupting the regular business of the House* "The primary 
object of an adjournment motion is to draw the attention of the 
Government to a matter of urgent public importance so as to 
influence the decision of Government in an urgent manner in 
regard to ybiich a motion or resolution with proper notice wiH 
be too late".' 
^ • Biscuss on Matters of Urgent Public Importance 
for Short Durations 
Since 1953 it has been provided in the Rules that 
instead of resorting to an ad;Journment motion vftiich is in the 
nature of a censure motion* the members can raise discussion 
o in the House on a matter of urgent public importance 
5 - Motion of Ko*Gonfidence in the Council of Ministers! 
According to article 75(3), "The Council of Ministers 
is collectivel^ r responsible to the Lok Sabha". The Bales, 
there3ft5re, provide that a motion of no-confidence in the 
1. L.S.Deb,(n),22.2.1955»CC 23-31. 
2. Rules 193*196 Concerning the subject were adopted by the 
Rules Committee on August 13,1953. 
3. Rule .198(1). 
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Ministry as a body can be moved In conforaity to rules and 
procedure. A no-confidence motion In the Minlstiy is distinct 
from the censure motion* A OENSUBE MOQ?ION is based on 
specific charges against the Government and is moved for the 
specific puipose of censuring the government for certain policies 
an4 action* A motion of nos^ confidence > on the cfcbher hand, need 
not set any grounds on which It Is based.^ 
6 • yarious Categories of Motionst 
(a) Substantive Motiont It is "a self contained 
independent proposal submitted for the approval of 
the House and drafted in such a way asgto be capable 
of expressing a decision of the House" 
(b) Substitute Motions: "Motions moved in substitution 
of a motion for taking into consideration a matter 
of policy or a situation or a statem^t^or any other 
matter, are called substitute motions",-^  
<o) Subsidiary Motions* "Subsidiary motions depend upon 
©r relate to other motionsKor emerge from some 
proceedings of the House*' Subsidiary mot dons are 
divided into I Ancillary motions} Superseding motions; 
and amendments. 
(d) No-Day-tet«Named Motionsi These are the motions 
admitted by the speaker but no date is fixed for 
discussion* A sub-Committee of the Business 
Advisory Committee chooses one or two such motions 
eveiy week^and the Government provides time for 
discussion? 
7 - Participation in Various Categories of 
the Business of the House that Includesi 
(a) Bisdussion on President's' Address to the Parliament} 6 
1. See L.S.Deb,31.8.6l,C 617^. 
2* Direction M(2)(i) - Directions of Speaker Under the Rules of 
Procedure of Lok Sabha(2nd Ed. )-See-baak Iti this way all 
resolutions are substantive motions. 
3. Dir M.l(2)(li) op.cit. 
N-. Dir M(2)(ili). 
See Kaul & Shakdher,op.clt.,pp.531-32 
6. See Rule 17. 
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(b) Discussions on "Various categories of Bills 
(c) General discussion on Budget and out motions on 
demands for Grants} 
(d) Moving or discussing Resolutionsand 
(e) Anj^ther deliberations in the House. 
It is evident from the above that the Constitution 
has provided adequate opportimity to •th© Opposition* to play 
Its role effectively ^ d influence the Government in decision 
making. It can put a check through various methods upon the 
arbitrary actions of the Government and arouse public opinion 
against that. The main problem regarding the role of the 
Opposition Parties in the Indian Parliament is not the lack 
of opporunity or paucity of methods but of inability of the 
Opposition Parties to adequately utilise the opportunity. The 
weakness of the exposition was the strength of the Congress in 
the Parliament, On any issue including the Motions of No-
confidence the total strength of the Opposition was never 
arrayed against the Congress. 
t. See Rule 
2. See Hule 209 
3. See Rule 172. 
C H A P T E R III 
THE QUESTIONS FOR INFORMATIOK AND CALLING ATTENTION 
TO MATTERS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 
The Questions I It has been explained earlier that one 
of the established practices of the parliamentary form of 
govemnent is that the members of legislature are entitled to 
enquire from the exeuGtive about the matters of public 
iD5)ortanoe, and policies of govemment* It provides a basis 
of parliamentary sovereignty or, at least, parliamentary control 
over the executive. At the beginning of every sitting of a 
legislative body in a parliamentary system an hour or so is re-
served for purposes of asking questions and a few supplementarles 
from the governmnt* The main reasons for such a practice can 
be classified as followss 
1 - To make the government conscious of being answerable* and to discuss the propriety of executive measures. 
2 - To make the members conscious of the problems of 
nationsil importance and also vigilent about government 
policies. 
3 - To draw attention of the Government to matters of 
public importance and seek information about the 
policy in respect of such matters. 
^ - To highlight certain matters to arouse public 
' interest. 
^ - To give an opporunity to the members to raise in the 
parliament the matters of their respective constituen-
.6ies to justify their efficiency and effectiveness 
to the electorate. 
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The practice of •question hour' In the Indian Parliament 
Is, like the parliamentary form of government itself, a legacy 
of the British Raj. The history of 'question hour' in India goes 
back to the Charter Act of 1853. 3?he Act had not defined the 
powers of the Legislative Council. However, it took upon 
itself the task of asking questions and discuss the propriety 
of executive measures.^ The practice continued to growth with 
the introduction of every constitutional measure and became an 
integral and inevitable part of India's parliamentary system. 
A formal constitutional sanction was, however, aocoi^ed to this 
practice irtien Rules for the Conduct of Business in the Legislative 
2 
Council were framed under the Indian Councils Act 1892. These 
rules were further modified and elaborated with the framing of 
rules under the Indian Council Act 1909.^ The rules were 
again amended in I9I9 at the tine of introducing the Montague-k 
Chamsford Reforms. A radical change in the procedire of 
queations and answers was affected in 1937.^ The rules were 
modeled on the pattern of procedure and practice in vogue in 
the British House of Commons. 
1.Mukerjee, Indian Constitutional Documents. Vol. I; p. xxvl 
2.Rules for the Conduct of Business in the Legislative 
Council. 1892; (Governaent Publication) Rules 6 to I'f. 
3.Rules made the Indian Councils Act. 1909(Govern-nent 
Publication), Rules 6 — I5. 
^.See Manual of Business and Procedure in the Legislative 
Assembly( 1926 edn.) S.O.No. 19. 
5. ppfc.cit. 
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After Independence, the pi»ovisior3al Parliament Tstoich 
continued until the General Heetlons In 19^2 framed an 
elaborate set of rules for the, conduct of business in the 
parliament, fhis set of rales incorporated many of the earlier 
provis ons, removed restrictions on certain categories of 
questions and clearly laid down the procedure for questions and 
answers. 
Of all the questions asked In the Third Lok Sabha, the 
total share of the five main Opposition Parties - the CPI, the 
Sv/atantra, the Jan Sangh, the PSP and the - was about 
This includes only the questions independently asked by the 
members of the Opposition Parties. The supplementary questions 
asked by them are excluded. Apart from such independent 
questions the Opposition Members joined amongst themselves'<5r 
with other Members and collectively asked questions. Such 
questions constitute approximately Bfo of the total niimber of 
questions. The total percentage of questions involving the 
Opposition parties thus comes to about 33^* The party-wise 
break up is as iffoliowfi^  
The CPKinciuding CPI-M) 17% approximately 
The PSP approximately 
The Socialist Party 1.7^ approximately 
The Jan Sangh 1*6^ approximately 
The Swat antra Party 0,7% approximately 
1. The Calculations are based on the figures of questions in the 
first year of the Third Lok Sabha from 19.^.62 to 25.1.1963 
(Sessiona I to III). Total Wo. of questions asked 10,U-75.Total 
No.of questions asked by the five opposit on parties 2,580. 
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It is uleiir irom the thut t^e ahare of various 
Cgppositlon Parties is Wm 'qm^tion h^ur' is mt QcHmatsiirafce 
to th&tv position in the apposition* tM Siratantm 
0«n!splt| e^es mist oalr to tils ©Fl asoiii th© ^position prnmaa 
tmt fails at tls3 m ^ m tii« basis of its in as^fig 
qmBtl^m* St iSf UommT^ txii^  %hmt ttie positicm of th@ 
Bmtmtm l^str alt^tlr aftor a fm mmhem of tli@ 
Mmlt BsiX and a im iinsepei^ tets Join«4 thm pafty* th© party 
h^^mm more n^eai aftar Masani m d J^nialmr m m aleotad in t}i» 
i3ar*#i@eticms« th© etetftion of lioliia m d Idostya in 
by-eleotioae greatly adWted to tfce iroics weight of the 
isooiaiist It ia li^rtaiiti to mtm tliat the share of 
tha OPI and FS^ in the •^stioti hmir' m$ m^ li higher thaa 
thair position in the total iseiaherahip of the House* fhe CPIf 
for axai^ lei hsul mn approidLisatel^  of aeats i» the House 
hut its share in the * question hour* vas about 17il» F8P vith 
aaats asked about kr*^  of the ouestions* The perlbrsmace of 
the i^ ooialist ^ art^ * the aimtantra aitd the Jan'sangh wasf 
honevert poor fi^ this point of vlev* 
The questions asked hr the aeabers of the Opposition 
IMies in the third hak Sabha oan be oiaasified into fiire 
broad oategoriesj 
X - Questions connected vith or related to the policies 
end deoisicms of the Oovemieent* 6uoh queetione asHed by 
different parties from their reiqpeQtive angles were intended 
- m -
t0 Jmov the ottiQiaX s^promo^ or to thoae prohlma* 
For t^^tions perttiintiig to ©ontisrmanca of Esiergsn^ i 
f&od ZomSf etiQidar pone^t non^ aligrua^ nti eto«f vtlX fall 
under this eategoir* folloving questions seleotod 
jraTidqi win esypiaia tli© of this oategoiys 
1 - mrior and Hair (OT) enqjiired If lloenca vas 
l^ enod to Ohmdc^ aX Industries<2Mla) for totting • 
a plant to mauufaoturt teiyliafj fibre. 
2 • Sho Voijkiiya and SwaugrCOPI) soiagtot irifopmatlom about 
Isstt© of liCQse® to a prlmto firm ft^T th® samifaotwii?® of 
s 
spoolal steol for surgioal ImtrmmtB* 
3 - Sh. Baghavan and 0opala%i<CP2) sought Information 
about Soalo look-outs a»d atrllsos in Kemla siftoe 
Prosid0nt*s ma® tfeer®**.^  
h • Sh« Kacbhavalya<JS) ©nqulrod about te Bharat tk 
Sadlitt SamaJ and Bhamt SevasOe suraa^ * 
$ « Sha KaobbavaiyaCJe) nantad to knov the offiolal 
Folley regarding Offtolcvl advaitiiemends in 
6 - Sh« MahidaCSwa*) sought ^ foiffiation about policy in 
respect of lioenclag of export oriented industrieo*^  
1. Deb.Cin) C 110 
2» Ibid,, 6.5#66 C 15031 
Ibid., G 9716 
h. Ibid,, 12.9.63 05777 
Ibid,, 20.12,63 C5885 
6. Ibid., 23,11.62 0315^  
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7 - Sh. Solanki, and PK D9o(Swa.) enquired about 
reported proposal for retrenchment of employees in the Ministry 
1 
of Pood and Agriculttirfe* 
8 « Sh, yashpal Singh(SSP) raised the question of non-
availability of rice in Delhi,^ 
9 --eh. X&dav and LimayeCSSP) asked for details regarding 
miclear Development Programme during the Fourth Plan,^ 
10 - Sh». Yadav and Limaye (SSP) enquired about iii5)act of k 
Devaluation on Public Sector Industries. 
11 - Sh. Kamath<PSP) wanted to know the names and 
dexription of defence material and equipment produced in India.^ 
12 - Sh. Hem Barua(PSP) wanted to knov; the policy 
regarding manufacture of Heavy ElectJfclcal Equipment in Private 
Sector.^ 
13 -- Sh» KamathCPSP) wanted to know when Emergency was 
7 going to be revoked.' 
11 - Questions with bearing on the ideology or programme A 
of the Opposition Parties. For example, the CPI showed more 
intei^st in industrial and labour problems and the developmental 
1. Ibid., 7.9*65 C M93 
2. lb id., 1 5 ^ 1 2 . C if932 
3. Ibid., 8.8»66 C 3173 
h. Ibid., 5'.8.66(H)C 2826 
5. lb id., 26. if, 62 C 1069 
6. Ibid.,23.62 G 60if9 
7. Ibid.,23.9.6M- C 3250 
• - 133 -
pm«mm0B$ the Jan was Isi problems of Vidian 
md m m* A tew gyaattas are given bslotr to illtisti«t« 
this eat@gorjr« 
1 « ati* enq^red al»out ttoe proposal to 
oonstruot a Bsgional Hospital at Qodavari Kl%afii(aingareiii 
Oomai'les),'* 
3 • eh* K^han(CFI) vimted to tmov dataila i*d|^ irding 
tha aolsit]^  of Ekra Khan OoUiaxr of ^ B Bharat CoXXiaries 
3 • Mukarlaaiai^ atSenf ShattaehaziratKlias em Kar 
(CP!I wtt^ix^ aboi^  raleaaa of oosmamiets in %tm statat vbare 
lagr-alaettons M&fm going to b© liaM 
^ • Sh* Inderjit 0upta(CPX) aougbt infoi^tion froa the 
Mindstar of Butaifial Affairs pegayding the supply of Military 
k 
Equipiaant to PsJtistan W aambars of SAfO^SMO or 01l«fO Pacts-
% « @h* Borva (^S) en(|uir«d about tha axodus of refugaes 
trm East Palcistan and thair r^hilitation in India. ^  
6 • Sb* Bada and BanmCJS) asised about tha pro|}l«as of 
staU^hoMars of Eof^aa mrketfLod^ ColonDTf Ha«r Delhi* ^ 
7 • 8h« BsrwaCJt) an<iuirod ateottt practicability of 
idthan •gas^ o'P anginas* 
S* Sh* Bafva ond 0«Frasad(^} anquirad cUsout historiaal 
raality of Qatb l«iiBar*" 
1. Ibid*, 19*^ *62 C 
3. Jbid*, ai.3»63 G5158 
Ibid*9 7.5.62 C2863 
7* Ibid., 2*3.63 01723 
2* Zbid*« 3*9«^ C 5501 
Ibid*t 28*2*65 C 
6* Ibid., 7*9*62 G 67^ ^ 
8* Ibid*, 17.if.63<H)C10171 
9 - Sh. Hameshwaranand(J"S) sought Infoi^ mation about 
organizations engaged In atomic research.^ 
10 - Sh* 6ulshan(Swa,) vanted to know the progress about 
2 
development cf regional langmges* 
11,- Sh. Kapur Singh, Solankl,PK Deo and N.Heddy(Swa.) 
erquired about the utilisation of foreign ald.^ 
12 - Sh. V.Prasad and Bagri(SSP) enquired about availability k of Hindi Typewriters at important Railway stations. 
13 - Dr. Lohia, Pattanayak and Limaye(SSP) Sought 
information about development and working of Atomic Energy 
Commission at Trorabaj.^  
- Sh. Limaye, Yadav and Pattanayak(SSP) sought 
information in respect of investment of British Capital in 
India.^ 
1? • Sh« Mohan Swarup asked for details about agricultural 
development during the Third Plan.^ 
16 - Sh,J,Mehta(PSP) enquired about abolition of Privy 
perses to ex-Rulers.^ 
Ill - Questions asked about administrative inefficiency 
or irregulatlties; non-fulfilment or delay in fulfilling ^ 
Government assurances; misuse of official position, etc. A few 
questions falling under this category are given below:-
1. Ibid., C 
3. Ibid., a.12.65 C 5085 
5. Ibid., a2.2.65 C 682 
7. Ibid., a?. 8.63 (H) G289^ + 
2. Ibid., 25.11.6^H) C 
K I b i d . , c 
6. Ibid., 6.5.65(H) C 13^^ 
8. Ibid., 16.2.66 G 55
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1 - Smt* Chalcipavarty<GPI) sought inifoiiaation regarding 
Edlegatlons against Customs Officers at Nadia District of W. 
Bengal.^ 
2 - Sh. Warier and Nair<CPI) enquired about certain 
2 
irregularities in Ashoka Hotels Ltd., 
3 • Sh. Inderjit Gupta(CPI) sought information about 
charges against the Marketing Officer of Guntur.^ 
^ - Sh.E.ReddyCGPI) enquired about "Documents missing k 
from the Office of the Custodian General". 
5 - Sh.MukerjeejVenkaiah^GopalanjSwainy and Deb(CPI) 
raised the question of "Export of Trucks to South Vietnam and c 
their use for Military purposes 
6 - Sh.Berwa(JS) enquired about pilfering of cement bags 
from the Railway Superviser's Workshop.^ 
7 - Sh. Kachhabaiya(JS) sought information about 7 embazzlement in Hindustan Aircraft Ltd*' 
8 - Sh. Ghosh and Singha(Swa.) sought information about 
o 
complaints in respect of Satur Railway Station." 
9 • Sh. Mahida,Solanki and N.Reddy<Swa.) enquired about 
the arrears of rent from the evaxmee property.^ 
10 • Dr. Lohia,Xadav and Pattanayak(SSP) enquired about 
use of official position for collection of National Defence Fonl? 
1. Ibid. 19.8.6? G957 2. Ibid.,23.9*65 0 7151 
3. Ibid., 1.3.66 C2955 Ibid.,11.5.66 CI5890 
5. Ibid.,29.7.66 C1183 6. Ibid., 5.9.62(H)C 6078 
7. Ibid.,1l+,l2.6i+(H)C ^ 703 8. Ibid. ,17,3.6if C 5819 
9. Ibid.,2l+.3.65 0 5^99 10. Ibid., 1$. 12.6lfHG 36Mf 
- 1 3 6 -
11 - Sh» Bagri(SSP) asked for details about shortfalla In 
the Third Plan,'' 
12 - Sh, liimaye* Pattanayak and Lohia(SSP) enquired about 
tax evasion by M/S Turner Morislon and M/S Graham Trading Company 
(India) Ltd. ^  
13 - Sh» Kamath (PSP) asked about measures to check adultra-
tion of foodstuffs and drugs^^ 
iM- - Sh# Yogendra Jhs(PSP) enquired abdut embazzlement in 
k the Saving Bank at Muzaffarpur, 
15 Sh. Dwivedi(-PSP) asked for details about Election 
Petition against the Chief Minister of 0rlssa«^ 
IV - Questions asked about problems of general public 
in^ortance or interest, e . g . , train accidents or out-break of 
communal riots. In this category can be placed the questions 
asked to seek information, to arouse public attention or interest 
on any subject or merely to ambarras the ruling party by asking 
odd questions. A few questions falling under this category are 
as follows: 
1 - Stf.'TManathCGFI) Squired why penicillin produced at 
,4mpri was fantastically priced.^ 
2 - Sh. OopalanCCPI) sought infozwation about Indians 
7 expelled from Ceylon.' 
1. Ibid., 20.9.65 C 6^18 
3. Ibid., 2M-.1.63 C 6187 
5, Ibid., 7.5.62 C 279^ 
7. Ibid., 25.1.63 C 6if92 
2. Ibid. 17.11.66 C 3590 
M-. Ibid., 23.9.6^ G 3212 
6. Ibid.,10.5.62 C 3583 
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3 - Sh* Kttnhan (CPI) enquired about measures adopted to 
tncrease production of cement In viev of the Smergency*^ 
Sh»Gopalan(CPI) sought Information regarding the 
2 
alleged attack by HSS workers on Muslims in Gannanore, 
5 - Sh» Venlcalah(CPI) asked from the Minister of Eactemal 
Affairs aboii; the reported •^Slave Trade In Ceylon of illicit 
immigrants from South Ihdla^,^ 
6 - Sh, Be2wa(«rS) asked about details of train accident in k Sealdah Division on 1$.3•63* 
? - Sh«Berva (JS) enquired about the Muslim students 
% going to Pakistan after higher education,^ 
8 - Sh# Kachhavalya,Berwa and B*H.Slngh(J£J) sought informa-
tion about arrest of Pak spies near Ramgarh border.^ 
9 - Sh* P.K.Deo and Ohosh<Swa«) sought information from 
7 the Prime Minister about depoa?tation of Indians from tJ.K.' 
10 * Sh« Mahlda and Buta Singh(Swa«) asked about Indian 
8 
repatriates from Mozambique, 
11 ^  Sh. Litoaye and Pattanayak(SSP) asked for details about 
Pak attack on Kanjar Kot*^ 
12 • Sh. Pattanayak, Lohla, lAmaye and Bagri(SSP) enquired 
about financial crisis in the British JUdla Corporation and 
Safeguard of public money Involved In It. 
1. Ibid., 25»1.63 G 6k92 
2. Ibid., 6.12.6^ G 56^2 
Ibid., 2»fA.63(H)C1l588 
7. Ibid., 25.3.63 C 5872 
9. Ibid;, 555.65(H)C13102 
2. Ibid.,28.8.65 C 1706 
.Ibld.,6.if.6i(H)G 8192 
6. Ibid., m..5.65(H)C11128 
8. Ibid., 10.5.65 G 13951 
10. Ibid., 1.3.66 G 2988 
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13 - Dr. Lohla,Yadav, Llmaye and Pattanayak(SSP) sought 
information about excess against the minority community in the 
border areas of mjasthan during the Dido-Pak conflict 
- Shi DwivediCRiP) asKed about grant of mining lease for 
manganese and chrome ore to M/s Sera^ ticiding against whom there 
2 were serious charges# 
15 - Sh* Kainath<PSP) sought information about eJEjrenses 
incurred by certain ministers and Departments on arrangements of..' 
the Congress Session at Jaipur in February 
16 - Sh, Kamath(PSP) sought infomatlon about the Heport 
of Enquiry into the appointment of a ?ice-(aianc6llor in Punjab 
k 
against whom there were certain charges* 
17 * Sh« Kamath (PSP) asked for details about criminal 
prosecution against Lakshmi Rattan CottonMills Co.»Ltd,,Kanpur.^ 
7 " Questions asked about the problems of local nature 
connected with the constituencies or the states»e*g.| questions 
about the problem of Sea erosion in Keralaj the need for an over-
bridge at a particular station; the problems of Slnarenl 
Collieries. The following questions are selected at random to 
illustrate this category. 
1 - Sh. Gopalan(CPI) enquired about the measures adopted 
by the Government to augment the supply of power to Slngareni 
Collieries where production had been impeded due to shortage of 
power. ^  
1. Ibid., 31«8.66(H) C 2. Ibid., 17.if.63 c 10137 
3. Ibid., 3.3.66 c 3520 f. 20.4.,66 c 12926 
5* Ibid., 12.5.66 c 16297 6. Ibid., 3.^*62 c h63* 
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a • Oo|»aXa» arid &»ko«E for detal.i.11 a;bout the 
B^mM ^mpf&vA at Coohifi,^  
3 - StJi. raified the question of a Passeagors B&Qa 
nimrnm StationCajittergam)*^ 
h * 0h« sou^t infonaation about -
iBlm organisation in m&t mngal*^ 
5f BowfaCJ'SI about tht presses of 
national.s irt itajastttan* 
^ * PK asked about fihertaga of petrar In Bihal« 
7 * HEiiiidlaC'im*) a^ ked^  for sooe details amut Huelear 
statiofi iB Sttlaimt* 
6 • Ob* duXshanCSva*} enqtaireei about position of vatar 
mppl^ to Pimjafe tms th« Ba|astfean CanaX*^  
9 !l.I©lshtngCSoo») eisqulrall at^ ut tfee standard of 
•duration aiid introduction of Sefisiiagri seript in HSFA j&reaf 
10 - D.TadavtnsP) flmqiiirad about complaints against 
Keofut City Hailwar statioft? 
11 • Sli« Ba6ri(SB?) 3*ai89d tim QMootion of searoitj of 
powdered uilk in tJelhiP 
12 KaaiRtfe{P5i») ©nqiiired about a proposal for ©atabliahiag 
11 
a sflourity Paper Mill at Hosbangabad* 
1i»<* Sh«Kamath(PeP) sotaght inform>tlon a^ out explosion at 
tha BaUway 7ard at AjniJ^ 
1. lbld*3.5.62 e 233^ 2* Iftid,. 31»a.62(H) c 1. lt>id.,1.9*65(H)c 3093 h c 6331 
5* Ibid*. 12*9.63 e 6* c 2998 
7. Jbid.| 11*11*65<H) e13«H lUid*, 16.5*62 0 f*608 9* Ibid*. I7.t2*6i{ll> e 5122 " -11. Ibid.» 21.2.63 c «*99 
ID. Ibid., 2i^ .9.6S o 7362 12. ibid.; e 7Qm 
Apart from the above categories of questions on the basis 
I 
of their nature, there faay be two aspects of racing the questions 
in the LoK Sabha* The one is that certain problems which have 
already appeared in the press and aroused public interest or 
attention may be raised in the Parliament in the form of questions. 
In this way the Opposition may assert its responsibility to seek 
from the Qovemment information or clarification about the 
matter or the official policy in respect of that matter* The 
Opposition can take this opportunity to communicate the public 
opinion and to high light the importance of a particular matter. 
It is on such occasions that the Opposition Partie^an influence 
the Government and project thftir own image in the public. The 
questions on such problems are raised with Aill knowledge that 
there is a support for that from outside the House from the 
people and the press. A few questions are given below to.show 
how certain problems appe^ r^lng in the press influence the public 
tA 
opinion and the members of Opposition parties t-afee it upon 
themselves to project that force of public opinion in the House. 
1 - Sh.Gopalan,Deb,Swaray and BSiattacharya of the^CPI> 
enquired about the dangerous nuclear effects on public health on 
th^ 'basis of certain report in the 'Century' on 9.7.66.^ 
2 - Sh. Kapur Siggh and PK Deo of the Swatantra Party 
referred to certain news item in the ^ Iconomic Time of 27.12.65 
(p.D and enquired about 'Delay in import of Carbon Block Rubber 
owing to non-availability of foreign exc>msge.2 
1. Ibid., 1.8.66 c 1602 
2. Ibid. 25.2.66 c 2if2i+. 
- 1tf1 -
3 -The SSP members, Sh. Tadav and Pattanayak raised the 
it 
question of antl-Indla attitude of M/S BodQ Products Ltd.,Bombay, 
on the basis of press reports In the Maratha* Bombay on 21 and 
and on several subsequent dates.^ 
k- " Sh.Kapur Singh and PK Deo <Swa,) asked from the 
Minister of EStemal Affairs, about contradictory statements 
regarding Kashmir made by Prime Minister's special Knvoys sent 
aborad, !Ehe reports had appeared in the w:eekly<Search on 
5 - Sh* Llmaye, Lohla and Pattan^ak(S3P) enquired on the 
basis of Imports In 'AndoXan* weekly (April, 66) and *Prabhat^ daily 
(May 66) if there had been starvation deaths in Maharashtra* ' 
6 - Sh* l>wivedl, Barua,Kamath and Hath Pal(PSP) sought 
Inforaiatlon in respect of the charges against the former Finance 
Minister Sh* T.T.Krlshnamaeharl after the judgement of the Supreme 
Court in a Civil Appeal No*1192 of 196^.' 
The main purpose of sucjh question la to Influence the 
Government to explain the position in respebt of those subjects 
a 
or UtB indicate Its policy if possible* This is to bulla the 
public opinion In favour of against a particular policy* 
1. Ibid., 22*3*66 c 7011 
2. Ibid., 1if*3*66 c 
3* Ibid., 2*8*66 c 1808 
K Ibid., 25*7.66 c 121 
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The other aspect of the questions Is theat the Opposition 
Members gether infoitnation from their own sources about the 
matters which have not been reported in the press or at least not 
known widely. fMs'**^ also include questionspertainlng to 
problems of loeal nature or of special interest which a Member want 
to publicise* The following questions, for example, fall in this 
categorjf 
1 - Sht Kamath(PSP) enquired about the total area of Indian 
territory under Chinese occupation as on The Minister 
of State cotild not give the exact figures and said that approximate 
It was 12000 sqrt miles.^ 
2 - Sh. Dwivedi(PSP) enquired from the Minister of Finance 
the nature and details of searches conducted by Central Excise 
and Customs Department at the houses of Sriram Durgaprasad at 
2 
Nagpur and Turns ar. 
3 - Sh. Dwivedi(PSP) enquired from the Minister of FiBanee 
the progress of Investigations into the case relav^ ing to M/s 
Skoda(India) Private Ltd. 
h - Sh. Yashpal Singh(SSP) enquired from the Minister of 
Communication about the discovery by CBI of Medical Bills re-ii. 
imbursement racket in P.O. Yellore. 
5 - Sh. P.K.Deo(Swa,) wanted tokknow from the Minister of 
Law If the printing of ballot papers at the Security Press had 
been discontinued.^ 
1. Ibid., 19.^ -.62 c 67-68 
3. Ibid., 2if.ii-.6M. c 8775 
5. Ibid., 20.9^63, c 7205 
2. Ibid., 19.9*63 c 6969 
h. Ibid., 10y3.66 c 5867 
. Iif3 -
6 - Sh. Bade(JS) asked from the Minister of Home Affairs if 
an ex-Inspector General of Police of Jammu and Kashmir had migrated 
to Pakistan.^ 
7 - Smt. Chakravartty(CPl) asked from the Prime Minister if 
it was correct that H.N. Patel who was involved in l^ undhra case 
2 
had been appointed Ohairman of larwada Valley Authority. 
A close study of the questions asked in the Lok Sabha by the 
Opposition Parties clearly shows that most of them were of routine 
nature - seeking certain information or asking for some clarifica-
tion. There were not many occasions when the v^ lies to questions 
were not straight or when replies were withheld for want of inform-
ation or when the replies were followed by large number of 
supplementaries or the Members were not satisfied with the 
replies and the matter was raised later on in the form of question 
or otherwise. It means, in other words, the 'question hour* was 
generally a dull parllamerlary ceremony. It was rate that some 
•spicy' questions were asked which could arouse public enthusiasm. 
The listof such questions is not very long. It Includes, for 
example, the escape of Danlal Walcott, an international smuggler; 
the affairs of M/s Serajuddin and Co., charges against certain 
Chief Ministers and other dignatories; arrest of Pakistan spies, 
etc. It is Interesting to note that most of such questions were 
asked by the Members of Socialist parties - the PSE and the S3P. 
Whatever the nature of questions might have been, there is 
no doubt that the Opposition parties fully utilised the •question 
1. Ibid,, 23.1.631 c 5965. 
2. Ibid., 19.6.62; c II618. 
- • 
hour* by asking questions on all matters big or small and, thus, 
appropriately contributing their share to the parliamentary 
proceedings* Th^ jealously guarded their gi^t of asking 
questions and thereby regularly reminding the Government of its 
responsibility to the people. 
II 
Half-'An-Hour Pi s ous s ion i 
Hule 55(1) provides that a Member may raise discussion 
on a matter of public importance which has been the subject of a 
recent question and the answer to that being unsatisfactory, some 
elucidation is required. The procedure was introducted in 1950 
to provide an opportunity to Members to discuss a matter Miich 
has not been clarified by an answer given to a question. Half-
an-hour discussion is, in fact, an extension of a question which 
has not been answered satisfactorily. It may be regarded as an 
appendix to »Question Hour*. The discussion is restricted to 
half-an-hour,|Jts held in the last thirty minutes of a sitting. 
Such discussions may be permitted three times in a week. 
• 1if5 -
During the first year of the Third Parliament fifteen 
half-an-hour discussions were held of \^iGh eight were raised 
by the Opposition parties. Six hy the GPI and one each by the 
PSP and the SSP. The total number of discussions raised by the 
Opposition parties during the five years was 521 SSlt 171 cPI 17» 
PSP Jan Sangh 3 and the Swatantra 1. 
Table showing the position of various parties 
in respect of raising half-an-hour discussions 
PSP SSP CIP JS sw. Total 
Ministry of External 
Affairs. 5 
•mt 1 tm 6 
Ministry of Home Affairs 2 m 2 1 - 5 
Ministry of Finance 1 3 - am - If 
Ministry of Food & Agrl. - if 1 1 mt 6 
Ministry of Transport 2 3 • m 5 
Ministry of labour AEmpoly 1 1 - m 2 
Ministry of Steel AHlnes 2 - - 2 
Ministry of Industry 1 - 2 m 3 
Ministry of Planning 2 2 m k 
Ministry of Irrigation & 
power 
Ministry of Works & Housingi 
1 1 
1 
1 3 2 
Ministry of Defence. 1 m - m 1 2 
Ministry of Health 1 - m «» 1 
Ministry of Mucbtion m - 1 mm - 1 
Ministry of Goinmerce. mm - 1 mm - 1 
Ministry of Law - - 1 - - 1 
Ministry of Hallways - - 1 - - 1 
Ministry of I & B 1 tm - 1 
1k 17 17 3 1 52 
- « 
The significance of Hal-an-hour discussion Is that the 
members can t^e th|.s opportimlty to highlight an Issue or problem 
which is not possible by merely asking a question* Ho*^ver| a 
disadvantage of the procedure Is that it is taken up at the end 
of a sitting when quorto is not guaranteed and the Eouse Is 
adjourned without discussing the matter. The following were the 
Issues on which Hal-an-hour discussion was raiseds 
I Discussion on Issues Pertaining to the Ministry of 
Sc^SZSSLAfMZSJ. 
A - CPI: 
1« »Re. Electoral Bolls of Stateless workers In Ceylon*1 
Shrl Umanath referred to India - Ceylon agreement of 30.10.6^ 
whereby fleylon had agreed to grant citizenship to about 3 lakhs 
of Indian) threre. Iiater on, Government oJ^eylon announced that 
separate electoral rolls will be prepared fo^ such persons. The 
opposition parties In India had protested against it and that the 
Minister of External Affairs had, In his reply to debate In 
November conceded tlmt the announcement was contrary to the 
spirit of the agreement. Shrl Umanath sought further clarlfieatior 
on the Issue and enquired the number of persons affected* 
Shrl Dlnesh Singh assured Shrl Umanath that the Government 
of Ceylon had now given up the plan for separate registers. 
1. L.S.Deb, Lm-(50), 29.7.66; C 
- -
B « PSP: 
1 - •Hes •Antl*India-Publicity by Chinese Embassy In 
New Delhi 
Smt* Menon, in response to the discussion raised by Shri 
Kamath on the matteri stated that the Government had always 
taken notice of such activities and .protests were lodged whenever 
necessary and that the Chinese allegations were counteracted 
through Government publications. She rejected the demand for 
seirering the diplomatic relations* 
There was excitement among the opposition paries which led 
to Suspension of Shri Bagri(SOG) for 7 days for defying the 
chair. ^  
2 - »He, * Indian Missions Abroad'.^ 
Shil Hem Barua raised the discussion regarding financial 
irregularities in Indian Missions abroad. He referred to the 
following specific casesj 
1) Purchase of land by the Indian High Commission in London 
in 1952 for Es.303 lakhs which was found unsuitable in 1955* 
11) Purchase of another plot of land in 1955 for Rs.2.69 lakhs 
by the same High Commission. 
ill) Eactra expenditure on rents and payments to an Intermediary 
involving Hs,1.58 Ikhs and- Hs.^,000 by another Mission. 
iv) MLsmanagement of furniture etc. when the offices of the 
Dy.Hlgh Commissioner at Lahore and Assistant High Commissioner at 
Hyderabad were closed. 
1. Ibid., Vol.Ill - (28)1 23.5.62; CC 631-30 
2. Ibid., Vol,IV-(29); CC 6if27-31 
3. Ibid., Vol. XXI 13.9.63; CC 
. 1tf8 -
v) Certain misappropriation cases In certain Missions to 
which reference was made in PAG Heport^ 
Smt. Menon said, atoit eT^ry thing that he had said 
/She aooured that reeoraraendations of the PAG are being implement-^  
ed. She pointed out that an officer in the liidian Mission at 
Bonn had been dismissed* 
3 - He 'Indian Ambassador In UAR*^ 
Shri Hem Barua raised the discussion and said Apart from 
the fin^clal irregularities, a colossal disgrace, In which some 
of these missions have indulged, they have let down this countiy 
vis-a-'vls these Chinese on more occasions than one". Ee condemned 
this "policy of naked appeasement** towards China, He referred to 
Indian charge affairs* attending a bouquent given by Chou En-lai 
to Htiutto in connection with Slno-Pak agreement involving 
territory in Azad Kashmir. He pointed out that In 1962 and again 
in 1963 instructions were issued to Indian diplomat;not to accept 
Chinese hospitality. But in 196M- the Indian Ambassador in Cairo 
asked for instructions to attend a banquet by Chou En-»Lai at the 
Chinese Embassy, He asked why it was so and condemned the »brown 
bureaucrats of foreign service 
Both Sml, Menon and Sh. Shastrl admitted that there was 
some misunderstanding about the Ambassador and that the letters 
issued from the Mlnilstry were not clear. 
1. Ibid., XXX - CC 12871-87. 
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Shri Ranga(3w*) demanded apology from the Minister while 
Shri Barua(PSP) demanded resignation of the Ambassador. 
^ -- Re • Jewellerjr^ Deposited with Indian Embassy In 
Rangoon', 
Shr-1 Kamath raised the discussion with reference to the 
reply of the I3y.Minister of External Affair to Question No#^0 
on 13^9*65 regarding Jewellery deposited by Indian residents 
in Burma with our Embassy in Rangoon* Shri Kamath asked why the 
Kmbassy was obliged to disclose the deposits to the Government of 
Burma* He said that the depositors were not told before hand 
that their deposits will be disclosed^ He charged the Snbassy 
with breach of faith and violation of International law. 
Shri Dinesh Singh explained that a countryf in order to 
protect its citizens cannot encroach upon the sovereign rights of 
other coxmtries. He pointed out that Indian citizens in Buma 
had to leave that country! in acordance with certain laws and they 
were not allowed to carry jewellary with them nor coiild it be 
sent out under a diplomatic cover. The Indian Embassy gave a 
list of jewellery to the Government of Burma to facilitate the 
exist of Indian nationals. 
2 
5 - Re» »Peace Talks with Naga Rebels*. 
Shri Hem Barua raised the discussion to criticise the 
role of the members of the •Peace Mission* and to high light the 
role and activities of the Naga federal Government. 
1. Ibid., Vol. XLVI-(25)j 20.9*65} CC 6579-85. 
2. Ibid., Vol. XLVII-(8)| 15.11.65? CC 2000-1tf. 
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Smt. Menon defended the »Peace MssIon* and assured that 
no settlement outside the framework of the Indian Constitution 
will be accepted. 
The problem assumed such importance that it was allowed 
to be taken up the next day when Dr« Lohia(SSP) started a tirade 
against the Indian foreign policy and demanded recognition of 
Bast Germany*^ This led Shrl Shastrl to defend India's foreign 
policy. He briefly described the problems facing the country 
and the efforts being made to overcome difficulties. 
n ^ Ministry of Home Affairs? 
A -
1 - Re *Help to Mlzo and Naga Hostlles by Pakistan and 
China»2 
Sh, Hem Barua(PSP)§ In his Introductory speech referred 
to Isolation of the Nagas and Mlzos during the British regime 
and alleged that the positt-on had not changed even after freedom 
He said that after Nagas a«S the Mlzos have also received inter-
national attention. He noted that both the Nagas and the ^ tlzos 
were receiving military aid from China and Pakistan and that 
they have constituted their own states. He alleged that the policy 
of the state and Central Governments was weak and that the sub-
versive activities of the rebels had demoralised the local cltissens, 
1. Ibid., Vol, LVIII-(16);16.8.66; C 4950, 
2. Ibid., CC if950-56 
3. Ibid., CC ^ 956-62. 
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Sh«Y.C.Sht2kla(E)y.Honie Minister) agreed that the Nagas and 
the Mlzos were receiving arms from China and Pakistani But &e 
said that it is not correct that our efforts to check them from 
going to Pakistan to get training have not succeeded. However, 
bedause of special geographical positton, it is very difficult 
to prevent them from carossing over to Pakistan. He pointed out 
that some of the arms captured from the rebels bore Indian marking; 
tdiich was deliberate and misleading. 
He refuted the allegation of Sh. Barua about isolation 
of the Nagas and Mizos* He said that large amounts were spent 
for the development of Hill areas and attempts had been made for 
their integration. 
The discussion was successful in the sense that a particular 
problem was high lighted and besides getting some imformation, 
the Government was made to explain its policy in that regard. 
2 - Re J * Pakistani Spies»,^ 
2 
Sh. Dwlvedi(PSP) raised a discussion about the espionage 
activities of Pakistani agents and complicity of Pakistani 
diplomatic persons. He alleged thit the Government and the 
Congress protecting the Pak Spies. He pointed out that Sunil Das 
and three wthers were holding responsible offices in the Congrdsa 
Party. He also referred to arrest of Mohit Choudhary in 
Jamshedpur in April who was also associated with the Congress. 
He gave some details about that man. 
1. Ibid., Vol, XIII . 17; 17.8.66; C $309 
2. Ibid., cc. 5309-16. 
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The point was supported by Sh. Hem Barua(PSP), Limaye(SSP), 
(Smt^ Chakravartty and Dr. Sen(CPI) and Sh, Bade and Berwa(JS)« 
Sh. Hathl as ured the House that no one is protected by 
the G-ovemmsnt or the Congress if there Is ©vldehee aginst him 
and theSfeis some clue to justify prosecution. He also assured-
that no high-up in the Congress was protecting any one nor was • 
there any hasitation or delay in the arrest of anyone. However, 
all clues and evidence had to be collected before arrest. He said 
thtit all efforts will be made and the GBJ and police are at work 
and no one will be spared. 
The discussion gave vent to popular resentment over the 
activities of Pak-spies who were alleged to have been assofiSited 
with the Congress organization. The PSP successfully played its 
role of projecting public opinion to the Government. 
B - CPI 
1 - Re »Yarification of Character and Antecedents of 
Government Bnplojiees». 
Before Sh. Gopalan(CPI) initiated the discussion, Shri 
Lai Bahadur Shastri stated that the verification was done prior 
to ofi'er of job and in exceptional cases soon after appointment. 
1. Ibid., cc 532^32. 
2* Ibid., Vol,III-(25); I8.5.62| CC 5^1-56* 
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Shri Gopalan(CPI) referred to Item 6 accepted in the first meeting 
of the National Integration ^uncil which envisages that political 
power would not be tised for furtherance of the interest of one»s 
own party or hailing the interest of others. He also referred to 
the assurance given by the PM in the House in this connection* He 
asked why the work of verification was not left to the "OPSG and was 
undertaken through police, 
Shri Lai Bahadur Shastri (Home Minister) in his reply 
repuiidated the charge that there was aryr discrimination on the 
basis of political opinion in the process of character verification 
A restridtion is, however, placedi'in cases where national 
security was in Jeopardy. Action was taken in a few cases where 
the employees had worked in communal organizations or sympathesized 
with them. 
fhe discussion succeeded in getting an assurance from 
the Government that there will be no discrimination in Government 
service against any syn5)athisBr. of any opposition party. 
2 - Re: 'Kerala cultivators'^ 
Sh. Nair(CPI)^ initiated the discussion and said that in 
1961 about 2,000 families of cultivators were evicted in the name 
of a project although the area was not used for any pro;ject ind is 
now turned into tea planatation. The cultivators were occupying 
the land since 19^2, It wan, of course, encroachment upon 
1* Ibid., Vol.XLIX-(21)} 2.12.65; c 528tf. 
2. Ibid., cc 528^89. 
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Government land but they had reclaimed it after great difficulty. 
The Government attended to their resettlement after some agitation, 
But the alternative land offered to about 183 farailies was use-
less, the area was far away, the facilities of drinking water 
were inadecjuate and other amenities non-existent. He highlighted 
their difficulties and demanded the Government to immediately look 
into the problem* 
Sh, Hathi,^ in his reply to the discussion said that the 
problem is to be looked from humanitarian and not technial 
point of view, fie said that a committee had been appointed of which 
Sh, Nair(CPI) himself was a member. He assured that various 
amenities were goigg to be provided. 
- J M SANaS 
2 1 - HE? iAllotment of Scooters to Government Snplpyeesl 
Sh, KachhavaiyaCJS) raised the discussion to highlight the 
difficulties of the Government Employees regarding allotment of 
scooters to them. 
Because of the lack of quorum in the House ciie discussion 
could not be continued. 
Ill - Ministry of Rtnanoe: 
A - PSP 
1 - Res »Revision of Beamess Allowance*.^ 
1. Ibid., cc 5290-9if 2. Ibid,,Vol,XLIII-($6)lO.5.0^;c 1M-185 
3. Ibid., Vol. XXXI-(6M-); M..5.6H-JC 1M97. 
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At first Sh.T.ToKrlshnsuaacharl stated^ that the question of 
revision of D«A. of Central Government employees as a result of 
price index reaching the figure of 135 was already under consider-
ation and that the decision will be announeed in a wee?.'s time* 
2 
Sh. Uath Pai (PSP) welcomed the announcement• However, 
he asked what measures were being contemplated to check the 
prices increasing beyond the increase of D.A. 
Sh. Na%»biar(GPI)^  asked if in view of price rise during the 
last two months, the payment would be made with retrospective 
effect from 1st April 1962, L 
Sh. BajiCCPI) asked if the formula adopted at present will 
be applied in future also, so that at every increase of 10 points 
there ms^ be no agitation. 
Sh.T.T.Krishnamachari agreed with the members in their 
concern about the rise in prices. He said measures are being 
cotisidered and policies formulated so th^t the increase in D.A. is 
not taken away by the shopkeepers. 
B - SSP 
1 - Re: »Raid on Astrologer's House in Delhi 
Sh.S.N.Sinha(Minister of Parliamentary Affairs and 
ft Communications) made a statement on the subject before Sh. lAmaye (J 
1. Ibid., cc ilf197-98 2. Ibid., cc 1if203-20»f 
3. Ibid., c ItfSO^  h. Ibid,, cc 1if20N-.205. 
5. Ibid., Vol.LII-(27);2tt.3.66j c 7737 
6. Ibid., cc 7737-38. 
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(SS?) was called to raise a diacussion. He stated that the Hoa© 
Minister had not interfered In the perforaanc® of duties of th® he 
Enforeement Branch Officers nor did / tse his position to suppreaa 
aXlcgations against ChsiuassXaX* 
Sh« l»lma3ri(SSP) alleged that the Qovernment had tried to 
protect B^veli Wm^ a favourite astrologer of Sh. Handa who had 
connections with M/s Chaaanlal* The firm m s involved in foreign 
exchange irregularities^ He alleged that when the ^forcement 
Branch OfficeJ-S raided the firm along with th© office of the 
astrologer an attempt was Biade through the Ohalnaan of the Board 
©f Direct Taxes and the Sovernor of the Heserve Bank of India to 
suppress the case and provide facilities to the firia under section 
68 of the Finance Act. He made several allegations of tax evasion 
and foreign exchange irrogulafelties against Haveli Ham* He 
criticised the role of the Home I^nister in this connection. 
Sh# Kapur $inghf(Sw.) referred to a previous raid on the 
premises of 14/b Arain Ghand Fearay lal and H/s and Co*, 
and H*M«Goenka ^e alleged, were friends of the cx»Finance 
Minister, Sh» Krishnamachari and were involved in foreign exchange 
irregularities« 
Sh. Yashpal singhlssp) said Sh, Li!aaye(SS?) hates religion 
and all religious thing. Sh« Ifeveli Bam is a true representative 
of Ihdian culture, Sh» Ilmaye, therefore, bates Sh.Iaveli Ram. 
There is nothing wrong in the statement. 
1. Ibid, cc 7738.Mf(Hindi) 3. jblc., c 77*f9(Hlndi) 
2, Ibid.,cc 77M}«^9 
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Sh« Sachindru OhoudharKfinance Minister)^« In his reply to the 
del»ate briefly described the circucist^ces which led to the 
aeai^h of the promise© of W n Chamsuilal and also Sh.Eavell Ram 
in ©onnectloo with coraplaints of foreign exchange Irregulaidtles 
He said that investigations were still going on* He assured 
that Sh# Nanda had not put any pressure to fawur HaveH Ram. 
He rofelted the charge of Sh. l4iaayo(SSP) that Haireli Bait had 
evaded tax* 
Statement (wndar Direction 115) ret Search of Sh.Ilaveli 
liani*s House and Heply thereto 
Sh.Hodhu UmayeCSSF)^ said that the Minister had denied 
that the astrologer*s house was raided and that the astrolger had . 
written to the (Speaker that he did not run mr^ husinesr.. Sh« 
Xdaaye asserted that the astrologer and his sons wore raaning 
trade under the naiae of Joshi Traders and that this was evident 
froffl the telephone directory. Furtheri Sh.Sachindra Choudhurli 
« 
Finance Minister had admitted that the house of Sh.Havell Eaia 
was raided while this was denied by the Sh.Ohagatf the Minister 
of State* 
Sh. Sachindra dioudhuri, in reply to the points raised hy 
Sh* IJ,Tnaye(SKP)5 reiterated his previous statement and explained 
that theire was no contradiction in his statement and the 8tateiii>9nt 
of Sh« Bhagat* He noted that thore was some confusion about the 
house of Sh.Ifaveli Ram and the house thit was actually raided as 
the two were situated in the sa!se locality* 
1* Ibid*, CO 7751-56 
2. Ibid*, Vol*l.V-62| 17*5*66; c 173M* 
3. Ibid*, cc I73ift-»f»f. 
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Sh, Limaye was not satisfied with the reply. 
2 - Re: 'Risk Guarantee Agreement with tJ.S.A*.^  
Sh# Limaye(SS?) noted that the Risk Guarantee Agreement with 
U.S.A. was made in 1957 and it was based upon section MBC^) of 
the U.S. Mutual Security Act, 195tf, His point was that the Act 
should have been brought before the House. He said the Government 
claims of socialism but its actions smack of dependence and that 
the agreement serves the American objective of capitalism. He 
spoke at some length to explain his point of view. 
Sh.Sachindra Choudhuri' stated categorically that the 
guarantees referred to by Sh. Limaye(SSP) were given not by the 
Government of India to any party but by the"^ U.S.Government to its 
own natioiikls who propose to come to India. He gave details of 
the agreement. 
This discussion was raised apparently on the basis of 
inadequate information. 
k 3 - ReJ 'Raid on Shri Ghagganlal Godavat of Rajasthan* 
Sh. Madhu Limaye (SSPclaimed that a richjlnan 0hagganlal 
Godavat of Choti Sadri Village(Rajasthan) failed to declare his 
gold assets as required under the D.I.R. His premises were raided 
and some gold was recovered. But - immediately the proceedings of 
1. Ibid.,Vol, LlV-(»f8); 27.^.66; c 13566 
2. Ibid., cc 13566-73(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc 1357^-82 
k. Ibid., Vol.LX-(8)j 10.11.66? c 26^3, 
Ibid., cc 2655-66. 
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search A was suspended and, in the meantime t the remaining gold 
was removed by Jeeps and about 51 gold bars were given in the 
custody of a friend Oair^ mt lal. It is alleged that he gave bribe 
of Bs.30t000 and an imported car to a Minister^ When Gan^atlal 
reftised to return Mf out of gold bars, the Congress leaders 
and Ministers of Hajasthan were taken into confidence and an 
offer was made to weigh Sh« Lal Bahadur Shastrl in gold and a 
ease of breach of trust was instituted against Qanpat lal. The 
police recovered some gold which is supi>osed to be a part of what 
was left with Ganpat lal* 
Sh* Limaye complained that his question in this connection 
on 3*11»66 was not replied in clear terms. He made allegation 
against the stite administration and the state C*M. He demanded 
to hold a free Judicial enquiry into the matter and also to 
enquire into the allegations against the Hajasthan Chief Minister 
Sh.ChoudhurlCFinance Minister)^ said that Mr. Limaye had 
not produced any documentary proof of bribe to any officer or a 
foreign ear to any Minister. He said that Mr. Idmaye had abused 
his privilege as an K.P. and had based his allegation on rumers. 
Sh, Choudhuri brtefly described the case and referred to 
raids by Central Excise on and on 3.6.65 at the premises 
of Chagganlal Oodavat and recovery of gold. He also referred 
to excitearant in the public in favour of Chagganlal and that 
meotingfl were held and rioting was threatened. There was hartal 
on 17»B.65 and digging work could not be taken up. He gave details 
of the gold and silver recovered. He refuted all allegations of 
Sh. Limaye. 
1. Ibid., cc 2566-66. 
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IV - Ministry of Pood and Agriculture: 
A - ^ 
1 - Re: • Procurement Levy Schemes of States'.^ p 
Sh. Liinaye(SSP) asserted that the small farmers were 
the most affected by the Procurement Levy Scheme. 
Sh. Kachhavaiya(JS) challanged the quorum and the House 
vas adjourned for lack of quorum. The discussion could not be 
continued. 
2 - Re: 'Procurement Levy Schemes of States «3 
h. 
Sh. I4adhu LlmayeSSP) insisted to initiate discussion 
Sh. Berwa(JS) challenged the quorum and the House was 
adjourned for lack of quorum. The discussion was dropped for 
the second time. c 3 - Re: 'Procurement Levy Schemes of States*.'' 
6 
Sh* Madhu Llmaye(SSP) complained that the compulsory levy 
in states was not enforced after ascertaining th^eeds of the 
cultivators and other conditions. He was of the view that there 
should be remunerative and conQjarable to industrial products. 
He said that the cultivators were being harassed and prosecuted. 7 
Sh. Oovlnda Menon(Minister of State)' said that different 
states had framed different rules regarding procurement levey. 
He said that exemption of small cultivators from levey was not 
practicable. He justified the price policy. 
1. Ibid.,Vbl.LI-(11);1.3.66;c 317'+ 2. Ibid., cc3l7if-76(Hindl) 
3. Ibid., c if357 Ibid, ce J+3?7-58(Hindl) 
5. Ibid., VO1.LVII-(2);26.7.66; C 566 6. Ibid, cc 566-73(Hindi) 
7. Ibid., cc 57^-76. 
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if - Re: 'Shipping of Rice Supplies from Burma by 
Messrs. Aminchand Pyarelal'.^ 
2 
Dr. Lohia(SSP) referred to the reply of the food 
Minister to a question on 1.11.66 and said that in 1961 on one 
»hip,APJ Sushma, belonging to M/s Aminchand Pyarelal, there was 
shortage of about 70-80 tones of rice, i.e. a loss of about 60-70 
thousand of rupees. On «Anjali' the loss was about Rs.70-80 
thousand. Such losses were repeated in 1962,63 and 196M-* He 
alleged that the shipping compare had cheated the Government and 
that inspite of wamings and reminders the Government had failed 
to take appropriate action. He levelled changes of corruption 
against the Food Minister. 
Sh.Govinda Menon(Minister of State,Food)^ in his reply to 
Dr. Lohia repudiated the allegations tout said that the shipping 
company had clearly defrauded the Govorhment. He explained that 
this fact had come to notice in respect of the Ship'Rita' bringing 
rice from Burma in 196M- and immediately all precautionary measures 
had been taken. He pointed out that Dr. Lohia(SSP) had asked 
question No.821 on 8.11.66 in respect of this particular ship, Sh. 
Men6n expressed his inability to explain i^at happened in 1961-62. 
However, he gave figures of similar losses given by various 
companies from I96I to 6M-. 
1. Ibid., Vol. LXII - (21); 1.12.66; C 6783. 
2. Ibid., cc 6783-89(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc 6797-6803. 
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B - CPI 
1 - Re: 'liBDort of Copra'.'' 
Sh. Nair(GPI) claimed that the policy of liberalisation of 
import of copra had most adversely affected the prices of indigenous 
pTOduction and millions of cultivatorsr in many States. He alleged 
that the policy was dictated by some vested interests. 
Sh. Govinda Menon(Minister of State) informed Sh,Nair(CPI) 
that his information about alrge import of copra was not correct 
secondly, the normal import of copra was allowed to meet the 
requirements of the manufacturers. 
V Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation: 
A - SSP 
1 - Re} 'Border Roads'^ 
k 
Dr. Lohla (S^ in his introductory speedi highlighted the 
negligence of the Central and State Governments in the construct-
ion of roads in Rajasthan which is a very important matter from 
strategic point of view and from the point of view of checking 
smuggers. 
Shri Raj Bahadur,^ in his reply to the d^ate pointed out 
that decision about construction of roads for strategic purposes 
is taken by the Defence Ministry keeping in view the various 
aspects of the situation. For example, absence of roads in the 
desert area is strategically proper because an enemy cannot 
1. Ibid., Vol.LXI-(lif)521.11.66; c 
2. Ibid., cc 3. Ibid.,Vol,XLVII(20)51.12.65} 
cc. 50V1. 
h. Ibid., cc 50M-^8(Hindi) Ibid.,cc 50l+9-56(Hindi). 
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1 
afford to enter Into that area for wcmt of direct line of 
communication* Hoiri^ Tert he assured the House that a big 
programme of construction of roads had been taken in hand, 
2 - Re J »Issue of Tickets by AIR imXA without. tomai 
Sh, Limaye(SSP)^ raised the discussion and said that the 
reply of the Minister to qjiestlon on the subject vas not clear. 
Be alleged that the papers about the subject were being destroyed. 
He asked why this matter was not handed over to the CBlt The second 
allegation was about Hp. Uppal i^o was allowed to resign fsrom 
Air India and employment was arranged for him in some private 
company. He made allegation against certain other officials also. 
Sh. Sanjiva Beddy, (Minister of Transport, Aviation, 
Shipping and Tourism)^ placed a list of 55 persons who bad 
travelled without form. Hysald that in I^pal«s case the 
Enforcement Directorate is looking inip the irregularities and 
action will be taken against him because he is still in the 
serlvce. Simllarlyp the cases of other officers who resigned 
and secured jobs in private companies, vere under investigation 
and action will be taken ag-tist them if they were found guilty. 
B-SEI, 
1 - Re I 'Hoogly Pilots Strike*,*^  
Shri Inderjit Gui>ta(CPI) talsed the discission in the hope 
that it may help in solving the problem of strike. He traced the 
1. Ibid., ?ol,LVIII{11);8.8.66j c 3373 2. Ibld.,cc 3373-8l(H) 
3. Ibid., C(C$ 3382^88. Ibid.,Vol. 111(21 )j 
12.5.62;CC if280-98. 
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history of the problem and said that promises made to the pilots 
were not fulfilled. He assured that th? pilots were prepared to a 
negotiated settlement. 
Shri H.?.Kamath(PSP) and Smt. Renu Chakravarti(CPI) also 
participated into the dieussion* 
Sh# Raj Bahadur replied that the promises referred to by 
Shri Gupta were the points raised in an informal discussion. But 
the terms agreed in a formal meeting were duly followed. 
2 - ReJ »Cochin Shipyard'.^ 
Sh.Gopal^(CPI) began his speech with the remarks "The 
question of the construction of the shipyard at Cochin is the 
beggest scandal" He said, "I am sorry to say that it was a 
deliberate betrayal and cheating of the people". He alleged that 
the Central Government was discriminating against Kerala. He 
quoted several questions asked on the subject to show that 
promises were made and assurances were given buti. they never 
materialised. 
He wanted to know the amount allocated for the project 
under the Fourth Plan because, he said, the press reports 
indicated that there will be no Cochin shipyard* 
Sh. Nair, Kunhan & Warior(CPI) and Sh. KachhavaiyaCJS) 
supported the point of Sh. Gopalan(CPI) 
Sh. Poonacha(Minister of State for Transport and 
Aviation) assured that the Government was earnest in constructing 
the Cochin shipyard but it was a big technical project and 
required careful approach. It involved technical collaboration and 
foreign exchange. He said that an earliest possible decision 
I^ld.,7ol.L?III(12);9.8.6^rcc 3696-3711+. 
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w o u l d Ite t a k e n on t h e s a t t e r « 
^ • Ret 'Air Corp©ratioR».^ 
8 h * D a i l ( C P I ) th© d i s c u s s i o n o n t h e b s i s o f f o l l o w * 
p o i n t s : ( i ) Qn© o f tfe© Suspended n a n a g o r s was p a i d 7 5 2 o f 
t h e s a i a i y a s s u b s i s t e n c e a l l o w a n c e I n s t e a d o f ( i i ) T h e 
a a n o g o r h a d m u Q u l ^ d eosj© a m a i t n i t l o n i ^ l c h i s a s o r i o u e 
o f f e n s e , B i t he was m e r e l y f a f r l m a n d e d ( H i ) o f f i c i a l ^ a s 
a r r e s t e d i n Hong Btotig a r ^ was f ^ r o s e e n t e d i n H o n g . S e n g . : » 
< i v ) I f m y passemger d i d n o t o b t a i n f o r e i g n e x c h a n g e o r o b t a i n e d 
s h o r t o f l i a r a i t t e d araoant, t h e b a l a n c e c o l l e c t e d h y c e r f c i n 
o f T l o i a l Q * Cv> c e r t a i n o f f i e i a l s w o r e h e l d r e s p o n s i b l e f o r t h e 
©ase o f ? f o r a # H a v e t h e y boen p u n i s h e d ? 
Shm S a n j i v a tteddyCThe { M i n i s t e r o f T r a n s f J o r t O ' i n f o r m e d S h . 
D a j i t h a t t h e o f f i c e r waa a e t u a l l y e ^ ^ t i n g 50.^ a s o u b s i o t e r j c e 
aUjownee a n d hae now been d i s t o i s s e d * A b o u t t h e azt^minition he 
s a i d t h a t i t was a g i f t eonaigniaent fposs ^ M s r i e a n f r i e n d 
m & VC10 r e t u r n e d t o h i t a , A h m t t h e p o s e e u t i o n o f a n o f f i c i a l 
h o s a i d t h a t he i s i n Ilong Kong J r a i l # A b o u t t h e eases o f ? f o r s i f 
h e e a a i d t h a t r a l e s h i v e been t i g h t e n e d -^nd t h e r e a r e no a o r o 
coi^lainte* 
V 2 - M i n i s t r y o f L a b o u r af>d Emoloyraont} 
A - f!SP 
1 • R e i » R i c k s h a % f - ? u : i l n g » ® 
1, Xbid., 7ol. meat)523.8.6:1 on 6580-90 
2 . 3 : b i d . , ? o l . U I l C 3 H ) f t 2 . » # . 6 6 | e c 1 0 6 7 9 - 9 3 ( H i n d i ) 
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Dr« Lolila(SSP) noted that tho number of rickshaws In on® 
big city had gone up nine or ten timesi. He ^ ald that the 
Ministers had no Interest in that problem. He noted that in 
various agitations the rlckshav-ptjllsrs wore tho main targets 
of police firing. He said that the inhuman occupation of rick-
Shaw pulling can be brought to an end only if a policy of 
siaKloum income of Hs.lOOO and miniuMB of Hs,250 was adopted. 
Sh» Ohahnawas iamn<Dop.uty Minister of Labour) agreed that 
the occupation or rieicehav^ -pulling was Inhussan a^d said that the 
Oovernmant tea In favour of auto-rickshaws. But he said that 
the sain difficulty wafs that the production of auto-rickshaws 
was not yet sufficient. He assured Dr. Lohla(SSP) that the 
Qowrnment was fully alive to the problem. 
B * Cgl 
1 - Rei <Job Security In Oil Companieg*.^ 
Sh. Bhattaoharya(CPI) said that there had been hundreds 
of coaplalnts frosa the eaployeos and their trade unions about 
the anti-labour schemes and backdoor retrenchment aef bds adopted 
by the fbreign oil companies, ait the Government had not pf^d 
attention to that. He pointed out that a tripartite Comsdttee 
was appointed to look into the problem of Job security and 
p 
reduction of staff. But the cotMnles did not cooperate with the 
cocanittee and did not implement its recomniendations. 
1. Ibid.,Vol. LlX(a«f)| 26.».66| cc 75^1-56. 
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Dr. Sen,Sh.Umanath and Nambiar(CPI) supported Sh. 
Bhattaoliarya. 
Sb. Shahnawaz Khan(Dy. Minister) replied that the sub^ ject of 
Oil Companies falls within the sphere of State Governments. He also 
said that the Tripartite Committee(Mehta Committee) report was 
not a unanimous report, still the Government accepted it. He 
pointed out that any question of retrenchment or any other 
grievance of the workers can be dealt with under the Industrial 
Disputes Act. 
VII - Ministry of Steel and Minest 
1 - Ret 'Supply of Shoes to Miners'. 
Sh, K. Pattanayak(SSP) gave background of the problem and 
referred to corruption. Then he spoke about the malpractices and 
irregularities in approval, purchase and supply of shoes to miners. 
He alleged that one particular company was unduly favoured 
Sh. San;iiva Reddy gave details how arrangements were made to purchas 
shoes and refuted the allegation that any favour was shovn to any 
company. 
2 - Re J 'Repayment of Loans by TISCO and IISCO'.^ 
Sh. Limaye(SSP) briefly described the circumstances in 
which loan of huge amounts was given to TISCO and IISCO about 10 
or 11 years ago and also various facilities given to those 
industrialists. Then he referred to high prices of stll. He 
noted that India'a posit on in any type of production was very 
low. He alleged that the Government used against small industrial-
ists the powers of checking corruption, conversion of loans into 
1. Ibid., Vol.XLII(?5); ?.5.65;cc 13909-23. 
tt. Ibid,, Vol.XLIX(22)j 3.12.65} cc 5568-80. 
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shares, nationalisation and control of prices. But these powers 
were not used against TISCO and IISGO. 
Sh. Sarijiva Heddyj^  explained the terms of agreement with 
TISCO and IISCO and the technical difficulties in compelling the 
coSapanies to repay the loan, • He assured that money will be 
collected as quickly as possible. 
VIIs Ministry of Industry; 
A - §S£ 
1 - Re: »Bokaro Steel Project'^ 
Sh. Nath Pai(PSP) raised the discussion and said that while 
receiving Soviet aid for the project we need not forego some of 
our basic rights. He warned against the impression created by the 
Government that our indigenous technical know-how is not competent, 
There should not be a show of lack of confidence in that. He 
wajited Indian engineers to be entrusted with the task. 
Sh. Ihderjit Gupta(GPI) asked if it was true that originally 
the designing 30b of the project was to be entrusted to an Indian 
firm, Dastur & Co and later on Government changed the idea wliich 
tended to denigrate and run down the efficiency of Indian 
engineers . But the responsibility of the change was put upon the 
Soviet authorities. 
Sh.Sanjiva Reddy, in his reply to the debate, rejected the 
allegation of Sh.Nath Pai(SSP) that the Indian engineers were in 
any way run down or they were in any way less competent. The 
1. Ibix(., Vol. •XLIII(57),11.5.65, CC LMF23-35. 
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only problem was to deoide the division of work betwecin the 
Bissiaus and H/s Dastur & Co* And this would be possible onl^ 
the report is written* He assured the iflbuse that M l a a 
engineers vex^ going to participate in the designing worK* 
B -
1 - Be I * Pytho-Chetaical Plant at fleriafflangalara'^  
Sh» Gopalan(CPI) wanted to elicit information on a report 
that proposed plan would tiot be established in Kerala* He 
referred to statements made by Kerala Ministers m d the Central 
Ministers* 
Sh. Kanungo(Minlster of Industipy) replied that the apprehen-
sions weire not based on facts* 1!he Plant will be established as 
proposed. However, he referred to certain difficulties which 
were to be taken into account and which were causing some delay,* 
2 - Bej'Issue of Industrial Licences*^ 
Shri Warrior(CPI) v^o initiated the discussion said that 
there was a growing r apprehension that there was more and more 
concentration of industrial and economic power* He said that 
directorships of big companies were "closely held within the hands 
of a few tycoons in industry** and the total assets of such 
companies ran to crores of rupees* 
With reference to the report of the Estaimates Committee 
of the Parliament he said that Monopoly concerns in the country 
grab whatever licences are issued by the Government* The weaker 
1* Ibid*, Vol* V(51)22*6*62, cc 1262»f-35. 
2* Ibl<f., 1^ol.mI(2i^)}6•9.62s cc 662l-38iKotet The discussion 
was raised on a reply to starred question No*529/22,b*62. 
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sections are deprived In this way^ He quoted the Estimates 
Committee report in support of his points# He referred to the 
role of the intermediaries and the Government Officials who look 
at the big industrialists after retirement. He said that delaying 
tactics is employed in the case of smaller investors and in the 
mean time some big investor gets the licence. 
Shri Kanungo ^^ i^nister of Industry) in his reply pointed 
out thalf Mahalanobis Committee was analysing the problems of 
economic power* He also told shri Marrior that the objectives 
of the Industrial policy Resolution were strictly followed* 
Regarding interlocking directorship he said that suitable measures 
are being taken about that* He also refuted th^ cftarge of 
grabbing the licences from the Licencing Committee. He said that 
t 
due care is being taken and that any aggreived party could approach 
the Reviewing Committee of the Licencing Committee. 
Ministry of Planning; 
A - GPi 
1 - Res*' Development of Backward Areas'3 
Sh. Umanath(CPI) initiated the discussion and said that the 
Planning Commission's study Team for the development of markedly 
backward areas in various states had made certain redommendations 
for the purpose of developing such areas. He complained that 
the Ciovernment was not attempting to implement the recommendations. 
Sh.B.R.Bhagat(Minister of Planning) replied thfet the matter 
was engaging attention of the Planning Commission. He explained 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXXI7(17);29.9.6M-; CC 
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various measures adopted for thi$ puipose* He pointed out that 
there was a sort of pilot study and no uniform pattern of 
development could be evolved for the whole country. He pointed 
out that pressure was to be brought over the state Assemblies 
about this matter. The Centre was doing its share of the job* 
2 - Re;» Urbanisation of Areas'*'' 
Sh« Muk6rjee(CPI) raised the discussion on the subject 
because of the unsatisfactory reply to his starred question 
No,1109 dated 1^.^,66. This related to the report of Calcutta 
Metropolitan Planning Organi2ation(CI4PO) about urbanisation 
of areas. He pointed out that OMPO had an anti-communist bias 
and was under American influence. 
He pointed out that the Centre had given Rs,6 crores for 
development of bastis but the State Government failed to spend it. 
He referred to such other projects and various problems of 
Calcutta. He noted that the whole scheme of circular railway 
had not materialised, the progress of bridge over Hoogly was very 
slow and so on. 
Sh. Ashoka Mehta, in his reply to the debate, noted that 
the people of Calcutta were not contributing to resources to solve 
its civic problems. He stressed the need of separate authorities 
to tackle different problems of the city. He called upon the 
Communists to provide leadership to the people of Calcutta. He 
briefly described the various schemes for the development of 
Calcutta. 
1. Ibid., Vol. LV(60)j 14.5.66; cc I6956-68. 
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B - gSP 
1 - Re: <Bird and Co.'^ 
Sliri S.N. Dwlvedi(SSP) raised the discussion to 
highlight the details about investigations conducted by 
the Government of India in respect of various irregularities 
of the company. He referred to violations of custom laws 
committed by the company and enquired about various other 
allegations against it. 
Shri Kamath(SSP) and Inderjit Gupta(CPI) also asked 
question. 
Shri B.R, Bhagat(Minister of Planning) expressed his 
inability to reply to some of the questions. However, he 
assured the House that thorough enquiry will be made about 
all cases. He expressed ignorance about certain allegations. 
He assured that the company was duly penalised and further 
investigations were in progress. 
VIII - Ministry of Irrigation and Power 
A - Soc./SSP 
% 
1 - Res 'Flood Situation>. 
BATU.-, Mill' xi-vlCli); '6.9,6s;;- ff 
X, Ibld.,?ol. ¥111(23); 5.9.62; c 623^. 
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Shrl Bagrl(Soc«who Initiated the discussion said that 
the matter should not end at the discussion stage. We have to 
determine, hs said, whether it is an act ofjood or of sombbody's 
fault. He blamed the Governaient for failure of all its efforts 
and schemes. The inefficiency was the result of nepotism and 
favouritism. 
Shri Bagri explained various factors responsible for floods. 
He pointed out that the figures regarding floods given by the 
Union Minister do not conform to figures given by the State 
Ministers. He said that the amount of assistance to the people 
affected by floods was very small. However, the total amount 
so spent its sim|kly wasted every year because the Government 
had failed to take adequate measures. 
2 
Shri Hera Barua(PSP) referred to defective embankments as 
one of the causes of floods in Assam. He demanded a high-
powered Committee to look into the entire question of embankments. 
He noted that inspite of its urgency, Sovernment has paid little 
attention to flood control measures. The large suras spent 
on flood relief measures were not properly spent. He said that 
the amounts allocated £> r flood control measures in the Plans 
were not utilized. 
1. Ibid., cc 623^-^7 2. Ibid., cc 6268-7^. 
- -
He suggested that there should be a laaster plan to be 
exeeuted in a phased ttra^rf there should be arrangements for 
dredging the river Srahaiaputra and damasing it on the upper reaches 
Shri Singh ehallanged the figures of flood 
havvG in easteffi t/.P giiren by the Minister* He blamed the 
»aiftirohio m.y of planning". He said there is no coordination 
between various agencies of develoiiaent. Se also oritieised the 
defective construction of daos and bridges lahich do not 
%dthstand the floods. 
He suggested that smaller rivers should be deepened; 
there should be coordination in planningi and a high-powered 
Coiiiiisnioned should be set up to look into the eastern tl»P« 
problezQs* 
Shri BaaesvaranandCJS) suggested dredging of river beds* 
Be said that flood warnings should be given to people throu^ 
Mlt well in time» He said that a reason of floods is tmplanned 
construction of roads and csjials* 
Shri.Vishran Prasad(PGP)^ said that tl:^  floods take the 
people unawares. He highlighted the diffici>lties experienced by 
tbe people in flood affected areas* 
He criticised the work of raising esbankaents through 
contract system* Be referred to other corrupt practices in the 
work of fldod relief. 
Eafis Mohd* IbrahimCMinister of Irrigation and Power) in 
his reply to the debate pointed out that all figures which 
1. Ibid., cc 627*^80(Hindi), 2. Ibid*, c 6308 
3* Ibid*, ?ol.mi(2»f)s6.9.62| »f* Ibid cc 6537-63 
cc 6lf83-8B(Hindi). 
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are challanged by the opposition laeaibers were obtained from the 
States. 
About dredging he said that itf would be done As far as 
possible. Regarding the suggestion of a high-powered Commission 
he said that this has already been done. One such Commission 
was set up and efforts must be made to implement Its recommendation 
in as short a period as possible. He explained and gave figures 
regarding the various measures adopted about flood control. He 
gave so^e details about different states. 
\ 
He was interrupted by Shrl Bagri(PSP), J.B.Singh(CPI) 
Shrl Vishram Frasad(CPI) and Mohan Swaroop)BSP). 
B ^ 
1 - Res 'Major and Medium Irrigation Projects*.^ 
Shrl Xallamanda Reddi(CPI) initiated the discussion on 
the subject and Haflss Ibrahim replied to that. Shrl Hambiar and 
Smt, Viala Devi (CPI) also took part. 
2 - Re I * Supply of Electricity for Jub-Wells in Punjab*^ 
Sh.Ramesh Waranand(JS) highlighted the necessity of more 
tube-wells in Punjab and supply of electricity to the existing 
ones. 
Dr.K.L.Rao, in his reply to the discussion admitted that 
electric connections were not given to all the tube-wells in 
Punjab. He explained that efforts were ebing made to do that 
He referred to limitations of resources. However, he assured 
that instructions were issued to augment and expediture the efforts 
1. Ibid., Vol.II(m-); 3.5.62; cc 2»f92-2501. 
2. Ibid., Vol. XLIX(25);8.12.65J CC 6M-52-62. 
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IX - ^ latry of Works . Housing and Rehabllltiation 
% > Rgg 
Rfc. 1 
1 - M.Ps. KLats». 
Sh. Hem Bania{PSP) said that there were two sets of 
flats* One under the management of the Parllasient and the other 
under the Ministry of Vforks and Bousing. He alleged that IA 
the second category some favouritisia was shown. He alleged that 
rua^ , relating to priority for ellglhillty and out-of-tum 
allotments were altered several times. He referred to certain 
other loopholes and alleged that allotments were not given to 
persons entitled- In regular course. 
Sh. lOianna e3q>lained the position of the various pools of 
houses and said that in the H.Ps pool there was surplus lAiile in 
the general pool there were 37tOOO or 38»000 units and there were 
70,000 Oovemaent Servants. However, he assured Sh.Barua to look 
into the problem and the specific cases. 
2 
1 - Bei •Hehahllltation of Displaced Perms in West Bensal* 
Smt. Henu Chakravarty(CPI) initiated the discussion and 
enquired If funds were available for the rehabilitation of the 
refugees from Pakistan and that the State Oovemoent was not 
agreeable to winding up of the tJhlon Hehabilltation Ministry* 
The Chairman noted that the question was not precise. Smt* 
Chkravartty later on explained the problem* 
1. Ibid., ?ol.LXII(22); 2.12*66; cc 71»f3-55 
t. Ibid., Vol. V(i#9>f 20*6.68; cc 12065-96. 
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Shri Mehr Chand KhannaCMnlstery of Works, Housing and 
Supply) replied and explained the position. 
X Ministry of Defence: 
A - PS£ 
1 - He:» aaipIoyjBent of Ex-Servlcement»* 
Sh» Kainath(PSP) raised the question that the Government had 
not done anything about the rehabilitation or employment of the 
Ex-servicemen of the INA. He contended that various schemes 
were made for them but they were all paper schemes* He demanded 
that a Parliamentary Comialttee should be appointed to go into the 
whole matter. 
Sh# Muk0rJee(DPI), Krishnapal Singh(.Sw.) Liraaye(SSP) and 
Kachhavaiya(JS) and Smt. Ghakravartty(CPI) all supported the 
point of Sh. Kamath{PSP). 
Sh. Chavan expressedh his fUll sympathy towards the 
ex-INA personnel. However, he pointed out that their re-
eraploitment or re-instatement was full of difficulties before and 
is more so now after 19 years. He gave some details of the 
measures adopted about the rehabilitation of ex-INA personnel, 
2 - Re I* Forcible Capture of SikhpGirls and Women by 
Pakistan Army Personnel» 
Sh. Kapur Si®gh(Sw.) initiated the discussion and referred 
to the incident in his constituency when the Pakistani Army 
personnel entered into certain Indian villages at the time of 
Ihdo-Pak Conflict took away sikh women and girls. He A 
1. Uhld., Vol. LVIII(13);10.8.66; cc ^ 35-^1 
2. Ibid., Vol. XLVIIdO); 17.11.65; cc 2520-3^. 
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claljnedi "The, Army did not make any attempt to rescue them"* 
However, the Army planes flew over that area tha\ next day and 7 
of the 8 girls came back. 
Sh. Ranga(Sw,}, Bade(JS), R.S.YadavCSSP) and But a Singh{Sw) 
asked certain questions, 
Sh, GhaVan, in his reply to the discussion admitted that 
I 
the details of the incident as given by Sh, Kapur Singh were not 
known to him. He assured the House that all efforts would be 
made to protect the women. 
XI Ministry of Health? 
Re J « Sale of Tonic 17nifit for Children 
"Dr* Lohia(SSP) raised the discussion and said that the 
problem has four aspects: Attadk on children•s medicine and 
health; concealing the crime by the police, the Brug Inspector and 
Finance Ministry; profiteering and Illegal consumption of foreign 
exchange. He blamed the woodward Gripe water conparor and its 
associates. He gave background of the problem and the details 
of its various aspects. He referred to many unconcerned things 
In his speech. 
Sh. KamathtSSP), Xashpal Si gh(SSP), Umaye(SSP) also 
took part In the discussion, 
Dr.Sushila Nayar, in her reply to the discussion, tried 
to Impress upon the members that the suprius drugs in question 
1. Ibid., Vol. XLIIKJif); 6.5.65| cc 13639-57(Hindi) 
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vbtb not manufaotured by the authorised company. 7hey were 
prepared Toy Spurious fflanufaoturers and that sultabies measures 
were taken in the matter in various states where such drugs were 
seized* 
XIXXs Ministry of ComtBsree* 
He 8 « li^ ort of Trucks to South Vietnam 
Sh»Gupta(CPI) raised discussion on the basis of the reply 
of the co!!!!iierce Minister to a question on the subject* The 
Minister had admitted that the trucks were exported to South 
Vietnam as part of the normal trade and that they were not 
military vehicles* Sh.Gupta said that press reports show that not 
only trucks but iron and steel, diesel engines etc« were escorted 
to South Vietnam* He asked for more facts about these exports* He 
asked the names of the escorting parties and if they were private 
parties* His allegation was that the Crerman partners and 
collaborations of TELCQ had» under the U*S* influenced, put a 
pressure upon this private company to simply trucks at cheaper 
rates* He quoted from a letter of the Export Promotion Officer 
of the Ministry of (Commerce to prove his point* Sh*Gupt» also 
alleged that certain American Oil Companies operating in India 
had transferred some of its employees to South Vietnam ^ Ailch 
could serve the American propaganda of Indian support to her 
policies* 
1* Ibid*, Vol. LIX(22)5 2»^ ,8*66} cc (t^ O^ -l^ . 
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CiMjf 
Sh.tJmanath,Warior,Sen ^  Nair(CPI) also si^ported the point. 
Manubhal Shah stated that the trade between India and 
South Vietnam and India and H. Vietnam was absolutely a normal 
trade and that Government was not Involved in the trade with any 
of the two countries. He explained that the letter of the 
Export Promotion Officer was a routine letter. He pointed out that 
no German firm had put pressure on any Indian firm and tha^ the 
trade with North Vietnam was amall because of inclination of 
that country. 
XIIIl! Ministry of Education? 
Re« »Critieism of Indian History'.^ 
Br. Lohia(SSP) referred to a OTESCO publication about human 
history and objected to the contention that everything in ancient 
India was borrowed from China, Bgypt etc. He said that not an Jiidian 
but a Bussian Scholar drew attention to it.Dr. Lohia also referred 
to the reference of 5»000 years of Pakistan history, reference to 
B^jlveda and certain other references. 
o 
Sh. Chagla, in his reply to the debate, noted that inter-
pretations of history will always differ* He informed Dr. Lohia 
that entire responsibility of the History of Mtokind was that of 
an international Commission of historians appointed by the UNESCO 
and not of the UNESCO itself. He also said that Indian historians 
had »valiently deferred' from certstn interpretations when the 
text was put to them and that the criticism of Professor Mazumdar 
is incorporated in the notes. He stated categorically that the 
Government was not responsible for the book. 
1. Ibid.,Vol.LIV;(8^) 26.if.66| cc 13209-19(Hindi). 
2. Ibid., cc 13223-30. 
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He: * Institute of International Studies*.^ 
Sh, Kishan Pattanay^(SSP) criticised the working of the 
Indian School of In: pei^  i^ ead 
The main purpose of Sh, Pattanayak was to highlight the 
incident that a research scholar in the school was not allowed 
to submit his thesis in Hindi* He referred to article 351 
of the Constitution about Hindi. 
p 
Sh# Ghagla argued that the medl\m of instructions can be 
English only and a thesis can be written in Hindi if a teacher agrees 
to guide in that language* 
There was no quorum and the discussion was Inconclusive. 
Res »Primary Education in Calcutta*.^ 
Sh» Limaye<SSP) had just started his speech when the 
quoram was challagned and the House was adjourned for lack of 
quorum* 
XI7: Ministry of Law: 
k . 
Re: » Amendment of Article 31A Of Constitution 
Sh» A.IC.Gopalan(CPI) who moved the motion was informed by 
the Dy* Minister of Labour and Employment (Sh. Raman) that the 
Ctovernment will itself bring an amendment on the same lines, 
Sh. Gropalan speaking with reference to Kerala Agrarian 
Reform Act said thlit the Act was delayed for two years for want of 
1. Ibid, Vol.LIX(29)S 3.9»66J CC 9155-60(H) 
2. Ibid., cc 916^-72. 
3# IbidMVol.LXI(20) 30.11.66; c 6 ^ * 
I. Ibid.,irol. XVIII(55)5 30.i»-.63, cc I3008-I9. 
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President's assent and when it w^s implemented the Supreme Court 
declared it as void. He suggested that in order to avoid recurranee 
of such situation a constitutional reform with retrospective effect 
should be made so that the actions already taken are made valid, 
Sh» Ranga(Sw«) was opposed to the suggestion and wanted 
the GfOvei^ent to assure that if would not adversely affect the 
ryotwari holders or Patta holders who were absolute holders of 
their land. 
Sh. Haman in his reply to the 'deb ite assured the House that 
an amendament to the Constitution on the same line is contemplated 
cover 
and that willj^l the relevant points referred to by Sh.Gopalan 
and Ranga. 
XV s ^ nistry of Railways s 
Re: * Circular Railway in Calcutta*^. 
Sh* liiderjit Gupta(CPI) initiated the discussion because 
of 'the most unsatisfactory and evasive replies* of the Ministers 
on the subject on 10.9*65» He said that it appeared from the 
replies as if the whole scheme of a circular railway for Calcutta 
was bdng shelved out a He highli^ted the urgency of the matter 
and gaive its historical background. 
Sh, Mukerji and Blias(GPI) Priya.- Gupta(SSP) and Ebattaeharya 
(CPI) asked certain questions. 
Sh. S.K, Patel in his reply to the discussion denied that 
there was any prevaricati n or any avoidance of responsiblity. 
He referred to certain difficulties which had delayed the project. 
He stated that a Study Team had been appointed to go into the 
various aspects of the problem. 
1.Ibid.,Vol.XLVI(28)J23.9.65;CC 7297-7316. 
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XVI: Ministry of 3jitformatlon and BroadcastlngJ 
He: »Proposals for Streamllng of work of 1 & B Ministry'^ 
Sh, Hath Pal(SS?) initiated the discussion and said that the 
I & B Minister had stated that various shortcomings in the working 
of various organizations of the Ministry would be looked into. He 
criticised the working of the AIK and referred to similar 
criticism by prominent journalists. He condemned the AIR for 
poor performance during the Chinese aggresssion. He asked if the 
Minister will fulfill her promise, 
Smt. Chakravartty(CPI), Sh» Hem Barua(SSP), Y.S.Choudhri, 
Bade and Machhavaiya(JS) also spoke against the Ministry of 
Iiformation and Broadcasting, 
Smt, Indrra Gandhi, in her reply to the discussion, said that 
perfection was impossible to achieve and there is always room for 
improvement in every organization of any Mnistry, She said that 
efforts were being made for Improvement, 
It becomes clear from an analysis of the above, discussionj 
<AA 
that the Opposition Partes succeeded in rafeing the House certain A 
questions of national importance. The purpose of such discussion 
was not to effect any change in Government policy. The object 
was simply to highlight and publldise certain problems and to 
enlighten tKfe public opinion in respect of Government policy. In 
this way, the Opposition Parties establls hed a liaison between 
the people and the Government, It is true that they were not as 
1, Ibid,,Vol, miv(i9); cc ^ 98-5015. 
e f f e c t i v e as t h e y should have b e e n . But t h e reason f o r t h i s i s 
t o be f o W J i . some where e l s e and t h a t does not a f f e c t o r r e d u c e 
t h e i r r o l e - p l a y i n g c a p a c i t y * Each p a r t y p l a y e d i t s r o l e as 
f a i t h f u l l y as i t e o u l d but t h e impact was a s p o o r as t h e s t r e n g t h 
o f t h e p a r t y . 
Another a s p e c t o f h a l f - a n - h o u r d i s c u s s i o i s was t h a t t h e 
Oppos i t ion p a r t i e s j u s t i f i e d t h e i r p r e s a n c e i n t h e House a s 
c u s t o d i a n s o f p u b l i c i n t e r e s t . I t a l s o proved t h e i r awareness 
o f problems o f n a t i o n a l importance and t h e r e b y s t r e n g t h e n e d t h e i r 
p o s i t i o n i n t h e p u b l i c a r , o t h e r w i s e , a f f e c t e d t h e image o f t h e 
r u l i n g p a r t y . 
I l l 
C a l l i n g A t t e n t l c n t o M a t t e r s o f P u b l i c Imporfeancet 
The procedure o f c a l l i n g a t t e n t i o n t o m a t t e r s o f p u b l i c 
iH^ortnce i s p r o v i d e d i n t h e Rules primarl^T-y t o r a i s e such 
i s s u e s which cannot be c o v e r e d by o r d i n a r y q u e s t i o n o r which cannot 
be d e l a y e d b e c a u s e o f urgency and i m p o r t a n c e . I t i s n e i t h e r a 
d e b a t e on any p a r t i c u l a r m a t t e r n o r a method t o c e n s u r e t h e 
Government. I t may be r e g a r d e d a s an e l a b o r a t e and s o p h i s t i c a t e d 
fona o f e l i c i t i n g i n f o r m a t i o n from Government on Ijaportimt i s s u e s t 
beyond t h e ' q u e s t i o n h o u r * . 
"The concept o f c a l l i n g A t t e n t i o n N o t i c e s * i s o f I n d i a n 
O r i g i n . I t i s an inno^ration i n t h e modem p a r l i a m e n t a r y p r o c e d u r e 
and combines t h e a s k i n g a q u e s t i o n f o r answer w i t h s u p p l e m e n t a r i e s 
and s h o r t comments i n which a l l p o i n t s o f v i e w a r e e x p r e s s e d 
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c o n c i s e l y and p r e c i a o X y , and t h e Government h a s adequate opportvoi i ty 
t o s t a t e i t s c a s e * Soae t i m e s i t g i v e s o p p o r t u n i t y t o members 
t o c r i t i c i z e t h e Govem-nent d i r e c t l y o r i n d i r e c t l y , and t o b r i n g 
t o t h e s u r f a c e t h e f a i l u r e o r Inadequate a c t i o n o f t h e Government 
on an important xTiatter".' ' B e f o r e Januaiy^19$i4-| no p r e c i s e 
procedure was a v a i l a b l e t o p r i v a t e members t o r a i s e , a t s h o r t 
not ice jS , an important m a t t e r and t h e adjournment motions v e r e used 
f o r t h i s p u r p o s e . But an adjournment motion is i n the n a t u r e o f 
o 
a censure m o t i o n | ' a n d | t h e r e f o r e , I t c o u l d not be a l l o w e d 
f r e q u e n t l y . I t was under t h e s e c i r c u m s t a n c e s t h a t Bule 197 
was added t o t h e Rules o f Procedure on Jan« 1 , 195^^ Under t h i s 
Rule a member may, w i t h the p r e v i o u s p e r m i s s i o n o f t h e S p e a k e r , 
c a l l th^ a t t e n t i o n o f a M i n i s t e r t o a m a t t e r o f u r g e n t p u b l i c 
importance and r e q u e s t him t o make a s tatement t h e r e o n . 
During t h e f i r s t y e a r o f t h e T h i r d Lok S a b h a ( S e s s i o n s I t o 
I I I p a r t XI - from 1 9 , 4 . 6 2 t o 2 5 . 1 . 6 3 ) a s many a s 1321 n o t i c e s 
o f c a l l i n g a t t e n t i o n were g i v e n and t h e M i n i s t e r s were asked t o make 
s t a t e m e n t s on 101 i s s u e s o n l y . ^ Of t h e t o t a l number o f n o t i c e s 
1. Kaul and Shakdherj Practice and Procedure of Parliament, 
(New Delhi, 1968), p. 367(f<ffotnote), 
2. See Remarks of the speaker on the subject,L.S,Deb.Vol.I<-<6)| 
23^*62; CO if75-78. 
3. See H.P» Notfn. Ho. ^ 4-c/5M',of Jan.9,195^»-Gaz.Sx. (1-1) 
13.1.195^. 
k. Notices receivedin I sessi n 600 and stataments made: Sk-
II " 358 " " J 23 
m « 29^ " " » : 10 
Part II of III « 79 » « « 8 Oh 
1321 101 
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admitted during this period, the Opposition parties had given if6 
notices: the CPI - 17» the SSP - 15, the PSP - the Jan Sangh -3 
and the Swatantra - 2, The share of the opposition parties in 
calling Attention to matters of public importance was thus per 
cent* The total member of calling Attention notices of the 
opposition parties admitted during the Sure years was 231 and the 
party-wise break up wasj SSP - 63; PSP - 55? GPI - ^ 3? Jan Sangh -37 
and Swatantra - 32» 
Thble showing the interest of various opposition parties 
in respect of matters of public importance related to 
various ministries J 
Ministries CPI PSP SSP SW JS TOi'AL 
1 . Ministry of E3tt.Affairs09 22 11 10 12 6k 
2, « Home Affairs 08 12 12 0 3 ok 39 
3 . 
It Defence 01 09 09 06 08 3 3 
it Finance 02 01 0 0 01 02 06 
n Food & Agri. 01 01 ok 0 3 01 10 6. If Irrig.&Power 02 00 0 3 01 02 08 
7. tf Railways OM- 0 3 11 ok 05 27 8. « Comm.& 2n.d. 02 0 1 0 1 00 00 OM-
9* n Health 02 01 06 00 00 09 10. tf Works,Housing 03 
& Rehab. 
02 0 0 01 0 1 0 7 
1 1 . •1 Labour & 12n?)l 05 00 0 0 00 02 07 12. n Trssport 01 00 0 3 01 00 05 
1 3 . 
ft Education 01 01 00 00 00 02 
m - . n law 01 0 0 00 00 00 01 
1 5 . 
ft Heavy Engg. 00 00 00 0 1 00 01 
16. ft Pet folium & 
Chem. 00 01 00 0 1 00 02 
17. <1 'Infor.& Broad-casting. 00 00 00 00 01 01 18. ft Mines & Fuel 00 01 01 00 00 02 
19. It Comraim.& Parlm * Affairs. 00 00 02 00 0 0 02 20. w Sc.Research & 
Cult. Affairs 01 0 0 00 00 00 01 
55 6 3 3 2 3 8 2 3 1 
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The following brief analysis of the subjects of 'Calling 
Attention' will illustrate the role-playing capacity of the 
Opposition parties and their awareness of national and inter-
national problems. 
Matters pertaining to the Ministry of External Affairs?^ 
I - The Members of the CPI called attention to the following 
matters of public importance related to this MinistxT-: 
1 - In response to Shri Daji's notice to Call attention to 
"Reported killing of two Indians by Pakistani Armed forces near 
p 
Paisbail Border Post in West Bengal", Smt, Lakshoni Menon made a 
brief statement to conflte ! the incident. 
2 - "Attack on Indian Embassy in Jakarata*^s In response 
to the notice of Shri Inderjit Oupta, Shri Nehru stated that the 
criticism of G.D.Sondhi of the Indonesian policy of not inviting 
Israel and Fonnosa to Asian Games had caused resentment and 
resulted to violance to our Eknbassy. Shri Nehru informed the House 
that Soudhi was official representative of theGovemment. 
Supplemen ary questions were asked by Sh. Hera Barua<PSP) 
Bade (JS) and Mahida(Sw,). 
3 - "Reported forcible occupation of Indian village by East 
k 
Pakistan Forces". Smt. Menon, in response to the notice of Shri 
Daji, stated that besides Lathitila, the East Pakistan Rifles had 
encroached in Bumbabari between July and September this year» There 
1. This Ministry was under the Direct charge of Prime Minister Nehru 
till he died on 27.5. 
2. L.D. Deb.Vol. VIIIdDj 3.9*62; c 5525. 
3. Ibid., if.9,625 c 5805. 
Ibid., Vol. XXIII(16)J 9.12.63; c 3675. 
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was exchange of fire between tSth and 20th of September 1963 and 
that protest had been lodged with Pakistan in this connection.^ 
k - «Heported Concentration of East Pakistan Rifles on West 
Bengal Border"^ 
Sh« Swaran Singh In response to the motivoh of Smt»Ghakravartty 
(CPI) stated the background and facts about concentration of East 
Pakistan Hifles* However, he assured the House of the adequate 
precautions taken to deal with any intrusion* 
Sh, Yashpal Singh(SSP)» Kadhhavaiya)JS), Daji(CPI) ; and 
Barwa(JS) asked some questions. 
5 - '*Ihdia<s Offer for Talks with Pakist<in on Kut<ai Border 
and Subsequent Ref\isal of Pakistan to withdraw from Kanjarkot".^ 
I 
Sh. Swaran Singh, in response to the motion of Smt. Ghakravar-
tty(CPI) stated that Indians agreement to the Pakistani proposal for 
talks on the subject has beenjbanveyed. The talks can be held only 
if Pakistan disbands the posts set up at Kanjarkot. The reply of 
Pakistan was awaited. He did not consider it expedient to say more 
on the subject at the moment. 
Sh. Barua(SSP), Kachhavaiya^JS), Ranga(Sw.), R.S.Yadav(SSP)', 
Pattanayak(SSP), Kamath<SSP) Lohia<SSP), Yashpal Singh(SSP), Barwa 
(JS) and B.R.Singh<JS) asked various questions. 
6 Postponement of Prime :iinister»s Visit to USA^ 
Sh. Swamn Sir.gh, in repOy to the motion of Smt.Chakravartty 
(CPI) gave ddtails of circumstances about the Prime Minister's 
visit to USA and subsequently, postponement of the visit at the 
1. Ibid,, cc 3676-77 2. Ibid.,Vol.mx;(20);16.3.65; 
cc 
3. Ibid.^?ol.XLI(39);l5A.65, ^^d. yTol.XLIIC4-1);20.^ .6?;cc 
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request of the U^S. Presl. ent because of his preoccupation with 
Vietnam situation* 
Sh. Gupta(CPI)f DajKCPl), Lohla(SSj>), Pattanayak(SSP),Tadav 
(SSP)} V.Prasad(SSP), WarioHCPI), Kair (CPI),Bagri(SSP),I&ichhavlya 
(JS); AlvaresCSSP) Kamath(SSP), Hem Barua (SSP), and Berwa(3:S) 
asked ^ rarious question and expressed their dispproval of the matter. 
1 • Reported tetter from President of North Vietnam to the 
Presideit of India and the reply thereto".^ 
When this matter was taken up thre was no Minister and the 
Opposition members took exception. The Minister of Railways offered 
\ 
to read a statement on behalf of the Minister of External Affairs^ 
The Minister of Parliamentary Affairs and Leader of the House 
(Sh.Sinha) appreciated the feelings of the House and assured that 
this will not happen in'future. The speaker remarked that the 
Minister conteeined must be present i^en an item concerning his 
Ministry is taken up. Sh. Kaehhavaiya(JS) pointed out that 
such observations were made by the speaker in the past also but 
of no avail Sh. MukerjeeCCPX) and Hanga(Sw.) also expressed 
similar views. 
Sb. Swaran Singh, in response to the notice of Sh. Inderjit 
Gupta(CPI) stated that President Ho Chi Minh had expressed the 
hope in his letter fof 2^th January that India as CSiairman of the 
International Commission for supervision and control will fulfil its 
Obligations under the Geneva Agreement, The President of India had 
expressed sympathy to the Vietnamese people and had reaffirmed IndiaS 
objctive to work for the reduction of tension and elimination of 
conflict. "The Government of India have always been of the view 
T. Ibid. Vol* L(if); 17.2.665 cc 905*10. 
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that a peaceful solution should be found to the Vietnam problem 
vlthln the framwork of the Geneva Agreement of 
• ) 
8» "Redant Talks between Prime Minister of India and Vice-
! 
President of 1 
Smt, Gandhi in response to the notice of Sh» DajKCPI) 
stated that ^febe Vice-^ President Humphrey during his visit (16-17 
February) had talks with Ministers of Agriculture, Finance, 
Planning, External Affairs, Defence and with herself* He was 
anxious to get an assessment of our food reqtiir^ents and to 
know our efforts to step up our own agricultural production. He 
informed that tJ,S»A* will extend a loan for our industries. 
There was full and frank exchange of views on Vietngun situation. 
Mr. HuD^hrey "affirmed the U.S. Government»s wish to avoid a 
widening of the conflict..'* 
Sh. DajiCcPI) assejpted that all responsible papers had come 
out with the information that Mr. Humphrey had outlined the 
conditions that tt.S. economic aid to India and Pakistan was subject 
to fulfilment of Tashkent agreement; ij|plementing the programme 
to increase agricultural production and refraining from public 
criticism of U.S.Policy in S.E.Asia. 
Smt. Gandhi said that news papers sometimes exaggerate 
Mr. HBmphrey had expressed his views and we had express ours. We 
reiterated our policy on Vietnam. 
1. Ibid., Vol. L(6); 22.2.66; cc 1502-05. 
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9. "Talks between the Prime Minister of India and the 
President of Ghana". 
Sh« Limaye (SSP) gave notice while Sh« Baji(CPI) raised the 
point that the Pxlme Minister had already made a report to the 
exeautive of the Congress Parliamentary Party and the same had been 
published in the morning paper's* As a convention, the report should 
have been made first to the Parliament while it was sitting* the 
speaker upheld the point and reminded the Government of the same. 
Smt* Gandhi expressed regret over what had appeared in the 
press. She said that no report was made to the executive of the 
Congress Parliamentary Party and that she had only replied to 
certain questions* 
She stated that Ps^ esident N.'Krumah broke his journey in 
Delhi for a few hours on 22.2*66 at our invitation. She said that 
she had private talks with him and refused to give details. She 
said that she clarified Indians stand on Vietnam and our position 
about Kashmir and China. 
Questions were asked by Sh» Pattanayak, Lohia,Yashpal Singh 
and Bagri(SSP), and Gupta, Warior and MukerjeeCCPI). 
II i PSP 
1 - "Reported decision of Pakistan and China to negotiate 
2 
alignment of the boundary between Kashmir and China's Sinkiang", 
Sh* Nehru, in response to the notice of Shri Hem Bar\ia(PSP) 
made a statement* It was pointed out that the two sides had agreed 
1. Ibid., Vol* L(8); 2^ .^2.66; cc 208M.-85. 
2. Ibid., Vol.11(16); 7.5*62? cc 2872-76. 
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to negotiate settlement of their boundaries and that the 
negotiations vottld be reopened after settlement of the dispute OYer 
Kashmir. Shri Nehru explain the background of the problem and said I* 
Kashmir was part of .Indian territory and that it does not establish 
any claim even provisional - of Pakistan over Kashmire 
2t •^ Undiplomatic conduct of Pakistani Deplomats in Calcutta"*^ 
Sh# Nehru, in response to the notice of Shri H»?,Kamath(PSP) 
stated that the conduct of the Pakistan Deputy High Gotnmissioner 
"was not quite in accordance with diplomatic procedure^ when he 
visited Malda with the permission oQT West Bengal Government* 
Attenti'>n of the Pakistan Government hafiLbeen drawn to that. In 
reply to Shri Karaatb»s question Shri Nehru said that he did not 
know of other activities of the Pakistani agents. Shri Kamath 
asked three more questions. 
f 3. '•Invitation to Peoples Republic of Chi)ia to Proposed Anti-
o Nuclear Bomb Convention ,at Delhj" * 
Sh. Nehru, in reply to the notice of Sh. Hem BaruaCPSP) 
stated thft/t official position of India on the issue. 
if. "Firing by Pakistani Armed Police on Evacuees from 
Baj Shahi Destrict".^ 
Smt. Menon, in response to the notice of Sh. Hem BaruaCPSP 
briefly described the incident. 
1. Ibid., Vol. 11(20); 11.5.62; cc 3938-»K) 
2. Ibid., Vol. V(M);8.6.62; c 9728. 
3. Ibid., Vol. V(if7); 16/18.6.62; c 11111/11391 
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Sh. BagrKSoc. ),Nath Pal<PSP), Smt« Chakravartty, Sh.Rar 
A Nair (GPI), Eameshwaranand, Bade and TrlvediCJS) asked certain 
question to which Sh. Nehru made a statements 
"Reported Denial of Facilities by Chinese Government 
to the Indian E'nbassy to celebrate Republic Day".^ 
To the motion of Shri Hem Barua(PSP) srat* Lakshmi Menon replies 
that the attitude of the Peking Hotel where the fiepmbllc Day 
Reception^were usually held was uncooperative and the charges were 
also doubled. The reception was, therefore^ arranged in the 
Embassy premises* Later on the Peking Hotel also offered to arrange 
the reception In the Golden Hall which was turned down. There wes?® 
other difficulties too in this connection* 
Sh. Hem Barua asked if India would reciprocate \d.th the 
•T 
Chinese Embassy in India to which Smt. Menon said that it was not 
our policy. Sh» S.H»Dwlvedi(pyp) asked why not to withdraw the 
Embassy staff. Several other members could not participate due to 
shortage of time. 
2 6. "Proposed Malaysia Federation**. 
In reply to the motion of Sh. H.7.Kamath(PSP), Sh.Nehru 
stated that the prop&sed federation was mentioned at the 
Commonwealth Prime Minister's Conference and that it was a good 
idea. However, there was some trouble In Brunei and that the 
IT. N. Secretary General was taking Interest In the matter* 
1. Ibid., VolJv(5l)j 22.6.621 cc 5870-76. 
2. Ibid., Vbl.XIIKJDj 22.2.63; c 735* 
- -
?, "Reported Entry of Naga Hostiles into India through 
Manipur".*' 
In- reply to the motion of Shri Hem Barua(PSP^, Shri Mehru 
stated that an armed band of about 100 persons crossed into S-W 
Manipur from Burma. They were intercepted on 2^.2.63 and 500 roun 
rounds of rifle ammunition were recovered. There v/ere no causai,-
ties and that the Naga party had fled away. Another party did not 
succeed in entering into Manipur.These Kagas were the same who had 
escaped through Gochar to Pakistan. 
Sh.P.K.Deo(Sw)Sh.Bade(JS)and Berwa(JS) asked questions, 
8. "Sino-Pakistan Border Agreement". 
Shri Nehru in response to the notice of Sh.Hem Barua(PSP) 
described the backgroiind and circumstances -viiich led to the 
agreement between China and Pakistan "regarding the alignment of 
the boundary between Sinkiang and that part of Indian territory in 
Jammu and Kashmir which is under Pakistan's illegal occupation". 
He noted that "Pakistan has obviously surrendered over 13|000 sq. 
miles of territory".He said Although the agreement is •provisional' 
but the haste in concluding it iti significant and that it has been 
"timed to prejudice the outcome of the joint talks on Kashmir and 
other related matters". 
Shri Bagri'sCSoc.) requested for Hindi transalation of the 
statement was turned down by the speaker. 
Answer was avoided to a reference by Shri Hem Barua(PSP) to a 
statement of Prelident Ayub Khan. 
Sh.Ram Sewak Yadav(Soc)was told that the Sino-Pak agreement ,had 
no relevance to Colombo proposals. Sh.BadeCJS) was told that a 
1. Ibid.,Vol.XIII(10)j2.3.66}c1730. 2. Ibid.,Vol.Xiy(21)5.3.63j 
cc. 2162-65. 
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reference of the matter to the tI*K.Ot will be coa^idered, 
Sh» , Berwa(.rs) Kamath(PSP) and Priya Gupta(PSP) also 
participated in the discussion, 
9. •'Reported Statement made in ffeshington by Shri B. 
Patnaik regarding Indian Arimr and Equipment",^ 
Sh, Nehru^in response to the notice of Sb« Hem Barua(PSP) 
expressed his distress over the reported statement which varied 
in different papers. He said that there was some confusion and 
mlsreporting* He explained"certain parts of statement. He 
said that Shri Patnaik had gaWe to U.S.A. with his vm consent 
and the consent of the Etaergency Committee of the Cabinet and he 
was authorised to have some exploratory talks about our defence 
problems. Re did not discuss any tie up with SEATO. He said that 
the discussions in Ifeshington were general and i^ormal* He also 
said that Sh. Patnaik was closely associated with the defence 
thinking and was in good touch with the problem. 
Sh. Kamath, Priya Oupta(PSP), Ram Sewak Yadav, Bagri(Soc.) 
and Sh, H.I^ .Mukerji(CPI) took part in the discussion thfet followed. 
2 
10. **Discovery of Pakistan Spy Hieg"* 
In response to the notice of Sh. Hem Barua(PSP) Shri Nehru 
stated that, as a matter of retaliation to what happened in India» 
Pakistan had declared certain officials of Indian H|.gh Commission 
as persona non grata. He further stated that certain officials of^ 
of Pakistan High Commission and other employees along with an 
India national were arrested by the Delhi police on 3rd September 
on a charge of espionage. They admitted their involvement. They 
1. Ibid., Vol. XV(27); 25.3.63fis cc 5880-83. 
2. Ibid., Vol. XX<20) 9.9.63} cc 5067-83. 
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were released after being indentlfled by the First Seoretaiy of the 
Pakist^ High Com!als3lon# The High Commission was asked to withdraw 
the officers concerned immediately. 
Sh» ITath Pai and Kamath(PSP) were informed that the Indian 
national involved in the case was an officer of the Ministry of 
Defence - a Pilot Officer* The name was not discolsed. It was 
stated by Sh# Nehru that this Indian Nati nal had no connection 
with another Spy^Azizul Islam alias A,K# Mukerjee arrested in 
Calcutta* 
Sh» Hem Barua(PSP) said that the incident occured on 3rd 
September and was kept a seci?et till ftth September. This gave a 
breathing time and an opportunity to Pakistan to fabricate counter 
charges. He condemned the CSovemment for this. Sh. Hehru pointed 
out that so much time was required for collecting particulars, reports 
statements etc. He inforued Sh. H.S.Yadav(Soc.) that no other 
officer of the Ministry of Defence was Involved. Sh.Bagri(Soc.) 
wanted the Prime Minister to reply in Hindi. He was supported by 
Dr. Lohia(Soc») In reply to a question of Sh. S.N.Dwevedi<PSP) Sh. 
Nehru said that information is being collected regarding the arrest 
and espionage activities of Arshad Parooql, an alleged nephew of 
Choudhary Khaliquzzaman. Sh. Nehru told Shri SajP^ oo Pandey(CPI) that he 
did not know if the Pakistani officials were originally Indian 
NatiemO) . 
Sh. Kapur Singh and Solankl(Sw.) also took part in the discussion 
11. ••Reported Photographing by Chinese Embassy Officials of 
Communist flags on Government property in Delhi,on 12.9.62" 
Sh. Nehru, in reply to motion of Shri. Hem Barua(PSP),3ald 
that apart from \^at appeared in press there is no other 
i-Tbld..Vol.XXI(2tt).13.2.63j cc 6007-12. 
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information and that "there is nothing further we can do about it". 
Further he said that action cannot toe taken unless facts are known. 
Sh.TT.M. Trivedi(J"S) and Narasinha Reddy and Ranga(Sw*) also joined 
in the discussion. 
Sh# Uehru^ stated the next day that the OPI had put up their 
flags near Willingdon Hospital in connection with their "Morcha" 
to Parliament. However, it hai. not been possible to ascertain if 
the Chinese Embassy officials or any one else took photographs. 
• c ^ 
Since it is not a prohibited area no action ©an be taken for 
photography, 
Sh. Trivedi(,J"S) Kamath<PSP), and Ranga(Sw.) took part in 
discussion 
12. "Heported Killing of Six Members of Security Forces by p 
Naga mtiles in the Sema area of Uagaland". 
Sh. Kehru, in response to the notice of Sh.Vishram Prasad(PSP) 
stated the facts of the incident th^t had occured on 9»9.63 and 
said that the security forces had been carrying out "intensive 
operational act against the underground hostiles.." and the hostiles 
also retaliate whenever they can. In reply to a question he said 
that the security forces were fully anaed while the Kagas occasion-
ally got arms from Pakistan, He told Sh. Nath Pai(PSP) that the 
activities of the Nagas halfe not increased recently. 
Sh. Hamath(PSP) Daji(CPI), R,S. Yadav(Soc*) and Hem Barua(PSP) 
also took part In the discussion, 
13* '•Heported Inhuman Treatment to Indians in China".^ 
1. Ibid., 7ol.XXI(2$); 16.9*63; cc 625^-60. 
2. Ibid., Vol.XXI(27);18.9.63;cc 6770-^. 
3. Ibid.,Vol. XXI(28);19.9.63; CC 67015-19-
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Sh. Nehrtt, in response to the motion of Sh.Hem Barua(PSP),. 
stated that 27 Indians (Sikhs), mostly dairy owners in Shanghai are 
facing difficulties in day-to-day business because in China 
there is no private enterprise^ The Indians cannot leave China 
because of their inability to dispose of their property and 
repatriate their assets from China* The Indian Embassy in China 
is doing the needful* 
"Recent Development along the Cease-Fire Line in 
Kashmir 
Smt* Lakshmi Menon, in response to the notice of Sh#Mohan 
Swarup (PSP) stated that Pakistan is making intensive propaganda 
about the so-called concentfation of Indian troops on the border and 
preparation for attack on Pakistan, A note vas also given by 
Pakistan in this connection* On October 22 Pakistan stopped the 
flow of water to hydel generator in Poonch and fire was opened 
when our workmen tried to build a diversionary power channel. Again 
there was porpaganda by Pakistan. All Pakistani allegations 
baseless. The U,N» Observers have also visited the places, 
Sh, H.S. YadavCSoc*) raised a point of order and demanded that 
the mtoion was in Hindi and the reply must also be in Hindi. Dr. 
Lohia, K.Pattanayak and BagriCSoc,; also supported him* Sh, Mohd, 
Elias and Ranen Sen(CPI) object to Hindi Chauvinism^ This led to 
an uproar in the House, Sh. U.M.Trlvedi(J5), however, said, "Both 
Hindi and English must be there. It is not necessary to develop 
this Hindi phobia". 
Sh, Mohan Swarup(PSP),B.R.Singh(JS), H,N, Mukerjee and Daji(CPI 
asked some questions. 
1, Ibid,, Vol, XXIIO); 20,11,63? cc 652-5?, 
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15 " Beported news about handing over of Indian territory 
to East Pakistan".^ 
Sh. Kehru, in response to the notice of Sh.Vishram Prasad(PSP) 
stated that a constitutional araendement had been made by the House 
in 1960 in connection with the agreement with Pakistan regarding 
Berubari* The point arose because the Hadcliffe Award was not 
clear about this area. How the proceedings of demarcation are in 
progress* He said that some people are agitating against the whole 
basis of Berubani partition. He denied Shrl V.Prasad's allegation 
that ther© was firing in Berubari. 
Sh. T.Prasad and members of the CPI alleged that according 
to press reports Chilahati is to be gi-'/en to Pakistan. She NehiHi 
expressed his ignorance. The discussion was postpone till other 
facts were collected. 
16. "Closure of Office of Assistant High Commissioner for 
India at Rajshahi".^ 
Sh. Kehru, in response to the notice of Sh. Hem Barua(PSP), 
stated that Pakistan had asked for the closure of the office of 
Assistant High Commissioner because, it was alleged that the 
Assttant High Commissioner, Mr,Ghosh was encouraging the minority 
community to migrate from Pakistan. The allegation was denied. 
He denied that India will take a retaliatory action againidb the 
Pakistan High Commission in Delhi. However, the matter was under 
consideration regarding furher action. 
1. Ibid., Vol.XXII(7)j 26.11.631 cc 1if69-71. 
2. Ibid., Vol. mi(10)| 29.11.63; cc 2211-1®. 
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Sh. Daji, Smt, Renu CthakravarttyCGPI), Nath Pai(PSP), Bade 
B.R* Singh and Kachhavaiya(JS) also asked questions• 
"Situation on Cease-fire Line in Kashmir"^ 
Smt, Menon, In response to the motion of Sh. Jaswant Jfehta(PSP), 
stated that the President of 'Azad ICasiMir " had recently announced 
that 10,000 rifles had been distributed to civilians alongwlith 
cease-fire line and 10,000 more will be distributed to resist 
Indian troops raiding villages on the Pakistan side"» She categoric-
ally denied the melicious statement against Indian troops* She also 
referred to great fuss created by Pakistan over the village of 
Ohakuot and that the Pakistani allegations were denied by the tJ.D". 
Military Observers, She eaqpressed India's desire of friTendship with 
Pakistan. 
3h» Banga and Kapur Singh(Sv,) also asked questions. 
18 •^•S»Seventh Fleet Extending its Operation into the 
2 
Indian Ocean". 
Sh. Nehru, In response to the notice of Sh. Nath Pal(PSP) 
stated that except news paper reports there was no formal information 
about the matter nor was India consialted. He was, however, being 
told by Gen* Maxwell Taylor on 17»12.63 that the matter was under 
consideration. She. Behru pointed out that outside the territorial 
waters the ocean was open for such operations. 
In reply to his Question, Shri Nehru told Sh. Hath Pai that 
it is not possible to say as to what is the purpose of such 
exercises. 
1. Ibld.,Vbl. XXI1I(16); 9.12.63; cc 3670-72 
2. Ibid., Vol. XXIV(2if)| 19.12.63; cc 5667-76. 
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Firing by Pakistani Armed Forces on Refugees"^ 
Sntfc» Lakshml Menon, in response to the notice of Sh. Hem 
Barua(PSP), sta ed that on while a group of about 1,000 
refugees was crossing from East Pakistan into India some personnel 
of the East Pakistan Rifles opened fire resulting into injury to 
about 11 persons and death of two dkiildrenf The Government of Assam 
reported the matter to the Chief Secretary of East Pakistan and the 
Government of 3jidia sent a serious note. 
2 20 " Reported discourtesy shown to the President of Israel" 
Sh, Sinesh Singh, in response to the motion of Sh.Nath Pai(PSP) 
stated that the Israel Foreign Office was Infommed In April 65 
that the Israeli President's stop-over In Delhi woiild be entirely 
in a private capacity and he would not be treated as State guest. 
The Scheduled flight of Air France carrying the President in 
March 1966 had a minute halt at Palam. Arrangements in the TIP 
room were mad^but the President did not embark from the plane. At 
Calcutta the President madd a night's stop-over and there was a 
demonstration by about 11 Arab students at the entrance of the 
Grand Hotel. They were arrested for violating section m-^ f. 
There was no question of any discourtesy. 
Kamath Hem Barua(PSP), RangaCSw.) Trivedi(JS) and Umaye and 
Lohia(SSP) asked certain questions and clarifleationa. 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXVI(13)? 26.2*6ki cc 2578-79. 
2. Ibid., Vol. LII(27)5 cc 
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21« "Reported celebration of "Republic Day" by the So-called 
1 Naga Federal Republic". 
Sh. Dlnesh Singh, in response to the motion of Sh;Hem Barua 
(PSP) Stated that the ungrouiid[^ held the celebrations on 23*5.66 
about 3 ffliles away from the icohlma Towa. It consisted of a public 
meeting and singing and dancing. There was no military parade or 
Incidents of violence. To a guestion of S^. Barua^he-replied that 
it was not an act of rebellion. There were Interruptions and the 
Prime Minister had to Intervene to say that the widerground were 
permitted by the Governor. 
Sh. Swaran Singh later on asserted that s-tated tlvat the 
celebrations wer^ not against the spii?it of cease fire agreement 
but it was not proper. He said that no special attention should 
be paid to unfurling the flag. It may be regarded as a flag by a 
group or a party. 
22. " Thermo-Nuclear Ejq)iosion by China". ^  
Sh. Swaran Singh, In response to the motion of Sh.Kamath(PSP) 
stated that an May 9 China conducted Its third test. It was an 
arrogant defiance of the wishes of the people all over the^  world. 
The exact nature and intensity of fall out etc. are under 
investigation. He said that our own nuclear policy was under 
constant review and not only the Chinese test but many other factors 
all over the world are taken into consideration. He pointed out. 
1. Ibid., cc 7555/7682-87. 
2i Ibid., Vol. L7(56); 10.5.66; cc 15601/15711-12. 
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"Government still feels that the interest of world peace iand 
our own security are better achieved by giving all support to the 
efforts for world nuclear desarman^nt than by building our own nuclea: 
weapons" He assured that nuclear experiements for peaceful 
purposes were in progress and that our territorial integrlt^ y was 
the supreme consideration in guiding our policy* 
Questions were asked by Sh» Kath Pai(PSP), Hem Barua(PSP) and 
Madhu Liniaye(SSP), 
- SQC/SSP 
1 
1. "Reported Firing by Nepal Soldliers at MirlsCDarjeeling)" 
Sh. BagrKSoc.) gave the notice and Shrl Nehru replied that 
detailed information was awaited and wo\ild be laid on the table 
as soon as available. Sh, Hem Barua(PSP) also 
2 2. " Reported Attack of Pakistanis on Rajshahi Refugees". 
Sh. BagrKSoc.) gave the notice. She Nehru made a statement 
to give some details of the incident. 
Reported Attack on Dr.S.Gopal**.^  
In reply to the notice by Sh. Ram Sewak Iadav(Soc.) 
i 
Shrl Ncthru stated that Dr.S.Gopal was attacked with a fork by one 
Blhari Lai while travelling in a plane from Slngapur to Madras. Dr. 
Gtopal sustained some injury on the face and the as salient |^at Madras. 
He further stated that Blhari Lai had attacked on our 
Ambassador, Shrl Badruddln Tayabjl In Teheran and disciplinary 
I action was taken against him and that he is mentally unsound. 
1. Ibid., Vol. VII(18)5 29.8.62J C H??^, 
2. Ibid. Vol.VIl(20); 31.8.62? c 5287. 
3. Ibid. Vol.X(19);3.12.62; cc k066-70. 
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Sh* Ifohaii Stfarup(PSP), Bade(JS) and Hem Barua(PSP) sought 
some clarifications, 
ht "Reported Attempt by about 1700 Naga hostiles to enter 
India from Pakistan". 
Sh. Swaran Slr^ gh In response to the motion of Sh.Yashpal 
Singh(SSP) confirmed the report and referred to his earlier 
statement on the subject, 
Sh, Hem Barua(SSP); Krlshnapal SinghCsw,) Kachhavalya(JS) 
Pattanayak(SSP) and LimayeCSSP) asked questions, 
2 5, "Pakistan Rifles Firing on West Bengal Border". 
Sh, Swaran Singh, in response to the notice of Sh.]5|[ashpai 
Singh on 29.3.65, referred toh his statement in the House on 
22,3•65 in respect of the subject. It contained an agreement about 
cease-fire; conference of Chief Secretaries of West Bengal and East 
Pakistan to work out details of maintaining tranquility on the 
border and to ensure return of such residents of Dahagram who had 
left. He stated that firing was not stopped by Pakistan even 
after 22,3.65. After giving some details of the incident, he 
said that the High Commissioners of the two countries are meeting 
to break the dead-'lock. 
Several questions were asked by the opposltlian members. 
6. ® Reported Meeting Between Shaikh Abdullah and the 
Chinese Prime Minister".^ 
Sh. Swaran Singh, in response to the notice of Sh.Hem 
1. Ibid., Vol. xmx(l8)j 12.3.65; cc »f009-09 
2. Ibid., Vol. XL(27)$ 29.3*65? c 6J+05. 
3. Ibid,, Vol. XL(30)1.»f.65; c 7193. 
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Barua(SSP), asked for some time to loake a statement on the subject. 
Some opposition members spoke to express their indignation over the 
incident. They included Sh, Kachhavaiya(JS)| Kamath(SSP) Limaye 
(SSP)| BajxCCFI); YadavCSSP); and Kapur Singh(Sw*). 
Sh» Swaran Singh^ stated that information regarding Shaikh 
Abdullah's meeting with the Chinese Prime Minister in Algiers ^ ^ 
being collected* Ottr Foreign Secretary who was in Algiers during 
the Shaikh's visit of that place will return soon and will give 
first hand information, 
Sh, Hem Barua(SSP), Mukerjee(CPI) Limaye(SSP), Begri(SSP) 
Alvares(SSP), KamathCSSP), Pattanayak(SSP) Ranga(Sw.) and Berwa(JS) 
took serious view of the unsatisfactory reply of the Minister* Ihe 
Prime Minister had to assure the House that proper action will be 
taken against the Shaikh if he act^in any improper way. 
Sh. Swaran Singh gave some detail of Sh,Abdullah's visit 
to various officials of Algeria and the Indian Forei^ Secretaiy 
and the Chinese Premier. 
7* "International Conference on Gombodia andjLaos".^  
Sh, Swaran Si gh, in response to the motion of Sh.Kamath 
(SSP), referred to the situation in Viet Nam and said that the 
Foreign Minister of Gombodia had approached the two co-chairmen 
of the Geneva Conference for urgent convening a Conference to study 
the steps to be taken to ensure neutrality and territorial integrity 
1. Ibid., Vol. XLI(31); c 7^ *27 
2. Ibid., Vol. XLI(32)} 5A.65; cc 7658-61. 
Ibid., Vol. XLII(»+2)| 21.if.65$ cc 10372-73* 
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of Gorabodia. "W^ hear howver," he said, "the contacts among the 
parties have been resumed and that tripartit^ I!e talks in Laos are 
likely-to commence shortly". The Government of India supports 
the proposal of convening the I^Nations Geneva Conference on 
Laos. 
8. "Plight of Indians and citizens of Indian Origin in 
Zanzibar"J 
Shri Dinesh Singh, in response to the motion of Shri Wath Pai 
(SS^ *^ stated that the Government of Zanzibar had nationalised all 
means of production. All land and plantation had been national-
ised and 19 factories had also been nationalised. It is an 
internal matter of Zanzibar and had mostly affected the 
Zanzibar nationals or holders of U.K. and Colonies passports. 
There are 350 Indian in Zanzibar, most of whom were in service. 
Our representative in Tanzania had been meeting the leaders in 
Zanzibar and Dar-as Salara in this connection. 
Sh. Daji(CPI), Kachhavaiya(JS), Krishnapal SinghCSw.) 
Rameshwaranand(JS) and ^ ohia(SS),^  sought some clarifications. 
2 
9. "Declaration of Independence by Rhodesia". 
Sh.Swaran Singh, in response to the motion of Sh. Limaye 
(SSF) expressed disapproval of the Government of illegal seizure 
of power by Ian Smith in Rhodesia and unilateral declaration of 
independence on 11.11.65. He gave some details and said that 
the Government supported the declaration made by OAtJ on the subject 
1, Ibid., Vol.XLII(^9)| 30.^.65? cc 1213^-35. 
2. Ibid*, Vol. XLVII(7);12.11.65; cc 159lf-97. 
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Questions xjere asked by Sh# Yadav, Tashpal Singh, Nath Pai 
Hem Barua and Kaniath(SSP), 
10* **i;stabllshsient of Military Bases In Indian Ocean by 
tJnlted Kingdom".'' 
Sh» Dlnesh Singh, in response to the notice of Sh»Limaye(SSP) 
admitted the development and said th t liidla was opposed to such 
military establishments. 
11. "Proposed tripartite summit meeting betweenjlndia 
Yagoslavia and UAR"^ 
Sh, Swaran Singh, In response to the notice of Sh. Yashpal 
Singh(SSP), referred to the policy of non-alignment which the 
three countries had championed. Since the Cairo Conference the 
impoi^ tance of consultations between these countries from time to 
time was realised. Such consultations have been there and a 
meeting of the Heads of these three Sovemments will not only 
strengthen the ties between these countries but strengthen the 
forces of peace, freedom and non-alignment. 
Certain clarifications were sought by Sh. Jtalcerjee(CPl),Lohia 
(SSP), Devlvedi, Kamath, Hem Barua and Hath Pai(PSP) and Buta 
SinghCSw.). 
Swatantra Fartv: 
1. "Alleged Entry of some Chinese into Indian Territory 
and Talcing Photographs of Jagbafti Town".^ 
1. Ibid., Vol. XLrai(1'f);23.il.65;eo 336»f-65(Hindi) 
2. Ibid., Yoli LVI<62); 17.5.66; cc 17289-90. 
3. Ibid., Vol, V(v(5l)j 22.6.62', cc 5866-70 
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In response to the notice of Shrl P.K,Deo(Sw.) Smt» Lakshmi 
Menon replied that two of the six Chinese who had come to Nepal were 
alleged to have been talcing photographs at Joghani town* Howeveri 
she added, a witness is on record that they were well in Nepal 
territory. 
She# Hera Barua(PSP) and Shri H,?,Kasiiath(PSP) made further 
enquiries. 
2, 2, " Periaisslon for over-flight of non-Chinese Air Craft 
carrying the Chinese Preiaier and Vice-Preaiier"^ ^ 
Sh« HehrU| in response to the motion of Slx.K:apur Singh(Sw,) 
stated that on 27.11•63 our charge d'affairs in Peking was informed 
that the Chinese Vice-Premier, on his way to Kenya on 9th or 19th 
of December, would fly in a BOAC plane from Rangoon to Karachi and 
that the Gfovernment of Bidia will gi'/e facilities for the over-
flight. 
On 30.11.63 the Charge Q*affairs was informed that the Premier 
Chou En-lai would proceed to Cairo in a K M aircraft and will over-
fly India from Bangoon to Cairo. 
Sh. Nehru stated that after careful consideration the Chinese 
request was conceded to subject to usual conditJofis because the 
aircrafts were not of Chinese origin and belonged to international 
airlines, 
Sh. filmmat Singhji(Sw.), Berwa(JS) and Bagri and I^hiaCSoc.) 
also asked questions. 
India" 
3. " Suspension of Migrants* trains from East Pakistan to 
2 
1. Ibid., Vol.Xxm(13); ^.12.63$ cc 2968-70 
Thld.. iBhl. XXXT<66is Ik^l?, 
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Srat* Lakshml Menon, In response to notice of Sh« Kapur Singh 
(Sw#) stated that on the Bown Khulna - Sealdah-Barlsal Express 
and the two dally goods trains did not arrive at the border point* 
The Pakistan authorities, tdien contacted, cosiplalned of harassiaent 
of the Pakistan Railway staff by the Indian Authorities* It was 
V 
leant on enquiry that a Pakistani Ballway Ouard was detained by 
Indian Police on charges of smuggling and Illegal carriage of 
persons between InMa and isast Pakistan. He was released by court 
on 6 a n d he complained about ill-treatment while in Ihdian 
custody. The allegation was found wrong. The train service was 
resumed on S.H-.bM-. 
Several supplenjfentajy questions were asked by Sh.InderJlt 
Gupta, Smt. C3hakravartty(CPI),Sh#Berwa,Kachhaviya and Bade(JS),and 
Hem BaruaCPSP). She, Lai Bahadur Shastrl and Sh.J^ ehru also a 
Intervened to reply certain questions. Smt. Chakravartty(CPI) was 
not satisfied with the statement and initiated discussion on the 
same on 6. 
"Difficulties of Indians in Burma owing to Nationalisat-
2 
ion of their Assets". 
Sh. Dlnesh Singh^ln response to the notice of Sh.P.K. 
DeoCSw.)^ stated that the Brevolutionary Government of Burma iisi^  
committed to socialism suid taking various steps for that end. In 
the process of natloaalisatlon of economic activities the nation-
alls .tion of shops the latest and about 50,000 Indians 
affected involving assets of about Hs. 6 crores. About twnety-
five thousand Indians returned home In 1963 and the number Kta^ to 
1. Ibid., m.XXXI(66)} c * 
2. Ibid., Vol.XXX(60); cc 13180-82. 
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Increase In current year» The Government jfes making arrangements 
to ply three vassels between Hangoon and Calcutta and to increase 
Air service. The fares ^ ^considerably reduced. The main 
difficulty Ifs^  about bringing the savings. The Government hasL 
liberalised customs formalities and measures will be taken about 
rehabilitation. He pointed out that the measures of the Burmese 
Government asf© not directed against Indians alone. 
Several questions were asked on the subject by various 
Opposlt on members including Sh. Kapur SinghCSw.) Nath Pal(J^ SP), 
Banga(Sw.),Kamath(PSP),MiasanHlSw.) Hem Barua(PSP),Daji(GPI),Berwa 
(JS)L«hl:i Sligh(JS) and GuptaCsoc.) The prime Minister 
replied to some of the questions. 
"Non-Renewal of Residence Visas to Indians in Ceylone".^ 
Sh. Dinesh Singh, In response to the notice of Sh.RangaCSw.) 
stated that apart from news paper reports there no official 
announcement to non-renewal of the existing residence visas, 
Sh. Hem Barua and Xashpal Slngh(SSP) asked questions. 
6. ••Reported criticism of the recent U.S. bombings of Worth 
Viet Nam in the Majority Report of the International Control 
Commission signed by Indla"^ 
Sh. Swaran Singh, in response to the notice of Kapur Singh 
(Sw.)^stated the main features of the report and said that India, 
as Chairman of the ICC haM, always perfomed Its duties conscientious' 
ly-
1 . Ibid., Vol. x x x v i ( 1 5 ) ; 7.12.6^$ cc 3586-87, 
2. Ibid., Vol. XX3CIX (19)J 1$.3.65j cc 4256-67. 
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7. "Heported Invitation to Shallch Abdullah to visit China**,"' 
Sh, Swaran Singh, In response to the notice of Sh.Kapur Singh 
stated that at a dinner given to the Chinese Vice-Premier and 
Foreign Minister Marshal Oheiv tl, by the Karachi Municipal 
Coiporatlon on 27.3.65« the Pakistan Foreign Minister announced 
that Chinese Government had Invited Shaikh Abdullah to visit China. 
Oovernment haiit Infoiiaiation wlhlit the Shaikh had accepted this 
Invitation, 
Sh. Yashpal Slngh(SSP), Kamath (SSP); mn(CPI) and 
Yadav and Barua^SSP) asked questions. 
8. "Miap of India Published In Soviet Land Showing Akaai 
Chin as part of China**.^  
Sh. Swaran Singh, In response to the notice of Sh»Buta 
Singh(Sw.) stated that the map in question Ite a rough small-scale 
sketch map intended to show mineral wealth etc. and no'^ the 
Intematloml boundary. However, the International boundary 
of India shown in the map not conform to the well recognised 
boundaries. The attenticai of the Soviet Government drawn to 
this fact. 
The Swatantra, ,SSP,and Jan Sangh Members asked questions. 
9. '•Presence of Indian Ambassador at Nepalese Banquet to 
Chinese Foreign Minister".^ 
Sh. Swaran Singh, in response to the notice of Sh. Kapur 
SinghCSw.) stated that the Indian Ambassador was allowed by the 
1. Ibid., 7ol.XL(29)5 31.3.65; c 692if. 
2. Ibid., Vol. XIi(30)| e 7187. 
3. Ibid., Vol. XLI(33)s 6.^.65; cc 7902-03. 
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Government to accept invitation to the banquet but not other 
functions. He justified it because it was an invitation from a 
fflendly country, with which we ha4© close and cordial relations. 
This was in accordance with the practice in the past. 
Sh« Ranga(Sw.) Bagri(SSP), Solankl(Sw.), KamathCsaP), 
RameshwarAnand(JS); Hem Barua(SSP) and Tashpal Singh(SSP) all 
were dissatisfied with the reply and seriously objected to the 
policy. 
10. **Reslgnat|'on by Shri Manda as Minister of Home Affair^ *. ^  
There were three Adjournment Motions and Six Calling Attent-
ion Notices on the subject. 
Silts Gandhi, in her statement on the resignation of Sh» 
Nanda refused to join issue or make comments on what had 
appeared in the press. 
The speaker admitted a Calling Attention Notice^ Sh.Banga 
(Sw.) drew attention to the reasons for resignation given by Sh. 
Nanda and that he w^s not getting personal and political support 
from the Prime Minister; that he was not getting cooperation and 
support from his Secretary; that inspite of his desire the Home 
Secretary was not changed. Sh, Ranga alleged that there was a 
break down of the joint responsibility of the Cabinet and, therefore 
adjournment motion should be admitted. 
n 
Various opposition Jlembers wanted to speak on the subject 
and it became difficult for the speaker to maintain order in the 
House. The House was, therefore, adjourned for about one and a half 
1. Ibid., Vol.LX (8); 10.11.66; cc 2t»93-98. 
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hours* 
V 8 Jan Sarigh 
U Firing on policemen from Chinese Trade, Agency, 
Kalimpong**.^  
Notice was given by Shri Bade (JS), Shri Brij Baj Singh(JS) 
Shri Lahri Singh(JS), Shri Hem Barua(PSP) and Shri Ram Sewak 
tadav(Soc.) 
Shri Nehru stated that they had no knowledge <Sf the 
incident and that the matter would be enquired into* 
This short statement prompted Shri Hem Barua(PSP)to . 
point out that all matters involving the security of the country 
gase Raised by the members on the basis of press report* Shri 
Nath Pai(PS?) and Shri Ram Sewak Xadav(Soc.) said that the 
incident, according to press report, was one month old* Shri H.V. 
Kamath(PSP) asked If the report was asked from the West Bengal 
Government o The speaker expressed his inability to extract more 
inform tion and pointed out that the members had other methods 
of doing so. 
2. " Reported Chinese Occupation of Indian Territory in 
NEFA**.^  
Shri Bs^e (JS) gave notice and Shri Dinesh Singh made a 
statement. She Kehru also replied to certain points. Shri Kamath 
and Nath Pai(PSP) participated in the discussion. 
3. "Firing by Pakistani Troops at i<atitila".^  
1. Ibid., Vol. 11(19)} 10.6.62; cc 3653-55* 
2. Ibid., 7ol.IiI(27); 22.6.62; c 12^9^. 
3. Ibid., Vol.XXI(27);18.9.63; cc 6775-85. 
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Sh» Nehru,In response to notices of ad^ oianraent motion from 
Sh, Hem Barua(PSP) and of calling attention from Sh,B.B.Singh 
and TrevideCJS), stated tliOfft the facts of the incident oecured 
on 15*9»63 and said that relief measures and assistq^ nce as necessary 
being taken and the High Commissioner in Pakistan being 
instructed to take up the matter with the Pak Government. 
Sh* Hem Baruai S.N.Dvlvedi, Hath Pal, Eamath<FSP), and 
Trlfedl(JS) also took part In the discussion that followed. 
h " Heported Trespassing by Pakistan Hifles into IjO^ a-
Cherra"^ ^  
Sh. Hehru, in response to the notice of Sh. Bade (JS) stated 
that on 9*12,63 an Indian patrol consisting of three men and one 
Havildar In Lcibacherra area were encountered and challenged by 
some PcUclstanis claiming this area and there was exchange of fire, 
the Paklstanii^ fled and our men remained in position. On the 
next day when our men visited the area, they were ambushed by 
Pakistanis and fire was opened on them. No casualties cm elther^lde 
were reported. Further information 
awaited. 
Sh. Kachhavalya(JS), Kapur Singh(Sw.) and Mohan Swarup(PSP) 
asked further (questions. 5. " Reported Entry of Naga Hostiles Into East Pakistan, 
Breakdown of Naga Peace Talks and the claim of l?aga Hostiles for 
2 
an Independent Nagaland.^ *. 
Sh.Swaran Singh, in response to the notice of Sh. Kachhavaiya 
(JS), stated that the talks with underground Nagas were in progress 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXin(18)| 11.12.63s c ^ 182. 
2. Ibid., Vol. XXJar(3); 18.ll.6if} cc if57-59. 
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During the peace talks reports were received that two large groups 
of Hagas had crossed over Into Burma on their way to Pakistan 
The underground lagas not stated clearly what they mean by 
Independent Nagaland. Yashpal Singh and Mohan Swarup,Hem Barua, 
Kath Pai(SSP)| Berwa and BadeCtTS), i>aji(CPI); Kapur Singh and 
Solandki<Sw*) asked certain questions^ 
6« •• Anti-India Deraostration In Nairobi and the Seflurity of 
Indian NaticnsAin Stanleyville, Congo"* ^  
Sh» Dlnesh Singh, In response to the notice of Shri Bade 
(JS), . Khargone stated that demostrations we3?e organized in various 
African capitals against landing of Belgian paratroopers in 
Stanleyville* This was directed against USA and Belgian Embassies 
and there was one placard against India also* No undue attention 
need be paid against that. The demonstrators damaged cars of 
Various embassies Including Indian and a protest ha^ been lodged 
agMnst that. He assured that the Indian nationals in Stanlevllle 
were safe. 
Sh. Kachhavalya(JS) Kapur Slngh(Sw.), Pal(SSP) and Yashpal 
Singh(SSP) asked questions. 
9. "Intrusion of Pakistani Personnel Into Kuch", 
Sh. Swaran Singh, in response to the notice of Sh.Kachhavalya 
(^ SJ laid a long statement on the Table regarding the subject 
concerned. 
• Sh.- Alvares(SSP), Berwa(JS)}'Kapur Si8gh(Sw,> and Himmat 
Sl©gh51(Sw.) asked questions on the subject. 
1. Ibid., Vol. xmi(12); 1.12.6if; cc 2781-83. 
2. Ibid., Vol. XXXIXdDj 3.3.65J cc 236if-72
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8# •*Repor©Flight of Plane Carrying Chinese Premier Over 
Calcutta"J 
Sh« Swaran Singh, in response to the notice of Sh.Kaohhavaiya 
(JS) stated that Premier Chou-Sn-lai and partysji all their way from 
Pakistan to Rumania in a Boing 720 PIA aircraft, overflew Indian 
territory on 23.3«65# It was an extra-sefttion fligjit and 
according to an agreenrent with PIA mere information to this effect 
was sufficient* However, he said that it had. been made clear that 
in future prior p®rraission was to be obtained for any flight of 
Chinese parties* 
2 9. "Reported Proposed Visit of Phiiso to China", 
Sh. Swaran Singh, in response to the notice of Sh« 
KachhavaiyavJS) stated that Phizo ha«i, opted and S^given British 
citizenship. The London Correspondent of »Dawn* of Karachi hadl 
reported that he intenda^to visit China. She SwaranSingh made it 
clear that the Government was not in favour of a British national 
being given the facilities for travel to indulge in anti-Indian 
activities. 
Sh. Xashpal Singh(SSP)j Daji(CPI)| Bagri(SSP),I<>hia(SSP), 
Limaye(SSP) and Hem Barua(SSP) took serious objection to the matter 
and blamed the Government for inactivity. Sh, Limaye»s criticism 
was strongly worded. An objection was taken by Congress members to 
his criticising the policy as »napumsak». (Important). 
10. "Removal of Indian Press Correspondents from Cairo Air-
port at the time of Arrival of the Chinese Prime Minister".^ 
1. Ibid., 7ol.XL<28); 30.3.65? cc 6668-69* 
2. Ibid., ?ol. XI.1(35); 8.U-.65; c 
3. Ibid., Vbl. XLI(36)J9A.65; C a697(Hindi) 
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Sh. Dinesh Singh, in response to the notice of Sh. 
Kachhavaiya(JS) confined the Incident and said that the Indian 
Ambassador in Cairo had taken the matter. 
Sh. Yashpal Singh<SSP)j Lohia<SSP)j and Pattanayak(SSP) 
asked for some clarifications. 
> 
11. "Reported Selziire of Indian Consulate in Sumatra and 
property of Indians in .Tawa and the confiscation of the property 
of Indians in Indensia"*^ 
Sh. Dinesh Singh, in response to the notice of Sh. 
Kachhavaiya (JS) admitted that on 13#9*65 a demonstration was 
held In front of Indian consulate in Sumatra. The Indian flag and 
national insignia were removed and books etc. were taken away. 
TheCndian Consul had already informed the authorities of the danger 
but the policjj, did not protect the consulate. A protest had been 
lodged with the Indonesian Government. On 18.9»65 the police pasted 
notices on all the shops of Indians an which was written? »Under 
the custody of Indonesian Government*. They gave the plea that it 
was to safeguard the property \diich belonged to Indians. The same 
had happened to property of Indians In Wsstem Jawa. 
Several questions were asked by Sh.Bagri(SSP),Hem Barua(SSP), 
lashpal Singh(SSP)w(Lohiaissp). 
2 
12. " Supply of Sabre fets to Paklstsun'V. 
Sh. Swaran Singh, in response to the notice of Sh. Berwa(JS) 
stated that Pakistan had recently received large number of F-86 
aircrafts from Iran. They were manufactured in Canada,sold to 
1. Ibid., Vol. XI.VI(27)j 22.9.65; ec 69^-52(Hindi) 
2. Ibid., Vol. LIX(28)j 2.9.66; cc 8795-97.# 
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West Germany and r e s o l d t o Iran* When t h e m a t t e r was t a k e n up 
w i t h West (Jermany t h e y a s s u r e d us t h a t under t h e agreement o f s a l e t h 
t h e a i r c r a f t s c o u l d not b e s o l d * Irsoi a l s o a s s u r e d u s t h a t t h e 
a l r e r a f t s were sent t o P a k i s t a n f o r purposes o f r e p a i r s . 
Geimany a l s o a s s u r e d t h a t t h e a l r e r a f t s w i l l c e r t a i n l y be r e t u r n e d 
t o Iran» 
Quest ions were asked by g h . J a s h p a l S i n g h & Limaye(SSP) 
Snst^ C h a k r a v a r t t y ( C P I ) , Hem Barua and Dwdivedi(PSP) and Bade 
Kachhavaiya{JS)» 
D e t a i l s about a l l t h e G a l l i n g A t t e n t i o n n o t i c e s cannot 
be comprehended in t h e p r e s e n t work. T h e r ^ r e , a l i s t o f such 
n o t i c e s in r e s p e c t o f o t h e r m i n i s t r i e s i s g i v e n belows 
2. M i n i s t r y o f Home A f f a i r s : 
I -CPI 
1. "Disturbances in I4aldah"(Smt. Chalcravartty)2»f.U^ ,62/c.682 
2. •'Threat of Resignation by the Hoogly Pilots«(Sh.Gupta) 
3.5.62/C. 23»f6. 
3. **Heavy Floods in Kamalpur and other parts of Tripura" 
(Sh.Dashratha Deb), 21»6.62/c,12239. 
h. "Reported Police Excesses in Calicut, Cannaaore and other 
Parts of Kerala",(Sh.Nambiar) 30.11.6Vc. 2^39. 
5* "Proposed s t r i k e o f E n g i n e e r s i n K e r a l a " , ( S h . R a g h a v a n ) , 
1,12.62/C.6766. 
6. "Health of Certain Members in Detention"(Sh.Hiren Muker^ee) 
1.if.66/c.8968. 
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7* "Reported Attempt on the life of the chief Minister of 
Jaamu and Kashmir" (Sh.Raghavan) 17.5«66/c»7^1* 
8» " Situation in Uttar Pradesh". (Smt.Chaltravartty)2^.7»66/ 
C.127. 
II -
1. "Publication of a picture of 'Treasonable nature (Pro-Chinese) 
in Swadhlnta of l5.8.62»(Sh.Hem Barua) 22,8.62/c.3^36. 
2. "treatment of Chinese Inten^ees in India"(Sh.Hem Barua) 
30.»+.63/C. 12866. 
3. "Reported strike of Post and Bock workers of Bomay"(Sh. 
Ramath) 19*8.63/c.1199« 
if. "Communal Disturbances in East Pakistan" (^ h.Hem Barua) 
11.2.6U-/C,161 
5. "Recent Ejjjjloglons in afaramu and ]feslKnir"(Sh. R. Barua) 
19.3.6'+/c.6279. 
6. "Incidents of Violence in West Bengal,Orissa,Bihar,and 
Madhya Pradesh"(Sh, Hem Barua) 23.3.6^/c.6910. 
7. "Release of Shaikh Abdullah"(Sh.J.Mehta)1 .tf.6if/c.8579. 
8. "Bomb Etoloslon in Poonch Power House"<5[h. Mohan Swarup), 1.5.6^/0.1385, 
9. "Holding-i;^  of Trains carrying Pakistani Nationals to West 
Pakistan"(Sh. Mohan Swarup) 2.6.6^ f/c.618. 
10. "Reported Attack by Mizos on Government Treasuries Ate., at 
Aijal and Lungleh"(Sh. Hem Barua) 2.3.66/e.3329. 
11. "Situation in Mizo Hill District»(Sh.Hem Barua)8.3.66/c. 1+253 
12. "Latest Position in the Mizo Hill District of Assam" 
(Sh.Hem Barua) 25.3.66/c.7893. 
13. 
Ill - ^ 
1. "Cracker Explosion In Sadar Bazeu:',Delhi during the Moharram 
Procession"(Sh. Bagrl) 15«6#62/c.10831. 
2. "Cracker Explosion In Delhi on 8.11.62"(Sh.Bagri)12.11.62/ 
c. 909. 
3. "AUeged Harassment of the Public by the Police in Delhi on 
the 26th Augu t 1962"(Sh.H.s.Xadav),28.8.63/0.31^8. 
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3. "Heported Looting by Hostile Nagas In Villages of Assam" 
(Sh.Hem Barua) 1.10,6Vc.W5 
h. "Cracker Explosions Near Town Hall and On Parliament 
Sfeeet«(Sh. Yashpal Singh)l8.12.6»^ /c.5683* 
S* "Declaration of Emergency in a Manipur Sub-Division 
and necessity for call of troops»(Sh. Limaye) 11.3«65/ 
c. 3703. 
7. "Reported smuggling of Anti-IDidIa Cliinese Propaganda 
Literature into 1Mia"(Sh. Yashpal Singh) 22.3.65/c.5039. 
8. "Reported, spying by CIA of USA on India's IJUclear Energy capacity"(Dr. LoMa)9.5.66/c.153l6. 
9. "Arrest of'Siaildi Mohammad Abdullah and Mlrza Afzal Beg" 
(Sh. Pattanayak) 10.5.65/c. 1M71. 
10. "Alleged Firing By police on Labour in Deihl"(Sh.Yadav) 
16,11.65/C.2167. 
11. "Bastar Incident«(Dr. Lohia) 28.3.66/c.8l57, 
12. "Reported Students* National March in Delhi"(%.Pattanayak), 
17 - Swatantra 
1» "Scuffle between Police and Public in connection with 
agitation against rise in Dl?!^  Bus Pares"(Sh.Kapur Singh), 
2. "Reported large-scale killing of and assault on Harifans 
residing in Rajasthan villages bordering Pakistan by 
decoits of Pakistan".(Sh,Buta Singh) 9.3.65/c.320'f. 
' 3. "Firing by Burmese customs Personnel on Indian Baite 
Tribesmen"(Sh.Kapur Singh) 2.8.66/c.1921. 
V - Jan Sangh; 
1. "Hoisting of Green Flag Akin to Pakistani flag by the 
Plebiscite front In Jammu and Kashmir"(Sh.Kachhavaiya), 
10.l2.65^ /c.»+276. 
2. "Firing and Intrusion into Indian Territory by East 
Pakistan Rifles in Cachar Mstrict of Assam"(Sh.Rachhavaiya 
12A.65/C.89^6. 
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3. "Explosion on Railway Track between Aruna and Silcher 
in Assam"(Sh. Kachhavaiya) 5.5.65/c.13135« 
"Cattle theft by Pakistanis on Hajasthan-Pak Border", 
(Sh, Kaehhavaiya) lifA.66/c. 10795. 
3, Ministry of Defence: 
I - S£I 
1. '^ Intrusion of Chinese Troops aci^ss Thag La Ridge" 
(Sh,Gupta)t6.12.66/c/5708 
II « PSP 
"Crashing of lAF Dakota in Nagaland"(Sh,Hein Barua) 
2# "Intrusion in Tripnra by Pakistani Planes"(Sh.Hem Barua) 
3« "Dakota Crash Near Banihal"(Sh. Hem Barua),27.22.63/ 
e, 1711. 
h^ "Reported Heavy M i l i t a i y Building-up by P a k i s t a n i troops 
along ©ease-fire llyi e in Kashmir and along Fene River 
on Tripura Border"(Sh,Hem,Barua)if.3.6M-/c.3757. 
"Firing by Pakistani Troops at Indian Posts in Jaminu 
Area«CSh, Hem Barua)12.3.6if/c.5170. 
6. "Reported Violation of Indian Air Space in Tripura hv 
Pakistani Helicopter and Dacota"(She.R,Berua),2.M-,6H-/ 
C.8796. 
7. "Burning of village in Assam by Pakistanis"(Sh.HeraBarua) 
25.11.65/0.3850. 
8. "Massing of Pakistani Armed Forces on the Cease-fire 
Line"(Sh.Kamath), 8,8.66/c,3236. 
9. '^ Haid by aimed Mikir Tribals at Diphu* (Sh.ITath Pai), 
1.12.66/c.6600< 
i n - SvSP 
1. "Death of Two I*A. F.Sweepers at I.A.F.Station,Baprola 
Delhi" (Sh.Bagri) 22.6,62/c.12i498. 
2* "Reported Russian refusal to supply MIGs"(Sh.Bagri) 
U.,12»62/c.»f220. 
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3. ^  Firing by East Pakistan Hifles in Lathitila Areas of 
Assam"{Sh.Yashpal Singh), 25.2*65/c#1^29. 
" Firing by Pakistani Troops on Indian Posts in the 
Lathitila-Dumabari Sector of Assam - East Pakistan" 
(Sh^ Hera Barua)| 11 ;5.65/c. 1^ 286.-
5. *» Intrusions of China in Slkkim on 19-20 November, 1965" 
6, « Seported intrusion of Armed Pakistanis into Garo Slls 
Assam and oppening of fire on aw Indian village Defence 
party"(SBt. Yashpal Singh) ,29*11465/0A395. 
7* " Crash, of m lAF plane aear Gauhati"CSh-.tiimaye) 
23.2,66/C.1963. 
8# "Reported concentration of Pakistani Troops on Rajasthan, Pimjab and Jammu and Kashmir Borders"(Sh,Yashpal Singh), 
9. " Movement of about Kagas and I>azo hostiles towards 
East Pakistan for inilitary training"(Sh#Limaye), 
3*8.66/0.2268. 
I? • Swatantra Partyi 
1. "Collapse of wall of Masonary Tank in Military lines, 
Saugar"(Sh. P.K.Deo), 2^.2.63/c.958. 
2. ."lAF Helicopter Crash near Poonch (Sh. Ranga) 27.11.63/ 
c. 1703. ^ 
3. "Firing by Pakistani Troops on the Chief Minister of 
Punjab and Party from Across the Cease-Fire Linef,, 
(Sh.Kapur Singh), 21.»f.65/c. 10215. 
"Firing by Pakistani Forces on j&idian Polliee Post East 
of Kanjarkot«(Sh.MaMda),22Ai65/c. 10Mf3. 
5. "Reported death of three persons in a Ludhiana Village 
due to a bomb thrown.from a plane"(Sh,Buta Singh), 
11.5.65/c.1»f27»f. 
6. " Reported promul.gation of oa^ ders confirming powers on 
Delhi Police shoot-at-sight persons indulging in arson and looting"(Sh. Ranga) I7.11.66/c.3791» 
V - Jan Sangh: 
1. "Reported Arrest of Group Captain Prakash Chandra on a 
charge of Espionage"(i5h.Kachhavaiya),11.12.63/cAl77. 
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2. Aircraft Accidnet on 5.^*65" (Sh.Kachhavaiya) 
**aeported Entry of 300 Haga llostiles from East Pakistan", 
(Sh.Kacbhavalya), 19A.65/c.9708, 
h, "Reported Heavy concentration of Chinese Troops near 
Barahoti"(Sh. Kachhavaiya),2765/e.11301, 
5. '^ Explosion in High Explosives Factory at Kirkee"(Sh. 
Bade), 25.8.65/C.1769. 
6. "Chinese Aggression Across Dongchui la on Sikkim", 
(Sh. Kachhaimiya) ,15.11.65/c. 1867• 
7. "Reported Concentration of Pakistan Anny in Barmer sector of Rajasthan".(Sh.Kachhavaiya) 3.12.65/c.550n 
8. "Reported withdrawal of Indian Troops from the Sialkot• 
Border"(Sh.Kachhavaiya),l5.^.66/c,IIO91. 
h* Ministry of Finance: 
I - GPI 
1. "Finance Minister»s talks with Secretary of State for 
Gonmionwealth Relations for U.K. (Mr,Duncan Sandys) 
regarding ECM"<Sh. Hiren Jiakerjee),21.6.62/c. 12235* 
2. "Proposed Strike by LIG Es©loyees on 25th Hoveaber", 
(Sh.Gupta) 2M-.11.66/C.528& 
II > PSP 
1. "Reported Rigging of Draw of Prizes for Premium Prize Bond" 
<Sh. Kamath), 5.6.6^/c»1330. 
Ill - Jan Sangh: 
1. Decision of the LIG Officers to go on strike"(Sh. 
Kachhavaiya)5 5.3.65/c.2717 
2. "Strike by Audit and Accoimts Department Employees" 
(Sh. Kachhavaiya3.66/c, M)38. 
Ministry of Railways 
I - GPI 
1. "Reported dislocation in unloading operations at Salt 
Cotours Railway goods shed"(Sh.0manath)8.6.62/c.9726. 
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2. "Collision of Bus with Passenger Train near Sambhar lake", 
(Smt.Henu Chakravartty),12,6.62/c,10299. 
"Collision between Goods Train and Passenger Train on the 
Southern Hailway«(Sh.Narabiar), 18.12,63/0.5^*+. 
h, "Discharge of Casual Labour on South Eastern Hailway", 
( Sh. Bhatt acharya)2»f. 2.65/c. 119^. 
II - PSP 
1. "Bumaraon. Bailvay A c c i d e n t Infoiiy Commission(Sh«togendra 
Jha)31.8.62/c,5289.. 
2. "Collision between Sainthia-Audal Light Train and 
a Goods Train at Panchara on 28th November 65"(Sh. 
lashpal Singh)^1.12.65/c.^906. 
3. "Drailraent of Assam Mail"(Sh.Hem Barua)3.5.66/c.1^3N-. 
III -
1."Train-Truck Collision at Audal Ry.Statlon«<Sh.Bagri), 
II.5.62/C.3925. 
2. "Bailway Accident at Sealdah on 22,5.62"CSh. Bagri), 
23.5»62/C.611^ 3. 
3. "Train Bus Collision near Kashipur(Sh.Bagri)1^.8.62/ c. 
M-. "Collision between Motor Truck and Light Engine near 
Tujrerdeo (C. Rai Iway^ " ( Sh. Bagri) 6.9 . 62/c. 6khB. 
"Accident between Tiruchi - Beni Express and a Bus", 
(Sh. R.S.SadaT), 25.3.63/c.5896 
6. "Explosion in a Railw^ Wagon at A^ni near Bagpur", 
(Sh. Bagri), 3.12.63/c. 2735. 
7. "Collision between 327tJP passenger and a light engine at 
Ra^nandgaon station of South-Eastern Railway",(Sh.R.S. 
Yadav) 3.6.6lf/c.878. 
8. "Fire in Passenger-Coach on SEP Railway"(Sh.Limaye), 
2.3.65/C.2087. 
9. "Reported firing by Naga Hostiles on Passenger Train", 
(Limaye) 3.12.65/c. 5^26. 
10. "Railway AccMent at Dahanu Boad",(Sh.Yashpal Singh), 
22,2.66/c.16»+9. 
11. "Reported Protest by the Defence Authoritfes of Eastern 
Zone against laismanagexnent of the Railways in that Zone 
(Sh.Yashpal Singh),17.11.66/0.3655. 
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IV - SWATAMIRA PABITY: 
1. "Drallment of Uagpur-Tatanagax Passenger Train"(Sh. P. K. 
Deo) 11.6.62/C.9976 
2, "Clash at-Kursela Bailway Station on 27.3.6N-"(Sh.P.K.Deo), 
3» "Reported Murder of two persons in a train between Sabour 
and Gogha Stations on the Bhagalpur Section of the E. 
Rallw on 6.if.65»(Sh.Gulshan) 
"Reported Damage to foodgralns while in rail transit" 
(Sh.Ranga), ?.9.66/c.9215. 
- «ran Sangfa; 
1. "Collision of Howrah-Madras Express with^lorry at an 
un-manned level crossing"(Sh.Bade) 6.12.63/c.3^30. 
2. "Fire in Lose-Property Office, Northern Railway", 
(Sh.Kachhavaiya),5.6.6h/c.IM^S. 
3, "Robbery on a Train on JhanAJfe-Kanpur Section",(Sh, 
Kachhavaiya), 2. if. 65/c. 7^23. 
"Reported collision at Sagaull Station of North Eastern 
Railway"(Sh. Kachhavaiya) ,26.11.65/c.if096. 
5. "Blowing up of Railway Track by Naga Hostiles",(Sh. Kachhavaiya) 23.2.66/c.1829. 
6. Ministry of Food and Agriculture. 
I - CPI 
1. "Reported deplation of rice stock in Kerala and Proposed 
cut In rice ration"(Sh.Raghavan)3.9.66/c.8977. 
2. " 
II - PSP 
1. "Reported Dumping into Sea of Imported rice at Cochin 
post")Sh.Kamath) 29.8.66/c.7703. 
Ill SSP 
1. "Acquisition of land for ITamrup Fertilizer Project", 
(Sh.Rlshang Keishing),26.»f.§2/c. 1098-1101. 
2. "Reported serious food situation in Bihar, Orissa, 
RajasthanjPunjab,Maharashtra and U.P. arising out of 
inadeqmte supply of foodgralns from the Gentre"(Sh.Llmavel 
. 1 . OM-/c. ooB'f. 
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"Reported Presence o f i r o n s t r i p s , s t o n e s e t c . i n f o o d g r a i n s 
imported from U . S . A . « ( S h . Limaye), I .8.I966/C.I607. 
h, " S i t u a t i o n i n B i h a r ^ S t a r v a t i o n Deaths and blaming t h e 
Centre by the Chief 8inister"t(Sh. Bagri) 29.11.66/c.6086 
IV - Swatantra P a r t y ; 
1. "Beported Starvation Deaths in Orissa"(Sh.I^pur Singh), 
2. "Shortage of foodgrai.ns in certain parts of ffirissa", 
(Sh.H,K. Deo),12.if.66/c. 10521. 
3. "Eestriction on Movement of Foodgrains aad decrease of 
ration in Andhra Pradesh",(Sh.Ranga),3.12.66/c.7167. 
V - Jan Sangfa 
1. " Decision taken at the Chief Ministers Conference 
regarding Abolition of Food Zones and Introduction 
of Statutory Rati<3jJig" 
7* Mnistry of Irrigation and Pover; 
I - CP£ 
1. "20^ power cut in Andhra Pradesh"(Smt.Vimla Devi), 
30.»f.62/c.155if. 
2. "Reported Strike of Executive Employees of the Kerala 
State Electricity Board."(Sh.Warior)5.12.66/c.7585. 
II - SSP 
1, "Food situation in the coTmtiy"(Sh.R.S.Yadav),l7.9.63/ 
c,6505. 
2. "Reported decision by Punjab Government to cut by half the 
electricity supply to Delhi"(Sh.Yashpal Singh)18.11.65/c.2621. 
3. "Power failure in Delhi"(Sh.Xashpal Singh)11.5.66/c.15982. 
m - Swatantra P a r t y 
1. "Closing of "C" power station in Delhi"(Sh.Kapur Singh), 
9.3.6if/c.Mfl6. 
IV" - Jan Sangh: 
1. "Floods in Assam and U.P."CSh.B.R.Singh),2»+.8.62/c.3716. 
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2. "Shortfall in the Generation of Power in Gandhi Sagar 
Dain"(Sh. Berwa), 1.12,6M-/c.2652, 
8. Ministry of Health; 
I - CPI 
1. "Tuberculin Test Reaction at Bnath in Kerala"(Sh.Gopalan) 
11.6.62/0,997^ -. 
2. "Sbarcity of B'iltered water in West Vinary Hagar,Delhi", 
(Sh. Warior)13.6.62/c.10586. 
II - PSP 
1. "Threatened Strike by GfiHS Doctors in Delhi"(Sh.Nath Pai}, 
9.12.65/C.6688 ' 
III -
1. "Water Scarcity at Delhi station and Firozshah Kotla, 
Delhi"(Sh.Bagri) 19.6.62/c.11677 
2. "Shortage of drinking water in Ramakrishanpunji", 
(Sh.Bagri) 10.8.62/c.1191. 
3» "Manufacture and sale of Adultrated and Spurious Drugs", 
(Sh.Bagri) 20.8.62/c.2936. 
"Incidence of Cholera in Orissa,V/est Bengal,Bihar and 
Maharasht ra",(Sh.Pattanayak) 26.11.63/c.1^77. 
5. "Ifisit of South African Doctor to All India Institute of Medical Scidnces"(Sh.R.S.yadav) 1^ .i»-.65/c.9191. 
6. "Reported Threat of Resignation by Doctors of Central 
Government Health Scheme"(Sh.Liraaye)18.8.65/c.67^ . 
M i n i s t r y o f Works. Housing and R e h a b i l i t a t i o n : 
I - CPI 
1. "Closure of Branch Office of Rehabilitation at Calcutta", 
(Sh.Diven Etoattacharya) 16.8.62/c.20l6. 
2. "Judgement of Puiijab High Court re: Rehabilitation 
Ministry's Interference in Administration of Justice" 
(Smt. Renu Chakravartty),25.3.6^/c.7508. 
3. "Hindu Tribal Refugees from E.Pakistan"(Smt.Chakravartty), 
25.3.6^0.7387. 
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II - PSP 
1. "Eviction of Displaced Persons from Parana Qila without 
providing them proper and adequate accomodation*' 
(Sh.Kamath),28,11.63/c,1991. 
2. "Death of 11^ children in the Refugee Gao^s In Madhya 
Pradesh" (Sh. Hem Barua), 23.9.6»f/c. 3273. 
III - Swatantra Party; 
1, "Firing on Refugees from last Pakistan at Tlruvelll 
Railway. Stationn(Sh. Krishnapal Singh",27.6Vc.78. 
IV - Jan Sangh: 
1, "Demolition of Jhuggls in Jamnama Bazar, Delhi", 
(Sh. Bade) 19.3.65/0.^798. 
10. Ministry of Commerce and Industry: 
I i CPI 
Scarcity of Printing paper in ffeidras", (Sh.Umanath), 
10.5.62/C.3656. 
2. "Accumiilation of Stocks of Handloom fabrlcks and • 
consequent tanea^ loyment of HandlooH?) weavers"(Sh.Gopalan) 
25.1.&/c.6if95. 
II - PSP 
1. "Reported Ban on Import of Art Silk yam and consequent 
unemployment"(Sh.Vishram Prasad),7.9.62/c.6750. 
III - ^ 
1. "Threatened closure of cotton Mills on account" of 
non-availability of cotton"(Sh.Iiimaye)25.11.66/c.56l6. 
Ill - Swatantra Party; 
1, "Cashewnut factories of Kerala"(Sh.Kapur Singh)19.8.65/ C.976. 
11. Ministry of labour and Employment; 
I - CPI 
1."Alleged serious situation In Golllerto Area of Raniganj" 
(Smt.Chakravartty),2H-.9.6tf/c.3^9. 
2."Protest strike by Jute workers of West Bengal against 
non-payment of bonus and dearness allowance"(Sh.a.R. 
Nambiar) 3.12.6^/c.3265. 
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3. '•Strike by Hub^er Estate workers in Kerala"(Sh,Gopalan), 
28.7.66/C.988. 
**Lock-out in New ^ emeliari Khas and Babisele Collieries**, 
(Smt •Ghakravartty) ,U-.8*66/c,2607. 
5* "Supreme Court Judgement on Bonus Act"(Bh.tJmanath), 
9.8.66/C.3552. 
II - Jan Sanght 
1, •'Bombay Textile workers» Strike and Despute between 
Ifenagement and I^ abour in I)»C»M,Delhi**(Sh#Kiachhavaiya), 
3.3*66/0.3587. 
2, "Lock-out In Delhi cloth Mils and Lathi charge on workers 
by Police«(Sh. Iachhavaiya)2if.2»66/c.22t9. 
t2. Ministry of Transport? 
I - gpi 
1. "Heported Acceptance by India of British Plan to end 
Cargo problem between India and Pakistan'*(Sh.DaJi), 
3.12.65/c.55t1, 
II - SSF 
1. "Strike by workers of Madras Port Tmst"(Sh.Nath Pai), 
9.12,6Vc.M83. 
2. ^ Slight of an un-identified Aircraft over the West Coast 
of Maharashtra"(Sh.H®m Barua),27.8.65/c.2360. 
3. "Impounding of Indian ships and Confiscation of Jute,Tea, etc.by Pakistan"(Sh.Tashpal Singh) 11.65/c.59^. 
III - Swatantra Party: 
1. "Conditions of Bridges in Districts Bordering last 
Pakistan'^ <Sh. Kapur Singh),21.12.63/c.6083. 
13.•Ministry of Education: 
I » CPI 
1. *^eported Statement made at Djakarta by Shri G.D.Soudhi 
aiid the Beaction of the Indonesian Government"(Sh.Gupta), 
3.9.62/C.5527. 
- S§£ 
1. "Incidents in the Banaras Hindu University Campus on 
3.2,66«(Sh.Heffl Barua) 21.2.66/c.1205. 
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Ministry of Lav. 
I -CPI 
1. " Mid-Term Elections in.Kerala"(Sh.Hambiar),m'.12.6if/c.Jf726 
15. Ministiy of Heavy Bigineering* 
I - Si^tantra PaHy: 
1. "Retrenchment in Heavy Engineering Corporation,Ranch! 
(Sh. P.K.Ghosh), 12.11.65/c.1582. 
16. Ministry of Petrolium and Chemicals 1 
I - PSP . 
1. '•Breakdown in Gauhati Refinery^CSh.Hem Barua),l7.12,63/ 
c. 5162. 
II - Swatantra Party? 
1. "Reported Acute Scarcity of Kerosene Oil'HSh.Dandekar), 
30.if.66/c. 1^207. 
17. Ministry of Ih format ion and Broadcagting; 
I - Jan Sangh; 
1. "Alleged Ta^Mng of Telephone of Chief Mnister of Pimjab" 
(Sh^Kachhavaiya) ,28.9. Wc.if022. 
18. Ministry of Mines and Faelt 
I -PiE 
1. '•Accident at Jsuouuia Goal Mine (Asansol!If**(Sh. Hem Bania) 
23.3»63/C.5609. 
II i SSP 
1. "Accident in Jamuna Colliery''(Sh.H.S,Yadav)19»2.63/c.12M>. 
Ministry of Communications and Parliamentary Affairs: 
I « SSP 
1. "Reported Strike in i&idlan Telephone Indus tries, Ben galore" 
(Sh.Yashpal Singh) if. 12.6if/c.3375. 
2. "Disruption of Indo-Pakistan Telephone and Telegraph 
Comnmnication"(Sh.Liaiaye) 3*5.66/c. 
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20. Ministry of Scientlfle Research and Cultural Affairsi 
I > CPI 
1. "Reported Discussion of prof. J»B.S.Haldane to Quit 
the C.S. & I.E.CSh.Vasudevan Kair) l8.6.62/c.11tf06(I6ld7). 
C o n c l u s i o n s 
It is apparant from the above that the pppositicn Parties were 
as vigilent and careful as they could be and the Crovernment could 
not easily ignore theun. However, because of their meagre resources 
and fragmentations it was not possible for them to keep the Govern-
ment in awe. The role playing capacity of the Opposition Parties 
cannot be measwired in terms of actually influencing the Ck)vernment. 
to change or modify its policies. It can, however, be valued from 
the point of view of their ability to raise national issues through 
various methods and pro;|ect different and even diverse points of 
view regarding those issues and, thereby, critically examine the 
Grovemment policy and decisions. As a restilt of this process, the 
Opposition Parties feed back public opinion and develop it against 
those policies. A popular Government thrives on public opinion 
and would never like t^ ife) be vitiated. It has, therefore, to 
prepare its policies carefully to be able to me:Jt the criticism 
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o f t h e O p p o s i t i o n P a r t i e s and a l s o t o c o u n t e r i t s i n f l u e n c e 
on p u b l i c o p i n i o n . The r o l e o f o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s In a s k i n g 
q u e s t i o n s o r c a l l i n g a t t e n t i o n t o m a t t e r s o f p u b l i c impoirtance 
i s a v e r y important a s p e c t o f t h i s p r o c e s s . The f i v e O p p o s i t i o n 
P a r t i e s i n t h e Lok Sabha f u l f i l l e d t h e t a s k a s s i d u o u s l y and 
i n t e l l i g e n t l y . I t i s t r u e t h a t t h e r u l i n g p a r t y w i t h i t s o v e r -
whelming m a j o r i t y n e v e r y i e l d e d t o t h e p o i n t s o f t h e O p p o s i t i o n 
P a r t i e s . But i t n e v e r escaped u n - s c a t t e r e d whenever i t s 
d e c i s i o n s were found u n p r i n c i p l e d o r i n any way opposed t o 
n a t i o n a l i n t e r e s t . The O p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s , t h e r e f o r e , e x e r c i s e d 
a b a l a n c i n g i n f l u e n c e Tq)on t h e Government. 
I t i s a l s o t o be remembered t h a t t h e o b j e c t o f c r i t i c i s m 
o f t h e ' o p p o s i t i o n * i s not a lways t o o u s t t h e r u l i n g p a r t y . 
An in^iortant a s p e c t o f i t i s t h e Government axsd t h e i n d i v i d u a l 
m i n i s t e r s a r e c o n s t a n t l y reminded o f t h e i r o b l i g a t i o n and 
a n s w e r a b i l i t y t o t h e House. The p o l i c i e s and d e c i s i o n s o f t h e 
Government may not be v o t e d down b e c a u s e o f m a j o r i t y support 
b u t t h e m i n i s t e r s have a l w a y s t o be p r e p a r e d t o answer a l l 
t y p e s o f q u e s t i o n s from t h e o p p o s i t i o n and keep t h e i r house 
i n o r d e r . Such an a c c o u n t a b i l i t y o f t h e e x e c u t i v e t o t h e 
e l e c t e d r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s o f t h e p e o p l e i s t h e e s s e n c e o f 
d e m o c r a t i c system and i t put>a * d e t e r r a n t » check upon t h e r u l i n g 
p a r t y . 
I f l o o k e d a t from t h i s p o i n t o f v i j w , t h e r o l e o f 
o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s i n t h e T h i r d Lok Sabha had a b a l a n c i n g 
e f f e c t and t h e r u l i n g p a r t y bad a lways t o be c a r e f u l about 
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poiicies and judicious about statements. The statement of 
the Irrigation and Power Minister, Hafiz Mohd. Ibrahim, in ea 
connection with power break down in Delhi was, for example, 
snade the basis of a calling attention motion by the Opposition 
parties.^ Similarly, the food policy - the procurement policy, 
the food zones, the food import policy etc. * beaame the matters 
of great controversy and the Qovernraent felt obliged to 
answer various objections of the opposition parties. Thus, 
the opposition parties, inspite of meagm resources, lack of 
coordination and ideological cleavages made a healthy Impact 
on the parliamentary system of India. 
1. See "flying Attention Motion" liei Mnistry of 
Irrigation and Power, above. 
GHAPaiBti I\f 
MO«:IOMS j?'QK ADJouafiMisw'r mi} KO-UOMFIDENCB mmion 
Motion for Ad.loumiaent on Matters 
of Urgent Publie Importanfect 
"An adjournment Motion is really a very exceptional 
thing because,** said Speaker Mavalankar,"hon. members will 
see that to allow a matter to be discussed in the House in 
respect of which no pre^ous noti ce is given suid which is not 
placed on the Order Paper, is doing injstice to large number 
of absent members, therefore, the practice has been that 
nothing will be introduced extraneousljr in the Order Paper of 
the day unless the occasion is of such a character that something 
veiy grave, something which affects the whole country, its 
safety, its interests and all that is happening, and the House 
must pay Its attention immediately**. Under Rule 31(2), no 
business not included in the List of Business for the day can 
be transacted unless, of course, it is of urgent public 
importance. The primary object of an adjournment Motion is 
to draw the attention of the Government to such a matter of 
in5)ortance and to influence its decision. A resolution with 
proper notice in respect of such matters may be too late. - An 
1. L.S.Deb(I) 22.2.1955; cc 23-31 
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adjournment molSon thus involves an 'element of censure' which was 
not intended when attention was called on some urgent matter of 
public importance. No trivial matter could, therefore, form the 
basis of such motions.^ "If an adjournment motion is carried^it 
indicates a strong disapproval of the policy of Ctovernment than a 
2 
censure against it", TIte Government is not obliged to resign 
OP account of such condemnation because of motion of no-confidence 
reqiiires a proper notice,^ 
The concept of Motion for adjournment was borrowed from the 
British House of Commons and introduced in India in 1920 when k 
rules were being framed under the Government of India Act,1919 and 
the procedure has remained more or less laialtered. 
It is apparent from the above that adjournment motions, 
being in the nature of censure motions, could not be freely and 
frequently admitted. Both the speaker and the Members had to be 
veiy careful about that,'' It was for this reason that seventeen 
adjournment 
motions were ^ brought before the !!?hird Lok Sabha of which 
eleven were not admitted by the Speaker for discussion. 
A - Adjournment Moticgis brought before the House 
but not admitted for discussioni 
The following motions for adjournn^nt were brought before 
1. See remarks of Speaker Hukam Singh,L.S.Deb(III),23.^.62jcc-if75-78. 
2. Kaul & Shakdher.Practice and Procedure of Parliainent. (New Delhi) 
1968, p. 378. 
3. See Rule 198(1). 
k. See Gaz Ex.27.9.1920, pp.1003-10. 
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the House but the Speaker did not give his consent for discussion 
either because of their being not so in^ortant and -urgent or 
because a Minister made a statement ii^ which clarified the position 
and policy of Government in respect of the subject• 
1 - Res Alleged Chinese Ultimatum to Indian There 
were four calling attention notices and two adjournment motions 
cn the subject. The sponsors included Sh. Nath Pai(PSP)t 
Krishnapal SinghCSv.) and others, No discussion was allowed after 
Prime Minister Nehru had made a statement* 
2 
2 - Re; Crossing over of 1^0 Ilaga Hostiles to East Pakistan: 
There were five calling attention and three adjournment motions 
on the subject. The sponsors Included Hem Banm(PSP),K^ath(PSP), 
Bade(JS) Smt, Chakravartty(GPI) and others, Ko discussion was 
allowed after Prima Minister Nehru had made a statement, 
3 - Re sTrain"'Bns Collision at a Railway Crossing near 
Sambhar Lake:J 
A notice for calling attention on the subject was admitted 
on 12,6,62, The next dayi Wambiar(CPI) and two others gave 
notice of adjournment motion. The speaker fixed two hours for 
discussion on a later date but that could not be held, 
^ " Re: Reported Chinese Incursious into Indian Territory:^ 
Sh, Hem BaruaCPSP) brought the motion before the House and 
after Prime Minister Kehru explained tne situation, tihe speak«r 
refused to give eonswnt. 
1, L.S,r)eb. 3.62, cc - 60 
2, Ibid,, 3.5.62, cc 2^60 - 68 
3, Ibid,, 13.6,62, cc 10560 - 62 
if. Ibid,, 20.6,62; cc 1093^36, 
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5 - Statement o f M i n i s t e r o f I r r i g a t i o n and Power 
r e : Breakdown o f Po^er S w p l y i n Delhi*^ N o t i c e s 
of adjournsjent motion were given by Sh» Dwistedi (PSP), Eiren 
iftaker3ee<CPI) and Frank j8nthony(Nom.) while Sh» Bagri(Soc.) gave 
a calling attertion^on the sub^ect^ 
Sh. Hehru explained the problem and the Law Minister, Sh. 
Sen was called upon to explain legal and constitutional points 
involved in the statement. The Speaker refused to grant leave to 
the motion, 
6 - Ret Alleged Beguisltionlng of Troops and Curfew in 
Shlllong;^ 
The motion was moved by Sh» Dwivedl(PSP), The Home Minister 
Nanda admitted .that military was called to assist the Civil power. 
But he could not give further details for lack of sufficient 
informition. The Speaker directed the Mnister of collect 
information and make a statement the next day. 
Sh. HajarnavlsCDy.Minister)^ made a statement to give some 
details of the situation in,^  Shillong. But he failed to give a 
satisfactory reply to speaker's query iinder vrtiat law the militaiy 
was called. The Law Minister Sen came to his rescue and said k 
that the military was called under Sec. 129 Cr.P.C. and that it was 
actually not used. The members questioned the veracity of the 
statement surid the speaker directed the Government to collect all 
the necessary information and make a statement the next day. The 
motion was disallowed after a statement by Sh.Nanda.^ 
1. Ibid.^ 10.8.62| cc 1177-91 2. Ibid.,18.2.6M-; c 1286. 
3. Ibid., 19.2.6^; cc 1503-05 Ibid., cc 1509-13. 
5. Ibid., 20.2.6»+f cc 18if7- ^ 9. 
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7 - Bes Ambiashment of I n d i a n P a t r o l Ifeia by Armed P e r s o n n e l 
o f P a k i s t a n «» Occupied Kashmir on t h e I n d i a n s i d e 
o f t h e O e a s e - M r e l i n e ? 
2 
The Defence M i n i s t e r Chairan made a s tatement t o b r i e f l y 
d e s c r i b e t h e i n c i d e n t t h a t o c c u r e d on 2 1 . 2 . H o w e v e r , Sh.Hath 
Pal (PSP) i n s i s t e d t o s e e k the l e a v e o f t h e House f o r t h e m o t i o n . 
He was s u p p o r t e d by Siat. C h a k p a v a r t t y ( C P I ) » When t h e S p e a k e r 
e n q u i r e d t h e o p i n i o n o f t h e House, t h e motion was n o t s u p p o r t e d 
by t h e minimuffl number o f f i f t y p e r s o n s and l e a v e w a s ^ t h e r e f o r e , 
not g r a n t e d . ^ 
A second n o t i c e o f adjournment motion on t h e same s u b j e c t 
k 
was g i v e n by Sh.Kamath(PSP) Smt. G h a k r a v a r t t y ( C P I ) , Sh.Nath P a l 
(PSP) and D%rivedi(PSP) i n s i s t e d t o s e e k t h e l e a v e o f t h e House 
a f t e r t h e Defence M i n i s t e r t Ghavan announced t h a t t h e p r e s s r e p o r t s 
on t h e s u b j e c t were i n c o r r e c t , f h e s p e a k e r , t h e r e f o r e , r e f u s e d 
t o g r a n t l e a v e f o r the motion t o be moved, 
8 - Re: Student A g i t a t i o n i n Q r l s s a ? 
Sh, Dwivedi(PSP> gave n o t i c e o f adjournment motion on t h i s 
m a t t e r . The s p e a k e r was not c o n v i n c e d t h a t t h e m a t t e r was f i t 
f o r adjournment . Sh. BangaCsw.) Hlren Miikerjee(GPI) and Kath P a l 
( P S ^ spoke i n support o f t h e mot ion. 
The n e x t day a n o t h e r n o t i c e was g i v e n b y S h . B w l v e d i and 
P a t t a n a y a k ( S 3 P ) , T h i s t o o was n o t a d m i t t e d . The reason g i v e n was 
t h a t l a w and o r d e r i s a s t a t e s u b j e c t , ^ 
1 , I b i d . , 2 h , 2 , 6 k i c 22k9 
2 , I b i d , , c ZZek 
5 . I b i d , , I 7 . 1 1 . 6 l f ; c c 153 
2 . I b i d , , c c 22if9-50 
^..Ibid., cc 9 ^ 1 - 0 6 
5. Ibid. I 8 . 1 1 . 6 ^ ; c lf56,see also 
'Stateamen*,Kew Delhi, 
19.11.6J+. 
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•1 9 - Re; Explosion to Railway Train at Lum Ding 
There were two notices of adjournment motions on the 
incident including one by Sh, DajiCCPI) and sixteen others. 
Dr. Ram Subhag Singh (Minister of State for Railways) 2 
made a statement to describe the incident that occured on 
20.^.66 in a III class compartment of a passenger train at 
Lum Ding Statplon» As a result of this 39 peTons were killed 
and 13^ injured. 
Sh, Mukerjee(CPI) and Hem Barva(PSP) condemned the 
GoTernraent-^  for inefficiency and failure to prevent mischief 
and provide security to travelling public. However, Sh. Ranga 
(Sw.) supported the Minister and said that Gtovernment could 1. 
not be held responsible for such acts. Sh. Makerjee(GPI) 
Dr. Lohia(SSP) and Hath Pai(©SP) insisted for dicussion on the 
motion. The Speaker, however, refused to give consent for 
dieuBsion. 
Sh. Kachhavaiya(JS); Kamath, Priya Gupta and Hem Barua(PSP) 
and Berwa(JS) also expressed their views on the subject. 
Dr. Ram Subhag Singh gave some more information of the 
incident and assured the House that adequate security arrangements 
had been made on the train. 
- Explosion in Tlngukia-Mew 'Jalpaiguri Passenger 
Train on 23.^.66^ 
1. Ibid., ?ol. LIV-(WU-); 21.^.66 c. 12280 2. Ibid. ,ccl2280-8l 
3. Ibid., cc 12283-85 h. Ibid., cc 1228#ir89 
5. Ibid., cc 12288-89 6. Ibid. ,Vol.LIV-(i+6) 
25^.66;c12770. 
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There were 13 adjournment motions and 27 c a l l i n g 
a t t e n t i o n n o t i c e s on t h e s u b j e c t . 
The Hallway M i n i s t e r , S.JC. P a t i l s t a t e d t h a t t h e e x p l o s i o n 
Was s i m i l a r t o t h e one t h a t o c c u r e d on 20.U-.66. In t h i s a c c i d e n t 
W p e r s o n s l o s t t h e i r l i v e s and 80 were i n j u r e d . He gave some 
1 
d e t a i l s o f v a r i o u s s e c u r i t y arrangements made by t h e Government. 
The Speaker a s k e d S h . R . S . Yadav(SSP) t o s e e k l e a v e o f t h e 
House f o r j this motion o f adjournment . The nK>tion c o u l d n o t g e t 
s u p p o r t o f more than ^ p e r s o n s and, t h e r e f o r e l e a v e was n o t 
g r a n t e d . However, t h e M i n i s t e r o f P a r l i a m e n t a r y A f f a i r s 
o f f e r e d t o have a d i s c u s s i o n on t h e s u b j e c t . 
* 2 
11 « Ret S i t u a t i o n i n Assam. Sh. Hem Barua(PSP) r a i s e d 
t h e q u e s t i o n o f d e t e r i o r a t i n g s i t u a t i o n o f law suid o r d e r i n 
Assam. He r e f e r r e d t o p o l i c e f i r i n g and complained ^the c e n t r e 
had n e g l e c t e d t h e s t a t e . He was supported by Smt. C h a k r a v a r t t y 
(CPI) She. Limaye (SSP) and B a n g a ( S w . ) . 
A f t e r a b r i e f r e p l y from t h e Home M i n i s t e r t h e Speaker 
r e f u s e d t o admit t h e mot ion. 
B - Adlournment mot ions a d m i t t e d f o r d i s c u s s i o n t 
The d i s c u s s i o n on t h e f o l l o w i n g adjournment motions shows 
how f a r t h e O p p o s i t i o n P a r t i e s were c o n s c i o u s o f t h e i r r e s p o n s i -
b i l i t y o f c r i t i c a l l y a n a l y s i n g t h e p o l i c i e s o f t h e Government 
f=iiid how e f f e c t i v e l y c o u l d t h e y p l a y t h i s r o l e . They had t h e i r 
own r e a s o n s , i d e o l o g i c a l and p o l i t i c a l , t o c r i t i c i s e t h e 
Government p o l i c i e s amd t o demonstrate t o t h e p e o p l e , e s p e c i a l l y 
1 . I b i d . , CC 1 2 7 7 1 - 7 2 . 2 . I b i d . , V o l . L V I I I - ( 5 l ) ; 1 2 . 8 . 6 6 ; 
c c ^592 ^607. 
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the electorate, that they were, to the be-^ t of their abilities 
and strength, acting as the watch-dogs of the national interests^ 
- BE: Escape of Mr« Walcott:^ 
There were 17 Adjournment Motions and 50 Calling Attention 
notices on the subject, Th© first adjournment motion by Sh^Hath 
Pai (PSP) was admitted« This was the first adjournment motion 
admitted without any dissenting vote, 
o Sh> Nath Pai(PSP) gave the following notice: 
•^ Escape of Mr, Walcott - a man wanted by police in connection 
with the Commission by him of several offences - in a plane from 
the Safdarganj Aiiport, thus bringing into redicule the whole 
apparatus of security arrangements and giving cause and alarm in 
the public mind as to security as a whole". Sh. Nath Pai, in his 
e33>lanatory speech, gave the background of the incident that occured 
•b 
about two months ago and blamed the Government for ^ ^elaant example 
of total abdication of its elementary He pointed out 
that Walcott was wanted by police in tJ.K, & France, that his 
company - Trans Atlantic Company vrtiich had contracts from All and 
lAC « was bogus; and that he had made several attempts to escape 
before he actually did. He was surprised that after the Air Force 
was alerted, the Foreign Secretaiy did not permit shooting down 
Walcott's plane. 
1. Ibid., Vol,XXII-(1) 18,11.635 c 101 and XXII(2)} 19.11.63? 
cc U-51-66, Also Statesman,New Delhi dated 20.11.63 
Hote: Danial Walcott was an international smuggler \rtio was 
arrested in India and whose personal aeroplane was impounded at 
Safdarganj air port and certain citil cases were pending against 
him. In the meantime the court had permitted for the repairs 
and maintenance of the aeroplane.Walcott, on th« pretext of re-
pairing the plane, personally refuelled it and, in violation to 
the laws and regulations of civil aviation flew to Karachi 
(September 1963). 
2. Ibid., c 101 & XXII(2),19.11.63, cc ^ 51-66. 
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1 » Sh, Inder.jlt Gupta(CPI)^ quoted from a press interview of Walcott 
published in the Morning News^Karabhi and explained that it was 
sheer inefficiency, negligence and eoiiQ)lacency on the part of 
administration that Walcott could escape* He pointed out that 
in the past also Walcott had smuggled aaiminttiron into India and 
enjoyed the hospitality of tne Maharaja of Jaipur and he was 
3e«commended by the President of the World Bank to the House of 
Talas for business purposes* He charged the aerodrome authorities 
with abetting the escape of Walcott. In the end he appreciated the 
move to repatriate Walcott from 
g*M. Trivedi(JS>^ criticised the airport officers for inefficiency 
corruption and various other malpractices, 
Sht Handa-^  intervened to state that it is not a matter of security 
at all". He said that Walcott, "was not wanted by the po2J.ce in any 
further criminal proceedings," He also said that a magistfirate had 
allowed him to enter the aerodreme for purposes of maintenance of 
his plane. However, there was a civil case against him in wfaien a 
the police was not involvea and ValOott*s movements were not 
restricted nor police was called to take any action against him, 
k 
Sh, Himmat Singh Ji(Sw,) refuted the allegation that the flafearaja 
of Jaipur or any other princes were in any way connected with 
Walcott, 
Sh, R.S. YadavOoc,)^ spoke about corruption and inefficiency in 
police and CID in respect of the incident, 
6 
Sh, Raj Bahadur, in reply to the debate, stated the background of 
the incident and referred to a court order yhXah allowed the plane 
1, Ibid,, cc heb-77 2, Ibid,, cc tf77-82 
a. Ibid,, cc ^ 86-93 Ibid,, cc 1^ 98-500 
Ibid,, cc 500-50HB.) 6, Ibid,, cc 505-21, 
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t o be removed as Walcot t had s e r v e d t h e term o f imprisonment and 
had p a i d t h e f i n e . Thus t h e r e was no c r i m i n a l p r o c e e d i n g a g a i n s t 
hlra. He f t i r t h e r p o i n t e d out t h a t i n the c i v i l c a s e i n s t i t u t e d by 
t h e T a t a s a g a i n s t I f e l c o t t , the c o u r t had i s s u e d an o r d e r o f 
i n j u n c t i o n and not an o r d e r o f a t t a c h m e n t . However, he admit ted 
t h a t Walcott had v i o l a t e d t h e a v i a t i o n r a l e s by p e r s o n a l l y r e f u e l l -
i n g and s t a r t i n g the e n g i n e . Be s a i d t h e lAF c o u l d not chase t h e 
a i r c r a f t o f Walcott under t h e n a l e s . He, t h e r ^ r e r e f u t e d t h e s t o r y 
made out by S h , Nath P a l . 
Sh. Kath Pai(PSP)^ was not convlnxsed w i t h t h e r ^ y . He n o t e d t h a t 
no r e p l y was o f f e r e d r e g a r d i n g t h e v i o l a t i o n o f customs and arms 
r u l e s by W a l c o t t . 
f h e motion was put t o v o t e and d e f e a t e d an d i v i s i o n o f t h e 
2 
^ouse by 25^ Noes t o A y e s . 
The 'Escape o f W a l c o t t * aroused p u b l i c i n t e r e s t b e c a u s e o f 
t h r e e main r e a s o n s : o n e , t h a t W a l c o t t was known t o b e an i n t e r -
n a t i o n a l S w i n d l e r whose name had s t r u c k h e a d l i n e s i n t h e p r e s s some-
t i m e s agQjrf f o r smuggling ammunition i n t o I n d i a ; two, t h a t he escaped 
t o P a k i s t a n i n a dramat ic manner i ^ e r e he made w i l d a l l e g a t i o n s 
a g a i n s t Indian Government and a d m i n i s t r a t i o n ; and t h r e e , t h a t h i s 
e s c a p e c r e a t e d doubts r e g a r d i n g s e c u r i t y arrangements a t a l i p o r t s 
and i t a l s o gave r i s e t o s u s p i c i o n about c o r r u p t i o n a s much a s 
i n e f f i c i e n c y i n a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . The O p p o s i t i o n P a r t i e s were 
n a t u r a l l y e x p e c t e d t p under t h e s e c i r c u m s t a n c e s t o p l a y t h e i r r o l e 
as v i g i l a n t c r i t i c s o f a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . In t h i s a f f a i r n e i t h e r 
was i n v o l v e d but 
i d e o l o g y nor p o l i c y ^ bhe f a i l u r e o f the r u l i n g p a r t y t o f u l f i l l i t s 
b a s i c r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s i n r e g a r d t o p u b l i c a d m i n i s t r a t i o n and 
s a f e t y . 
1 . I b i d . , c c 521-28 2 . I b i d . , c c 5 3 1 . 
- -
It is interesting to note that four opposition parties, 
the PSP, the CPI the SSP and Jan Sangh, had joined together 
to condemn the Government ii^ ereas the Swatantra Member - an 
ex-ruler - spoke merely to defend princes and spared the 
Government when the motion was put to vote, it found support 
from members which means that even the total strength of 
PSP,SSP,CPI and JS could not be mustered against it. Had the 
!w>tion been put to vote before its admission, it could not have 
been even taken up for discussion. In such a condition the 
Opposition Parties can hardly expect to 'infl'imce* the 
Government« 
2 - Re: Unauthorised Landing of Two Forei^ers in a Plane 
at Murudf' 
Sh, Math Pai;<PSP)^ in the explanatory remarks to the motion 
pointed out that a document circulated by the Government in respect 
of the subject of his motion was unconvincing. He emphasised 
the urgency and importance of the matter. He referred to the 
Walcott apisode one year go. He raised the question of security 
measures and requested for admission of the mtotion. 
The Speaker accepted^ the arguments of Sh. Nath Pai but 
pointed out that a censure motion had already been fixed for 
discussion and this matter coiald also be raised at that time. 
The Speaker admitted the adjournmealit motion and ruled 
that 2i hours will be se^ 'apart from the t ime allotted for 
censure motion for discussion of the adjournment motion of Sh. 
Nath Pai. 
1. Ibid., xmil(2); c 378 & 392. Note: The incident 
involved Danial Walcott, the interaational Swindler whose 
escape about a year ago(inn Sept.1963)had been the subject of 
the first motion of adjournment in the Third Lok Sabha. 
2. Ibid., cc 392-95 3. Ibid., cc 395-97. 
- - -
Although t h e motion was n o t s e p a r a t e l y d i s c u s s e d , i t s 
importance and urgency was a d n d t t e d and t h e r e p r e s e n t a t i v e o f 
i? 
t h e PSP, Sh, Nath P a i s u c c e e d i n p e r f o r m i n g h i s duty* The 
s e r i o u s n e s s o f t h e m a t t e r l i e s i n t h e f a c t t h a t i t I n v o l v e d 
a p e r s o n who was t h e p r i n c i p a l f i g u r e o f t h e f i r s t adjournment 
motion and t h e c i r c u m s t a n c e s were e q u a l l y d r a m a t i c . The b a s i c 
purpose o f t h e motion was t o h i g h l i g h t t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i v e 
i n e f f i c i e n c y , n e g H g e n c o o f Government and i n a d e q u a t e s e c u r i t y 
arrangements on n a t i o n a l b o r d e r s * The mere admission o f t h e 
motion s e r v e d t h i s p u r p o s e , 
3 F a i l u r e o f Government t o Ensure t h e Minimum 
Supply o f Rice t o K e r a l a ? ^ 
H t o i c e f o r t h i s motion was g i v e n , eaaong o t h e r s , by Sh. 
H u k e r j e e ^ E l i a s , Kambiar, V e n k a i a h , I m b i c h i b a v a , Umanath, 
B h a t t a c h a r y a , Boy , M-H. Swamy, Warior , Kumaran, and Raghavan 
( C P I ) ; T r i v e d i ^ y . S . C h o u d h r y , and Bade(J"S)i D w i v e d i , Hem 
Barua, V . P r a s a d , Yadav , Pat tanayak and XJtiyaCSSP) Ranga,Mahida 
and Kmpur Singh(Sw*) The names o f Sh.Rameshwawuriand (JS) was Sso 
i n c l u d e d when he i n s i s t e d on t h a t . 
o 
S h . C . Subramaniam(good and A g r i c u l t u r e M i n i s t e r ) 
at tempted t o p r e v e n t t h e motion by annoiancing t h a t he was going 
t o make a s tatement on t h e s u b j e c t and t h e r e f o r e , t h e r e was 
no need f o r t h e mot ion. 
However, l e a v e was g r a n t e d f o r t h e motion. 
Sh. Muker.^ee(CPI)^ i n h i s i n t r o d u c t o r y s p e e c h , h i ^ l i g h t e d 
t h e f o o d s c a r c i t y c o n d i t i o n i n K e r a l a . He s a i d , "But t h e s i g n s 
are no where from which we can deduce t h a t t h e food c r i s i s i s 
going to end in a few months, let alone in a few days". He 
1. Ibid.XXXV(2)5i7.11.6M-;c 151 2. Ibid.cc 152^15^ ^ OAA nh^ 
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quoted, Sh.7.?,Giri| the Governor of Kerala, who had said, 
"Me trusted the centre and landed in the soup", Sh« i&kerjee 
sq.uar0ly blamed the centre for t^at had happened in Kerala and 
said that the situation is no better in other states like Madras 
and Andhrat He noted that the ugly incidents that oecured in 
Trivendrum woiild have been averted tiad the centre baen a little 
moTQ cautious and prompts Bts objection was that no action was 
taken against the hoarders and profiteers* 
Sh« Dwivedi(SSP)^ gave some background of the 
situation and condemned the Government for lack of foresight, 
inefficiency and negligence of duty# "So it is a case of 
bungling at the centre%he said. 
Sh> HangaCSv.) blamed the Government for following wrong 
policies towards peasants which had led to food crisis in 
Kerala, He also blamed the Govejmment for horading. He condeimed 
the policy of food zones. 
Sh. Bade(JS)^ said that presont Prime Mnister, Shashtri 
had resigned from the Bailway Mnistry when Bailway accidents 
had increased. The prasent food Minister should also resign 
in the same way because of the food crisis in Kerala. 
k 
Sh. Imbichibava(CPI) said, "the entire machinery of 
distribiition of food has conqpletely broken down and availability 
of rice has become a luxury all over the state". He referred ta 
clostire of factories, starvation deaths, spread of epidemics 
and mass sccCfe absenteeism in the state. His suggestions were: 
1. Ibid., cc 27^78. 2. Ibid., cc 282-87. 
3. Ibid., cc 287-90(Hindi) h. Ibid. 290-95(English Transla-
tion of Malyalam speech). 
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( 1 ) Ensuring r e g i i l a r s u p p l y o f 12 o z s o f r i c e and N- o z s o f vrfbieat 
t o e v e r y a d u l t and ( 2 ) A l l d i s t r i c t Head-Quarters should d i s t r i -
bute r i c e and wheat p a c k e t s o f 2 Kg. i n r u r a l a r e a s . 
Sh. Warlor(CPI)^ blamed t h e Government f o r b e i n g c a l l o u s . 
He complained t h a t s t i n k i n g r i c e was s u p p l i e d t o t h e s t a t e . He 
spoke about g r a v e food s i t u a t i o n i n K e r a l a . t h i n k , " he warned 
^ ' th is c o u n t r y i s g o i n g t o explode from K e r a l a ; t a k e i t from me." 
Sh. B a g r i ( S S P ) a s k e d t h e Ck>vemment and e s p e c i a l l y t h e 
Food M i n i s t e r t o r e s i g n f o r f a i l u r e t o o v e r come t h e food 
c r i s i s i n K e r a l a . He r e f e r r e d t o s t a r v a t i o n d e a t h s and f a i l u r e 
o f a d m i n i s t r a t i v e machinery . He s a i d t h a t r i c e was r o t t i n g In 
Punjab which c o u l d be u t i l i s e d . 
Sh. Mambar(CPI)^ compared t h e K e r a l a s i t u a t i o n w i t h t h e 
famous Bengal famine . He complained a g a i n s t v e r y s m a l l q u a n t i t y 
o f food s u p p l i e d by Government and t h a t t o o i n towns o n l y . He 
r e f e i r e d t o s t r i k e by r a i l w a y employees b e c a u s e o f n o n - a v a i l a b i l -
i t y o f f o o d , and a l s o t o s t a r v a t i o n d e a t h s i n t h e s t a t e . 
k 
Sh. C«Subramanlam(FoQd and A g r i c u l t u r e M i n i s t e r ) , 
i n h i s r e p l y t o t h e d e b a t e , s a i d t h a t he shared t h e f e e l i n g 
o f anguish and shame o v e r t h e s i t u a t i o n i n K e r a l a , He gave t h e 
background o f t h e s i t u a t i o n . He r e f e r r e d t o v a r i o u s measures 
adopted t o mainta in t h e l e v e l o f p r i c e s . He a l s o e x p l a i n e d t h e 
measures adopted by t h e Government t o overcome t h e food c r i s i s 
i n K e r a l a . He defended t h e food z o n e s . 
The e x p l a n a t i o n o f t h e Food f t t n l s t e r d i d not s a t i s f y the 
O p p o s i t i o n P a r t i e s and t h e y I n s i s t e d t o s e e k l e a v e o f t h e House 
f o r t h e motion. The motion was, t h e r e f o r e , put t o v o t e and 
negatl5(ed by 180 Noes t o ^2 A y e s . ^ 
1 . I b i d . , 3 1 1 - 1 5 ( H i n d i ) 2 . I b i d . i 1 5 - l 8 . 
3 . I b i d , cc 32if-30 s e « a l s o e d i t o r i a l » i )ec is lons on Food» i n 
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^ - Rei J ' a l l u r e o f Government I n Handling tfae Language 
Issue^ 
H o t l o e s were g iven loj Sh, Kamath(SSP) and Hlren Mukerjee 
(CPI) and some o t h e r s . In t h e o p i n i o n o f t h e s p e a k e r t h e n o t i c e 
o f Sh, Mukerjee was c l e a r and s p e c i f i c and a l s o t h a t o t h e r 
n o t i c e s were r e c e i v e d l a t e , Sh» J^ukerjee (GPI) v a s , t h e r e f o r e , 
a l l o w e d t o seek t h e p e r m i s s i o n o f t h e house f o r t h e motion wiiich 
read as f o l l o w s s 
« The U t t e r f a i l u r e o f t h e Government i n h a n d l i n g t h e 
l a n g u a g e i s s u e ipM.ch r e s u l t e d i n widespread mass u n r e s t 
and a g i t a t i o n i n s e v e r a l p a r t s o f I n d i a l e a d i n g t o l a r g e 
s c a l e d e s t r u c t i o n o f l i f e and p r o p e r t y , and t h e wanton -
s h o o t i n g down o f l a r g e numher o f p e o p l e by p o l i c e and 
m i l i t a r y f i r i n g " . 
Sh, r5uker3ee<QPI)^ blamed t h e Government f o r i t s i t f o l l y A i 
^ d a r r o g a n c e a i ^ f o r i t s l a c k o f capacity** t o a n t i c i p a t e t h e 
l a n g u g g e a g i t a t i o n In T a m i l Had which r e s u l t e d i n l o s s o f 78 
l i v e s , i n c l u d i n g k pol icemen and 5 p e r s o n s who burnt t h e m s e l v e s . 
He a l l e g e d t h a t t h e Hindi C h a u v i n i s t s had "put p r e s s u r e on t h e 
Government spokesmen t o make t h e most p r o v o c a t i v e s t a t e m e n t s on 
t h e e v e o f R e p u b l i c I ^ y " , f h e main p r o v o c a t i o n was t h e r e f u s a l 
t o a c c e p t t h e O f f i c i a l Lan©iage A c t r e g a r d i n g c o n t i n u e d u s e o f 
E n g l i s h a s an a s s o c i a t e l a n g u a g e . He a l l e g e d t h a t Hindi was 
p a t r o n i s e d w h i l e o t h e r r e g i o n a l l a n g u a g e s were I g n o r e d which 
c r e a t e d a c l e a v a g e between v a r i o u s l a n g u a g e s . He, t h e r e f o r e , 
a s k e d f o r encouragement and promotion o f r e g i o n a l l a n g u a g e s and 
" t o s o o t h e t h e i n j u r e d f e e l i n g o f t h e S o u t h " . He a l s o a s k e d f o r 
s e r i o u s c o n s u l t a t i o n s a t v a r i o u s l e v e l s . 
Sh. U . M . T r i v e d i ( J S ) ^ r e f e r r e d t o c o n s t i t u t i o n a l 
1. I b i d . , XXX7III(2) j 1 8 . 2 . 6 5 ; c 1 1 9 : N o t e : S h r i C.Subramanlam, 
M i n i s t e r o f Pood and A g r i c u l t u r e and A l a g e s a n , M i n i s t e r o f 
S t a t e i n t h e M i n i s t r y o f P e t r o l i u m and Chemicals r e s i g n e d 
. . . c o n t i . 
- -
p r o v i s i o n s i n r e s p e c t o f Hindi and a l s o t o the O f f i c i a l 
Language Act# He t h e n asked \rtiy the non-Hindi s t a t e s h o u l d 
s u s p e c t t h e language p o l i c y , Fe s a i d t h a t t h e o p p o s i t i o n t o 
Hindi i s mainly because o f economic r e a s o n s . He s a i d t h a t we 
have sworn "by the c o n t i t u t i o n and we have t o f o l l o w t h a t * 
Sh« Kapur S i n g h s p o k e on b e h a l f o f t h e A k a l i Dal 
and not on b e h a l f o f t h e Swatantra P a r t y and the speaker had t o 
remind him t h a t h i s name was s e n t by the S e c r e t a r y o f t h e 
Swatantra P a r t y , He blamed t h e Government f o r " i d e o l o g i c a l 
n o n - a p p r e c i a t i o n o f the problem i n v o l v e d , p o l i t i c a l m i s - a n t i c i p a -
t i o n , and communalism and r e g i o n a l i s m " . He r a i s e d t h e q u e s t i o n 
o f Punjabi language w h i c h , t h e s p e a k e r reminded him was not 
relev.'^nt* He concluded by s a y i n g H i n d i , t h e r e f o r e , must be 
given up i n the i n t e r e s t o f a u n i t e d nat ion^ an i n t e g r a t e d c o u n t r y 
and a aiodern forward l o o k i n g Hindu p e o p l e " , 
Sh, S.N. Dwivedi(SSP) warned t h a t t h e language c o n t r o v e r s y 
i s t h e g r e a t e s t c h a l l e g n e t o the i n t e g r i t y o f I n d i a . He p o i n t e d 
out t h a t r e s i s t a n c e t o Hindi had d e v e l o p e d b e c a u s e o f t h e 
l i n g u i s t i c fanati^rs and t h a t the Ck>vernment had done n o t h i n g 
t o promote Hindi o r t o remove apprehensiotts a g a i n s t Hindi . 
c o n t i . . from t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e o f f i c e s on 12.2.65 because o f 
t h f t i r d i f f e r e n c e s w i t h ^ t h e r M i n i s t e r s on language 
i s s u e . A f t e r f i v e days t h e y withdrew t h e i r r e s i g n a -
t i o n s . (See ' S t a t e s m a n , " 17#2.65). See a l s o 'Statesman* 
New D e l h i , 18.2.1965. See a l s o ' P o l i t i c a l Commentary* 
by Inder J . Malhotra ,»Statesman" , 19.2.65. 
2. I b i d . , c 120. 3. I b i d . , cc 239-'+7. 
I b i d . , cc 2i+8-53 (Hindi)3. I b i d . , cc 281-85-
2. I b i d . , cc 291-95. 
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He s u g g e s t e d : (1 > There shotild be an acadeiJQr o f languages where 
a l l languages can be t a u ^ t ; (2) I f Hindi I s compulsory f o r non-
Hindi s t u d e n t s the Hindi s t u d e n t s must l e a r n one o t h e r Indian 
language and (3) I f Hindi was going t o be t h e main language f o r 
a l l India searvices, t h e Hindi people iaust be p r o f i c i e n t i n soms 
p t h e r Indian l a n g u a g e . 
Shm MoHhu Liaaye (SSP)^ observed t h a t the Government 
always r e s o r t s t o v i o l a n e e smid l i s t e n s o n l y t o t h e language o f 
v i o l e n c e . He s a i d t h a t t h e r e g i o n a l languages have not g3Pown 
because t h e y are not b e i n g u s e d . He demanded r e s t r i c t i o n o v e r 
I h g l i s h medium i n s c h o o l s and argued f o r t h e promotion o f a l l 
r e g i o n a l languages* 
Sh» Kanda.fn h i s r e p l y t o t h e d e b a t e , c a u t i o n e d a g a i n s t 
the c u l t o f v i o l e n c e . He J u s t i f i e d t h e s tatement o f h i s c o l l e a g u e , 
Sh. Hiakt Darshan, wiiich t h e D.M.K. had a l l e g e d t o be root caus® 
of- t i o i e n c e . He gave d e t a i l s o f the meamures adopted t o implemont 
t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n a l p r o v i s i o n s about Hindi w i t h o u t any hardship 
t o non- Hindi p e o p l e . He s a i d t h e p o l i c y was d i s c u s s e d a t v a r i o u s 
s t a g e s i n t h e Ifedras Assembly. He was f r e q u e n t l y i n t e r r u p t e d . 
TCI. 
A f t e r t h e r e p l y o f Sh. Hukerjee t^) motion was put t o 
v o t e and negatis ied by 196 Noes t o 39 AJQBS.CC 337/18.2.6?). 
The d e f e a t o f t h e motion was a f o r e - g o n e c o n c l u s i o n 
and t h e heteirogeneous group o f Opposit ion P a r t i e s c o u l d not g i v e 
a b e t t e r account o f t h e m s e l v e s than t h e y d i d . I t i s c l e a r 
from the v o t i n g on the motion t h a t t h e y had t h e i r d i f f e r e n c e s 
w i t h t h e r u l i n g p a r t y and r e a d i l y c r i t i c i s e d t h e Government but 
f a i l e d t o v o t e ^ u n i t e d l y a g a i n s t i t . 
1 . I b i d . , cc 300-305(Hindi) 2 . I b i d . , c c 31^-30. 
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The language issue, as explained in Ctiapter II above, 
has been one of the most explosive factors in Indian politics. 
There has developed a deep rooted siiaplcion and cleavage 
between the Hindi and noTvEindi regions. The main objection 
of th© opposition parties was that the Governraent had failed 
to adopt an appropriate language policy to despel any doubts and 
apprehensions of the South against domination by the Hindi 
speaking North, The S®? supported the cause of Hindi but 
also advocated the development of other languages. The Jan Sangh, 
on the other hand, looked at Hindi as the symbol of national 
tgj^ BBes^ dMy and wanted a stiff attitude to be adopted against the 
anti-Kindi agitators . Such divergent views weakened the 
opposition and the ruling party was left free to adopt its own 
policies, 
1 
5 - Rej Situation in West Bengal; There were 10 adjourn-
ment motions and 20 calling attention motions on the subject, 
o 
Sh, Mukerjee(GPI) characterised the situation as "the continu-
ing and callous in'^fficient^ of this Government which has 
forfeited all rights to the respect of the people**. He condemned 
the central Government for its failure to provide food to the 
people. He said that the situation in modified rationing areas 
had stated de-eriorating \^ich resulted in <legitimate type of 
food agitation*. The demonstrators were fired upon and killed 
There was a demand for judicial enquiry into the killing of a 
studoit Nurul Islam, 
1, Ibid,, LI(15); 8,3.66; c M-266, 
2, Ibid,, cc i4-27»+-81. 
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Sh. HangaCSv.)^ said, "Sir, there Is hunger stalking the whole 
country-side because of the wrong food policy . If any body is 
responsible for the breaking up, destroying and disrupting of 
unity of this country, it is this Government". 
Sh« TrivedKJS) condemned the Qovemment for firing upon the 
hungry people* He complained that the (3hief Minister P.O. Sen was 
advocating for bee ^eating while ban on cow slaughter was a directive 
principle in the constitution. 
Sh.DwivediiPSP)^ condemned the food zones. He favoured the demand 
for judicial enquiry into the West Bengal police firing. He 
demanded the dismissal of Government in W. Bengal, 
k 
Dr. Lohia(gSP) condemned the Govemment for not making good the 
food deficit in W. Bengal. He alleged that the Government was 
maintaining the emergency by creating trouble. 
Sh, Subramanlaia.^  in his reply to the debate, referred to the 
failure of the monsoons and shortfall in food production. He 
gave figures of food supply to various st ites including W.Bengal. 
He defended monopoly procurement in W.Bengal and said that the 
CPI and the PSP had created difficulties. He defended the food 
policy and the food zones. 
The adjournment motion was put to vote and negati®(ed on 
division of the House by 113 Noes to 28 Ayes61/8.3.66). 
There were seven adjournment motions on the same subject on 
11.3.66. But the speaker did not allow them (^ 5030/11.3.66) 
1. Ibid., cc 90-98. 2. Ibid., cc if320-25(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc 1+325-31. Ibid cc if337-^ 3(Hindi) 
5. Ibid., cc if3^ 3-53. 
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Sh. Manda,^. in response to the motions expressed deep sorrow 
over the incidents and stated that the Bengal BandhiT was 
organised by the United Leftist Front to protest against Government 
food policy and to demand judicial enquiry into police firing 
in Basirhat on 16,2,66. The situation went out of the hand of 
the organisers Slid resulted in loss of lives and property* The 
incidents were especially severe in Hoogly where trains,railway 
cabin^s, good>sheds, etc, were set on fire. The police had to 
open fire. Twelve persons were reported to have been killed 
including a sub-inspector of police. He referred to various 
Incidents of vaiadalisni and destruction and condemned the 
organisers, 
Sh* Mukerj©e(CPI) held the central Government responsible and 
then he walked out in protest. 
(^estions were asked by Sh, Kapur Singh and Ranga(Sw,) 
Trevidi(JS) Hem Barua and Hath Pai(PSP), The ^ ^^^ Minister also 
intervened to eiqpress her sorrow. The remarks of Sh,Iimaye(SSP) 
were considered unparliamentary and when he refused to withdraw, 
the Law Minister moved for his s\nspension for the rest of the 
session. The motion was ado >ted (c 5052/11,3,66) But later on Sh, 
Limaye(SSP) tendered apology and the order was rescinded 
(c 5061/11,3,66), 
One of the most storiny debates in the Third Lok Sabha was 
on this ad;journment motion. The food problem during the years 
196U-6§ had become a very important factor in national politics 
and assumed serious prooortions in the later part of the period. 
1, Ibid., LI(18); 11,3.66; cc 503^-37. 
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There had been f o o d a g i t a t i o n s i n a l m o s t a l l t h e S t a t e s . An 
adjournment motion r e g a r d i n g t h e s i t x i a t i o n i n K e r a l a was moved b y 
S h . Hiren l ^ k e r j e e ( G P I ) on 17.11.6W- w h i c h c o u l d not be d i s c u s s e d 
f o r want o f t h e r e q u i r e d s u p p o r t , I h e s i t u a t i o n i n 1966 had 
become more s e r i o u s and t h e p r o x i m i t y o f t h e G e n e r a l E l e c t i o n s i n 
1967 a l s o p r o T i d e d a p o l i t i c a l i i r g e n c y t o i t . The law and o r d e r 
i n t h e s t a t e had been g r e a t l y a f f e c t e d and a U n i t e d F r o n t o f t h e 
l e f t i s t p a r t i e s e x p l o i t e d t h e s i t u a t i o n . 
The d e b a t e on t h e adjournmont mot ion on B e n g a l s i t u a t i o n 
was n a t u r a l l y an o c c a s i o n when t h e O p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s t r i e d 
t o d i s p l a y t h e i r a n g e r and i n d i g n a t i o n a g a i n s t t h e f o o d p o l i c y 
o f t h e r u l i n g p a r t y and i t s i n a b i l i t y t o s o l v e t h e p r o b l e m . But 
t h e ftdeologieal d i f f e r e n c e s between v a r i o u s o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s 
p r e v e n t e d them from p u t t i n g up a s t r o n g u n i t e d o p p o s i t ' ' i n n . Howevej 
g r e a t h e a t was g e n e r a t e d d u r i n g t h e d e b a t e and u n p r e c e n d e n t e d 
n o i s y s c e n e s and d i s p l a y o f u n p a r l i a m e n t a i y mannerism were f o r 
t h e f i r s t t i m e ^ i n t h e Lok S a b h a . A t t i m e s t h e c h a i r found i t 
d i f f i c u l t t o m a i n t a i n o r d e r and decorum. "The Lok Sabha debate,** 
r e p o r t e d t h e s t a t e s m a n , " c o n d u c t e d w i t h such a d i s p l a y o f h e a t from 
a l l s i d e s t h a t t h e Deputy S p e a k e r was f o r c e d a t one s t a g e t o 
remind members t h a t t?>ey were n o t i n " a f i s h m a r i c e t " . ! " ' ' But 
i n s p i t e o f s o much a n g e r and o p p o s i t ! h o n , t h e motbn r e c e i v e d a 
p i i t t y 
s u p p o r t o f 28 members. The d e b a t e c e r t a i n l y s e r v e d a 
p o l i t i c a l p u r p o s e and, i n a s e n s e , p r o v i d e d an o p p o r t u n i t y f o r 
e l e c t i o n propaganda b u t f a i l e d t o make any impact on t h e Government, 
1 . The S t a t e s m a n , D e l h i , d a t e d 9,3.66. S e e a l s o e d i t o r i a l 
" I n v i t a t i o n t o c h a o s " on t h e i s s u e o f dcBengal Bandhu' 
o r g a n i s e d on 1 0 , 3 . 6 6 , 
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6 - H©: iPlstttybances in Delhi 
There were six adjournment motions and calling attention 
notices on the subject* 
Sh» Handi was asked by the speaker to make a statement on the 
subject. He refused in his statement to accept any failure of the 
Government. He said that the Jan Sangh had given a call hartal 
on m-,3»66 to protest against the recommendation of the Congress 
Working Committee regarding the demand of Punjabi Suba« There was 
violence and acts of arson and hoUganism in Chandni Ghowk and 
L^ori Gate area. In the afternoon the crowd went to the Congress 
Office and created rowdism. The police had to intervene and give 
protection to people who were intiiaidated. The police had rounded up 
169 persons and section iMf of C.P.G. had been promulgated. Curfew 
was also imposed in these areas from 8 p.m. to 7 a*m.. The Additional 
District Magistrate, one S.P., two D.S.Ps and I9 other public servants 
and 19 members of public were injured. He condemned the incidents. 
Sh. Kapur SinghCSw.)^ was not Satisfied with the statement and said 
that it suppressed the most important aspect i.e. "that it was the 
mobsterism of a particular community which inflicted damage upon a 
minority community, namely, the Sikhs". 
Sh. Bagri(SSP) said that the Government had failed to foresee 
the situation and take preventive measures when call for hartal 
was given. He condemned the police fir inactivity. 
1. Ibid.,LI(20); 15.3#66; c 5570 see also, «Hindustan TimgsS New 
Delhi 16.3-66 and »Statesma^, New Delhi l¥73T66^ 
2. Ibid., cc 5571-73. 3. Ibid., cc 5575-76(Hindi) 
if. Ibid., cc 5575-76(Hindi) 
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Sh. DwlvedKPSP)^ criticised the Congress resolution about 
the Punjabi'Suba. He blamed the Governiaent for not taking 
preventive meaaires. He also criticised the police for its 
failure to do its duty. 
Sh* Nanda denied the charge that the police arrangements were 
not adequate or that the Government had not taken preventive 
meamures*^ 
The speaker gave his consent to the motion of adjournment 
and Sh. Kapur Singh(Sw.) was allowed to seek the leave of the 
HouseCc 5581/I5.3*66). 
Sh. Kapur Slngh(Sv. said that he could ^ ascribe the incident 
to the majority community or the ruling party nor even to the 
Jan San^. But he noted that among the. Jan Sangh was a 
section which was parochial and the incident was the responsibi-
lity of that irresponsible element. He concentrated his argument 
on police action or inaction. He ^oted the State3man(1^ -.3«66) 
to give some details of the incident. He condemned the Jan 
Sangh led mobsters for converting a political decision *"into a 
kind of grievance against a particular people..." i.e. Sikhs. He 
appreciated the work of the Deputy Home Minister in this 
connedtion. He censured the Government and asked for adjourn-
ment of the House. 
Sh. Bagrl(SSP)^ blamed Shri Nanda for creating an atmosphere of 
communalism over the demand for the Punjabi Suba. He alleged 
that the Congress was more responsible for faming communalism 
than the Jan Ssuigh. He condemned the Government because it abetted 
the incident. 
1. Ibid, cc 5577-76 2. Ibid. LI(20) 15.3.66; c 5580 
3. Ibid.,cc 5667-73 -mia.-
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H© blamed the police for inactivity. Then he condemened the Jan 
Sangh for inciting the people. 
Sh. Miker.1ee(CPI)^  quoted the Statesman which had characterised 
the incident as a "day of violonce and shocking police inaction^ 
He alleged that the Chief Commissioner and the I.G. of police 
were not present at the time of incident and came very late. 
Sh* Mukerjee characterised it as inefficiency of the Government 
He blamed the Jan Sangh also. He supported the decision for 
the formation of the Punjabi Suba. He supported the adjournment 
6h. RaiBeshvaranand(JS)^  defended the Jan Sangh and said that 
the organisation was not communal. He charged the Akali Dal 
with communalism. He blamed the Sikhs for starting the incident. 
He asserted that those \irtio indulged in violence looting were 
not Jan Sangh people. He opposed the decision about the Punjabi 
Suba as being communal. 
Sh. Dwivedi(PSP)^ blamed the Jan San^ and also inactivity 
of the police and said, "Here was the gross failure of Government' 
He said that the Congress Iforking Committee should have 
postpond its decisionfi on the Punjabi Suba till the decision of 
the Parliamentary Committee seized with the matter was available 
Sh* Nanda.^ in his reply to the debate, dep's»4ed the incident. 
He said the question of communalism cannot be brought into it. 
He admitted that some individuals might have failed in their 
duty here and there. He pointed out that some officials were 
immediately replaced and their conduct was under investigation. 
He said that the situation is to be reviewed in its whole 
context and that the police arrangements were adequate. 
i. Ibid., cc 5680-86 2. Ibid.,cc 5e>91-98(H) Thid.. nc if. Ibid., cc 5727-37-
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However, lie assured that the matter would be looked Into. 
He stated that I69 goondas had been rounded up the previous 
night, 
1 
Sat. Gandlil spoke to express her distress ovei* the incident. 
She justified the decision of the working Coaimittee and assured 
the minorities of full safeguard of their rights under the 
constitution. 
After a brief rejoinder by Sh* Kapur Singh(Sw*) the 
motion of adjournment was put to vote and negatli3fed(c 
66). 
This adjournment motion went the way its four predecessors 
had gone and probably the Opposition Parties were fully aware 
of it when it was moved. The purpose that i t served was that 
the Opposition Parties utilised the Opportunity to Ventilate 
their anger and to criticise the ruling party. 
The debate on this motion, the second within a week and 
also second on the basic langue issue, turned into a debate on 
policy statements of various parties j^ctuated by condemnation 
of the Government and administration, 
Hone of the five adjournment motions a<3bnitted and 
discussed was siqpported even by 50 members: the first got the 
support of the second was discussed along with a no-
confidence motion; the third was supported by 39» the fourth 
was favoured by 28 members and the fifth was rejected by voice 
vote. The Opposition Parties seem to har e been too wise to 
demand a division of the House. However, the success of the 
Opposition Parties in respect of adjournment motions can be 
measured from the fact that they publicised the weakness of 
I.^W ef <r'7?V-3 9 
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the Goveirniaent policies, wrong decisions, adiHinistrative 
inefficiency and political complacency. With the approach of 
the Fourth General Elections, the vehemence of opposition had 
appreciably increased and did make an impact on public opinion 
if not on Government policies. 
II 
Motions of No--Ck>nfidence in the Council of Mnisters 
The principle of collective responsibility of the Cteuncil 
of Ministers to the legislature is a well-established practice 
and a recognised principle of parliamentary Government. This 
has been laid down In the Indian Constitution Under article 
75(3)• It implies two things! one, that responsibility of one 
Minister is the responsibility of the entire ministry and, 
therefore, a Minister should resign if he has differences with 
his colleagues or there have been any lapse or deficiency on his 
part^ which may adversely affect the entire Ministry.^ Two, that 
1. The following Ministers resigned on account of one of the two 
reasons t 
I) Sh.R.K.Shanraukhamchetty(Minister of Finance) resigned in 
because of an error of ^ Ti^ gement on his part regarding 
ceartaln Income Tax case. 
II)Dr.S.P.Hookerjee(Minister of Industry and Supply)resigned 
in 1950 on account of differences over the policy towards 
Pakistan. 
ill) Dr. John MatthaKMinister of Finance) resigned In 1950 
becmuse of differences over the formation of Planning Commissloi] 
lv)Sh* Lai Bahadur Shastri(Ministry of Railways)resigned In 
1950 because of a serious railway accident. 
...cont... 
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there exists a 'responsible' opposition to contain the ruling 
party from acting arbitrarily. A motion of no-confidende can 
become operative only when there is a 'responsible' Government 
faced with an organized opposition. 
During the British regime in India, there could be no 
question of rules regarf^ng a motion of no'-confidenee. After 
independence, however, provision was made for this purpose in 
the Bales of the Constituent Assembly which exercised the powers 
of the Legislature till I950J It was, later on^jj: incorporated 
in the ailes of Procedure and conduct of Business in the Lok Sabha 
A distinction has to be made between a motion of no-confidence 
and a censure motion. A no-confidence motion is moved to 
express want of confidence in the Council of Ministers as a 
2 
tody without assigning any reasons. A censure motion, on 
the other hand, is moved on the basis of definite charges and 
is intended to censure the Government for certain policies and 
actions. A censure motion can be moved against the Coimcil of 
. . v ) Sh, T . T . K r i s h n a m a c h a r l ( M i n i s t r y o f F inance) r e s i g n e d i n 
1958 f o l l o w i n g an e n q u i r y i n t o t h e 'Mundra d e a l ' t r a n s a c t e d 
by t h e LIC. 
v i ) S h . A . P . J a i n ( M i n i s t e r o f Food and A g r i c u l t u r e ) r e s i g n e d 
i n 1959 because o f s t r o n g c r i t i c i s m o f food s i t u a t i o n . 
v i i ) S h . V . K . K r i s h n a Menon(Minister o f D e f e n c e ) r e s i g n e d i n 
1962 f o l l o w i n g t h e Chinese a t t a c k and c r i t i c i s m o f d e f e n c e 
p o l i c y . 
vilDSh. G.L.Handa(Home Minister)resigned in I966 following 
violent anti-cow slaughter demonstrations In Delhi. 
lx)Sh.Morarji Desal(Minister of Finance) resigned because of 
difference of opinion with P.M. (I969). 
1. See Rules 2VB of the Constituent Assembly(Lergislative)Rules, 
191+7. 
2. See Rule 198(1). A no-confidence motion can be admitted, if 
otherwise in order, after it has been supported by at least 
5^0 members in the House. 
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Ministers for their deficiency or incon?)etence. 
It is not necessary tor a censure motion to seek the 
leave of the House and there are no rules for moving censure 
motions• They are governed by rules applicable to motions in 
gsneiul and can be admitted as No-Day-YetrHamed Motions.'' 
During the nineteen years of Indian Parliament not a single 
censure motion has been admitted. 
It has already been explained that the Congress party 
succeeded the British Government in 19^ 7 and enjoyed t i l l 1967 
2 
an over whelming majority in the Parliament . The ascendency 
of the Congress could not be seriously challenged for sixteen 
yaars not because the Congress had not committed mistakes or 
its policies had been successful but mainly because of the 
inability of the Opposition Parties to muster the reqid.red 
support dPor such a motion• The fragmentation of the Opposition 
was a great handicap to them and a source of complacency to the 
Congress• 
The Congress received the first shock from the Opposition 
in 1963 when the first no-confidence motion since Hehru becan» 
the Prime Minister of India sixteen years ago was tabled.^ 
It was backed by 72 members belonging to all opposition parties 
except the CPI, The Communists tiled to block this united . 
/ 
motion by raising various technical objections which were 
summarily ©as* ruled ^ by the Speaker. 
1. See Rules - 89 
2* See Chapter I Supra. 
3. See the Statesman. New Delhi, 1^ .8.1963. 
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The main o b j e c t o f t h e f i r s t aiotion o f n o - c o n f i d e n c e was 
t o r e g i s t e r on b e h a l f o f t h e p e o p l e , d i s s a t i s f a c t i o n w i t h 
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n and d i s a p p r o v a l o f p o l i c i e s o f Government. I t 
i s t r u e t h a t t h e sponsors o f the motion were i d e o l o g i c a l l y 
opposed t o each o t h e r but t h e y were unanimous i n t h e i r 
^opposition t o c o n g r e s s r u l e . They wanted t o expose t o the p e o p l e 
t h e wrong p o l c i e s o f t h e Congress and c o r r u p t i o n i n a d m i n i s t r a t -
i o n . !Ehey a l s o wanted t o j u s t i f y t h e i r p o s i t i o n as * ? i g i l e n t 
Opposit ion* i n t h e House and t o p r o j e c t t h e i r image o u t s i d e . The 
Swatantra l e a d e r , S h . P . K . D e o , s t a t e d t h a t t h e motion w i l l s e r v e 
t h e purpose o f " C o r r e c t i n g the Ctovemment and c r e a t i n g healt l^r 
Convention".^ 
The B l r s t Motion o f Ho-Confidence i n t h e C o u n c i l 
pf ^ isters(11,8:i963i c, 167? 
The s p e a k e r announced the r e c e i p t o f seven n o - c o n f i d e n c e 
motions. The f i r s t by Sh. U . M . T r i v e d i and Bade (JS) was w i t h -
drawn. The second by Smt. Renu Ghakravart ty(GPI) and S.M. 
B a n e r j i ( I n d , ) was r e a d out by th^ s p e a k e r . I t was i n connect ion 
w i t h »Voice o f America Agreement; f o r e i g n A i r Umbrella o y e r I n d i a ; 
f a i l u r e t o check r i s i n g p r i c e s ; t o n a t i o n a l i s e baJiks, f o r e l g n o l l ^ 
companies and e x p o r t import t r a d e ; t o s t o p g o l d smuggling and 
t o prevent c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f w e a l t h i n t h e hands o f a few; 
2 
compulsoiy d e p o s i t scheme; and heavy t a x a t i o n * . 
1. L.S.D. Vol. XIX-(8); 22.8.63; c 
2. Ibid., Vol. XlXd)^ 13.8.1963; c 169. 
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T h i s motion was l o s t f o r want o f inadeqiaate s u p p o r t . I t 
was backed by 36 members. 
The T h i r d n o t i c e by S h . R . S . Y a d a v ( S o c . ) was withdrawn 
because he wanted t o s u p p o r t t h e motion moved by S h . J . B . K r i p a l a n i 
( I n d . ) . The n o t i c e s by S .W.Bwivedi(PSP) , B a g r i ( S o c . ) and 
Bishan Seth(HMS) were s i m i l a r l y wi thdrawn. 
B e f o r e t h e n o t i c e o f n o - c o n f i d e n c e motion by Sh. K r i p a l a n i 
c o u l d be taken up Sh. I n d e r j i t GuptaCCPl) r a i s e d a p o i n t o f 
o r d e r t h a t under m i l e 198 a n o - c o n f i d e n c e motion can be moved 
o n l y b e f o r e t h e commencement o f t h e s i t t i n g o f t h e House and, 
t h e r e f o r e ^ S h r i K r i p a l a n i c o u l d not move t h e nK)tion bedause he 
t o o k t h e o a t h o f membership a f t e r t h e s i t t i n g had commenced. 
The s p e a k e r r u l e d t h a t soon a f t e r h i s e l e c t i o n Sh. K r i p a l a n i 
was e n t i t l e d t o a l l t h e p r i v i l e g e s o f a member even though he t o 
t o o k t h e o a t h a t a l a t e r d a t e . S h r i K r i p a l a n i w a s , t h e r e a f t e r , 
a l l o w e d t o seek t h e l e a v e o f t h e House t o move h i s motion o f 
n o - c o n f i d e n c e . S e v e n t y two members s u p p o r t e d t h e motion.^ 
2 
S h r i K r i p a l a n K I n d . . A m r o h a ) i n h i s e x p l a n a t o r y s p e e c h , s a i d t h a t 
" t h e v i e w s o f t h e Government are d i a m e t r i c a l l y o p p o s i t e t o t h e 
v i e w s o f t h e p e o p l e . The Government t h i n k t h a t t h e c o u n t r y i s 
r a p i d l y p r o g r e s s i n g . The p e o p l e f e e l d e p r e s s e d " . 
"Our home p o l i c y i s woven round t h e F i v e T e a r P l a n s But 
t h e s e p l a n s have not t a k e n the p e o p l e f o r w a r d e c o n o m i c a l l y o r 
s o c i a l l y . There i s something r a d i c a l l y wrong w i t h our p l a n s . 
They a r e b a s e d on wrong presumptions and d a t a and t h e a d m i n i s t r a -
t i v e machinery i s i n e f f i c i e n t . He s a i d t h a t t h e r e i s l a r g e s c a l d 
c o r r u p t i o n i n t h e p o l i t i c a l f i e l d . 
1. Ibid., c 173. 2. Ibid., Vol. XIX(5)»19.8.63, 
cc 1219-37. 
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"Our foreign policy is wound rou4<3. some thing that we 
ehoose to call non-aligjament and we consider that this non-
alignment means non-violence". He criticised this policy and 
said t-hat for the sake of country's defence we should change 
the policy and "ideological consideration* should not come in 
the way. He referred to the background of the sino-Indian 
conflict # 
He criticised the Gold Control Order and the use of the DIR 
against the opposition parties. 
Sh, Preya Gupta<PSP), Eanga(Sw,), Dr. Lohia(Soc.) and 
DwivedKPSF) argued that a larg^ er portion of the time 
allowed for debate (15 hours) should be given to the opposition 
parties. 
Sh. ILK. Muker.1ee(gpl)j though he did not subscribe to the 
motion of Sh. Kripalani, said ,that his party w^ts that the 
Council of l^ inisters as constituted today should go and the 
reactionary ministers such as the Finance and food and Agrictil-
ture Ministers should be turned out. He supported the policies 
of non-alignaient, planned development, public sector, friendly 
relations with USSR and other socialist countries and biailding 
up our own independent defence potentials. However, he 
criticised the ¥flA deal which, he said, is *'a hideous reminder 
of the dangers that lurk in so many plades". He noted that 
"the question of air exercises, virttially a etaphamism for the 
notorious air UMiirella... 
Speaking about internal policy he referred to the miseries 
of the millions of people to the advantage of a few »financial 
1. Ibid., cc 12lf2-59. 
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sharks He c r i t i c i s e d t h e implementat ion o f t h e Gold C o n t r o l 
Order which l e d t o s e v e r a l s i ? i c i d e s and t h a t v e r y l i t t l e was done 
about the une?nployed goldsmiths. 
1 
Sh, Masani{Sw«) began with t h e retaark t h a t the p e o p l e 
are t i r e d o f t h e p r e s e n t Government p o l i c i e s i . e * s o c i a l i s m 
a t home and non-alignment abt^ad. He s a i d t h a t s o c i a l i s m had not 
brought p r o f s p e r i t y t o t h e p ^ p l e . There had not been any 
a p p r e c i a b l e change in t h e stgmdard o f l i v i n g o f t h e working and 
middle c l a s s e s . He s a i d t h e reason was the wrong method o f 
s o c i a l i s m , o f s t a t e c a p i t a l i s m . A g r i c u l t u r a l p r o d u c t i v i t y had 
n o t i n c r e a s e d because o f wrofl^g p l a n n i n g and f a l s e o r d e r o f 
p r i o r i t i e s . He c la imed, "We s tand f o r a mixed economy., but t h i s 
must be on a b a s i s o f f r e e m ^ e q u a l compet i t l<m. . and not s t a t e * 
monopoly c a p i t a l i s m . . * He coJnplalned a g a i n s t h i g h t a x a t i o n and 
i n f l a t i o n a r y p o l i c i e s . He c r i t i c i s e d t h e p o l i c y o f c o n t r o l which 
c o u l d not check r i s i n g pricej^* H© r e f e r r e d t o the problems o f 
nmr employment and bureaucracy* 
He c r i t i c i s e d t h e p o l i ( ? i e s o f non-alignment and Panchaheela 
and c o e x i s t e n c e . He r e f e r r e d t o Chinese a g g r e s s i o n and s a i d 
t h a t t h e s e p o l i c i e s had fai le<i* He c r i t i c i s e d a »crypto* 
communist* being i n charge o f t h e d e f e n c e p o r t f o l i o . He s a i d t h a t 
some o f our neighbours have n o t f o l l o w e d t h e p o l i c y o f non-
al ignment but t h e y have not been harmed i n a ^ way. He s a i d ' f e a r * 
has been a t the back o f our f o r e i g n p o l i c i e s . 
1. I b i d . , c c 1281-1305. 
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1 
Sh. Dtfiiredl{PSP) confined his criticism to *four basic 
points'"(i) Failuire of the GoTrernment to correctly assess the 
nature of aggression and the wrong and vacillating implementa-
tion of foreign and defence policy; (ii) The utter neglect of 
the problem of naticnal security and failure bo learn lessons -izr 
from the past and to take adequate measures in terms of the 
mandate of the Parliament for defence and development; (iii) 
Qtosb misuse of power vested in it for national Emergency for 
partisan ends and failure to effect econon?y and reraove in-
efficiency and corruption; (iv) Reluctance to introduce socio-
economic measures to break the bentimbing social order and 
concentration and monopoly of a few over the country's economy 
and administration* 
2 
Sh« U>M> Trevidi(JS) accused the Congress of following wrong 
policies even before independence and after* He criticised the 
policy regarding Kashmir and China. He referr§d to question of 
infiltration of Pakistanis into Assam and the condit^n of 
Hindus in Pakistan. He spoke of Government's failure against 
the Chinese aggression. He criticised large-scalicorruption. 
Speaking on the food problem he defended Shri SlK.Patil and 
Desai against the Communist attack, fie blamed the .corruptisBe 
officials and incorrect reports for the muddle on the food 
front. He criticised CD projects, the Gold Control Order,the 
CDS, and the policy of non-alignment. He wanted the VGA 
deal to be adhered to and the Air Exercises to be followed. 
1. Ibid., cc 1315-25. 
2. Ibid., Vol. XIX(6),20.8.63; cc 15^ 6^-60. 
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Sh# A^K«GQpalan(CPI)^ complained o f t o t a l d i v e r g e n c e between 
t h e promises and t h e p o l i c i e s o f t h e Government* For example , 
the Congress manifesto In 1957 had condemned monopolies but 
i t V3S not f o l l o w e d by t h e Congress Government, S i n c e 19k6 
the Congress had promised t o h o l d t h e p r i c e l i n e but i n p r a c t i c e 
i t had not done Sh, Gopalan c r i t i c i s e d t h e CDSf f o o d p o l i c y } 
p o l i c y about f o r e i g n t r a d e ; and f o r e i g n monopolies i n o i l 
industry^ He s a i d ; •^ The f i n a n c e t l i n i s t e r i s a p e r s o n i f i c a t i o n 
o f t h e c l a s s p o l i c i e s and the c l a s s b i a s i n f a v o u r o f t h e v e s t e d 
i n t e r e s t s ^ , 
2 
Dr« Ham Manohar L o h l a ( S o c . ) spoke o f s c a r c i t y o f food* He 
c r i t i c i s e d t h e f o r e i g n p o l i c y and s a i d t h a t i t I s not a p o l i c y 
o f non-al ignment b e c a u s e some m i n i s t e r s a r e c l o s e r t o J^SA and 
o t h e r t o t h e USSH. He a l s o c r i t i c i s e d t h e p l a n s and t h e 
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . The r e s u l t o f t h e s e wrong p o l i c i e s was t h a t 
families defend on a paltry earning of Hs*25/- per month,that 
is about 26 crores of people eaim about 3 Annas(19 paise) per 
day. He said ineqimllty has greatly increased. 
He r a i s e d t h e q u e s t i o n o f Hindi a l s o . He condenined 
c o r r u p t i o n a t a d m i n i s t r a t i v e and p o l i t i c a l He c r i t i c i s e d 
t h e p o l i c i e s r e g a r d i n g p r o h i b i t i o n ; immoral t r a f f l e c k i n g i n 
women; land s u r v e y ; and Gold c o n t r o l Order. He spoke on a 
v a r i e t y o f s u b j e c t s i n c l u d i n g VOA, l a n d r e f o r m s , Chinese 
aggress ion^ ^M^rape 0)f T i b e t , etc.edb* 
1, Ibid., cc 1597-1615. 
2. Ibid., Vol. XIX(7)5 21.8.63; c c l830-60(Hindl), 
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Smt. Rehu ChakravarttyQggM her ispeech with a reference to 
the Bombay Strike, She drew attention to the rising prices and 
failure of the Government on the food front. She referred to 
the index of production and prices. She also referred to Various 
speeches of the Food Minister which, she pointed out., were 
contradictoiy. She wanted ruthless measures to be taken to 
control prices. 
She criticised high taxation; policy about privy purses 
and concentration of wealth and monopolies, 
2 
Sh, P.K. DeoCSw,) said the motion will serve the purpose of 
"correcting the Governiaent and creating healthy conventions". In 
his criticism of the foreign policy he condetmed the attitude 
towards Tibet, He said, «It is the vacillating policy of the 
Government, its week-kneed policy in foreign affairs..." He 
criticised Sh, Menon and K.D. Malaviya ^ r inefficiency. 
Coming to the home front he criticised the policies of 
gold control^taxation, higji prices etc. He said, "The Fundament-
al Eights under the Constitution have been treated as pie-crust 
to be broiten at convenience to give practical shape to the 
whims and fancies of the Government" For any adverse decision 
of the Supreme Court the constitution was being changed instead 
of changing the policies. He criticised socialism and said, 
"It is perpetuation of the licence-pennit-quota raj. It has 
created monopolies of the state capitalism said the only henefcMMix. 
are the Congressmen", He spoke of corruption in 
1. Ibid,, Vol. XIX(8); 22,8,63, cc 209^2107. 
2, Ibid,, cc 2lif5-53, 
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administrative aM political spheres. He referred to political 
corruption in Qrissa* 
H,?> JiaiBath;(PSg)' noted that the censure motion against the 
73 year old pj^ sie Minister was supported by 73 members in the 
initial stage* He referred to groupism in the Ctongress* 
Sh. Kamath condemned the Government for its inefficiency 
^d failure in the fields of the country*s defence and integrity, 
cleam administration and formulation and implementation of socic 
-economic policies for the betterment of the people, 
2 
Bii, Hehrui said that the aim of a no-confidence mtion is th 
remove the Govemment and take its place but in the present one 
"there is no stroh e:^ectation or hope. And so the debate., was 
& little unreal**. He said the unity among the opposition parties 
on the motion is a negative and not a positive fact, fie said the 
main points of criticism were fourj domestic policy, foreign 
policy, defence and general corruption etc. He said that 
instead of debating the matters of state policy the discussion 
proceeded on personal grounds and personal likes and dislikes. 
He dismissed the Swatantra attack on economic affairs. 
He rediculed the idea of not building thejheavy industries. He 
said, *'Real freedom is not merely the political freedom; it is 
economic freedom in two senses, ^ ne is the sense that you do not 
have to rely on otfher coiintries''. And the second is that the 
vast masses have/a higher standard of living. He said that this 
cannot be aohiev.Ld all of a sudden. The congress is committed 
5 1. Ibid., cc 216^-77. 2. Ibid., cc 2l9t-2221. 
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for the last 30 years to a policy of social justice and social 
refoims - socialism. In India democracy and planning are 
being combined together for this pui^ose. In this endeavour of 
India all countries with divergent ideologies also agree* He 
said the ssain thing in India is to change the mental outlook 
often peasent and to mondernize him. He dismissed all statistics 
of Dr. Lohia<Soc.) as wrong and fallacious. He defended planning 
and referred to achievements of the three plans. 
He di^not think it necessary to say much about non-align-
ment because others had already defended it. However, he spoke 
in defence of the Panchsheela. He sai-d it 'is the right 
principle to lay down. The implementation may be wrong from^ 
one side or the other. That can be examined". He categorically 
denied that any facts about Chinese aggression were concealed 
from the parliament and that the matters were not discussed with 
the military experts or that the soldiers did not have adequate 
kits and etiuipmont. Shri Nehru defended the Congress leaders 
against whom specific charges were levelled* Hi the end he 
pointed out that the Chinese press has made capital out of 
the motion. 
After a rejoinder of the mover^ Sh. Kripalani, the 
motion was put to voted and negatifcled on division of the House 
by Hoes ^ 6l Ayes(22.8.63; ^ isc 2239)-
The fate of the motion was known even when it was tabled 
and could not be other than what happened. There was unreality 
about the motion and the debate on it in the sense that the 
Composition Parties committed to diametrically opposed ideologies 
had Joined together against the Conglress. The object was not 
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to reiaov© the Congress from power and take Its place becaiise 
no one party was capable of doing it independently or in 
collaboration with others* The apprcaeh was negative, narrow 
and unpri^ncipled. The motion was supported by 72 Members 
yien it was feabled but when it was put to vote after the debatey 
it received only 61 votes and the remaining eleven members were 
either satisfied with the replies of the ruling party or 
convinced of the futility of the exercise and, therefore, 
preferred to withdraw their support. 
An analj^is of the debate shows that there was unanimity 
among the Opposition Parties in respect of their condeimation 
of the Government about corruption, high taxation and rising 
prices* But on matters of policy and principle, they contradict 
-ed each other. 
i - The CPI was opposed to private capital and monopoly 
but supported planning and non-alignment« 
ii - The Swatantra Party was opposed to planning and 
non-alignment. 
iii - The Jan Sangh was opposed to non-alignment but 
supported planning, 
Sv - .The Socialist Party was unhappy because socialism 
was not followed vigorously. 
^ - The PSP concentrated ixpon the problems of corruption 
and inefficiency. 
vi • The CPI condeaHied the Ministers of Finance and 
AgrictiLture as 'reactionary* while the Swatantra 
Party squarely blamed the Mnisters of Defende and 
Mines and Fuel for all miseries in the country. 
It is apparent that the parties woJdcing at c®oss purposes 
could not impress the reuling party or influence its policies. 
The debate on the no-confldence motion was utilised to 
catalogue the grievances of the people, to flondemn the Government 
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for its inefficiency and failures and analyse the policies of 
the GoTernment* Every party advocated its own ideology and 
the motion lost its puipose. The various parties contradicated 
each other ^ d thus negatiiled an impact of the motion even 
before it was formed. In the words of jflehru the debate was 
" a little unreal",'' 
The Second Motion of Ho->Confidence in the Council of 
^nistersi 
The year succeeding the first motion of no-confidence was 
marked by economic difficulties. There was shortage of food and 
the prices were spiraling up and demonstrations were frequently 
held on these issues. The situation was acute especially in 
Kerala and west Bengal. It was, ther^re ^ omaot nutnrkl for 
the Opposition Parties to raise this issue in the House and to 
take the Government to task for it. The intensity of the 
situation was suidSi thatjthey preferred to table a motion 
of no-confidence in the Council of Ministers. 
The first motion in August 1963 was sponsored by all the 
Opposition parties except the CPI. The second motion, a year 
later, was sponsored mainly by the CPI and supported by others 
except the Swatantra Party. The sev€aiteen signatories of the 
motion included Sh, ISAren Muker;3ee, Nair, Gopalan and Biren 
Dutta(CPI); Dr. Lohia(Soc./SSP) Sh. Kamath(PSP/SSP) and Sh. 
Trivedi(JS). 
Sh. Kamath(PSP), Sh. Yadav and Dr. Lohia(Soc.), Smt. Ch^-
ravartty and Sh. Gopalan (CPI) pleaded to the speaker to take 
1. op.cist. 
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up the motion Irmaediately whereas the Leader of tho House, Sh. 
Siriha wanted the motion to be taken after the debate on food 
situation, xhe Speaker accepted the latter proposal. 
The motion was formally moved by Sh.U.G. Chatterjee(3iid,) 
who assigned no specific reasons for want of confidence In p 
the Ministiy, 
Sh. W. Dandekar<Sw,) in his maiden speech In the House, argued 
that the present economic situation was the result of the failure 
of the Second Five Year Plan and the impending failure of the 
Third. The msdn reasons for the failure were categorised as: 
over^emphasis on industrial development, excessive emphasis 
on heavy industry and extra-ordinary preference for development 
odE the public sectXir. He condemned the entire planning. He 
criticised frequent constitutional amendments to suit the 
requirements of planning. H© was critical of the veiy large 
volume of laws - the 'Jungle of laws*. Thi^had increased the 
powers of the executive at the cost of the judiciary. In the 
end he supported the Government and declared his party's 
dissociation with the motion.^ 
Sh. P.M. TrivedlCJB/started with a reference to shortage 
of food. He also spoke about weak policy towards China, He 
also condemned the policy towards Pakistan. He raised the 
question of treatment to Indians in Burma. He spoke abo-vu^  
large scale corruption in the country and »wrong policies of 
taxation* and customs barriers between States. He supported the 
k motion of non-confidence. 
1. Ibid.,irol.XXXIII{1)}7.9.6'f;c Ahk 2. Ibid.Vol.XXXIII(5);11.9.6»f 
3. Ibid.,cc 12if2-55 M-.Ibid.cc 12^5-67. c 1228. 
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Sh. H.H. Muker.1ee(CPI) said that the problem of food and high 
prices was a man-made crisis. The solution of it, in his opinion 
lajffiin "continuing progress of Indian plant^ ing, the stability 
and advance of Indian democracy, the integrity and strength of 
our foreign policy and indeed the entire legacy of Jawaharlal 
Nehru.." He referred to arrest of large number of strikers in 
Ahmadabad under the D.I.R* He complained against the hold of 
monopolists and lioarders over prices and econonor. He spoke at 
some length about the rise in food prices and corruption at 
various levels. He referred to the sitl&ation in Punjab,Kerala, 
U.P., and Orissa. He contradicted the Swatantra arguments and 
said that the mean difficulty was that the policies initiated 
by Nehru were being twisted or not followed faithfully• ^  • 
Sh* Pater Alvares(P8P/SSP) speaking in support of the motion 
said that the grecitest charge against the Government is that 
"it has not paid attention to the gathering crisis in character 
in our country". He said that there was a lack of national 
pui^ pose in all the sections. 'The problem of corruption is 
another such crisis." SpeaViing on corruption in administration 
and character of Government he said that there was^no socialism 
even lander Sh« Jawaharlal Nehru. He complained that there was 
\ 
no ideological stand in the Congress. "The picture on the food 
front was both humilSating and despente**. He criticised both 
food policy and the industrial policy. He was also critical 
of social development.^ 
1. Ibid., cc 152^ -
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Sh. P.K. I)eo(Sw«) speaking against the motion pointed out that 
the present Gorernment \fhich is hardly three losnths old coiild 
not possibly change oirer-night the lega&y of 1? years of misrule 
and 13 years of planning with wrong priorities. He bl^ed the 
Gtovemraent for not evicting the Chinese aggression. He criticised 
the entire foreign policy and said that "we should shed the'^  
international ambiguity of no^ jialignisent.." He also citiicised 
the food policy. He spoke about corruption and appreciated the 
•a 
steps taken by £3hi. Nanda to check it • 
Sh« A«K» Gopalan(CPI) began his speoch with a criticism of 
the food policy. He complained that the Government had failed 
to provide even the slementai-y things for the welfare of the 
people. He said that no efforts were being made to attain 
socialism and referred to concentration of wealth. Be spoke 
about the problem of low wages and the xlsing prices and blamed 
the Government for the poor condition of the peasantiy. He also 
referred to failure of the plans and the burden of plans upon 
the common man as against the rich. «!I!ho bigger the company 
the lesser is the comparative burden of taxation he said. 
Sh. Y.S. ChoudharyrJS) speaking in support of the motion raised 
the question of the food crisis and compained that agricultural 
development was not ^ ven the same encouragement as given to 
industry. Speaking about the foreign policy, he asked for dis-
continuing the Special Status of Kashmir. He criticised the 
Kashmir policy and also giving importance to Shaikh Abdullah. 
1. Ibid., cc 15^6 -
2. Ibid., Vol. XXXIII(7)j I5.9.6if; cc 17»fO-59. 
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criticised the policy towards China and raised the question of 
Pakistani infiltration in Assam. He questioned the Government 
proposal of nialcing the Teen itoti Housa as a Kehru Memorial and 
issue of Coins bearing lehru's photo,^ 
Sh. Hafch Pal(FSP/BSP) spoke about bhe unauthorised and illegal 
landing of one Mr. Daniel Walcott at mrud. Sh. Katb Pal had 
attempted to bring an adjournment motion on the subject but the 
speaker disallowed it in view of the motion of no-confidence. 
Sb» Nath Pai narrated the circumstances in %Mch Walcott had 
landed and alleged that inspite of prior InfoiraBtion the Bombay 
Aiipori authorities allowed hl'a along with his companion to fly 
to Pakistan. He raJ.sed the guestion of security 
measures and large scale smuggling. 
When objection was raised from the Congress benches against 
certain remarks of Sh. Hath Pai, the speaker es^ junged those 
remarks. Nath Pai along with certain other members thereupon 
p walked out of the House, 
Dr. Ram Manohar Lohla(Soc./SSP) started with personal remarks 
against Nehru and Shastri. He spoke about political corruption 
and indulged in platitudes and generalities. He demanded th® 
end of all classes except III on the trains and all schools 
except Municipal Schools and abolition of English altogether. He 
complained that the Government had failed to bring about real 
socialism. He also complained about disunity in the opposition 
1. Ibid., cc 1781-92(Hindi). 2. Ibid., Vol.XXXI11(8); 
I6.9.6ifj cc 1973-91* 
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parties. He spoke on variety of things like corruption, 
socialism, food crisis, duties of the opposition, aino-Indian 
dispute, detention of Sh. Mizaffar Husain(aPI)j removal of 
•e ! 
statues of foreigners; Nehru Memorial at Teen Mufrtlt fl.ring at 
various places etc. 
Sfa. Handadfome Mnister) intervened the debate and said that the 
opposition had picked up some small and insignificant things to 
bring the motion of no-confidence* He said that foundations 
are being laid for rapid progress although the results were not 
visible immediately. He said that economic had to 
be attained within the framework of democracy. In his criticism 
of the tactics of the opposition parties he referred to extra-
territorial faith of the CPI* He criticised the SSP for the way 
in which it had been fomed* About Swat antra Party he said 
that '^ It is a freak of Indian politics". 
Sh. Nanda defended the Government policy in respect of food 
and dismissed the opposition attack in that respect. He informed 
the Swatantra members that a balance and priority was being 
maintained in respect of agriculture and Industry. He referred 
to the need of industrial development due to emergency. With 
reference to corruption and the Sadachar Committee he said that 
the Committee was an appropriate step in creating a social 
atmosphere to eradicate corruption. He also defended the imple-
mentation of the D.I.R. and various steps taken against the 
strikers at ijarious places. 
1. Ibid., cc 207if-98. 
Sh« SolandkKSw.) spoke aboiit the question of Illegal landing of 
Walcott at Kurud, the question that was raised by Sh. Math Pal-f^  
CPSP)^  
Sh. IJmanath(CPI) spsalslng on the Walcott affair, questioned the 
efficiency of Government about rooting out corruption and check-
o ing smuggling* 
Sh« U.M. Trivedi (JS) participating in the discussion over 
Walcott affair asked if our security measures were adequate to 
cheek leakage of official secrets. Ee referred to certain other 
cases involving security and the customs. He supported the 
demand of Sh. Nath PaiCPSP) for appointing a parliamentaiy 
Committee to enquire into the whole matter."^  
Sh. Hathi^in his reply about the Walcott affair, assured the 
House that the Government had taken suitable steps. He did not 
consider it proper to give all the details of the matter at this 
stage. He refuted the various charges levelled in this connection 
against the Government. Me statwd that a certain official of 
Air India was arrested in this connection. He replied to various 
questions asked by the opposition members including Smt. Ghakrav-
artty<OPI) and Sh. Nath Pal (PSP)^ 
Sh. T.T. Krishnamachari intervened in the debate and replied to 
questions about economic policies partlcilarly about questions of 
planning and development. He expressed concern over the rising 
1. Ibid,, XXXin(9)? 1 7 . 9 . c c 2238 - te. 
2. Ibid., cc 
3. Ibid., cc 2261 - 65. 
h. Ibid., cc 2269 -
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prices and referred to decline in production of certain 
commodities^ He explained various measures adopted to check 
Inflationaiy tendencies. He repudiated the Swatantra(Sh. 
Dandekar*s') charge that the present price situation was the 
consequence of tindue emphassis on heavy infiustry. He said that 
there is no escape from rapid industrialisation. About the 
cofnplaint regarding import of food grains he said that this could 
be reduced only when the targets of agricultural production were 
achieved. He spoke about the difficulties of foreign exchange 
and consequent difficulties in Implementing the plans. He 
admitted the existence of unaccounted money used for hoarding 
of commodities but he said that it was not a natter for 
easy or immediate solution. He assured that the Government was 
taking steps. 
The Finance Minister took the opportunity to indicate the 
line of thinking of the Government regarding the Fourth Plan, 
He also dispelled the opposition fear about the neglect of 
agriculture or of heavy industry* 
In the end he assured the House that the economic policy 
of the Government had not at all 'departed from the Wider Social 
objectives to which we are committed*. He contradicted the 
charge that doors were thrown wide open to foreign monopoly 
capitalists. He condemned the adverse remarks against Jawahar 
lal Nehru.^ 
Sh. Rameshwaranand( JS) iSarnai blamed the Congress for partition 
of the country and later on yielding to Chinese aggression. 
1. Ibid., cc 2313 -
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He referred to corruption at political level and in administra-
tion* He complained that the Government had divided the Hindu 
society into two groups of caste Hindus and Scheduled castes. 
He criticised the Government for the Hindu Code Bill,^ 
Smt> Renu Chakravartty(GPI) said that the reactloiiary forces in 
the House were allotting with the Government against the motion. 
She refuted the charge that Gommunlsts had any extra-territorial 
loyalty or faith* She said that the major thing to he high 
lighted 3JI the motion of no confidence was the role of big money 
which has been allowed to become so powerful by this government 
She said, "Our charge is that the entire direction of the 
Government and its policies is being dragged in the way of big 
business.." She referred to severa-l donations from big business-
menl^  to the Congress leaders and also to patronage from 
2 
Government to these people. 
Sh. BagriCSoc.) drew attention to large scale corruption and to 
the question of converting Bti'la House into Gandhi Memorial. 
He also criticised the rate of industrial development and food 
production. He pointed out tlmt of the entire i^mbership of 
the Lok Sabha and Hajya Sabha only eleven members had contributed 
to the Defence Fund of whom four belonged to Opposition and 
seven to Congress. He spoke about corruption, adultration and 
deterioration of law and order.^ 
Sh. lal Bahadur Shastrl began his reply to the debate on the 
motion of no confidence in his Ministry with an explanation 
about the food situation. He admitted the difficult positArm 
1. Ibid., cc 2356 - 63 2. Ibid., 23^5-52 
3, Ibid., cc 23^-82(Hindl) 
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on th« food front and explained varloi;^  measures adopted to over 
com® the difflciiltles. The one was distribution of foodgrains through 
fair price shops. However, he conceded that there was some mis-
iiianagement in the system in certain caases especially in rural areas. 
He referred to floods in U.P. and Bihar and water logging in Punjab 
in connection with the food problem. ^ He admitted frankly , that 
there was some lack of coordination in various departments of 
Ctovemment especially in respect to transport. He also explained the 
policy of fixing the prices of foodgrains and said that a Committee was 
being appointed for this purpose. He gave some details of the 
iaeasures taken to encourage the peasants to increase food production 
He emphasised the role of the community development blocks in this 
respect. He pointed out that self-stifficiency cannot be achieved 
in a year or two. Speaking about distribution he referred to the 
setting up of an All India Food Grains Corporation l^ch was In a 
way State trading in foodgrains. Sh. Shastrl did not go into the 
det3lls of high prices of various other commodities. 
Speaking on the questi<»i of industry, Sh.Shastri def«ided the 
policy of planning said dismissed the Swatantra(Sh. Bandekar^ ) attack 
that agriculture was Ignored to give priority to Industry. He 
emphasised that the two were complementary. Regarding the Opposition 
charge of Corruption, Shri Shastri referred to the appointment of 
SaiQithanara Committee and pointed out that certain conventions were 
being evolved in respect of prima facie cases of corruption among 
politicians. He informed the CPI members that his Government had not 
deviated from the principles and policies followed by Sh. Nehm even 
though the possibilities of re-thinking could not be ruled out. 
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s/ 
He blamed the CPI for cpporfcunism and that they had put Didla and 
China on an equal footing. He defended the Government policy In 
the International field. He stood by the policy of non-alignment. 
He pointed out that Sh. Jaya Prakash Naraln's visit to Pakistan was 
not sponsored l^r the Government nor did he carry any letter from him 
to the President of Pakistan. He stated that the Government stand on 
Kashmir remains tcK^anged and that the policy about China has not 
altered* He also stated that the Government stood 0ommitted to 
solving intei^ational disputes through peaceful means.^ 
After a rejoinder by Sh.lf.C. Ghatterjee the motion was put to 
vote and negatived on division of the House by 307 Moes to 50 
Ayes.^ 
The second motion was defeated like the first one with an over-
irtielffljfcng majority although the margin of opposition and support had 
sllghily diminished.^ It came and went off like seasonal clouds of 
k 
monsoon without causing much damage to the ruling party. The debate 
ias not more acilmonious than the first except that it was chiefly 
concerned with the food crisis* Apart from highli^ting the 
Walcott affair once again(raised by PSP) and the visit of J.P.Karain 
to Pakistan( raised by Jan Sangh) the Oppesition failed to make ai^ 
new points against the Government* They harped on the old tunes and 
the impact on the Government ^ ia.3 as superficial as a year ago* A reason 
for the subdued tone of the debate may be that a discussion on the 
•Food Situation' just before the motion of no-confidence had already 
provided an opportunity for considerable opposition steam being let 
out* Another factor was that the Opposition was as divided as ever 
1* Ibid,, irol.XXXIII(10);l8.9.6i+;cc 2505-53 
2. Ibid*, c 2567 
3, The first motion was defeated by 3^ +6 Noes to 61 Ayes. If* See 'Monsoon clouds',editorial in the *statesm^2i®*9*6^* 
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before and each party tried to highlight its own ideology and grouse 
against the Government rather than follow an agreed line of 
opposition. They agreed to sponsor the motion but failed-to draw up an 
agreed strategy of attack* It was a mere exercise in ver^bal broad* 
sides against the Goveminent and served to provide the an 
opportunity to explain and justify its policies and various decisions 
to reassure public opinion, if not the Opposition. 
One thing had bearome clear since 1963 that the ^position 
Parties were determined to exercise their privilege of bringing a 
non-confidence motion as many times as they could and on any pretext. 
The gap between the first and the second motions w«s one year mid 
twenty six day. But it was drastically curtailed to merely six 
months and eight days ^ en the third motion of no-confidence was 
tabled on 15*3*1965 It was the second motion against the nine ninths 
old Ministry of Sh.Shastri. The question arisesj Bad there been a 
phenomenal change in the conditions since Septembert t96U- that an 
extren^ action like this was called for or had the Opposition become 
stronger than before to change the balance of power in the House? In 
fact there had not been any substantially adverse change In the food 
situation or the rise in ptlces and the consequent agitations. 
Similarly, the international situation and India *s policy and obliga-^ i 
tions theretflf had not altered. Fragmentation and factionalism among 
the Opposition Parties had notion the other hand^abted in any way. 
It had increased in the sense that the differences betwen the two 
factions of the CPI had become more pjTonounced than before. Under 
these clroumstances the only jtastification for the motion seems to be 
an eapression of anger and dissatisfaction and to redlcule the ruling 
party in public. 
The Third motion of no»eonlldence In the Counell of Ministers 
The third motion was tabled with a prior consensus among all 
Opposition parties on 15»3*1965 and no specific reason was 
atfeributed to it, 
Sh« DwlvedilSSP) in the opening speech on his motion, complained 
that democracy in India was not allowed to function by the Congress, 
•*What I want to say% he explained, ••is that the economic situation 
has deteriorated, the food situation is worsening, there is steep 
rise in prices and what is more, Inspite of the bun^ jer crops 
surprisingly there is food shortage". This compells even doctros and 
teachers to resort to strike. The unity and integrity of the cotmtry 
is threatened. He referred to the language agitation in Madras. "The 
State of Emergency is this country, ** he said, "has become a nrackery" 
Then he said, "The cabinet lacks courage, ability^sincerity, deter-
mination and foresight". The Parliament is being ignored, the 
administration is not clean and efficient and that corrupt politicians 
are protected. He referred to cases of Orissa,f'l^ sore and Bihar and 
gave some details including the findings of the GBI in case of Orlssa. 
He quoted from the CBI report. 
In the end he demand: (1) A white Paper containing all material 
on the Orlssa case should be placed on the table; (2) an open 
judicial enquiry Into the case should be held;(3) the Orlssa Ministry 
should be dismissed; and (h) as a permanent measure a statutory 
institutlcfin be created to deal with such cases of corruption.^ 
1. Ibid., Vol.XXXIX(9); 3.19651 cc if266-93. 
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Sh* Chagla(Bdmcation Minister) intervened and said that the Government 
was conscious of large scale corruption in the count 17 Mid that 
attempt was being made to uphold the highest standards of administra-
tion, He justified the policy about the Orissa affair and refused to 
place on the Table the Cabinet sub-Committee report on Oris sa affair. 
About the CBI repoart he said that Sh. IJwivedi had quoted from a 
tstolen document», He was interrupted by Members of various 
opposition parties. He stated that the CBI report was not pladed on 
the table.3tt was"fl part of the Cabinet proceedings'*.^  
2 Sh. P.K. DeoCSw.) supported the arguments of Sh. Dwivedi 
Sh. Inder.1it GuotacCFI) speaking in support of the motion highlighted 
the Orissa aff^rs and the CBI report. He criticised the arguments 
of Sh. Chagla in this reppect. He questioned the political ethics of 
the ruling party in protecting people like Patnaik and Mitra of Orissa 
or Ram Hatan Gupta of Kianpmr. He referred to certain other instances 
of corruption among political leaders. He also charged the Govemmrait 
with violating Constitutional provisions. "Not on^y that.** he said, 
"they are subverting the faith of the people in parliamentary 
democracy**. He indicated the Government for corruption which is the 
root cause of monopoly capitalism.^ 
Sh. U.M. Trivedi(JS} speaking in support of the motion highli^ted the 
evil of corruption and mainly concentrated on Orissa,Bihar and f^sore 
affairs. He also raised the question of inefficiency and carelessness 
of the Government and asserted that pro-Pakistani Muslims were 
associated with defence productions. Then he referred to political 
k manipulations in Kerala. 
1. Ibid., cc »f293-^ 320 2. Ibid., cc 1+320-29. 
3. Ibid., cc if3M3-56 Ibid.,cc 1+371-86(Hindi) 
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Sh. A»K*Sen(La.v Hliilster) intervened In the debate and explained 
the baclcg^ o^ Jnd of the Cabinet Sub-CoBHsittee that enqiiired into the 
Orissa affairs and justified the action taken by the Government. He 
was fre^ently interrupted and was asked to prove his statement from 
records.^ 
Br« I.Qhia{SSP> condemned the <3ovemment for its failure to check 
corruption at various levels. S)r, Lohia showed a vial of some medicine 
i^ch he contented was adultrated and a Sari which was also defective. 
Sexdous objection was taken by various members on such behaviour of 
Dr. Lohia* He condemned the Goveimment for talking about socialism but 
not following it. In the end he suggested® <a) All Schools should 
have a uniform pattern* (2b) There should be only one class in the 
train <c) No one should be allowed to spend more than a ^ thousand 
rupees per month; and (d) English should be stopped. 
Sh. DandekarCSw.) condemned the Government f o r p r o t e c t i n g c o r r u p t i o n 
i n p u b l i c l i f e and a t © f f i c i a l l e v e l and s a i d t h a t i t cannot be 
r o o t e d out u n l e s s t h e M i n i s t e r s g i v e a good a c c o u n t o f t h e m s e l v e s 
He r e f e r r e d t o v a r i o u s j b a r r u p t p r a c t i c e s . Then he a c c u s e d Sh.Nanda 
f o r c o n c e a l i n g t h e f a c t s on such m a t t e r s from t h e House and m i s l e a d i n g 
lt.3 
Sh.Shastri^ in his rep3y to the motiont referred to the backgrotmd of 
the Orissa affair and said that "the CBI report should not be regarded 
final thing".• The Cabinet sub-Committee had found that Sh.ratnaik and 
Mitra had commited impropriety and that the complaint about money 
matters could not be substentiated. He assured that he was prepared 
1. Ibid., Vol. XmX(20); cc J+^ -^S^ +CSh.Sen was a member of the 
Enquiry Committee). 
2. Ibid., cc >f596-if6l6(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc if626-M). 
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to appoint a GoBBalssloJi of enquiry if a p,r^ ma face case is establish-
ed against any Minister or a Chief Minister. He noted that under the 
circumstances a Ckwiiaission of enqiiiry on the Orissa affair will not 
serve the purpose. He asserted, "I understand that I have fully 
performed n^ duty, ray responsibility".^ 
He was frequently interrupted by the members of opposition parties 
who asked various questions. 
Sh. Dwivedi, in his concliading speech, contradicted the official 
arguments and ejqpressed dissatisfaction over the handling of the 
Orissa affair. He said, "so it is not the question of Mju or 
it is a question of entire state Govemraent functioning! it is a 
2 
question of the administrative corruption in that State". 
The mot5-on was negatijfled on dividions of the House by 315 Noes 
to M^if Ayes(e »f707/l6A.65). 
The rai-son d e^tre for the third motion of no-confidence 
during the Third Lok Sabha and the second against the Shastri Ministry-
the Patnaik-Mitra affairs of Orissa - was something of great political 
significance. There had been serious ^mplaints of corruption and 
administrative malpractices against the Orissa Chief Minister* Patnaik 
and some of his colleagues. The Opposition Parties were agitated and 
the public opinion was strongly opposed. However, the ruling party 
failed to rise to the occasion and adopt a definite policy to curb 
corruption among Ministers. This matter was raised in the House 
through various methods like questions and calling attenion notices.^ 
1. Ibid., cc »f672-82(Hindi). 2. Ibid., cc «+68»f-»f705. 
3. See CJiapter III Supra. 
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The attitude of the Government In this respect was fsdrly known to 
the Opposition Parties and^  th^refore» the motion of no-confidence 
could not be expected to make the desired impact* A significant 
aspect of the motion was that although none of the <^position parties 
was opposed to itf the total support to the motion did not exceed 
beyond It is obirious ihat the combiaed strength of Mf opposition 
votes could never influence the seven times stronger ruling party 
with 315 votes against the motion. Moreover, the Orissa affair had 
already been debated at various levels in the House and out side and 
public opinion had got reconciled with it. The motion, therefore, 
failed to create ' stir* out side the House and enthusiasm in the 
debate. It fell off the target. 
f h e f o u r t h Motion o f n o a c o n f i d e n c e i n t h e CounGll o f 
Ministers(l6.8.6^/c 
The Members of the following opposition parties gave separate 
notices of no-«confidence motions in the council of Ministers. 
a) The Swatantra Party: Sh.Hasani and Dandekar. 
b) The SSP t Sh.Madhu Limaye. 
c) The Jan Sangh 1 Sh.U.M. Trevedi. 
d) The CPI J Sot. Chakravartty,3h.Daji,Gi;qpta, 
Nair and Misra(Ihey specified reasohs 
also). 
This Was the third motion agsdnst the Shastrl Ministry tabled 
Just fl*e months after the second one. Another feature of this 
motion was that all the parties had tabled their own motions without 
obtaining any consensus or evolving a common approach. The motion 
of Shrl Masanl (Sw.) got priority and the House also granted leave 
to it. 
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Sh« MaaanKSv.) In his opening speedh, stated that tto scope 
of the bill covered both international and domestic scenes. 
He referred to developments in Kashmir and the Sino-Pak 
collusion and its threat to India. He emphasised the need of 
finding friends and allies to be counted on. He wanted k,. strong 
policy to be adopted against the infiltrators in JECashmir. 
Speaking abuut the home front he referred to object 
poverty; to decrease in the purchasing capacity of the rupee and 
to growing foreign indebtedness. He said the reason for this 
economic mass "is the entirely wrong policies of our Government" 
Then he spoke about the food policy and food shortage and said 
that agriculture was not given any priority in the Fourth Plan. 
He raised the question of distribution of food and its price. 
He condemned the zonal system and referred to problems of profit-
eering and hoarding. "The second big sphere of bad policy is 
planning and taxation", i^e said^and spoke in detail on this 
point. Under such circumstances he asserted the Congress rule 
1 
should come to an end. 
Smt. Chakravartty(CPI) said; "I shall base my charge on 
the ground that not even a square meal is being given to the 
people of this coimtry by this Government..." and that it is 
"robbing increasingly the civil liberties of the people.." She 
blamed the Government for its failure to protect the frontiers 
bringing the economic life of the country to a state of collapse. 
It failed to bring the ^ ©"^ers and profiteers to book. She 
1. Ibid., Vol.XLIV<?); 23.8.65; cc 1257-77. 
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referred to high prices of foodgrains and failure to achieve 
the targets of procurement. She noted that "the story about 
rationing again is even more scandalous*'. Then she referred to 
indescrimenate use of the DIE again^ the leftist parties.^ 
Sh» TJ.M. TrivediCJS) said that we face an absolute failure in 
international and diplomatic fields. He spoke of failure of 
police and intelligence at home. He referred to Kashmir 
problem and Pakistani infiltrators there. He condemned the 
Govemarent for its failure to rehabilitate the refugees from 
East PaJcistan and for its failure to fulfil promises to 
minorities there. The')he said, "Planning has thrown our 
countiy into a ditch". This had led to high prices. He 
referred to fall in the value of currenc7. He also referred to 
2 
misuse of D.I.R. 
Sh. Dwlvedi(SSP)noted that the ruling party had not taken the 
no-confidence motion serixisly and that was a dangerous 
met^ tality. He referred to acute food crisis and the resultant 
confusion and chaos. He condemned the Covenant policies for 
that. Then he spoke about the Kashmir problem and the 
infiltrators there. He demanded the tJovemment to adopt firm, 
clear and practical policies.^ 
Sh. Bhattacharya(GPI) speaking for the motion said that "this 
Government has turned the whole coimtry so to say into a 
prison" and highlighted the misuse of the D.I.H. He spoke 
about high prices and noted that no action was being taken 
against the profiteers and hoarders. He pointed out that If paroductivity had Increased but prices had not come down. 
1. Ibid., cc 1277-89. 2. Ibid.,cc 1361+-76(Hindi) 
3. Ibid.Vol.XLIv(6);2i+.8.65; «« 1578-86. 
cc 1535-^ +7 
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Sfa. C.SubramaneaaCMinlster of Food and Agriculture|lntervened 
to explain the situation in respect of the food crisis. He 
refuted the Swatantra allegation that the whole trouble was due 
to planning. He e:^lained various measures adopted to increase 
food proaiuction and attain self-sufficiency. He Jiistified the 
zonal system.^ 
Sh. Dandekar(Sv.)based liia attack on four points:(1) Indo-Pak 
situation and foreign policy generally; (2) Oppressive 'state of 
multiple crises in internal economy; (3) Present state of 
bankruptcy in the matter of foreign exchange and the Fourth 
Five Year Plan,^ 
Sh. Madhu IAmaye(SSP>sPQke about Indo^Pak situation and the 
military support given by Pakistan to Naga hostiles. He 
demanded that a firm policy should be adopted towards Pakistan 
and the existing policies should be changed. He also criticised 
the foreign policy in general. Speaking on the internal 
situation he referred to food crisis and the food agitation in 
Bihar. He condemned the entire food policy. Then he spoke 
about top-heavy administration,^ 
Dr, U.Mi5ra(^PI) speaking for the motion highlighted the food 
crisis and rising prices followed by corruption. He said, "In 
this race the new class is bom, a class of contractors, class 
of touts and a class of congressmen also". He referred to frust-
ration among the educated unemployed people and also to misuse 
k of the D^I.R. 
1. Ibid., cc 1^ 20-1+6 2, Ibid.,Vol.XLIV(7);25.8.65; 
cc 1781-95. 
2. Ibid., cc l8l2-26(Hindi) h. Ibid., cc 1875-79. 
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Sh» T»T« Krlshnamacharl Intervened to reply to ppposition charges 
In respect of economic policy. He refuted the Swatantra charge 
that the economic problem, food shortage and rising prices were 
the result of planning and controls* He also defended the public 
sector industiles against the charge that they were not paying 
adequate dividend^. He pointed out that ^in many industries 
dividends are not paid in the initial years,..". He defended 
various economic policies.^ 
Sh>Berwa(JS). said that the object of the Jan Sangh was to attain 
the ideal of Akhand Bharat and "we want to see the same picture of 
India which was before He cautioned against the cosimimists 
and Muslim Leaguers whom he characterised as *fifth columnists•• 
He spoke about the Kashmir issue and the problem of infiltrators. 
He demanded strong action to be taken against Shaikh Abdull^. 
He condeadied the Goveitiment for food crisis and controls. 
He demaraied revocation of food zones and to allow free market 
2 
along with rationing. 
Sh. P.K. Ghosh(Sw.)began his speech in support of the motion. 
But Sh. Kachhavaiya challanged the quonm and the House was 
adjourned for the day.^ 
Sh. ghastri.in his reply to the debate, asked the Opposition 
to desist from setting an unhealthy practice of bringing a Non-
confidence motion as a routine in each session. 
Sh. Shastri defended the policy in respect of planning. 
He explained that "in the present circumstances we have no 
alternative but to go in for a bigger plan because the countyy 
wants it..." He conceded that there were great difficulties 
1. Ibid., cc 1895'-1911» 2. Ibid.,cc 1911-20(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., c 1920-
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because of food shortage. He explained certain measures 
adopted about food situation and defended the Government 
policy and planning. He dismissed the Swatantra allegation 
that there was hardly any progress. 
With reference to the Kashmir question he asked for 
cooperation from all sides. At this point he was interrupted 
by several SSP members.^ 
After the debate was wound up by Sh.Masani<S\'r.) the 
no-confidence motion was put to vote and negatiWed on division 
of the House by 3l8 Noes to 66 Ayes. 
The debate on the fourth motion of no-confidence was a 
tame affair utilised by the opposition parties to redicule 
th© Govemiaent. There were no fresh charges against the 
Government or fresh arguments advanced by the critics* It 
appears to have been a futile attempt to waste the precious 
time of the Lok Sabha. Sh. Shastri was ri^t to point out 
in his reply to the debate that the Opposition Paitfes were 
setting an unhealthy practice. A no-confidence motion is 
essentially an extreme measure to be resorted to when thwre 
is Some serious lapse on the part of the ruling party. Its 
purpose is defeated if it is tabled frequently like an 
ordinary resolution. The fourth motion of no-confidence had 
only parapaganda value and nothing nrare. It neither influenced 
the Government nor imporessed the public. It was probably 
on account of ^ feh^ii' that the opposition parties did not make 
another such attempt for about a year. 
1. Ibid., Vol. XLI?(8); 26.8.65? cc 2032-5^ 0. 
2. Ibid., c 2071. 
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Ti^ fifth motion of nQ«confldence in the Council 
of Ministers(25,7.66/C 192). ~ 
The fifth motion was notified, likfe the fourth, by the 
following opposition parties independently* 
a) The Swatantra Party i) Shri Masani 
ii) Shri Ranga and Masani 
b) The C.P.I. i) Shri Hiren Mukerjl 
Silt. Gupta 
Srat. Chakravartty and 
Sh. Hair 
ii) Shri Nair 
c) The Jan Sangh 1) Shri Trivedl 
d) The SSP i) Shri Bagri 
ii) Shri Mmaye 
e) The PSP i) Shri Dwlvedi. 
The CPI had assigned reasons for the fourth motion and 
Shri Masani of the Swat antra Party assigned reason on the 
fifth. He wanted to condemn the Government for its 'wrong 
economic policies*. Ko other party assigned any reason. It 
was the first motion of no-confidence against the Indra Gandhi 
Ministry. 
Sh. I'iuker.1ee(CPI) demanded an early discussion on the motion 
and said that the dlsciission on econoraic situation to be 
initiated by the Finance Minister should not get precedence 
over this Motion becaoise economic situation was one of the 
main reasons of the motion of no-confidence. He contended 
that the Government by initiating discussion on economic 
situation was *trylng to circumvent the constitutional effect 
of the motion of no-confidence motion**'^ . 
U Ibidi, Vol. LYIIId); 25.7.66; cc 195-98. 
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Sfa» Llmaye(SSP) also asked for postponement of the discussion 
on economic situation. 
Sfa«S*N« SinhaCt'Iinister of Parliament Affairs) contradicted the 
view of the opposite n and said that the decision to hold a 
discussion on Iconomic Situation was taken when the House was 
not in session. 
The following opposition members forwarded their respects 
ive arguments for giving precedence to the motion of no-
confidence over any official business. 
GPIs Sh. jDajij Gopalan, Smt. Chakravarc-cy, Unraaath 
Mukerjee, J,B.Singh and jfilias. 
Bade 
The Opposition Parties did not allow the Finance 
2 
Minister to move his motion ref Economic situation. 
Singh(CPI) was named and suspended from the 
House for one month and Sh. Elias(CPI) was s^ s^pended for the 
rest of the session.^ Meanwhile the time was over and the 
House adjourned for the day. 
The House witnessed one of bhe laost sboarajy aeeaes wlaeft 
when both the Government and the Opposition asserted their 
irespective claims for precedence of the debate on economic 
situation over the motion of no-confidence .or otherwise. 
Both^ides quoted rules, precedents and practices in support of 
their arguments. This generated great heat in the House and, 
1. Ibid., c 198. 2. Ibid., ec 198-290 
3. Ibid. 5 c 2lf1. 
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at one stage, it was alleged that the Marshal was pushed by 
some of the SSP members and he fell down. However, it was 
im^ iediately explained that he fell down because of a slip. 
When the debate was resumed the next day, the opposition 
parties again hindered th^ diotion on the economic situation anc 
ultimately Smt, Chakravartty, Shri Nafflbiar<CPI) and Irlvedi 
(JS) walked out in protest,^ 
Sh. Muker.1ee(CPI) initiated the debate on the motion of no-
confidence. First of all he condemned the Government for 
devaluation. He said it was a 'black sundajr* when devaluation 
was announced under the U.s# |iiidance and that it was a 
"perfidious stab in the baraek of Indian economy. He pointed 
out that the Finance Minister had, during the budget session 
assured that the rupee would not be devalued and the plsmining 
Minister had also expressed similar views. He complained that 
/ 
the Parlian»nt was kept in dark about devaluaticn. He blamed 
the Minister of Planning for altering the pattern of Indian 
economy and to subject it to 'American free botfeers^ . He 
condemned the Government tor over dei^ endence upon ijaerican aid 
and yielding to their pressure. He referred to the Indo-
American foundation which, he alleged, was invitation to CIA 
agents. He also referred to Indians official attitude towards 
Vietnam. He spoke about anlt-people acts of Government in U.P. 
west Bengal and Kerala. He referred to collection of Bs.65 
lakhs by C.B.Gupta(G.M. of U.P.) and asked how the tax thieves 
could be caught under such circumstances. 
1. Ibid., c 2. Ibid., Vol.LVIIC6); 1.5.66, 
cc 16^0-70. 
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Sh. criticised the public undertakings and said 
that they had let the country down into ^ hopeless lossesThen 
he spoke about ilsing prices and inflation. He also spoke 
about corruption in ministries and referred to charges against 
the G.Hs of Mysore, Rajasthan, Bihar, Orissa and M-P. He al.so 
referred to U.P. Bandh and dissatisfaction among the GoverntnBnt 
employees all over the country. He said that the Borne Minister 
did not resign despite his vow to eradicate corruption. He 
spoke about growing lawlessness in the country. He condemned 
planning. He appreciated the American help at the time of sine-
Indian conflict.^ 
Sh.Trlvedi<J'S)raised the question of cow-slaughter and referred 
to directive principles of state policy. Then he raised question 
of tiniform civil code for all oomraunities and woted that the 
Muslim law had not been changed while the changes in the Hindu 
law had led to litigations all over the country. He said that 
the Golremfflent should concentrate upon its own problems rather 
and 
than speak about Vietnam efefeear others. He alleged that the 
Government is afraid of the Arabs and so it does not recognize 
Israel. He asked why a Hindu Ambassador is not accredited to 
Saudi Arabia. He condetnnsd devaluation of the rupee. He also 
condenaied corruption in administration, and increasing hold o 
of the bureaucracy and growing lawlessness. 
Sh. Hem BaruatPSPjciltlaideA the Government for failure in 
economic, political and social fielc^. He noted that even the 
plans have not produced satisfactory results. He condertined 
1. Ibid., Vol. Lyil(6)j 1.8.66; cc 1609-4?94.7O. 2. Ibid., cc 1689-1706. 
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devaluation and referred to tax evasion. He said that the 
foreign policy had completely failed and asserted that the 
•1 
Tashkent Declaration was disgraceful to India. 
Sh- Gopalan<CPI) spoke about popular agitations against the 
Government policies in various states and referred to strikes 
by Government employees in West Bengal and U.P. He said that 
Government policies had benefited the rich and the foreign 
monopolists and that the Fourth Plan was being finalised in 
Washington.He condeianed devaluation and said that the foreign 
aid was not without strings* He criticised the food policy 
including the procurement policy. He said that it was a boon 
to hoarders and black marketeers. He spoke about large scale 
corruption in administration and among ministers. He condemned 
"Hitlerite methods to suppress Parliamentary democracy in the 2 
country". He condemed the Government policy towards Vietnam. 
Dr. Lohia(SSP)pleaded for welfare of the housewives. He 
condemned the Governmomt for weakaess and over-dependence 
upon America and the World Bank. He criticised devaluation 
and increasing indebtedness. He referred to food shortage 
and economic crisis. He also referred to popular agitations 
and also to growing lawlessness and police firing. He criticis-•3 
ed the foreign policy.-' 
Sh. S.K. Patil intervened In the debate and said that Vietnam 
was the only point raised by Sh. Mukerjee(CPI). He said that 
devaluation should not be looked upon from the political point 
of view and that indebtedness was not of alarming proportion. 
1. Ibid., cc 17^^-58 2. Ibid., Vol.LVII(7);2.8.66; 
cc. 1980-97. 
3. Ibid., cc 20^ 9^-65.(Hindi) 
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He justified the role of the World Banlc and International 
Monetary Fund, About the criticism against PL V80 he said that 
there was nothing wrong in it-^ 
Sh» P»K. Seo(Sv.)charged the Ministry with grave dereiiction 
of duty (i) in persistently following wrong economic policies, 
(2) in not giving two square meals a day to the people^ (3) in 
creating artificial scarcity and feiaine conditions and starvat-
ion deaths I in not iJfceing able to check corruption, nepotism 
and political patronage, (5) in bringing an end to rule of law 
and encaroaching upon fundamental ri^ts of citizens, <6) in 
negledting agriculture, (7) in failing to pTesmoB the integrity 
and sovereignty of the country in not ousting the intruders and 2 
(8) in following a foreign policy of vacillation and confusion. 
Sh. Kakhar(Sw«) criticised devaluation4 He quoted the 
President of India who had said: "The disorder in the country 
is on account of lack of honesty and integrity**. He asserted 
that the Government had failed to make any substantial progress 
during the past twenty years. He referred to strikes by Govem-
aiBnt employees, shortage of food etc. He raised the question 
of corruption in administration and referred to large donations 
o 
to C.B.GijQ>ta. 
Sh. Sar.ioo Pandey(GPI)referred to popular agitations in various 
parts of the country and suppression by high handed policy of 
the Government. He also referred to large scale corruption and 
maintained that the scarcity co/iditions were largely due to 
wrong policies of the Government. 
1. Ibid.,Voia!iriI(8);3.8.665Cc2305-23 2. Ibid.cc 
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Sh. UmanathC g?I) referred to a report in the Hindustan Times 
of 16.7«66 to say tliat the condemnation of progressive parties 
in India by the P^M. at a banquet In Moscow a«d highly iagjroper 
aM ajnti-natlonal. He blamed the wrong policies of the Govem-
ment for oconomic crisis and slow progress, 
Smt* Gandhi, in her reply to the motion of no-confidence, 
said that the approach of the opposition was negatitte* She also 
V 
noted that devaluation was condenaied but no arguments were 
forwarded against It* She said that the decision wes taken 
after very long thought and that, if followed in the rig^t 
way, it will iiamediately enahance the export prospects of all 
infant industries* She pointed out that the hoarders and anti-
social elements were prosecuted in various States. She contended 
that the opposit:lon had not come up with very many positive 
suggestions about the follow up action regarding the develop-
mental progransmes and the Plan. She stated that special 
consideration was being paid in the Fourth Plan to landless 
agricultural labour, the Harijans ^d other backward classes. 
She said that the people ware, by and large, not opposed to the 
Governinsnt policies. S^ e^ justified the Vietnam policy and also 
the Tashkent Declaration. She categorically denounced violence 2 
in agitations and disruptionist tendencies. 
After a brief rejoinder by Sh. jee(CPI) the 
motion was put to vote and was defeated by 267 Noes to 61 
Ayes.^ 
1. Ibid., Vol.LVII(9)i^.8.66;cc 2689-9'«-
2. Ibid., cc 2698-2717. 
3. Ibid., c 2731-
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The debate on the fifth motion of no-confidence did not rise 
above the level of ordinaiy debates in which the exposition Parties 
criticised Govejmiaait policies and advocated their own ideologies. 
The debate was centred on three main issues; devaluation, food 
crisis and corruption and lawlessness. All the Opposition speakers 
condemned the Government on these issues but none of them could 
forward alternative policies and offered constdtt^ tine suggestions 
The debate may be regarded as successful only if the importance and 
nature of a no-confidende motion is reduced to the level of an 
ordinary discussion. The opposition Partied did perform their duty 
but did so in a disorganised manner. It appears that the only idea 
behind the motion of no-confidence was not to defeat the Government 
and take its place or to advocate alternate policies. The main 
purpose seems to be to criticise the ruling party and to lower Its 
popularity by highlighting its failures. The tactics was adopted 
to exp^d the area of anti-congresslsm but the (^position Parties 
could not project their own ima^ at the same time. Th^ failed to 
guide the masses purposefully to a definite goal. 
The Sixth motion of no-confidence in the Council of Ministers 
(1.11.66/ 
The sixth and the last motion of no-confidence during the 
Third lok Sabha and second against the Indra Gandhi Ministry within 
five months was af great political significance. It came towards 
the end of the Third Lok Sabha and about four months before the 
electorate were called upon to give their mandate for the next 
five years. It was to serve as an accasion for stock taking by the 
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ruling party and as an analytical exposition of five years of 
Congress mle or mis-rule by the Opposition Parties. Moreover, each 
party was to avail of this opport\mity to project its own ideology 
and also its image as ehampion of national and popular cause# The 
Opposition Parties had alreac^ ^ ascertained their strength against 
the ruling party and it is impossible to imagine that by bringing 
a motion of no-confidence they were in any way planning to' 
the Government before its constitutional tenure* It is also to be 
noted that the political, economic or social condition had not 
materially changed since the last motion of no»confidence was 
defeated that an esetr-eme step was called for« 
In all there were six notices for the sixth moti';n of no-
confidence and the sponsors included the Jan Sangh, the SSF and 
the CPI. The PSP and the Swatantra Party, however, refrained from 
moving a formal nration. The motion of Sh.U.M.Trivedi(JS) figured 
at the top and was formally admibted, 
Sh. Trivedi(JS) drew attention to growing lawlessness in the 
country and said that the people loosely talked for dictorship. 
He also drew attention to growing parochialism and referred to 
Maharashtra - Karnatak boundary riots. He raised the question 
of the food crisis and condemned the policy of procurement and 
unremunerative agricultural prices fixed by the Government, He 
referred to three starvation deaths in fiewa District. Then he 
raised the question of rampant corruption in the country. He 
pointed out that in small state of Punjab there was a Ministry of 
21 persons of whom 3 are those who were indicated by the Das 
Commission. He said that judiciary had so far not been separated 
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from the executive in some of the states. He noted that permits 
controls and licences most adversely affected the trade, 
profession etc. 
He raised the question of cow protection as provided in the 
Directive Principles and referred to demonstration by Sadhus in 
Delhi the previous day. 
He condemned the policy of non-alignment and rediculed the 
Delhi Surmnit Conference of India, UAR and logoslavia as 'big 
Tamasha*. He condemned the oppressive policy of the UAR against 
Israel and condemned Mr. Tito as a 'great dictator'. He criticised 
the Government policy over Nagaland and Kashmir. He said,'We have 
pampered Kashmir too much' that the Government was an enemy of 
Hindus and wanted to appease Muslims.'' 
In reply to a point of order raised by Shri lashpal Sin^SS) 
Shri Trivedi stated that he had obtained permission from his party 
to speak in English. Shri Trivedi had earlier announced in the 
House that he will not speak English in the House after Jan.1965, 
the stipulated date for change over to Hindi. 
4 
Shri. Masani(Sw.)said that the constitution is being tiolated by 
amending it 19 or 20 times and mostly to undo a judgement of the 
Supreme Court. He also referred to co tinuance of emergency and the 
misuse of DIR.He said that instead of achieving national unity, 
the country Is being fragmented.He spoke about growing corruption, 
jobbery and inefficiency. He referred to the large Ministry in the 
small state of Punjab. He spoke about growing lawlessness and 
referred to Bombay Bandh. 
Criticising foreign policy, he said that the Governm^t 
had failed to build any kind of collective security system for Asia 
He Was critical of the Delhi Summit of the Non-aligned countries. 
J^ ibid .Vql.XL(2)|2.11.66;cc ^ 98-518. 
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He criticised the economic policies and plying. He said that the 
basic job and functions were neglected and the Government was busy 
in putting up steel plants. He pointed out that prices will go 
on rising so long as the congress party was in the office,^ 
Smt> Ghakravartty(CPI) raised the question of lawlessness, violence 
and police firing in various parts of the country. She referred to 
dtudent agitations. She criticised the proposed Indo-US Educational 
Foundation as well as the Peace Corps in India# She regarded them 
as CIA agents. i|bout plsaining she said that Sh^Mehta was pi^siding 
over liquid•-•tion of planning and that he had become a «Minis^of 
feggaiy*. She condemned devaluation and said that we were towing 
the policy of TJS imperialism. She attacked the food policy of the 
2 
Government. 
Sh. Yashpal Singh(SSP) noted that the Congress rule ^ for 19 years 
led to defeat and humiliation and failed to follow a purposeful 
defence policy. He raised the question of student unrest and police 
firing on them. He spoke about inefficiency, corruption and nepotism 
in administration. He demanded complete ban on cow slaughter and 
also immediate change-over to Hindi. He said that to solve their 
problem the students must be taught religion and ethics and was 
opposed to spparation of ethical and political sciences.^ 
Sh. C.Subramaniam(Agriculture Minister) intervened to explain k the food policy and the progress made on the food front. 
1. Ibid., cc 518 - 36 2* Ibid., cc 555 - 70 
3. Ibid.,Vol,LX(3),3^11*66;CC 9M-53(Hindi) 
If* Ibid., CC 963-86. 
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Sh. I>ylyedl(PSP) reiterated his previous suggestion that the 
Government should resign three mohths before the elections so that 
the people could give their verdict freely and fearlessly* I'hc 
present motion is to vote the Government,, dut^With reference 
to the political situation be said that the central autority 
had been weakeaed* He referred to growing JLawlessness^ food^ . thM^ 
corruption and student unrest*^ 
Sh. Handa intervened to reply the point regarding law and order 
He condemned the critics and said 'that they have made themselves 
J 
responsible for bringing about the devaluation of democracy itself*. 
He condemned the acts of sabatage, the bandhs and the gh„erajs,s. He 
asserted that any law osrd order situation has got to be checked with 
force and restraint. He .maintained that the manifestation of 
people's unrest Bare the by products of growth and development." 
For example, he said, the disturbances in Andhra Pradesh for a 
steel plant have occured because steel plants have been set up in 
J 2 
other states^ The student unrest was date to expansion of education. 
Sh» l^n^a<Sw.) was of the view that the present atmosphere of 
strikes and bandhs was the direct out come of the failure of the 
Oovemrttent to develop a social perspective and healthy education 
and also due to its incapacity to arrive at ri^t decisions. He 
ssdd that the loost important ^chievemmt of the congress rule was 
shortages on eveiy front. He also referred to faction figjits in 
the gsmgress party.^ 
Sh. HmanathCCPI) said that a wbandh is the essende of the determina-
tion of the people to face the governmental repressive machinery.." 
1. Ibid., Vol.LX<!i^ ); if. 11.66; cc 1221-ifO. 
2. Ibid., cc 3. Ibid., cc 1255-6tf. 
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He referred to Bengal Bandh on 22nd and 23rd September^to the 
strike by C3IB doctors in Delhi and above all to the agitation by 
Delhi police. He said that^devaluation was effected at the 
instance of the USA and the arfeumcnt of export promotion for that 
was a myth. He said that the Fourth Plan was in doldrums because of 
over dependence upon 'World Bank tycoons and U.S. Aid givers*. He 
said that the people have lost all hopes in the fulfilment of plan 
targets and that the major fruits of plan ling were reaped by the 
big business. He spoke about agrarian crisis* unemployment, police 
excesses, regional disparity in industrial development and unrest 
in various sections of the society.^ 
Sh. S.K. Patilt intervened to condemn the approach of the 
o 
Opposition parties to Government policies. 
Sh. Madhu Limaye(SSP) said that the Congress was thriving on 
Muslim votes but its treatment towards f&islims in Bajasthan was 
most undesirable. He criticised the export policy. He made certain 
allegations against the commerce Minister.^ 
Smt. Qandhi^in her reply to the motion, said that there was nothing 
new in the debate and which was not said before. She condemned 
violence and assured that all genuine grievances will be looked 
into. She noted that the methods of violence used at present were 
cutting at the root of democracy. She madd 4t clear that persistent 
defiance of law cannot be allowed. She referred to shortage of dood 
and other problems and appealed to the opposition parties to co-
lt operate with Government in overcoming those problems. 
1. Ibild., 126^81. 2. Ibid, cc 1283-98 
3. Ibid, Vol.LX(5)j7.11.66j k. Ibid., cc 1592-160?. 
cc l57^83(Hindi). 
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After a brief rejoinder by Sh. Trivedi(JB) the motion 
was put to vote. It was negatijiied by 235 Noes and 36 Ayes.^ 
Ill 
ft motion of no-confidence is essentially a challenge by 
the Opposition to the policies of the ruling party or their 
ii^lementation. The Opposition presents an alternative programme 
and shows Its inclination to shoiilder the responsibility of 
Government if the ruling party gave way. It is in a sense an 
indictment or censuring the ruling party for its faults and 
failures in the discharge of its duty as representative of the 
people. It is one of the democratic methods of parliamentary 
system whereby the ruling party is prevented from resorting to 
atitocracy. Bit the extreme measure of no-confidence is adopted 
only when the Opposition is convinced that the ruling party 
cannot be influence otherwise. 
The Six no-confidence motions tabled during the last thi?ee 
years of the Third Lok Sabha were all voted down by averwhelming 
majorities and in, at least, two cases without receiving support 
of even fifty members. The comparative figures of voting are as 
follows: 
1. Ibid., c 1617. 
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Motion D^eof Voting analysis Heraarks 
moving Ayes Noes 
I 13.8.63 61 General indictinent 
II 719.6^ + 307 50 Condemnation over food policy 
III 15.3»65 315 Mf Condemnation over complacency 
regarding charges of corrup-
tion against the Congress 
Ministers of Orissa. 
I? 16.8.65 318 66 General Indictment 
? 25.7.66 267 61 General indictment over 
economic crisis. 
71 1.11.66 235 36 General indictment over 
Strikes,bandhs,and lawlessness, 
An analysis of these motions shows that two of them were 
tabled to censure the Government on specific issues while the 
other four were of a general natiire. They were tabled to critically 
examine certain policies or decisions and to expose the failures 
of the ruling party. The C|)position Parties, acting as represent-
atives of the people, tried to project public opinion and mediate 
between the people and fehe government in respect of problems and 
issues arising out of Government policies and decisions or failure 
of the Government to siitdsfactorj^ deal with certain problems. A 
consequential aspect of the process was that anti-congress feeling 
were not only aroused but strengthened. 
At least one thing is absolutely clear that the object 
of the C3pposition Parties in moving these motions was not to 
oust the Congress Government and take its place. They must have 
been conscious of their parliamentary strength and the pooular 
support that they enjoyed. None of them was, individually or 
collectively, in a position to secure majority support in the 
House. The main purpose of moving the motion of no-confidence 
under such circumstances was none other than Indicrting the. 
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Government. This can be euialysed in three broad categories. 
Firstly, the basic policies of Government were opposed 
and alternate policies were advocated. This may give an 
opportimity to the people to make a choice and to give their 
verdict whenever called upon. There are three clearly discernalle 
lines of critcisia of the basic policies. The leftist parties, 
especially the SSP and the GPI, were opposed to slow movement 
towards socialism. The CPI was totally opposed to any investment 
of privocte foreign capital in the country or to the continued domi-
nant position of the private capital over the national economy. 
The Swatsiitra Party, on the.other hand, was totally opposed to 
socialism and planning and demanded full private capital. The 
third line of criticism between these two extrames was followed 
by the PSP and the Jan Sangh. The former leaning more to the 
left and the latter to the right. ThePSP advocated socialism but 
was not opposed to private sector. Similarly, the Jan Sangh 
was not opposed to industrialisation. The criticism of basic 
policies by the opposition parties was, therefore, cutting 
across each other and the ruling party could come out unscathed. 
Secondly, the Government was blamed for non-implementation 
of certain policies or mis-handling certain issues or not attend-
ing to certain social, economic and political problems. For 
example there were complaints that the directive principles 
regarding change-over to Hindi were not implemented; that the 
Naga problem was not tackled carefully; that the DPs from 
East Pakistan were not rehabilitated properly or the Scheduled 
Castes and scheduled tribes were not fully supported to develop^ 
that there was no control over rising prices and growing 
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unemployment J and that Hmdamental Rights were greatly-
jeopardised through indescriminate tise of the D.I.R. and the 
continuance of the emergenecy, 
finally, there was general condemnation of the Government 
for various national problems* There were complaints against 
rampant corruption in administration, growing lawlessness, 
students' unrest, etc. Similarly, great indignation was expressed 
over 'Shielding' the corruptf Ministers in Orissa or not taking 
action against others in other states. There was distinct unity 
among the opposition, at least on this point. 
It is clear from the brief account of the six motions of 
no-confidence that the oppositiori parties had some reservations 
even when they indicted the Government, For example, the CPI 
was opposed to cAose ties with the western lAoc but expressed 
satisfaction! over the policy of non-alignment. The Swatantra 
» 
party was opposed to planning but pleaded for closer ties 
with the western blocSf, The SSP was in favour of socialism 
(though wanted it to be more vigorously pursued), was lukewarm 
to no-alignment and demanded speedy development of defence 
potentials. The Jan Sangh was favourably inclined to no^-
alignment but asked for a strong policy against Pakistan fend 
China. In this way, the policies of every party included a 
certain element of agreement or conformity with the rulying party. 
It can be concluded that there xms only a 'lame Opposition' yW' 
against the Congress rather an ideologically - oriented clear 
opposition. The oppositon parties opposed the Government but 
failed to forge a strong united ^ opposit<on^ front. An interest-
ing exan^ jle of such a state of affairs is that the CPI refrained 
from sponsoring the first motion whereas the Swatantra Party kppt 
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away from the sec6nd. But both the parties actively participated 
in the debate on the motions and directed their respective 
tirades against the ruling partyJ Similarly, all the opposition 
parties fully supported the third motion tabled^ , by the SSP to 
indict the Congress over 'Shielding* the corrupt Minister of 
Orissa, But when the motion was put to vote, it was not favoured 
by more than hh Ayes. During the debate on the fourth motion, 
the House was adjourned for the day on 2S>.8.1965' for lack of 
quorum. This shows absence of seriousness about a motion of 
no-confidence. 
A brief analysis of the main points raised by various 
opposition parties during the debates on the motions is given 
^belowt It shows that the debate lacked a constructive approach 
Wnd a goal-oriented direction. There were conflicting and, at 
^^tnes, contradictia® views lyhich ultimately negatiired the forcS 
and impact of the motions. 
The First Motion; 
i) The CPI supported the policies of non-alignment, 
planned development and relations with the socialist bloc. 
It condemned the policies and decisions in respect of . 
VOA deal, general economic crisis and role of private capital, 
the gold control policy and the problem of goldsmiths, the CDS, 
the foreign monopolies In oil industry, the food policy and rising 
prices, high taxation, priv^ r purses etc. 
ii) The Swatantra Party was opposed to policies of socialism 
at home and non-alignment abroad. It also criticised the policies 
1. Three Members of the CPI spoke on the first motion of no-
confidence and two Swataritra Members took part in the debate 
on the second. 
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of gold control, t?ixation, high prices, corruption in administra-
tion and among congress ministers. 
ill) The PSP was mainly critical of defence policies,gross 
misuse of powers during Emergency, socio-economic policies and 
growing monopolies. 
iv) She Jan Sangh criticised the policies about Kashmir 
and China, the problem of infiltrators, growing corruption, Gold 
Control Order, prljects, CI^ S and non-alignment. 
However, it appreciated the food and finance poSdes. 
v) The Socialist Party criticised the non-alignment 
policy, the economic policy and economic inequality, policy 
regaining change over to Hindi, prohibition policy, corruption, 
]and reforms, gold control etc* 
The Second Motion: 
i) The Swatantra Party was opposed to planning and 
industrialisation; condemned frequent consitutional amendments; 
and was criticAjUd of foreign policy jind corruption, 
ii) The Jan Sangh condemfaed the weak policy against China 
and Pakistan; the policy of taxation; customs barriers between 
states; special status to Kashmir and agricultural policy. 
iii) The CPI emphasised the need for vigorous pursuit 
of planning and the foreign policy. It condemned the arrest of 
Communist v/orkers under the DIR; growing corruotion; increasing 
monoplies and concentration of wealth. 
iv) The SSP was opposed to general economic and social 
policies. It also condemned the agricultural policy and 
corruption. 
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The ffalrd Motion; 
1) The SSP criticised deterioration of economic and food 
situation; absence of clean and efficient administration; 
growing corruption among politicians with ^ special reference to 
Orissa, l^sore and ELhar; and adultration in food and medicines. 
ii) The Swatantra Party condemned growing corruption in 
public life, 
iii) The G?I condemned the Orissa affairs• 
iv) The Jan Sangh condeimed the Orissa affairs and 
complained that Pakistani agents were associated with defence 
productions. 
The Fourth Motion; 
i)The Swatantra Party criticised the foreign policy, the 
economic and food policies and planning. 
il) The CPI condemned erosion of civil liberties; failure 
to protect frontiers; high prices and failure to take action 
profiteers and hoarders. 
iii) The Jan Sangh condemned the foreign policy and raised 
the question of infiltrators. It demanded revocation of food 
zones, 
iv) The SSP raised the question of infiltrators in Kashmir; 
demsoided a strong policy against Pakistan; criticised foreign 
policy and the top heavy administration. 
The Fifth Motion; 
1) The GPI condemned the decision about devaluation; 
the proposed Indo-ikmerican fiducational Fbundation; 'anti-people' 
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measures In U,P. Bihar and Bengal and food policy^ 
ii) The Swataiitra Party was critical of the public under-
takings; garowing lawlessness; planning etc« 
It appreciated the American help at the time of Chines 
attack. 
iii) The Jan Sangh raised the qeustion of cow protection 
and demanded changes in ^ &islira personal law. It condemned 
corruption, bureaucracy, growing lawlessness and devaluation. 
iv) The PBP criticised wrong policies about planning; tax 
evasion; and foreign policy. 
v) The 3SP condemned over-dependence upon America and 
the world bank; foreign policy$ growing lawlessness. 
The Sixth Motion; 
1) The ^ Tan Sangh drew attention to growing lawlessness 
and parochialism; cow protection and adverse effects of permits 
and controls. It condeai'wed non-alignment and the Delhi Summit 
Conference. It also condemned the policy about Kashmir and Naga-
land and appeasement of Muslims. 
il) the Swatantra Party raised the question ofj^ requent 
amendment of Constitution and misuse of DIR. It condemned 
growing corruption and lawlessness; failure to build a collective 
security system; non-alignment and Delhi Summit Conference; and 
economic policies and planning. 
iii) The CPi criticised growing lawlessness; proposed Indo-
US Educational Foundation and the Peace Corps. It complained 
that planning was mot being followed vigorously. It blamed 
Government for agrarian crisis; unemployment; regional disparity 
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Iv) The SSP criticised defence policy; corruption; law-
lessness and students unrest; and pdlicy about cow protection, 
v) The PSP criticised growing corruption and food policy. 
It is, thus clear from the above arjalysis that the 
Oppositdteo Parties, apart from certain ideological differnces, 
had a particular area of opposition to the rulii^ g party 
which they expressed repeatedly during the debate on all the 
six motions. They had very little to add to the list of allega-
tions. C»ie is therefore, inclined to conclude that the role of 
Tt^t^ -opposit on parties was largely negative and ^ constructive. 
CHAPTER V 
PRBSIDBICT' S ADDRESS AND TIIB BUDGET 
The principle of representative" democracy based on 
freedom of thought and expression signifies a process whereby 
the people repose the final authority of decision-making and 
of controlling the government into a body of representatives 
elected by them. However, such an elected body is not capable 
of directly governing the people for three reasons. The 
one is its own large size; the second is that its members 
are amateurs; and the third is the diversity of ideology and 
opinions among its members. The role of the representatives 
is, there<Pore, characterised by their participation in 'decision-
making* and their 'controlling the government". "Insteait of the 
functions of governing for which it is radically unfit", says 
John Stuard Mill,'' "the proper task of a representative assembly 
is to watch and control the government; to throw light of 
publicity on its acts: to compel a full exposition and justifica-
tion of all t>l£ them which anyone'considers questionable; to 
censure them if found condemnable, and, if the men who compose 
the government abuse their trust, or fuij-fil it in a manner 
1, Mill, John Stuart: "On Liberty and "Consideration on 
Representative Goveunment" edited by R,B.MacGalium(Oxford 
191+8) reprinted in Eckstein and Ap^ ^^ erjed) Comparative 
Politics« (New York, 196^),p.109, See also Giovanni Sartori, 
"Opposition and Control", and gdward Shils,"Opposition in the 
New States of Asia and AfriGa"^"Government and Opposition 
Vol.1, No.2, (Jan. I966), pp.1^9-5^ and ia3"204-. 
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w^hich conflicts with the deliberate sense of the nation, to 
expel them from office, and either expressly or virtually 
appoint their successors. This is surely ample power, and 
security enough for the liberty of the nation". 
The role of the opposition parties in a parliamentary 
system is to cheek arbitrary »decision-making' by the majority 
party, which is in reality entrusted with the task of controlling 
the government. This role can be fulfilled effectively in three 
ways: (i) by asking questions in the legislature and thereby 
attracting popular attention to the actions of the ruling party; 
(ii) by obstructing in decision-making by various means such as 
adjournment motions and no-confidence motions and thereby arousing 
public opinion against the ruling party; and (iii) by participat-
ing in law-making and discussing policies and decisicxis and 
thereby expesing to the people the defects in the policies of the 
ruling party and explaining merits of their own. 
Article 86(1) of the Indian Constitution empowers the 
President to address, in his discretion, either House or both 
the Houses of Parliament assembled together. However, Article 
87(1) makes it incumbent upon him to address both the Houses 
assembled together at the Commencement of the first session 
after each general elections and at the commencdment of the 
first session of each year and inform the Parliament of the 
causes of its summons."' The main idea is that the President 
briefly explains to the represnntatives of the people the 
1. In India the system of address to the legislature by the Head 
of the State started since 1921 when the Central Legislature 
was set up under the Government of India Act of I919 and it 
provided for address by the Governor General. 
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conditions in the country and the major problems during the 
preceding year and gives direction for legislative business for 
the ensuing year. A copy of the address is, as a convention, 
distributed to the members. In a parliamentary form of Government 
the President's address represents the policies of the ruli?|g 
party. The legislature is, therefore, entitled to discuss tbe 
address before a vote of thanks to the President is adopted, ' 
Article 78(2) and Rule 16 specifically provide for 
allotment of time for discussion of matters leferred to in the 
President's Address. Since the Address constitutes part of 
the business of the House, the members - in fact the Opposition 
members - are entitled to move amendments or substitute motions 
to motion of thanks on the Address with reference to matters 
mentioned in it or any matter omitted.therefrom, . The Opposition 
parties in this way get an opportunity to discuss over all national 
situation, criticise Government policies and put forward their 
respective views on v'irious issues. A brief analysis of the 
debates on addresses of the President is given|ibelow to explain 
the role of the opposition parties in respect of national issues 
and broad policies of the Government. 2 
The First Address(18.^.1962) 
The President highlighted the following points in his first 
address -^aimfe-* rg f^I'llxn-fgi 
1. See H.P. Deb(II); I9.5.I9621 cc. 87-88. 
2. The Hindustan Times welcomed the Address with a headlines 
•National Welfare First• (18.1962) and 'Govt.firm to establish 
Socialist Society(19.^.1962).See also editorial,'Farewell 
Address'. 
3. L.S.Deb.Vol. 1(1); 18.if.1962; cc 51-55. 
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"Our planned economy is the basis of our material 
development and of the maintenance of a dynamic, 
social and economic equilibriura... The Plan must 
increasingly bring within its scope of implementition 
larger mumner of our people as participants in 
production -with both skills and understanding of the 
national objective" 
7* "Agricultural production is steadily moving up and the 
food situation in general is quite satisfactory. 
Industrial production maintains an upward trend despite 
power shortage in some areas". 
"My Government proposes to introduce the following 
Bills: 
1. The bills to implement some of the recommendations of 
the Law Commission. 
2. The Constitution(Amendmend)Bills. 
3. The Atomic Energy Bill 
h. The Electricity(Supply)(Amendmend)Bill. 
5. The Patents Bill 
6. The Indian Tariff(Amendmend)Bill. 
7. The Industries(Development and Regulation)Bill. 
8. The Port Trusts Bill 
9. The Oil and llatural Gas Commission(Amendment)Bill. 
10. The minimum wages(Amendment)Bill. 
11. The Factories(Amendment)Bill, 
12. The Payilent of Wages (Amendment )Bill. 
13. The Workmen's Compensation(i8nendment)Bill. 
1U-. The Industrial Disputes (Araendraent)Bill. 
15. The Working, Journalists(Amendment)Bill. 
16. The Employers' Provident Fund(Amendment)Bill. 
h?. The Employees' State Insurance(Amendment)Bill. 
18. The Wealth Tax(Amendment)Bill. 
17. "As I said in ray last address it is the objective and 
purpose of my Government to follow steadfastly firm 
policies and to implement effective measures to 
establish in our land a democratic and socialist society". 
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Shri Harish Chandra Mathur(Cong.) moved a motion of 
thanks on the Address by the President''and the following 
opposition members moved amendments and substitute motions. 
1. Dr. Raneu Sen (CPI) 
2. Shri A.K.Gopalan (CPI)nShri B.W. Mandal(Soe). 
3. Shri Munzrie (Swa). 
h, Shri U.M. Trivedl(JS) 
5. Shri Ram Sewak XadavjfPSP) 
6. Shri S.II. Dwivedi (PSP) 
Shri H.N. Muker.ieeCCPI? criticised the President's Address for 
absence of policy indications and said that "it makes complacent, 
unsatisfactory and if I may say so with respect, inaccurate 
generalisations about the food situation being quite satisfactory 
the agricultural production steadily moving up and the Third Plan 
having made good start". He asserted that the Address did not 
port^ ray the actual condition of the country. He condemned the 
Government for Its recouree to m^ ethods of extreme rightist elements, 
He raised the following points also: 
i - Privy purpes of the ex-rulers; 
ii - Domination of vested interest over the economy; 
iii - Indiscriminate firing In Andaman and other places; 
iv - Indifference of Government to "people's sufferings; and 
V - Indifference of Government to uplift of scheduled 
castes and scheduled tribes. 
Shri M.Reddy(Sw. opposed the motion of thanks and said that the 
Five Years Plans had become "the contractors paradise" and "they 
have plunged the country in debts". He also pointed out that 
"obsessed with the menaglomania of cooperative farming, the 
1. Ibid. Vol. I-(9); 26.^.1962; c 1176. 
2. Ibid., cc 1220-36. 
3. Ibid., Vol. I-(10); 27.^.1962; cc 1338-M. 
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Government has, to a great extent, been responsible for decreasing 
production". 
Shri U.M. Trivedi(J5) JconiTJlalned that the Government had "talked 
much and done little". He said, "The correct shape of things 
is not presented to the nation". Some of the other points made 
out by Sh. Trivedi were as follows: 
i - Foreign and national debts had greatly increased; 
ii - Rate of Taxation had been very high; 
iii " Prices of foodstuff and cloth had shot up; 
iv - Corruption was rampant; 
V - Frequency of police firing on students and the public 
had increased; 
vi - Methods of expropriation of private property without 
Gonroensation had been improved; 
vii - Inflation had gone up; 
viii - The employment had been phenomenal; 
ix - Train accidents had increased; 
X - Large portions of national territory was lost; etc. 
2 
Shri S.K. Dwivedi(PSP) was not ppposed to the basic objedtives 
underlined by the President in the Address. However, he questioned 
the faith of the members on Treasury Benches in those objectives 
and socialism. He noted that our democratic appratus had become 
more expensive and that the minitries were unwi^ldly. The 
achievements in the international field were not encouraging and 
that the Address did not indicate the steps proposed to be taken 
to repel Chinese aggression, 
Shri R.S. Yadav(Soc.)^ noted that progress in the country had not 
been satisfactory} Very little had been done for the Hari;jans; 
1. Ibid., cc 13^8-57. 
2. Ibid., cc 1390-99. 
3. Ibid., Vol.II-(II); 3.I+.1962; 
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national integration was ^ still a dream; the plans had not been 
beneficial as expected; agriculture had made little progress; 
and nothing had been done atJout free primary education. 
Shri Hem Barua(PSP)^ comiSairted that the Address did not refer to 
important national problems e.g. Border problems; Indo-Pak 
relations; and the Kashmir problem. He also complained that our 
foreign policy was not successful and that the national borders 
were not secure» 
Shri Rishang KeishinR(Soc)^ <?onfined himself to argue for 
representative Government in Union territories. He was critical 
of the functioning of security forces in those areas. He also 
referred to conversion of and S.T. to Christianity. 
Shri J.B.Singh(GPI)^ complaiiied that the benefits of planning were 
not enjoyed ei|uitably by various areas and that development was 
not balanced. 
h . 
Smt. Gayatri Devi(Sw.) not^d that nothing was s.iid about rising 
prices and nothing positive was done to better the conditions of 
the rural people. She condemned the working of Panchayati Raj. 
She also referred to rampant corruption and unens^ loyment. 
1. Ibid., cc 1663-69 
2. Ibid., Vol.II-(12); 1.5.62; cc I8l8-2l+. 
3. Ibid.,cc l8M-^6(Hindi). 
K Ibid, cc 1888-91. 
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Prime Minister Hehru, in his reply to the debate, dismissed 
the criticism of the Opposition parties as uncalled for. The 
Opposition parties demanded a division of the House both on the 
motion of thanlcs and three adraendments. This demand was turned 
down by 177 Noes to 58 Ayes and the motion of thanks was adopted. 
The Opposition parties had serious misgivings about certain 
policies of the Government and were not satisfied with the 
implementation of others. The two speakers from each party criticis-
I 
ed the ruling party from their respective points of view but 
they all were too weak to influence the Government. The only 
point that they scored during the debate was that they jiistj.fied 
their presence as watchful represantatives of the people. They 
informed the people of the wrong policies of the Government or its 
failure to iilplement certain declared policies. 
The Second Address (1§.2.1963)< 
The main points of the Address were as follows: 
1. Under the guidance of the Parliament efforts had been 
made to fulfill the objectives of liberty and equality 
as laid dovm in the consititution. 
2. The objective of a democratic and socialistic order through 
planning was being purused. 
Agriculture had undergone material development and 
production had increased. Industry, large-«&^ Small-scale 
and the village industry had shown marked progresss 
In international affairs stress was laid on'world peace-
Some problems were settled with Pakistan and that we are 
anxious to settle the rest. 
5. We wanted to peacefully settle the border problem with 
China but China had attacked without any provocations. 
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6. Gratitude was expressed to U.K. and U.S.A. for their 
help against China. 
7. The Colombo proposals had not dealt with the basic 
dispute between India and China but suggested some 
methods of creating an at«mosphere to discuss the 
problem. We accepted the proposals but China did not. 
8. Many steps had been taken to expand armed forces and 
increase production in Ordnance factories. 
In the end, the Address referred to various legislative 
measures to be taken up by the Parliament. 
Before the motion of thanks on the Address was moved, 
the speaker announced that a large number of amendments were sent 
by various parties(J.S.25;CPl 27; Sw.5; PSP 3; and the Soc.1^) and 
suggested that eveiy party should table only one amendment. The 
suggestion was accepted.'' 
2 
Shri R.S. Pande;^fCong.) moved the motion of thanks. He was 
frequently interrupted by Sh,J.Mehta(PSP), Trivedi(JS) and 
R.S. radev(Soc.). 
Shri Gopalan(CPI)^ was disappointed both over the contents and 
form of the speech. He was amazed at the complacency of the 
Government. 
About agriculture he said that some progress was made, but 
the members of the Planning Commission and the ministers had 
admitted that from the initial stages of the Third Plan the 
production had not gone up and that the target of 100 million tons 
was remote. He noted that another important factor that has not 
been mentioned in the speech is the question of land reforms. The 
1. Ibid., Vol. XIII-(3)J 20.2.1963; cc 
2. Ibid., cc 3^1-59. 
3. Ibid., cc 366-Qh, 
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states passed the land reform legislations in i960 but the 
Supreme Court declared some of them to be invalid. 
About industrial production he pointed^that in fact its 
rate had declined. There had been no efforts to utilise the 
huge unutilised production capacity. The problem of unemployment 
had become more acute since the declaration of emergency. He said 
that the workers cooperated and triarked hard for more production 
the employers had tried to make more profits during the 
} 
emergency, ^ he poorer people^i response to the NDF was more 
encouraging than of the rich. 
Shri Gopalan appreciated the Gold Control Scheme but 
regretted that it was not working well. He also said that our 
foreign policy was subjected to tarrific pressure from the right 
wing parties and referred to "the recent flood of western military 
missions into our country,." 
Shrl RangaCSw.appreciated the point in the Address that the 
Chinese aggression had been »the overriding issue'. But he said 
that in actual practice and as evident from various amendments 
•this is not the case'. He said that the emergency was being 
misused. He opposed the GPI view that we should not seek military 
aid from the West. If economic aid was accepted there was no 
harm in accepting defence aid. 
He noted that the Plan should be conditioned and curtailed 
to strengthen the defence requirement. He emphasised the 
importance of "the fundamental rights of our people and the 
fundamental culture of our country, vrtiich is based upon self-
employment". 
1. Ibid,, cc 38^-^00 
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-J 
Shrl TJ.M. Trlvedl(JS) began his speech with a tirade against 
Chinese infiltration, rising prices, less production, growing 
corruption, increasing jobbery, thriving nepotism and rising 
taxation. He noted that the Gold Control order had not succeeded 
and that the DIR was largely misused and the emergency was 
utilised for political ends. He condemned the Colombo proposals. 
He combined that the Address had not clearly mentioned the work 
for the ensuing year, 
Amendments and Substitute Motions; 
2 
Shri, GopalanCCPI) based his amendement(No.5) on the following 
points: 
a - While the workers had sacrificed to increase production, 
the industrialists had utilised the emergency to shut 
down factories and retrench workers. 
b - The ordinary people had been generous in contributing 
to the NDF but not the well to do* 
c - The emergency powers were used solely to suppress 
democratic liberties. 
Shri U.M. Trivedi(JS).^ based his amendment (No,6) on the follow-
ing points: 
a - Inspite of continued occupation of India's territory 
by China, the emphasis in the Address on peaceful 
methods had undermined the moral of the people, 
b - Failure of the Government to ensure effective flow of 
military aid from all friendly countries, 
k 
Shrl RangaCSw.) highlighted the following points in his 
amendment(No.7): 
1. Ibid., cc i+$5-25. 2. Ibid., c 1+63. 
3. Ibid., cc 1+63-^  Ibid., c 1+6^ . 
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a - Naticsft's firm resolve to drive out the aggressor from 
Indian soil. 
"b - Absence of concrete plans in the Mdress to liberate 
Indian territory from China. 
Shri S.IJ. Dwivedi(PSP)'* noted in his amendement (Ko.8) that the 
address failed to 
a - reiterate the natioi's solton resolve to drive out 
the aggressor from Indian territory; 
b - "take note of the anaemic stagnation that has over taken 
the national economy, and to formulate effective measures 
with a view to gearing it up .. 
c - utilise the emergency for the maximum mobilisation of 
the peopleJ/S energies. 
2 
Shri R.S. Yadav(Soc.) noted in his amendment(Ko.9) that the 
Address had failed to make drastic changes in defence and foreign 
policy; in taking concrete measures to bring social and economic 
©quality; in giving proper place to the people's languages; to 
check the misuse of D.I.R. and to check rising prices. 
Shri Bagri(Soc.)^was of the view that the Address did not high-
light the basic problems of national defence, corruption, lawless-
ness and nepotism. He criticised the foreign policy for being 
uncertain, weak and opportunistic. He referred to the misuse of 
D.I.R. and noted that the national language had not been given its 
due place. L 
Shri S.H. Dwivedi(PSP) noted that there was no categorical 
statement regarding the Chinese aggression. He said we are at war 
with China and all our policies are to be conditioned by that. He 
also said that there was no categorical statement veg arding the 
1. Ibid., cc 2. Ibid., c 1+65. 
3. Ibid., cc if65-71(Hindi) If. Ibid. ,?ol. XIII-(if); 21.2.63; 
cc 5^9-63. 
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Colombo proposals* He noted that "the fact remains that they 
(Colombo powers) are not even free to judge matters on their 
merits". 
Shri H.N. Muker.lee(GPI)'' characterised the address as "a listless 
dociiment". He said that the Colombo proposals were adopted by an 
overwhelming majority of the Parliament and now there is 
presssure from every part of the world to accept them. He 
endorsed the policy that we should settle our problems with Pakista:i 
and the Parliament should be taken into confidence. He observed^ 
"Bight reactionaries afe doi||g damage not only to the foreign 
policy of our country, but to the Plans for the development of the 
country in the direction of socialism ...". He referred to the 
anti-national role of the 'big-monayed interests'. 
Smt. ^ atri Devi(Sw.) said that the mistakes of our leaders are 
innumerable. The people have lost faith in the way they have 
handled defence, economy and foreign policy. She criticised the 
misuse of the D.I.R. and referred to the use of force for collect-
ing NDF and its misuse. She criticised the CPI for its opposition 
to an 'air umbrella' offered by the West. 
Shri Hem Barua(PSP)^ emphasi.sed the need for milit-iry preparedness. 
He saidf "Our acceptance of the Colombo Proposals was a mistake , 
and 
as time passes the mistaKe becomes more clear and transparent 
in perspective". It betrays a '^pychology of defeat'. He noted 
that four of the six Solombo powers were with China. He said that 
our freedom was in jeopardy because of the wrong policies of the 
1. Ibid., cc 563-81. 2. Ibid., cc 631-39. 
3. Ibid.-, Vol.XIII-(5); 22.2.1963; cc 
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Government. He criticised the CPI for its opposition to western 
aqtms a»d aid. 
He concluded by saying: "Our Plan Is faltering, our 
industry is in doldrums, Our agriculture has failed to keep pace 
with the Plan targets, there is power brisis, there is transport 
bottlenecks and the administration is as inert as before". 
Shri Sar.joo Pandey(GPI)^sald that some people in the House want 
to give up the basic policies of peace, democracy. Planning and 
non-alignment. He assailed the Jan Sangh and the Swatantra Party. 
He said that the Emergency was used only to arrest the 
communists. 
o Dr. Basant Marain Singh(Sw.) said that he did not find in the « 
Address some words of genuine comfort, something which will reduce 
the burden from the shoulders of the common man..." He noted that^  
the Congress policies were no more popular in the rural areas. 
Shri Bri.i Ra.1 Singh(JS)^ criticised the Address for absence of a 
categorical policy statement about China. He criticised the 
implementation of Gold Control order, 
h 
ShrlVasudevan Nair(GPI)^said that the CPI wants peace with 
Pakistan but unscrupulous policies of the leaders of Pakistan 
are standing in the way. He also criticised certain forces in 
India in this regard. 
He noted that the present situation with China cannot be 
solved merely "by arras build up. We have to strengthen our defence 
potentials but at the same time puruse peaceful methods. We dannot 
always depend on foreign military aid. He criticised those who 
had any reservations about the Colombo proposals. 
Iji^-.I f OSi^ 9A 
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Shrl R.S. Yadav(Soc.)^ said that the Address was not encouraging 
and the word socialism had been used as a matter of fashion rather 
principle. He noted that the Plans vjere not succeeding. He said 
that the policy of non-alignment was good but in fact ours is not 
that» He not opposed to getting foreign military aid, fie noted 
that of all the i^asons of our failure the problem of language was 
one, 2 
Shri, Rameshwaranand(JS),said that the Address was full of 
disappointment and that its being in English was an insult to 
the Constitution. He noted that there was no categorical policy 
towards China who had insulted the nation by rejecting the Colombo 
Proposals. He said that everything cannot be settled through 
negotiations and, therefore, force was to be used. He criticised 
the foreign policy and foreign arms aid. 
Shri, Nehru^ in his reply to the debate refuted by charge that 
money was being wasted on C.D. programmes. He said that it is a 
most hopeful sign of national development and progress. He noted 
that 'stronger language* was being used against the Colombo 
Proposals. This shows the extremely limited outlook of the 
members and that "we sticiC to certin rut of ideas". We may commit 
mistakes but we are not complacent. 
Shri Nehru pointed out that to strengthen ourselves 
economic development was absolutely necessaty. At times we have 
to seek the help of others to strengthen ourselves. He noted that 
"strength consists in advancement in science and technology which 
should be applied to all our processes, agricultural, industrieal 
etc." Even in time of crisis we have to follow our basic policies, 
nati )nal and international, because they are most suited to our 
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national interest. The mere fact that we have been able to 
continue as a democracy is a remarkable achievement. 
Amendments Nos 1 to 5 and 9 were negati*4ed without division 
The House was divided on amendment No. 6 of Sh. U.M.TrivediCJS) v^ ib 
which was negatiried by 179 Noes to 16 Ayes. Amendment No.7 of 
Shri Ranga(Sw,) was negatiiled by 180 Woes to 20 Ayes. Amendment Wo, 
8 of Shri S.N.Dwivedi(PSP) was negati^ jfed by 181 Woes to 19 Ayes. 
The motion of thanks was adopted (c.1352/27.2.I963). 
The main theme of criticism of opposition parties against 
the President's Second Address was that it had not spelled out 
In unequivocal terms the policy towards China and a firm assurance 
to get the aggression vacated. There was a clear dichotomy in 
the arguments of the opposition parties. The GPI advocated 
peaceful settlement with China on honourable terms whereas the 
Socialist Party, the Jan Sangh, the PSP, and the Swatantra Party 
demanded a firm policy to be adopted against China to augment 
defence preparations. The shades of opinion varied from party to 
party. Since the •opposition' was so much divided and arguments 
of various parties cut across each other, the ruling party was not 
at all influenced and played its game safely but cautiously. 
The other points of criticism against the Address related 
to the Gold Control Order, general economic depression; corruption 
and failure of CD programme. The Opposition parties played the 
role of publicly exposing the 'misdeeds' of the ruling party but 
they had no power to contain it. They were rendered ineffective 
because of their own contradictory policies on almost all major 
issues. 
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The Third Address (Delivered by the Vice-President) (10^ 2,196lf) 
The Vice-President admitted in the Address that inspite of 
satisfactory record of progress "the overall rate of economic 
growth has lagged behind the Plan targetsc This is mainly due to 
the shortage in agricultural production which in 1962-63 showed 
a fall of 3.3^." This had a disturbing effect upon the level of 
prices. The following points were highlighted in the Address: 
1 - Administrative changes and measures to tbne-up 
administrative integrity and efficiency, 
11 - Continuance of Chinese threat 
ill - The problems of equiping the def@nce forces. 
iv - The problems dominatlag the international scence. 
V - Hate-India compalgn started by Pakistan, 
vi - Theft of the holy relic from the Hazratbal Shrine in 
Kashmir. 
In the end the legislative work for the Parliament was 
outlined which included the following measures: 
a - The Indian Crop Insurance Bill 
. b - Foreign Exchange Regulations Bill 
c - The Constitution (Eighteenth Amendment) Bill 
d - The Banaras Hindu University(Amendment) Bill 
e - The Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Bill. 
The Third Address of the President was more than a routine 
statement of affairs in the sense that it made a bold assertion 
to eradicate corruption from the administration. This may not be a 
direct result of the opposition onslaught a year aga. But there is 
no denying the fact that the opposition parties had dorawn" 
attention of the Government to the problem of rampant corruption 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXV-(1); 10.2.196lf; cc 12-26(Hlndi version was 
read first). 
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and its harmful effect on public life. Althought the opposition 
parties were not satisfied with what the Government had done about 
corruption but the mere fact that the problem had received due 
attention was remarkable. 
The pattern of debate and criticism of the opposition 
parties on the third address was not very much different from the 
first and the second. All opposition parties excdpt the CPI 
condemned the policy towai*ds China and disappointment over the 
Colombo Proposals'', The other points raised by various parties 
were as folloi/^ : 
a - Recovery of Indian territory from Chinas raised by the 
PSP, the Swatantra, the Socialist and the Jan Sangh. 
b - Situation in Kashmir: raised by the PSP, the Swatantra, 
the Socialist and the Jan Sangh. 
c - Ameitoration of scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and 
women: raised by the PSP, the Swatantra, the Socialists 
and the Jan Sangh. 
d - Revocation of Emergency: raised by the Swatantra,the GEI, 
& the Jan Sangh 
e - Amelioration of agriculturists: raised by the Swatantra, 
f - The rising prices: raised by the CPI^the Socialist 
g - Growth of Monopolies: raised by the CPI. 
h -.Replacement of English by Hindi: raised by the Socialist 
Party. 2 
i - Land reforms and nationalisation of bankis etc: raised 
by the CPI. 
It is clear from the analysis that there were divergent viewi 
of various parties of/different issues. This weakness and fragment-
ation rendered their role ineffective. Their weakness was the 
strength of the ruling party. 
1. See L.S. Deb.'^ ol. XX.V-(h); 13.2,196k-; cc 605-13. 
2. Fourteen major bahks have now been nationalised(July,1969). 
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The fourth Address of the President did not Invoke greater 
enthusiasm among the opposition parties. They reiter^ ited, by 
2 and large, their old objections against various Government policies. 
Shrl H.N. Mukerjee(GPI) Gh:?racterised the Address as "a dull 
spiritless report".-^  The only new points were the language issue 
raised by the Jan Sangh; the poor performance of public sector 
undertakings and the CBI report about the conduct of the Ortssa 
Chief Minister raised by the SSP and lastly the growing lawlessness 
raised by alsiost all the parties. However, the debate was subdued. 
The fifth Address of the President was also a 'routine affair', 
li did not invoke the wrath of the opposition. The debrste was 
largely dominated, apart from several old issues, by the Colombo 
Proposals and the Tashkent Declaration. The conflict with two 
neighbours, China and Pakistan,^  was^  by no menns, a small matter and 
the concern of the opposition parties about the policy in this reg^ r^d 
was genAtae. The entire economic structure was adversely affected 
and an honourable settlement of the dispute was tihe crying need of th€ 
hour. The approach of the ruling party was conditioned by its 
declared policies enunciated as the Panchsheel. The nation was 
1. Ibid., Vol.XXXVIII-d); 17.2.65; c 3-12. 
2. Durinf{ the debate on the Address Shrl Kamith(PSP) raised a point 
of order that no Minister was present at the time of such an 
important debate. The point was appreciated by the spekker 
(cc lf65-66/l8.2.65). 
3. Ibid., Vol.XXXVlII-(l+); 22.2.65; cc 713-1^. 
h. Ibid., vol. L-(1); 1^.2.65; cc 1-10. 
5. Shrl Homi Dajl(CPI) raised a point of order that no Cabinet 
ftlnister was present at the time of debate on the Address despite 
suggestion of the Speaker to this effect last year. Sh. Ranga^Sw.) 
Dwlvedi(PSP) and Trivedi(JS) supported the point. The Speaker was 
convinced on the issue. Later on Sh.Kachhavalya(J:j),Did.vedi(' SP) 'rrivedi(JS), Jaji(CPI) and several other members walked out in 
protest.(CCI902-I3/2 .2.66). 
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eagerly looking to the opposition parties for enlightenment, guidance 
and an alternate policy, if possible. But the cleavage between the 
oppositi -n parties on this issue w^s rather deeper and wider than 
ever before and their view® thereon were diverse and contradictory 
The Tashkent rteclar^ tion was, for exanjle, approved by the CPI and the 
Si-'atantra but totally opoosed by the Jan Sangh and the SSP. On the 
question of the Coloiibo Proposals the GPI and the Swatantra stood 
poles apart. Similarly, the Jan Sangh stnd the SSP advocated for 
manufacturing the atom bomb which the CPI opposed bobth and nail. 
Thus Ghe parallel lines of positive and negative arguments of the 
opposition parties nullified the real effect of the both and the 
ruling party continued to be leost mindful of the opposition. The 
weakness of the opposition parties arising out of their own 
fragmentation and contradiction in ideology gjner=)ted complacency 
in the ruling party. 
Th^ debate on the Addresses of the President was titilised by 
the opposition parties to expose to public the policies and acts of 
Government which they c onsidered to be questionable. The object was 
two-fold: to reduce the popularity of the ruling party and to attract 
popular support ind build publjc opinion for their own ideology. So 
far as criticism of the Government was concerned, the opposition 
parties played their role faithfully, intelligently and with dignity 
and remarkable political acuman. However, the other part of the 
story was not as good. Both the left-wing and the right-wing i^g^ tj^ s 
failed to present a clearly altamfate polj^ to that of the Congress. 
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The difficulty was genuine because the Congress policy was a 
judicious combination of socialism and democracy which isolated 
the extremists in both the camps. Another difficulty of opposition 
parties was that they were opposed to each other more than to the 
ruling party. The two major opposition parties, the GPI and the 
Swatantra Party, for example, were ideologically opposed to each 
other. But they both supported such policies of the ruling party 
which they found consistent with their own ideology'. The ascendency 
of the Congress, under these circumstances, was safe and seoire and 
the opposition parties could not do nsore or better than 'talk» and 
criticise without being very much effective force to be reckoned wit!: 
II 
Allocation of finances to Government every ye«v.r is one of the 
most important duty of the representatives of the people in a 
democratic system. They autho->^ ise the Governmant to raise funds 
and sanction expenditure under various heads. The debate on the 
budget provides an opportunity to the opposition parties to exert 
themselves and play the role of custodian of public money. Although 
the debate on budget is meant primarily for discussing financial 
matters. But ^ i ^ c ^ ultimately influende or involve other policies 
and a clear distinction between these two aspects of Budget cannot 
always be adhered to. The Budget debate, thus, provides an 
opportunity to disuas the over-all political system. 
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Article 112 of the Constitution enjotoes upon the President 
to authorise the Government to lay before the House estimated 
receipts and expendltui^ in respect of every financial year. It is 
presented in two parts viz., the Railway Budget and the General 
Budget. According to Rule 20U- the budget can be presented on any 
day as directed by the President.However, the convention is that 
1 
the General Budget is presented on the last working day of February 
and the Railway Budget in the third week. The budget papers are 
distributed after the Minister's speech is over. The discission on 
the budget is held after about a week and the time is allotted by 
2 
the speaker for discussion and the Demand for Grants separately. 
The opposition parties get an opportunity to discuss the financial 
policies of the Government during the debate on the following: 
a - General Discussion on the budget 
b - Diaatssion and voting on demands for grants; 
c - Appropriation Bill 
d - Finance Bill. 
Baring the General Disc\isslon, the Budget is discussed as a 
1/rfiole and the principles involved therein are debated but no 
.notion is allowed to be moved. It is a discussion on principles 
and policies. D iring the discussion on Demands for Grants, the 
budget of every Ministry is discussed separately in details. Rule 
209 empowers the opposition parties to move a cut mfction - reduction 
in Deraan s for Grants - in respect of any Demand. It is, in fact, 
1. If it is not a working day, the House is specially summoned on 
that day at 5 for this purpose, in Election years bhe 
convention about presentation of budget is not adhered to. 
2. Rules 207 and 208. The allotment for time for budget discussion 
during the Third Lok Sabha was as follows: 
conti... 
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a method of initiating discussion on that Demand and drawing 
attention of the House to the matter specified in the dut motion.^ 
The opposition parties can avail of this opportunity to discuss 
matters which, in ordinsiry course of deb')te, may not be raised. 
After the grants have been passed, a Bill is introduced to 
provide for appropriation of the arnount out of the consolidated 
2 
func* of India. No detiiled discussions are held on the Bill and 
no amendments are moved. A "Finance Bill" is introduced each yiar to 
give effect to financial proposals of the Government for the next 
financial year. 
It is clear from the above brief account that the Budget 
Session of the Lok Sabha can be utilised,by the opposition parties 
for a thorough probe into the policies of the Government as a liihole 
as well as in respect of indiyidtlal ministries and departments. 
They can also discuss the administrative aspect of any department 
and even raise individual cases and complaints in respect of any 
department. In the words of Shrl T.T.Krishnamacharl, the Finance 
Minister, "the budget session is the time when the opposition seeks 
to drive the Government out of power. 
conti. ~ ~ / W ^ jicM^fW^^ ' General Discussion Demand for General Discussion Demand for 
grants grants 
1962 20 hrs. 118 hrs. 1 7 . 5 1 hrs. 11 hrs. 
1 9 6 3 20 n 1 1 9 " 15.00 ti 11 " 
1 9 6 ^ 20 ti 1 2 7 " 15.00 II 10 E 
1 9 6 5 20 If " 15.00 n 09 « 1966 2a n 108 " 15.00 « 09 " 
1. The cut motion are classified in three categories: 
a) Disapproval of policy cut, b)Economy cut, and c)taken caiit. 
2. See Art. of the Constitution. 
3. L.S. Drjb.Vol. XX?II-<22) „ 10.3.6lf; c lf65l. 
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(A) General Badget. 1Q62>63:(c 577/23A>62) 
Shri Morarji Desai presented the Budget on 23A.62^ 
and prefaced his ppeech with the remarks that there had been 
sizeable increase in production both industrial and agricultural 
and that there was a measure of stability in the price level and 
the trends in foritnign aid were favourable. The national economy 
vas greatly strengthened through plans. However, all legitimate 
aspirsitions of the people and many worthwhile projects could not 
be fulfilled mainly because of meagre external resources and 
dwindling foreign exchange. 
The follov;lng items were considered to have caused increase 
in expenditure: 
1 - Increased D.A.(Rs.7.38 crores) 
2 - Financial Assistance for promotion of exports(Rs.1crore 
3 - Import of Furnace oil for industries(Hs.25 lakhs), 
h - Purchase of sotres and equipment for survey of 
India(Rs.99 lakhs). 
5 - Increased pay scales of Defence Services Officers 
(Rs.2.7. crores). 
The following taxation proposals were made to meet the 
Budg:^ t deficit: 
a) Direct Taxes; 
1) Rate of tax on Indian CompaAtes to be raised from 
1+5 to and the Income tax rates on all companies 
to be raised from 20^ to 
2) The Schedule of admissible entertainment expenses 
was tightened. 
L.S.Deb.Vol.I-(I);23.^.62; c 577-605. The newspapers antici-
pated BM the budget to be unfavourable and wrote adverse 
comments before-hand. See 'The Budget Outlook' and 'Anticipa-
ted Extra Taxation' in Hindustan Times, 21.^.62 and 22.1+.62 
respectively. The editorial in the paper on 23.^.62 character-
ised the budget as 'Anti-Capital'. 
- -
3) The schediJe of rates of income-tax and super-tax was 
revised. At the higl est slab It went up to 75.5^* 
The surcharge on Income tax on salaries was reduced 
from 2,^% and the exemption limit for PF 
contribution and insurance premia was raised, to 
Rs«10,000^-
5) The rate of wealth tax was Increased by .25/^  and 
on two highest slabs. 
Indirect Taxes: 
10 Rate of excise duty on unmanufactured tobacco and 
cigarettes was revised, 
2) Structure of duty on cotton cloth and yaarn was revised 
3) Duty on match box was revised 
'•+) Duty on certain chemicals WMS revised. 
5) To encourage export and/or restrict internal consiimpt-
lon duty was levied on items, such as jute products, 
certain Iron and steel products etc. 
6) Increased import duty on certain iron and steel Items 
and on art silk, etc. 
1 
Shrl A.K. Gopalan(GPI) speaking against the Budget contended 
that the Congress can never establish socialism "so long as the 
major part of the productive capital is controlled by monopolis 
Similarly, 30^ of land was owned lay and controlled by 3^ of the 
land lords. "Self-gener«.ting economy" could not emerge under 
the circmmsfeances, he said, Further, foreign private capital 
investment had defeated the very idea of independent economy and 
the Budget still encouraged that. "The economic policy and the 
taxation measures of the Government", he said "betray an utter 
lack of social ethics". He suggested; (a) nationalizntlon of 
1. Ibid., Vol.lI-(l6); 7.5.62} cc 2890-95. 
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banking; (b) restriction on foreign capital, (c) increased taxes 
on the rich, (d) stringent measures against the tax-dodgers, 
(e) efficiency in public enterprises, (f) abolition of privy 
purses and (g) cut in wasteful expenditure-
Smt. Gayatri DevKSw. criticised all indirect taxes as a great 
burden upon the poor. Moreover, the Government had failed to 
properly utilise the taxes colli^ cted by it. She comiSained against 
instability of the currency and steep rise in prices which 
resulted in inflation. She suggested: a^)cut in wasteful expendi-
ture and (b) scrapping all non-remunerative projects. 
2 
Shri H.V. Kainath(PSP) characterised the Budget as "an empty 
routine ceremonial". He noted that the "middle classes are getting 
slowly pauperised". Per-capita income in India was between 
Rs. 25 and 30 per month and, therefore, taxes on cofflraodities like 
tea and bidi tobacco was a great hardship upon the poorer sections, 
Shri Kamath advocated scrapping of prohibition which could yeiid 
substantial revenues. He said, "And I feel that enforcemabt of 
prohibition was next to impossible". He also criticised wasteful 
expenditure injGovernment Departments and unwleldj! ministries. He 
was opposed to programbiers like C.B. Projects. He asked for check-
ing tax avasion, reform of administr'jtion, orpper managemant of 
public sector and make efforts for national unity and cohesion. 
Shri U.M. Trivedi;(JS)^ condemned 'irresponsible administration'' 
inspite of several adverse reports by the PAC. He referred to 
1. Ibid.Vol.II-(l6);7.5.62; cc 2890-95. 
2. Ibid., cc 2895-98. 
3 . Ibid., cc 2 8 1 7 - 3 2 . 
3 . Ibid., V O 1 . I I-(17 ) ; 8 . 5 . 6 2 ; CC 3 2 0 V - I 7 . 
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luxurious life and irregularities in Indian missions abroad. He 
complained that the money collected from the people was not 
utilised properly and that the Government indulged in wasteful 
expenditure. Further he noted that the central universities had not 
submitted their audit reports since 1953. He opposed the 
Communist oroposal of monopoly control through G.T.C. He supported 
continuance of privy purses, 
Shri Bagri(Soc,)^ complained that the people were exploited by 
the capitalists on the one hand and by the 'Nehru-Seth* in the 
Government on the other. He said th-^ t a dose of penicilline 
costing three annas was sold for twelve in the market. He argued 
that enough money could be collected if tax arrears aH^'recovered 
He said that tax was reduced on corporations and foreign concerns 
whereas it was raised on commodities of common use. He argued for 
abolition of privy purses. He condemned Governiient for its failure 
to safeguard national frontiers and to check growing communalism, 
2 
Shri Wath Pai(PSP) noted that the plans were '.ot working in the 
direction of estiblishing socialism. The beneficiaries of plans 
were the 'haves' and the economy was in the grip of profiteers and 
inefficient bureauracts. He suggested that Ihspite of its weaknesses 
the public sector should continue to have a * command in g he ig^ ht' gi 
taxes to be duly collected ^nd policies to be properly 
impleaiented. 
1-. Ibid., cc 3231-3239$Hindi). 
2. Ibid., Vol.II-dS); 9.5.62; cc 
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Shrl Brl.i Ra.1 Slngh(JS)^ said that our basic need is 'food** If 
it could be solved all other difficulties would automatically be 
solved. The individual holdings of 12|- acres were uneconomical 
and that, with certain exceptions, the old irrigtition system had not 
substantially changed. Industrialisation cannot succeed without 
agricultural development. He was critical of the defence arrnngeraenti 
2 
Shri Yallamanda ReddyCCPI) began with the remark that the rate of 
development was slow and too inadequate to achieve the goal of 
self- sufficiency, "The question of land reforas", j&e4aid,"has 
become a mere fo^ rce in the country". He admitted that there was 
some increase in industrial production but the industry w^s facing 
difficulties regarding the supply of coal. Regional imbalance was 
yet another difficulty. He also poihted out that the plans had not 
solved the problem of unemployment and the rising prices, 3 
Shri Ma&ida(Sw.) explaining his own position (as Maharaja) and the 
position of his party, said that he was not opposed to socialism 
as such but to its enforcement to India because socialism was a 
Western concept. He pointed out that cooperative farming was not 
successful. He said th-it his party was opposed to stateism. He 
supported the budget. The Congress socialist pattern, in his 
opinion, was a farce. He criticised the public sector for its 
being costlier. 
If y 
Biren DuttaSCPI) pointed out that the Union Territories were'the 
most neglected areas*, e.g. Tripura was not connected with the 
1, Ibid.jcc 3^72-79(Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc 3519-28. 
3. Ibid., Vol.II-(19); 10.5.62; cc 3668-77. 
k. Ibid., cc 3677-82. 
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rest of the country by rail. He also referred to general backward-
ness of his own area and other union territories. 
Shri Desai,'* in his reply to the debate refuted the allegations 
of the opposition and asserted that there was neither wasteful 
expenditure in the Government nor regional imbalance. He defended 
the government policies in respect of socialism. 
Shri Desai was frequently interrupted and several points of 
order were raised by Shri Gupta, Smt. Shakravartty, Shri Nambiar, 
Gopalan and Uraanath(CPI); Priya Gupta(PSP) and Bade(JS). 
It appears from the.debate that the various opposition parties 
were unanimous on certain points but diametrically opposed to each 
other on certain other poilits, S^ ome ideological was also shown 
on certain points. She OPI, the Swatantra, the PSP and the Jan Sangh 
unanimously emphasised the need of cutting down wasteful expenditure 
The Jan Sangh and the Socialist Party opposed each other on the 
question of privy purses of former princes. The CPI raised the 
question of regional imbalance and necessity of land reforms. The 
Swatantra party was opposed to expanding public sector and stateism 
in the name of socialism. 
The opposition parties, thus, failed to offer a clear alter-
native to the policies of the Government or to clearly guide the 
public opinion. Any objective criticism or concrete suggestion was 
lost in the confusion generated by contradictory arguments. 
1, Ibid,, cc 3756-87. 
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Demand for Grants? Ministry of Development and Cooperation: 
cm,6,7 and in)(c 3 9 W 11.5.1962)> 
Shrl Sar.ioo Pandey(CPI)^ speaking on Demand Ho.6, noted that the 
cooperative sector had not functioned satisfactorily* The Cooperat-
ive sectefeies were controlled by certain dominant persons like 
zaralndars and others. 
He suggested uniform cooperative laws for the entire country. 
He criticised Panchayati Raj ^ d alleged that it was used for 
Congress propaganda and dominance. 
Shrl Ram Sewak Yadav(Soc.)^he criticised the working of Panchayati 
Raj which suffered from lack of adequate powers. He also pointed 
out that cooperatives had not been working satisfactorily. In fact 
tha Government did not want them to succeed, he said. He further 
pointed out that the plans were receiving cooperation of the 
people. The cut motion moved by various opposition parties were as 
follows 
CPI; 1. Shrl M.K.Kumaran: 
a.To keep away political parties from Panchayati Raj. 
b.Development of wepJcer sections. 
c.To develop cooperative sector in farming. 
d. Participation of women in C.D. 
e.Small Industries in block areas of Kerala etc. 
2. Shrl Dashratha Deb: 
a. Need to create^ o^palar entusiasm in C.D. in Trlpura etc 
SOC. 1. Shrl R.Keifishlng: 
a. Soiiirftrsion of NES in Hill areas into Multipurpose 
projects. 
b. Elected Development Committee in every C.D. block 
and NES areas etc. 
2. Shrl R.S. Yadav: 
a. Informnttlon about cooperation to public etc. 
Jan Sangh: 1. Shrl Bade: 
a. Intaslve work in C.D. in Madhya Pradesh. 
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1 
Shrl Kolla Venaalah(GPI) observed that the 'peaceful revolution* 
through C.D. 'has not produced fruitful results'. He complained 
that, "the condition of the agricultural labour has been very much 
deteriorating". "If the C.D. movement and the cooperative societies 
are to be successful," he argued, "the land reforms should be 
Implemented and the inequalities narrowed down". 
p 
Shrl P.Kunhan(CPI) drew attention to the short comings of the C.D. 
programme: (1) In agriculture; we have not been self-sufficient; 
(2) The BDOs and gramsevaks should go to the lowest ranks of 
peasants and advise them to understand things properlyO) Most of 
the C.D. Blocs spend 50^ of the plan expenditure on publication of 
pamplets, etc. setting up of small scale and cottage industries 
had not been encouraged. 
After the reply of the Minister, the cut motion were 
negatiided and the Demands voted. 
Ministry of External Affairs; 
3 
Shrl Inder.jlt Gupta(CPI) referred to 'the over-shadowing danger' 
of nuclear tests and the 'interminable' disarmament conferences. 
Referring to the Kashmir problem and the Sino-Pakistani 
talks about Kashmir border, he said that Pakistan had no locus 
standi. He v;as of the opinion that if China had been a member 
of the U.N.0. "many other ways might have been open to us for a 
resolution of this border dispute". He criticised the working of 
1. Ibid.,Vol,III-(21);12.5.62;cc-lf1lW0 
2. Ibid., cc if17^ -77. 
3. Ibid., cc 1+237-52. 
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Indian missions abroad and alleged that the personnel in most of 
the embassies was pro-West. 
1 
Shri Nath Pai(PSP) said that "we have a very dynamic foreign 
policy" but the same is not reflected from the Report of the 
Ministry "even in a remote way". The liberation of Goa was 
mentioned in an "insipid and cold language" and a passing reference 
was made to our relations with Nepal and Pakistan. About China 
too, the report does not give adequate information. He said 
that "this kind of working does not give any kind of idea as to 
what are the dynamics, what are the ideals, what are the goals 
and objectives of the foreign policy this country is placing 
before itself". He criticised Indian missions abroad and asked 
for a strong policy towards China. 
Gut Motions; 
GPI: Shri Umanath: 
1. Problems of Indians in Burma, Malaya and Ceylon. 
2. De-jure Transfer of Pondicherry. 
Shri Narasimba Reddy^Sw.said that India suffered in the past 
because of disunity. Regarding Pakistan he said that our policy 
had been of 'a:^^asement, weakness and of sracilation. He made a 
reference to communal riots in Pakistan and expressed agreement 
with the suggestion of the Jan Sangh leader, Balraj Madhok about 
exchange of population "in a limited manner". He was critical of 
the extravagance and inefficiency of our missions abroad. In the 
end he commended the foreign policy. 
1. Ibid., cc ^ 252-67. 
2. Ibid., Vol.III-(22); 13+.5.1962; cc 
- -
Shrl U.M. TRrlvedKJS)^ said that the number of Indians in Burma had 
been reduced from to lakhs and their property had been 
expropriated. He dismissed the idea of exchange of population with 
Pakistan. He was unhappy that Kepal was lea^ng towards China 
instead of India. He asked for recognition of Israel, 
2 
Shrl R.S.Yadav(J?S1S-) said that the foreign policy during the last 
fourteen or fifteen years had not been a success. He was opposed to 
special status for Kashmir and condemned the policy towards China. 
He alleged that the Congress did not pursue a consistant foreign 
policy.. He suggested that India shoiid build up a united force of 
the non-aligned nations to fight out poverty in the coloured world. 
3 
Shri Mehru. in his reply to the debate, observed that the House was 
generally in agreement with the foreign policy "and it is only in 
the implementation of it that criticisms arise". 'Non-alignment', 
according to him did not mean aloofness. It did not mean that "Wi 
will not be aligned to other countries for friendly purposes", 
he pointed out. It was against joining any military bloc. "But 
we are not inimical or hostile to any country. We want to be friendl; 
to all of them^"^ .Shri Nehru told the House, 
He conceded that India's publicity organisation had not always 
been very successful. But he defended the i^ orking of the Indian 
For^n Service. 
The cut motions were negatisfed and the Demands were voted. 
1. Ibid., cc Mf63-73. 2. Ibid., cc ^ ^03-12(Hindi) 
/ 
3. Ibid., cc if5if3-68. 
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Ministry of Mines and Fuel: 
•J 
Shrl Umanath(CPI) criticised the policy in respect of lignite 
mining, Geological Surrey and oil exploration. 
Shri Hem Barua(PSP) criticised the working of refineries especial^ ; 
the Gauhati Oil Refinery* He also criticised the terms of contract 
with fore'gn oil companies. 
Cut Motions: 
GPI: 1. Smt. Gharavartty; 
a. Need to revise coal Transport policy 
b. Need to check coal prices. 
c. Need for survey of all natural resources. 
d. Failure in setting up of coal washeries in time. 
2. Shri Umanath; 
a. Need for establishing a refinery in the Gauvery basin in 
Madras State. 
b. Failure to undertake drilling operation in Gauvery basin. 
3. Shri Kumaran: 
a. Failure to meet demand tof coal in the south» 
b. Need of intensive survey of mineral resources in 
Kerala etc. 
Shri B.N. Mandal(Soc.speaking about the shortage in the product-
ion of coal, demanded nationalisation of the industry. 
Ll 
Smt. Chakravartty(GPI) criticised the dominant position and 
profiteering by private oil companies. "The oil monopolists and 
their strangle hold with enormous political and economic powor is". 
1. Ibid. Vol.Ill-(23); 16.5.62; cc 
2. Ibid., cc V;12-21. 
3. Ibid., cc (Hindi). 
h. Ibid., cc '+7^ 7-59. 
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She said, "one of the bigjest obstacles in the path of 
JjimJ^ 
indepent^ . development of petroleum for any country, and more so, 
for undeveloped countries like ours". She aJaeo complained against 
the working of Nunmatid: Refinery and demanded nationalisation 
of coal industry. 
Shri Inder.jit Gupta(GPI)^ demanded nationalisation of maganese 
mining. He highlighted the coal crisis in West Bengal and the 
difficulties of transportation of coal to the south. 
2 
Shri K.D. Malaviya. in his reply to the debate, defended the 
working of various refineries Qspecially the Nunmati^ Refinery. 
He also explained that production had gone up from 26.9 million 
tons in 19^ +7 to 56 million tons in I 9 6 I . However, it was still 
lagging behind the industrial development. He agreed that 
nationalisation of the industry was "the utlimate solution". 
The cut motions were negatisred and the Demands wore voted. 
Ministry of Sfceel and Heavy Industries: 
Shri S.M. Dwlvedi(PSP)^ asked for nationalisation of all mines 
and greater parliamentary control over public undertakings. He 
also asked for decentralisation of Hindustan Steel Ltd., and 
referred to unhappy labour relations in Hourkela. 
1. Ibid., cc >+791-93. 
2. Ibid., cc 
3. Ibid., Vol. III-(2^)j 17.5.62; cc 503^ -^ +3. 
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Cut Motions: 
CPI: Shri Kumaran 
1. Failure to establish Industries in Kerala. 
2. Frequent breakdown of mills arid stoppage of production 
in Rourkela. 
3. Heed to expedite establishment of fourth steel plant 
at Bokaro. etc. 
PSP: Shri S.N. Dwivedi; 
1. Foreign technicians in three public sector steel plants. 
2, Need for better parliamentary control over steel industr-
ies. 
Shri BagrKSoc.) complained that the development of steel and 
heavy itidustries had failed to fulfil the national requirements. 
He referred to higher cost of Chemical fertilizers. He demanded, 
(a) natiomalisation of steel industries and (b) production of 
machinery for small industries. 
Shri Mun2iii(Sv.)_ drew attention to defective construction work 
at the Rourkela steel Plant due to vmng planning. 
3 
Shri RameshwarnandCJS) contradicted the claim that national 
development was dependent upon industrialisation. He was opposed to 
getting up heavy industries. He advocated for assistance to private 
small industries. 
li. 
Shri G. Subramaniam. in his reply to the debate, explained the 
importance and working of various steel plants in the public sector. 
He reacted favourably to the suggestion of giving more autonomy to 
the plants- He assured the House that steps were being taken to 
1. Ibid., cc 5082-88(Hindl). 2. Ibid., cc 5101-05(Hindl). 
3. Ibid., cc 5l0^1if(Hindi). Ibid., cc 5121-^9. 
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improve the conditions at Rourkela where,"labour discipline has 
been a lii^ t^le bit slack", he said. 
The cut motions were negatived and the Demands voted. 
Ministry of Irrigation and Power; 
Shri Eswara Reddv(CPI)^ conceded that the Ministry had made some 
progress but complained that implementation of certain schemes was 
not satisfactory. 
2 
Shri H.Reddy(Sw.) compalined that minor irrigation schemes were 
transferred to village Panchayats i^ toich were not capable of 
Implementing them. He wanted the centre to take over all such 
schemes. 
Gut Motionsi 
CPI: Shri Kunhan: 
1. Need for inclusion of Baliapatam River Project in the 
Third Plan. 
2. Failure to protect against sea-erosion in Kerala,etc. 
2.Shri Warrior; 
1. Need to settle water dispute between Madras and Kerala. 
2. Need to reduce power charges from the cultivators etc. 
3. Shri Kumaran; 
1 Increasing administrative expenditure of the D.V.C. 
2. Need to accelerate the pace of ruril electrification etc, 
PSP: Shri Vishran Prasad: 
1. Disagr-eement oveflT sharing of Rihand power between U.P. & 
Madhya Pradesh, etc. 
J. S J Shri &ri Singh: 
1. Failure to check increasing waterlogging. 
2. Need to lov^ er the rate:R of power supply fof small soali 
industries and agriculture, etc. 
1. Ibid., Vol.liI-(25)jl8.5.62; cc 5276-82. 
2. Ibid., cc 5282-91. 
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Shrl Lahrl SlnghCJS)"^  ^c^feSa^ the i4inistry for its achievemants. 
However, he highlighted the problem of water logging. 
2 
Shri yishram PrasadCPSP) complained that the water resources were 
not<^  properly exploited and utilized. He asked for laoi-e attention 
to minor irrigation schemes. 3 
Dr. Saradish Roy(GPI) compalined that "ma^or and multipurpose 
projects are not utilised properly". He noted chat the D.V.C. had 
not fulfilled its four objectives, namely, control of floods; 
irrigation, production of cheap and ample electricity and promotion 
of navigation. 
Shri Bagri(Soc,) criticised the high rates of water supply and 
that major projects would not solve our problems. 5 
Hafiz Mohd. Ibrahim;in his reply to the debate, gave some details 
regarding flood control and protection against sea-erosion in Kerala 
The cut motions were negatived and Demands voted. 
Ministry of Transport and Communication; 
Shri Mohammad Elias(CPI)^ complained against the shortage of staff 
in the P and T Department and wrong preparation of telephone bills. 
He also complained that the Jayanti shipping company \iich had no 
experience was given ^ ig contracts. 
7 
Shri U.M. Trivedi(JS) was of the opinion that "the Ministry of 
transport and Communication was a hotch-^tch department because it 
1. Ibid., cc 5330-39(Hindi). 2. Ibid., cc 53^7-56. 
3. Ibid.,Vol.lII-(26);21.5.62jcc 5578-83. 
k. Ibid., cc 5592-98(Hindi). 5. Ibid., cc 56lif-25. 
6. Ibid., cc 5631-M. 7. Ibid., cc 5652-60. 
- -
deals with so many things and it becomas difficult to find out 
what it does not deal^with". He combined that vegetarians were not 
employed in the merchant navy. 
Shrl SolarikKow-.)'' coaipiia2e27ted the minuter for increase in 
commercial tonnage and expang^ ion of ports and inland water transport. 
He noted that the P & T Itepartmsnt was highly under-staffed. 
p 
Shri H.V.Kamath:(PSP) confined his criticism to "Government's 
failure to evolve a rational coherent transport policy". 
Cut Motions: 
CPI i1. Shri Kumaran; 
1. Development of Tourism in Kerala. 
2. Development of west coast Hoad. 
2.Shri Warrior: 
1. Broadening of NatiorJal H^ ghv/ay in Kerala region. 
2. Delay in establishing an automatic telephone system in 
Trichur. 
3o Need for a dry dock at Cochin port, etc. 
^.Shri Imbichibava; 
1. Development of Ponnani as a supplementary port to Cochin. 2, Heed for an aerodrome at Kozhikode, etc. 
PSPJ"'* Shri H.V.Kamath; 
1. Failure to evolve a rational coherent transport policy. 
2. Shri S.II.Dwivedl: 
1. Need for developing Pradeep as an all-wealther port during 
the Third Plan. 
Shri S.N. Dwlvedi(PSP)^ confined his speech to his Cut Motion 
regarding the need for developing Pradeep port during the !Bbird 
Plan. 
1. Ibid., cc 5666-76 (Hindi). 
2. Ibid., cc 5685-99 
3. Ibid., ¥o1.III-(27)J22.5.62JCC 57lif-22, 
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Shrl Imbichlbava; (GPI)^  drew attention to^ 'the plight of the sailing 
country craft industry of the west coast", "Vftiile every other sector 
of the economy has a plan, the^e is no plan for the development of 
this industry". 
2 
Shri Pflthvl Ra.i(Sv«) complained "The I.l.C. has, unfortunately, 
achieved a standard of monttraental inefficiency". 
Shri H. KaishingCSoc.asked for more raods in his own region 
(Manipur) because of its strategic importance and for its economic 
advancement, 
J4. 
Shri Ja^jivan BamCMinister of Transport and Communications) 
in his reply to the debnte, said that "the problem in the country is 
not one of ^ inefficiency and chaatic transport service. But, the 
problem is one of inadequte transport service". About the transport 
policy he said that "in the given conditions, the only rational and 
reasonable transport policy can be to make the maximum utilisation 
of all the avai3.able transport resources in the country, to so 
coordinate the different means of transport that there is no mis-
utilisation or non-utilisation of any existing made of transport, 
or any traasport capacity is not wasted in any sector of the 
country". He referred to the developments in the fields of coastal 
shipping and inland water transport, « The cut motions were negatived and the Demands were voted. 
1. Ibid., CO 5922-28(English Translation of the speech delivered in 
Malayalam). 
2. Ibid., cc 5 9 5 3 - 5 7 . 
3. Ibid., cc 5969-76. 
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Ministry of Food And Agriculture: 
Shrl Brl.i Ra.i Slngh(JS) "'categorised the problems of food crisis 
Into four: Weather, type of land and Irrigation, non-utillsatlon 
of resources and transportation and inadequate marketing facilities, 
He complained that water logging was the direct result of big 
projects. He demand for having small projects and traditional 
system of cultivation. 
Shrl M.N. Swamy(CPI) complimented the Ministry for Increased 
production of foodgrains but complained against price rise during 
the Second Plan. 
Cut Motions: 
CPI;1.Shri Warrior:(37 cut motions) 
1. Import of foodgrains. 
2. Heed for more fishing harbours in Kerala. 
3. Need for supply of sufficient quantity of rice to Kerala. 
Need to introduce latest 
2. Shrl Kumaran: 
1. Need for development of fisheries cooperatives. 
2. Failxire to check damage and loss caused by pests and 
diseases to cononnut etCo in Kerala etc. 
3. Imblchibava; 
1. Need to develop Ponnani and Palghat in Kerala as fishing 
harbours etc. 
PSP:Shri Vishram Prasad:(20 cut motions). 
1. Need for proper agronomical research for higher yield 
2. Need to control fluctuations in prices of foodgrains. 
3. Failure to give land to landless labourers.etc. 
Shrl Utiya(Soc. )\ointed out that the Food I'Unistry and the 
1. Ibid., Vol.III-(28)j 23.5.1962; cc 6200-12(Hindi). 
2. Ibid., cc 62J+0-14-6. 
3. Ibid., cc 6293-97(He was allowed by the speaker to read his 
speech as a concession to his maiden attempt). 
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President in his Address had claimed a comfortable food situation 
hut, in fact, about 10 crores of people get only one meal a day. 
He suggested that landless agricultural labourers should be 
given land; unprofitable holdings should not be taxed and the 
prices of agricultural products should be profitable to the producers 
"I 
Shri Vishram Prasad(PSP) noted that the gap between the rich and 
the poor in 19^ +7 was 1:110 which had now gone up to 1:320, He sgid 
that the agriculturist was exploited by the industrialist. He 
suggested: Distribution of better seeds; Japanese method of peddy 
cultivation; improved agricultural practices; crop competition and 
soil and water conservation. p 
Shri S.K. Patil(Minister of Food and Agriculture), 'in his reply 
to the debate, pointed out that agricilOture was a state subject and 
the Centre could only advise the states, coordinate their activities 
and provide technical know-how to them. He was, therefore, of the 
opinion that most of the speeches in the House "should have been 
profitably delivered in the chambers of the Legislative Assemblies". 
He explained that the land under cultivation in India waw the 
highest and it ought to go back to othfer things; e.g., 1/3 for forest 
1/3 for Agriculture and 1/3 to remain as follow for pasture, 
manure etc. 
Replying to the complaint against shortage of food, he said, 
that "we are eating grain and grain alone". "Therefore, there must 
be diversification of our food habits". He gave^ sorae details about 
policies regarding import of foodgrains, improvemant in food 
production, mechanized farming; fertilizers etc. 
1. Ibid., cc 6307-11 and Vol.III-(29); 2^ 4-.5.62; cc 6^33-^1. 
2. Ibid., cc 6516-56. 
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All the cut motions were negatived and the Demands voted. 
During the debate on the Demands of the I^ linistry of Scianfific 
A 
Research and Cultural Affairs, Shri. Pottekkatt(CPI) stressed the 
need for giving more help to authors; preservation of national 2 
fflon-uments; Botanical survey and protection of circus artistes. 
Shri Heinan Barua(PSP)^ raided the question of Indian Scientists 
working abroad and that the scientific research in India did not 
benefit the industry or the agriculture. 
Ministry of Health; 
h 
Siat. Vlmla Devi (CPI) confined her speech to the preventive aspect 
of medicine and complained that during the fifteen years of 
independence not a single diSsease had been eradicated. She pleaded 
for vigorous efforts in the field of family planning. 
Cut Motions: 
CPI:1. 8mt. Vimla Devi(5 cut motions). 
1. Need to take more effective measures to check T.B. 2. Need for more medical colleges, etc. 
2. Shri Warior 
1. Step-motherly attitude towards Ayurvedic and other 
indigenous systems of medicine etc. 
3- Shri Kunhan(23 cut motions). 
1. Reed to provide sufficient funds for rural health service. 
2. Need for more funds for T.B. sanatoriums. 
3. Need for taking drastic steps against production and 
distribution of spurious drugs. 
Shri Kumaran: 
1. Need to build up a strong pharmaceutical influstry in 
public sector, etc. / 
1. Ibid., cc 6^62-67 2. A law was ipiater on passed for this 
purposG. 
3. Ibid., Vol.III-(30);25.5.62, cc 673^-^2. 
Ibid., cc 6795-6810. 
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PSP: Shri R.Barua; 
1, Intensive drive to eradicate mosquitos in Assam. 
SOC: Shri R.Keishang( 6 cut motions), 
1, Need to set up a mental hospital in Imphal. 
2. Need to improve and expand T.B. Clinic at Imphal, etc. 
Shri Mohan Svraroop(PSP)^  complained against inadequate health 
serivice in the country and scarcity of medicine. 2 
Dr. Sushila Nayar, in her reply to debate, gave some detail of the 
progress made in the field of health and medical education. She 
also described the measures taken for the prevention of diseases, 
promotion of positive health etc. She conceded that the allocation 
for her Ministry were not adequate but hoped that they would increase 
The Demands were voted after the cut motions were negatived. 
Ministry of Education; 
Shri WariorCGPD^asked for a "revolutionary approach and attitude 
towards education," He highlighted the sad plight of the primary 
school teacher and unsatisfactory condition of female education. 
k 
Shri Rameshwarnand(JS) emphasised the need for the study of 
Indian classics - the Yedas and the puranas - and study of religion 
and ancient Indian culture. He was averse to giving any aid to 
Har^an4 which in his opinion, was sheer casteism. 
Shri Hem Barua(PSP)^ noted that the number of students in schools 
and colleges had increased at the expense of standards. Similarly, 
science and technology was gaining propularity at the cost of other 
subjects including agriculture and veterinary. He wanted Hindi to 
to given the same place as English. 
5.Lid..=C 7 0 S 
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Cut Motions; 
CPI: 1. Shri Warlord2 cut motions) 
1. Apathy towards change and clinging to the old system 
of education. 
2. Need to give special concessions to scheduled castes 
and schedule tribes. 
3. Mieed to provide more funds to raise the salaries 
of school and college teachers, etc. 
2: Shri Pasaratha Deb(21 motions). 
1. Need for evaluation of basic education scheme. 
2. Failure to combat illiteracy. 
3. Need to provide adequate funds to privately managed 
schools in Tripura, etc. 
3. Shri Kumaran( 6 motions). 
t. Need to improve the teaching of English 
2. Need to improve the conditions of primary school 
teachers, etc. 
SOC: 1. Shri R.S.Yadav( k- motions). 
1. Failure to change the English medium resulting in 
difficulty in the study of science. 
2. Failure to provide free and compulsory education, etc. 
2. Shri R.Keishing(6 motions). 
1. Need to increase the amount of scholarships to 
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, etc. 
Shri R.S. Yadav(ffgE) complimented the Minister for his work in the 
cause of Hindi. But he wanted something more to be done. He noted 
that special type of schools such as public schools were against 
the basic principles of socialism. He demanded for banning use 
of Hindi in the High Courts and the Supreme Court. 
2 
Shri Dasratha Deb(CPI) made out the following points: (1) Primary 
education: There were large areas especially tribal areas from where 
illiteracy was to be eradicated, (2) Recruitment of teachers in 
tribal areas. He suggested that even non-matrics should be 
1. Ibid., cc 7081-93. 2. Ibid., ?olJF-(32);28.5.62;cc 72lfl.l,6. 
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recruited. (3) Emoluments of teachers should be increased More 
colleges should be opened in Tripura, etc. 
1 
Dr. K.L. Shrimali. in his reply to Shri Warior's suggestion about 
•a revolutionary change' said that there was a noisy revolution and 
a silent revolution. The Government followed the later. He gave 
some details of developments in various fields of education. 
He pointed out th-it primary education was free except in some 
private schools and that more and more scholarships were given to 
poor students. 
The Demands \«?ere voted after the cut motions were negatived. 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting; 
2 
Shri Kumaran(CPI) condemned the functioning of the AIR as a mouth-
piece of the Government and monopoly control over the press. 
Gut Motions: 
CPI: 1.Shri Kumaran(17 motions). 
1. Need for further progress in community listening system. 
2. Need for equitable distribution of advertisement to news-
papers. 
3. Need to set up a Press council, etc. 
2. Shri Warior( 17 motions). 
1. Weed to check growth of private monopolies in newspaper 
Industry. 
2. Need for improvement In service conditions of employees in 
broadcasting system, etc. 
3. Bhri Sar.loo Pandey: 
1. Need to give importance to regional languages etc. 
3 
Shri Hem Barua(PSP) noted that the AIR instead of being a medium of 
entertainment and education, was used as a propaganda wheel for the 
1. Ibid., cc 72^4-41. 2x Ibid., cc 
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Government. He demanded its conversion into a public corporation. 
Smt. Shashank Man.1ari(Gw. j'*complained against unhealthy impact of 
films on society. 
Shrl K. Pattanayali(Soc.) ^was averse to private monopoly of news-
papers and introduction of T.V. 
3 
Dr. Gopala Reddy, in his reply to the debate expressed satisfaction 
that there was "no hard-hitting criticism" against his deportment. 
All that was said was meant for improvemant. He turned down the 
demand for conversion"of the AIR into a public corporation. 
The Demands were voted after the cut motions were negatived. 
Ministry of Lavs 
k 
The demand of Shri Warior(gPI) was that "the administration 
of law should also be taken over by the Law Ministry". §hri Bade 
(JS)^highlighted the irregularities and malpractices during the 
Geneial Elections. In their cut motions Shri Warior and Pandey(CPI) 
and Shri R.Barua(PSP) pleaded for legal aid to the poor. 
Shri Barua(PSP)^ also demanded separation of judiciary from the 
executive and criticised the "dangerous pratice of patronising the 
retired judges by giving them some temptations". Shri B.N.Mandal 
(Soc.) argued that increasing powers of the state in every walk of 
life were a negation of democracy. 
8 
Shri A.K.Sen. in his reply to the debate, informed his critics that 
1.Ibid.,cc 733^-36(Hindi) 2. Ibid.,cc7355-60(Hindi). 
3.Ibid.,Vo.IB-(33),29.5.62,cc7509-32. Ibid.,cc 7532-^ +2. 
5.1bid.,cc 7562-70(Hindi) 6. Ibid.,cc 7573-78. 
7. Ibid.,cc 7578-86 8. Ibid., cc 7595-7610. 
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a scheme for giving legal aid to the poor was under consideration. 
He stoutly defended the working of the Election Commission. 
The cut motions were negatived and the Demands voted. 
Ministry of ^ efence 
Dr. BbxiqUi^ S8n(GPI)'^  complimented the Ministry for the liberation of 
Goa. However, he was averse to India's dependence on the West for 
defence equipments. He complained that "there was not the least trace 
of democracy and fairness in the array". '•Secondly, our army is 
completely detached the public". 
Shri U.M. Trivedi(JS)^ complained that "the handling of expenditure 
(in the Ministry)ls very haphazard and reckless." About the defence 
production organization he said that its products were rejected by 
the army. He noted that tjfeste and religion were still taken into 
considerition for puipose of recruitment. 
Gut Motions; 
GPI: I.Shrl Marior(l8 cut motions). 
1. Meed for coordination between the Ordance factories 
and EME workshops. 
2. Need for expansion of HAL, Bangalore for more alrcrafts. 
3. Need to construct more quarters for army personnel,etc. 
2.Shri Sar.ioo Pandey (7 motions). 
t. Failure to reduce high desparity between the scales of 
pay of jawans and the officers. 
2 . Need for participation of armed forces under the 
Fourth Plan,etc. 
Soc;1.Shri R.Keishinf>{ 7 motions). 
1. Failure to evict foreign invadors from Indian territory. 
2. Need to strengthen security measure in border areas,etc. 
PSP: Shri Kamath; 
1. Failure to effectlxsely guard the land frontiers,etc. 
1. Ibid., cc 7612-21 2. Ibid., cc 7626-3"4. 
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Shri KamathCPSP)^ suggested the purchase of MIG jet planes from 
the USSR .to counter the Pak preparation.. He was opposed to the GPI 
claim that there was no danger from China. 
2 
Shri KeishingCSoc.) complimented the array for its good work. He 
was opposed to the CPI claim that there was no danger from 
Pakistan. He vranted the army to practice in jungle warfare. 
Shri Krishna Menon.^ in his reply to the debate, informed Shri 
Trivedi(JS) that caste names of armed forces were "part of the 
historical survival" and that they were "suitable for army 
purpose". He noted that the strength of the army was far below our 
requirements but that did not mean any weakness. He gave some 
details of the general matters of defence, e.g. military situation 
in Jammu and Kashmir; MIG deal; perfomance of our forces in the 
Congo and Gaza. 
All cut motions were negatived. The cut motion moved by the 
PSP(Shrl Kamath) regarding failure to protect national frontiers 
was negatived by 183 Noes feo 35 Ayes and the Demands were voted. 
Ministry of Housing and Supply; 
k 
Shri Dinew. Bhattacharya{CPI3 alleged that several hundred persons 
had died 3jn U.P. and Bihar during the cold wave in the previous 
winter. They had no shelter. Shri Bhattacharya was opposed to 
winding up the Ministry of Rehabilitation. 
1. Ibid.,Vol.1?-(31+);30.62;oc 7831-^8. 
2. Ibid., cc 7916-22. 
3. Ibid., c 7958 and Vol.IV-(35);31.5.62;cc 8061-811^. 
(Shri TrivediCJS) raised a point of order that the Minister did 
not explaine India's policy towards Pakistan). 
h. Ibid., cc 8122-31. 
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C?ut Motions: 
CPI: 1. Shrl Dasaratha Deb: 
1. Irregularities in giving contracts for construction of 
buildings in Delhi. 
2. Need to discontinue the construction of costly buildings 
for high officers including the Ministers, etc. 
2. Shri Biren Dutta( 12 motions) 
1. Failure to tackle the urban housing problem. 
2. Need for slums clearance , etc. 
3.Sar.1oo Pande.v( 6 motions). 
1. Weed for liberal policy of housing loans, 
2. Need to give plots free of cost to all working classes in 
the country, etc. 
^^^ Shri Kunhan( k motions). 
1. Failure to utilise the funds al3-otted for constructing 
houses for industrial workers in Kerala, etc. 
Shri BerwRf.JS)^complained-against raraparilr corruption in the CPWD. 
2 Shri Bagri(Soc.) complained that nomads and those who sleep on 
/it-
foot paths were not rehabilited. He criticised slow working and 
corruption in the GPlffi. 
Shri M[ohan Swaroop(PSP)^ highlighted the corruption in the CPWD. 
He suggested to abolish contractor system and to set up construct-
ion societies. 
Shri Biren Dutta(GPI) said that it appears from the report that 
the Ministry refuses to accept the responsibility of actual 
rehabilitation. He referred to difficulties at the Dandakaranya 
project. 
1. Ibid., cc 8168-71 (Hindi). 
2. Ibid., cc 8l79-88(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 8l95-8202(Hiddi). 
k-. Ibid., F O 1 . I Y - ( 3 6);1 . 6 . 6 2 ; C C 8 3 5 0 - 5 5 . 
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Shrl Mehrchand IChanna,^  in his reply to the debate, explained the 
progress- made In the relief and rehabilitation of the refugees. 
About corruption in the GPWD he said that concerted efforts were 
being made to check it. 
The Demands were voted after rejecting the cut motions. 
Ministry of Home Affairs; 
2 
Shri Vasudevan Nair(CPI) assured the ruling party of full support 
of the opposition parties "to meet the challenge of reaction", But 
he condemned 'certain alliances of convenience". For example, he 
said that the Congress in Kerala could not survive if the church 
and the Nalr service Society vdthdrew support. He domplained 
~that~'i:ue-uutlOGk-cf-the-adt»ir»ist?ation. _especially_the police, had 
not changed towards the people. 
Shri MahidaCSw.)^complained against deterioration of law and order 
even in Delhi. He agreed wLth the CPI that national integration 
could not come from the top but it was to be evolved in the villages. 
He referred to decoit menace in Madhaya Pradesh. 
Cut Motions; 
CPI:1.Shri Vesudevan Nair( motions). 
1. Discrimination in appointments on the basis of political 
views. 
2. Police verification of candidates selected by the UPSC.etc. 
2* Shri Nambiar( 9 motions). 
1. Failure to introduce Whitley Council System of settling 
disputes with Government employees. 
2. Shooting down of workers in Andaman, etc. 
1. Ibid., Vol.IV.(37)J V.6.&2; cc 8576-8521. 
2. Ibid., cc 8628-38. 
3. Ibid., cc 
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3. Shrl Dasratha Deb( 39 motions). 
1. Police brutality against tribal refugees in Amarpur 
Sub- ELvis ion(Tripura). 
2. Need to expedite rehabilitation of the Jhumias in ^ pura. 
3. Failux^ e to settle land disputes between the tribafe) and 
non-trlbals in Lefonga, etc. 
Shrl Warlor(20 motions). 
1. Need to give equal opportunities to all assistants for 
promotions. 
2. Need for legislation to protect the press and the pressmen 
against the Executive pressure. 
3. Meed to hold TJPSC examinatlons^ll District headquarters 
etc. 
Shrl Biren Dutta( motions). 
Shortage of qualified professors in Agartala. 
2. teed to reorganize PWD in Tripura,etc. 
SOc: Shrl R.S.Iadav( 5 motions). 
1. Netsd to put an end to corruption and nepotism. 
2. Failure to adopt Hindi and other regional languages 
as oiTlclal languages etc. 
PSP; Shrl R.BaruaClO motions) 
1. Need to check Pakistani infiltrators in India. 
2. Need for rationalisation of court fee to make justice 
less expensive,etc, 
J.S: Shrl Lahri SinshC 6 motions). 
1. Unsatisfactory position of Law and Order in Delhi. 
2. Political interference in administrative and judicial 
processes,etc. 
It is to be noted that 177 cut motions - the largest number 
against an^ne Ministry - were moved against the Ministry of Home 
Affairs. The share of the CPI was 1^ +6 motions x^ereas the Swatantra 
Party moved none. 
Shrl R.Barua(PSP)^referred to the forces that were growing "within 
the country and without to disturb our political growth and 
democratic set up". Speaking about the S.G. and S.T. In Assam, he 
Ibid., cc 8739-^8. 
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noted that very little ,fead been done about their health and 
education and communications in the area. 
•I 
Shri Dasaratha Deb(CPI) expressed satisfaction that the 
Jhumias were exempted from additional tax. He pleaded for 
responsible Government in Tripura. 2 
Shri R. S.YadavCSoc,) complained that the Mnistry had done 
nothing to chock growing casteism or to improve the conditions 
of the S.C. and the backward classes. Speaking about national 
integration, he said that parties like the Jan Sangh and the 
Hindu Mahasabha offered lip service to it but acted otherwise. 
Similarly, the CPI made alliances with the Jan Sangh and the 
Muslim League for political pruposes. Ke condemned Continuance 
of English. 
Shri Lahri Singh(JS)^ speaking about national integration, 
observed that the SRC had let loose the forces of disintegration 
and regionalism. He complained that the Government of the 
Punjab wa."? working against the spirit of national integration, 1+ 
Shri R.K:eishing(Socr) spoke about the problems of administration 
in the Union territories and discrimination and wastage in varifiu 
various Departments. 
Shri Lai Bahadiir ShastrKHome Minister)^ in his reply to the 
debate, defended the police against opposition onslaught. He 
asserted that police firing was resorted to only when inevitable 
1. Ibid.,Vol.IV-(38);5.6.62icc 8 8 9 6 - 8 9 0 3 
2, Ibid., cc 8935-50(Hindi) 3. Ibld.,GG 9020-32(Hindi) 
IF. Ibid. VO1I?->(39)56.6.62;CC 9189-9202. 
5. Ibid., cc 9211f-60. 
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and that Judicial enquiries were made wheJitoer it was necessary 
BUT, he pointed out that political parties eioher provoked and 
incited the people or created a situation in which firing 
became inevitable. He blamed the newspapers also. He pointed 
out that the Spe<Siial Police Establishment had done a good job 
to check corruption but still there was room for improvement. 
Jhj^ cut motion No.3^2(failure to remove corruption, 
nepotism and red tapism in administration) was rejected by 
121 goes to Ayes, All other motions were also negatived 
and Demands voted. 
Ministry of Labour and Employment: 
Shri. G.L. Nanda(Minister of Planning and Labour and 
•1 
Employment) initiated the debate to "provide some background 
and some basis for a consideration of the policy of the Ministry 
and its activities in some of their major aspects". He explained 
that the aim of the labour policy was "to establish industrial 
peace in the country, and., to., ensure., a continuous ameliora-
tion in the lot of the workers". He conceded that the implementa 
-tion of polfcies and decisions had been alwaj'^ s satisfactory. 
But he assured that the position was improving. 2 
Shri Prabhat Kar(GPI) complained that "fche wage boards are not 
granting the need-lffksed wages", and that the awards were delayed 
and the implementation was very slow. 
Gut Motions; 
GPI: jr. Shri V/arior(^ cut motions). 
1. Need for adjudication of disputes in industries. 
2. Need to implement the schemes of workers* training 
properly. 
1. Ibid., cc 92lif-60 2. Ibid., cc 9 2 6 9 - 8 8 
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3. Need to enforce safety measures in industrial disputes, 
2. Shri Prabhat Kar(V6 motions). 
1. Delay in getting the awards and agreements implemented 
2. Need for a wage Board for press workers, 
3. Failure to take action against industrialists who do not 
allow the workers to take benefit of training opportunitiei 
by the Government, etc. 
3* ghri KunhanC % motions). 
1. Worsening of the liring conditions of the agricultural 
labour, 
2, Weed for a wage structure for Match Factory Workers in 
the southern Region, etc. 
It is to be noted that the CPI alone moved 99 cut motions 
against the demands of this Ministry. 
ghri Prlya Gupta(pgp)'^  noted that the minimura wages did not 
conform to^  rninimura needs and even the central Pay Commission 
could not serve the purpose because of its restricted terms of 
reference. 
2 Shri David Munzni(Sw.) complained that the people were rendered 
homeless, landless and unemployed when their lands vrere acquired 
for industrialisation, 
3 
Shri Nsnda^ in his reply to the debate, said that "there is 
nothing very much to be said because no real issue has been 
raised". However, he explained cerMn points, e.g., Cost of 
living index, effect of rati-nallsation on employment, Wage 
Boards for various industries, etc. 
The cut motions were negatived and the Demands voted. 
1. Ibid,, cc 032if-33. 
2 . Ibid,, V O 1 I V - ( ' + 0 ) ; 7 . 6 . 6 2 ; CC 9 5 0 0 - 0 3 . 
3. Ibid., cc 9527-^6, 
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Ministry of Commerce and Industry: 
Shrl Yallamanda ReddySCPI)^pointed out that the rate of Increase 
in industrial production was iower than in the preceding two 
years. He warned against a serious crisis during the second 
year of the Third Plan about industrial development, 
' 2 Shrl Ram SinghCSw.) remarked that industrial development had 
not halped national progress while the big industries in big 
cities have become the instruments of power of the ruling party, 
Shrl 8ade(JS)^ criticised the plans regarding industries as well 
as the Industrial policy which had adversely affected the 
cottage and small scale industries. 
k 
Shrl Vasudevan Nalr<CPI) poltited out that export trade had not 
developed as much as it ought to be. It needed diversification 
He referred to the sad plight of the coir Industry and various 
difficulties in its development. 
There were no cut motions against this Ministry and the 
Demands were voted after a brief reply by the Minister. 
Ministry of Finance: 
Shrl Prabhat KarCCPlf referred to discouraging position of 
foreign exchange and the rising prices. He criticised the. 
•Planned 'Economy* of the ruling party and said that there was 
no planned budgeting. He referred to tax arrears and noted that 
there was downward trend in Income-tax receipts. 
1. Ibid., cc 9 5 ? 0 - 5 9 2. Ibid., cc 9?68-73(Hlndi) 
3. Ibid., cc 9582-91 (Hindi).V. Ibid.,Vol.Y-(i+2);11.6.62,cc-100l2. 
18. 
5. Ibid., cc 10053-6if. 
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Shri S.N« Dwiiiredl(PSP)%ald that the financial position of the 
country was "the weakest than ever before", and, therefore, "we 
will have no alternative but to surrender to the big business of this 
country". He agreed that foreign aid was necessary for developing 
countries but noted that "foreign aid comes only becanase of some 
selfish motives," He suggested that entire export trade should be 
taken over by the state sector. He referred to tax arrears and 
evasions. 
2 
Shri Lahri Singh(gS) criticised the taxation policy and complained 
that the common goods were highly taxed and the common men were the 
chief victims. He suggested to set up an agricultural corporation 
like the Industrial Corporation. He emphasised the need of paying 
greater attention to minor irrigation schemes. The plans had 
failed, he said, because of defective implementation. 
Shri Ramesh\'faranand(JS)^ was opposed to 'pl-anning'. He spoke about 
border disputes with China and Pakistan and the relations with 
Nepal and the Naga rebels. H9 suggested to build up a strong army. 
Cut Motions: Shri Kumaran. 
1. Need to strengthen financial autonomy of states. 
2. Failure to plan balanced development of various parts of 
the country etc. 
2. Shri Prabhat K:ar(28 motions) 
1. Need to improve the working of the Reserve Bank of India. 
2. Failure to implement the recommend-itions of the ^ oint 
Committee for field workers in LIC. 
3. Need for stringent control over advance policy of Banks etc. 
3. Shri Bambiar 
1. Need to recognise the Qivil Accounts Staff Association 
Shillong. 
1. Ibid., cc 100^3-82. 2. Ibid., cc 1999^-103. 
3. Ibid., cc 10123-30(Hindi). 
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2. Insecurity in the Staff of A.G. Office, Shillong etc. 
PSP: 1. - Shri. S. M. Dwivedi 
1. Need to bring about stability in prices. 
2. Need to adopt measures against persons or companies 
. violating foreign exchange regulations etc. 
It is to be noted that the Jan Sangh- the Swat antra and the 
ilSE.did not move any cut motion against the Demands of such an 
important Ministry. 
Shri Umanath(CPI)^ complained that the backward regions had not been 
developed and that they were treated as "tax-gethering hinterland" 
for other regions. He demanded the setting up of a high powered 
Commission to rationalise centre-state financial rel-jtions. 
Shri Nath Pal(PSP)^began with a criticism of budgetary figures 
regarding deficit financing and foreign aid. He alleged that inspite 
of the denial of the Finance Minister, the aid giving countries had 
brought some pressure upon India. He also criticised the composition 
and working of the Planning Commission and said, "The Planning 
Commission has become a recruiting ground for faddists and favourij&ts 
of the Government". 
3 
Shri Baf^ ri(Soc.) referred to economic inequality and economic 
disparity between rural and urban areas. He also referred to the poor 
implementation of plans. He demanded acquisition of Birla House to 
lilSe conveilted into a national museum. k 
Shri S.N. Dwivedi(PSP) noted that inspite of tall claims economic 
democracy had not been established. He welcomed the tax remission 
1. Ibid. ,Vol.V-(lf3);12.6.62jCG 10321-28. 2. Ibid. ,cc 10335-^9 
3. Ibid., cc 10355-61 (Hindi) ^.Ibid. ,¥ol.;13.6.62; 
cc 10631-^1. 
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on Khadl but complained that all other concessions were negligible. 
Shrl S.L» Verma(JS)^ spoke about the difficulties of his own 
constituency. 
p 
Shri A.K.Gopalan(CPI) drew pointed attention to economic disparity 
among the salaried people. He agreed that some increase in product-
ion had been achieved as a result of the two plans but complained 
that "we are lagging far behind the pre-war level" and that all 
the internal resources had not been utilised. Still he was opposed 
to any new taxes and advocated a tax holiday. He suggested:(a)All 
hoarders of illegal goods should be asked "to declare their hoards 
on pain of penal action", (b) Banking and credit institutions, 
mines, export-import trade, plantation and heavy industries should 
be nationalised and (c) Privy purses should be ablished. 
Shri G.N. Mahida(Sw.said that the "conditions in the village 
are still very primitive" and that Inspite of our claim of industrial 
-Isation the Kingpin of our economy - agriculture - had not come up 
to the mark. HJ pleached for cut in all unnecessary Imports, 
especially the luxury goods, Hd referred to the very high level of 
taxation. He was opposed to nationalisation of banks and regarded 
it a totalitarian measure. He pleaded for more defence preparations. 
Shrl H.V. Kamath(PSP)^3uggested thAt. penalty of flogging' 
for adultration in medicines. He referred to great disparity in the 
salaries of the public servants. He offered a word of caution about 
the MIG deal with the USSR. 
1. Ibid., cc 1072^-25. 2. Ibid., cc108^7-65. 
3. Ibid.,Vol.7-(if5); 15.6.62 k. Ibid., cc 10895-902. 
cc. 10880-85. 
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Shri Warlor(CPI)''referred to infiltration of about 700 Muslims 
in Tripura who had voted during the last General Elections, 
2 
Shri Morarji Desai^ in his reply to the debate, noted that all 
the points raised during the debate could be fully answered in 
the short time at his disposal. But he assured the House that they 
all have been noted and would be carefully considered. 
The cut motions were negatived and the Demands voted. 
During the debate on the Finance Bill(1962), Shri Trevidi(JS) 
and Sh, Krishnapal Singh(Sw,) took part in the first reading while 
the following members participated in the subsequent readings or 
moved their amendments. 
CPI; 1. Shri Fr-abljat Kar. 
2. Shri V. Hair 
3. Smt. Renu Ohakravartty, 
h. Shri Dineu Bhattacharya. 
5. Shri Sarkar Murma. 
6. Shri Pottekkatt. Jan Sangh; 
1. Shri V.S.Bade 
2. Shri Lahri Siggh 
3. Shri U.M. Trivedi 
PSP:1, Shri Hera Barua, 
It appears from an analysis of the twenty-hours general 
discussion on the Budget and 1l8-hours debate on Demands for 
errants that the members of the opposition parties fully iitilised 
the occasion for criticising the policies of the Government and 
advocating their own. They exposed the mistakes and highlighted 
the failures of the Government both ideological and adrdnistrative 
They also Invited attention of the Government to various problems 
of nati.jnal importance and international interest through a 
1. Ibid., cc 10908-12 2. Ibid, cc 10912-37. 
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large niujiber of cut motions. However, it is significant that the 
demand for division of the House was made on two or three cut 
motions which too were negatived with overwhelming majority. It 
means that the differences between the ruling party and the 
•oppisition' were not too sharp and the opposition parties were,h^ 
and large, not strongly opposed if not fully satisfied v&h the 
Government policies. It may be argued that the division of the 
House was not demanded frequently because that would have been an 
exercise in futility or sheer wastage of the valuable time of the 
House, But had it been so, the bulk of opposition onslaught would 
have been avoided. The 'opposition' was always conscious of its 
abject weakness and fragmentation. However, the merit of their role 
is that they justified their presence by impressing upon the ruling 
party and the people in general that the public money was a trust and 
the Government could not spend it without properly explaining its 
- (Wflt 
position in respect of various policies. The Government^operate the 
trust only with the consent of the representatives of the people. 
The role of the opposition parties during the Budget discussion 
was iijpressive by all standards, and in conformity to the best 
traditions of parliamentary democracy. Twelve speakers from the 
'opposition' took part in the general discussion and eighty-five in 
the debate on Demands for Grants, The share of the GPI was the 
largest while that of the Swatantra Party the least. However, the 
1, The share of each party was as follows: 
• CPI - 05 and 28 Sw, - 02 & 10 JS - 02 and 1^4-
PSP - 02 and 20 Soc,- 01 and 13. 
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NM^osition' failed to influence the Government in any way or to 
mediate with it on any issue. It suffered from three basic weaknesses 
(a) numerical weakness; (b) ideological cleavages between various 
opposition parties and (c) absence of an alternate programme clearly 
distinguishable from that of the ruling party at least. 
There are three main aspects of the role of opposition parties 
in the Lok Sabhas Firstly, they combined, irrespective of their 
Ideological differences, to condemn the Government on its administra-
tive 'sins' e.g. the CPI, the PSP and the Swatantra grilled the 
Government for irregularities and ineffectiveness of the Indian 
missions abroad. Similarly, the rampant corruption in the G.P.W.D. 
was condemned uniformly by all the opposition parties. Secondly, 
the ideologies and programmes of different parties were advocated 
by their respective speakers. They were diametrically opposed to 
each other in this respect. The CPI, for example, emphasised the 
necessity of introducing the latest technicpies of agriculturejS. The 
Jan Sangh, on the other hand, pleaded for the traditional system of 
agriculture. Similarly, the Jan Sangh was opposed to giving educat-
ional aid to the Harjans which was emphatically demanded by the 
CPI. Again, the CPI and the Socialist Party advocated for national-
isation of banks, the coal mining, steel industry and maganese mining. 
But the same was against the basic policies of the Swatantra. The 
Jan Sangh and the Socialist Party were opposed to continuance of 
English while the CPI pleaded for improving its standards. The Jan 
Sangh ideology of exchange of population vith Pakistan was contr^ iry' 
to the declared policies of the CPI, the Swatantra and the others. 
There was a good deal of confusion among the opposition parties. 
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The Government was unperturbed and pursued its policies without 
•iTear of opposition'. 
Lastly, certain policies of the Government were supported by 
one set of opposition parties and opposed by the other and vice-versa 
The CPI and the PSP, for example, supported the policy of non-
alignment which was opoosed by the Jan Sangh and criticised by the 
Socfelist and the Swatantra. 
Ab a result of the factors analysed above 'the opposition'' 
could not claim to be a threat to the ruling party or a force to be 
rackoned wi th by the electorate. 
B - Railway Budget(1962-63): General Discussion 
1 
Shri Swaran Singh presented the budget and pointed out that there 
had been a substantial increase in the working expenses of the 
Railways as a result of increased D.A. to lower paid employees. 
He also gave some details of certain other heads of expenditure. 
He, therefore, proposed to enhance the basic rates' charged for 
goods traffic by paise per tone carried upto km. and He.1/-
per ton carried beyond 80 km. The proposed increase in the 
passenger fare was about for I class and a little under 10)1 
for II and III classes. o 
Shri Kambiar(CPI) opposed enhencement in fares and freights on the 
ground that in actual practice the Railways would collect more than 
the estimated Rs.21,26 crores of revenues. He, thereBre, criticised 
the Minister for "misleading the House and the public" for "finding 
an excuse to tax the poor". He agreed that the Railways had made 
1. Ibid., Vol.I-19.If.62Jcc lU-7-57 
2. Ibid., Vol.I-(5); 21.lf.62; cc 2lf5-56. 
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some progress during the past eleven years but the fa.3?es and freight 
had been approximately doubled during the same period. He highlighted 
improper maintenance of engines and rolling stock, increased working 
hours, \in sat is factory labour relations etc. 
Shri t4manath(GPI)^ referred to reduction of Railway Zones from 
30 to 6 and said that it should have been followed by reduction in 
high-salaried officials too. He asked, "Is it not bad economy". 
He highlighted poor pay scales of the casual labourers, non payment 
of D.A. to Railway employees etc. 
2 
Dr. Ranei^  Sen (CP J) opposed the enhancement of fares and freight 
and complained that there was no menticai in the budget of amenities 
for tke travelling public in the III class. He criticised the cateri 
ing service and over crowding in III class comparatments. 
Shri N.S. Mahida(Sw.opposed ehancement of fares and freight and 
referred to over-drowding in III classes and inadequate facilities 
for the travelling public. He pointed out that there had been 
greater extravagance in administration and demanded a high-powered 
commission to go into the whole affair, 
k 
Shri TJ.M. Trivedl(JS) displayed a good deal of experience and 
knowledge of the affairs of Irdian Railways. Some of the points of 
his criticism were as follows: 
1. The railways had been turned into a source of revenue 
collecting and a convenient cover for taxation. The fares 
and freight had increased by about In five years. 
2» About 15 persons are killed and 90 injured in rail 
accidents per day. 
1. Ibid., cc 276-92 2. Ibid., Vol. 1(6) j23.i+. 62,-00-528-3^  
3. Ibid., cc V. Ibld.,Vol.I(7);2if.V.62;cc-700-10, 
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3. Departmental catering was most unsatisfactory. 
if. In the past there was only one T.T.E and now there ,'gangs• 
of them. The increase in staff was •unjstified. 
5. The Establishment code of Railway^ Employees was ultra-
yiras. It was criminal to empower one man to stop salary 
or suspend any employee. 
6. The re-layiiftg of rail lines was unimaginative, etc. 
Dr. P. Misra(CPI)'*highllRhted the widesirability of increase in 
fares and freight. In his opinion the main cause of rail accidents 
was that the employees were over worked and suffered ^ ^physical and 
mental strains. 
o 
The Jan Sangh members Shri Bade and Trivedi*" drew attention 
of the speaker to various discripencies in the figures of loss to 
railways shown in the white paper on Ha,ilway Budget(1962-63). The 
speaker advised the Minister cover the point in his final reply. 
Shri Rameshwaranand(JS)^ opposed the increase in fares and freight 
on the plea of developmental expenditures. He said that replaceqient 
of old signalling system by the new was no development. He demanded 
stopping of D.A. to all employees with a salary of Rs.1000/- or more, 
h 
Shri Bade (JS) argued that increase in fares and freight would 
contribute to increase in prices and further increase in D.A. would 
follow. He, thei-'e^ 'ore, suggested that increased D.A. should be 
paid from the Reserve Funds. 
Shri Bagri(Soc. said that instead of any advancement the railways 
had developed three things: Accidents,Corruption and fares. 
1. Ibid., cc 725-30 2. Ibid., cc 778-79 
3. Ibid.,Vol.I(8);25.^ -.62t V. Ibid., cc 919-29(Hindi) 
cc 895-900(Hindi). 
5. Ibid., cc 960-6^(Hindi). 
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1 Shri B.N. MandaKSoc.highlighted the inadequate amenities and over-
crowding in trains. 2 
Shri Mohan Swaroop(PSP) criticised railway administration and 
referred to the 'racket of bogus tickets', tempering with railway-
goods and over crowding. 
During the general discussion on the Railway Budget, as many 
as eleven opposition members took part.^ The main objection . in 
against the budget was/respect of increased fares and freight 
without simultaneously providing more amenities. Attention was 
drawn to over-crowding; unsatisfactory caiaring service; low wages 
of casual workers and so onl The role of the opposition parties 
was fruitful in the sense that the ruligg party was obliged to 
answer to various objections and justify its decision to enhance! 
the fares and freight to the representatives of the people. The 
Government was not 'free' to do whatever it liked. The opposition 
parties represented the 'public interest' from a different angle 
and played a healthy and balancing role. 
Demands for Grants, (Railways5. 1962-63; 
Demand No.1: Increase in Fares and Freight: 
Smt. Vimla Devi(GPI)^ noted that insplte of its vast area and 
developing industries and agriculture, little attention had been 
paid to Andhra Pradesh in matter of railways. She dem3.nded bifurcat-
ion of Southern Railway Zone.^ 
1. Ibid.,?ol,I(9);26.^.62;cc1123-25(Hindi) 2.Ibid.cc.1136-M(Hindi) 
3. CPI:-Glf, Sw:-01jJG-03;PSP-01; Soc:-02. Ibid, Vol. 11(13) ;2.5.62; 
cc 209^-98 This vas ultimately done at a later dji^ ate 
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Shrl Bade(JS)Valsed the question of laying railway line in West 
Nimad, He also referred to vast backward areas where there were 
railway lines. 
p 
Shri Kunhan(CPI) noted that of the total milage of new lines, Kerala 
was given 77 miles only. Several other facilities were also provided 
in the state. 
Gut Motions; 
CPI:1. Shri Yallamanda Reddy( 5 motions). 
1. Failure to provide a Eailway Zone in Andhra 
2. Growing corruption at higher level, etc. 
2. Smt. Renu Ghaltravartty(22 motions). 
t. Failure to reduce over crowding in trains. 
2. Fiilure to implement the recomraenda-tions of the Caitral 
Pay Commission. 
3. Failure to maii/vtain tracks and bridges in proper condition,etc 
3. Shri Umanath(3S motions). 
1. Failure to man the unmanned gate at Anupanadi. 
2. Weed to provide free sleepers for III class passangers. 
3. Need for extension of"meter guage to i'^ adurai Via Orthanad. 
h. Need for double track between Madras and TuUcorin 
5. Need for increased frequency of rail coach between 
TtJLuchirapalli and Karaikkudi. 
6. Need to abolish air-conditioned coaches. 
7. Failure to fix ceiling of Rs.2,000/- on the salary of 
officers, etc. 
Shri A.K. Gopalan(22 motions). 
1. Need to provide more holiday specials 
2. Failure to reduce over-crowding. 
3. Need to provide direct coaches between Delhi and Cochin. 
Need for a new line between Tellicherry and Mysore. 
5. Failure to reduce accidents,etc. 
Shri KimhanCH motions). 
1. Need for new lines on Southern Railways. 
1. Ibid., cc 2122-27 (Hindi). 2. Ibid., cc 21^2-^+. 
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2. Need to provide two sleeper coaches on Madras-Mangalore 
3, Need to cover platform at Ernakulam Express 
Railway Station. 
k. Need for jnore through trains from coimbator to Cochin etc. 
Shri Mambiar(7 motioxis). 
1. Meed for reinsta^ment of employees punished forfoing on 
strike. ^ 
2. Weed to provide a *halt' at Kodumunda,etc. 
7. Shri Vasudevan Hair(7 motions). 
1. Failure to provide new lines in Kerala. 
2. Need for a Janata train from Bombay to Cochin. 
3. Need for manning the gate at Varkala Station. 
?SPj1. Shri R. Barua: 
1. Inadequate supply of wagons. 
2. Inordinate delay in transporting perishable food stuffs,etc 
2. Shri Vishram Prasad; 
1. Need for representation of all parties on Railway Users' 
Committees. 
SOCJ Shri R.S. Yadav; 
1. Failure to fix maximum salary of Rs.1,000/- to high 
officials. 
2. Failure to reduce overcrowding. 
Shri U.M. Trivedi(13 motions). 
1. Disparity in the pay of stenographers. 
2. Need for reduction in the number of Directors and Dy. 
Directors. 
3. Inadequate cleaning facilities at ^ Wli Junction. 
U-. Need to provide a cloak room at Godhra,etc. 
Shri'R. Barua; (PSP) "^ made a special reference to the losses incurred 
by Railways on account of pilferage, theft etc, and the compensation 
paid by the Railways. He alv^ o referred to shortage of wagons. 
1. Ibid., Vol.II(li+)j 3.5*62', cc 2361-66. 
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Shrl Umanath(CPI)'* pointed out that certain special sections were 
neglected. He thanked hhe Minister for accepting some of his 
suggestions regarding doubling of trackf sections. f o 
Shri Berwa(J5) said that if the fares were going to be increased 
in any way, the utilisation of revenues should be proper. He 
advocated for an over bridge near Lakheri station. 
Shri lallamanda Reddy(CPI)^ emphasised the demand of his party for 
bifurcation of the south aone, new lines in Andhra Pradesh and 
doubling of certain lines. k 
Shri R.G.YadavC'-'oc.) referred to thefts in Railway Workshops and 
godowns. He pointed out that the income from the III class passengers 
was more than I class but amenities for them were the minimum. He 
also referred to over-crowding, poor arrangements of 
catering and pleaded for the Harijans. 
Shri Mohan SwarQop(PSP)^ referred to thefts on goods trains;pilfering 
of coal; ticketless travelling and poor quality of catering. 
The following opposition members interrupted the Railway 
Minister when he replied to the debate and defended the increase in 
fares: 
1. Shri Hem Barua(PSP 
2. Shri H.?. Kamath(PSP) 
3. Shri Pniiia Gupta^PSP) 
h, Shri Yallamanda Reddy(GPI) 
5. Smt. Vimla Devi(GPI) 
6. Smt. Renu Chakravartty(GPI) 
7»Siafci A. K. Gopalan (GPI) 
8. Shri Nambiar(GPI). 
1. Ibid., cc 2378-8^ 2. Ibid.,cc 2if08-11 (Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc 2if21-25 Ibid., cc (Hindi) 
5. Ibdld.-, cc (Hindi). 
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The cut motions to Demand Ko.1 were negatived on division of 
the House by llf1 Moes to k2 Ayes and the Demands were voted 
(c 2>+91/3.5.l962). 
Demands Nos. 2 to 20« 
A 
Shri Namblar (CPI)' compMned that the temporary employees were not 
confirmed even though permanent posts were available. He referred to 
short supply of material for repairs and replacement which resulted 
in acaldents. He criticised the inadequate welfare measures for the 
employees. 
2 
Smt. Chakravartty(CPI) confined her criticism to Demand No.15 relat-
ing to new lines. She was .surprised ho\f the new line from Karagpur to 
Haldia'was changed to Pashlmra. Speakigg about the welfare, he 
referred to higher house rent, increased 
electric charges in Howrah, city compensatory a3.1owance. etc, 
''Cut Motions( Demands No. 2 to 18) 
CPI: 1. Shri A.K. Gopalan(17 motions). 
1. Need to provide facility for transport of fish by trains. 
2. Need for a new train from Kasergod to Tellicherry. 
3. Need for a padestrian over-bridge and ladies waiting 
room at Karuivkutty, etc. 
2. Shri UmanathC 1^+ motions). 
1. Victimisation of Railway employees. 
2. Failure to provide more houses for T.T.Rs. 
3. Failure to make payment of arrears of pay and T.A. etc. 
Shri Nambiar(9 motions). 
1. Ueed for greater utilisation of Marine workshop in 
Mandapam. 
2. Need to fix eight-hour working day for all Railway employees. 
1. Ibid., cc 2. Ibid., cc 26. 
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h, Shrl Biren Dutfca 
1. Failure to provide rail lines to develop backward areas. 
5. Shri Kuraaran( ^  motions). 
1. Failure to provide over-bridge at level c®®®sings in Kerala. 
SOC: 1. Shri R.S. Yadavi 
1. Free land for use of private companies at railway stations. 
Shri B.H. Mandal: 
1, Need for a new line from Bakhiapur to Bihareeganj. 
2. Need for an over-bridge at Saharsa. 
PSP; Shri R.Barua: 
1. Need to provide broad guage line from Siliguri to Alipur. 
2. Need for re-moaelling of Jorhat stations etc. 
JS: 1. Shri 
1. Unsatisfactory system of giving contracts, 
2. Shri Bade; 
1. Victimisation of Hailway employees etc, 
3- Shri U.M. Trivedi( 20 motions), 
1. Need for doubling of Kalot- Mahsana line 
2. Need for survey of Guna-Ilaksi and Shivpuri-Gwalior lines 
3. Wastage in doubling the lines on Cxodhra-Ratlam section. 
h. Need for restoration of Rohtak-Gohana line etc. 
After a brief reply by the Railway Minister, all the cut 
motioms were put to vote and negatived. The Demands ( 2 to 20) 
were voted and the Appropriation(Railway) Bill ( I 9 6 2 ) was passed 
(cc 2691-2705),'' 
An analysis of the debate on the first Railway Budget Shows 
that fell the opposition parties were opposed to any enhancement 
of fares and freight. They also condemned various types of 
1. Supplementary Demands for Grants(Railways) in resnect of 1062-63 
were made twice on 15,11.62(CG 1759-61) and 28,2."63(CG 1^ +26-28). 
The opposition parties put up stiff oppoiition on both the 
occasion. 
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inefficiency in the Railways. Howeveri the special feature of the 
debate was that^one member of the Swatantra Party - the second 
largest opposition group - Shri Mahida took part in the General 
discussion only. Any member of the party neither took part in 
the debate on jDemands nor tabled any eut mot ion» The CPI tabled 
the largest number of cut motions against Demand No«1(11^ - motions) 
and 2 to 20 (i+6 motions). The share of other parties was snail 
Apart from the Common opposition to the Government and unanimity in 
criticising the Railway administration, the opposition parties 
opposed each other on ideological grounds. The Jan Sangh, for 
example, scotffed at increasing the staff. But the CPI held the view 
that the accidents occured mainly because the staff was over-worked 
and suffered from physical and mental tension. 
The main targets of opposition attack were the rail accidents, 
over-crowding, bad catering and inadequate amenities. However, 
the main feature of the debate was that the rmmtM-s of various 
opposition parties highlighted the problems and requix'ements of 
various areas and stations especially their own constituencies. 
They coramunicated to the Government the necessity of a covered 
platform here or an over-bridge there; manning an unmanned level-
crossing or a cloak room at a particular station; Saubllng:the 
track on one section or running a fast train on another. Thus 
they fulfilled their task as mediators and thereby justified 
their own position both In the House and outside. Their role was 
constructive to the system though not effective to policies. 
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The role of the opposition parties during the debate on the 
First Budget(1962-63) was marked by three main features4 (1) Ideologi-
cal opposition t ; the ruling party (2) Criticism or condemnation of 
the Government for its failure to implement certain policies or not 
paying adequate attention to certain problems,(3) Suggestions for 
alternate policies. 
(1) Ideological opposition to the ruling party was spelled 
out mainly by the right-wing oppositicm parties, the Swatantra 
and the Jan Sangh. The CPI, the PSP and the Socialist parties did not 
raise objection to the basic ideology of the Congress. Their only 
contention was that the Congress was not faithfully implementing 
its avowed policies. Shri Rameshwaranand(JS) registered his opposition 
to industrialisation, to planning and to any special consideration 
to the Ifarijans. He advocated the building up of strong army and 
emphasised the need for popularising traditional learning and 
morality. Shri B.E. Singh and Bade(JS) also expressed thdir opposition 
to planning, industrialisation and big project. -Shri Trivedi(JS) 
demanded a strong policy towards Pakistan and advocated the theory of 
exchange of population between India and Pakistah. Shri Karasi^ha 
Reddy(Sw.) criticised the policy towards Pakistan and supported the 
Jan Sangh theory of exchange of population. Shri Mimzni and Ram Singh 
(Sw.) registered their disapproval of l/»dustriallsation and planning. 
The right-wing opposition to Congress ideology was counteracted 
by the left-wing support to it. Shri Vasudevan Nair(CPI) offered full 
support of his party to the Government to combat the reactionary 
forces. Similarly, the CPI, the PSP and the SSP impressed upon the 
Government to more Rigorously pursue i&s policy of socialism. Srimati 
Ghakravartty(CPI) demanded natioaalisatlon of coal mines and was 
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supported by Shri B.P. Mandal(S0G.) Shrl S.M. Dvivedi(PSP) asked for 
nationalisation of all mines. The Government reacted favourably to 
the demand for nationalisation of coal mii®. The demand for nationalis-
ation of banks made by Shri A.K. Cropalan(CPI) vfas not altogether 
dismissed and ultimatey becarae a reality in July 19^ 9=^  
The impact of the opposition upon the Congress policies was 
neutralised by the contradictory ideologies of the two wings of the 
opposition, 
(2) The major part of the opposition tirade was directed against 
slow implemea tation or non-implement a.tion of certln policies and 
administrative omissions or commissions. It appears from their 
speedhes that the opposition members vied vSlth each other to criticise 
the Government. The criticism some times aitTacross ideological barriers 
Shri Karasifflha Reddy(Sw.)was, for example, as critical of the working 
of Indian diplomatic missions abroad as Shri am? Inderjit Gupta(GPI) 
Similarly, Shri Mohd, Elias(GPI) and Solanki(Sw.) were equally 
distressed over shortage of staff in the P and T Department while 
Shri Hem Barua(PS?) and Kumaran (GPI) were equally dissatisfied over 
tihe working of the AIE as the propaganda vehicle of the Congress. One 
of the points on which all the opposition parties were equally 
agitated was the prevalence of large scale corruption in administra-
tion, The poor condition of agricultural labour also received uniform 
attention of the opposition parties although their arguments were 
different. 
The purpose of the opposition parties in criticising the 
Government was not to bring about the fall of the Government. The 
object was to highlight the failures of the Government and to remind 
the ruling party its responsibility to the House and to the people. 
The opposition parties succeeded in drawing attention to cerMn 
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problems to which Government reacted favourably. For example, Shrl 
PottekkattCCPI) drew attention to the problems of difficulties of 
the circus artists and after some time a Bill was passed in this 
4 
connection. 
(3) The third feature of the role of opposition parties was 
that thsy offered their ovm suggestions to deal with various problems 
Shri Umanath(CPI), for example, demanded nationalisation of lignite 
mining; Shri Warior(CPI) suggested that administration of justice 
should be entrusted to the Ministry of Law and Shri Nair(CPI) 
suggested diversification of export trade. Shri Kamath(PSP) suggested 
penalty of flogging for adultration of food and medicines; Shri 
Mohan Swaroop(PSP) asked for abolition of contract system in 
G.P.W.D. and Shri Dwivedi(PSP) pleaded for decentralisation of 
Hindustan Steel. 
The role of opposition parties may be regarded as purposeful 
in the proper functioning of parliamentary democracy and an 
effective check upon the arbitrary acts of the ruling party. 
Table showing the participation of opposition 
parties in the debate on the first budget 
Ministry CPI sw. JS. PSP. soc. TOTAL 
1. Ministry of Development and 
Co-operation. 03 00 00 00 01 OV 2. Ministry of External Affairs 01 01 01 01 01 05 
3. Ministry of Mines and Fuel 03 00 00 01 01 op k. Ministry of Steel & Heavy Ind. 00 01 01 01 01 ok 
5. Ministry of Irrigation & Power 02 01 01 01 01 06 6. Ministry of Trans.&Gommunicatlon 02 02 01 01 01 07 
7 . Ministry of Food & Agriculture 01 00 01 01 01 oh 8. Ministry of Sc.Res.& Cult.AffairsOl 00 00 01 00 02 
9. Ministry of Health 01 00 00 01 00 02 10. Ministry of Education. 02 00 01 01 01 05 11. Ministry of Inf.A Broadcasting 01 01 00 01 01 01+ 12. Ministry'' of Law 01 00 01 01 01 oh 
Ministry of Defence. 01 00 01 01 01 oh Mnistry of Works,Housing & Supplya 00 01 01 01 05 
15. Ministry of Home Affairs. 02 01 01 01 02 07 16. Ministry of Lab.& Employment. 01 01 01 01 00 oh 
17. Ministry of Commerce & Industry 02 01 01 00 00 oh 
18. Ministry of Finance. Oh 01 03 03 01 12 
\ 30 10 Ifi 88 
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The role of the opposition parties during the debate on the 
1 
Second Budget(1963-6^) - both general and Hallway - was not different 
from the first except that certain points wgre reiterated with a 
little tnore esiphasis or certain nevrp points of critlcis® against the 
admin is t rat ion were highlighted« Th© following tables show the 
participation of the opposition parties in the debates on the 
Second Budgets 
A 
Participation in the General Discussion* 
GPI : 03 members SW. s 02 raeabers 
JS. ; 03 merabers PSP : 02 membvors OSG 01 member<r 
B 
Participation in Discussion on Beaaands for Grants 
Ministry GPI s w . J3. PSP s o c . TOT A] 
1 . Ministry of External Affairs 01 02 01 01 00 05 2. t t >1 Food & Agriculture 02 01 01 02 01 07 3. I t n Inf. and Broadcasting 01 02 02 01 00 06 
h. i » t i Education 01 01 01 01 01 05 5. t i t t Sc*nes.& Cult.Affairs 01 01 01 01 01 0 5 
6 . t t f t Atomic Energy 01 00 01 01 00 03 7. 11 t t Health 01 02 01 01 00 05 
8 . I t t i Power & Fuel 02 01 02 01 00 06 
9. 11 t t Labour & Employment 02 01 02 01 01 07 10. t t I t Home Affairs. 02 03 02 00 08 
1 1 . I t t t Works,Houseing & Rehab.01 00 01 01 01 Ol^  
1 2 . t t n Lav 01 01 02 02 01 07 « tt Defence. 01 02 02 02 01 08 n tt Coffldi. & Industry 00 01 01 01 00 03 
t t tt Transp. & conmunicationOO 01 01 01 00 03 16. t i n Mines and Fuel 02 01 01 01 01 06 
17. t t t t Steel and H.Indust. 01 01 01 01 00 o v 
1 8 . t t I t Econ. and Def.Coord. 01 00 01 01 00 03 19i Tt rt ParImt.Affairs. 01 00 01 01 00 03 20. It t t Finance. 01 00 01 01 Oif 
2 5 19 27 2 1 + 10 1 0 5 
1. Ghe General Budget was presented on 28.2.63( cc 1529-6^) and the 
Hallway Budget was presented on 19.2 .63 { cc 13lf-.72). 
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The debate on the third budget (I96U-65) presented on 
29.2.196M'(CC 3153-92) was as routine and tame as before. The 
pppositlon parties reiterated their objection against various 
lapses of the Government and highlighted its failure to implement 
certain policies. They impressed upon the Government and 
individual Ministers that public money could not be spent without 
properly explaining various policies and obtaining a mandate from 
the House. An important aspect of the debate was that no cut 
motions were tabled'against the demands of the following 
Departments or Ministries: 
1. Departments of supply and Technical Development, 
(c 8598|1.^.196if) 
2. Ministry of HealthC c 8682/1 6^) 
3. Ministry of Industry (c 692^/2.k,6h) 
Ministry of works, Housing and Rehabilitation 
(c 9 2 6 0A. 
A 
Participati..,n of opposition parties in 
e: 
General Discussion 
CPI : OM- Members 
Sw, : 01 members' 
JS : 02 members 
PSP s 02 members 
Soc. ! 01 members-
B 
Participation of the oppositi n parties in the 
debate on Demands for Grants(196'+-65) 
Ministry ^^^ ^^^ SOC/SSP Total 
1. Ministry of Iducaticn 02 02 01 01 01 07 
2. n " Petro.& Chem. 01 00 01 02 01 05 » Int. Trade. 01 01 01 01 01 05 n M Inf. & Broadcascting 02 02 01 01 01 07 
5. f t " Labour & Saiployraent 02 01 01 00 01 06 
6. M " Defence, 02 01 02 01 02 08 
conti.. 
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7 . 8. 
9 . 10. 
11. 
12, 
U: 
1 7 . 
18. 
1 9 . 
20. 
Ministry of Law 
" " Transport 
DSpt.of Post & Telegrpph 
Ministry of Food and Agri. 
" Irrlg.& Power 
" Supply & Tdch.Develop 
" Health 
Industry 
WorkSjHouselQg & Rehab 02 
Gom.Dev.&Coop. 
Steel,Mines & H. Bngg 
External Affairs. 
Finance. 
Home Affairs. 
01 00 01 01 01 ok 
02 01 01 01 00 05 
0 3 01 01 01 00 06 
02 01 02 01 01 07 
02 01 02 01 01 07 
01 00 01 01 00 03 
02 00 01 01 01 05 
01 01 01 00 02 05 
 01 01 01 01 06 
01 01 01 01 01 op 
01 01 01 01 00 oC 
02 01 01 01 01 06 
01 01 01 01 00 ok 
02 02 01 01 01 07 
3 3 19 23 19 1 7 111 
1 
The debate on the fourth Budget (1965-66) also did not witness 
any appreciable change or improvement in the role of the opposition 
parties. 
A 
Participation of the Opposition Parties in the 
General Discussion. 
1. CPI i 02 members 
2. Sw. t 03 members 
JS. i 02 members 
PSP • • 01 member sr 
5. SSP X 01 members-
B 
Participation of opposition Parties in Dlscussi-on on 
Demands for Grants. 
Ministry CPI SW. JS, PSP SSP Total 
1. Ministry of Social Security 02 02 01 00 01 2. Ministry of Defence. 01 01 01 P1 01 
3 . Department of Communications, 01 01 01 00 01 
k. Ministry of External Affairs, 01 01 01 01 01 
Ministry of Civil Aviation. 01 01 01 00 00 
Contl 
1. Ibid., voi.xxxrai-<9); 27.2.1965? cc 1899-^. 
06 
05 
03 
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6 . Ministry of Commerce. 01 01 01 02 00 0 5 
7. Ministry of Irrig. and Power 02 02 02 00 01 07 
8 . Ministry of Coara. Dev. & Coop 01 03 01 00 01 06 
9. Ministry of Info. & Broadcasting 00 01 01 02 01 0 5 10. Ministry of Rehabilitation 02 02 01 00 01 06 
ir. Ministry of Labour and Employment 02 01 01 01 00 05 
12, Ministry of Transport 0 2 01 01 01 01 06 
13. Ministry of HeSiith 01 02 01 00 01 05 1C. Ministry of Ind. & Supply 01 0 2 01 01 01 06 
15. Ministry of Mucatioh. 02 01 01 00 01 05 16. Ministry of Home Affairs 02 02 02 01 01 08 
Ministry of Food & Agriculture 02 01+ 02 02 01 11 
1 8 . Ministry of Steel and Mines 01 01 01 01 01 05 
25 29 21 13 1 5 103 
The debate on the fifth Budget (1966-67) too was not substantially-
different from the previous four. In fact the participation of the 
opposition parties had been considerably reduced because Demands for 
Grants of several ministries were voted without discussicn for 
lack of time. Another feature of the fifth Budget was that it was 
presented about six months after the Indo-Pak conflict in September 
196? and the attention of all prolitical parties was still focussed 
on that issue. 
The main points raised by the opposition parties during the 
general discussion on the fifth Budget are summarised as follows: 
Shri M.R. MasanKSw. noted that industrial progress had been 
dropping, the prices were going up, the currency was debased and .l^he 
exports were stagnant. He said that the Budget had shown a su r j p l j cus / „ 
of Rs.210 crores and that some relief was given in personal and 
co3:porate taxes. However, this surplus was converited into actual 
deficit of Rsv127 crores by spending on the civil side, the defence 
1. Ibid., Vol.LI-(17)} 1 0 . 3 . 6 6 ; cc 1+752-75. 
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side and the planning side. "Another thing about the Budget is," he 
said, "that it will be inflationary and raise prices further". 
"Lasti/i tJ^ ® Budget is altogether over-dependent on foreign aid". 
"It has no relevance to the needs of our coiantiy". 
Shrl Muker.iee(CPI)^characterised the Budget as "thoroughly reactionary" 
and " a defeatist budget** which "makes concession after concession 
to the top dogs in our country". He complained that "there is virtual 
abaafldonment of development.." He explained that whatever relief was 
given in the budget was to the advantage of the private capitalist 
with a slight concession to the lower-middle class. 
Shrl Trivedl(JS) raised the question of dearness and inflation. 
He blamed defective planning for the entire economic planning. 
However, he did not elaborate those defeats nor did he make any 
alternate suggestion. 
Shrl a. Reddy(CPI)^nQted that proper attention had not been paid 
in the budget to famine affected areas. 
Shrl Hath PaKPSP^'^said that our rate of growth was lowest in Asia and 
the consumption per head and per capita productivity was also 
lowest. "One of our major problem has been", he said, "inflation 
and failure to stabilise prices". He criticised the economic 
sttuctiUpaa- and said, "What India needs today an efficient national 
sector". He condemned "Government's failure to cut down non-
developmental expenditittre". I 
1. Ibid., cc lf788-l+802 2. Ibid.,cc ^ 4-817-27(Contrary to the 
declared policy of his party,Shrl 
Trivedi delivered his speech in 
3. Ibid.,Yol.LI(l8);t1.3.66;cc5092-|9f^^®^^' 
Ibid., yol.LI<L9){ TIF.3.66JCC5P+23-IF3. 
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Shrl WariorCGPI)^ spoke about food crisis and shortage In food 
production and said that no attention was paid to agrlciiltural 
labour population. He said that procurement prices were very low. 
He pointed out, "whenever the tax is raised, and abnormally raised, 
it is always on the indirect taxes more than on the direct taxes". 
S]hrl__Barwa(JS)^ condemned, the proposed additional duty on Kerosene, 
matches, cloth, sugar, tobacco, petrol and diesal. He noted that 
the public sector \mdertaklngs were not yielding good profits, 
Shrl Ranga(Sw. )^condmhed deficit financing and inflation and higher 
tempo of taxation. He referred per capita low income, high taxes, 
unemployment, under-developmint etc. He criticised investiiEnts in 
plans and increase in administrative expenditure. 
k 
Shrl Kakkar(Sw.) cond&aned increase in taxes and administrative 
expenditure. He referred to growing lawlessness. 
Dr. Lohia(SSP)^spoke about lawlessness and growing indebtedness. 
His speech was so much out of context that the speaker had to 
remind him to speak on the Budget proposals. 
The Finance Minister, Sachlndra Choudhuri^ defended the 
taxation policies and the entire econoraic structure. He took pains 
to explain thfet the burden of taxes was proportionately distributed 
on different sections of the society. However, he assured that 
attempts were being made to reduce expenditure on administration. 
1. Ibid., Vol.LI(2$); 15.3.66; cc 5606-19 
2. Ibid., cc 5637-^9(Hlndi) 
3 . Ibid., Y O 1 . L I I ( 2 1 ) ; 1 6 . 3 . 6 6 | CC 5 8 9 7 - 5 9 1 7 * 
Ibid., CO 5962-8l(Hindi) 
5. Ibid., V O 1 . L I I ( 2 2 ) J 1 7 . 3 . 6 6 ; CC 6228-6k. 
6. Ibid.,oc 7696-7706,• 
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Demands for Grants( 1966-67) 
Hinlstry of GommerceCc 7656/2^.3.66). 
Shri. War! or (CP I)''drew attention to deteriorating economic conditions 
of the country and closure of several taxi;lie mills. 
Gut Motions: 
Shrl Bade(8 motions Nos 17 to 20 and to ^ 6), 
1. "Decline In export of tea, sugar, mill cloth and raw wool", 
2* "Import of sanfomised cloth in the country" etc. 
Shrl Warlor(27 motions Nos 21 to k? and k? to 51). 
1. "Need to imf>rove the working of the Board of Trade". 
2. "Trade relations t^ ith West Sermany" 
3. "Need to review export promotion policy", etc. 
o 
Shrl DandekarCSw.) 
welcomed the recent diedal^n to liheralise import of books. 
He spoke about the problem of rupee payment trade and adverse 
balance with the USSR. He questioned the veracity of the figures 
of trade supplied by the Ministry. 
Shrl Bade(JS)^comolalned that inspite of large paraphernalia, export 
trade had decreased. He referred to shortage of foreign exchange and 
said th\t whatever foreign exchange was available was utilised by 
the public sector at the expense of private sector K 
Shrl Mohan SVaroopfeBQP) demanded to increase the number of export 
promotion organisation^to implement the recommendations of Review 
Committee on Sxport Pi*omotion Gbuncils. k 
Shri Madhu Limaye(SSP) criticised the export policy and alleged 
that undue favour was shown by the Government to certain private 
capitalists. 
1, 2. 
3. Ibid., cc 7709-20(Hindi) Ibid., cc 7727-35(Hindi). 
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After a brief reply by the Minister, the cut motions were 
negatived and Dsm^ds voted(c 7970/25.3.66). 
Ministry of Information and Broadcastlng(c 7989/25.3.66) 
Shrl Masan1 (Sw.condemned "undesirable expenditure of public 
funds In a poor like India on the development of Tellvislon". 
He wanted theTV. In the private sector. 
Cut Motions; 
SW: Shrl Masanl moved seven cut motions to oppose the promotion 
of the T.¥. by the Government, 
QPIs shrl Warlor{23 motions, Nos 11 to 3^). 
1. "Discrimination In the advertising policy of Government in 
fa<&ismur of big news papers", 
2, "Failure to give more encour-igoment to language papers",etc, 
2 
Shrl Hem Barua(PSP) condemhed the Ministry for its poor perforaance 
in external publicity. 
Bhri Euker.1ee(GPI)^criticised the •unimaginative planning* of India's 
broadcasting especially the external broadcasts. He opposed the 
suggestiorl of Shrl Masani(Sw.) for an independent T.V. corporation 
k 
Shrl Berwa(JS) complained that the AIR was more inclined to favour 
the ruling party, 
Shrl K.Pattanaya3c(SSP)^complained that a person re;jected twice by the 
Public Siavice Commission had been appointed as Diredtor General 
of the AIR. He also complained against discrimination to Hindi. 
1. Ibid., cc 7991-99 Ibid.,Vol.LII(29)j28.3.66j 
008199-8208. 
2. Ibid., cc 8013-18. h. Ibid., cc 8230-36(Hindi) 
5. Ibid., CO (Hindi). 
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Shrl Kachhavatya(JS)^criticised the Sensor Board to pass films 
which Effected unhealthy trends among the youth and the students. 
o 
Shrl Ba.^  Bahadurt in his reply to the debj^ tei rejected the 
Swatantra plea for postpoiltaQnt of development of T.?. He assured 
that Hindi was given the largest proportion in AlH broadcasts. He 
admitted that external broadcasts suffered because of lack of power-
ful transmitters. He categorically denied the allegation that the 
Director General of the AIH was ever rejected by the UPSC# 
The cut motions negatived and Demands voted(c8321/28.3.66) 
Ministry of Defencet(c 8322/28.3.66). 
3 
Shri Krishnapal SIIIGH(Sw).suggested to have single Headquarters 
instead of tls»ee. He said that India should not stick to the 
Tashkent Declaration if Pakistan did not abide by it. He asked for 
strengthening the Havy and stream•lining the system of intelligence. k 
Shrl Inder.11t GUPTA(CPI) condemned the use of army to suppress the 
food demonstrators. He cautioned against dependence on foreign aid 
for defence. He emphatically opposed any suggestion about manufact-
ure of A|Borab and endorsed the defence policy of the Government. 
Cut motionstCcc 8^70-86/29.3.66) 
SSPsl. Shri Yashual Singh(cut motions Nos. 1 to 6). 
1. "Heed to improve the working of ordance factories"* 2. "Need for proper development of Navy", etc. 
2. Shri K. FattanayakCcut motions Nos. 11 to 16), 
1. »Impropriety of use of army for maintaining internal 
peace and law and order". 
2, "Need to augment industrial production also for defence 
proparefl&ess". 
1. Ibid.,cc 8289-92(Hindi). 2. Ibid., cc 8293-8320. 
3. Ibid., Vol.LII(29); 28.3.66| cc 832? and Vol.Ln(30)j29.3.66,-
cc 8^37-^5. 
Ibid., cc 8'+57-70. 
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CPIs 1. Shrl Inder.jlt Gupta(2^ cut motions Nos* 29 to 52). 
1,." Impact on Defence Plan of U.S. MB tJ.K. embargo". 
2, " Heed for stricter economy in defence expenditure" 
3. "Need to modify vehicle discard policy", etc. 
2. SHRI Ranghavan(22 aatnotions; Nos to 78). 
1* "Need to enhance the pension scale of the armed service 
personnel". 
2* "Need to start more Sainik schools in the country". 
3# "Need to reserve posts in public sector industries for 
discharged army personnel", etc. 
3* Shri V/arior(36 motions: Hos. 95 to 128). 
1. Adequate family ijuarters for armed service personnel. 
2. "Indiscriminate use of army to quell civil disobedience 
in the country". 
3. "Need to encourage flying in HCC"| etc, 
Shri RAghavan(CPI)^hiighlighted the service conditions of the 
Jawans and need of separation allowance to them ^officers* He drew 
attention to low scale of pensions. 
Shri KaohhaviyaCJS)^wanted the army to be increased and manned 
by persons of martial racesjiike the Bils and adivasis. He 
allegdd that the NDF was used for political purposes. He criticised 
the use of army to suppress internal agitations. 
Shri Nath Pai(PSP)\a3 disappointed over the Report of the Ministry 
regarding Indo-Pak Conflict. He emphasised the need for military 
preparedness. He pleaded for developing nuclear deferrents. 
Dr. Lohia{SSP)^ asked for modernizing the army. 
Shri RangaCSw.)^was dissatisfied with the working of the Ordance 
factories. He criticised the policy of recruitment from any 
particular area. 
1. Ibid, cc 8501-06 2. Ibid., cc 8513-22(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 8528-Vl. if. Ibid., cc 872-83(Hindi). 
5. Ibid., Vol.LII(31); 30.3.66; cc 8793-98. 
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<1 Shri cihflvanT in his reply to the debate, briefly described the 
development of armed forces and the production of weapons and 
necessary equipment to become self-sufficient. He conceded to 
Shri Nath Pai(PSP) that there were 'some simple mistakes* in the 
Rep03?t. He turned down the suggestion of Shri Krishnapel Singh(Sw.) 
for a unified command. He also dismissed the argument of Shrl Gupa 
(GPI) that army should not be used for civilian purposes. He 
emphatically rejected the view of Shri Iffath' PaifiPSP)for a nuclear 
deterrent. 
The ofc motions were negatived and Demands voted(c882l/30.3.66) 
Ministry of Law ( c 8853/30.3.66). 
Ok 
Shri Trivedi(JS) noted that efforts were mot being madejfto codify 
uniform civil laws for all citizens. He also complained that the 
translation work of laws into regional languages was very slow. 
Shri Muker.iee(GPI)^  complained that the Law Commission had not 
suggested any basic reform either in the sphere of substantive 
laws or of procedure. He alleged that the Election Commission was some 
times antangled in the ruling party's interest and machinations. 
Gut motions(c 9022-23) 
GPI: Shri Warior ( 6 motions, Nos. to 19). 
1, "Need to provide legal aid to the poor in all states". 
2. " Need to expedite the elections in Kerala" etc. 
Shrl Krishnapal Sin/;h(Sw.) demanded protection of 'the terror-striken 
citizens' against the police and the executive. He referred to police 1. roid., cc 8798-8820. 
2. Soon after the Demands of the Ministry were presented, Shri Limaye 
Dr. Lohia(SSP) raised a point of order and demanded to hold dis-
cussion on the Bast6r incid^t first >here several adviasis and the 
ex-ruler of Baster were killed by police firing. The^e was a 
conti.. 
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Shrl Yashpal Singh(SSP) said that all laws in the country were 
originally framed by the Britishers and they were more favourable 
to the rich« He suggested that no jgudge of a High Court should 
be reappointed after his retirement. He also ask^d for reduction 
in election expenses. 
Shrl Pathak,^in his reply to the debate, told Shrl Trivedi<JS) that 
making a uniform civil law was a DirecfewPrinciple of State policy 
but sentiments of all citizens about their personal laws were to 
be respected. He assured the House that the question of high cost 
of litigations and desirability of appointing more judges was under 
cons ide rat ion • 
The cut motions were negatived and Demands voted 
(c 9250A.5.I966). 
Department of Parliamentary Affairs( c 9251/ ^ .5.1966). 
Shri Kapur Singh(Sw«) referred to"the phenomenon of prohibitive 
Interruptions" in the House. He asked for recognition of Israel* 
Conti. 
great deal of noise and show of indiscipline in the House 
The speaker named Shri Pattanayak, Limaye and R.S. Tadav 
(SSP) itfho refused to leave the House. They were ultimately 
isuspended for two weeks on a motion of the Minister of Parliament-
ary Affairs, But they still refused to leave the House and the 
speaker threatened to call the Marshall. The House was, in the 
end adjourned.(For details of the incidents see the Statesman and 
tJie Hindustan Times dated 31 •3.66 and 1.U-.66) 
3. Ibid.,Vol.Lni(32)i1.'5.66} cc 8995-900 
h. Ibid., cc 9000-9007 5» Ibid., cc 9030-37. 
Ibid.,cc 90^^-50(Hindi) Ibid.|CC 9057-7^ + & Vol.LIII(33)J 
Ibid., CC 9252-56. ^^ 
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Shrl Da.1l(GPl)^orltlclsed the Department for its failure to 
provide more time for discussion of important matters. 
p 
Shri Raghavan(GPI) coiaplaiued against "the unparliamentary methods 
adopted by the Minister of Parliamentary Affairs in dealing with 
the CPI(L) Group in this House". 
Shri Kamath(pspj observed that the duration of the sessions of 
parliament was^too short. 
Shri Berwa(jrs) complained of discrimination against the opposition 
members in respect of sending delegations abroad. He demanded a 
ban on smoking in the Committee rooms, 
Shri BagrigSSP)^ complained of the short duration of the sessions 
of Parliament and that the smaller groups in the House were ignored 
Shri Yashpal Singh(SSP)^ referred to deteriorating standards of I 
parliamentary debates. He demanded to reform the parliament to 
si;iit Indian conditions. 
After a brief reply by the .Minister the Demands were voted 
(c 9315A.5.I966). 
Ministry of Transport and Aviation (c 9315A.^.1966). 
Shri M.R. Masani($w. )^ Gomplained against over-taxation on road 
transport and that road transport was restricted over a distance 
of 300 miles. He suggested to set up an autonomous body to promote 
tourism. 
1. Ibid., cc 9 2 6 3 - 6 6 2. Ibid., cc 927^-76 
3 . Ibid., cc 9 2 7 6 - 8 6 h. Ibid., cc 9288-91(Hindi) 
5. Ibid., cc 9291-96(Hindi) 6. Ibid., cc 9296-9201(Hifldi). 
7 . Ibid., V O 1 . L I I I ( 3 3 ) ; I F . ^ . 1 9 6 6 } cc 9 3 2 ^ - 3 5 . 
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Cut Motions t (c 93^3-55). 
SSP: Shri Yashoal SlngtiCcut motions Nos, 1 to 6) 
1. Desirability of a Second Shipyard Cochin. 
?-• "Need to improve the working of Border Road Division",etc. 
SW« Snrl MasaniCGut motions Wos. 11 to 1^). 
1« Failure to farraulate a policy on Tourism. 
2. Need to establish an autonomous Authority for tourist 
promotion, etc. 
Shrl 13ath Pal (PSP)'' drew attention to strike by Air India employees 
and pleaded for an amicable settlement of the dispute. About the 
Road Transport he contradicted Shrl Masani(Sw.) and said that the 
progress of Road Transport was admirable. 
2 
Shrl TrlvedKJ'S) condemned the strike by the Air India Navigators. 
He demanded to frame rules for proper functioning of Hoad Transport. 
Shrl Da.11(GPI)^condemned the Ministry for inordinate delay In build-
ing the second shipyard at Cochin and neglect of the roads. He said 
that evenj^  the small funds allocated for road were not utilised. 
Shrl Bagrl(S.SP) wahted the traaitlonal means of transport such as 
bullock carts to be encouraged* He also asked for Inter^state 
bus-transport facilities. 
Shrl Pottekkatt(GPlf complained that Kerala was neglected by the 
Ministry of Tourism. 6 
Shrl Sanjlva Reddy« in his reply to the debate, explained that efforts 
were being made to -aeet thd demands of the striking Air India 
Navigators. He characterised the strike as Illegal* 
1. Ibid., cc 93^3-5? 2. Ibid,,cc 936k-?0 & Vol.LIllO^); 
5.If. 66; cc 9h6k-66, 
3. Ibid., cc 9^7-9507. if. Ibld.,cc 9508-15(Hindi) 
5. Ibid., cc 9555-59 6. Ibid., cc 9561-76. 
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The cut motions were negatived and Demands votedCc 
Mnlstry of Works> Housing and Urban Development(C 9579/5.^*1966) 
ghrl Y. Ready(GPI) condemned the Government for its failure to 
provide houses for "the poor, the Harijans and schedule tribes during 
the plan period. 
Gut motionsi Sec 9596-9603). 
GPI: Shri V. Hair(Gut raottons Hos. 10$ to 112) 
1. Need to sponsor housing scheme for low income groups. 2» Need to provide residential accomodation to low salaried Government servants, etc. 
2 
Shri Gulshan(Sw») raised the question of housing accomodation for 
low income groups. He noted that the number of visitors in Government 
hotels was very small. 
Shri BerwaCJS)-^ said that the same Report of the Ministry had been 
repeated during the past four years. He noted that no progress had 
been made in housing for low income groups. He highlighted the mis-
laanagement and losses incurred by the Ranjit Hotel and Working Girlle-
Hostel. k 
Shri Yashpal Singh(SSP) wanted suitable changes to be made in housing 
policy to benefit the poor, the law income groups and the rural areas. 
Shri Raghawan(GPI)"^ in his reply to the debate, pointed out that the 
Government did not cooperate with him in the execution of urban 
development schemes and that the funds allocated for the purpose were 
also diverted. 
The cut motions were negatived and Demands voted(c 9850/6.^ .^66). 
1. Ibid., cc 9511-88 2. Ibid.,V'ol.?III(35);6.i4-.66; 
• cc 97^9-56(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc 9768-78(Hindi). h. Ibid.,cc 9783-88(Hindi). 
5. Ibid.,cc 9816-80. 
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Ministry of Fstroleum and Chemicals (c 98?2/6A,l966)» 
Shri BheeKsw.)''noted that the production of fertilizer had not 
reached the target of the third Plan and that the capacity of 
refinarles in ,the public sector had not increased. 
CMt motlons(cc 9865-68) 
SSPs Shri Xaahpal Singh(cut motions Nos. 1 to h) 
1. "Desirability of reducing the price of chemicals". 
2. "Scarcity and high price of Kerosene", 
CPIrtShri V. Hair (motions Mos 5 to 13 
1. "Heed to expand the siae of Cochin Oil Refinary". 2. "Need to speading up production of essential drugs",etc. 
Shri Ra^ havan,(motions N6S. I'f to 25)* 
1. "Need to enhance the quota,of Kerosene to Kerala". 
2, "Heed to prevent sale of t^'V sheets by private oil 
companlos in Kerala", etc. 
2 
Shri Mohan SvmroopCPSP) who complained against poor progress in oil 
exploration, could not complete his speech for want of quorum. 
Shri V. Hair (GPI)^  complained that the revised fertilizer policy 
was harmful, dangerous and anti-national. He blamed the private oil 
companies for shortage of Kerosene in the country. L 
Shri Raghavan(CPI) condemned the Ministry for its failure to break 
the monopoly of foreign companies in the manufacture of drugs and 
bringing down tho prices* 
Shri Berwa(JS)^noted that the difficulties about oil and chemicals 
were mdinly due to pressure from the foreign companies. 
1. Ibid., Vol.mi(35)j6.if.66; cc 9861-6^ .^ 
2. Ibid., cc 9877-80(Hindl). 3. Ibid. ,¥o(.LIII(37)5II.^ +.66; 
cc IO272--8O. 
Ibid., cc 10290-97. 5. Ibid., cc 10322-28(Hindi). 
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Sfflt.^ aeim ChakravarbtyCQPI)^highlighted the shortage of kerosene 
in various parts of the country especially in West Bengal. 
2 
Shrl Alagesant In his reply to the debate, explained the development 
In the oil industry and assured the House that effoffcs were being made 
to attain self-sufficiency in oil. He also explained that shortage 
of kerosene was mainly due to defective distribution system. 
The cut motions were negatived and Demands votecUc10371/11 .^ +.66) 
Ministry of Irrigation and PowBr{ o 10372/11,1966) 
Shrl Naraslmha Reday(Sw.noted that huge amounts were spent on 
construction of dams in the areas wh&re there was plenty of rains 
so that more power could be generated for- industry. I'he dry areas, on 
the other hand, still suffered from want of power. 
Cut mot ions ( cc 10382-8if). 
Shrl P.K.Deo criticised through his cut motion No.7, the 
Upper Indravatl Hydro-Electric project in Orissa. 
GPI: Shrl RaghavanCcut motions Mos 8 to 21). 
1."Need for establishing a thermal plant for Malabar area In 
Kerala". 
2."Need to check shortage of power in Kerala" 
3."Need to cftieck sea-erosion in Kerala",etc. 
L 
Smt. yimla Devl(CPI) noted that the irrigation and power was 'crimin-
ally neglected' In the second and third plans. She said, "Not only 
irrigation potential must be created, but It must be i\illy utilised". 
Shrl BadeCJS)^ said that big projects x^ ere started at the cost of 
smaller schemes and the big projects could not benefit larger number 
of people. 
1. Ibid., ce 10337-39 2. Ibid., cc 10339-70 
3. Ibid., cc 10373-82. Ibid., cc 10389-96. 
5. Ib;d., Vol.LIII(38);12.l+.66; cc l05^5-55(Hlndl). 
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•1 •Shrl Bvd.vedl(P3P) demanded, that water charges for irrigation should 
he unifonn all over the country. 
p 
Shrl Ra.ghavan( CP I)'^ highlighted the shortage of power and irrigation 
facilities in Kerala. 3 
Shri Fakhruddln Ali Ahmad» in his reply to the dehate, refutsfed the 
allegation that very little had been done about Irrigation. He gave 
some details of the progress in rural electrification. 
The cut motions were negatived and Demands voted(c 10853/1^.'+.66) 
Ministry of Health and Fa.glly planning(c 
k 
Sint» Gayatrl DevKSw.) referred to acute shortage of doctors in 
the country and said that the poorer sections of society were not 
benefited by various health schemes. She wanted the fafflily planning 
programme to be popularised in villages. 
Dr. U. MisraCCPI)^wanted the Government to pay greater attention 
to diseases like the T.B,, laprosy etc. He was opposed to strikes 
by doctors. Ee inferred to high prices and non-avilability of drugs. 
He complained that indigenous system, of medicine was not duly 
enoo uraged. 
Cut motions(cc 10878-80) 
SSP: Shrl Yashpal Singh(motlons Hos. 1 to 6)* 
1. "Need to improve the workingof the central Government Health 
Scheme 
2. "Need to promote the Ayurvedic and Unani systems of medince"etc 
1. Ibid., cc 10558-60. 2. Ibid., Vol. LIII(39);lJ+.l4-.66^ cc. 10856 
3. Ibid., cc 10870-78. h. Ibid., cc 10885-90. 
5. Ibid., cc 1O9O2.O0(Hin4i). 
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Shrl- Bade(motlons Nos 7 to 11). 
• 1 * llNeed to open CHS Ayurvedic dispensaries in the Capital". 
2. "Need to proaiote the Ayurvedic and Unani systems of 
medicine", etc. 
Shri D. Bhattacharya(QPI)^ complained that attention vras not paid 
to the supply of drinking water especially in rural areas. 
Shri RaiaeshwaranandCJo) was opposed to family planning and advocated 
to popularise brahtaacharya and dietrition. 
Shri Mohan Svaroop(PSP)^emphagi9ed the need of promoting the 
Ayurvedic and Unani systems of medicine, 
h 
Dr. Sushi la Hayar^ in her reply to the debate, assured that all 
efforts were being made to reduce the shortage of doctors and 
hospitals but she referred to shortage of funds. She gaTO some 
details about progress in the programmes of family planning, water 
supply and development of indigenous systems of medicine. 
The cut motions were nagatived and Demands voted(c 11155/l5*'+»66) 
Ministry of Labour. Employment and Rehabilitation(c111%/l5.U-.66) 
Shri Gulshan (3w.)^drew attention to about 32 thousand textile workers 
who were rendered idle. He pointed out that the scheme of fair price 
shops in industries had not been implemented. 
Cut motions( cc 11170-72). 
SSfj Shri Yashpal Singh(rootions Kos. -1 to 6). 
1. "Need for introduction of pension in lieu of provident fund". 
2, "Failure in persuading the industries to pay bonus to 
workers",etc. 
1. Ibid.,cc 10885-90 2. Ibid., cc 10902-09(Hiddi). 
3. Ibid., cc 10930-35(Hindi). Ibid.,co 109^9-56. 
Ibid.,Vol.LIII(^);l5.^.66; cc 11158-70 (Hindi). 
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GPIJ ghri Bhattacbarya(motions Nos 7 to 11). 
1. "Need for payment of compensation to refugees from Bast 
Pakistan". ' 
2. "Need to provide drinking water in refugee carap3",etc. 
Sfari Mohd. S'liasCGPI)'^ condemned the Government for anti-labour 
policies and referred to labour unrest all over the country. Ke said 
that the Bonus Act was more favourable to employers. 
o . 
Shri KachhavaiyaCJS) drew attention to the conditions of shop 
assistants who were not covered by the provisions of gratuity or 
miniraiM wages. He alleged that in most of fa^ ctories the muster rolls 
did not snow the actual number of workers. 
ghri Priya Gupta(FSP)^ corflplain8d that very little had been done to 
improve the standard of wages and housing and medical facilities for 
workers. 
k 
Shri Kakkar(Sw.) noted that various types of minimum facilities 
had not been provided for workers. He said that conditjbis of 
agricultural workers were most deplorable. 
Shri Raghavan(CPI)^confined his observations to labour problems in 
Kerala. He referi^d to strike notice given by 300,000 plantation 
workers with whom the Government had failed to settle the dispute. 
Smt. Ghakravartty(GPl3^hlgfalighted the problems of rehabilitation 
and the conditions of refugee camps in West Bengal. 
1. Ibid., cc 11180-88 2. Ibid.7ol.Liy(if1 );18.^f.66j 
cc 11»f10-16(Hindi). 
3. Told,, CO 1llf21-26. If. Ibid., cc 11^ -37-M 
5. Ibid., cc 1lif50-52 6. Ibid., cc 11^ -92-98. 
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1 
Shrl Jag.iIvan Ram, In his reply to the debate, explained that there 
had developed a tripartite pattern in which the workers, the empljOfBrs 
and the Government were represented in all major policy decisions. 
He assixred the House that efforts would always be made to avoid 
closures and lay off. He said that there was no discrimination in 
the application of labour laws in public or private sectors. 
The cut motions were negatived and Demands voted(c11666/19.^.66) 
Ministry of Food. Agriculture. Community Development and 
Cooperation: ( c 11q67/19.M-.66).' 
The Pood Minister, 0. Subramaniara announced in the beginning 
that the Government was contemplating modification of ssonal system. 
2 
He explained some of the proposed changes. 
It may be noted that almost all opposition parties were opposed 
to zonal system and demanded its abolition. The Minister thus 
forestalled any opposition onslaught. 
Shri P.K. beo(Sw.said, "A false order of proprieties in planning, 
neglect of agriculture and irrigation, excessive taxation, the 
suffocating control with attendent corruption and waste - all these 
have brought the national economy to a perilous state by thfts 
involving over-dependence on foreign aid including food, of course". 
Cut mot ions( c 11683-96). 
SSP: Shri Yashpal SiHghCmotlons Kos. 1 to 6). 
1."rreed to improve the working of Food Corporation of India". 
2."Need to Increase the minimum price of sugar caj:)e",etc. 
1. Ibid., VO1.LI?(^2)J 19 .^ .1966; cc 11636-65. 
2. Ibid., cc 11670-73 3. Ibid., cc 11763-83. 
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GPIl. 1 Raghavan(motion3 Hos 26 to 38 and 53 to 62)* 
1. "Operation of levy in Kerala". 
2, "Need to allot raoi© sugar quota to Kerala", 
2. "Slow progress made in carrying out land reforais"» 
H-. "Need to encDurage Panchayat Industries".,etc. • 
2. Shri Sar.l0Q Pandey(Motions Nos 69 and 76 to 90) 
1. "Failure to provide sufficient irrigation facilities to 
farmers", 
2., ".Failure to ifflplenjent land^  reforms fully". 
3. "Failure to nationalise trading in foodgrains" etc. 
Swo: Shri P.K. Deo(motions Nos. 39 to $2 and 9I). 
1. "Failiire to provide adequate irrigation facilities to 
farmers". 
2. "Failure to abandon policy of compulsory procurement," 
3. "Failure to abandon the monopolistic trade of- the Food 
Gorpo rat ion".et c. 
Shri Sar>1oo Pandey(CPl)^referred to acute food crisis and alleged 
occurance of starvation deaths. He blamed the Government for wrong 
policies and said that the food shortage was largely artificial 
due to black marketing, hoarding and srauggliDg out Ibt China through 
Nepal, 
Shri ?.Prasad(PSP) criticised excessive taxation, wrong planning 
and corruption in administration. He referred to inadequate irrigation 
and fertilizer facilities. 
Shri Biren Dutta(gPl)^rai3ed his "-foice of protest against the callous 
attitude of the Government towards the people of Tripura", He referred 
to shortage of food and starvation deaths in the state. 
k 
Shri Nath Pai(PSP) criticised the food policy and said that one reason 
for food crisis was that Government drifted from policy Jo policy. He 
asked for controlling the rodent pooulation and increasing storage 
capacity. 
1. Ibid., cc 11706-18(Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc 11737. 
3. Ibid., Vol.LIV(if3);20.l+.66; cc 12013-17, 
h. Ibid., cc 1 2 0 6 8 - 7 9 , 
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ffiri Kachhavalya(JS)^criticised the zonal system of tmsatisfactory 
policy of agricultural loans, p 
Shri BervaCJS) quoted figures to show that production had decreased 
In various states. He criticised the indiscriminate imposition of levy 
Shri lashpal Singh(3SP)^complained that the procurement prices were 
most unremunerative. 
k 
Shri Priya Gupta(PSP) highlighted the problems of production and 
distribution and the failure of the Government to follow a policy 
to attiin self-sufficiency in food production, ti 
Shri Subramaniam. in his reply to the debate, justified the need 
and urgency of food aid. He referred to relief work in scarcity 
areas and e35)lained the meaaures to augment food production. He also 
explained the policy about credit distribution, cattle development 
and family planning. 
Ill the cut motions were negatived and the Demands were voted 
on division of the House by I05 Ayes to 26 Moes(c 12if05/21,^ .66). 
Ministry of External Affairs ( c 12557/ 22.J+.I966), 
Shri Kapur Singh(Sw.)^ spoke about the desirability of forming some 
kind of a confederation of India, Nepal, Burma and Ceylon and to 
include Tibet whenever possible. He asked for recognition of Israel 
and improve relations with Pakistan. 
Gut motions( cc 1257^-77) 
SSPJ Shri Yashpal Singh( motions Nos. 1 to 6). 
1. "Failure to get the aggression of China vacated". 
2. "Question of recognition of Israel and East Germany" etc. 
1. Ibid., cc 12090-98(Hindi) 2. Ibid.LIV(i4f.)21 66.cc12337-^ +1 (H) 
3. Ibid., cc123k9'^2(mndi) Ibid,, cc 12353-62 
5. Ibid., cc 12362-95 6.Ibid.,V.LI?(^ 5)22.l|-.66jccl2558-6lf. 
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SW: Shrl Kat?ur Singh (mot Ions Hos 9 to 11). 
1. "Failure to establish diplomatic relations vrith Taiwan". 
2. "Failure to establish diplomatic relations with Israel",etc. 
JSi Shri Trivedii 
1. "Failure to establish diplomatic relations with Taiwan and 
Israel and spending unnecessarily in UAR". 
CPIt Shri Muker:lee (motions Nos 13 to 2^). 
1. Desinbilitj of having diplomatic relations with GDR. 
2. Inadequacy of India's contribution to achieving peace in 
Vietnam, etc. 
Shri Muker.lee(CPI)^ condemned the statement of the Prime Minister tn 
the USA.in support of American policy in Vietnam. He asked for 
settlement of disputes with China and Pakistajci. 
Shri TrivedKJS) supported the CPI demand for recognition of GDR 
V 
and asked if the saune could be done with Taiwan, He criticised the 
for^n services. 
Shri Bhattacharya(CPI)^Griticised the Vietnam policy. He said that 
our economy was cracking under the weight of Defence and, therefore, 
he suggested to resolve dispute with China. 
Shrl Hem Barua(PSP)^condemned the foreign policj and said, "some 
how or other, our foreign policy does not reflect our national need. 
May I say, our foreign policy is like instant coffee, which is 
always ready to suit other people•s pleasures, whims and tempers". 
Dr. Lohia(SSP) demanded resignation of the Foreign Minister for his 
alleged failure to save the life of the Prime Minister at Tashkent. 
He said that India was following a weak policy, 6 
Shri Swaran SiHghfin his reply to the debate, said that Pakistan did 
1. Ihid., cc 12577-92 2. Ibid., cc 12603-09. 
3. Ibid., cc 1 2 6 1 7 - 2 3 . V. Ibid.,Vol.LIV(^ 6)25.!+.66;cc12808-1i+, 
Ibid.,cc 12850-57(Hindi) 6. Ibid.,Vol.LIV(if7)26.if.66|cc I 3 O 8 9 -
I3II8. 
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not seem to be interested in implementing the Tasiikent Declaration 
still Indians doors were not dosed. He reaffirmed India's faith 
in non-alignment and anti-colonialism. He justified the TietnarE 
policy and friendship) with the Arab World. He said thai? a Committee 
had been forsiod to review the foreign services. 
The cut mmtions were negatived and Demands voted(c 13119/26.66) 
Ministrr of Imn and Steelt (c 13120/26.^*1966), 
1 
Shri Buta Ginf^ hCSw.) said that according to press reports the 
biggest steel unit in public sector - the Hindustan Steel Ltd., 
was not only mismanaged but wa§ the seat of politics. 
Cut motions( oc 13127-28) 
Haghavan( motion Nos 7 to 18). 
1. "High cost of production at Durgapur Steel P3aat". 2. •• Lack of effective control on the working of the Hindustan Steel Ltd./«, 
3. "Over staffing in Bhilai Steel Plant", etc. 
Shri Da.1i(CPI)^  stressed the n^ed for priority to steel. He referred 
to mismanagement, corruption and nepotism in steel plants. 
Shri Raghavan(CPI)^referred to failure in proper management of 
various steel plants. 
Shri Berwa(JS) highlighted dependence on foreign money and foreign 
experts. He refefred to losses in the Hindustan Steel and over-staff-
ing in other plants because of communist pressures. 
1. Ibid., cc 13121-26. 2.IBi3ja., cc 13135-^2 
3. Ibid., cc 13150-53 h. Ibid., cc 13l60-6^(Hindi), 
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Shrl Prlya Gupta(PSP)^referred to inferior quality of steel produced 
in public sector undertakings and their top-heavy administration. 
2 . 
Shri T*N Singh, in his reply to the debate, explained that a reason 
for low efficiency in public sector plants was that they were manned 
mostly by young men who did not have large experience. He refuted the 
charge of top-heavy administration in those plants. 
The cut motions were negatived and Demands voted(c 13290/25.^.66) 
Ministry of Home Affairs (c 13393/27.^.1966) 
Shri Kapur Singh(Sw.) highlighted the deterioration of law and order 
h 
in the country. He referred to press reports' regarding:(i)proposed 
Kerala Bandh by leftists to demand doubling of rice ration," lifting 
of emergenoyf lining the D,A* with the cost of living etc.,(ii) arrests 
in connection with Mysore Bandh.(iii) arrests of teachers in Galcuttaj 
(iv) strike by Ashoka Hotel Workers, and (v) attempt to KinJa Madhya 
Pradesh Minister. Reference was also made to growing corruption in 
admiwAietrntion and the charges against the Chief Ministers of Bihar, 
Orissa, Mysore and Rajasthan. 
Cut motioffis; ( cc 13MfO-52). 
CPI: 1. Shri Bhattacharya( motions Nos 10,11 and if2). 
1. "Need for proper use of central police forde" 2. ''Failure to lift emergency and revoke DIR'». 
Shri Raghavan(motions Wos 12 to 36). 
1. "Need to give official status to all the regional languages in 
the centre". 
2. "Need to withdraw all cases oending in connection with the 
Keriila Bandh". 
3. "Abuse of powers by the Advisers in states under President's 
Rule", etc. 
1. Ibid., cc 13173-76 2. Ibid., cc 13192-13209. 
3. Ibid.,VolLIV(J+8);27.^ .66; cc I3lf01-19. 
See the Statesman,New Delhi Dated 2.^ .66(Bditorial:'i|Trial of Death') 
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3» Dr. Hasten Sen( motions Wos. fe to 85). 
1. "Need to redress the grievances of the Central Secretariat 
employees", 
2. "Failure to meat the just demands of the Central Government 
clerks Union",etc. , 
PSPt Shrl Dwlvedi(motIons Nos 98 to 103). 
1. "Failure of the organisation of the Central Intelligence 
services". 
2. "Failure of the Ministry M effect economy in the Ministry" 
etc. 
Dr. Ratten Gen(CPI)'*Condemned the police and said, "The police is 
aptly called the trigger happy police". He referred to indiscriijiinate 
arrest of Muslims during the Indo-Pak conflict and said that the 
Muslims were treated as second class citizens. He highlighted the 
misuse of the D.I*R. 
2 
Shri Trivedl(Jg) highlighted the growing corruption and lawlessness. 
He referred to the Baster incident and ineffeclife implementation of 
prohibition. 
Shri S.U. Dwlvedi(PSP)-'3aid that "Government's machinery is being used 
for party purposes, there is no doubt about it". He comiSiraented the 
Border Security Force but criticised the Intelligence Serttce. He 
referred to growing corruption in administration and the Ministeres. k Shri Yashpal SinKh(3SP) spoke about growing corruption, disruptive 
activities of the Mizos and discrimination against Muslims. 
if 
Dr* Saradiah Hoy(GPI)^complained that the Government had outraged 
democracy in Kex'ala by dissolving the democratically elected Assembly. 
He opposed the continuance of Emergency and the D.I.E. especially its 
indiscriminate use against Muslims. 
1. Ibid., cc 13^52-63 2. Ibid., cc 13501-10, 
3. Ibid., cc 13518-28 h. Ibid., cc 13537-»f6(Hindi). 
5. Ibid,, 7ol.LI?(lf9);28.»+,66j cc 13799-805. 
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1 
Shri G.L« Manda«in his brief reply to the debate, asserted that there 
was, "list and large,.» complete security and freedom for the Muslim 
Goiiffliunity". Shri Nanda took pains to Justify the continuance of 
Emergency and referred to threat fro® China as well as internal 
disturbances. About the wave of agitations and violence he said that 
no alarmist conclusions should be drawn. He agreed that protests could 
be genuine but violence was highly detestable. 
The mjor p<?rfriofi ^^ iri geuida^s speech uas allowed to be 
placed on the Table of the Hou^e. 
Cut motions No. 2h of Shri RaghavanCOPI) ("Feed to lift Sanergency" 
was negatived on division of the House by 122 Noes to Ayes, All 
other cut motions were also negatived and Demands voted(c lif08l/29.^ +.66 
The Demands of the Ministi-ies of Education, Mines and Metals, 
Industry, Supply and Technical Development and Finance and also the 
Department of Social Welfare, Atomic Energy, Communication and 
Planning Commission, Lok Sabha» Rajya Sabha and the Vice-President's 
Secretariat were voted after bi:»ief discussion for lack of time 
( c 11+085/29.^ .66). 
$able A 
Participation of the Opposition Parties in the General 
Debate on the Budget(General)(1966-67) 
CPI J 3 members 
SW. : 3 members 
JS. : 2 members 
PGP t 1 member 
SSP t 1 member 
1 . Ibid., ?O1.LI¥-(50)5 2 9 . ^ . 1 9 6 6 J CC 11+0^ .3-1+7. 
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Table B 
Participation of Opposition Parties in the debate on 
Demands for Grants(1966-67). 
Ministry, CPI SW. JS. PSP SSP TOTAL 
1. 
2, 
Ministry of Commerce, 
Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting, 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
02 
01 
01 
01 
01 
05 
06 
3. Ministry of Defence, 02 02 01 01 01 07 
Ministry of Law 01 01 01 00 01 Ol+ 
5. Dept.of Parliamentary Affalrs02 01 01 00 01 05 
6. Ministry of Trans,&Aviation 02 01 01 01 01 06 
7. Ministry of Works,Housing & Urban Development, "" 02 01 01 01 01 06 
8. Ministry of Petroleum &. 
Chemicals, 03 01 01 00 00 05 
9. Ministiy of Irrigation and Power. 02 01 01 01 00 05 
10, Ministry of He 1th and Family 
Planning, 02 01 01 01 00 05 
11. 
12, 
Ministry of Labour,Employ- 03 
raent and Rehabilitation 
Ministry of i8bod,Agrl. G,D, & 02 
Coop eration. 
02 
01 
01 
02 
01 
03 
00 
01 
07 
09 
13. Miraistry of External Affairs 02 01 01 01 01 06 
Ministry of Iron & Steel 02 01 01 01 00 05 
15. Ministry of Home Affairs, OZ ot 01 01 01 06 
29 17 17 10 87. 
It is clear from the above that the role and teohaaique (ft the 
opposition parties during the debate on the fifth Budget was not 
different from the first. They did not raise any fresh objections 
to policies nor did they offer any fresh alternative to any 
problem. The debate was, in many respect, dull, routine and 
retualistic. One special feature of it vas that except one, no cut 
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motion was pressed for division which had been a regular feature in 
the past. Similarly, all the Demands were voted without 
division except one. 
It appears from an analysis of the debates on the five budgets 
that the opposition tirade was no pointed so much against the 
financial and fiscal policies as against political issues and 
policies and especially against administration. The budget debates 
were indirectly^ concerned with budgets. They were, by and large 
politically raotiYated and even ideology was remotely Involved. 
All the opposition parties were unanimously opposed to aay 
increase in taxes and condemned wastage in administration. They 
were also ua^S^^^in demsu^ ding an all-round economy in administra-
tion and vigorous collection of tax arrears. Apart from unamiraity 
on such general Issues, there was a great deal of divergence 
between the various oppositbn parties not only in respect of their 
views kbout Government policies !»ut also in respect of their 
approach to basic issues, lach one of opposit-c^ n parties pulled 
its weight in a different direction which rendered the total 
impact ineffective. They not only failed to establish high 
parliamentary standards and conventicfflis,t in the House but proved 
incapable of building their own Image in the public as genuine 
contender of democratic power and powerful rivals of the Congress 
rule. Their opposition to Congress was superficial rf3ther than 
ideological. The differences between the CPI and the Swatantra 
were more pronounced than their opposition to the Congress. The 
result was th^^^t the Government could not be obliged to 
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effect any change in its policies. 
Another feature of the debates was that the varioE parties 
had certain set notions which they repealed every year. The GPI, 
for example, supported the policy of non-alignment but alleged that 
the Government was more inclined towards the Western bloc. The PSP 
had certain misgivings about the policy while the Swatantra ^ a^rty 
clearly opposed it and alleged that the Government was more 
inclined towards communist bloc and that Indians international 
trade was also favourable to that bloc. Similarly, the GPI was 
opposed to manufacturing atom-bomb and advocated for a peaceful 
solution of the border dispute with China. The Jan Sangh, on the 
other hand, asked for manufacturing atom-bomb arjd for adopting a 
strong policy towards China. The PSP also favoured military 
preparations. The Swatantra Party was opposed to planning and blamed 
it for India's economic depression. The GPI and the SSP, however, 
asked for more planning and maintained that economic depression was 
mainly due to defective planning and its half-hearted implementation, 
It is obvious that the arguments of the opposition, parties for 
and against the policies of the ruligg party were contradicted from 
within their otm group. The process of self-negation in the 
opposition group jorovided the ruling party with a freedom to 
carry out its own policies. The opposition parties could neither 
influence it nor check it. 
The main contribution of the opposition parties during 
the budget debates was three-fold. Firstly, they reviewed the 
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basic policies of the Government 
and opposed them on ideological ground, if possible* Secondly, 
they reviewed the workiJig of various ministries, expressed 
their disapproval of certain policies or highlighted any short-
comings to arouse public attention, Thirdly, they eomm-onicated to 
the Government various problems of local nature or vhich directly 
concerned their 0¥i3 policies and programmes* 
The role of opposition parties during the budget debates 
vras largely negative without any appredlable Impact upon the 
policies of the Government. They did perform their duty 
but they were too weak to be effective. Their weakness was both 
ideological and numerical. 
CHAPTER VI 
UW-14AKIHG AND DELIBERAT lOHS 
"The meaning of representative uovernnient"* in the words 
of Jolm Stuart Mill, "is, that th© whole people, or some numerous 
portion of them, exercise through deputies periodically elected 
by themselves the ultimate controlling power, vihich, in every 
constitution, must reside somewhere*"^ The "representatives" 
perform their functions in four ways: Firstly, they control 
public money and periodically grant adequate funds for the 
implementation of policies and programmes already approved by 
them. Secondly, they deliberate and discuss specific Issues 
arising from time to time and take decisions on behalf of the 
people on the basis of confidence reposed in them. Thirdly, they 
communicate to the Government the "tt'ill" of the people by moving 
resolutions and motions in respect of various problems or 
policies. Fourthly, they make laws for the conduct of the affairs 
of state. 
The opposition party or parties in a legislature can play 
a constructive role by taking part in deliberations or initiating 
discussions at their own. Thus they occupy a definite place in 
the system and contribute positively to the process of law making 
The negative role of the opposition parties is no less important. 
They can check or put hinderance to any process which th®y consider 
1. John Stuart Mill, in "Considerations on Representative 
Government" reproduced In Eckstein & Apter(eds).Comparative 
Politics(London.1963).p.1 
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to be detrimental to national interest or opposed to the'will of 
the people»• They can, through criticism of Government policies 
arousepublic interest and popular opposition to such policies and 
put pressure, Irrespective of its impact, upon the Government. 
The efficacy of the opposition par-ties is not to be determined by 
their ability to introduce a particular measure or to stop a 
Government bill. They cannot, for obvious reasons, get their bill 
passed or stall a Government bill. That voulld ataaimt to a vote of 
no confidence. They play the role of a watch-dog or vigilant 
custodian of popular and national interest. This can be evaluated 
from the force of their arguments against the Government policy or 
from successfully arguing for their own measures. 
The role of opposition parties in the Lok Sabha was fruitful 
during debates and discussions and also when they introduced 
legislative measures or brought resolutions before the House. 
The deliberations in the House can be divided into two broad 
categories: the legislative process iln the form of Bills, and 
resolutions, motions and discussions initiated to consider certain 
specific problems. Bot these categories have two aspedtsj the Bills 
and deliberations initiated by the Government and those Initiated by 
the opposition parties. The role of opposition parties in respect 
of the process of law-making and other deliberations has, therefore, 
been analysed in the folloi»rt.ng categories! 
(a) Legislative measures initiated by the Government. 
(b) Legislative measures initiated by the opposition parties. 
(c) Deliberations Initiated by the Government. 
(d) Deliberations initiated by the opposition parties. 
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The GoveTOment measures have been arranged Minis try-wise 
whereas those of the opposition parties have been arranged party-wise 
Ihe Prime Minister, Shri Hehru pilated four Bills in the House 
of which the following two were more important: 
1 - Constitution(Thirteenth Amendment)Bill and 
State of IJagaland Billt(cW8/28>8.62) 
Before moving the two Bils formally, Shri Nehru moved for 
suspension of proviso to Rule 66 of the Rules^Procedure and Conduct 
of Business in the Lok Sabha^ "Under the proviso to this H&le", 
he pointed out, "if a Bill be dependent on another Bill, such Bill 
cannot be taken into coi^ sideration and passed until the enactmdnt 
of the other Bill. This proviso may, however, be suspended under 
Rule 388 of the Rules of Procedure". He explained tiaat The State 
of Nagaland Bill was dependent upon the Constitution(Thirteenth 
Amendment)Bill and the latter was dependent upon the former, 
2 
Shrimati Renu Chakravaftty; (GPI) opposed the motion on the ground 
that the two Bills were interlinked and "it would be wrong to ask 
for suspension of the rules". 
Shri U.M. Trivedi(JS>^ said that the two Bills were not interwoven. 
"W© can pass the Stat© of Jfagaland Bill first. It is not necessary 
that the amendment of the Constitution should be made first". He 
opposed the motion for suspension of Rules. 
1 . Ibid., ?O1.VII(17)?28.8.625CC L^-IFSB-S?. 
2. Ibid., c W+85. 
3. Ibid., cc Mf86-i4f87. 
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Shri H»ir> ICaiaath(PSP)''opposed the motion and quoted previous rulings 
bjr the speaker in support of his opinion* He argued that "the State 
of Hagaland Bill can "be ^ d must "be passed first..." He quoted 
provision under Clause<2) of article h of the Constitution. 
2 
Shri A* K. Sen (Minister of Law) was not convinced by the arguments 
of Shri Kamath., He said that the State of Hagaland Bill was not 
intended to set up a State with ordinary legislature pessesslng 
ordinary powers» "Me are setting up a Mglslatlve Assembly", he said 
"which has certain limited powers..." "Therefore the State of 
Nagaland Bill cannot be proceeded with unless we pass the 
Constitution (Amendment) Bill. At the saaie time., the constitution 
(Amendment)Bill is also dependent on the other Bill because it 
talks of Kagaland. 
Shri Hame3hwaranand(JS)^also intervened but hid speech had no 
relevence to the motion. 
The motion was adopted and the rule was suspended 
(0 ¥+98/28.8.62), 
k 
Shri Nehru formally moved the two Bills together. He explained 
briefly the background and circumstances which necessitated the 
formation of Hagaland. He also referred to the special provisions' 
in the State'^ iagaland Bill. 
Shri Rameshwaranand^JS) interrupted to say that the whole thing 
should be In HindKcc ^ -507*8). 
1. Ibid., cc 2. Ibid., cc Mf92-l4-if95. 
3. Ibid., cc Ifif96-Mf97. U-, Ibid., cc 
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Shrl Bade (JS) saoved an amendement thfet both the Bills be referred to 
two Select Committees(c ^ 509)* 
Smt* Renu Chakravartty(CPI)^ supported the Bill. She said "it is 
necessary that this Bill herald to the world that the brave and the 
proud Naga people enter the great family of the Indian union, compris-
ed of a variety of people, races and religions, assured of the 
greatest measure of freedom to develop their language, their outlook 
and their culture according to their own genius..." She welcomed 
the special provisions in the Bill. She hoped that the Prime 
% 
Ittnister would refer the question of High Court in his reply to the 
debate. 
Shri P.M. Trivedi(JS)%egan with the remark: "In India .. there is 
one land only, and that is India. To have the terra 'Jfagaland,' 
therefore, is a misnomer". He preferred the term 'Hagapradesh* or 
»lIagalofc<. 
He pointed out that the Bill was opposed in the Assam Assembly 
but this voice was not heard because of Congress majority. He was, 
therefore, opposed to the formation of Nagaland because several other 
communities could also claim a separate state. He pointed out that 
the new state would not be financially viable. Further, there would 
be one MLA for every 6000 people whereas in other part of the country 
at 3.east 75»000 voters elected a representative. He referred to the 
influence of missionaries in the area. 
Shri Hem BaruafPBP)^welcomed the Bill. He thought that the creation 
of Nagal^d x^ ould not, in any way, disturb the political stability of 
1. Ibid., CO 1+511-19, 2. Ibid, cc U-537A6. 
3. Ibid., CO 
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the north eastern region nor would it weaken our borders* He traced 
the history of political derelopments in jJagaland and commented on 
certain provisions of the Bill. 
Shrl Ram Sewak XadaT(SocO^supported the Bill. However, he objected 
to the term 'Hagaland' and preferred »Naga Pradesh'. 
Referring to Section 11, Sub-Section 1(1) of the Bill he said 
that indirect election t6 six seats allocated to Tuensang district 
was against the spirit of universal adult franchise, 
o 
Shrj Bade(JS) speaking about his amendment (referring both the 
Bills to Select Committees) he said that the Bills were against 
the policy of national integration. Further he said that the powers 
of the Governor given in the Bill were similar to the imperialistic 
powers of th© Governor provided in the Act of 1935* There were 
certain other flaws In the Bills, he said, "for which it is necessary 
to refer them to a Select Consmittee"^  The people of Nagaland were 
given autonomy but the Governor is made like a "Mughal Emperor", He 
condemned the activities of missionaries in the region. 
Shri Nehru,^  in his reply to the debate^  declared that "our .fundamental 
approach .. has been .. that we shall build up a united India with 
the good will of the Indian people preserving the variety of India 
in its unity,'* Referring to various points of criticism he pointed out 
that the Bill would establish a ful.i-fledged state with certain 
temporary restrictions. "The temporary restrictions are, first, 
in regard to the law and order situation, secondly in regard to 
certain financej, and thirdly in regard to Tuensaiig district". The 
1. Ibid., cc lf568-7^ (Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc lf59l-9^ (Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc lt.59if.if603, 
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proposed of a separate High Court was turned down on the plea of 
small area of the proposed new state. 
The. amendment of Shrl Bade was negatived and the motion for 
the foliation of Hagaland was adopted without diTriaion(c k-603) 
Tihereas the constitution CThirteenth A!Rsndment)Bill was adopted on 
division of the House by 335 Ayes to 5 No©s(c ^ +609). 
During the clause-by-clause discussion on the Constitution 
Bill the following members of the opposition parties moved 
amendiiients or spoke on varirms provisions of the Bill. 
Smt* Renu Chalcravartty(GPI) moved an amendment for a separate 
governor of Nagaland. 
Shrl H.Y.Kamath(PSg)^moved to name the new State as <Naga Lima" 
or 'Maga Pradesh* and to subject the orders of the Governor to 
parliamentary control. 
Shrl Hem Barua(PSP)'^ moved to give powers to the Governor of 
Kagaland equal to other governors In the country. He spoke on certain 
other clauses of the Bill also. 
Some amendments were negatived without any division. The one 
regarding the name of the ne\? state was negatived by 29^ + Hoe? to 29 
Ayes(c ^ 831), There was another division about the amendisent for a 
separate Governor of Nagaland. It was negatived by 281 Hoes to U-2 
AyosCc ^ 637). 
The Bill was passed ( c ^ 6^2). 
Shrl H.?* Kamath(PSP) was the only spealmr from the opposition 
parties when clause-by-clause discussion of the State of Hagaland 
Bill was taken up. He spoke on various provisions of the Bill and 
moved several amendments. All the amendments were, later on, with-
drawn and the potion was adopted (c ^ 813/29.8.62)-
-I.Ibid.cow 1-13 2. Bid.'Vcc -V6I3-I6 3. Ibld.ccl+616-19. 
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During the debate on th« Bill Shri R*S.Iadav(Soc») Intervened 
several times and insisted on his point regarding the naine of the 
new state. He 6ven defied the speaker and was ultiTnately suspeaded 
from the House for one week on a motion of Shri S.N. Sinha(Minister 
of Parliamentary Affairs) which was adopted by 235 Ayes to 29 Noes 
(c 5315)• The motion of Shri Sinha was opposed by all opposition 
parties except the Jan Sangh. The following membirs took part in the 
debate: 
1 . Shri BagrlCSoc.) a . Shri S.N.DvfivedKPSP 
3. Shri Hem Barua(PSP) k. Dr. Raneu Sen(CPI) 
Shri J.B.Singh(GPI) 6. Smt.ChakraTartty(CPI) 
7. Shri W.S.MahidaCSw.) 
She debate on the Bill was quite interesting and the 
opposition parties made a positive contribution to it. The 
leftist parties - fehe GPI, the PSP and the Socialist Pacty -
supported the measure but seriously objected to certain provisions 
and thereby reminded the Government of its responsibility towards 
people and the Constitution. The Jan Sangh was opposed to formation 
of any new Stj\te and, therefore, opposed the Bill. The Swatantra 
Party did not take part in the debate. The opposition parties were 
too weak and fragmented to make any substnaial Impact upon the 
Government policy but their role in this particmlar case was 
puiposive and healthy. 
The other measures pertaining to the ministries under the 
charge of the Prime Minister, Nehru were as follows: 
1. Assam Rifles (Amendment) Bill ( N-26/7.8.62) 
2. Atomic Energy B111<G 2863/20.8.62) 
3. Pondicharry (Amendment)Bill(c 2932/22.11.62) 
if. Goa,Daman and Diu Judicial Commissioner's Court(Deiiaration 
as High Court) Bill (C 127632^ 25.if.61^ )3 
1. This Bill was introduced by SMT. Lakshmi K.Menon,Minister of 
State in the Ministry of External Affairs. 
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Ministry of Law; 
27 
The Lok Sablia discussed/Bill under the Ministry of Law of 
which 26 were adopted and one was vrlthdrawn* Some of the important 
measures were as follows $ 
1, Defence of Jjidia Bill( e 2802/21-11.1962). 
Shrl A.K.Sen*^  introduced the Bill "to provide for special measures 
to ensure the public safety and interest, the defence of India and 
civil defence and for the trial of certedLn offences*," 
Ee pointed out that the principles of the Bill were endoresed inrtien 
tKae Proclajaation of Emergency was ratified on November 8,1962. He 
referred to the special circumstances because of the Chinese 
aggression which necessitated the enactment of such a law. He said 
that clause 3 was most important which empowered the Central 
Government to make any rules which it considered necessary in the 
interest of the public and defence. 
2 
Shrl Ranga(Sw.) said, "These are sweeping powers which are sought 
to be given to the Goveriiment" He agreed that such powers were 
necessary because of the Chinese aggression. But this would make the 
Government totalitarian and we have to be very caref^ il. We have to 
see how far the freedom of the individual is being protected by the 
Central and State Governnents. He gave his 'general consent* to the a 
framework of the Bill but with a heavy heart. "It is a great sacrific 
that we are called upon to make..," he said, He cautioned that in 
our efforts to achieve victory "Vie should also be extremely careful 
to see that freedom and fundamental rights of the people., do not 
come to be smothered.•" 
1. Ibid.,Vol.X(11)j21.1t.62jcc 2802-09 
2. Ibid., cc 2810-.2I4-. 
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Shri H»H.Mukgr.iop(CPI)^ gaid« "Norsially the Bill should have gone 
through without smy opposition". For, the Proclamation of Jiiriergency b 
has unanimously bsen accepted and the Bill l?. a carollary to that. 
The GPI would prefer to call It the ATational Defence Bill rather 
than Defence of India Bill. He said, "There is no question about 
the resurgence among our people, their def?ire to repel the aggression 
which has taken place, their patriotic deterffliiaation to see that the 
crisis is over come". He noted that the Bill was in conformity' 
with the •deiBocT'atic way of life*. He referred to large scale 
arrest of his partymen and said "It suggests that Government 
proposes to take into its hands cerMn povmrs and very likely they 
are liable to be abused". He said that we should be very careful 
in passing the Bill, 
p 
Shri 0.B.Ohoudhry(JS) pointed out that in democratic system things 
move very slowly but in a condition of emergencj' a quick adtion is 
highly desirable. He, therefore, supported the Bill. However, 
he warned the Government against the misuse of the provisions of 
the Bill. 
Shri Bern Barua(PSP)^ welcomed the Bill because of emergency. He 
criticised Chinese propaganda and pro-Chinese elements in the 
country. He also crticised the CPI resolution regarding Chinese 
aggression. 
Shri B.H. MandaKSoc.supported the Bill and criticised the CPI. 
3.Ibid.,cc 2983-2993. 2. Ibid.,cc 3005-12(Hinai) 
3 . Ibid., cc 3 0 6 1 - 6 7 and Vol.X(12)j2?.11.62jcc 3l89-95» 
h. Ibid., cc 3210-17 (Hindi). 
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Shrl ISarsalwha Beddy(Sv>)said, that certain extra-ordinary 
* 
powers were necessary during the var. EoweTer, he coiJld not agree 
with some of th® provis-ions of the Bill* For example, clause k-
©mpowered the state Government to transfer any cases iinder any 
other act from oridinaiy courts to special tribunals. Another 
provision to which he took exception related to control of agriculture 
He also criticised cooperative farraini;. He suggested that all 
controversial measures» such as Language Bill| should be put in 
abeyance. 
Shi8i firi.1 Ha.1 SiwghCJgf supported the Bill. KG said the curtailment 
of fundamental Eights was not inappropriate during the emergency 
Shri in his reply to the debate, sadt that inspite of 
general unanisnity on the Bill there has bean some opposition from 
certain quarters. Replying to the charge of Shrl H*H,T'!ukGr;jee(GPI) 
he said that the Bill is not like the var policy during the British 
days. He replied in details to the charge levelled by Shri Itukerjee 
and critioised the pro-Qhlaese.attitude of the CPI 
The motion was adopted (c 
The following opposition members introduced amendments to 
various clauseis and provisions of the Bill. 
1 . Shri H.V. Kamath(PSP) 2. Shri Maintalar(CPI) 
3. Shri Narasimha Reddy(Sw.) 
L 
Shrl H>V. Kamath(PSP) explained the various avnendements that he had 
moved. One of these (lo,1i+) referred to 'prof^ ,tearing and was 
accepted by the Government, Another amendments aoir.cerned with press 
1, Ibid., cc 3217-22. 2. Ibid.vol.7.(1^);26.11.62?CC3398-
3^2. 
3. Ibid., cc 3^09-21. Ibid., cc 3^22-^2. 
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and radio, and food stuffs and drugs. 
•t Shrl Namblar(GPI) explained his amendments and compl&iried against 
misuse of Defence of India Ordinanoe. 
2 
Shrl Karaaimha Reddy(gw«) speaking on his amendaients emphasised the 
need for increase In agricultural production, 
Shrl HanRa(Sw« )^wa3 allowed by the speaJker as a special ca.sQ to move 
his amendments at a late stage. He warned the Government to he 
careful not to como in the way of the incentives that the producers I • 
should have. He was of the view that the prooposed Bill would 
bring down the morale and encourage corruption, 
Shri out three points $ (1) Oovernasnt should arrest 
or at least put a check on infiltrators from the enemy country 
(2) the QPX should be restricted and (3) the Air Force should he 
strengthened. 
Shrl N.S. Kahida(Sw. said that being in an emergency does not mean 
that absoltifee pov/ers should be given to the Government we ®ust put 
proper checks and make the Defence of India Bill suitable within the 
set up of our democratic government. He generally welcomed the Bill. 
Jhe following opposition members participated when clause-by-
clause consideration of the Bill was taken up. 
1* PSPJ Shrl Kamatb,Hem Barua, 
2, Sw.! Shrl jRanga, Mahida» 
3. CPI: Shri Harcbiar, H.W. Mukerjee, 
h, Socs Shri K.Pattanayak,R,S.Tadav. 
JS : Shri Lahri Singh. 
1- Ibid., cfi 8 2. Ibid., cc 
2. Ibid., cc Ibid., cc 3^81-83 (Hindi). 
Ibid., cc 3501-0^. 
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Some of fehe amendments and. suggdsstlonis made by the opposition 
iPeriibers were accepted while most of them were negatived. The House 
was divided on the following amenderaentss 
1. A®eodfflent Ho.1'4-1 bj' 3hri BangaCSw.) which related to 
providing grounds to any person arrested under the 
provisions of the Bill was nfegativod isy 12V Noes to 
Ayes(c 3537/27.11.62). 
2. Amendment to clause I8(sentences of spcai tribunals) 
moved by Sbri ;^ a^ffibiar(CPI) wa3 negatived by 90 Hoes to 
M Ayes(c 3589/27.11.62). 
3. Amendment No. 9 by Shri I&hida(Sw.) which related to 
right of apoeal from the special tribunal was negatived by 
118 Koes to"37 Ayes( c 3681/28.11.62). 
At the end of discussion brief speeches were made by Shri 
H.N.K-u]£er,1ee(GPI), Ranga(Gw.) Shri Kamath(PSP), Shri R.O,Yadav(Soc.) 
and Lahri Singh<JS) to make clear the position of their respective 
parties visa vis the Defence of India Bill. 
The Bill, as amended, was passed ( c 3'766/28.11.62). 
2. ConstItution(gifteenth Aaiendment)BilKc 5023/8.12.62)'' 
Shri A.K.Sen^ moved that the Bill be referred to a Joint Committee 
of the two Houses.He explained that the Bill deals with various 
matters particalarly with the question of judges,their age, 
transfer, ?ind jurisdiction of various high courts. The following 
articles of the Constitit. ion were to be affected by the Billt 
1. Before the Bill was formally introduced, the Law Minter, A.K.Sen 
asked for suspension of Rule in its application for reference 
to the Bill, Shri KamathCPSP) strongly opposed this .motion on 
legal and Constitutional grounds. The Sv/atantra nernbers,Mahida and 
Ranga also supported Shri Kamath. However, the speaker turned 
dovm the objections and the motion was adopted. 
2. L.S.D. Vol.XI(2if); 8,12.62; cc 5023-35. 
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1. Article 121+ and 128 (Appointment of Judges and their age 
of retirement) 
2. Article 222 (Transfer of Judges) 
Article 226 (Relating to jurisdiction of the 
Punjab .High Court over Delhi and 
writ p^itions against the Union of 
India).'' 
Article 276 (the powers of the states to levy 
taxes on professions). 
5 . Article 297 (Jurisdiction over territorial waters). 
6. Article 311 (relating to right of a civil servant to defend himself in case 
of his dismissal or demotion)* 
Shri Sen further explained that these provisions and 
amendments had become necessary as a result of experience of the 
working of Constitution. 
Shri Prabhat Kar(GPI)^velCQnied the provision relating to age of 
retirement and transfer of judges. He noted that there was 
deterioration in judiciary because of t^o much interference by the 
al Home Ministry. He asked why the age of retirement was fixed 62 
A 
uiien the Law Commission wanted it to be 65* 
o 
Shri N.S. MahidaCSv*) noted that judiciary at present was not 
comparable to what it was before independence. He said justice was 
very much delayed. He was opposed to Increasing the age of retire* 
ment of Judges while a civil servant retired at or 58. Similarly, 
he opposed transfer allowance. However» he favoured increase in 
salaries. He welcomed clause 11 of the Bill pertaining to territorl 
al waters. 
Shri S.N. l>wivedi(PSP)blamed the executive for deterioration of 
judiciary. He said the judges were tempted to various assignments 
1. Ibid., cc 50^9-55 2. Ibid., cc 5059-62. 
3. Ibid., cc 5065-70. 
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after retirement. He was not agreeable to Increase in the age 
Of retirement. 
•1 
Shri Bade(JS) opposed amendment of Article 217 regarding increase 
in the age of retirement of judges. When the Civil Servants retire 
at 58 why should the judge continue till 62? Similarly, he opposed 
the proposal for transfer allowance. 
He agreed with the proposal to eraplbwer local bodies to 
levy tax up to But he said the ceiling was low and 
ought to be increased. 
He regarded the amendment of Article 311 as mischievous 
which deprived the civil servants of their legitimate rights. 
2 
Shri Sen,in his reply to the debate explained various problems 
that necessitated the amendment connected with the age of retire-
ment and transfers. He pointed out that due enquiry had been 
made and the matter was duly considered. 
The motion to refer the Bill to a Joint Committee was 
adopted<c 5326/11,12.62). 
Shri A.K.Sen,^presented the repoalt of the Joint Select Committee 
and said that the Committee had recommended certain amendments in 
respect of clause ^ (relating to age of retirement of judges)j 
clausel^ lii 5{relating to compensatory allowances admissible to 
judges) and clause 10 (relating to cases of reduction in rank of 
civil servants)i 
k 
Shri Da.1i(CPI) criticised the Bill on three points* Firstly, he 
said that there is "absolutely no reasons or logic to raise the 
age of High Court Judges from 60 to 62 in this ad hoc manner". 1. Ibid. ?ol.XI(26)|11.12.62;cc 5275-79(Contrary to his usual 
practice Shri Bade spoke in English). 
2. Ibid., cc 5306-23. 3« Ibiv. ,Vol.30riII(5M-)29.^ .6| 
lbid.,?ol,xmi(55);30.if.63; 12733-^1 
cc 12927-M. 
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Th© matter was considered tbceadbare by the Law Commission and it 
recommended raising the age to 6? and no further employroent.Secondly, 
he was opposed to appointment of retired judges as ad hoc judges* 
Lastly, he opposed the amendment of article 311(clause 10 of the 
Bill regarding reduction in rank of civil servants). However, he 
appreciated the proposed amendment of article 226(relating to 
appeals against the 0nion of India), 
1 
Shri U.M« Trivedi(J8) said that the most annoying thing in the 
Bill was the proposed amendment of article 311. He also criticised 
the amendment to raise the age of retirement of judges to 62 and not 
65. 
The second point of his criticism was about clause 5. He 
appreciated the idea of transfer of judges from one state to another 
but he could not see any reason for giving them additional allowances 
on this basis while the civil servants awB not paid any such 
allowances. 2 
Shri HarasiBtha Heddy(Sw.) said that there was no urgent or immediate 
need to bring 
the amendment. He said that it could have been better 
if salaries or pensions of judges were enhanced to keep tham "above 
want and temptation". The other alternative could be that the age of 
retirement was raised to sixty five and prohibiting them from 
practising after retirement as recommended by the Law Commission. 
He also criticised the amendment to article 311. 
Shri Kamath(PSP)^criticised every provision of the Bill. He said 
that the compensatory allowance for high court judges was Mrfte-
necessaiy and uncalled for' because even the highest ranking Govern-
ment servants were not paid such allowance. 
The provision for appointment of ad hoc judges was "entirely 
uncalled for and it will lead to gross abuse of power". •»' TU^^ «« '<1 oii'^'J'^i y TV.-?^./^/^  Tbld.ft  IPQQ^ -1'^ 001. 
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He was opposed to raising the age of retirement of High Court 
,Tudges from 60 to* 62. He preferred to retain the Constitutional 
provision vrith regard to the age being retained at 60* He pointed 
out that the proposal for raising the age of retirement of High 
Court Judges was turned down by the Parliament in 1956 and, the 
same proposal is brought again in 1963. 
Shri A.K.Senl in his reply to the debate, pointed out that the age 
of retirement of the High Court Judges was kept lower than those of 
the Supreme Court Judges mainly to attract talent from the States 
to the Supreme Court, 
About the compensatory allowance to judges he said that 
although the Constitution permitted the transfer of judges but it 
was being done with their consent as a convention. In future also 
consent will always be obtained. 
All amendments were negatived and the motion was adopted after 
Division of the House by 270 Ayes to 51 Noes( c 13159/1.5.63). 
During the claune-by-clause disucssion of the Bill the 
following oppcsesition laembers moved araendments to various clauses 
or criticised certain provisions. 
Clause 2 (Amendment of Art.12) s I.Shri Prabhat Kar(CPI) 
Clause 3( Amendment of art.127): I.Shri Prabteat Kar(CPI) 
2.Shri Kamath(PSP) 
Clause 7 (Insertion of new Kamath(PSP) 
Clause 10(Amendment of art 113) J I.Shri Kamath(PSP) 
2.Shri Prabhat Kar(CPI) 
^.Shri P.Gupta(PSP) 
I-. Shri Bade(JS) 
5.Shri Ranga(Sw.) 
The Bill was passed on Division of the House by 290 Ayes to 
1 Jio. This dissenting vote was not from any opposition party. Shri 
L.M. Singhvi(Ind.Jodhpur) vpted against the Bill. 
1 . Ibid.,cc 1 3 0 0 1 - 8 & Y O 1 . X ? I I I ( 5 6 ) 1 . 5 . 6 3 J CC 
2. This clause was passed on Division of the House by 287 Ayes... 
- -
3. Constitution(sixteenth Amendment)Bill ( c 5759/22,1.63) 
Shri A.K.Sen^moved the motion and suggested to refer it to the same 
Joint Committee to which the Constitution (Fifteenth Amendment)Bill 
was referred to maite a report to the House on the first day oi the 
next session. 
He pointed out that Shri Kamath(PSP) had tabled a substantially 
similar motion except a different Committee and a different date. 
He said"the purpose of this Constitution(Amendment)Bill is 
mainly that we want to appropriate powers for the Government to 
impose restrictions against those individuals or organisations 
which want to make seeesslon from India or disintegration of India 
as political is^ue for the praposes of fighting Elections.". He 
pointed out that the National Integration Committee had also 
recommended amendment of the Constitution(Art,l9) for this puipose. 
Subscribing to an oath or a pledge to the integrity of India would be 
made obligatory to any candidate seeking election to Assemblies or to 
the Lok Sabha. 
2 
Shri H.V.Kamath(PSP) speaking on his substitute motion said that the 
original motion was open to objection on more grounds than one. 
The Joint Committee proposed for reference to the Bill is contrary 
to the spirit of the Rules of Procedure and, obviously, contrary to 
the form as envisaged in the Rules. We have no jurisdiction to 
include the members of the Rajya Sabha in the Joint Committee, 
The speaker agreed to the point that the members of the najya 
Sabha should have been consulted before the task was entrusted to them Cjul-
...to Ifl Noes. Shri Gopalan(CPI),Ranga(Sw,) and Kamath(PSP) walked^in 
pt?otest oea^  along with their respective group. 
1 . L.S.D.Vol.XII(28);22.1.63? cc 5759-6^. 
2. Ibid., cc 5 7 6 5 - 7 1 . 
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But there was nothing legally objectionable to the proposed* The 
Government was, however, warned to be dareful in the future. 
In view of the remarks of the speaker Shri A.K.Sen agreed to 
I 
accept the motion drafted by Shri Kamath(PSP) with the names 
mentioned therein except the period Shri Kamath agreed to this 
chsuige. 
Shri R,W«Reddi(CPI)^ supported the motion. He said that in recent 
years fissiparous tendencies of separation had grown tremendously 
and had endangered the heritage of our freedom movement, that is, 
the unity of India. The Unity created by Chinese invasion was not 
going to be a parmanent feature. He referred to the secessionist 
policy of the D.M.K. 
Speaking about communalism he said^"To a certain extent, Hindu 
Communalism is tolerated, and that creates doubts among the 
minority community and creates other complicotions as well'*. 
Shri S.M. Dwlvedi(paP)\elcomed the measure but said, '»I feel that 
it has a very limited appeal, and Government have approached this 
problem from a rather negative point of view". The point is that 
no one should be allowed to subvert the Constitution or undermine 
the sovereignty of the country. But the Bill proposes to ban secess-
ionist movements only, 
k Shri Bade(JS) offered the support of his party to the measure. > 
Shri B.H. MandaKSoc. )^sald. "It appears that the purpose of this 
Bill is to curb various movements in India." He was opposed to 
1. Ibid., cc 5752-72 2. Ibid.^c5772-77. 
3. Ibid., cc 5777-82 Ibid,, cc 5792-97(Hindi). 
5. Ibid., cc 58l6-20(HiMi) 
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bringing such measures in the House. They are contrary fco the spirit 
of democracy. 
After a brief reply by the Minister the motion was adopted 
(c 1/22.1.63). 
Shri A.K.Sen*^  pressntsd the report of the Joint Committee and 
explained that the proposed amendment was intended to make article 
19 of the Constitution more comprehensive to cover all those 
activities which endangered the sovereignty and integrity of the 
state; to bring into operation strict penal laws and to make it 
obligatory on all candidates ^ riio seek elections to pledge 
themselves to uphold the sovereignty and integrity of India. 
2 
Shri H«M.Muker.iee(CPI> supported the Bill as far as the question 
of soveireignty and integrity of the country was concerned, flowever, 
he said that methods other than maendlng the constitution could 
havfe been adtopted to fight the forces of disintegration. 
He referred to Indo-Paklstan negotiations which "might 
conceiveably involve some diminution or some alteration in the 
territorial Integrltjr of this country". The Bill will stand in the 
way of such negotiations. 
Shri Marasimha Reddy(Sw.)^condemned any extra-territorial loyalties 
and idealism and said that they are as dangerous as the cry for 
d^lon. He said, "The Chinese invasion has been a blessing in 
disguise". This affected national integration to a large extent. 
He appealed to the Law Minister to withdraw the Bill* 
1. Ibid.,Vol. XVllI(5i'/)|2.5.63jcc 13^09-11. 
2. Ibld,,cc 13^3-22: Shri Mukerjee(GPI),Nath Pal and Kamath(PSP) 
raised the point that during the debate on such an Important 
laeasure the Minister of Law or Hoiae Affairs were absent.They 
asked the Minister of Parliamentary Affair to look into the 
matter. 
3. Ibid., cc 13ifi+9-5l+. 
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3hri H.V« Kamath(PSP)^agreed with Shri Mukerjee(CPI) that 
legislation was not the only way of solving the problem hut there is 
another way ~ creating a favourable atmosphere. He said that the 
D.M.ff. is a progeny or an offshoot of D.K. which Is hugged to his 
bosom by Shri ICaiTiara.1, the Chief Minister. 
He had no difference with the basie principle imderlylng the 
the Bill. But he aggued that there afeould fee not have been the 
necessity of bringing such a Bill when sufficient guaraiitee existed 
in the Constitution, 2 
Shri A.KtSen did not agree that the time was not opportune for the 
Bill. He said It is true that national integration cannot be 
obtained through legislation but law is necessary to coiinteract 
some acute tendencies such as corasiinalisin. He said that "the 
purpose of legislation Is to prevent mischief being done». not only 
in times of emergency but in ti^es of development," 
The motion was adopted on Division Ayes to 8 Moes 
(c 13^79/2.5.63). 
The opposition parties put a strong resistence during clause-by-
clause discussion of the Bill and every clause was passed on 
Division of the House, The enacting clause (1) was, ultimately, 
passed by 300 Ayes and no Noes,(G 13503/2.5.63). 
1. Ibid., cc 13^59-68, 
2. Ibid., cc 13^67-76. 
h* The Gonstltutiori(Seventeenth Amendment)Bill 
(Q 6822/18.9*63). 
Shri A«K»Sen^ moved the Bill to be referred to a Joint fSeleot 
Committes. He explained that because of two recent' decisions of 
the Kerala High Court and the Supreme Court it had beoom necessary 
to Chang© the definition of the expression '^ estate" as it occurs 
after article 31A of the Constitution so that cerMn proprietory 
interests may be included in the land acquisition laws or other 
laws aimed at imposing ceiling in land holdings. 
Shri Ranga(Sv.) and Shri Lahri Siigh(JS) moved that the 
Bill be circulated for eliciting public opinion by 15th Feb.196^, 
Shri Ranga(av.)^opposed the Bill tooth and nail. He said, «This Bill 
comprehends within its mischief all classes of people, all cadres of 
people who live in our rural areas not to speak of a section of 
urban masses also v?ho happen to own some land in villages all roimd 
the cities". Further he com;^ined that the constitution was frequent-
ly amended by the ruling party at its convenience. He reminded the 
Government that the fundamental rights are wore ii^ortant and 
sacrosanct than the Directive Principles of State Policy on which 
the present Bill is supposed to bej^ baxed. 
Shri A.K.Gopalan(GPI)^ lent support to the Bill but he stronglj'-
ctiticised certain other th.ngs which had been done to nullify and 
sent tie the very purpose of the Bill. He said the Bill was only to 
implement certain Directive Prihciples of State Policy, "especially 
those concerning the awa»rship and control of the material resources 
of the Community vtoich have to be so distributed as best to subserve 
the common good". 
I.Ibid.,YO1XXI(27);18.9.63;CC 6822-29 2. Ibid.cc 6831-50 
3.1bid.cc 6 8 5 1 - 7 2 . 
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Shrl Lahri glngih(JS)^ 8ald that no distinction had beeen in the Bill 
betvreen the small peasants and proprietors and t^ ig proprietors. He 
referred to tho fmidaiaental right of property and said that no other 
lax^  is so frequently amended* He argued that an industrialist was 
allowed to expand hiB industir to any extent without restriction but 
an agriculturist could not do so. He further observed that the claim 
of establishing a socialist pattern of society was a fraud. 
Shri H.?.Kagiath(PSP)^  offered ^unqualified support' to the Bill. 
However, he sought an assurance from the Govern isnt that the powers 
mder the Bill would not be misused and th-it "the interests of 
ryotwari peasants and other peasants who hold land under similar or 
different tenure in other states will be adequately and fully 
safeguarded". 
Dr. LohiaCgoc. )^ spolce mainly about the 'various shortcomings'of th^ 
Constitution} Firstly, the Constitution was made by the represdnta-
tives of 'dependent • India and, secondly, the elections were not held 
on the basis of adult suffrage. He criticised article 3^(language 
policy) of the Constitution. He demanded removal of Statuses of 
Britishers and especially of king George Y from India Gate. 
Shri Vasudevan Hair(CPI)'^ 'welcomed the Bill. He apprehended that the 
Bill may be watered down or delayed in one way or the other. He said 
that any fear regarding the protection of interests of small landlor«i 
are baseless* 
1. Ibid», cc 6872-90Hindi). 2. Ibid,,?ol.XXI$28);19.9.63J 
cc. 703^-M 
3. Ibid., cc 7091"99(Hindi) K Ibid., cc 7108-12. 
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Shri KrishnapaX SlTif;h(S¥« )^criticised the theor^ l^^ aRB of 
soelallsm and comniunisia« He said that the so called socialist 
pattern im nothing method of destroyitig the traditional 
rural economy in this coiintry.." Further he said that In the name 
of land refonas about of the population would be converted into 
serfs. 
After a brief reply bj the Minister the amendiaent of Shri 
Ranga(Sv.) was put to vote and negatived by 189 Hoes to 29 Ayes, 
The motion was thereafter adopted (C 7137/19»9.63). 
< 9 ^ Shri B» MsraCDeputy Minister of Law) presented Bill as reported by o 
the Joint Gomiaittee, He said, "This Bill seeks to incorporate two 
changes in the Constitution. One is in article 3IA of the Constitu-
tion by defining the term "estate" and the other is to put in the 
Nineth Schedule of the Constitution as many as State Acts. It 
only seeks to implement the land reform policy that has been 
accepted by the Parliament from time to time". He refuted the 
allegation that the Bill introduced any new principle or violated 
the Constitution. 
Shri RangaCSw.)^gpeaklng against the Bill traced the history of 
land reform movement and claimed that he was the first congress 
leader to suggest Zaraindari abolition and Shri Nehru had opposed 
it at that time. M pointed out that an assurance was given in 
the Constituent Assembly that so far as ryotwari was concerned 
every holder of the land was accepted as |?attadar or owner and 
H. Ibid., CO 7112-16. 2. Ibid., ?ol.XXX(?8);2?.J4.6lfj 
cc. 12800-05. 
3. Ibid., cc 12805-25» 
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there was no interaediary and any attempt to extend article 
31A was to be checked by the President. He ex^ jlained that 
the main question wis to decide the relati ,nship between 
those land holders who hive the ovmership of the land and the 
tenants who would not have the right of ownership. His main 
argument was that if the definition of 'estate' was extended 
the rights of ryotwari land holders would be adversely 
affected. 
Shri S.H. Dtfivedi(PSP)^  supported the Bill. He expressed 
satisfaction over the Joint Committee's acceptance for 
protection of the small peasants, le pointed out that 
opposition of ^ ^ Ranga (Sw.) was not against the Bill but 
against the very principle of land reforms. 
Shri Pa.il{GPI)^offered his party's support to the Bill in its 
entirety. He said that the Bill does not introduce any new 
principles but attempts to ractify certain lacunae in the 
implementation of the constituti n and to plug certain loop-
holds that were discovered as a result of rulings of the 
courts. He dismissed the Swatantra opposition as fantastic 
and imaginary. 
Shri Bade(JS)^said that the proposed amendment would bring 
great hardship to the peasants. It will deprive them of 
their legitimate right on land and the doors of courts were 
shut to them. He therefore, totaUy opposed to the Bill"?: He 
said that the ulterior motive behind the Bill was to "impose 
cooperative farming". He opposed the views of CPI representa-
tive Shri Daji and said that such approach strengthened the 
i^atantra party* 
l.lbidicc 12839. 2.Ibit.V.XXX(59)27.»+.6i+;cc 12975-8U-
3. Ibid., cc 12992-13002(Hindi). 
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Shri Klshen Pattnayak( '^ oc*) <Btese0s<33A sa.ld thati JLt was nol^  
his desire to prevent the Bill but looking at the Government 
policy towards peasants during the last 17 years there seems 
to be no desire to vote for the Bill. The Bill was a 
mockery with the peasants of the country. He observed that 
no substantial change had been laade in the life of agricultui?el 
labourers and peasants by any land reform legislations 
enacted so far. He, therefore, said that he would not 
like the Bill to be defeated but, at the same time would 
not vote for it, 
p 
Shri Vasudevan Mair(QPI) said that his party supported the 
Bill. But their only complaint was that th? Government was 
too late in coming forward with the Bill end that there was 
contradiction between words and deeds of the Government, 
3 
Shri A.K.Sen( in his reply to the debate, informed Shri Ranga 
(Sw.) that it was in the best interest of different states 
that the land ceiling deffered from states to state. He said 
that there were two limited purposes to be dealt with by the 
Bill! "The first is whether it is necessary to widen the 
definition of the term 'estate'..." The other is a technical 
point on which several laws \^ ere struck down. The point is 
that in certain parts of Madras that had gone to Kerala the 
ryotwari was not 'estate»• in the meaning of local laws. In 
rest of India all ryotwari settlements had been brought within 
the scope of land reforms. Shri Ranga(Sw.) firequently 
interrupted him. 
1. Ibid., cc 13012-l7(Hindi) 2. Ibid.,cc 13052-58. 
3. Ibid., cc 13085-86 and ?ol.XXX(60);28.^.6^;cc 13203-11, 
13217-21. 
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When the motion was put to vote^, the Minister of 
Parliamentary Affairs pointed that a large number of members were 
busy in certain Committee elections. Shri Masani(Sw.) objected 
to any postponmerit and the House was divided. It was pointed out 
that there was some defect in voting machine and the speaker 
suggested to distribute chits to ascertain the voting. The Minister 
of Parliamentary Affairs also claimed that the bell was not heard 
at certain places. The result of voting was: Ayes 206 and Hoes 19. 2 
The motion was negatived because it \^ras not carried by 
majority of the total membershlp|of the House as required under the 
Constitution. Inspite of persuations and reference to certain 
parliamentary rules by the Law ^ '^ inister, the speaker adhered to 
the verdict and said, "I am not prepared to sacrifice the tradition 
of parliament". 
The motion was defeated in a snap vote not because of the 
opposition parties but on technical grounds. 
The debate on the Bill was characteristic of diversity 
and fragmentation among the opposition parties. The CPX offered 
unconditional support to the Bill whi^e the Swatantra Party opposed 
it tooth ancj^ iall. The Jan Sangh was also opposed to the Bill 
whereas the Sociilist pnrty had serious doubts about its imple-
mentation but still would not aim at its defeat. The impact of 
•opposition* was, therefore, nullified by its own diversity. 
1. Ibid., cc 13211-12. 2. Ibid., cc 13217. 
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5. ConstitutIon(Sighteenth Amendment)Bill 
(c 
Shrl A»K* Sen sought leave to Introduce for the amendment of 
the Constitution. 
Shrl RangaCSw.) Kapur 3lngh(Sw,), S.H. Dwlvedl(PSP), and 
Shrl H.K. Mukerjee(CPI) voiced their opposition to the Bill. 
1 
Shrl H.L'. Muker.1ee(CPI)conceded that opposition of a Bill at 
introduction stage was unusual but said that the Government had 
also shown inaptitude about law and Constitution. The real 
Intention of Bill, he said, "is to extinguish the fundamental rights' 
He referred to a judgement of the Supreme Court to impress upon 
the Government to dfesist from the proposed amendment and especially 
from proposing its retrospective operation. He said, "This is the 
Sxecutiv© which Is trying to arrogatie to itself powers in violation 
of the rights of the judiciary... and it is therefore that we wish 
to oppose with all our strength the introduction of Bill..". 2 
Shrl Kapur SirghCSw.) said that the Bill was Intended to get 
approval for the unconstitutional lawlessness perpetfifated by the 
Government and it banditary. 
Shrl Nath Pai(PSP)^sald that the Bill completely violated the 
Constitution. L 
Shrl B.H.Slngh(JS) also opposed the Bill. After a brief reply by 
the Minister the House granted leave to move the motion by 172 Ayes 
to 52 NoesCc ^2^23/2k.h,6k), The Bill was, however, withdrawn after 
four days(cc 132^-25/28.^.6^). 
1. Ibid., Vol.XXX<57);2lf.if.61+5cc^l207-09 
2. Ibid., c 12511 3. Ibid., cc 12611-12. 
k. Ibid., c 12513(Hindi). 
- -
Constitution (Nineteenth Amendaient )D111 
(c 9^/27.6»f). 
Shri A.K.Sen sought the leave of the House to introduce 
the Bill. 
Shri P.K*Deo(Sv.raised a point of order and said that the Bill 
contravenes the very fundanienbals of democracy and that it is a 
'carbon copy* of the seventeenth Amendment vjhich had been 
negatived by the House. His poin- va.8 that the same Bill cannot 
be brought under a different name. 
The spealcer rejected the point of order. 
2 
Shri Ranga(S\-f.) opposed the very introduction of the Bill because 
it was destructive of the fundamental rights and derogatory to 
the dignity and status of the Supreme Court. Secondly, it should 
not be brought in this fora when the House hac( already negatived 
it. 
The speaker agreed with Shri Mohd. Ellas(CPI) that no 
general discussion Could take place at this stage. 
The House was divided and the motion to introduce the 
Bill vas adopted by 318 Ayes to 31 Koes(C 107/2?.if.6^ ). 
Shri A.K.Senj in his introductory speech, pointed out that the 
reasons for bringing this Titeaxure before the House were fully 
argued when the matter had come to it on the last occasion. The 
Bill was thoroughly ex-^ mined by a Joint Committee. Some important 
amendments were moved on behalf of the Government particularly one 
relating to acquisition of land over the ceiling in different 
states. 
1. Ibid., Vol.xmi(l); 27.5.6V; cc 95-96. 
2. Ibid., cc 98-102. 
3. Ibid., Vol.XXXII(3); 1.6.6lf; cc 351-53. 
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Shrj. H^sgtnKSw. deplored the urgency in bringing the Bill. He 
rejected the argument of Shri Sen that the Bill would give land 
to the tiller. "It may be suggested that this law to some extent 
is necessary to legalise the illegal and unlawful laws struck 
doi^ . by the Supreme Judiciary in our country, because ceilings 
have been brought into existence". He said the motive behind 
the bill was to bring all land under collective faming. He 
referred to failure of cooperative farming in other countries. 
He raised legal and constitutional points against the measures. 
2 
Shri A.K. Gopalan(CPI) offered his support to the Bill with 
some reservatiorts. He was not happy with what the Joint Committee 
had donw. H© objected to not including the Kerala Agrarian 
Belatxons Act for consideration by the Joint Committee and for 
its considering the Kerala Land Reform Act hurriedly passed the 
anti-Communist Government. 
Shri U.M. frivedi(JS)^regarded the measure as harmful to the 
Hilxu Society "Its destruction is the only object in view of the 
Congress Party.," and it has adopted several measures for this 
purpose. He was opposed to the concept that land belongs to the 
Government. 
Dr. B.ljf.SinghCfiw.) opposed the Bill. He said the Bill would am 
the Government to act like Zamindars. The peasant would become 
serfs. He referred to failure of cooperative farming and 
compared the measure to 'day-light robbery'. 
1 . Ibid., cc 35^-70 2. Ibid., cc 370-76. 
3. Ibid., cc 383-88 Ibid., cc if05-10. 
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Shri Bade(JS)^considered the Bill a very dangerous measure. He 
said there was no restriction on Industrialists to increase their 
wealth but the cultivators were barred from possessing land 
above the celling. He favoured land reforms btt was opposed to 
expropriating the land and depriving a cultivator from judicial 
protection. 
2 
Shri Sar.1oo PandeyCGPI) speaking in support of the Sill said 
that the object of the Sa Bill was to regularise the various land 
reforms passed by the State Governments* 
After the Minister had rep3.ied to the debate the motion was 
adopted on Division of the House by 389 iyes to 30 Noes 
(c V?5/I.6.6if). 
The Sv/atntra Party and the Jgn Sangh made a last bid to 
block the passage of the Bill when it was taken for clause-by-
clause consideration. The Bill was, ultimately, passed on 
Division of the Houae by 381 Ayes to 2% Koes.(c 719/2,6.) 
7. Reiaresentation of the People (Amendment) Bill 
(c 1if35/11*5.65). 
iSlari A.K.Sen.^ in his introductory speech pointed out that 
article 171(3) of the censtitution provided for election to 
Legislative Councils of States through local bodies. Since there 
had been certain broad changes in the composition of local 
bodies in v&rious states the provisions of the constitiAlon 
should, therefore, be amended accordingly. 
1. Ibid,, cc ^ 1^-23(Hindi). 2. Ibid., cc ^ •23*25(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., Vol.XLIIl(57);11.7.65;cG 
1 
Shrl Warlor(CPI) wanted special representation to be gitren to 
medical graduates;^  to Bar Associations and to Trade Unions* He 
wanted a new democratic approach to be accepted in view of new 
socio-economic set up» 2 
Shri Bade(JS) fully supported the motion. 
Shrl Yadav(S:-:P)^  wanted the Bajya Sabha and the Legislative 
i-
Councils to he abolished. He v;as opposed to giving right of vote 
to smaller groups of people where the possibilities of corruption 
were high, 
^hrl Yashpal SinghCSSP)^ ^ was of the view that for purposes of 
economy and also because there was no unlforral^ jr high standard 
of local bodies, the whole system should foe changed. He force fully 
argued that there was no need of Legislative Councils. 
Shrl Sar.|oo Pandey(GPI)^gaid that Indirect elections benefited 
the ruling party and possibilities of corruption were very high 
in that. He wanted Legislative Councils to be abolished and the 
Bl^ J. to be withdrawn. 
Shri KakkarCSw.)^sald that after the framing of the constitution 
new institutions had come up e.g. labour unions, cooperative 
instittitions ate. He, therefore, argued that If the Rajya Sabha 
and Councils were allowed to exist their cosiposition should be 
reconsidered. 
After a brief reply by the Mniater the motion w^s adopted an< 
passed through the Second reading(c 1^385/1165). 
1. Ibid., cc 1^^61-62, 2. Ibid., cc m-36lf-66(Hindi) 
3. roid., cc 1^368-70(Hindi) k. Ibid., cc 1^ -371-75(Hindl) 
Ibjd., cc 1if377-79(Hindi) 6. Ibid., cc 1»+380-82. 
- -
Qrlssa Legislative Assembly(Extension of Duration)Bill 
(G 16396/12,5.66). 
Shrl PathakCMinister of Law)''mov0d the Bill for extension of the 
duration of the Orlosa Legislative Assembly which -watiM ^ 
expiree^ , on 20s8«66 so that the elections to the Assembly may be 
held along with the General Elections in 1967. 
2 
Smt. Chakravartty(CPI) speaking against the Bill observed that 
the Government was trying to misuse and fflisinterprate certain 
articles of the Constitutfcn to keep the non-congress parties 
out of power. She pointed out that in 196I the opposition parties 
had approached the Government to postpone the elections in Orissa 
to s3mchronlse them with the General Election in 1962, But that 
request was Ignored because the situation \iras favourable to the 
Congress, ilrid now the Government wants postpone the elections 
because the time is not opportune for it. She referred to CBI 
report against two ministers of Orissa. 
Shyj Eanf^ a(gw, speaking against the Bill said that the Government 
wanted to keep in power the Government which had led to scarcity 
conditions. He asserted that the Ministry and the entire 
administration had miserably failed in Orissa. He referred to 
famine co^ 'ditions and starvation deaths in the state. Therefore, 
he wanted the elections to be held or the centre to take oyer 
the administration. L 
Shrl Dwlvedl(PSP) was opposed to the Bill. He was not satisfied 
with the intentions of the Government. He attributed political 
motives to It. He asked the Minister to withdraw the Bill aiid 
1. Ibid., Vol.L7(5'8);12.?.66jcc 16396-97 
2. Ibidi, cc 16if0U-10 3. Ibid., cc 16't-10-l6 
K Ibid., ?ol.M(58)|12.5.66.cc 161+19-21 and Vol.LV(59);1 j.5.66; 
cc. 16685-90. 
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suggested that after 20*8.66 the President should take over the 
administration and to the elections to be held in February 1967. 
Shrl Trivedi(JS)^opposed the Bill and asked for dissolution of the 
Assembly and imposition of President's rule. 
p 
Shri Patfaakr in his reply to the debate5 referred to duplication 
of expenditure tt arid burden on administration if elections were 
held in August, He said that imposition of President's rule was 
"a very dangerous proposal". The Constitution permits the 
President's rule only when certain condition exist. But those 
conditions do not exist in Oriasa. He argued that in 196I the 
elections were held because there was no Esnergency. He pointed 
out that the administrative machinery was busy in the famine 
relief \rork and it should not be burdened v/ith election work and 
that the people will also be put to trouble tv;ice. 
The Bill was passed (c l68J+1/1l4-.5.66). 
The opposition parties were unanimous in their opposition 
to this Bill but their total strength was too inadequate to 
stop it. 
9. Representation of the People(Amendment)Bill 
(c 85!-(-9/1.9.1966) 
/' 
Shri G.S. PathakCLaw Minister)\oved the Bill for reference to a 
Joint Committee. He explained that the Bill was to give effect to 
some of the recommendations of the Election Commission. He said 
that the Government had not accepted four recommendations. They 
1. Ibid., cc 16if 19-21 and \rol.L7<?9); 13.^.66; cc 16685-90 
2. Ibid.,?ol.L?C60{| li+.J.eS; cc 16829-37. 
3 . Ibid., Vol. L I X { 2 7 ) ; 1 . 9 . 6 6 ; cc 8?LF9-63. 
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were (1) Amendment relating to election expenditure; (2) Increase 
in security deposits; (3) Multiplicity of candidates to be 
prevented; and Imposition of Security for Presidential 
election. The recommendations accepted by the Government were as 
follows: (1) Abolition of Tribunals and Jurisdiction of High 
Courts to be enlarged. (2) A contract with the Government should 
not be a disqualification. 
Shri Ranga(Sv. noted that some of the important recoamiendations 
of the Election Commission were not accepted. He said that defective 
laws enabled a minority Government to ^ eipetuate its dominance. 
He referred to multiple party system and criticised the electoral 
officers with particular reference to the Gonda Election case in 
which the returning officer had abused his power at the instance 
of the U.P. Government, He wajnted the electoral rolls to be 
revised every year and corrupt practices to be,made cognizible and 
the penalty to be rigorous. He emphatically opposed the provision 
in the Bill regarding abolition of restriction on contractors. 
He also wanted a ban to be put on 'political horse-trading' or 
change of parties a^ 'ter the elections, 
Shri UmanathCCPI^ '^ sald that the attitude of the Government was 
not clear about two points : (a) exercise of governmental power 
to purchase votes and (b) payment of money to buy votes. He 
referred to the 1962 elections in his own constituency,PudukkofAii 
in Madras. He referred to certain other corrupt practices. 
1, Ibid.,cc 857^75 and Vol.LIX-(28);28.2,66;cc 8837-^7i(Shri 
DandekarCSw.) was elected from Gonda Constituency in a by-
election). 
2. Ibid., cc 88^8. 
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Shri Bade(JS) said that the Government had accepted Important 
recommendations of a permanent nature. He said that the provision 
about maintaining accounts of expenditure was bogus. He wanted 
control to be put on election expenditures. He suggested that any 
candidate who changes his party after elections should be made to 
seek fresh election. He said that the penalty for corrupt practices 
should not be enhanced. 
2 
Smt. Ghakravartty(CPI) welcomed the provision for reduction In 
election expenditure. But she said that this c m be effected^only 
if the parties and specially the ruling party stopped depending 
upon the capitalists. She opposed th© provision for Increase in 
security deposits but supported the provision for tightening 
up the penalty for corrupt practices. She also opposed the provlsior 
regarding the abolition of restrictions on contractors. 
Shrl AlvaresCPSP)^ said that the elections were free but not fair 
and that the Bill was not comprehensive. He wanted the electIm 
officers to be made responsible directly to the Election Commission^ h 
Shrl KakkarCSw.) with reference to the extension of the jurisdict-
ion of High Courts, suggested that the judge should go to the 
District Headquarters to avoid inconvenience to litigants. He 
referred to influence exercised by the ruling party on elections. 
Shrl Yadav(SSP)^sald that there could not be fair elections so long 
as there was great Inequality in the country. He regretted that the 
recommendation about reduction of number of parties was not 
2 
1 . Ibid., cc 8 8 6 3 - 6 9(Hindi) ' 2 . Ibid., cc 8 8 7 3 - 7 9 . 
3* Ibid.,Vol.LIX(29);3.9.6 SJ C C 9 0 1 8 - 2 1 . 
Ibid., CC 902k-27 5 . Ibid,, cc 9031-37(Hiindl). 
accepted by the Government. 
Shrl Pathaki in reply to the debate, said that the existing 
provision about election expenses could not be abolished because 
of practical difficulties. Similarly, any restriction on political 
parties was not practicable* 
The motion was adopted (c 90^3/3•9«66). 
8.A Representation of People(Amendment)Bill and 
Constitution (Twenty*first Amendment)Bill 
(^j 1963/8.11.66) 
Shri Pathak"^  presented the Report of the Joint Committee on the 
question of substituiion of High Courts for the Election Tribunals 
and consequent amendment of the Constitution. 
Shri Da.li(CPI) regretted that instead of accepting the major 
recommendations of the Election CoMission only minor amendments 
were being made. He said that becatiise of the pressure of big 
money the House was not a democractically elected House "but almost 
an oligarchy of the nominees of the rich". He referred to the 
exorbitant cost of elections and certain malpractices during the 
Elections. He wanted the princes to be barred from contesting 
elections. He welcomed the amendment about abolishing Election 
Tribunals and giving the charge to the High Courts. 
Shri gmanath(CPI)^contended that the Bill as recommended by the 
Joint Committee was conclusive proof of the fact that the Congress 
was not prepared to further democratise the system. He noted that 
no substantial change was made in the origiaal Bill.He alleged 
that the Congrews was using Governmental machineiy for its 
1. Ibid., Vol. LX(6);8.11.66; 1963-66. 
2. Ibid., Vol.LX(7); 9.11.66J CC 2186-97 
3. Ibid., cc 2203-11. 
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election campaign. He raised the question of company 
donations to parties and demanded a ban on that. 
Shrl Limaye(SSP)^ suggested that in order to reduce the cost of 
eleetionsj use of vehicles of all types on the election day 
should be stopped* Secondly, the voters' cards should be 
prepared by the Government and not by parties. He was opposed to 
enhancement of election deposits. He wanted a ban on company 
donations and to break the triangle of bui^aucracy, business and 
Ministry. 
He suggested that the High Courts while dealing with 
election eases should sit at the District headquarters. 
2 
Shri Kamath^PSP) pointed out that some useful changes had been 
made in the Bill by the Joint Committee. He wanted representation 
to be given to the Pakistan occupied territory of Kashmir. He 
demanded a ban on company donations to parties. Speaking on the 
question of disqualifications he said that a person convicted of 
hoarding, profiteering, blaclonarketing or adultration, must be 
drastically punished. 
Shri HangaCsw.supported the D.M.K. suggestion for proportional 
representation. He referred to misuse of governmental machinery 
by the ruling party. He wanted the Ministers to resign three ' 
months before elections. 
1. Ibid., cc 22l5-2i+(Hind$). 
2. Ibid., cc 22if1-50(He was a member of the Joint Committee 
and gave Note of Dissent on certain points). 
3. Ibid., cc 225^-63. 
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Shrl Trlvedl(JS)Velcomed the Bill. However, he wanted that the 
power of Election Commission to remove disqualifications should 
be used subject to appeal to some higher authority. 
Motion under RulelO^ He; Debate on Representation of 
People(Amendment)Bill and ConstitutionCTwenty-first 
Amendment)Bill (o 3021/15*11*66). 
Shri S.N. Sinha(Minister of Parliamentary Affairs)® moved for 
Aa^oumment of debate on the Bill. When asked by the speaker, 
he said the reason was that the Members from U.P and Bihar -
the drought affected area>- had gone home during the three day 
holidays. He assured that the postponement was for a few days. 
Shri Limaye(SSP), Mukerjee(CPI), Trivedi(JS) and Kamath 
(PSP) forcefully opposed the motion. 
After a brief explanation by Shri G.S.Pathak the motion 
was put to vote and adopted by 153 Ayes to 30 NoesCc 3037/15*11•66) 
ghri G.S. Pathakdaw Minister) moved for resumption of debate and 
the motion vms adopted (c ^ f687/22.11.66). 
Shri Pathak^ turned down the suggestion that the High Court should 
sit at District Headquarters for hearing the election cases. He 
also turned down the suggestion that the princes should be dis-
qualified from elections. 
The motion was adopted on division of the House by 263 Ayes 
and 5 Noes(^701/22.11.66). 
During the clause-by-clause discussion the House was 
divided twice before the Bill was passed(c lf7l1/2.2.66) 
1* I b i d . , ? o l . L X ( 8 ) ; 1 0 . 1 1 . 6 6 ; cc 2561-6W. 
2. Ibid.,Vol.DC(10);l5.1l.66;cc 302l-2:i 
3. I b i d . , 7 o l . L X I ( l 5 ) j 2 2 . 1 1 . 6 6 ; cc h690iU700. 
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It is clear from the deviate on this Bill that the 
opposition parties were unanimous about brihging a constructive 
change in electoral laws. They were also unanimous in holding 
thfet the ruling party indulged in malpractices during ©lections 
and the ministers misused their official position and administra-
tive machinery for election purposes.. They expresssd dissatisfact-
ion that some important recommendations of the Election 
Commission were not accepted and they offered certain useful 
suggestions* Shri Kamath(PSP), for examife, suggested that 
persons convicted for hoarding and profiteering should be 
disqualified from elections; vrhile Shri Hanga(Sw,) advocated for 
proportional representation and that the Ministers should re41gn 
at least thrae months before elections. 
The most interesting point, however* was that the CP1» 
the Jan Sangh and the Swatantra party emphasised the need of 
putting a ban on any change of party affiliation after elections. 
Later history, however, shows that this principle was violated 
by these parties at state legels especially after the fourth 
General Elections. 
The following measures were also passed under this 
Ministry: 
1. Extradition Bill (c h6^/7,e»62) 
2. Hindu Adoption and MaintenanceUmendment)Bi 11 (c 711/8.8.62) 
3. Christian Marriage and Matrimonial cuases Bill(c 76^-/8.8.62) 
Specific Relief Bill ( c 913/9.8.62) 
Mvoeates(Third Amendment)Bill(c 37^ 0/2if.8.62). 
6. Oil and Katural Gas Commission (Amendment )Bill(c 61^+6/^.9.62) 
7. Delimitation Commission Bill( c lfOOO/30.11.62) 
8. Represantablon of the People(Amendment)Bill,1962(c 5519/21.1.63 
9. Limitation Bill (c lf96/1^ .8.63). 
10. Special Marriage(Amendment)Bill $c 3227/28.8.63). 
11. Indian Sale of Goods (Amendment) Bill ( c 3^91/28.8.63). 
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12* Snployees Provident Funds (Amendment )Blll(c ,9. . 
13* Representation of the People (Amendment )Bill(c 3082/22.9.61+). 
1H-. Coal Mines Provident Fund and Bonus Schemes (Amendment )Bill 
(c 5790/15.9.65). 
15. Judges (Inquiry)BIll ( c 6760/21.9.65) 
16. Advocates (Amendment )Bill ( c 3008/5.8.66). 
17. Railway Propertj<unlawful Possession)Bill( c 9053/10.9.66). 
18» Gonstltution(Twentieth Amendment)Bill( c 393^10.9,66), 
Ministry of Home Affairs: Twenty one measures were adopted imder 
this Ministry of which the following were important. 
1. Constitutlon(Fourteenth Amendment)Bill 
( c 5839/^.9.62) 
Shri Lai Bahadur Shastril in his Introductory speech pointed out 
that of the 7 clauses of the Bill caluse 3 was important. It 
sought Fondicherry, Karikal, Mahe and lanam to be treated as 
Union Territory. Consequent upon this an amendment was to be 
made to allocate to the TiBrritory one seat each in the Lok Sabha 
and H3ya Sabha. Another clause(5b) empowered the President to make 
regulations till the Assembly was constituted. Clause k empowered 
the Parliament to create Assembly and council of Ministers for the 
territory. 
2 
iShrl Das ar at ha Deb(GPI) demanded provision for Legislative 
Assemblies for the Union Territories of Himachachal Pradesh? 
Manipur and Trlpura| Goai Diu and Daman and Pondlcherry. He 
generally welcomed the Bill and recommended for its passage 
without delay. 
Shri Hishang Keishing(SQC.congratulated the Home Minister for 
the Bill. «As it stands", he said »'the Government of India seems to 
1. Ibid., Vol.?III(22);i»..9.62; cc 5839-^6. 
2. Ibid., cc 
3. Ibid., cc 5858-61. 
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vlstdLise three types of administrations in the Union Territories • 
one having a body of purely nominated members, a-iother a body 
hajlf elected and half nominated and third one purely elected". 
He, regarded the first and ^ Mr two as " a mockery pf Democracy". 
Shri Bade(JS)^expressed mixed feelings of happiness and regret. \ 
He vas happy that provision for legislature was made for the 
unirfn territories of Pondicherry, Manipar and Trlp'ira and Goa, 
Daman and Deu. But he regretted 'the process of division of 
the country'. He suggested tg merge Manipur and Tripura in 
Assault and Pondicherry in Ifeharastra or any other neighbouring 
state. He supported the motjon. 
o 
Shri S.N. DwiveAKPSP) welcomed the Bill and gave his general 
siQjport it. Howevir, he felt that the Govern ment had not 
given due consideration to the states Reorganizati '-n Commission 
Report. He said "This Bill however halting, however, unsatisfact-
ory it may be, should be adopted as soon as possible. But the 
whole purpose is that we should rot amend the Constitution In 
such a light manner". 
Shri Shastry^ in his reply to the debate tiarned down the 
proposal of merging Pondicherry with any neighbouring state . 
because the "terms of the treaty" could not be Ignored. For Delhi 
he assured that further thought would be given to the matter. 
The motion was adopted on division of the House by 
297 Ayes to No Noes, (c ^ 909A.9.62). 
1. Ibid., cc 5865-71. (Hindi). 2. Ibid., cc 587^9 
3. Ibid., cc $899-5905. 
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During clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill, the 
CPI Member Shrl |®ambiar mov^d araendraent to clause 3 to emphasise 
the need of merging the Union Territories with Madras at a later 
date. Certain other CPI iaembers also pleaded for the amendiaent 
But it was (defeated by 286 loes to 33 Ayes< c 5927A^9-62). There 
were six more divisions before the Bill was finally passed* 
The debate on this Bill shoved that inspite of their 
general support, the opposition parties preferred to j'ight for 
every detail of the measure. It was certainly a healthy 
democratic practice that the opposition parties req.aired the 
ruling party to defend and explain even minor details and 
thereby educate public opinion about an important problem. 
2. Official Language BilK c ). 
Vfoen the speaker called on Shri Lai Bahadur Shastri to 
Introduce the Bill, Gbri Bagri(Soc.) tried to raise a point of 
order and Shri Ram6shwarnand(J'S) joined him. The speaker maintain 
-ed that nothing was put before the House and, therefore, there 
could be no point of order. Shri Brij Haj Singh(JS) referred to 
a large gathering outside the House. Shri Bagri(Soc.) insisted 
that the proposed Bill was opposed to the Constitution; He 
defied the speaker. Thereupon Shri V.C. Shulkla(c) moved that 
Shri Bagri be suspended for seven days and the motion was adopted 
(c 9Mf6/2;,if.63). The Marshall was called to remove Shri Bagri 
from the House. Shri B,N. MandaKSoc.) walked out in protest. 
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Shri Shastrl^ moved the Bill "to provide for the langiaages which 
may be used for official purposes.." 
2 8hri Rameshwaranand(JS) said that the Bill should be postponed 
krhML 
for a year as it^creat a great ciisls in the country. He 
further asserted that he would not allow the Bill to be moved 
so long as he was in the House. 
His name was called by the speaker and ultimately 3hri. 
V.C. Shukla(c) moved th-'t Shri Rameshwaranand(JS) be suspended 
from the House for the rest of the session, fhe motion was 
adopted ( c and the Marshall was called to remove 
the Hon, Member from the House. Shri Brij Raj Singh and 
Kachhavaiya(JS) and certain other members walked out in protest. 
Shri Joachim Alva's(c) motion for suspension of Shri 
Kachhavlya (JS) tor the rest of the session was adopted ( c $k6l/ 
13A.63). 
After Shri Shastri had male some brief explanatory remarks 
his motion was adopted ( c 9^71/13.^.63). 
Shri U.M. Trlvedi(JS)^raised a point of order to the effect that 
prior permission of the President was not being obtained for the 
Bin. 
The speaker informed him that the permission was being 
obtained. Shri Trivedi, thereupon, objected that this w^s not 
duly circulated. This point was sustained by the speaker and he 
said thfet instructions were being issued to follow the rules in 
future. 
1. Ibid., Vol. m i ( M ) } 23-^.63; c 
2. Ibid., cc 9^51-5^(Hlndi). 
3. Ibid., Vol.mi(Jf9)i 23.^.63? cc 1136^-71. 
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Shrl Kamath(PSP)^ supported the point of Shri U.M. Trivedi and 
said that in a young parliamentary democracy all provisions of 
Constitution and Rules of Procedure should be followed. He said 
that although sub-rale (1) of Rule 65 was applicalte to Private 
Members' Bill it "munt apply a fortiori to a Government Bill 
also". 
After a brief explanation by the Law Minister! Shri 
Sen, shri Shastri wais allowed to introduce the Bill* 
2 Shri Shastri« in his introductory speech pointed out that a 
\ 
general feeling in and outside the parliament was thi.t " a 
spirit of accomodation should be shown in the laatfcer, in the 
sense that Hindi, as provided in the constitucion in article 
should be accepted as the official language of the 
Union... It is provided in the same article that Parliament 
has the power to legislate so that if Hindi eould not be used for 
all purposes, English will continue or can continue." He 
appealed to the House that "this matter should be considered with 
a broader angle, and lirith a boarder approach". 
Explairing the provisions of the Bill he said that the 
V 
proposed committee of the parliament to look into the matter would 
be constituted to dispel any g4vi mis-apprehensions about the 
language policy. He said that clause 3 " will enable the use of 
the English langi^ gge for all offidal purposes of the Union.," 
"What is evisaged here is .* a 'prolonged bi-lingualism'. This 
means that while Hindi may be used progressively, there should be 
1. Ibid., cc 11371-72. 2. Ibid., cc 11385-97. 
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no restrlotlon on the use of English as such. However, thers 
will be DO restriction on States. A parlianontary Committee 
will look into the progress after years, English will 
continue to be used In the Bupreme Court and the High Courts and 
for Acts. The use of English or Hindi will not be to the dis-
advantage of the services.^ 
The following aaiendments were moved by the opposition 
partHes. 
PSPt Shri Karaathj "That the Bill be referred to a Seledt 
Committee..."{33). 
JSi Shri Bade: "That tha Bill be circulated for the 
purpose of eliciting opinion thereon,. 
•"(50). 
Shri H.W. Muir.er.1ee(GPI)^  
was oS the view that the Bill should have contained an. 
assurance that there will be no discrimination against the non-
Hindi people. He said,"English cannot perpetually have its 
present position, but we must not then be goaded by fear and 
dislike of .. Hindi fanaticism into supporting the point of view 
of some of our friends here who want English to continue 
permanently in this coiantry". He referred to the statement of 
the Prime Minister that English will continue as "an associate 
additional language" as long as the non-Hindi people so liked. 
He said this should not mean to bar the parliament from making 
any ls,w about the national aflanguage because of a 'vocal ajid 
vociferous minority*. Be referred to provocation coming from 
1.For official language policy and anti-Hindi riots in Madras see 
Keesing's Contemporary Archives No.1362,?olXIV,p19637 & 20k29 
respectively, 
2. Ibid., cc 
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•Hindi Gbauvinistsi He admitted that the literature In Hindi was 
not adequate but that is so because we had not made efforts and 
Isarbaosred an illusion about superiority of Hindi. He said that 
even Hindi speaking states had not started use of Hindi for officia: 
purposes. He was opposed to 'quota-system' in recruitment to 
services on the basis of language. 
Shrl cr.M. TrivediCJS)'*said that under article 87 the President is 
enjoined to aMress the Joint Session of the Parliamant and inform 
it of the causes of its sumraons. The Language 3111 was not 
mentioned in the Address. It was, therefore, in contraventi )n 
of the Constitution. He said that there was also a violation of 
article 3^9 read with article of the Constitution. He 
opposed the Bill. 
o 
Shrl Hem Barua(PSP) regarded the two schools of thought on the 
subject'"either blind of one ye, or they suffer from a siiyopic 
vision in both their eyes". He said, "To me this Bill is an honest 
attempt by an honest man at effecting a compromi-.e between •• 
these t^ TO opposing views!? 
He said that there were certain apprehensions about the 
Bill; (1) That Hindi might swarap and swallow the regional 
languages. Ee asked the Prime Minister to give an assurance about 
that (2) That English imposed even and equitable disadvantage on 
all while Hindi reposed cent per cent advantage on per cent of 
population (3) That there was a secret plan to banish English* 
He said that the Bill was a positive step and a good 
alternative to preserve the unity of India. He appealed to expan-
sion of Hindi instead of loading it with archaice words. 
1. Ibid., cc 115+35-M+. 2. Ibid., cc 11^ +5^ -63. 
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1 
Shrl Nehru began his spesch in English and uhri Bagri(Soc.) walked 
out in protest, 
Shrl Nehru said, "This is a Bill in continuation of tyhat has 
/ 
happened in the past, to reraove a restriction which had been 
placed by the Constitution on the ufje of English after a certain 
date, i.e. 1965." He explained the importance of a national 
language and referred to the signficance of the languages 
mentioned in the eight schedule. Ke emphaoised the multi~lingual 
composition of India and said that it vould be wrong to claim that 
Mf crores of Indians know Hindi. He said, "I think that if Hindi 
is really to grow v^ei-y fast, it should ally itself with Urdu,ally 
itself in the sense of vocabulary etc," He said that Hindi is more 
suited to become the link language. 
Shri Kehru reiterated his assurance that no change would be 
effected in the status of English or Hindi without the full consent 
of the non-Hindi people, 
Shri R.S. Iadav(Soc.)^ pointed out that under Article 3^3(3) of the 
Constitution use of English could be ex .ended only for certain 
specific purposes. But the present Bill, instead of restricting 
the use of English, aims at perpetuating its use for all purposes 
it was at the time of Constitution making. It is in contravention 
of the Constitution. 
He explained the importance of Hindi and said that he was 
basically opposed to Eriglish because it was not a national language, 
It was the language of about 2% elite and it could not be imposed 
on the rest. He frequently quoted Gandl'iiji. He fefutfed the 
argument that finglish was necessMry for technical and scientific 
1. Ibid., Vol.mi(50)j2i+.>+.63;Gc 11631-58. 
P^  Ibid.,cc 11688-11705(Hindi). 
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education. He al®o refuted the arguraent that It Is an Inter-
national lagguage because not more than of the world 
population knows Snglish* 
Shri Vasudevan Malr(CPI)^ sa id that there was general agreement 
over the spirit of the Bill and no one had sufgeoted reconsidera-
tion of the decision of the Constituent Assembly except Shrl 
Manoharan of D.M. K. 
His suggestions were: The candidates appearing at the DPSC 
Examinations should have the choice to write in H^ndi,^iglish 
or their iBofcher tongue. He appreciated the three language formula. 
Shri Narasinha ReddyCSw.) spoke a&out the extremists in both the 
camps and asked the Government to stand fim on the Bill, 
3 
Shri Lai Bahadur Shastri in his reply to the. debate| said that raos" 
of the speeches were made about sections 3 and W of the Bill and 
that i^foe had already sent three amendments to section which were 
intended to retnove any doubts or misunderstanding. 
The main o^^ecticn to clause 3 was that by providing 
continued useit of Snglish for all official purposes the Government 
has gone against the spirit of the Constitution. Shri Shastri 
pointed out that "clause 3 of article 3^3 of the Constitution 
enables Parliament to provide by law for the use of English beyond 
25th January 1965 for such purposes as may be specified In that 
law'*. The.object of clause 3 was to provide for continued use of 
English in addition to Hindi. He argued that in this clause the 
word «OTay' is most appropri-ite. He said the Bill fulfilled the 
assurance given by the Pri^e Minister. 
1. Ibid. ,7ol. mil(51)j25.^.63; cc II9O6-II913. 
2 . I'id., cc 1 1 9 1 6 - 2 2 . 
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On the one hand he impressed upon the non-Klndi people to 
appreciate that English cannot continue for ever» On the other 
hand he reminded the Hindi enthusiasts that Hindi was not yet the 
lingua franka of India* It had yet to grow and that even in one 
state there was not one language and every time English came to 
% 
rescue for purposes of communication. 
The amendment Nos 6 and ^  to circulate the Bill for 
eliciting public opinion were negatived by 206 Noes to 11 Ayes 
and 20^ Noes to 19 Ayes respectively. The other amendments were 
also negatived and the notion was adopted (c 1201^ /^25*^ .63), 
Clause 3 ( continuance of English language for Official 
purposes of the Union and for use in Parliamsnt) 
was the most controvsrcial part of the Bill. The following members 
moved their amendments to various provisions of the clause 
1. Shri Bade (J3) 2. Shri BagrKSoc.) 3. Shri Vasudevan Kair(CPI) 
Shri Hani^ a^CGw,) speaking dn clause 3 pointed out that the Hindi 
speaking people were in majority and spread all over the country. 
Therefore, they want to banish English, "And if at all any body 
has got to be reconciled to Hindi it is the non-Hindi speaking 
people. It is the special responsibility of Hindi speaking 
people to try to reconcile with the non-Hindi speaking people with 
their own passion for Hindi and win over their allegiance.," 
She Ranga ani')hasised the need of inserting 'shall' for 'may' 
in clu-^ use 3 to eliminate any misunderstanding. The amendment 
of Shri Kar(CPI)was also to the sa®e effect,^ 
1. Ibid,,Vol. XVIII(52); 26,U-,63; cc 12163-12178, 
2, Ibid,, cc 12186-89. 
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The araoridment of Shri Ka^ r was opposed hy Shri Bade(J8)'' 
and Shri Bagri(3oc, The approach of Shri Kainatb{FSP)^  was 
k ooiiiiiliafcory whareas Shri Mukerjoe(CPX) al^o emphasised the need 
Mf 
of inserting 'shall' for 'maj' clause 
Ihe amendments to clause 3 to insert 'shall' for were 
negatived by Moes to 20 Ayesi g 122?l/26,k,63), 
Clause h (Committee on Official Language) was also 
resisted by the opposition parties. Besides formal arnendraents 
to the clause by Shri Kamath(PSP) and Shri Kar(CPI) criticism 5 6 
was offered by Shri RangaCSw.) and Bagri<Soc.) « Strong 
resistance was offered to almost every other clause of the Bill 
by the various political parties from their respective angles. 
Shri Kamath (PSP) did not fail to resort to his fecial tactics of 
raising points of order and invoking Rules of i-^ rocedure. His 
argument was that a Committee of parliament(provided under clause 
^ of the Bill) should, according to Rules 279 and 280, submit its 
report to the Parliament and not to the President as envisaged 
under official amendment to clause h. This argument was 
contradicted by the Home Mnister who pointed out that the 
Committee was to be constituted under clause ^  of the Bill and, 
there<irore, it was not a parliamentary Committee, 
In the end Shri Bagrl(Jioc») walked out in protest when the 
Bill was put to vote and passed by 188 Ayes to 10! Noes (c 125'23/ 
27A.63). 
1. Ibid., cc l219M8(Hindi) 2. Ibid.,cc12199-l2206(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc 12211-15 Ibid., cc 1235>56 
5. Ibid., cc 1237^-77(Hiiidi) 6. Ibid., 
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It.has already been explained In Chapter II above that the 
language problem constituted a major factor in the politics of 
India for over a decade. The language polic/ had given rise to 
suspiciottr and mistrust in certain regions and ling.^ istic 
Shauvinism in others. The l?inguage riots in MadrasvnoWTamilriadu) 
were such that the Prime Minister gave an assurance to the people 
of that state and agreed to review the policy and remove by-
statutory means any disadvantage to thera,on linguistic basis. 
The 'Official Language Bill* was brought in fulfilment of the 
assurance of the Prime Minister. 
The debnte on the Bill was both significant and characteristic 
of polarization in Indian politics. There was a strange ooiabina-
tion of leftist and rightist parties for and against the Bill. 
The Socialist Party and the Jan Sangh made a concerted effort 
'from the beginning to stall the Bill. They argued against th© 
Bill on GSHstitutio/ial and legal and procedural bases and staged 
a walk out to register their strong oppositioni A ^an Sangh 
Member, Shri Kachhavaiya was so much agitated and created such a 
situation that a resolution passed for his expulsion from the 
House for the rest of the session. The Swatantra -"'art., on the 
other hand, lended unequivocal support to the 3111 whjreas the 
CPI was favourably incliaed to it. The PSP also supported the 
measure although Shri Kamath was unhappy that certain rules were 
not strictly adhered to. 
It is obvious that opposition to the 3111 was neither strong 
noff effedtive. The opposition parties had failed to evolve an 
alternate language policy. The opposition of the Jan Sangh and the 
Socialist Party was^b/ and large^  sentimental x^ ithout taking into 
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aecount the new developments In respect of the language problem 
or practicability of complete ban on the use of iSnglish. The 
impact of the opposition on the official language policy was not, 
in tho least, effectisre, it only ^ csjiKsupport to the two 
extremist schools on the subject. 
3. PreventIve Petention(Gontinuance)Bill 
(c ^ 178/17.12.63) 
1 
Shri Nanda^ in his introductory speech, said that, inspite of his 
personal displeasure Bill, he was presenting it because 
he was convinced of its inevitability and because of of his sense 
of duty to the nation. He said, "This was subjected to parlia-
nients* scrutiny about eight times already. iSvery aspect of it 
has been fully threshed out". However, he explained the provisions 
of the Bill in respect of the fundam3ntal rights which, he argued 
were neither abstract nor absolute. They were subjected to 
limitation for the purpose? of natir.nal good. He explained that 
the powers being asked tinder the Bill were not to be normal 
powers tund that they would be exercised only to deal with special 
* 
situations and that ^ y^^ ec^  ^  the ttoe would come when they will 
be dispensed with. He also explained the past experience in 
respect of the working of the Preventive Detention Act and said 
that the conditiona had not changed since it was passed three 
years ago. 
Smt. Ghakravartty(CPI)^ redicaled the idea that the "Situation" 
had not changed. She said thnt the problem of "a spirit of lawless-
ness" was not peculiar to India. She argued th>it the Act" is 
iW^xiv(22);17.12.63?cc 5178-98. 
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a c t u a l l y not used a g a i n s t a n t i - s o c i a l e l e m e n t s . " The p o l i t i c a l 
workers v e r e handed as goondas t o be put behind the b a r s . She 
s a i d t h a t even t h e DIR had been used i n a manner not w a r r a n t e d . 
She n o t e d t h a t t h e p r o f i t e e r s , b l a c k m a r k e t e e r s , s a b o t e s r s and 
t h o s e ¥ho v i o l a t e d f o r e i g n exchange r e g u l a t i o n s were not a f f e c t e d 
by t h e s e r u l e s . In h e r op in ion t h e r e a l reason behind t h e B i l l 
was t h a t " t h e Government wants s l o w l y t o we-^r down t h e o p p o s i t i o n 
t o such a s t a t u t e and t o maA:e I t a permanent measure^. 
S h r i M.R. M a s a n i ( S w . o p p o s e d t h e B i l l because he c o n s i d e r e d 
i t a b l o t on t h e S t a t u e book. However, h i s reasons f o r 
o p p o s i t i o n were d i f f e r e n t from t h o s e o f t h e CSS. He noted t h a t 
b a r r i n g a few c a s e s t h e DIR o r t h e PD Act were not misused. He 
s a i d t h a t t h e PD Act was born out o f dang<?r o f Communist 
a c t i v i t i e s . He s a i d t h a t t h e B i l l was not used f o r t h e purpose 
f o r which i t was o r i g i n a l l y i n t r o d u c e d but i t was d i r e c t e d 
a g a i n s t t h e p a t r i o t i c Indians such as Master T a r a Sic igh,Shaikh 
A b d u l l a h , S h r i Nath P a i , S h r i T r i v e d i e t c . 
' He argued t h a t t h e B i l l was o r i g i n a l l y "meant t o meet and 
Combat t h e s u b v e r s i o n and d i s r u p t i o n o f t h e CSommunists, E i t h e r 
i t should perform t h a t f u n c t i n o r i t s h o u l d not f u n c t i o n a t a l l " . 
He s a i d t h e PD A c t s u f f e r e d from t h r e e major d e f e c t s : "The f i r s t i s 
t h a t i t i s d e v i o u s and a r b i t r a r y " . " S e c o n d l y , i t i s a bad precedeni 
R T h i r d l y , t h i s u n f o r t u n a t e measure p r e v e n t s democrats from working 
t o g e t h e r " . . " . 
1 . I b i d . , CG 5 2 1 3 - 2 5 . 
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1 
Sh-rl U.M. Trlvedl(JS) pointed out that it the arrest of'goondas' 
in Calcutta was not taken into account "the total number of people 
under detention comes to 16 at the end of I963". He asked,"Is 
) ^  
this law to be put on the statute-book and the time of this 
House wasted for two days and a huge expenditure incurred for the 
sake of detaining 16 persons?" This law is not necessary 
particularly when the DIR is also there, p 
Shri Kamath(PSP) said. "I rise to oppose the motion for 
consideration of this unnecessary, undesirable, anti-democratic, 
fascist and totalitarian communist measure". He pointed out that 
by an irony of fate or strange synchronisation the Bill was being 
debated at a time when the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
was celebrated all over the country and the world. 
Shri Kamath said that the reasons given in support of the 
Bill such as goondaism, communal tension, violent activities etc., 
can be tackled by the ordinary law of the land. 
Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia(Soc.)^ said that the PD Act had virtually 
become a Section of the Indian Penal Code. He regretted that the 
fundamental tights were being eroded gradually through such 
measure as the PD Act or the DIR. Dr. Lohia's speech was off the 
point and the chairman had to remind him. L 
Shri NambiarCCPI) said that before independence the Congress 
used to call the DIR as Rowlatt Act and Se«S 1M+ as Satanic laws. 
1. Ibid,, cc 2. Ibid., cc 52%-66. 
3. Ibid., Vol. XXI?(23);18.12.63; cc 5'+^ 6-57(Hindi). 
K Ibid., cc 5^92-5501. 
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He asked if they had become lawful now that India is free. His 
speech drifted into criticism against the DIR. The Deputy 
Speaker and Shri Nanda had to remind him what the subject under 
discussion was. 
Shri Krishnapal SinghCSw.said that all matters of lawlessness 
and anti-social activities could be tackled with the ordinary 
law of the land without resorting to any special measures. He 
referred to growing lawlessness in the country. 
2 
Shri Berwa(JS) apprehended that the proposed measure would be 
used against those who will raise their voice for genuine 
grievances or genuine demands oo the opposition parties will be 
suppressed through such a law. He appealed for its immediate 
withdrawal. 3 
Shri Handa. in his reply to the debate, said that.there were three 
points of criticism against the Bill. Firstl/, that "the framers 
of the Constitution had eatred grievously in providing a place for If 
aj^icle 22 in the Constitution. Secondly, that the legislation 
was e^ qploited for political ends. Thirdly, that the. safeguards 
provided in it were illusory altogether and that in the presence 
of DIH the Bill was uncalled for. 
Shri Nanda noted that "most of what has been said during the 
debate had very slender basis in terms of reasons and fact". He 
explained that the provision of article 22 in the Constitution 
was made after great ef deal of delibrations and was based on 
sound principles. He categorically refuted the charge that the measure was used for political ends or with ultierior motives of 
1. Ibid., cc 5507-13. 2. Ibid., cc 5517-21 (Hindi). 
3. Ibid., Vol.XXIV(2lf); 19.12.63; cc 563^-70»Italics mine). 
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crushing the political opponants. He also explained the necessity 
of having the PD Act along with the DIR. 
The Minister was frequently interrupted by members of 
all the opposition parties from their respective ideological 
angles. 
The motion was adopted on division of the House by 239 
Ayes to 73 J3oes (c ?673/19.12.63). 
During the clause-by-clause reading of the Bill the 
opposition was more pronounced. 
The amendments of Shri Kamath(PSP) to clause 2 to extend 
the Act by one day or that of Shri Etiattacharya(CPI) to extend 
it by 3 days were ruled out as frivolous. Similarly, the 
amendment of Shri Kamath(PSP) to repeal the Act was turned down 
as being negative. 
The Bill was passed on division of the House by 236 Ayes to 
68 Noes ( c 5679/19.12.1^63). 
The leaders of three opposition parties Shri Gopalan(CPI) 
Shri Dwivedl (PSP) and Shri R.S. YadavCSoc.) walked out in 
protest along with members of their respective groups. 
The Preventive Petentioi Act was one of the most oontroversi 
ial pieces of legislation. The chief grouse against the PD Act 
was that it was not only opposed to the fundamental rights 
guaranteed in the Constitution but was also against the principle 
of natural justice. It empowered the Qovernraent to detain any 
person without asslgntog reasons or Instituting a trial if his 
activities were coisldered to be subversive. A bill to extend 
the life of such a law would naturally invoke strong opposition. 
- hSO -
A l l opposition parties arrayed themselves against the Bill. They 
condemned the Bill look,stock and barrel. The objection of the 
Swantantra Party was not that the measure was misused but that it 
was not used against the communists. However, it is interesting 
to note that oppositi-n to this measure was not expressed as 
strongly as against the language bill. 
Delhi Administration Bill (c W6/30.11.65) 
1 
Shri Nanda moved the Bill for reference to a Joint Committee. The 
Bill was designed to suit the exceptional circumstances in the 
area, the most important of which was its being the capital. He 
briefly described the developments concerning the administration 
of Delhi. The Bill provided for setting up of a Metropoliton 
Council and an Executive Council to assist and advise the 
Administrator of the territory. He gave some details of various 
provisions of' the Bill and rejected the demand for a separate 
state with an Assembly and Council of JtLnisters. 
Shri Nair(CPI)^ said, "The Union Government is trying to i^ &pose 
and foist an administrator Raj on Delhi and they want us to 
believe that this is a democratic set up**. He emphasised the 
need of a representative government. He highlighted various 
difficulties of Delhi like unfiltered water, etc. He condemned 
vtirious provis ions of the Bill. 
Shri Trivedi(JS)^said that the Bill "is an example of muddle-
headedness". "I say that it Is making fun of the intelligence of 
1. I b i d . , m x L ? I I I(19)i 30.11.65i cc 14-686-98. 
2. Ibid., cc if700-lf709 3. Ibid., cc English). , 
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the people sitting in this House". He wanted more powers to be 
given to the council instead of merely deliberative powers. 
Shri Ilmaye(gSP)'* said that the Bill was worth throwing into the 
waste paper basket and demanded its withdrawal. He wanted a 
representative assembly to be set up in Delhi. 
Shri Handa,^in his reply to the debate assured that various 
objections against the Bill \TOuld be looked into by the Joiht 
Committee. He Justified and furthdr explained the organisation 
of the Metropolitan Council which had been especially criticised. 
He referred to Constitution(Fourteenth Amendment)Bill, I 9 6 2 which 
aimed at providing popular Government for various Union territories 
and said that Delhi was not included in that. He said that the 
national capital falls in a special category. Explaining the 
various provisions of the Bill he said that the Executive 
Coiincillors "Mil be functioning, more or less, like Ministers., 
over a vast^field of administration". 
The motion was adopted ( c 6161/7.12.65). 
Delhi Administration Bill ( c 17123/16.5.66). 
3 
Shri Hathi. stated that the scope of the Bill was thoroughly 
discussed in the Joint Committee and a numb-^ r of improvements had 
been i?ettti3?effl9Hte effected. He said, "A balance is kept between 
the requirements of democratic association of the people with the 
administration and the need for effective control of national 
1. Ibid., cc if720-2lf(Hindi) 2. Ibid. ,Vol.LIX(2»f) j7.12.65; 
cc. 61^2-58. 
3. Ibid., ¥O1.LVI(61);16,5.66J cc 17123-28. 
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Government over the Government of the Capital.." 
Smt« Chakravartty(GPI)^ referred to resignations by several members 
of the Joint Goramlttee, She asiced why a democratically elected 
representative Gove•^ 'naient was denied to the people of Delhi when 
it was so in other Union Territories like Himachal Pradesh, 
Manipur and Tripura. She said it was no use saying that Washington 
did not have such a fchjjig* She was not satisfied with the new 
amendments. She criticised the powers of the Administrator. 
2 
Shri Bade(JS) said that he had given his dissenting vote to the 
Bill in the Joint Committee. He criticised the mere advisory 
nature of the Metropolitan Council and dominant position of the 
bureaucracy. He condemned the multiplicity of authority - the 
toieipal Committee, the Corporation and the Metropolitan Council. 
Shri Hamblar(CPI)^ was strongly opposed to the Bill. 
Shri KamathtPSF) characterised the Bill as a 'strange consitutlon-
al animal*. He said, "The Bill suffers from or ifi afflicted by 
various abnoxious provisions". 
Shri Limaye(SSP)^ said that the Bill was a murder of democratic 
system. He condemned the idea of an undemocratic and un-
representative system for Delhi. 
8 
Shri Hathii in his reply to the debate, turned down the demand.for 
a Legislative Assembly and Council of Ministers under the plea of 1. Ibid., cc 17130-35 2. Ibid,,GC 17l59-6if(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., CC 17171-7^ Ibid., cc 17186-92 
5. Ibid.,Vol.OT(63); 18,5.66; 6, Ibid., cc. 17512-20 
cc 17^91-99(Hindi), 
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Consitutional provisions. He stated categorically that it was not 
possible to have democratic Government in the capital. 
The motion was adopted on division of the House by 1^ 1 Ayes 
to 26 NoesC c 17^23/18.5.66). 
During the clause-by-clause leading of the Bill almost every 
clause ¥as opposed by the opposition parties excludli^ the 
Swatantra Party and the Lok Sabha was divided as many as eight 
tiiaes before the Sill was finally passed on division of the House 
by 155 Ayes 22 Hoes ( c 176^ -2/18.5*66). 
The main objection of the opposition parties against this 
measure was that it denied a normal democratic set up for the 
union territory of Delhi. They affirmed their faith in democracy 
and fought for peoples' right, Thir role was positive and the 
debate on the Bill WRS l;lvely. They asserted their position 
as champion of popular causes, and a check against the arbitrary 
activities of the ruling party. 
5* Pun,lab Reorganiaation BilK c 9Mf7/6.9.66) 
Shri Trivedi(JS) and Kapur SlnghCSw.) resisted the introduct-
ion of the Bill on the gixjund that It was an important measure and 
should not be hustled at the fag and of the session. Secondly, 
«{*^ proposed for the Bill by the leader of the House were too short 
a time. Shri Kamath(PSP) also followed suit. They raised legal 
and constitutional points against the procedure adopted by the 
Government. 
"1 
Shri Handa refuted the ob;Jectlons raised by the opposition 
members against the introduction of the Bill. He introduced the 
t* Ibid. VOI.XJCUCBDJ 6.9.66; cc and 9^0-89. 
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Bill and with reference to bhe background explained the various 
provisions. About Chandigarh he said that the city was in a 
process of development and the area had been, for this purpose, 
made a union territory. He gave some details about the boundaries 
of the two states and various other matters connected with that 
including the representation of the two states in the Hajya Sabha 
Shri Kapur Singh(Sw.opposed the Bill "because it constitutes the 
latest act of betrayal of solemn promises., given to the sikh 
people". He referred to the background of national movement and 
to policy Resolutions of the Congress in which an autonomous 
state for Sikhs was promised. He also referred to discrimination 
against the community. He Condemned the Bill and said that the. 
Sikh areas were deliberately cub from the new set up of Punjab. 
He demanded autonoj^ for Punjab similar to Jamoiu and Kashmir. 
Shrl Da.1i(CPI)^  welcomed the states of Punjab and Haryana but 
regretted that the Government had not accepted the Punjab Boundary 
Commission Report and, therefore, dissent ion and dissatisfaction 
between the Hindus and Sikhs would continue. He opposed the 
provision for making Chandigarh a union territory. He also condemned 
the bheory of common link e.i. a common High Court and a common 
University. He asked what would happen if the Punjab Assembly 
wanted the High Court bo work in Punjabi and the Haryana Assembly 
in Hindi. He criticised the allocation of parliamentary 
seat to the bwo states.. He also opposed the provision 
for keeping a second chamber in the Punjabi Subgia He condemned 
1. Ibid., cc 9^89-98 2. Ibid., cc 95#9-17. 
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the Bill for Its drafting and said that clause 16 of the Bill 
was ultra vires i/rfiile clause 26 was against article 31(1) of the 
constitution. 
Shri llyaraaHPSP)'^  vrelcomed the proposals in the Bill* HoweTcr, 
he objected to raalcing Chandigsrh a Union Territory. He wanted 
it to go to Haryana* He welcomed the decision to have a central 
authority for Bhakra-IJangal and Beas projects^ He opposed the 
provision for Iceeping the second chamber in Punjab legislature. 2 
Shri Yudhvir S3jigh(Jg)3ald that his party was, in principle, 
opposed to further division of Punjab for the sake of national 
integration. He con^lained that the Boundary Commission re:oo®t 
was not accepted in toto. He referred to the question of 
Chandigarh and said that Haryana had been deceived* With reference 
to common links, he criticised the proposal to have a common 
University and the special position of the Electricity Board. He 
demanded fchat Haryana should bo relieved of any financial burden 
till it develops to the standard of Punjab. 
Shri Uraanath(GPX)^ welcomed the creation of the States of Punjab 
and Haxyana. But he noted that certairi provisions in the Bill 
would perpetuate tension between Silchs and Hindus. He said that 
the first blow to the linguistic reorgani^Jation of Purijab was the 
acceptance of 1961 census as the baois of divioion. lie opposed 
the decision regarding Chandigarh which, he argued, was full of 
dangerous implications. His party wanted Chandigarh to go to 
Punjab* 
1. Ibid., cc 95214-28 2. Ibid., cc 953^-^6<Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc 9551-^8, 
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Shrl P8.ttanayak(SSP)^ said. that there was a communal spirit and 
not any principle behind the Bill, He wanted the future of 
Chandigarh to be finally decided. He asked if this probleia 
would be raised for 1971 elections? Ha was opposed to raaJcing 
Chandigarh a third part of the State. 
2 
Shri Kakk3.r(Sw«) said th«.t the Bill had violated certain 
provisions of the Qor,stituti .m. He opposed the provisions 
for keeping the upper House in Pun.;|ab, 
Shri Manda.^jp his reply to the debate, rejected the demand of 
Shri Kapur Singh<Sw.) about giving Punjab th© status of Janrau . 
• and Kashmir said said that we had moved forvfgrd since 1951 and 
there could be no going back. He assured Shri Kapur Singh(Sv.) 
th-:it the Bill was based mainly upon linguistic considerations. 
He criticised Shri Kapur Singh's reference to the Judiciary 
About the question of territorial distribution, he said that the 
Commission had carefully reconciled the conflicting claims in the 
best possible iBanner. About Chandigarh he preferred not to open 
the whole question. He Justified a common High Court. He answered 
th it 1961 Census report was not l>he only basis but there ii/ere 
other relevant considerations for the reorganization of Punjab, 
The motion was adopted ( c 9602/6,9,66). 
During clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill the 
Swantantra lember, Shri Buta Singh put great resietence to almost 
every clause. He was joined by his colleague Shri Gulshan(Sw.) 
on certain points. The other opposition parties did not resist 
1. Ibid., cc 9567-72(Hi«ldi) 2, Ibid., cc 9576-80(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 959M602. 
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the measure at this stage* Hovrever» the House was divided thrice 
during the debate. 
Shri Buta Singh(Sw») was assured by the Home Minister that 
after their formition, the two states of Punjab and Haryana would 
have the option to decide if they wanted a co/naion High Court or 
noto The Bill was, therefor®, pasised. (c 99l6/7*9»66) 
It was the second occasion in the history of the Lok Sabha 
since 1951 that the House sat till 11 O'clock in the night to pass 
a Bill. 
The role of opposition parties daring the debate on Punjab 
Reorganization Bill was characteristic of the 'nature of Opposibion' 
in the Lok Sabhb. They all were dissatisfied or opposed to the 
measure but their arguments were diametrically opposed or cut across 
one another. The Swatantra Party characterised the Bill as a 
betjrayal of the Sikh Community. The GPI endoreed the 'Common 
l i n k s I t wanted Chandigarh to be given to Punjab. The PSP was 
also favourable to the measure and the provision of a central 
authority for Bhakra-Kangal complex. But it opposed certain 
other provisions and pleaded for inclusion of Cbandigarh in 
Haryana. The Jan Sangh was, in principle, opposed to any territoria 
division. It condemned various provisions of the Dill and pleaded 
the ease of Haryana. The SSP considered the Bill unprincipled and 
saw a communal spirit behind It. 
f^tjLOpposition to the Bill was too divergent to be effective. 
The strange part of it was that &t the end of the debate it was 
the Ion© voice of the Swatantra Party that opposed the Bill and its 
impact was too weak. 
* V88 -
Preventive Detantion(ContInuance)Bill 
(c hheh/ 21.11.1966) 
Shrl Chavan^ in his opening speeeli asserted that extension of 
this Bill for three years was necessary for maintenance of law 
and order. He briefly explained the background of the Bill. 
Shri MasanKSw.) opposed the Bill on behalf of his party. He 
said that the Preventive Detention Act was the biggest blot 
upon democracy. '^'It is an abnormal monsterosity in any democracy". 
He argued that the existing laws were adequate to deal with 
goondas or other offenders and that there was no genuine need for 
such a dictatorial measure. 
Shri Inderjit Gupta(GPI)^ said that in the past an assi|rance was 
given that the measure was a temporary one but every time its 
life wavS extended. He said that goondaism could be dealt \d.th by 
normal laws. He condemned the indiscriminate use of the P.D.Act. 
He pointed out that millions of people were revolting against the 
wrong policies of the Government, He said that the P.D.Act was 
not used against preaching communalism while those agitating 
about food and high prices were arrested under the Act. 
h 
Shri TrivsdKJS) said that isost of the cases rader the P.D.Act 
were proved to be raise* He was strongly opposed to the Bill. 
Shri XadavCSSFj^eondemned the Bill and the Indiscriminate use of 
the Preventive Detention Act. 
1. Ibia.,?ol.m(1if)|21.11.665 cc 
2. Ibid., cc M-if68-76 3. Ibid., cc 
K Ibia., cc 506(Hindi). 5. Ibid., cc ^ 513-21 (Hindi). 
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1 
Shrl UmanathCCP.T.) eomplalDed against Indiscriminate use of the 
Preventive Detention. Act. He said that it was wrong to claim 
that the P.D. Act was needed to prevent conmunalismi goondaism 
and arson, 2 
Shri Chavan refuted the allegation of Shrl MasaniCSw*) that the 
Bill was? dictatorial or a challange to democracy. He Informed 
jS&ri Gupta(CPI) that it was certolnly used to prevent cotamunal 
acti%'ities. He assured the Ho^ jse that the Bill was not meant 
for political purposes* 
The motion was adopted on division of the House by 
77 Ayes to 28 Noes. 
Inspite of concerted efforts by Shrl Kanga(Sw.) 5ar,ioo 
Pandey(GPI) and LimayeCSS^'f during clause-by-clause consideration 
to prevent the Bill, it was passed by 90 Ayes to 31 Noes 
(c 5995/29.11.66). Shri Hair (CPI) and Bagri (SSP) and some other 
metJibers walked out in protest. 
The i'ieffectiveness andc3.sunity of the opposition parties 
is evident from the fact that inspite of comon opposition to 
the Bill, the oppositilon parties could not muster more than 3>1 
votes against the Bill \iitoen it was put to vote* The irieasuro had 
come before the House after three years but the opposition was stil 
too weak and divergent to prevent it. 
1. Ibid., Vol. LXI(19)j 29.11.66; cc 59M-if7. 
2. Ibid., cc 5975-82. 
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2he other measures mxAer the I^ iinlstry of Home Affairs 
were as follows: 
1. President's Pens ion (Amendment) Bill ( c 1lMf3/l8.6.62) 
2. Foreigners La,¥ (/applications and A!aGndment)Bili 
( c 2223/19.11.62) 
3. Delhi Rent Coiiitrol(iU3Qndment)Bill (c 6557/2?. 1.63) 
Goverojnent of Onion Territories Bill ( c ^319/16,3.63) 
5. .All India Sorvtces (.Aiasiidmsnt)Blll (c 173/13.8*63). 
6* High Court Judges(Gondiiions of Service)Amendment 
Bill ( c 3?37/2^ -.3*6J+). 
7. Kerala St at e( Delegation of Po¥ers)Bill( e 3391/23.9.6if). 
8. Antl-Gorruption LawB(Amendment )3ill (c 2W17.11.6^-). 
9. Kerala State Legislature(Delegation of Powers)Bill 
( G 13515,65). 
10. Union territories (Direct Election to the House of the 
People)Bill (o V;67/9.9.65l. 
11. Delhi High Court Bill ( e 6659/9.12.65). 
12. Con3titution(^v?enty-third Aia3ndm3nt)3ill(c 5665/25.11.66) 
13. Punjab State Legislature(Delegation of Powers)Bill 
(e 31W31.8.66). 
lif. Police Forces (Restrictions of Hights)Bill(c 6026/29.11.66). 
15» aoa,.Daman and Diu(Oi)inian Poll)Bill ( c 6M-29/30. 11.66). 
Ministry of Finance 
The Lok Sabha adopted twenty-nine measures under this 
Ministry.. Some of the iinportant sjieasures were as follows j 
1. ARrleultural Hefinanee„Co^^ Bill 
( C 5617/21.1.63). 
Srat. Tarkeshwari Sinha(Deputy Mtnlsfcer)"' introduced "the Bill to 
proVl.de for the establishman!: of a corporation for granting 
medium or long term credit by way of refinance or otherwise, for 
the deyelopGient of agrioultisre..." She referred to Tarlous othar 
raaasurea brought before the House in the past regarding the 
development of agriculture. She explained the necessity and 
importance ofUio proposed corporation. 
1. Ibid., Vol. XII(27); 21.1.635 cc 5617-21+. 
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Shrl Lah'rl Slngh(JS)^ appreciated the Bill. Hovfever, be note«<w 
that insplte of colosaail agricultural needs the corporEtion was 
to uork with Rf5.25/" crores interest free losn and no grant 
had been given to It* This prcgrajmme had to be accelerated. 
j^ll©. highlighted the difficulties of th0 agriculturists and 
espGcially those in najastha/i, M.P and Gujarat. 
Shrl Prabhat KarCCPD^said th 't there aoa3.d be no opposition to 
the objects of the Bill. But t'he wondered If the purpose of the 
Bill could be served by the provisions contfjlned in it. He thought 
that the Bill sh niid have bean refefred to a, select Committee. 
Shrl B.K. MandaKSoc.)^ agreed with the objects of the Bill but 
not with the procedure laid down la it. He said that setting up 
of a new insitution was unnecessary in view of the existing 
Land Mortgage Bank and other credit societies. 
Shrl VIshram Prasad(pspj'^  supported the Bill. But he noted that 
the Gapital of Ry. 2?/ crores was rsry ojaall. The Bill did not 
provide the rate of interest to be charged from thni cultivators, 
n© noted that there was no representative of the eulfciv-ibors on the 
Board of Diroetors. He criticised the provision for private 
auditors. He referred to dlfflculblas of the cultivators In 
obtaining loans and suggestod that the corporation should not 
give loans for business. 
Shrl B.R. Bhagat(0raput7 Minister) replied to the debate and 
esqplained various points raised by the Opposition parties* The 
motion was then adopted smd the 3111 vfas passed without aiiy 
opposition ( c 1528/28.2.63). 
1. Ibid., cc 562M1. 2. Ibid.,Vol.XII(28);22.1.63;CC.585H-57. 
3. Ibid,,Vol.XIII(2);19.2.63;cc 200-20^Hindi) 
It, TMH. O'it^ -OOA frt<rsA^ \ . 
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2• CompTjlsory ppioogit Scbeme B1I1( c 11187/22.V.6.3). 
Shri Desai^ In his introductory speech, pointed out that apart 
from taxation, rellence was made on voluntary savings for financ-
ing the requirements. The ewergency had compelied to exploit all 
possible resources and the Compulsory Deposit Scheme was being 
introduced under that compulsion. Hiey were not a tax but 
provided an earning asset. He explained various relief and 
exemption clauses in respect of the gcheirie. 
Shri Han^aCSw*) stated that the Hwatantra Party was totally 
opposed to the Bill. However, he demanded its circulatioi|. He 
argued that neither the salaried pei^ sons nor bha agriculturists 
would be in a position after the budget to save for the Compulsory 
Deposit Scheme. 
Shri Prabhat JCar{CPl)^  said that members frooi diff&re.nt parties 
and following different ideologies agree that the proposed measure 
would be a great burden on the common man. He quoted certain 
figures to elaborate this poiht. Be also pointed out that in 
public press the measure wa& not welcoiued. 
Shri Bade(JS)^ was not satisfied with the relief given to 
agriculturists. He opposed the application of the Scheme on 
Immoveable property owners and small shop keepers. 
Shri Yagendra Jha(PSP)^ said that the scheme was an infringement 
in the freedom of man. He said that it would be a great hardship 
1. Ibld.,¥ol.XVII{^8);22.^.63;cc 11187-9^ 2.1bld.,cc 11220-2»+. 
3* Ibid.,CO 11228-.33 k, Xbid.,cc 11257-63(Hindi). 
Ibid., Vol.xra{if9);23.^.63; cc 1 l507-10(Hindi). 
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to agriculturists and there was no relief in the event of natural 
calamities. 
Sliri R.S, YaclavCSoc*) pointed out that there was no uniformity in 
respect of the scheoie, for example, an agriculturist whose land 
revenue was Ii'3»6/~ had to deposit; of that aaount while the one 
u'hosa land rev'-eniiG way R3.150/ also depositeu G^Jv of that anioimt. 
fi& d.emi}de& relief for house owners in urban areas* 
2 
Ghri fJasal in his replj^  to the debate said that it is a new ra-ithod 
of saving, lie explained that ib is not possible to tax Individuals 
on the basis of their eoono'-nlc conditions because are poor 
people. Ho turned down the suggestion for further relief to 
agriculturists. 
The House van diviviad on the question of enhancing the 
ceiling of agricultural revenue from Hs.$/- to riS.15/- for the 
purpose of the Bill. The nioti.ui was negati\'ed by 97 I^ oes to 
28 Ayes (Du. 15). 
The following oppDsltiai ms:nl)ers pressed their respective 
aiiiendoients to various clauses of the 3111 to be pist to vote: 
1. Shri Ham Sewak Tadav (Soc.) 2. Shri Brij Haj £5ingh (JS.) 3. Shri Yogendra Jha (I'SP) 
Shri Prabhat Kar(GPI)^ aaid thafe the Bill was ultra fires of the 
Constiuution^and that "the Attorney General be requested to address 
the House" on the point. 
Shri Desai turned down both the points. 
Shri Ka!r.ath(PgP) questioned the statement of Shri Desai that only 
the Government could call the Attoney General to the House and that 
1. Ibid., cc 1l5lO-m-(Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc 1l51lf-23. 
U Ibid.,?ol.Xl''III(52);26.J-h.63;cG 12292-93. 
Ibid., cc 12297. 
the Attoisney General had no function to adTls© ths House. He 
quoted frora the Constitution to support his point, 
Shri Kapur Sirsgh(Sw.), Prl/a Gupta( PSP), H. J. miKerjee (CPI), 
Shri Daji(:PI) alrso joined Kauatb on the aoint. Sbri Ranga(Sw, 
8lf?o landed b is support. 
The tue rul.ing tbat the Attorney General could 
bhQ Houso only by bhs Goveffinraent but the 
IJoiu'e ^ oonpeteat to move or rec^ uest or recommend to the O^ oirernment 
to do so. S'^oondly, a^ iy motion to adjourn the discussion of any 
bill under discussion could not be moved without prior periaission 
of the spanker. 
Shri 5)e=:ai 0laced on the cable of the House /attorney 
p 
General's opinion on the Cocipulpor}' Depos?it Scheme Bill." 
The Attomey-G'^neral wsp also csJJed to address the House 
ojid espl'jln the If^ gal position of the propofed Bill. 
ghri Rar!r,a(f \-r, j^speaking on the Bill after the second reading was 
over rocordnd his protect 3,gainst the Bill. He said It will hurt 
the -people who v/ere r-lvondy heaviH^ y indebted^namely^ the peasants, 
the lower nsiddle claf=!ses etCr U 
Shvl Prabhat Kar(CPI) said that althoiigh. rhey lent their support 
to tho Blil» he wns sorry that their aiaend-Tient regarding modifica-
tion in respect of lower inco?ne groups were rejected. The C.D.S. 
will be 'rspressivG and oj^Jresslve* to the people. 
Shri Bade(JS)^astted the Qovernmsnt to mike categorical statement 
regarding relief to small agriculturists. 
1. Ibid., Vol.)nriII(51Ji27.5+>65: cc 
2. Ibid.; Vol. c 126V1. 
3. Ibid. ,?ol.X?m(5!?)|30A.63;cc 12906-7. 
Ibid., CO 12907-9 
5. Ibid., cc 1291^-15(Hindl). 
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The Bill was passed ( c 12917/30.54-. 1963;. 
It is clear from the debate on the Bill that the opposition 
to it m s rsot ideological. It was opposed because of tne limited 
resources of the p-^ ople. The arguasents were not too st3:'ong and the 
opposition parties indulged ii) legal and constitufcionrAl s^^abbles 
in a bid to check che ina^ aareB 
3. Unit Trust of India Bill (c 30*37/^ -. 12.6^). 
Shrl ICrifibnamachari.'' Introduced the Bill "for the eatablish-
aent of a Corporation with a view to encouraging saving and 
invostraent and participation In the income, profits and gains 
accruirg to tha corijoratioa from the acquisition, Violding 
managcwent and djsoosal of securities..." He gave some deS^ls 
regardiag -^he ejrpfjriBjsnt of tjnit trusts in other courtries and 
explained the advantages and desirability of s«ch a venture in 
India. He sai<5 the 'Trust* would be in public sector and it will 
oaler to the raedf? of Indivldiaal invecttors, Including thdse whose 
aavffigj? and re€Jources vere not copi.derable. p 
Dr. Lohia{Soc.) asked the MjnJjster to clarify the amount of unit 
capital. The Minister i^ 'iedlately to3-d him that it would be 100 
crorec a yi:ar. Pr. lohia exprescQc"- doubfca if the scheme wi3.1 
actually banc fit the people of lower IncoTse-group. Secondly, there 
VD3 no check on profiteering by the capitalist clasF even when the 
Bill wan being passed. He demandod a decision that In the Board of 
Trustsers there would be no mesiber of the Government. He wanted the 
Bill to be suitably modified. 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXIII(13); 3.12.63; cc 3057-63. 
2. Ibid., cc 306if-72. 
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Shrl trmanath(CPI) opposed the Bill on behalf of his party. He 
said that In a public sector undertaking th© profits go to the state 
or community. But here it was to go to iiidividuals as shareholders 
and, therefore, it was not a public enterprise. He axpi-essed doubts 
that it would benefit the middle classes oecauae bh-st was nowhere 
4 
exclusively guaranteed. He noted that the capitalists and the 
stock jSxchaiiges had welcomed the Bill, He criticised the composit-
ion of Lhe BosErd of Trustees, 
Shri Masani(Sw.f considered the measure to be beneficial and said 
there was n.o hnns in such a venture In a mixed economy. However, 
his objection was that it did not allow other unit trusts to 
compete ivith the official one. He said, "This Bill creates another 
State Capitalist Monopoly.*'' We are opposed to a3.1 monopolies, 
whether in stav,e sector or the priv-te sector". He criticised the 
Board of Trustees as being dominated by the nominated oiembers. 
He said the people had no confidence in the G-ovemment to 
adBjinister their funds because of poor perfor?nancQ of state enuer-
prises. The venture will entail politics and corruption. He 
said that the funds operating in productivG enverprises will be 
drained to it|! because of the teaiptation of Inaoaie Tax rebate. He 
characterised the measure to be a dgstortion of a good idea. 
IT. M> Trlx^edi(JS) ^  said the Bill would nont advj^ rsely affect 
the >stock exchange aierchantFi in the country who pay huge sums by 
way of irjcora© tax. He condemned the idea of monopoliGs through 
Gorpor?itions and refarred to LIG and STC. He aaid the Gox^ ornment 
should attend to iiEnorfcant worl'a rather than waste the time of 
1. Ibid., cc 3072-79. 2. ibiu., cc 3087-95» 
3. Ibid., cc 3102-08 and ¥ol.XXIII(1^+);5.12.63;cc 3206-08. 
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the House on such Bills» He supported the Swatantra Party(Masani) 
motion for circulation of the Bill. He criticised various posts 
provided in the Bill and the compositfcn of the Board of Trustees. 
Shri S.N. DwivedKpSP)^ said that any efforts to encourage savings 
In the middle income group were welcome and, therefore, the Bill 
was in right direction. However, he was of the opinion thatthe 
Bill was ill-timed and pre-mature. "Probably, no serious thinking 
has been done on the present economic conditions in the country". 
This is so because of the rising prices. He said that planning 
had not produced desired results. Therefore, he thought "that 
actually most of th se unit holders would be big monied-men.. 
because | find there is no limit put as to the number of shares 
that a person can hold.." He opposed the move for ciroulation. 
2 
Shri Warior(CPI) asked why ceiling should not be placed on hold-
ing of units. He was afraid that the name of small income and 
middle income groups Wire put as a camouflage to the whole thing. 
He also asked for clarification regarding the operation of the 
Trust. He enquired if the Government would take finances from 
Scheduled banks and private companies. His support to the Bill 
was, therefore, subject to clarification of these points. 
Shri T.T. Krlshnamachari. in his reply to the debate, assured that 
it is already provided in the Bill that different interests would 
find representation in the Board of Trustees. He refused to agree 
with the proposal of the Swatantra Party to circulate the Bill for 
eliciting public opinion. He noted that both the rightists and 
parties had opposed the Bill but with different motives. 
1. Ibid., cc 3210-1^ + 2. Ibid., cc 32^ +3-^ 7. 
3. Ibid., cc 32^8-61. 
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The motion was adopted and there was no more controversy 
during the second reaning. The Bill was passed (c 3270/5.12.63). 
The ohjecticn of the right-wing opposition parties to the 
measure was other organizations were not allowed to compete with 
the proposed Trust. 
Gold (Qontrol) Bill ( c 1111A.6.6^). 
Shrl B.R. Bhagat(Minister of Planning ) moved the Bill to be sent 
to a Joint Committee of the Houses to provide for the Control of 
the production, supply, distribution etc., in gold and other 
article. He retainded the House that an 21st September last the 
Finance Minister had promised to replace the Gold Control Rules 
promulgated under the DIR by a parliamentary enactment. He 
ex^ined the genensis of the Gold Control Rules. He referred to 
problem of smuggling of gold. He noted that inspite of various 
me-isures, the smuggling of gold could not be checked. He said 
the people had to be weaned away from the iure of gold and to be 
invited to take share in the grot^ ring economy by making their savings 
available for productive and purposeful investments. 
Shri Sar.1oo Pandey(GPI)^ said that the CPI was, right since the 
beginning, opposed to the Gold Control and the ©ompulsory Deposit 
Scheme. The C.D.S. had been withdrawn bu^t the gold control, with 
certain modifications, wa^ s still in vague. He said the objective 
of all such measures was invariably good, but the implementation 
was always far from being satisfactory. He complained that the 
Gold Control Rules had not produced any good results whether in 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXXII<6); cc 1111-20. 
2. Ibid., cc 1127-35(Hindi). 
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Irtt checlfing smuggling or reducing attachment to gold. It merely 
gave vent to illegal manufacturing of gold ornaments. He noted that 
the proposed Bill was ambiguous* He referred to the difficulties 
of the goldsmiths. He said the main value of gold was that a person 
could fall back on that in time of difficulty. He, therefore, could 
not agree with a provision In the Bill regarding sale and purchase 
of gold or gold ornaments. 
During his speech, Sh. Pandey noticed that the Minister was 
sleeping. He objected to it and said, "The^will act as they have 
already determined to do but they should listen to the opposition", 
(c 113lA.6.6if). 
Shrl SolankKSw. )^said that the Gold Control Order had failed in 
its purpose and that it had benefited the smugglers. It had thrown 
20 lakhs of goldsmiths and other>out of employment. He explained 
that no body would object to bringing out the large amount of 
hoarded gold but the approach of the Government was quite wrong. 
He pointed out that there were other ways to discourage people from 
buying gold. He asked for checking the prices and stopping 
inflfetlon. 
2 
Shrl RameshwaranandfJS) tried to explain the importance of gold 
from scriptures. He referred to corruption in police abd balck-
market in gold. He.also referred to unemployment among goldsmiths. 
He opposed the provision in the Bill abotb the licences. 
Shrl Alvares(PSP)^ said that the desire to acquire a/id hold gold 
was an age-old and universal phenomena. The common man was 
1. Ibid., ce 1139-^ 2. Ibid., cc 11^1-60 (Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 1167-72. 
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therefore, justified to keep certain afaount of gold. But the 
overtone In this deSlre caused a dist»rbance in the economic 
situation and gave rise to the necessity of. putting some control. 
But he suggested to tackle with the matter at social level. He 
also referred to problem of unemployiaent of goldsmiths and 
artisans. He said that, after creating a favourable psychological 
social climate, the GovernirBn t should ask the temples and 
churches where large quantity of gold was hoarded to deposit 
the same in Government coffers. He was agreeable to the general 
purposes of gold control but opposed the Bill. 
Shrl Namblar(GPI)^ apprehended that the Bill would not help 
collection of appreciable quantity of gold for defence purposes 
lanless its prices were brought down and smuggling stopped. It was 
for this reason that the GPI was opposed to the Bill. 
Shri Nambinr especially opposed clause 17 of the Bill which 
provided for declaration and limiting the possession of ornaments. 
The other point that he raised conceraed the problem of unemploy-
ment of goldsmiths and other artisans connected with the industry. 
He appealed for the withdrawal of the Bill, 
Shri U.M. Trlvedi(J-S)^ said that the idea of Fundamental Rights 
had been thrown to winds by bringing this measure. He character-
ised the measure as "The General Corruption of People and Adultra-
tion of Gold Act". 
Shrl B.R. Bhagat.^ in his reply to the debate, informed Shri 
TrivedKJS) that the Bill was not against the constitution. He 
conceded th't smuggling of gold was on the increase. "But the 
1. Ibid., cc 1202-1206. 2. Ibid., cc 1216-18. 
3. Ibid., Vol.XXXII(7);5.6.6l+;cc 13^5-59. 
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tb® objectiOB, of this Bill ls'% he said," to stop smuggling by-
reducing the demand for gold in^ .tba country".. He impressed upon 
the Opposition members that the prifes^ gold had not increased 
since the Gold Control Order. He also poi^^^ that "it has not 
been the policy of the gold control measure to^H^ng out or 
iMiearth hoarded goid or hoarded earth". The declaration of gold 
was purely voluntary. He contradicted the argument that people 
still regarded gold as the best form of investnent. He pointed 
out that the LIC and banks were becoming increasingly popular. 
He also explained the problem of rehabilitation of goldsmiths who 
we>(iunea5)loyed as a result of Gold Control Order and gave some 
details of the measures adopted for this purpose. He made it clear 
that the objectives of the gold control cannot be achieved within 
1 
a short period of time. 
The motion, was adopted (c I366/5.6.6I4-). 
2 
Shri T.T. Krishnamachari moved that the Bill was reported by 
the Joint Committee be taken into consideration. He said the 
changes made by the GOMMITTSE h d fully been explained in the 
report, "In most of the minutes of dissent, the carat rule 
has been singled out for strong criticism". He replied to the 
criticism and justified the rule. He assured about the facilities 
to be provided to goldsmiths and explained the cost of enforcement 
of the Bill and powers of Gold Control Administrator. He informed 
1. There was a great popular agitation against the Bill and 
demonstrations were held by goldsmiths and artisans all over 
the country. For details of such demonstrations see Statesman, 
Few Delhi dated 30,5.6|+ and succeeding dates. 
2. Ibid., Vol, XXXra(26)-,21.12.62+; cc 5983-95. 
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the House that during the months of the operation of Gold 
Control Rules "the lure of gold has diminished, or that the gap 
between the indigenous -md world price has narrowed or that 
smuggling has decreased." He also explained the position in 
respect of goldsmiths. 
•1 
A point of order w >s raised by Shri S.H. Banerjee(Ind.)' 
under Rule 307(1),(2) and (3) of the Rules of Procedure concerning 
the powers and privileges of the Committee on Petitions. The 
Oomosittee had received petitions from goldstoiths. tie moved for 
adjournment of debate till the next session. 
Shri Marabiar(CPI), KsOckarCSw.), and Kapur Singh(Sw*) mide 
out their own points in support of the motion of Shri Baner^ee 
which was, ultiraatelj, negatived by 93 Noes to 32 Ayes,(c 6009/ 
21.ia.6i+). 
2 
Shri MasanKSw.) said, "This Bill, I repeat, seeks to create a 
near-monopoly of the possession of gold in the hands of Government". 
He drew attention to certain features of the Bill which had not much 
relevance to its main object. They were the inclusion of the 
declaration of ornaments, quality control and the most objectionable 
provision was that there could be no appeal against the order of 
the Jldministrator. He opposed the Bill and said the Gold Control 
Rules had reduced neither smuggling nor love for gold. He fe^^^ed 
several arguments and finally said that gold control had created a 
new bureaucracy. 
Shri Alvar^s(SSP)^ said that the Joint Committee had not made 
improvement on the Bill and that the price of gold had not gone 
1. Ibid., cc 5995-98 2. Ibid., cc 6011-2if. 
B. Ibid., 60»f7-lf8 and Vol.XXmi(27);22.l2.6^-; cc 6200-03. 
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down or smuggling stopped* He was totally opposed to the'Bill. 
Sbrl Prabhat K:ar(CPI)^  said that In the beginning they (the CPI) 
had supported the Bill for the sake of saving foT-eign exchange 
and checking of smuggling. But after looking into the operation 
of the Gold Control Order we (the CPI) are strongly against the 
present Gold Control Bill. The two major ob;Jectives had not. been 
achieved, 
Shri TriTedi(.TS) said that 15 out of 30 members of the Joint 
Committee had submitted their minutes of dissent and if the 
Government members were also excluded, the majority was obviously 
opposed to the Bill. He referred to various administrative 
difficulties in the inclement at ion of the Bill and said that 
smuggling of gold would not be stopped by the measure. 
Shri Dineia Bhattacharya(GPI)^ also opposed the measure on 
administrative gounds and characterised it as *anti-people Bill*. 
Shri T.T. Krlshnamachari. in his reply to the debate, observed that 
the opposition members had looked at the measure in their own 
way but not in its totality. He wks surprised that opposition 
inspite of contradictory ideologies, had united over this measure. 
He Justified the Bill and the various provisions in it. 
The motion was adopted on division of the House by 150 Ayes 
to 39 Noes ( c 62Q1/22,^2.6k), 
During the clause-by-clause reading of the Bill the following 
opposition members moved their respective sunendmentsA 
1. Ibid., cc 621^-1? 2. Ibid., cc 6232-39. 
3. 3Md,, cc 621+3-^ 7 Ibid., 626>f-79. 
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provisions of the Bill and spoke in support of those amendments. 
1 
Clause 2 (Be fin it ion s ): Shri Dandekar( Sw.) Amendment No. 71 
Shri Nambiar(GPI) Amendment No.2. 
Both these amendments were put and negatived* 
Giiause ^ (Pr§hibltion of the Manufacture of Artioles of 
Gold in certain cases) 
Shri Hamhiar(CPI) Amendments Nos 22,23 & 2k 
Shri SolankiCSw.) Amendment No.73. 
Shri Mahida(Svr.) and Alvares(SSP) 
participated in the discussion. 
The Amendments No. 73 w s withdrawn and otherf negatived. 
3 
Clause k (Hestrlctions on the making, etc. of ornaments 
and other articles of gold). 
Shri Naiabiar(GPI) Amendments Nos. 7,8,9|25,and 
26. 
Shri SolanHiCSw.) Amendments Kos.76,77,&7Se 
Shri Kunhan(CPI) and !4ahida and Dandekar 
took part in the discussion. 
All the amendments were negatived. 
Clause 5 (Restriction on pos ;ession snd sale of gold) 
Shri Nambiar(CPI) Amendment No.28. 
Shri Dandekar(Sw.)Amendment No.79. 
Shri Mahida(Sw.) Amendment No.107. 
Amendment No. 79 was withdrawn whereas Nos. 28 & 107 were 
Dut and negatived. However, official amentents on clause 5 were 
adopted. 
The opposition parties moved amendments to almost every 
clause of the Bill and made impassioned efforts to stall the Bill. 
All ajuendments except the official ones were negatived. 
When the chairman declared the Bill as having been passed 
(c 6569/23.12.6^), several opposition members objected to it and 
claimed that the Bill was not passed. The chaiarman, at the 
1. Ibid., cc 6281-87 2. Ibid., cc 6287-9^ + 
3. Ibid., cc 629lf~6301. k. Ibid.,cc 6301-630^ and ?ol.XXXVII 
23.12.61I-I cc 6^73-75* 
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instance of Shri Hathi, agreed to put the measure to vote the 
next day* Serious exception was taken to the decisions of the• 
chairman when the matter came before the House the next day. Shri 
KamathCPSP) made a forceful plea against it. 
The Bill was put to vote and passed by 209 Ayes to 62 Noes 
(c 6729/21+. 1,61+). 
There were four important aspects of the role of opposition 
parties during the debate on this Bill. Firstly, all opposition 
parties irrespective of their ideology opposed the Bill without 
formally forming a united opposition front. Secondly, the main 
target of opposition attack wsi,s the poor implement ition of the Gold 
Control Order and doubts about the proposed measure. The other 
provisions were criticised by different parties according to .their 
own views. Thirdly, depite strong opposition uniforaly expressed 
by all opposition parties the negative votes to the Bill were about 
two-thirds of the total strength of these parties. Fourthly, 
the Government, in view of bitter opposition, offered to make 
suitable amendments to various cakauses of the Bill. 
The opposition parties highlighted the inefficiency of 
administrati n; communicated the sufferings of the goldsmiths 
and artisans cmd, above all, the failure of Government policy to 
put a check on""lure of gold*. Thus the role of opposition 
parties wgs in keeping vd.th their position in a parliamentary 
system. 
The other measures adopted under the Ministry of 
Finance were as follows: 
1. Reserve Bank of India$Araendraent)Bill(c 5321/31.8.62). 
2. Banking Companies(Amendment)Bill(c 55^9/3.9*62) 
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Custom Bill ( c 256lf/20.11.62). 
State-Associated Banks(Miscellaneous Provisions)Bill 
( c 3767/28.11.62). 
5. aift-Ta3c(Amendment)Bill( c V232A.12,62). 
6. Taxation Laws (Amendment )Bill(c^232A. 12.62) 
7. Ejnergenay Bisks (Goods) Insurance Bill( 0^+760/7.12.62). 
8. Ensergency Risks (Factories) Insurance Bill(c ^ -772/7.12.62) 
9. Central Sales Tax (Amendment)Bill (c ^ +282/16.3.63). 
10, Sup r Profits Tax Bill ( c 10979/20.i+.63). 
-11. Bengal Finance(Sales tax)(Delhi Amendment)Bill 
( c 126^9/29 A.63). 
12. Income Tax (Amendment)Bill ( c 769/20.11.63). 
13. Companies (Amendment)Act (c 1996/28.11.63). ' 
Banking ]Laws(Miscellajneousi:revisions)Bill(c 5681/ 
19.12.63). 
15. Companies (Profits) Sur tax BiH,^ 196J+(c 12292/22.^.61+) 
16. Industrial Developra nt Bank of India Bill(c 1368/ 
30.if.6^ ). 
17. State Bank of India(Amendment)B111 (c 1366/5.6.6^) 
18. Legal Tender(Inscribed Notes)Bill(c 3101+/22.9.61+). 
19. Direct Taxes(AHiendtnent)Bill ( c 3582/21+.9.6^ +) 
20. Wealth Tax (Amendment) Bill ( c 2690/1.12.6^+). 
21. Foreign Exchange Regulati >n(Ani6ndTiient)Bill 
(c 3163/3.12.61+). 
22. Companies (Second Amendment)Bill (c 51+83/17.12.61+). 
23. Income Tax (Amendment )Bill ( c 221+6/3.3.65). 
21+. Insurance (Amendment) Bill ( c 5001/10.9.65). 
25. Asian Development Bank Bill ( c 16911/Iif. 5.66). 
Ministry of Education; The ministry adopted five measures of 
which one was unanimously supported, two were too co troversial 
and one was partially opposed. They were as follows:-
1. Hindi S^hitya Samiiielan(Amendment)Bill(c 5555/21.1.63) 
' (As passed by the Rajya Sabha). 
Shri Shrlmall^in his introductory remarks said thnt the Bill was 
passed in March 1962 but was challenged in the Allahabad High 
Court by the 'ordinary members' of the Sammelan who were 
excluded from being its 'first members'. The present amendment 
was to rectify that- lacuna. There were certain other minor 
1. Ibid., Vol XII(27);21.1.63; CC 5555-57. 
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amendments also e.g. the quorum was raised from 3 to provision 
for paymeDt of salary (soction 9) etc. 
Sfari H.V.Kamath(PSP)^ in his usual way raised a point of order to 
the effect that the Sammelan would i^ seeive money from the" 
consolidated fund of India and now it was proposed to pay 
salaries out of the funds of the Sammelan, the Bill was, therefore, 
a Money. Bill. But the recommendation of the President had 
not been obtained for it. 
On enquiry by the speaker, Dr. Shrimali explained that the 
Sammelan had its own source of income from examinations, etc, 
"No regular grants are envisaged the present mom^fe". The point 
of order was turned down. 
2 
Shri Sar.ioo Pandey(CPI) welcomed ani^  supported the Bill. However, 
he made out the following points: 
(1) very litcle had been done about the development of Hindi, 
therefore, other organizations like the Sahitya Sammelan should / 
be encouraged and assisted. 
(2) In foreign countries, such as Soviet Union, Hindi was 
taught from class III to B.A. whereas in our own country the 
Hindi knowing people were regarded as illiterate. He noted thfet 
Hindi writers and poets were suffering from <ftbject poverty. 
<3) Hindi should adopt vocabulary from all languages but 
should not change the script. 
Shri y.S.Choudhari(JS)^ supported the Bill but complained of 
groupism in the Sammelan. He noted that inspite of Constitutional 
provision the Government had not made efforts so that Hindi could 
1. Ibid,, ce 5557-61. 2. Ibid., cc 5580-83. 
3. Ibid,, cc 5583-88(Hindi). 
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replace English after 196?. He wanted the regional languages 
to grow but English to go. 
Shri Ram Sevalc YadavCJS)^ supported the Bill feut said that even 
after fifteen years of independence the Govei^ iment had not brought 
a bill for the national language. He referred to opposition of 
Hindi in the south. 
Shri yishram Prasad(PSP)^ supported the Bill but noted that 
Hindi had not yet taken its due place. He blamed the Government 
for indifference. 
3 
Dr. Shrimali» in his reply to the debate noted that there was ao 
opposition to the Bill as such. However, some members had raised 
the Hindi-English controversy which did not concern the present 
Bill. 
The motion was adopted ( c 5611/21.1.63). 
During the clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill an 
amendment of Shri Kamath (PSP) to clause I4- Bill was passed 
(c 5617/21.1.63). 
Banars Hindu University (Amendment )Bill(c 5026/15.12.6M-) 
Shri Gha^lat moved the motion to concur in Rajya Sabha to ref^r 
the Bill to a Joint Committee. Giving the background of the Bill, 
he said that the Banaras Hindu University "was not at all function-
ing propei^y". He referred to the midaliar Gosimittee Report(1958), 
vjhich had recommended far-reaching changes. An Ordinance was, 
therefore, promulgated. A Bill on the subject was introduced in 
May I 9 6 I but was allowed to lapse. The present Bill was prepared in 
1. Ibid., cc 559^98(Hindi) 2. Ibia., cc 5602-0U-(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc 5608-10(Hindi) k. Ibid. ,Vol.XXXyiI(22);l5.12.6^; 
cc 5026-3^. 
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consultation with the University Grants Commission without 
vaulting for the report of the Model Act dommittee. He explained 
the main features of the Bill and said that the residential 
character of the University was maintained, Secondly, the 
Sourt was proposed to be made the supreme authority of the 
University. Thirdly, the term of office of the Vice-Chancellor 
was redieed from 6 to 5 years but he would be eligible for 
reappointment. The fiee-Ghancellor was empowered to expel any 
student from the University for maintaining discipline. 
Shrl Mahida(Sw. suggested to drop the names of 'Hindu* and 
'Muslim * from the Banaras and Aligarh Universities respectively. 
He welcomed the Bill because it provided for some useful changes 
in the 
University. He suggested to the European dr*ss(gown) by 
Indian dress. He referred to false isap^ece^f certificates and 
degrees submitted by professors and lecturers. He made special 
mention of student lindescinline. He suggested "that politics should be completely barred from dlsoussions in the University". p 
Shri S.K. Dwivedi(SS)'^  said that he could not understand the 
haste for the Bill when the report of the Model University Act 
Conimittee was still awaited and that the opinion of the chairman 
of the University Grants Commission was not enough. He characteri 
ised the Bill as • a more bureaucratic apparatus' to run the 
Universfcy. He also favoured the idea of drapping the n^es of 
•Hindu' and 'Muslim' from Banaras Hindu University and Aligarh 
Muslim University. He opposed the autocratic powers of the Vice-
Chancellor and the teiros of his office. 
1. Ihid., cc 5035-38. 
2. Ibid., cc 50V6-.56. 
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Br* LohiaCSSP)^complalii ed that the Bill would bureaucratIse 
the University. He criticised the administrative structure under 
the Bill and the provisions regarding the Vice-Chancellor, 
2 
Shri Bervra(.TS) apprehended loss of University autonomy by the 
Bill. He was opposed to any change of name of the University. 
He expressed dissatisfaction over Mudaliar Committee report 
because the Committee did not work properly and that it was one 
sided, 
Shri Xashiaal Glngh(sSP)^raised an objection that Sanskrit was 
taught in the Banaras Hindu University through l^glish medium. 
He emphasised the need of religious education. He spoke about 
indiscipline among students and dnberioration of academic 
standards, k 
Shri Chagla. in bis reply to debate, assured the House that 
University autonomy was not interfered even though administration 
was tightened. He also assured that he was opposed to communal • it-
names of universities but felt th^t fould lead to unnecessaJT 
controversy and that it was not the name that mattered v^at goes 
on Inside. However, the suggestion would be placed before the 
Joint Committee. About the question of haste in bringing the Bill 
he sraid the reason wis that the university could not be allowed 
to function under an ordinance for long and the chairman of the 
Model University Committee, Dr. Kotahari was kept in constant 
touch with the Bill. The motion was then, adopted(c 52^2/16.12.6^). 
1. Ibid., cc 5087-99(Hindi). 
2. Ibid., Vol. XXmi(23)il6,12.65;cc 5202-07(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 5221-25(Hindi) 
h. Ibid., cc 5229-51. 
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Shrl Chagla^ presented the Bill as passed by the Rajya Sabha and 
said that the Government had not taken any decision about the 
name. The Joint Committee also suggested no change in the name. 
But the Ra^ya Sabha with an overwhelming majority adopted a changed 
name. The main reason for the change was* he arguedj that the 
Banaras Hindu University was an institution of national importance 
and therefore, there should be no appearance of any sort of dis-
crimination. He said that the reason against any change was that 
"this is not the time to raise any controversy". He appealed that 
the House should decide on the merit of the cise and should not 
be influenced by the agitation in the University. 
He emphasised the need of maintaining the residential 
characfer of the University. Speaking on certain provisions of the 
Act, he said that membership of the students union would not 
be compulsory and that there w>uld be a student's Council to 
look after the welfare of the students. 
Shri Kamath(PSP)2 moved that discussion on the motion be adjourned. 
The motion was negatived ( c 363VS^f. 11.65). 
Shri Krlshnapal Slngh(Sw. appreciated the move for postpone-
ment of the discussion. He was opposed to change of name, 
k 
Shri H.H. Muker.1ee(CPI) was in favour of changing the name. He 
was surprised that the Government thought it proper not to take a 
pplicy decision on the matter. He argued th<cb denting the words 
•Hindu' and 'Muslim' from the name of Banaras and Allgarh 
Universities may not end communallsm but a beginning would be 
made. 
1. Ibid. ?ollXL?m(l5)|2if.11.65jcc 3617-28. 
2. Ibid.J cc 3628-3^ 3. Ibid,, cc 3635-UO. 
h. Ibid., cc 36M-5-55. 
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Shrl B.R. Slngh(JS)^ condamned the Bill as * sinful*. He was 
opposed to the change of name. He argued that the most appropriate 
aspect of secularise was 'Hindu*. "Hindu means secular and 
secular means Hindu*. He asserted that there was nothing 
Rommunal in the word Hindu. 
o 
Shri Hem Barua(PSP) congratulated the Minister for bringing the 
measure "to resussicate the Banaras Hindu University to its 
initial glory*..". He referred to the happenings in the 
University and'inquiry Committees. He asserted, "Ko university A 
should be named after an individual, however great and eminent 
he may be". He wanted the name to be changed to ^Kashi 
?ishvavidyalaya'. 
Shri Kakkar^Sv. wanted the nme to be changed to iCashi 
Vishvavidyalaya. He also wsaited an Education Gommission to be 
appointed to change the communal names of all educational 
institutions. He criticised the ruling party for not taking a 
decision on the subject. k 
3hri Kamath(PSP) again moved that discussion on the Bill he 
adjourned. 
Shri MasanKSw. and Shri Muker.lee(CPI)^ objected to the motion 
of Shri Kamath (PSP). 
The fflotfon was put and adopted on division of the House by 
137 Ayes to 51 Noes. (C 3873/25M1.65) and the discussion was 
adjourned. 
1. Ibid., cc 3667-75(^indi). 2. Ibid., cc 3683-90 
3. Ibid., cc 3711-17 Ibid.,?ol,XL?III<16)s25.11.65; 
c 3866. 
5. Ibid., cc 3866-67 6. Ibid., cc 3867-68. 
- -
The debate on the Bill was reaumed on 15*11•66 
Shrl Yashpal Slngh(SSP)\asked what gain would be had by changing 
the word 'Hindu^ from tho name of the university.'' It would merely 
hurt the Hindu sentiments. He wanted the decision of the Rajya 
Sabha to be changed. 
Shri ChaglaCMirrister of External Affairs )^said that the main 
controversy on the Bill was over the nsme. He pointed out that 
he bad made it clear in the Bajya Sabha that he was opposed to 
any? comwunal inistitutions in India. But the question of change 
of name would be decided by the House. He agreed that the question 
of communal names of educational institutions may be considered 
separately. About the demand for change of ?iee-Chancellor he 
I 
said that the term of office of Shr^lBhagavati had already 
come to an end and Dr. Triguna Sen had been appointed. He turned 
down the demand for the change of Registrar. 
The motion was adopted 309Vl^.11.66 
During the clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill, 
clause 2 (Definitions) was the main point of controversy. The 
analysis of the speeches of the opposition members is as followss 
1. Jan Sanghj Shri Trivedi; wanted the original nsyae of the 
university - Kashi Hindu Vishwa-
vidyalaya' to be retained. 
2. SSP: Shri Pattanayak welcomed the change of name and 
dropping the worM Hindu 
Shri Yashpal Singh was opposed to change of name. 
3. GPI: Shri Sarjoo Pandey emphasised the need for change 
of name. 
k, PSP: Shri Karaath was opposed to change of name. 
1. Ibid., Vol.LX<10)j 15.11.66; cc 3070-7^(Hindi). 
2. Ibid., cc 3089-9^(The portfolio of Chagla was changed from 
Education to External Affaris). 
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5. Sw. Shri Kakkar xms opposed to change of name. 
Amendment Ho.30 to clause 2 by Shri ?.N.Pand©y(Congress) to 
i 
the effect of sustltuting Banaras Hindu University for Madan 
Mohan Malavlya Kashi ?ishwavidyalaya was put to vote and adopted 
( e 316V15.11.66). 
fhere was not much controversy over other clauses of the Bill 
The second reading could not be completed because of lack 
of quorum and the House was a^ tdournedC c 3178/15*11 *66). 
At the resumed debate Shri Krishnapal Singh(Sw.) expressed 
his satisfaction over retaining the name Banaras Hindu University 
while Shri Pandey(CPI) was unahppy. 
The Bill was passed ( c 3^29/16.11,66). 
The Banaras Hindu University (Amendment) Bill was one of the 
most controversial measures brought before the Third Pirliaraent. 
Itien the Bill was debated in the. Ra.iya Sabha it had sparked a 
wave cf agitation culminating in violance in the University and c ^E-Ct-w/ <« 
a spate of all over the country. Besides many other 
provisions of the Bill, the main point of controversy was the 
decision of the Rajya Sabha to change the name of the University. 
Although the Education Minister, Ghagla had offered an explanation 
in the House that the Go-vernment had not taJten any decision on the 
matter, his statements and utterances outside the Parliament had 
left no doubt that he was in favour of such a change. There was 
a good number of Congress members in the House who spoke against 
the change. Among the opposition paroiesi the CPI fully supported 
1. For details of the agitation, See The Statesman dated 17,11.65 
and the subsequent fortnight. 
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th® change of name while the Jan Sangh opposed it tooth and nail. 
The other parties had no clear policy on the subject. Shri Mahida 
<S¥.) supported the change but his colleagues shri Krishnapal 
Singh ^ d Kakkar(Sw.) were opposed to it* Similarly, Shri S*N. 
Dwevidi(PSF) favoured the change while Shri Kamath(PSP) opposed 
it. Shri Pattanayak of the SSP suppoi'ted the change while his 
colleague Shri Xashpal Singh was opposed to it. 
• It is oWious that in the absence of any clear policy 
offered by the opposition parties, the Soverninent was not obliged 
to revise its policies. However, public opinion against change 
of name of the University had mounted to such an extent that 
the Government could not easily ignore it. It is not possible 
to assertion whether any politi<fal party had worked up the 
public opinion or the public opinion had influenced the political 
parties. But one thing is clear that soma of the opposition 
parties failed to enlighten public opinion and mediate with the 
dM*/ Governaant, ^ ^ their role in the House was rather confusing. 
3. Statutory Resolution Ret Aliisiarh Muslim University 
(Amendmeriil Ordinance and Aligarh Muslim Universi^ .'jr 
(Amendment)Bill ( c 2389/27.8^gfjt 
Shri Yashpal Sic^fa(SSP)^moved. "This House disapproifes of the 
Aligarh Muslim TJniversity(Amendii^nt) Ordinance, 1965(Ordinance 
No. 2 of 1965) promulgated by the President on 20.5.65." He said, 
"If Justice Changla wants to follow a policy of high-bandedness 
or dictatorship, he should go to jimgles. It is not required in 
any jjistitution". He refefred to article 30 of the Gonstitit ion 
which guaranteed k'ights to all minorities. He pointed out that 
1. Ibid.,?ol.LIX(9);27.8.65;cc 2389-2if11(Hindi). 
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both Pandit Hehru and Shri Shastri had praised the University for 
its ^  discipline. Then how could it change in a fevf months'. He 
asked the Sducation Mnister to prove his statement that the 
University was a recruiting ground for Pakistan. 
The Minister informed him that the statement was already-
repudiated the next day. 
Shri lashpal Singh referred to the Chatterjee CouBmittee 
Report which had cleared ail laisunderstanding and malicious 
propaganda against the University. He charged the Minister with 
ignoring the popular sentiments and secularism because he was 
not an elected representative of the people. He compli^ ined of 
step-motherly treatment to the university* He wanted justice 
to be done in the matter. He also wanted the University Act of 
1920 to be recognised. 
Shri Chagla moved for amendment of the Aligarh Huslim University, 
Act 1920. He said, "There was a pre-concerted plot to murder the 
Vice-chancellor". He based this view on the advice of the 
Vice-chancellor who wanted the University Constitution to be 
suspended and special powers to be given to him. He said the 
ordinance was of administrative nature and that the daaraeter of 
the University has not been touched. He said, "I want Aligarh 
Muslim University to be a centre of Muslim culture..." lie rejected 
the su^gdstion of sending the Bill to a Select Committee,. 
Shri Yashpal Singh(SSP)^moved that the Bill be circulated for 
eliciting public opinion. 
1., Ibid,, cc 3M5.See Hindustan Times.Delhi and the Indian Express 
Delhi dated 26.^ f,65 for agitation in the University.-
2. Ibid., cc 
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Shrl MasanKSw. explained the policy of his party in respect 
of rights of minorities. He spoke about the history of the 
Uni-vorsity and said that it was set up to become a centre of 
Muslim culture and legrning* He refefred to Chatterjee Coramittee 
Heport of I 9 6 I ^ich endorsed this view. He said that there was 
nothing commnal in the incident of 25th April 
nhri Masani said th-it because of the assurances of the 
Minlstor, 'Ve -vriAl not .oppose this Bill". However, he demanded 
that " we should be very clear that nothing should be done to 
weaken the character or change the character of the organisation". 
He was opposed to changfng the names of Aligarh and Banaaas 
universities* He noted that, "every thing about Banaras does 
not havd to be followed in the case of Aligarh". 
2 
Smt. Ghakravartty(GPI) said that in the past also charges of anti-
national activities were levelled against the university but they 
were not substantiated. She alleged that a small group in the 
university was associated with Jamat'-e-lslaTni. She also alleged that 
one of the leaders of the agitation was under the influence of 
the Jamat while another had affiliations v;ith the Jan Sangh and 
thus the events wore motivated by coiEffiunalist Muslims and Hindus. 
She said, "Every Indian be he a Muslim or Hlndu» la proud of 
Aligarh..." She asked for preserv-tion of the tradition of the 
University and its luinority character. She criticised the 
provision in the Bill of a nominated court and a nominated Executive 
Council* She supported the Bill because of the as<^ urances given 
by the Minister. 
I.Ibid., cc ' 2. Ibid.,«e Vol.XLV-(12)5 
1,9.65; cc3231-^2. 
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Shrl Hem Barua(SSP)^referred to finanoial irregalarltien in the 
tiniversitjr. He also referred to indiscipline in other universities 
and said that the Aligarh agitation of 25th April was the ¥orst. 
He said the affairs of the University were confusing. He was 
satisfied with the assuranses of the Ministers He condeiined 
the propaganda against Shrl Chagla. He also refuted the allegation 
that Aligarh was ,tlie arsenal of Pakistan and. said that even 
•Si ' 
from other tmivarslties the students raigrate to other foreign 
countries. He criticised the policy of rushing all Muslim foreign 
dignatories to Aligarh and Kigg of Hepal to Eanaras. He supported 
the Bill on behalf of his party. 2 
Shri Bade(J^ s) supported the Bill* Ee referred to anti-Chagla 
propaganda. He alleged that there was deep rooted anti-nationalism 
in the university and z'eferred to a letter of All Yawar Jung, the 
?lce-Ghaiicellor. 
Shrl Chafe'll.in his reply to the debate, informed Smt. Ghakravartty 
(CPI) that the nominated court would-be replaced by an elected 
one as soon as possible. Ee said that "Aligarh Uniyersity has 
neither been established nor is it being administered by the 
Muslim Community". Ho justified the Ordinance and quoted from ' 
the letters and speeches of All Yawar Jung, the Vice-Chancelbr 
tisfc the meansure was appropriate. 
The substitute motion of Shri Yashpal Girigh was negatived 
and the motli'h of Shri Chagla was adopted ( c 3506/2.9.6?). 
1. iDid., cc 3265-71. 2.rbid.,Voi.XLTO3)|2.9.655CC.3^+63-7?(H) 
3. Ibid., cc 3W-3505. 
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Shrl Yashpal Slngh(SSP)'' said that the Aligarh problem could have 
been settled easily had the Vice-Chancellor tried to do so in a 
spirit of love to students and affection to teachers. He condemned 
the request of the ?ice-ChsuiGellor, All lavar Jung to suspend 
various bodies of the university before he could work there. He 
asked, "How long the Aligarh Vice-Chancellor can function under 
the protection of bayonets"? He referred to a judgement of Shri. 
Ghagla when he was Chief Justice of Bombay in which the rights of 
minority community were explained. Then he condemned the arrest 
of Justice Bashir Ahmad Saeed. He said, "The Bill is a one man's 
show". He asked the Government to desist from destroying the 
University. 
2 
Shri H.H. ttoker.1ee(CPI) asked the Education Minister to emphatically 
reiterate his assurances so that misgivings against the Ordinance 
might be removed. He highlighted the role of Aligarh in the 
composite culture of India. 
The Bill was passed on division of the House by 97 Ayes to 
8 Noes ( c f4009/6.9.65). 
The Bill was opposed tooth and nail by the SSP whereas the 
Jan Sangh approved of it. The Swatantra and the CPI were opposed 
to^  the Bill but agreed to its passing because of the assurances 
given by the Minister that the proposed measure was a temporary 
one. 
Jawahar Lai i^ ehru University Bill (c 6^07/20.9.6^) 
Shri Bhakt Darshan(Deputy Minister of Education),^ moved the Bill 
1. Ibid.,?ol.XL?(l5)56.9.65; cc 3967-77(Hindi). 
2. Ibid., cc 3977-82. 
3. im., VO1.XL¥I(25);20.9.65;CC 6^07-16. 
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to concur wlthiiB the reComisiendLation of the Ra;jya Sabha for a 
Joint Committee to establish and incorporate the University at 
Delhi. He read out from a prepared speech the background and 
reasons for setting up the Jawahar Lai University. He explained 
the organisation and various features of the university. 
Shri Prabhat Kar(CPI)^ having agreed to the reasons for a second 
university in Delhi objected to its being named after Kbhru. He 
also objected to proliferation of universities in the country. 
2 
Shri K.Pattanayak(GPI) noted that the Bill gave details of officers 
in the University but not the details of special subjects to 
be taught at the University. He objected both to the location 
and the name of the University, 
Shri BerwaCJS)^ was opposed to establishing a second University 
in Delhi. He apprehend that the proposed university would be 
dominated by the foreigners. He objected to the name of the 
University and said that Nehru's name wqs already well know because 
of India's defeat asainst Nagas, against China and in Kashmir. He 
preferred the name of Dr. Rajendra Prasad to be associated with the 
University. L 
Shri Sar.1oo Pandey(CPI) was disappointed over the Bill and said 
that the proposed University was not going to be an ideal 
University because it was on the pattern of any other University. 
Shri Q.S. K^ar(Sw. )^ ob.1ected to the name and said that the 
proposed university would be just like any other university in 
the country. 
1. Ibid., cc 6!?l6-20. 2. Ibid.,cc 6^53Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 6563-67(Hindi) if. ibid.,?ol.XL?I(26)j21.9.65; 
cc 672^-26(Hindi). Ibid., 
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Shrl lashpal Slngh(SSP)%aid the Bill should have laeen presented 
In Hindi which was so dear to Nehru and Secondly, because of 
Nehru's mission of uplift of Indian villages, this University-
should have been established in rural areas. 
Shri BhaktaaH» Darshan? in his reply, admitted that the name would 
not add to the name or fame of Shrl Mehru but it would add tot 
the importance and prestige of the University. He refuted the 
allegation that the Bill did not reflect the ideology or ideals 
of Sliri Nehru. He condemned Shri K.Pattanayali <SSP) and Berwa(JS) 
for degrading the name of Shri Kehru. 
The motion was adopted ( c 6738/21.9*65). 
Jawaharlal Mehru University BilK c 3^29/16.11.66) 
(As passed by the Ha^ya Sabha) 
Shri Ghagla^stated that the proposed University would not be an 
ordinary university but a distinctive one. He briefly described 
the background for a second university in Delhi. The name was 
given to perpetuate the memory of the Late Prime Minister and 
to study his philosophy such as national integration, secularism, 
the belief in unity in diversity, desire to integrate our different 
languages and cultures, etc. He described the objectives of the 
University and said that the University would be entirely a 
teaching and residential university. It can establish anywhere 
in the countly specifil centres, specialised laboratories and such 
other units of research and instructions. It will associate with 
institutes already existing in Delhi. 
1. Ibid.,cc 6726-29(Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc 6729-37. 
3. Ibid., YolJJCKll) 16.11.66? cc 
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Shrl Krishnapal SlnghCSw.complained against setting up the 
University in Delhi because, he said, the late Prime Minister 
loved countlyside and that the majority of Indian people lived 
in the villages. He was opposed to naming the University after 
\ 
the nam® of the late. Pidiae Ilinister and said that it was too 
early to teach his philosophy. He regretted that in the proposed 
university no emphasis was laid upon physical education and 
character formation. 
Shri Sar.1oo Pandey(QPI)'^  was of the opinion that there was nothing 
new in the proposed xiniversity. He said that there were tall 
talks in the speech of the Minister but those Ideals were not 
put into practice. He pointed out that the proposed university 
will remain Isolated from the poor people. They will remain is 
illiterate and ignorant as ever before. He requested that the 
Bill may be withdrawn and a comprehensive measure may be brought 
to five effect to the ideals of Mahatma Gandhi. 
I 
Shri Priya Gupta(PSP)^ opposed the Bill. He said that the proposed 
University was go±g to be like any other university. He pointed 
out that aone of the proposed faculties represent the ideals 
laid dow* in the preamble. He also pointed out that the proposed 
administrative structure of the University was not democratic. 
k 
Shri Yashpal Singh(S'jP) was opposed to naming the university 
after a person. 
Shri Chagla, in his brief reply to the debate, dismissed the 
criticism against the name of the proposed the University. 
n Ibid., cc 3^52-56 Ibid., cc 3W-72(Hindl). 
3. Ibid., cc 3^78-81. k. Ibid., cc 3^92-95(Hindi). 
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» 
The raotion was adopted and the bill was passed after clauae-
by-cla«se oonsiderationC e 35oVl6.11,66). 
During the debate on the Blllg the opposition parties most 
assiduously fulfilled their responsibility. They opposed the 
measure and aighlighted its defeats and thereby tried to influenoe 
the Government and educate the public opinion. Their main 
objection was that the proposed University was not in any way 
distinct from other universities in the country. 
The fifth measure adopted by the Mnlstry of Mucation 
was »Dakshin Bharat Hindi Prachar Sabha Bill* (c 13^25/29^.61+) 
which was supported by the GPI, the Jan Sangh and the PSP but 
opposed by the Socialist-
Ministry of Commerce and Industry/Industry and Supply: 
The Third Lok Sabha passed the Bills pertaining to this 
Ministry. The important Bills which received special attention 
of the opposition parties were as follows j 
Bxport (i^ality Oontrol and Inspection)Bill(c13^03/2. 
1 
Shrl Manubhai Shah« introduced the Bill "for the sound development 
of the export trade through quality control and inspection..." 
He emphasised the need for foreign exchange and increase' in 
foreign trade. He, therefo e, justified the necessity of establish-
ing a reputation for the quality of our exp&rt products especially 
in the context of growing competition ^  the international market. 
1. Ibid., ?ol. xyill(57); 2.5.63; cc 13503-9. 
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ghrl Warlor(CPI) supported the Bill» He said that new markets 
are to be searched because the traditional markets have become 
difficult on account of corapetit on. He pleaded for putting 
a check on the sale of sub-standard goods In the internal 
market also. He proposed the taking over of the tea industry 
by the Governnent. He expressed apprehension that the inspecting 
agencies may harass the small producers and delay in export. He 
suggested that there should be no laxity in imposing punishment 
on bigger people. 
p 
Shri Berwa(JS) supported the Bill. He was of the view that 
instead of setting up a separ9.te agency of inspection there 
should be inspectors within the factories to check the quality 
during the process of production. 
Shri Priya Gupta(PSP)^ supported the Bill. He observed that 
there should be no sample checking of goods. There should be 
vigilant watch ei at the site of production itself. 
After a general support from all opposition parties the 
work of the Minister was made quite easy. He appreciated 
the views of the opposition and promised to meet as far as 
possible. The Bill was passed ( e 13650/3*5.63). 
2. Indian Tariff (Third Amendment)Bill( c lfif90/12.12.63). 
k 
Shri Manubhai Sl^ fahC introduced the Bill "as to continue 
protection beyond 31st Dedember 1963 in the case of sericulture, 
antimony, ACSH(Aluminura Qonductors Steel Reinforced) and ACC 
Ibid., cc 13510-19 2. Ibid., cc 13527-30(Hindi). 
3. Ibid.,cc 13530-31 Ibid.,?ol.XXII(19)i12.12.63, 
cc. 5+1^ -90-96. 
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(All Aluralmium Conductors), electric motors, and automobile power 
! 
plugs, and (b) to discontinue protection with <iffect from the 
first January 196^ on engineer's steel files, bicycles and 
diesel fuel injection equipment". 
Shri WariorCCPD^said* "I generally agree wifch these recommendtitions 
of the Tariff Commission.." However, he pointed out that the 
Aluminium Industries Ltd., was under the collaboration of a 
Canadian firm and asked why "this investment "of foreign capital 
should have an undue advantage by way of tariff protection?". 
Shri SolankiCSw.said, "I welcome the Bill, the intention behind 
it and the explanation of the Hon. Minister". 
Shri Bade(JS)^quoted from the report of the Tariff Commission 
to say th't the tex ile machine building industry was not ftinction-
ing well and di need protection. He had a similar complaint 
about the automobile sparking plugs, piston industry etc. 
Shri David MunznlCSw.)^ supported the Bill. e 
Shri Manubhai Shah^in reply to the debate, defended the policy 
of industrialisation and said that "there is nothing to be ashamed 
of either in quality or in ptice". He explained the position in 
respect of different industrial units which were referred to 
during the debate. 
The Bill was passed ( c ^653/13.12.63). 
1. Ibid., cc Mf96-^501. 2. Ibid., cc ^ 502-03. 
3. Ibid., cc if505-08 and ?ol.XXIII(20);13.12.63;cc ^629-3^. 
h. Ibid., cc 5. Ibid., cc J4-6»+3-52. 
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3. Standards of Weights and Measui'esCimendBieKt)Bill 
( e 2972/1.12.6if). 
Shrl g.7. Rataaswamy'^  introduced the Bill to define "the units of 
length, volume, mass, time, electric current, temperature etc." 
Shri Mahida(Sw*supported the 3111 and suggested that the new 
definitions should be sii^ ple enough for the people in villages. 
Shri YaS« Ghoudhury(JS)^ supported the Bill but raised the 
question of complaints against the existing laws regamiing weights 
and measures. 
k Sforl H.H.Muker.iee(GPI) favoured the Bill. 
hri Berv7a(JS)^suggested that the Government would do well by 
adopting indigenous weights and measures. 
Shri KaTaath(SSP)^  criticised certain provisions of the Bill and 
apprehended that it will create confusion in respect of certain 
familiar teiiBs, He offered 'partial support' to the Bill. 
Shrl. Q. S.K^kar(5w.)made out the point that the changes were 
being without fully familiarising the new weights and measures to 
the people. 8 
Shri Yashpal Sin^hCSSP) was surprised why the changes were being 
made when the new weights and measures are not understood even 
by of the pej^le. 1 
S.iiri Dandekar(Sw.)^said»".. 1 support the measure which I do not 
understand". 
1. Ibid,, ?ol. XXX?I(13);2.12.6V;cc 2972-7M-. 
2. Ibid., cc 297^-75 3. Ibid., cc 2975-80(Hindi) 
k. Ibid., 2980-8^ 5. Hbld., cc 298^4-87(Hindi) 
6. Ibid., cc 2993-98 7* Ibid., cc 3000-3003* 
8. Ibid., cc 3003-3008(Hindi) 9. Ibid.,cc 3007-3008. 
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1 
Shrl Ramaowamy, in bis reply to the debate assured the House 
that the proposed metric system was not English. It was universally 
recognised French system. He explained to Shrl Kamath certain 
calculations wMah he had criticised 
The Bill was passed without reslstaaee from the Opposition 
parties. 
The role of opposition parties during the debate was 
characteristic. They had no ideological opposition to the 
measure nor did they offer any altern .tlve policy with the 
exception! thtt Shrl Berv/aCJS) vanted the indigenous weights 
and measures to be adopted. The measure was opposed only 
because the opposition parties wanted to justify their presence 
In the House. 
Patents Bill ( c 320? / 22.11. 1965) 
* 
Shri T.H. Slngh"'(mlnl3ter of Heavy aiglneering in the Ministry 
of Industry and supply^moved "that the Bill to amend awd consolidate 
the^law relattcig to patents, fee referred to a Joint Committee..." 
ghri DandekarCSw.)^5peaklng in support of the Bill objected to 
certain provisions of the Bill. 
L 
Shrl Inderjit Gupta(GPI) noted that «the Bill is really a gigantic 
hoax which is being perpetrated upon this country". He alleged 
that only the interest of foreign collaboration was taken into 
consideration and that the Bill is brought because of the pressure 
1. Ibid.,Vol.XL?III(13)j22.1l.65jcc 3205-16 
2. Ibid., cc 3217-30 3. Ibid.,V.XLVIII(1^)23.11.65; 
cc 3392-3^03 
K Ibid., cc 3^06-l6(Hlndi) 
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from those foreign patent holders who are looting this country. 
Shri Yudhvlr Sln^h(JS) partly supported the Bill. He did not 
agree with the CPI ^hat the measure was initiated under the 
pressure of any particular interest. 
Shri Priya Gupta(SSP)^ said that because the Minister of Heavy 
Industry had introduced it,the Bill has given a slant more towards 
industry than to the patent itself". He objected to certain 
provisions of the Bill. 
Shri •Kakkar(Sw. was not, in principle, opposed to the measure 
tout he wanted a middle way to toe adopted in which neither the ' 
patent holders were completely deprived of their labour and 
research nor were they allowed to misuse the patent laws to 
sell the products at exorbit-ant rates. 
If Dr. LohiaCSSP) said that any patent law which could not check the 
flow of capital to foreign countries should bo scrapped. 
5" 
8hri T.M. Singh, in his reply to the debate explained that the 
object was to patent the process not the product. He also explained 
was to be made between drug patents and other 
industrial patents and a time limit was to be fixed for drug patents 
so that our own indus-.ry could be encouriged. 
The motion was adopted ( c 3890/25.11.65). 
The ineffectiveness of the opposition parties because of their 
frageraentation is clear from the debate on this Bill. The Swat antra 
1 . Ibid . ,CG 3H06-l6(Elridi) AI Ibid., cc 3^•16-19 
3. Ibid., cc 3^t9«23(Rindl) If. Ibid., cc 
5. Ibid., ¥ol. XLVIII(16)|25.11.65JCC 3882-89. 
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Party fully supported the Bilij the Jan Sangh offered partial 
support; the SHP was not opposed to the moasur© but had some 
doubts and resemrations whereas the GPI was totally opposed to it, 
The other measures passed under this Ministry were as 
follows J 
1. Indus triesCDsirelopment and -le -^ ulatl jn)Aiiendment Bill 
(C 6170/5.9.62). 
2. COTupanies (Amendment)Bill ( c 207Vl6.11.62>. 
3. Indian tariff(Amendment)Bill ( c 29^5/22.m62). 
h, Indian Tariff( Second Ajiiendment)Bill ( c 5^9^21.1.63). 
5. Tejctile CoTimittee Bill ( c 278/13.8.63). 
6, Coir Industry (AffiendJH9iit)Bill C c 13783/30A.6^). 
Ministry of Transport and Shippings Sf the&ur Bills passed 
under this Ministry, the following was the most important. 
Jayanti Shipping Company(Taking over of Management)Bill 
( c ^ r925/l6.8.1966). 
Shri Poonacha(Minister of State of Transport) moved the Bill 
for temporary taking over of the company "to secure the pro^ jer 
management of the same..,'* 
Shri Ka!Bath(PSP)'^ 3aid that the Bill was " an epitaph on the 
Government»3 mismanagement". He raised a point of order to 
highlight the financial involvement in the Bill. 
(The financial raemorauduHi was revised) 
Shri Kamath again raised a point that with a new financial 
memorandum the Bill was a new one and, therefore, it should be 
introduced afresh, and also that the President had not given his 
consent to the Bill. 
1 . lbia.,voA. L V I I I ( 1 6 ) J 1 6 . 8 . 6 6 ; CC , 2 1 ^ . 8 . 6 6 
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The points were not upheld* 
Shrl Trlvedi(JS)^3aid that it would have been better if the. 
cpni!>any had been taicen into liquidation and whole of it taken 
over by the shipping eoiporation* It should not have been helped 
bjr the backdoor. He referred to large sums borroi^ ed bj the 
CGaioanf without capacitiy to pa/ and also to various cases against 
it. He deniBiided parasecution to be launched against its direetpr 
Dr. Bharma leja. He referred to employsjent of General Kaul vfith 
the company at Rs, 10,000 p.m, and asked if the Government was 
goiiig to be<iir such expenses. 
Sbri SolankKSw.) welcomed the Bill. He held the GoTernment and 
the ministers responsible for the affairs of the company. He 
referred to c^ riminai proceedings agaiast Dr.- TeJa-ajid asfeed why 
vass he not brought back to this eountry. He also referred to 
certain Directors of the company who had forewarned against the 
affairs of the company. He asKed for extension of the period of 
taking over from five to 15 or 20 years. 
Dr. LoHa(S&P)-^ <ie!nanded that Dr. Teja should be arrested and 
referred to some of the offences eo^ mnitted by him. 
Shri Gupta(GPI)^ sold that the Bill provides an opportunity bo 
i 
debate how the national funds were handed. He said that several 
warnings were given about the company in the House and outside 
but the Government did not pay any attention. He referred to the 
Seventh Report of the PAG in this connection. He alleged that the 
1. Ibid., ec 6823-35? 2. Ibid., cc 
3. Ibid.,cc 6852-60(Hindi) Ibid., cc 6877-89. 
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House was misled about the company. He referred to Sukhtankar 
Coramittee report on the affairs of the company* He demanded 
that the compajny should be taken over completely and nationalised. 
Shrl Limaye(SSP) quoted several rules and demanded that debate 
on the Bill be adjourned. 
p 
ShTi Biren rnattaCQPI)" condmned the Goirernraent for its patronage 
to the company. He said that a Goiamittee of enquiry was appointed 
and the company refused to give any record.s to the Coratalttee. 
Shri Kamath(PSP) and Limaye(S P) invoked various rules to 
instal the debatJ^. The motion of Shrl Liraaye for adjournment 
of the deb:=!te was put to vote and negatived by 78 Hoes to 19 Ayes, 
(c 7091/ 25.8.66). 
Shri Kamath(PS?condemned the Government for wastage of put>He " 
money. He referred to several offences committed by the company 
and said that the Government was forewarned about its affairs 
He also referred to undue favour shown to Dr. Teja and to General 
Kaul and quoted certain documents to show that the company was 
also unduly favoured and how Dr. Teja was connected with high 
up5in adrainlstration. He demanded all efforts to be made to 
round up Dr. Teja. 
Shri San.ilva Reddy»^ gave the background of the company and 
conceded that Dr. Te^a had committed serious offences. He 
assured that there w^s no question of protecting Dr. Teja* He 
pointed out that the Sukhtankar Committee was appointed to en(iul,re 
into various allegations of financial misappropriations and 
1. Ibid., cc 6 9 0 0 - 6 9 0 2 , 
2. Ibid., irol,LlX(23).:;25.8.66j cc 7082-88 
3. Ibid., cc 7091-71OJ^. If. Ibid., cc 7 1 0 5 - 2 3 . 
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irregularities in the company. But the company did not cooperate 
and the Cabinet decidad to take over the company. He explained 
various aspects of the measure, 
The motioTi wad asopted ( c 712^/2g;*8.l966). 
Shrl Karaath(PSP) and Shri Limaye(.SSP) strongly i-e^ isted 
every clause of the Bill when it was taken for clause-by-clause 
consideration. The Hill was extensively amonded before it -gras 
passed ( c 7l6if/25.8.66). 
It is clear from the debate on the Bill that all the 
opposition parties were unanimous in theii' condranation of the 
affairs of Jayanti Shipping Company and the patronage of 
Govemnent to ±t* They were also unanimous in principle that 
talcing over "the company was the only remedy for its mismanaged 
affairs. However, the SS? and the ?SP were opposed to the 
hilf-hearted effort by the Government to set «r right the 
affairs of the company. The Government seems to have been 
influenced by the criticise of the opposition parties that it 
effected extensive amsndinents in the Bill. The role of the 
opposition parties was, in thiis case, positive as well as 
effective. 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture; There were t«n Bills passed 
Under the Ministry, of which the following three were important: 
Land Acquisition(Amendment)Bill(c ^192/21.8.62). 
Shri S.K. Pat 11(Food and Agriculture Minister)"' introduced the Bill 
to amend the Act of 189^ and "to validate certain acquisition 
1. Ibid., 7ol.\''II{12);21.8.62; cc 3192-320l^ '. 
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under chat Act'^ He eiqplained certain inconsistencies in the AQt 
whJdi did not conform to the new de\r8Jx»piaents. 'therefore, a 
situation has been created where something has got to be verj 
promptl/ done..." Certain provisions of the Act were esiplained 
for this purpose. 
•1 
Shri H^V' ica.niath(pgp) raised a point of order on procediiral and 
constitutional grounds. He said that the Bll.! did liot falfll 
the requireraont of Hulo 71 which en^isnged that an aaendiasnt 
Bill should be accompanied by an explanatory atateaent* He was 
interrupted by Shri Patil to resilnd him that the stafccjtnent vas 
actually circulated and that he 'vras labouring zander some 
kind of ignorance". 
Rogarding the constitutional ]>olnt Shri Kaniath snld that 
while infcroducii'jt' the Bill for consideration the Minister had ' 
actually introduced the amendments x^ -hich could not be done at 
this stage. 2his point was turned down by the speaker. 
Shri R.Barua(PSP) moved a substitute motion for cir©£ilation 
of the Bill^. 
Shri K8„math(PSP) ffiored that time for the Bill should be 6 
hours Instead of h hoxirs. This was adopted.^ 
Shri R. BaruPiCPSP)^  opp sed "The Bill as it seeks to depart 
violently from the spirit of the parent Act". He explained his 
point with reference to definition and scope of a •coaioany* as 
given in the Bill and the Act. "Therefore, I subirdt" he said, 
1. Ibid., cc 32054-3210. 2. Ibid., cc 3211. 
3. Ibid., c 3212. • Ibid., ce 3220-3226. 
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"that the Bill is tiot inacGordanoe with the spirit of tho 
Gonotltution". His main objection was that Government should 
not facilitate the acquisition of land for private companies. 
Shri Bg.de(J'S)^ oooosed. the Bill and said that through two Bill the 
Governmsnt was assiaming the role of an agent of the capitalists. 
This would adrerssly affect the egricult-urs* He criticised certain 
provisions of tha Bill and referred to some judgements of the 
Supreme Coiirt in sijpport of bis arguments. In the end he requested 
the Minister e^ ' to withdraw the Bill or, if it ^^not possible, 
to refer It to a Select Goiamittee. 
p 
Shri B.K. Mand?.l(8oc«) " said that the Bill was being incroduced 
under the influence of the capitalists who had been denied the 
facility of acquiring land through Oovornment after a recent 
.judgfiment of the Supreme Court. He demanded that the Bill should 
be withdra"#n. 
Shri 3fK.Patil^declared that he could not accept the amendment 
seeking to refer the Bill to a Selection Goffisittee or to circulate 
for public opinion. However, he pointed out that attempt was 
being made to remove the fears of the Mombera and^therefore, the 
Gov^ r^nraent was moving certain amendments. He was frequently, 
interrupted by the opposition parties. 
The House was divided on the two amendments (reference to a 
Select CoMittee and circulation of the Bill) ^ d both were 
negatived by 150 Woes to Yes( c ^ +839 3. 
l#ien clause-by-clause discussion of the Bill was taken up 
the following members of the opposition parties took part. They 
rtioved araendraenta to various clauses or spoke on, various provisions 
of the Bill. 
1. Ibid., cc 3272-328l(Hindi) 2.1bid.,cc 3109-3311(Hindi) 
3. Ibid.7ol.?II(l8);29.8.62;cc +^820-31. 
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Shri Kgimath(PSP)'^  moved three araendments. 
p 
Stet* Re'nu Chak.gavartty(GPI)" remarkedj^It is the most shockiJig, 
shameless, ajnd most obnoxious Bill that vs have ever discussed 
in this House".She opposed the Bill* 
ShrX Lahri Singh(JS)aid that the ataendments moved by the 
Government h^ id further confused the Bill. Further fee said that 
if land was to be acquired for private companies the deal should 
be made directly by the companies concerned irithout Government 
help and that the term •public inuorest' should be claarly defined. k 
Shrl I.vl^  ?labida(Gw.) said that his-state, Gujarat, was most 
affected by the nrocsss of land acquisluion and that the party in 
poi»'ur h^obDolD]^ ing» with the industrialists. He suggested that 
unc;ilti%'a];lQ lands should b® selected for industriai complexes., 
Shrj Brij Rg4. Singh(JG)^ demajided withdrawal of the Bill because 
it dAxig?rous to the agriculture and ag:Piculturists. 
Shri S.K. PatlAntervened to assure that at the time of framing 
the rules proviaicns would be made to safeguard agricultural land 
and the interest of the agriculttirlsts. Further he announced 
that in deference to the feelings of the House the vords "in the 
intstest of the gene'^ al public"(in Article 19(5) and Act 31) would 
be replaced by "for a public purpose". 7 
Shri Haiji Scvalv TadarCSoc.) opposed the official araendements 
to sections 2 of the Bill, He said that comT>ensation should 
be paid not on the basis of revenues or market rates button the 
basivs of needs of the agriculturist-fconcerned. 
1. rb5d., cc 2. Ibid., cc 1+853-58. 
3. Ibid.,cc Wl-78(Hindl) if. Ibid., cc 
5. Ibid.jcc »f927-32(Hindi) 5. Ibid.,Vol.?II(19);39.8.62; 
ec. 5038-ifO 
6. Ibid., cc 5090-9V 7. Ibid,,cc 5175-76. 
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All officlr-.l araenderaents T»'ere adopted and Shri MahMaCSvr.) 
gupoorted the Bill Its amended fcr-n. The Bill was passed 
( 5 518/30.8.62), 
The opposition pnrtian h^d serious misgivings about the Bill. 
Their m^ln objection vras that the iseassure was intended to facilitate 
the aequlsition of land through Go-vem-isnt for priw'ate industries. 
It was? ccntraiy to declared policy of the Government. They appear 
to ha^e succeeded jn infliienclng the GoverifAmont to revise and 
amend certain provisions of the Bill. I^ he Government also assured 
its critics that the interests of the agriculturists would be 
diJj-y protected. It is one of the few instances "chat the Government 
re^ .dlljr Incorporated in the Bill some of the views of the 
opposition parties. The opposition parties vied with each other 
to mediate for the interest of the agriculturists,, and role was 
® A 
both positive and effective. 
2. Food Corporation Bill ( c 7'J1/20.11.196'+), 
1 -
ahri C«Subrania.niam(?'ood and Agriculture Minister) introduced the 
Bill "to provide for estab3-ishment of Food Corporation for the 
pmnjose of trading in food grains and other food stuffs and for 
matters connected thGrevd.th,,," He explained the importance of 
the organiaatic-n and referred to problems of procurement, 
distribution, storage of food etc. 
Sutaatituts Motionssi) Shri lashpal SiiiKh(3BP) racvod for circulating" the Bill. 
ll)Sbri Dandekar(Sw.) moved for referring 
the Bill to a Select Coramittee. 
1. Ibid., Vol.XXX?(if)5 20.11.6if; cc 751 
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Shrl H. DandekarCS^v* apprehended that the measure was an 
attempt "to establisliing an all pervading government monopoly 
tn the entire agricultural eeonoiny of this country", 
Shrl IvUiaarai) (GPI)wholeheartedly supported the Bill even though 
there vrere some defects In it. He opposed the TIGV/S of the 
Sv/atantra party or, the svi'Dject. He referred to r.he problem of 
hoarders and proftte-srs for food crisis in tbe country. He asked 
for giving the corpor^ition " a commanding and strategic position 
in the food trada of fche country", 
Uhri* Y.£.'« Ghoudhry{J8)^g-aid the mersur® was not -an Inmiedlate 
solution of the problem. He re rated the s^ llegftior! that foodgrain 
was hoardsdl^ 'by the cultivators. Speaking against the Bill he 
said that the- Cqrpor-.tion vould act_ like busines-smen in the 
cities and tnis would not barefit the producers. He apprehended 
that the Mil would not go beyond paper -work. 
Shri UaangthCCPIv/as, in^principl®, agreeable to the measure, 
Kowevor, he spoKe about cers.a.in defects in it and the probable 
dtffioultien in its Impieiaentatiort, 
Shri /lvar€.s(g£'P)^  said that this othervrise welcome measure had 
besrj forced upon the Government by a number of circumstances. He 
spokf about the functional 'and adralr-is^ tratlve aspect of the 
Corporafcion. 
6 
Ghri Subrainaniagj. in bis reply to the debate, apprised the House 
of the magnitude of the problem sind the provisions of incentive 
1. Ibid., cc 560-67 2. Ibiv. ,Vol.XXX?(5);21.11.6^+; 
ca 965-69. 
3. Ibid., cc lOO^i-13(Hindi) Ibid., cc 1021-29. 
5. Ibid., cc 1033-33, 6. Ibid., cc 1052-7^, 
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atid reitmnerafeire pr ice to iiiii* f-traier axtd the f i x e d price f o r the 
consuaers^. Speaking about the lmplei!iei>ty.tion of t h i s p o l i c y he 
s a i d , '^yhercfore, i t beooraes necessary that w should have some 
raach" t'lar/ to contro l t h i s . " He explaiii'Sd the now-^ rs and functions 
of the Gorpor't ion, H3 re futed the allsga'ciioD that i t Fas a step 
t.-'-vMrds fit'its isonopoi/ an.l said th'ifc the Corporat.l:in'!3 r e l a t i o n s h i p 
with pr ivate trad© '/111 bcf deterrBiried l a t e r . 
Shs motion of Hbri Yashyal SinghCb'SP) was aiegatlTed on 
di-'/ision of tbe House by 88 -^ oes t o 11 Afe.i while that of Shri 
was neg^tlvsd b.y yobs and the laotion was f o r 
es'^abliyhing the Food Corporal Ion vas aJop'-.ed ( c 1075/21,11 .6^). 
Dui-lng the c lause-by-c lause reading o f the B i l l Shri Dandekar 
tSw-.^  to-cJ4i-us-e-6 j^ Majimgeiaent) whlea wa45 
negatived. However, the Minister himself moved an amendment to 
t h i s clause which was adopted. 
feh® motion was put to vote , ther© was no quorum end th© 
Houss was adjourned ( c 1 1 0 6 / 2 1 . 1 2 . . 
ItTaao fclie B i l l was talcsn up the next d a j j s e v e r a l opposition 
mefflhera lr?clading Shri 3ade (JS)» HangaCSw.) f%itihiar(CPI), and 
Shri sashpal Singh(S.3P) oppossd various c lauses o f ahe B i l l , i'n the 
end ohri oubramanlam' d i s p e l l e d any aoubt in raspect of profcsction 
of the i n t e r e s t s o f the farmers. He pointed out t h a t ths 
remiansrative and ir joentivs p r i c e s would bo f i x e d by the Government 
and not by the Food Corporation. He afsurod ths House that the 
Corporation s h a l l work as ' a r e a l f r i e n d ' of the farmers. • 
The B i l l was passed ( c 1758''25.11.6M-). 
1 . I b i d . , Vol. X}0C?(8);25.11.6^; cc 1751-58. 
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There wa^ polarljsabion among the opposition parties duspirig 
the debate on this Bill. The leftists suppor-.ed the measure as 
a welcois!0 piece of legislation while the Jan Sarigh and the 
SwatojTitra i^ artj doubted ifes e f f i c a c y and the Swat antra Party 
condemned it as an attempt to start state mo/iopoly in food 
trade, iioye^ erf it is clear thab oho opposition parties 
suQC&edQd in obtaining an assura/ice from the Governff^ eiit the 
Interests of the caltirators would be duly probected. fh© role of 
the opposition parties was appropriate of a demooratlc system 
and eoiiforiiied to reaognizsd parliamentary noriss. 
3. Essentia,! Gomodltles(Amendment)Bill(c 7728/29*8.66) 
- - 1 
Shrl pointed out that the Rill was to replace th© 
Ordinance promulgated on 12,7.66 which wpiS to expire the next 
iTsonth. He said, that the Govornraent had to asoume a positive 
role in holding ths prico lino and distribution of commodities. 
It was nececrary for this purpose to organize procurement of food-
grains and the me-^ oure wap to achieve that end. The DIE was 
employed to implement various aspects of the Ordinanc©. i^ow,that 
the emergency Ir. to be restricted only to border arep.s the DIE 
could rot bf! inx'-olred for such measures. The Act of 195? vas, 
therefore, to be amended to make aopropriate provisions analogous 
to those under rule 125(8) of the MR. Thin v?ould help In speedy 
and affective eurb53 on hoarders and other anti~social elements. 
Shri opposed tfajtBill because of his opposit-ion to 
any syrtew of controls. Ho contended thf-t yolf~5!ufficiency had not 
1 . Ibid., ¥O1.L I X ( 2 ? ) ; 2 9 . 8 . 6 6 ; CC 7 7 2 8 - 3 2 . 
2 . Ibid., cc 7 7 3 ^ ^ 2 . 
- -
been achia'/ed "baoa'tise of sach wrong pollcle.?, of G-OTarnment. He 
condenined the policy of conipi:alsory procurement aud zonal restriction 
Shri YallajBand-jL Eecid;)^  (QPI) supported the Bill. Hos(rev@r» he 
said that thia Bill alone could not Bolve the food probleiB,. The 
other measurew like increased production, price conbrol -ate. were 
rrcCesiaaryk He referred to food agitations in various states 
and ijuoted stoxisti-^ s of the rising prices. He said that the 
proTis/ons of the Act of 1955» were never implemented properly. 
He pointed out that the prices had risen not because of drought 
condition, because of hoarding and that was uosfiible because 
of private toai)J:s. He said thut the Governaient did not paj? the 
real price aiid, therefore, the producer sells his produce to the 
isei^ cbants and hoarders even before harvest. 
P 
Shri Bhattacharya(GPI)said that the Bill would not touch even 
the fringe of the problem* It would only give handle to local 
authorities to harass the small giwers. I'he interest of sraall 
growers was not protected and the hoarders ware^ Jsot touched. There 
was no provlsioii of punishment. He said that the DIH ^ -as there 
but the hoarders and DJ.acionarketeers riot punl.ihed. He noted 
that the priceo fired by the aovernraent vera not. at all remiaierafrive 
He e,l8o noted that tne essential coffiffiodities ware net defined in 
the Bill. 
ShrOa^(JS)^opposed the Bill and characterised it as * a death 
warrant to the peasajitK*. He said that it -was opposed to the 
Fundamental nights aiid vested immense powers in the administration. 
1. Ibid., cc 7752-57. 2. Ibid., cc 
3. Ibid., cc 77771-78(Hindi). 
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He pointed out that the system of controls would benefit only 
the profite«ra» He suggested t'aat zousl system should be scrapped 
if prices w^rs to be controlled, H© condemned the levy and prooure-
ment systei-as and suggested that the _'3roci!trem0nt should be rciado 
from the tr?d»rs rathar th^n cul.tiv:itor3, 
Q:^ grl(S;''-P) co-iplained that the Iv.fS relating to food omblGms 
were not itsioleraented properl/* 2 
Shri P»X.i:eo(Sv.O oa.aiaed that there was iierir mianijs±t.7 In 
opposing thQ Bill. Ee notsd that the entire distribution syste® 
was faulty which led to Rtarv^tion de'iths. He said that the 
Bill gextraordinary oowers to the id.-niriSpitra-:Ion. He demanded 
abolition of zonal system. 
3 
Shri SubrAffianiaa. in his reply to the d^ .bnte, pointed out that 
durin.5 the next fsvr /f^ ars there would be deficit ecor.omy as far 
aa foodgraina vera coriccrnod raid, tbercforoj it could not be left 
to the? fre9 markst. It was not only the availability of foodgrains 
that was important but the a^rice should also be moderate» t^ was, 
ther-ff}r« » necessary that marketable surplus should be procured 
under normsl conditions. He ozplained various provisions of the 
Bill. 
Tb© motion vms odonted )( c 78^ -3/ 2 9 . 8 . 6 6 ) . 
Diirlr:-g the alause-by-clause donsideration of th® Bill thsira 
was not much oppoaicton. Smt. Chakravaffcty(CPI), Shri RangaCSw.) 
Shri Kaffiath(PSP) and Steri lallafflanda Had^ lyCCPI) however, forcefully 
exprsssed their disapproval of the measture, 
'i'he iiill was ultiiaately passed on division of ths House by 
136 Ayes to I3 Soes. 
1 . loid,, cc 7791-«A(Hindi) 2 . Ibid.,cc ' / 8 I 6 - . I 9 . 
3. Ibid., cc 7832-^2. 
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It has been pointed out. earlier th ?t shortage of food was 
an Important factor in Indian politics during the period under 
study. The legislative measures under the Ministry of Food 
and Agriculture, therefore, invoked considerable interest and 
attention, particularly among the opposition parties and their 
contribution to the debates was genera^ .ly purposeful. The 
opposition parties however, expressed their respective ideological 
opposition to various measures. They suGGesrf\il influenced the 
Govern lent to revise certain provisions in various Bills and 
esit&blished their claim as a useful part of the Indian 
parliamentary system. 
The other measures adopted under the Ministry were as 
follows{ 
1. Sugarcane control (Additional Powers)Bill(c ^587/3.9.62) 
2. Ware-housing G6rporp.tion Bill ( c 3809/28.11.62). 
3. Ware-housing Coroorations (Supplimentary)Bill , 
(c 2167/27.11.6M-). 
h. Essential Comm-.dities (Amendment)Bi 11 ( c 388V8.12.6^-). 
5. Seeds Bill ( c 1lf38$/11.7.65). 
6. Cardamom Bill ( c 6039/16.9.65). 
7. Produce Cess Bill ( c 16036/11.5.66). 
Ministry of Health; Six measures were adopted under this 
Ministry of which the most important was the *Prevention of 
Food Multaration(Ameadmeat)Bill moved by Dr.Sushlla Halr^ on 
3.6.196^ - for reference to a Joint Committee of the two Houses. 
1. Ibid., Vol.XXXII(5)?3.6.61+; cc 931-32. 
« -
Shri Prabhat Kar(CPI)^expressed sat3.sfactlon over setting up of a 
machlnary to punish the culprits who indulge in adultration. 
But he was doubtful about the effectiveness of the machinary. He 
wanted to provide for stern action against the offenders. His 
second objection was that the main burden of the Bill was put 
on retailers instead of the wholesalers. 
Shri Bade(JS)^ welcomed the Bill and was satisfied with the 
penal provisions in it. He referred to corruption among food 
Inspectors and expressed doubts about the enforcement of iaws. 
Shri Berwa(JS)^supported the Bill but coraifeined that the Government 
had failed to fulfill its duty in checking adultratioi. He said 
that only the small traders are victimised while the big ones 
went scot free. He also complained of corruption among Inspectors -
and Inefficiency of laboratories. 
Shri Sar.1oQ Pandey(QPI)'^said that there were no two opinions 
about the seriousness of the problem but the need was not so much 
of law-making as of implementation of the existing laws. He 
referred to corruption among Inspectors* 
Shri B.H. MandaKSoc.)^ said that the proposed amendment would 
not serve the puipose for which it w^s intended. He asked the 
Minister to withdraw the Bill and to think what could be done 
about the enforcement of existing laws regarding food Adultration. 
1. Ibid., cc 932-3^ 2. Ibid., cc (Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 98l.88(Hindi) Ibid., cc 988-99^(Hindi). 
5. Ibid., cc 996-999(Hindi). 
- -
Dr. Sushi la Mayarj! in her reply to the debate, refuted the Jan 
Sangh allegations about Inefficiency or corruption in testing 
laboratories and that the small businessmen were victimised.. She 
pointed out that cases could not be instituted against certain 
adultrators because of insufficient evidences. She defended the 
working of the Inspectors although fehs admitted that there were 
t 
some corrupt Inspectors too. 
The motion was adopted ( c 1016/3.6.6^+). 
2 Shri P.S. Naskar(Deputy Minister of Health) presented tfeat the 
Bill as reported by the Joint Committee. 
3 
Shri Ef.S. MahidaCSw.) was in fairour of making the antl-adultratlon 
laws as strict as possible but he wanted to be sure that 'the 
traders were not killed». He favoured a corporation froin wi-iere 
pure stuff could be bought. He opposed the provision of minimum 
six-rabnths sentence because this curtailed the discretion of 
courts. 
Shri Mohan Sx^ arup(SSP ) said that one of the causes of adultration 
was the reduced purchasing capacity and the failure of the 
machinary to check it. He, therefore, opposed the provision fcr 
fixing a minimum penalty of imprisonment. He asked for setting 
up testing labonatories at several places and for checking the • 
Irregularities committed by food Inspectors. 5 
Dr. Sushila Kayar. in her reply to the debate,defended the various 
amendments under the Bill. She informed Shri Mohan Swarup(SSP) 
1. Ibid., cc 1002-26 2.Ibid.,Vol,XXXV(8)25.11.6lf;cc 1758-59 
3. Ibid.,CG 1771-77 ^.Ibid.,?ol.XXX7(9)26.11.6^;cc 1922-29(H) 
Ibid., cc 196W9» 
- -
that the Implementation of the Bill could not be taken entirely 
by the Centre but assured that control would be tightened as 
far as possible. 
The motion was adopted ( c 1979/26.11.6M-). 
During the clause-by-clause reading'the Bill several 
opposition Members Including Shri Bade(J'S), Shri Xashpal Singh 
(SSP), Shri MasanKSw.) Shri DandekarCSw.),Shri Mahida(Sw.) and 
Shri Kachhavaiya<JS) raised objections to various provisions of 
the Bill or moved their amendments. All amendeiiants were negatived 
and the Bill was passed ( 26.11.6^). 
The debate on the Bill makes it clear that the opposition 
parties were clearly in favour of the measure but their chief 
concern was t'hat the administrative machinery was defective 
and inefficient. 
The other measures adopted imder the Ministry of Health 
were as follows: 
1. Drugs(Amendment)Bill ( c 12277/21,6.62). 
2. Drugs and Cosmetics(iUnendffient)Bill( c 5896/12.9,63). 
3. last Punjab Ayurvedic and Unani Practloners 
(Delhi Amendment)Bill ( c 1027/21.11.63). 
k-. Drugs and Magic Remedies (Objectionable Advertisement) 
Amendment Bill ( c 1821/27.11.63). 
Indian Medical Council (Amendment)B111 ( c 13259/28.^.6^). 
Ministry of Labour and Employment: Of the fiteen bills passed 
under this Ministry the following were Important: 
I* IhdustrlRl Disputes (Amendment )Bill ( c >+956/1.10.6'4-) 
1 
Shri D. San .1 Ivayy a (Minister of Labour and Employment) introduced 
the Bill as passed by the Rajya Sabha. He pointed out that 
1. Ibid., Vol.XXXIY(19);1.lO,6J+; cc 
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adjudication under the then existing labour legislation consisted 
of a three-tier machinary of original jurisdiction, namely the 
labour court, industrial tribunal and national tribunal* The Bill 
was intended "to provide that a person who is qualified to be 
appointed as a presiding officer of an industrial tribunal shall 
also be qualified for appointment as a presiding officer of a 
labour court". He explained the related provisions of the Bill. 
He also explained various other provisions in the Bill intended 
to streamline labour legislation and encourage arbitration. 
Shri Da.li(CPI)'* noted that the Industrial Disputes Act of 
had been amended so many times that one is actually confused 
in ascertaining the position 'at a given time. He, there&re , 
demanded a fresh look at the whole approach and also to better 
codify the existing provisions. He regretted that "the attitude 
of Government to labour is most step motherly". He drew attention 
to misappropriation of the PF money of workers by certain 
industrialists. He conceded that certain amendments were good but 
the whole attitude was to be changed. He criticised certain • 
provisions, such as the one for compulsory arbitration. 
• p 
Shri U.M. Trivedi(JS) was of the view that the measure should 
have^at first, been referred to a Joint Select Committee where 
all controversial provisions could be thrashed out. He noted 
that the judges appointed at the labour courts were either in-
experienced or Ifossilised people. He said it was haimful to the 
country to appoint judges of High Court to any j^ eraunerative post. 
1. Ibid., cc 2. Ibid., cc »<-988-92. 
" 9*7 ' 
They were appointed by the state Governments which teppened to 
be a party to the proceedings> 
Shri Dineu Bhattacharya(OPI)'*commented that some provisions of 
the Bill were good but it was not a comprehensive amendment 
ofthe Industrial Disputes Act. For example, he pointed out that 
the Bill did not guarantee employment to a victimised worker 
during the pendency of his case referred to a tribunal or 
agitation by workers was restricted when a partiaular case was 
referred to arbitration. He referred to certain other lacunas 
in the Bill, 
Shrl D. San.1ivayya.in his reply to the debate dissaissed the plea 
that it was not a comprehensive Bill. He explained various aspects 
of the Bill to JustifJr that the Bill was not likely to cause any 
haniship to the workers whose rights and privileges were well-
protected. 
The motion was adopted and the Bill was passed with a 
few official amendments( c 2^2/17.11.196^), 
2. Industrial Disputes(Amendment)Bill ( c 1392/11.11.65) 
Shri R.K. Malaviya(Deputy Minister of Labour and Employment)^, 
in his introductory speech pointed out that the proposed amendment 
was based on the recommendations of the Standing Labour Commission 
The object was to bring under the jurisdiction of central sphere 
the disputes concerning the IAC and Air Jjidia Corporation. The 
state Qovernmants would be relieved of the responsibility of 
handling the labour disputes in those corporations. He explained 
various provisions of the Bill. 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXX?(2);17.11.6if;cc 206-12. 
2. Ibid., Vol. XL?II(6)j11.11.65j cc 1392-9^. 
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Shrl Inder.Ut Gut)ta(CPI) characterised the measure as a 'mixed 
Bill*.He said,"It contains both good and bad in it rather 
more bad than good, I am afraid". He regarded it a piece-meal 
measure. He criticised various provisions and demanded the Minister 
to bring a comprehensive Bill. 
Shri Hanga(sv. "generally in agreement with this Bill"» He 
considered it a beneficial measure for the industrial workers who 
were not organized so far. 
Shri Limaye(SSP)^ was of the view that the measure was piecemeal 
and would not solve all the problems of the workers. He criticised 
various provisions of the Bill and demanded a comprehensive 
amendment in the Industriil Disputes Act. 
Shri Prlya Gupta(SSF)^3aid the Bill provided latitude to the , 
Capitalists. He criticised various provisions of the Bill. He 
also raised the question of the casual workers. 
Shri Kachhavaiya(JS)^supported the Bill and said that the provision 
to allow any worker to individually tal^ e his case to the court was 
a great improvement. 
Shri WariQr(GPI)^ was of the view that the Bill did not reflect 
the condition thfet obtained In the country. He referred to various 
categories of workers and said that in certain factories not a 
single workers had been designated as permanent. He raised the 
question of casual workers and demanded a comprehensive measmue to 
bd brought. 
1. Ibid., cc 1395-1^03. a. Ibid., cc 1lf08-lM0 
3. Ibid., cc lMl-1^l6(Hindi) Ibid., cc 1^ +21-29, 
5. Ibid., cc II+36-M (Hindi) 6. Ibid., cc 
Shrl Kakkar(Sw»expressed his surprise that a Governent 
committed to socialism always brought amendments to the Industriaj 
Sisputes Act which were heneiPiclal to the industrailists. 
p 
Shri R«K« Malaviya, in his reply to the deb<3kte, pointed out that 
the measure was duly considered by the Indian Labour Conference 
which consists of the IKTUG, the AITUC, the Hind Mazdoor Sabha and 
the United Trade Union Congress. He rejected all suggestions 
unless they were accepted by the Indian Labour Conference. He 
pointed out that Shri Indirjit Gupta was a member of the Conference 
and he could Initiate his points there. He agreed with his 
criticis that there had been very many amendments in the Labour 
Legislation but they were all very necessary. 
The motion was-adopted C c 1.11.65). 
During the second reading of the Bill Shri Warior(CPI) and 
Shri Priya Gupta(SS>) moved their amendments which were rejected 
and the Bill was passed ( c 1^70/11.11.65). 
The two Sills dealing with the labour legislation were primarily 
concerned with the Government policy on the subject. The opposition 
parties and especially the leftists did not show any ideological 
differences with the Bills. They suggested certain minor changes 
and procedural alterations. It is also important to note that 
during the second debate on such an important problem the quorum 
was challegned by Shri Kachhavaiya(JS) as many as thirteen times. 
The ODntribution of the opposition parties to the debate was not 
impressive. 
1. Ibid., cc (Hindi). 
2. Ibid., cc 1^ +55-63. 
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3. Bidl And Ctgar MorkersCConditions of EmployMent)Bill 
( c 167/1.11.66) 
(as passed by the Rajya Sabha) 
Shrl Shahnawaz Khan(Deputy Minister of Labour,Employment and 
Rehabilitation)^ pointed out that unlike other establishments 
thera was no comprehensive law for regulating the conditions of 
workers in the bidi and cigar ifidustry. The be©di Karkhanas were 
some times registered under factory laws. But the emplgiyers 
circumvented the laws in many "vws. Some state Governments 
had adopted certain measures but that did not benefit a large 
number of workers. Sh^tKhan briefly described the various problems 
of tho industry and said that the Bill was intended to regulate 
those problems. 
Shrl P.K.Deo(Sv.welcomed the Bill but said that the operation 
of the Bill was confined to industrial premises whereas the 
process begins from the time the beedi leaves are collected and the 
labourers are exploited by the monopolists. He, therefore,demanded 
the extension of the Bill outside the Industrial premises also. 
Shrl Warlor(GPI)^ welcomed the Bill and explained some of the 
problem of workers in the intdustry. He wanted that the State 
Governments should not be allowed to malte rules and implement 
the leglslfetion. 
Shrl KachhavaivaCJS)^speaking in favour of the Bill highlighted 
the problems of the Beedi industry. He referred to excise duty 
on beedi workers and demanded that instead of workers the 
1. Ibid.,Vol.XL(1);1.11.66;cc 167-72 2. Ibid.,cc 17lf-76. 
3. Ibiu., cc 180-8^. Ibid., cc 189-96(Hindi). 
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industrialists should be taxed. He also demanded denationalisation 
of beedi leaves. 
1 
Shri Yadav(SSP) speaking in support of the Bill referred to health 
hazards to the workers in the industry. He -^ranted certain measures 
to be provided in the Bill to check it. Ho also suggested that 
research should be made about the beedi leaves. 
$hri Shahnawa.g.,Khan« in his reply to the debate, made it clear 
that the Bill will be implemented by the State Governments and 
thftir it could not be extended beyond the industrial premises. 
The motion was adopted ( c 225/1.11.66) 
During the clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill, the 
CPI moved certain amendeents which were defeated and the Bill 
was passed ( c 2??/1.1U66h 
The significance of the Bill consists in the fact of that 
it was introduced in fulfilment of an assurance given by the 
Government in response to a Bill of Shri Gopalan(cPI) on the 
subject. The Bill was ultimately withdra\«i hy Shri GopalanCcPI) 
p 
on the basis of this assurance. . The opposition parties had 
unanimously supported Shri Gopalan's Bill as they did when it 
was introduced by the Government. Their only objection was that 
the scope of the Bill was not as wide as they would have liked. 
Hoitrever, the Bill showed that the opposition parties could 
influence the action and policy of the Government and that the 
Government on its part,- cou3.d not always ignore the opposition. 
1. Ibid., cc 203-07. 
2. Ibid.,?ol. IX(8);16.11.6ifj ® 2120, 
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The other measures under the Ministry were as follows« 
1. Working Journalists (Amendment)Bill ( c 6795/7.9.62) 
2. Employees Provident Funds(Amendment)Bill(c 3781/28.11.62). 
3. Wortoen's Cougpensatl013(^ jBendment)Bill( c 3918/19.11.62) 
if. Multi-Unit Cooperative Societies (Amendment) Bill 
(c 3991/30.11.62). 
Working Journalists(iiiQendfrient)Bill5l962( c ^ 4-80/5.12.6^) 
6. Personal Injuries(JBtoergency Provisions)Bill(e 12.62). 
7 . Iron Ore Mines Labour Welfare Cess(Amendment)Bill 
( c 726/16.8.63). 
8. personal Injuries(Condensation Insurance)Bill 
( c 3158/28.8.63). 
9. Industrial Employment (standing Orders) Amendment Bill 
( c 1 1 8 6 / 2 2 . 1 1 . 6 3 ) . 
10. Vidian Trade Unions (Amendment) Bill ( c 3255/3.12.6^). 
11. Payment of Bonus Bill ( c W-009/6.9.65). 
12. Coal Mines Labour Welfare Fund Bill( c 1^ 4-08/29.7.66). 
The Bills adopted under various other ministries were as 
follows. The opposition parties did raise objections and criticised 
these measures but there was no sharp controversy over them. 
1. Ministry of Works. Housing and Housing: 
1. The Public Premises(Eviction of unauthorised occupation) 
Amendment Bill, I963 ( c 3^57/29.8.63). 
2. Slum Areas(Iraprovemat and clearance)Amendment Bill 
(c 9 5 2 / 2 1 . 1 1 . 6 3 ) . 
3. Requisitioning and Acqulsitioiiing of Immoveable Property 
(Amendment)B111 ( c 1750/27.11.63). 
Ministry of Planning: 
1. Companies (Amendment) Bill ( c 2779/21.9.6^-). 
2. Minlsal Oils(Addiontla Duties of Excise and cutoms) 
Amendment Bill ( c 30aV2,12.6lf). 
3. Lifd Insurance Corporation(Amendment)Bill(c 5735/15.9.65). 
k. Taxation Laws(Amendment and Miscellaneous Provisions) 
Bill ( 1615/12.11,65). 
- -
3* MlnlstCT of Community Development. Panchayatl Ra.1 and 
Cooperation. 
1. Mational Cooperative Development Corporation Bill 
( c llf6/6.8.62), 
2. 
kt Ministry of Defence: 
1. Indian works of Defence (Amendment)Bill ( c 6738/21.9.65). 
2. Armed Forces(Special Powers)Amendment Bill ( c 6751/21.3.66) 
Ministry of Railways; 
n Indian Hallways (Amendment)Bill <c lM-363/5.5.6lf). 
2. Railways(Employment of Members of Armed Forces)Bill 
(c 937/8.11.65). 
6. Ministry of Steel. Mines and Fuels 
1. Petrolixjffi Pipelines (Acquisition of Rights of user in 
land)Bill (c 2276/19.11.62). 
2. Metal Corporation of InliatAci^ uisiTiion of Undertaking)Bill 
(c 3113/22.11.65). 
7» Ministry of Scientific Research and Cultural Affairs: 
1. Institute of Technology(Amendment)Bill ( c 220/13*8.63). 
2. Durgah Khwaja Saheb(Amendment)Bill ( c lMf08/5.5.6^). 
3» The Wakf (Amendment)Bill ( c 1^+5^5/6.5.6^). 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting: 
1. Press Council Bill ( c 1+398/29.9.6>+) 
2. Press Council Bill ( c 7202/23.9.65). 
9* Ministry of Irrigation and Power: 
1. Electricity (Supply) Amendment Bill ( c 20^ 4-1/16.11.62). 
2. Electricity(Supplu) Amendment Bill ( c 801/27.7.66). 
It is clear from an analysis of parliamentary debates on 
"Government bills' that the opposition parties made useful 
contribution to the process of law-making. They criticised knd 
- -
warned the Government whenever they found its policies contrary 
or harmful to national interest. However, the criterian of such 
/ 
judgement differed from.party to party according to their own 
ideologies and policies. Their support to Government was also 
determined by the same consideration. It is obvious under the 
oireumstances that certain opposition parties opposed a msasura 
while the others fully supported the same* In the absence of a 
uniform and consistent "opposition* the Government policies, were 
•not at all influenced except that certain amendmentSf^ here and 
there in a few bills were effected by tha Government. The only 
positive impact of opposition parties was that certain aspects 
of'various bills were highlighted; popular interest or grievances 
were placed before the Government| a liaison was established 
between the Government and the people; and, finally, the 
Government was prevented from making hasty suid ill-digested 
legislati »n. An over-all impact of the presence of opposition 
parties in the House was that the ruling party could not afford 
to be complacemt and arbitrary. 
II 
In the working of parliamentary system of Governmenti it is 
inevitable that the major part of the time of legislature is 
talcen by 'Governement Business', The remaining time, generally, 
a day In a week,^ is left for the 'Private Members' Business' 
1 . In the Lok Sabha it is eviry Friday or any other day fixed by 
the SppakerCsee Rule 26), 
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and this small portion of time is shared by the •Private Members' 
in the ruling party, the opposition party or parties and the 
•independents't if any. In the case of the Indian parliament 
where there are several big and small opposition parties and 
quite a few • influential' independents,the proportion of the 
time of 'private Meaibers' Msiness' to each one of them is 
naturally very small. Moreover, the resources of the opposition 
parties in Jiidia are far too meagre to enable, them to formulate 
«nd presnt legislative measures, which apart from tedh-nical 
experience, re<|,ulre a host of data and evidence. Another 
diff-iculty is that because of shortage of time a measure notifiec^ 
by an opposition member takes a very long time before it is taken 
foi^fonaal introducti^ se in House,- -fte-aieasure^ in the 
mesui time, may lose its importance. Xet another difficulty with them 
is that if they succeed in getting a measure placed in the List 
of Business and fortunately get an opportunity to formally introduce 
it, they are not in a position to ensure tha^ quorum in the House 
2 
when the me-isure is moved. Finally, the fate of a bill by a 
Private Member, especially of an opposition party is a foregone 
conclusion. It is some times withdrawn after an assurance by 
the Government but more often than not it is defeated. The 
purpose of opposition parties in presenting a bill is not, 
therefore, it a success but to highlight a particular issue of 
public interest and to draw attention of the Government and the 
1. A bill notified by Shri Trivedi(JS) on 22.5.62 cam© before the 
House on if.11.66. 
2. A Bill moved by Shri Kamath(PSP) on 13.3.6V could not be 
discussed for lack of quorum. 
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people to it. Because of such handicaps and strains, the 
opposition parties deserve credit for initiating legislative 
measure on subjects which they considered so important. 
The opposition parties moved sixteen bills in all in the 
Third Lok Sabha. Of these, seven were moved by the PSP, five by 
bhe SSP, three by the GPI and one by Jan Sangh. The Swatantra 
Party did not move any bill. 
I - The PSP moved the folloving bills?-
>ndment)Blll (Ame 1. Consitution(Amendment)B111^ ndment of Article 168) 
1 
Shri H.V. Kamath(PSP) in his introductory speech, said that the 
Bill "seeks to so amend the consitfetion that future amendments 
to the Constitution will be possible only when they are necessary 
in the national interest, and not for partisan ends'*. He 
expi'essed apprehensiom that the ruling party with its great 
majority may amend the Constitution in future to subserve its 
own end. The Bill is not "to end amendments but to make them 
difficult in future". 
Shri P.K. Deo(Sw.)^supported the Bill but he noted that Shri 
Kamath, as a member of the Constituent assembly, was anxious to 
have a flexible constitution. He said that so far the coni3titution 
had been amended for two reasons: (1) to circumvent the adverse 
decisions of the judiciary or (2) to give practical shape to 
certain whims and fancies of the Executive. He pointed out that 
Shri Kamath had not opposed even one of the 16 araendements adopted 
so far. He referred to first and fourth amendments wli3.ch "have 
1. Ibid., Vol. XIX(3); 16.8.63? cc 755-60. 
2. Ibid., cc 760-63. 
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completely changed the very concept of fi^ d^amental rights.." 
The first axaendemtn was adopted within fifteen months of the 
Constitution with the ^^ brute majority of the party in power". He 
wanted the Constitution to be more rigid. 
Shri Sar.1 oo Pandey(CPI) ^  opposed the Bill and said that with the 
progress of our national aspiration the amendment of the 
Consititution will become necessary. 
Shrl Bade(JS)^ speaking in favour of fhe Bill pointed out that 
the ruling party had made a mockery of the Constitution. It 
frequently amends the Constitution and claims that it is a sacred 
document. He said that so long as the opposition is not strong, 
any amendment to the constitution should be placed before the 
electorate for referandum. 
Shri A.K.Sen^^in his reply to the debate, said that^ lie failed to 
uridelrstand the purpose of the Bill. He said that in the constituent 
Assembly Shri ICamath had favoured a flexible consitution and now 
he is pleading for a rigid one. He was not convinced with the 
arguments of Shri Kamath or his supporters. The process of 
developmc^ nt would be impossible without amending the Constitution. 
L 
Shri H.y.Kamath(PSP) replied to various points raised during the 
debate and further explained his own point of view. 
The House was divided when the Bill was put to vote. It 
was negatived by 87 Noes to Ayes( c 3705/30.8.63). 
1, Ibid., cc 763-65(Hindl) 2. Ibid., cc 783-88(Hindi). 
3. Ibid,, Vol. XX(1^);30.8.63; Ibid., cc 3696-370^. 
cc 3691-96. 
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2. Disclosure of Asnets of Ministers Bill ( Q ^ 992/20*12«6^) 
Shri KaiBath(PSP)'^  in his introductory speech, pointed out that 
the Prime Minister himself had admitted the prevelance of 
corruption in the country and that certain rules and regulations 
were framed to fi^t it out of administration. He thought the 
same should apply to the Ministers also. He explained that the 
Congress Ministers had aaassed wealth and assets. He said this 
had become endemic in body politic. He pointed out that the 
Prime Minister also wanted the Congress Ministers to declare 
their assets but excepting his ovm self none others had come 
forward. He referred to ceri-.ain cases that appeared in papers 
In respect of certain Ministers. 
Shri H.KI. MuKer.1ee(CPl)^  supported the Bill, He said the 
intention of the opposition was not to attack the Goverament for 
attack's sake, "But when things go wrong, and they go wrong 
in the wroughest fashion from time to time, some thing surely 
has got to be done about it". He said whichever way the Ministers 
go, the people and the administration follow their example. He 
said, "We have to have some such organization as Ombudsman". 
3 
Shri P.K.DeoCSw.) supported the Bill. He said that it was necessary 
to create healthy precedents and conventions and to set examples 
of personal standards of behaviour for posterity. He cited the 
example of the Chief Minister of (Jrissa, Bi^u Patnaik who had 
araossed large wealth in a short period. He demanded that the 
Vigilance Commissioner should be independent of the Executive. 
1. Ibid., 7ol.XXIV(25);20.12.63; cc 5992-6007. 
2. Ibid., cc 6007-15 
3. Ibid., Vol.XXV(5);1if,2,6lf; cc 890-95. 
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Shri 3ar.lQQ Pandey(CPI)''supported the Bill. Ho rofGrred to the 
situation In Punjab and to cases against certain other ministers, 
ghrl BerwaCJSj^supported the Bill» He referred to the judgment 
of the Supreme Court against the Punjab Chief Minister, K'airon. 
Shri Kishen Pattnayak(Soc* supported the Bill, Ee said it will 
raise the prestige of India and will go a long way in checking 
corruption. He asked for a clarification in the Bill regarding 
the definitions of 'property* and »family• applicable to Ministers. 
Shri Kapur Singh(Sw.)^ supported the Bill. 
Shri T.T. Krishnatnaehari. in his reply to the debate^ pointed out 
that Shri Kamath had raised the matber at the time of constitution 
making and It wqs turned down. The things have not very much 
changed and, therefore, it has no« validity even now. He said 
the only thing that can prevent the ministers from misbehaving is 
to accept certain conventions that they would themselves disclose 
their assets. He said that it would not be proper to make a law 
for that purpose because that would be followed by many questions 
in the Parliament and no minister would be able to function. He 
pointed out that the ministers disclosed their assets at the party 
level. He denied that the payments of f»A* to ministers was 
very high because all such amoiant was actually paid to another 
branch of the Government^the Hallways or the Civil Aviation. He 
opposed the Bill. ' 
1. Ibid., cc 907-10(Hinai) 
3. Ibid., cc 957-31(Hindi) 
5. Ibid., cc 935-^' 
2. Ibid., cc 917-20 (Hindi). 
h. Ibid., cc 933-35. 
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After Shri Karaath concluded the debate, the motion 
was negatived on division of the House by 88 Noes to 22 Ayes 
( c 952/1^ .2.6if). 
There had been serious allegations of corruption not only 
in administration "feut also against certain Congress Ministers 
in the State. The enquiry by a Commission against the Punjab 
Chief Minister, Partap Singh Kairon had fully substentiated 
the allegations. An enquiry against the Orissa Chief Minister 
Biju Pattanayak was instituted at a later date» The Governisent 
was fully aware of the situation, Shri KamathCPSP) must be 
knowing well the fate of his Bill in spite of full support from 
all the other opposition parties. The purpose of the Bill was 
to highlight the problem and to draw attention of the Qovernmeht 
and the people. 
3. Constitution Amendment Bill ( c 0/13.3.. 
(A«ieQda§n'bf of Article and 173) 
The Bill in the name of Shri Kamath(PSP) x^ as scheduled for 
13.3.196^. But when it was taken up Shri ICapur Siph(Sw.) 
challenged the quorum ahd the Bill could not be moved. 
I 
Constitution (Amendment) Bill ( c 7982/28.3.6^) 
(Amendment to article & 17^) 
•1 
Shri H.V.Kamath(PSP) in his introductory speech, stated, 
•^f^y Bill seeks to provide an upper age limit for the lower 
Houses of legislattres at the Centre and the States and Secondly, 
to provide certain minimum educational qualifications for 
candidates to the House of legislatures.." He said the "Bill is 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXVIII(36);28.3.61+; cc 7982-92. 
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intended to discontlnuence of the growth of gerontocrafiy.which, 
in short, means Government by'old peonle. As for the educational 
qualifications he sought to exempt the SC and ST from such 
regulation. 
Shri R.S* Xadav(Soc»1 opposed the Bill. He said that to prescribe 
High'^ Secondary Standard for the candidates for ParliaaiGnt would 
mean to entitle the English educated people only and they are 
about Z% of the total population, 
Shri BadeCJS)^ opposed the Bill. He said that prescribing Higher 
Secondary standard of education will benefit about 20^ at the 
exclusion of 80^. However, he was not opposed to age limit. 
Shri Jsswant Mehta(PSP)^ said that the Bill was not an official 
stand of t4ae PS? he was opposed to itir Ha noted that the privile-ge 
of millions of uneducated people cannot be taken away like that. 
k 
Shri Karaur SlnghCSw-.) mssociated himce3.f'-"with the .Bill of J-fr. 
Ka^ nath in its entirety". 
Shri Berwa(JS)^ v/as not in favour of the Bill. He said it will 
finish democracy from thg House, 
Shri C.n.Pattabhl HamanCDeputy Minister) opposed the Bill and 
e3q)lained that there was no danger of the growth of gerontocracy. 
He quoted figures to show that the members of the Lok Sabha have 
always been the people with adequate educational qualifications 
exept in a few cases. 
1. Ibid., cc 7996-99(Hindi) 2. Ibid.,'cc SOOO^ O^ i-
3. Ibid., cc8007-09 h, IbM., cc 8013-15 
Ibid., cc 8016-17<Hindi) 6. Ibid., cc 8017-23. 
- -
After having replied to the debate Shri Kamath insisted on 
putting the Bill to vote. But there vas no quoruia and, therefore,' 
the voting was postponed for the next time. 
The motion vms defeated on division of the House by 98 Moes 
to 10 Ayes when it wns put to vote on the next day of Private 
Heaibers' BusirjessC c 10^1V10A.6V)» 
It is important to note that this Bill was not officially 
sponsored by the PSP. It was Shri Kamath's individual Bill* 
It was opposed by his own colleague Shri Jaswant Mehta as all 
other opposition parties h^ d^ also done. The Bill was bound to 
be defeated. 
Salaries and Allowances of Ministers(^endment jBill 
^ c — 
Shri KamathCSSP)"* in his introductory speech, pointed out that 
the question had arisen after the Minister of Wokrs and Housing 
had given the high figures of papaonts in respect of water and 
power supply to Ministers v;hose mamber was 53* He drew the 
analogy of a pack of caruS| plus one Joker» He asked the 
ministers, to set good examples of tightening their belts and o^a/ 
sacrifice. He referred to salaries and various other benefits 
which the Ministers enjoyed. He said that the Cabinet Ministers 
were also entitled to draw ^  a sumptuary allowance of Rs.^OO/-
per-month". He compared all these figures with other democratic 
countries. 
p 
Shri MahidaCSw.supported the Bill. He asked for removal of 
disparity between the Ministers and other MPs. 
1. Ibid., Vol.XXOTI(25); 18.12.6if;cc ^ QOB-lh and Vol. XXXVIII(3), 
19.2.65; cc 532-39. 
2. Ibid., cc 539-M. 
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Shrl Sar.1oo PandeyCCPI)^ supported the Bill. He demanded reduction 
in the salaries of not only Ministers, but also MFs,MLAs and even 
Government officials. He also asked for abolition of Rajya Sabha. 
Shr1 Kachhavaiya(JS) supported the Bill. He also criticised 
high salaries to G-oirernment Officials and v-jrious other benefits 
to them. 
Shrl Yashpal Slng;h(SSP)^  supported the Bill and asked for removal 
of disparity between the salaries of Ministers and MPs and for 
^thdrawal of v?irlous benefits to Ministers, if 
Shrl Hathit in his reply to the debate, contradicted the a impress-
ion that the Ministers were leading a life of luxury. He explained 
.that the salary of J'lPS and their allowance amoiant to Rs.950/-
while a Minister gets Rs. 1,000A for all th'^ t he does. But Shri 
Kamath interrupted him to say that the benefits amounted to & water 
RRAjOOO/- Shri Hathi stated that electric/charges are limited 
to Rs.200/-. He Justified the benefits to the Ministers. 
Shri Kamath(SSP)^ characterised Shri Hathi's reply as one of 
"psaado rectitude and pseuUo integrity". He contradicted the 
statement of the'Minister. 
The motion was defeated on division by I06 Noes to 10 Ayes. 
(C 601/19.2.65). 
Code of Criminal Procedure(Amendment)Bill(c 
(Amefidrnent of Sections 127,128 & I29.) 
1. Ibid., cc 5^1-^5(Hlndl) 2. ITsid., cc 5^?-^8(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., c c ( H i n d i ) Ibid., cc 585-96 
5. Ibid., cc 596-600. 
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Shri Kamath(SSP) in his introductory speech, noted that the 
powers conferred upon the magistracy and the police by the 
Code of Criminal Procedure to disperse unlawful assemblies were 
frequently misused. The Bill was intended to provide sagegiiards 
against that. Shri Ka®ath claimed that the number of police 
firing during 17 years of independence was much greater than 
previous years, 
Shri Kamath could not continue his speech because there 
was no quorum and the House was adjourned. 
When the motion was taken up for discussion on 15*^.65 Shri 
Kamath reiterated his arguments. 
o 
Shri HabldaCSw.) supported the Bill and referred to certain 
cases in Gujarat. 
Shir R.S.YadaY(SSP)^ speaking in support of the Bill said that, 
"since independeyjce the value of the life of a eosi'iion man has 
come to naught.. " k 
Shri Kachbavaiya(J'S3 su.pported the Bill. He asserted that during 
communal riots firing was dircdted against Hindus to appease the 
Muslims. 
Shri Hathi. in bis reply to the debate, stated that inquiri-es 
into firings on various occasions have shown that the use of 
force was justified. iShri Hathi made it clear that the proposed 
amendment was not possible. 
After the reply of Shri Kamath the motion was negatived on 
division of the House by 106 Noes to 29 AyesC c 9595/15.^.6^). 
1. Ibid., 7ol.XLI(31);2.»f.65;cc 7560-66 & 7ol.XLI(39);15.^«65; 
c c 9 5 ^ 5 - 5 3 . 
2. Ibid., cc 9555-60 3. Ibid., cc 956l+-67(Hindi) 
K Ibid., cc 9570-73(Hindi) 5. Ibid., cc 9^82-89. 
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7* Constltutlon(Amendmept )Blll(Amen<iiaent of Articles 
75 and 16^ -) (c 91W1A.66) 
Shrl Kamath(PSP)'^  moved his amendment to the effect that the 
Chief Minister an<^he Prime Minister should be directly elected 
by the people, that is, they should belong to the popularly 
elected House# 
Shri Kamath could not continue the speech because there 
was no quoriM and the House was adjourned. 
It was pointed out by Shri Limaye(SSP) and Mukerjee(GPI) 
that no Cabinet Minister was pr/esent In the House when Shri 
Kamath(PoP) was presenting his Bill. 
2 
Shri Yashoal Singh(SSP) moved his amendment for circulation 
of the Bill far pablic-opinion, 
Shri Muker.1ee(CPI)^suppQrted the Bill and said, "Therefore,! 
feel from every point of view, from the point of view of principle, 
from the point of view of practical working, from the point of 
view of parliamentary life in our country,., we ought to accept 
the principle of the me-isure". 
k 
Shri ladav(SSP) rediculed the Government for having its head a 
person who was not elected by the people. He fully supported the 
Bill. 
Shri Yashnal Singh(SSP)^ was opposed to upper houses and character-
ised them as "White elephants". He said that in TJ.P, also a lady 
was the -Chief Minister who wis not elected. 
1. Ibid., Vol.L. 111(32);1.if.66|cc 91^ 0-1+1 & 7ol.LIII('+0):l5A.66j 
cc 11191-202. 
2. Ibid., cc 11203 3. Ibid., cc 11207-12 
h. Ibid., cc 11217-22(Hindi) 5. Ibid., cc 11253-56(Hindi) 
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Shrl DandekarCSv*)^ supported the Bill and fully agreed with the 
principle initiated in it* 
Shri LiiBaye(SSP)^  fully supported the Bill and justified its 
principles* 
Shri Bade(JS)^supported the Bill and requested Shri Kamath<PSP) 
to bring another Bill for the abolition of the Upper Houses. 
He also demanded to fix a ceiling on the number of Ministers and 
to refrain from the practice of introducing ministers from the 
backdoor. 
k 
Shri Sar,1oo Pandey(CPl) supported the Bill. In the end he said 
that whether the Minister agrees to the amendment or not, he 
should give an assurance that in future all ministers will 
belong to the Lok Sabha. 
Shri Hathi in his reply to the debate conceded that noi^a ily 
the Prime Minister should be elected to the Lok Sabha* He noted 
that the Prime Minister Smt, Gandhi was elected under peculiar 
circumstances and that after all the inajority party has a right 
to elect its own leader and the Prime Minister must command the 
confidence of the majority. He criticised Shri Bade(JS) for showing 
disrespect to the other House. Shrl Hathi said, "By and large 
the principle or the spirit of the Bill is acceptable, but it should 
not be that there should be a total ban or bar. In excepti .nal 
circumstances, for a limited period, there should be no objection 
if the Prime Minister is also from the Bajya Sabha. 
1. Ibid., 5rol.XIV(50)j29.^ *66;cc 
2. Ibid., cc lM51-55(Hindi) 3. Ibid,, cc 59-63(Hindi). 
h. Ibid., cc 1^ -181*83(Hindi) 5. Ibid, cc llfl89-95. 
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When shMi Kamath(PSP) was peaking to wind up the debate 
there was no quorum and the House was ajourned. 
The raotcon was defeated on division of the House by 96 Noes 
to 20 Ayes when put to rote the^day <c 16717/13*5*66). 
7* Constitutiori(am6iid!aent)Bill ( c U-677/12.8,66) 
^ (Amendment of Article 352). 
Shri Kamath(PSP)'' who moved the Bill said that article 352, 
dealing with proclamaticn of emergency should be amended so that 
emergency may be declared only when there is active aggression. 
This was necessary to check the executive from assuming extra -
ordinary powers. He referred to misuse of the DIH. He pointed 
out that the emergency provisions were thoroughly discussed in 
the Constituent Assembly for several days and adopted with pious 
hopes as a necessary evil. He complained that under the existing 
laws of emergency neither opposition parties could work freely 
nor elections could be regarded as free and fair. 
Br. Ranew. Sen(CPI) considered, the motion ''a very timely 
amendment to the Constitution*' which was to uphold the sovereignty 
of Parliament. He referred to deteriorating law and orde¥ 
situation and labour unrest in the states. He contended that the 
emergency powers were misused. 
Shri Mambiar(CPI)^ supported the Bill. He was of the view that 
after the emergency was declared, the House should have the power 
to review after every six months whether It approved of emergecy 
or not. 
1. Ibid., ?ol.LVIII(15);12.8.66; cc W7-80 & Vol.LIX(2^); 
26.8.66? cc 7^58-67. 
2. Ibid., cc 7^79-82 3. Ibid., ec 7W-90. 
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Shrikapug Slngbi(Sw« supported the Bill and said that it was aimed 
at upholding the sovereignty of the Parliament. 
Dr« Lohia(3SP)^ supported the Bill. He criticised article 352 
of the Constitution and condemned misuse of powers under it. 
Shii laghpal SlnghCsSP)^ said that there was no need of containing 
emergency nor did the Government show any sense of emergency. 
k 
Shri V.C.ShuklaCMinister of State) in his reply to the debate 
pointed out that proclamation of emergency under article 356 relates 
to matters of transitory nature while article 352 related to 
external aggression or war which could be of indefinite duration 
He also pointed out that the existence of Emergency was not 
conditioned by the fact whether the powers w^ ere misused or not 
but it was determined by the consideration of national security. 
Shri Kamath (PSP) expressed his dissatisfaction over 
the arguments of the Minister. 
The motion was defeated on division of the House by %2 Noes 
to 22 Ayes ( c 7523/26.8.66). 
Shir Kamath was the lone member of bis party, PSP, who 
moved slx..bills with consent of the party and one at his own. 
Of these", five bills were directed at amending the Constitution. 
The other two highlighted the problem of corruption at ministerial 
level. Six of these bills were discussed andjvotsd down while 
the seventh one could not even he moved for lack of quorum. 
1. Ibid., cc 7U-90-92 2. Ibid., cc 7^92-98(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 7503-07 (Hindi), h. Ibid., cc 7512-17. 
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It is also important to note that one of the bills got 3^ + Ayes 
for it» two were supported by 22 Ayes, one by 20 Ayes and two 
by 10 Ayes each. lnJhatever the fate of these bills, their 
importance lies in the fact that they raised and highlighted 
certain problems of nationalj-importance. 
II - The SSP moved the following five bills: 
1. Code of Criminal Procedure(Amendment)Bill 
(Qfflisslron of Section 1Q9)by Dr, Lohia 
(c 2796/^.3.6f) 
i 
Shri R«S,Yadav(SSP) in his introductory speech pointed out that 
section 109 which was supposed to be a preventive law was used 
to harass the poor people. He said that large number of people 
were unemployed and this law was used to challan such people 
and 30 to 50 thousand people were always kept in jail under this 
law. The schedi^ led castes and Harijans were the main targets of 
this law. 2 
Shri Berwa(JS) moved that the Bill he circulated for eliciting 
public opinion, 
Shri U.M. Tratvedi(JS)^supported the Bill, 
Shri Sar.ioo Pandey(CPI)^supported the Bill, 
Shri Berwa(JS)^supported the Bill. 
Shri Hathi^tin his reply to the debnte refuted the allegation 
of the mover that the law (section 109) was used merely to arrest 
the unemployed persons or that the police misused this law in 
a high-handed manner. 
1. Ibid., ?O1,XXXIX(13);5.3.65JCC 2796-2806(Hindi)(Dr.Lohia had 
authorised Shri Yadav). 
2. Ibid., cc 2806 3. Ibid. ,cc 2806-08 if.ljid, ,cc-2868-10(H) 
5.1bid,,cc 2815-17(Hindi) 6, Ibid.,cc 2835-^3. 
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After the reply of Shri Yadav the motion ^ nd the substitute 
motion were negatived. 
Gpnstitut ion (Amendment) Bill ( c 28U-7/5.3»65) 
""" (Amendment of Article 75) 
Shri Yashpal Singh(SSP)^ moved that the Constitution be amended to 
provide that the senior most metnber of the Cabinet should 
automatically becoriie the Prime Minister in case of death of 
Prime Minister and final decision may be taken after reasonable 
time* 
rj 
Shri Mahida(Sw.) supported the Bill, 
3hri Pattanayak(sSP)^supported the Bill, 
k 
Shri Hathi* in his reply to debate, opposed the Bill and 
Said that it was not necessary. He also pointed out that the 
President was constitutionally empowered to appoint a ^ 'rime 
Minister and to dissolve the Parliament, The proposed Bill 
would curtail one of the two poers. He referred to practical 
difficulties also. 
After a brief reply Shri Yashjial Singh withdrew the Bill 
( c ^ 911/19.3.65). 
3. Motor Vehicles (Amendment)Bill(c 182A.9.65). 
(Amendment of section 
nhri Yashpal Singh(»3SP)^ moved to provide for use of Number plates 
on motor vehicles in Hindi and other regional languages. 
1 . Ibid., 7ol,XXXIX(F3);5.3.65;GC 51 (Hindi) 
2. Ibid.,Vol. XL(t1);19,3.65;cc ^893-9^. 
3. Ibid., cc if89^95(Hindi) 
Ibid., cc if898-^ 907. 
5. Ibid., 7ol.XLV(1^);3,9.65j cc 3821-23(Hindi). 
- -
Shrl Mahida(Sw«had no objection to use of Hindi but he 
apprehended great confusion because of use of regional languages* 
He said, "The idea behind this Bill is to bring forward Hindi". 
He, therefore, suggested use of Hindi In addition to English, 
2 
Shri Kachhavj^ ayaCcTS) supported the Bill. He demanded also to 
change the road signs and mile stones to Eindi. 
Shri BadeCJS)^supported the Bill. 
Shri Kakkar(Sv.)^ supported the Bill. 5 
Shri Ra.1 Bahadur, in his reply to the motion, said that if all 
the regional langugges were allowed to be used on number plates 
the motor vehicles would have to carry black boards. He high-
lighted the need of uniformity of number plates throughout the 
country. 
The motion was negativdd on division of the House by Noes 
to 9 Ayes ( c 3853/3.9.65). 
GonstltutionCAmendfflent) Bill ( c 3998A.3.66) 
^^mendment of articles 22.22 and Ommission of 
article 
6 
Shri Madhu Llmaye(SSP> introducing the Bill referred to the 
general demand for revocation of emergency to which the Qovernment 
fead not conceded. The three articles which h^ wanted to be amended 
or emitted concerned the provisions about emergency and suspension 
of Fundamental Rights. The main object was that under normal 
circumstances no one should be detained without giving him an 
opportunity to defend himself. He referred to misuse of the DIR. 
1 . Ibid., ¥ 0 1 . X L V ( 1 ^ ) ; 3 . 9 . 6 5 ? C C 3821-23(Hindi) 
2. Ibid., cc 3826-27 3. Ibld.,cc 3836-38(Hindi) 
Ibid., cc3838-^0(Hindl) 5. Ibid., cc 38»fO-l+1 (Hindi) 
6. Ibid,, irol.IJ(1if);^ ..3.66}. cc 3998-^009(Hindi). 
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Se said th-'.t during the emergency article}I9 vhich concern-
ed, the freedom of speech and expression had no meaning. He 
pointed that they were frequently flouted under the DIR« 
Shrl Hanga(Sw«)'^ faa<l sympathy with Bill. He said that the Bill 
was not a radical one because it did not deprive the Government 
of its power of detention and declaring emergency. It merely 
sought to place some restrictions on the exercise of the power 
of detentions under the DIH. 
2 
Sen(GPI) supported the Bill and referred to application of 
the DIH against, the left cormnunists in Kerala at the time of 
elections. 
SSri KachhavaiyaCJ^ S)^  supported the Bill. He said that there 
were several laws other than the DIR if such powers were at all 
needed against anti-national elemenos. He alleged that the DIR 
was used against political opponants. 
Shri Nanda^, in his reply to the debate said that Shri^linaye(SSP)C^ 
RangaCsw.) did not deal actually with the provisions of the Bill 
but the general subject of emergency and fundanrantal rights of 
citizens. He said that fundamental rights were there but certain 
extraordinary situations had also to be taken into consideration. 
Ha pointed out that the Government had already decided not to 
continue emergency any longer than it was necessary. 
ghri Hathi argued that the whole matter concerning the fundamental 
rights and the emergency had to be viewed from the point of view of 
1. Ibid,, cc 2. Ibid., cc ^4-020-23 
3. Ibid., cc ^ 03^-36(Hindi) k. Ibid., M)37-38 
5. Ibid., Vol* LII(23)j18.3.661 cc 6576-82. 
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the provisions in the Constitution and that any misuse cf powers 
given by the Constitution could always be looked into. He explained 
that the Constitutional provision reg(xrding suspension of funda-
mental rights was sound and based upon certain principles. 
Shri Madhu Limaye(SSj')Hn his" rejoinder reiterated!^  his point 
of view and opposed the arguments of the Hl.nisters. 
The motion was negatived on division of the House by 
63 Noes to 15 Ayes ( c 6589/18,3.66). 
5. Prohibition of Manufacture and Import of Eydrogenated 
g^getable Oils Mil ( . 
2 
Shri Yashpal Singh(SSP) aaid that anyone who consumes vanaspati 
cannot maintain the Indian character of sexual parity(Bramachari 
or celibacy). He spoke about the injurious effects of v^spati. 
He demanded to provide for severe penalty against manufacture 
and use of vanaspati. He said that it had weakened the nation. 
Shari Kakkar(Sw. )^said that Dalda was used for adultratiopi of pure 
ghee. He demanded provision for colouring of vanaspati. 
Shri Shinde(Deputy Minister) informed Shri tashpal Singh(SSP) 
that Vanaspati was not imported. He also pointed out that Vanaspati 
was being consumed all over the world and that it was not injurious 
to health. He opposed the Bill. 
After a brief rejoinder by Shri Yashpal Singh the Bill was 
negatived on division of the House by 33 Noes and 10 Ayes 
( C 7 1 2 7 / 2 . 1 2 . 6 6 ) . 
1. Ibid., cc 6582-87(Hindi). 
2. Ibid.,Vol. LXI(13);18.11.66;CC ^H91-^209(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc ^ 219-23. 
h. Ibid., Vol.LXII(22);2.l2.66jcc 7117-23. 
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Of the five bills moved by the members of the SSP, three 
were moved by Shri Yashpal Singh who had the distinction of 
changing his position in the House twice in two years. He was 
elected as an 'independent' and Joined the Swatantra Party for a 
brief period in 1963-6*4- and ultimately changed over to the SSP. 
With the exception of two consltmtional amendment bills, the 
SSP sponsored bills related to not-very-important matters such 
as ban on hydrogenated vegetable oils. One of the bills was 
withdrawn while the others were rejected out right. One of them 
got 15 Ayes for it, another one got 10 and a third one got 9. 
The fourth one was rejected by voice vote. The whole affalrjfe seems 
to have been an exercise in futility. The precious small 
time at the disposal of the party w^s not utilised fruitfully. 
Ill - The GPI Sponsored the following three bills; 
Beedi and Cigar Labour BilK c 2095/16.11.62). 
Shri A.K. Gopalan(CPI)'^  Introduced the Bill "to provide for the 
regulation of employment and work in the factories manufacturing 
Beedi and Cigar.." He pointed out th^ it the Beedi and Cigar 
industries were the worst sweated; the wages were low; employmost 
was insecare; incidents of T.B. were high and many other 
difficulties were faced by the workers. He said that sone states 
had already made some legislat"?on in this respect while others 
had yet to follow suit. "The passing of an all India legislation 
will prevent this mal-practice". He explained various clauses 
of the Bill. 
1. Ibid., Vol.IX(8); 16.11.62; cc 2095-2100. 
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Shrl Mahlda(Sv, agreed with the suggestion on 'humanitarian 
gr-ounds'* He whole-heartedly supported the provision th&t 
women should not be allowed to do any outdoor work In those 
factories. He supported the motion. 
Shrl Bade(JS)^fully supported the Bill. He said that the capitallsti 
in Beedi industry earned in two ways: by paying low wages and by 
charging more profits. He wanted the provision of minimum wages 
also to be included in the Bill. 
Shrl Umanath(CPI)^ noted that wherever state legislation about 
Beedi industry was enforced the industrialists d rcumventeilt by 
olfftaining a L-2 Lincence which barred the state legislation 
from covering it. 
Shrl Hathi.(Minister of Labour) declared that the Government had 
full sympathy 'With the Beedi workers and their conditions ought 
to be improved. He explained various measures adopted in 
that connection. 
In view of the assurances gi\en by the Minister the Bill was 
withdrawn by Shrl Gopalan ( c 2120/16.11.62). 
The bill was intended to highlight a very important labour 
problem, the seriousness of which could not be denied even by 
the Government. It was jf well within the purview of the 
declared policy of the Government and Shrl Gopalan reminded it 
of the commitment. Whether the Government was contemplating to 
1. Ibid., cc 2101-2l02(Hindl). 2. Ibid., c 2102. 
3. Ibid., cc 2109-10. Ibid., cc 2111-211^. 
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legislate on the subject or not, the fact is th it it announced 
deep sympathy with the beedi-cigar workers after Shri Gopalan 
had introduced his bill. The impact of the Bill over the policy 
cannot be minimised. The Government Bill on the sub;ject was 
passed four years on 1.11,66, 
fiisurance (Amendment)Bill ( c 1Q78Vl9.^.63) 
(AHiendment of sections 31A & k-OC of the 
Insurance Act* 1938. 
? 
Shri Inder.iit Gupta(CPI) in his introductory speech said, 
object in moving this Bill is really three fold. It seeks to 
remove the lacuna in the Act; it also seeks to remove a social 
injustice which has been done through this act to the salaried 
employees of the general insurance companies and it also seeks to 
remove a legal disability under which they are suffering as a 
result of this Act, that ia,regarding their right as workmen to 
raise a .. dispute before an industri^ l^ tribunal.." 
He gave the background of the 4ct and cited examples to 
jusiify the necessity of the proposed amendments. He tried to 
establish that the employees of the geneasal insurance were workmen 
within the meaning of the Industrial Disputes Act of 19^ +7. 
Shri Warior(GPI)^ speaking in support of the Bill said thfet a 
similar situation had arisen in the banking industry in 19^6. 
The workers of the banking industry at th^t time were also denied 
the settlement of the bonus question on some legal ground. The 
employees exerted some pressure and ultimately the bonus was 
paid and lacuna in the Act was removed. 
1. Supra p. 2. Ibid. ,Vol.XVII(i4-6);19.4.63; 
cc 1078i+-93. 
3. Ibid., cc 1 0 7 9 6 - 9 9 . 
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Shrl Bhagat^ re.1ected the plea of Shri Gupta(GPI) and In the 
end the bill was withdrawn ( c 13702/3»5.63). 
The Bill was not supported by the ruling party nor by the 
other opposition parties and its fate xv^as obvious. It was, 
therefore, withdrawn before being voted down. 
3» Protection of Circus Etaployees BilKc IO^M-3/10.^.6^) 
Shri MambiarCCPX)^ introduced the Bill "to protect the Circus 
employees by bringing them under the operation^ of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, 19^ -7 and the Workmen's Compensation Act,1923|QtG.." 
•The purpose of the Bill", he said, "is to bring thera(clraus 
employees) under the scope of these labour laws..." He said that 
industrial courts or labour courts hadifinot acted to give these 
employees any benefit out of these Acts. He referred to various 
sections of the labour laws and impressed upon the House that 
ttee the circus employees should be covered by them. He pointed 
out that circus artistes #©P had to work for about eight hours 
for shows and exercise for the purposes of their employment. 
He also pointed out that no compensation Was being paid in cases 
of accidents and that generally the Orphens were employed in 
circus so that no claims could be made. 
Shrl R.K. Malaviya(Deputy Labour Minister),^ in his reply to 
the debate, said that the circus employees were as well protected 
as the employees in any other industry. He explained from varioxis 
provisions of the existing labour legislations that absolute 
protection was available to the circus employees and that v<^ rious 
1 . Ibid., Vol. X ? I I I ( 5 8 ) ; 3 . 5 . 6 3 ; C C 1 3 6 9 ^ - 9 9 . 
2. Ibid.,Vol. XXIX(l+7);10.^ .6i+;cc 10Mf3-56. 
3. Ibid.,vol. x x x ( 5 7 ) c c 1258O-91. 
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clauses of tho proposed Bill mre covered by those logisl^t!ons# 
Shrt ?jaQbigr.(OPI)^  expresosd folsi satisfaction over tho reply 
of the Minister but pressed the Bill for voice vote. 
The Bill WHS negatived ( c 
The thpe© bills moved by th© G?I related to labour laws 
and ona of them was ho important that the Government Itself 
offered to a'lke a law on the subject. Another important point 
about the CPI sponsored motiona was thnt two were withdrawn after 
an ossuranae by the Govenrsanont while the third one m,s negatived 
by voice larote when the mover Insisted on it. He way, in facti 
satisfied with the reply of the Minister. The contribution 
of the CPI was, therefor®, ramrkable. It succeeded in achieving 
certain positive results. 
IV • The Jan Sangh Soonaored the following aeasuree 
1. Conatitutlon (Amendment)Bill ( c ipQA.1t.66) 
(Aiaendgieat of Hlght Schedule) 
2 
Shri Trivedi(JS) in his opening speech said thut the notice 
for the Bill was tiiven on 22.5«62 and it is afser 5K>re than 
four yenrs that it has come for discussion. 
The aain object of the Bill was to Include Sindhi language 
in the eight schedule, 
Shri Mnker.jee (CPI) ^  fully supported theBlll. 
nhri Limaye fully supported the Bill and critlotsed 
th^pollcy of bracketing sindhi with English in School syllabi. 
I.Ibid., CO 12591-9^. 2 . I b i d . , V o l . 1 . 6 6 5 0 0 1300-.0^ ># 
3 . Ibid., cc 1 3 0 5 « 0 7 . h. Ibid., c 1317-20(Hindi) 
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Shrl Hlmmatslnhi(S^ ^^ , ^ ^ fully supported the Bill. 
2 
3hrl V.G,Shukla(Deputy Home Minister) gave assurance that the 
Government was sympathetic to the demand and that adequate 
encouragement was given to Sindhi and that the Government soon 
bring a Bill for its inclusion in the eight schedule. 
After such an explicit assurance the bill was withdrawn 
( c 1323A. 11.66). 
The Jan Sangh sponsored measure had a political significance. 
It is believed that the party is generally supported,apart from 
others, by the DFs from Pakistan and the Sindhis Censtitute a 
sizeable group among them. The Jan Sangh seams to have hurried 
to take advantage and win over that group by showing its 
sympathy with Sindhi language.^ 
The efficacy of opposition parties in the process of law 
making is to be judged not by their ability to introduce bills 
or defeat Government measures but by their participation in 
debates on official bills. Their value as an integral part of 
the parliamentary system lies in intelligence and weight of their 
arguments during the debate and not in mere expression of resentmen" 
and anger. They enjoy equal sharo in law making and they must 
be equally responsible for any law, good or bad, thfet is passed 
by the Legislature. 
The opposition parties in the Lok Sabha, though numerically 
weak and politically disunited, served as a bull-work against 
any 'erosion of democracyTheir participation in the debates 
1. Ibid., cc 1313. 2. Ibid.,cc 13a!2~23 
3. Sindhi Language was included in the Sight Schedule in Aug.1969. 
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was intelligent and know^ledgeable and thoir arguraents for 
or against any measure were motivated by a sense of purpose 
in accordance v;ith their respective ideologies. It is true 
that some times the SSP and the ^ Tan Sangh transgressed their 
'privilege' and even violated the decorum of the House, their 
actions may be interprated as over-enthusiasm or even frustration. 
But, in any case, they were playing 00 the galleries. However, 
these 'un-happy incidents' apart, the role of the opposition 
parties vras positive and no less constructive. They helped 
the Government by their ctlticism to look into 'the other aspects' 
of its measures. It took advantage of the 'opposition views' 
wherever possible. The Government, because of its over-
whelming majority^ was, of course, not obliged to accommodate 
the demands of the opposition. But they alivays served as a 
check and restraint upon the ruling party. The' Government was 
coiascious if not afraid of the oppositon onslaught and had to be 
careful and cautious at every step. The opposition parties, 
in this way, served a useful purpose and helped in strengthening 
the parliamentary system. 
The measures sponsored by the opposition parties were very 
few and were directed to limited sphere. They were aimed at 
drawing attention of the Government to certain aspects of national 
interest. The attempt was appreciable and successful to some 
extent. At least in one case, the Government actually introduced 
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in the Third Lok Sahha itsolf a bill on tho subject auggestsd 
by the GPI. Some other aeasurea were postponecl for the future, 
This also shows that the Government took the opposition parties 
in all seriousness and bbey boo assiduously fulfilled their 
task. 
However, fragmentation among opposition parties and intra-
party cleavages had rendered them harmless and ineffective. 
The Government was aware of their weakness and acted more 
or less freely, if not autocratically. An unhappy aspect of 
it was that the situation did not help in the growth and 
development of healthy parliamentary conventions of 'the 
opposition•. 
CHAPTER VII 
DEBATES ON • -NON-. LEG ISLAT IVfi MEASURES 
A democratically elected legislative body is not 
exclusive^a law-making institution. It represents the totality 
of aspirations and arabitions in social life. It makes laws 
for specific needs and takes into account and discusses various 
aspects of social life ~ social, political, economic etc. 
Thus it serves as a forum to debate on various problems that 
face the body poljfcLc. Such discussions and debates constitute 
the major task of the legislatikre because various pressures 
working in the society ultimately influence the policies of 
the Government and the opposition and determine the directions 
for political goals. Again, it helps in giving vent to cross-
section of views on various problem and thereby adopting a 
balanced course of action. In all legislatures a considerable 
portion of its time is devoted to such debates and discussion. 
Some time they are given priority over other matters if they 
are urgent or important. 
The Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the 
Lok Sabha make an elaborate provision for disdussiom and 
debate on matters other than legislative measures. These 
discussions 
can be initiated both by the Government and the 
^private members' including the opposition parties. The 
1. See Rules 172-^^, 179 and 193-96. 
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fora of such discussions varies according to their nature and 
importance. They are as followst 
(i) Resolutions: Under Rule 172 any member of the Lok Sabha -
Government or Private' - can move a resolution 
in respect of a matter of general public 
interest. 
(ii) Statufcoyy Resolutions: They are tabled in pursuance of 
Constitutional provisions or of an act of 
Parliament^ 
(iii) Motions They refer to any proposal or matter of public 
Importance brough before the House for eliciting 
its decision or direction^. Because of its 
representative character all matters of public 
importance have to be discussed in^ , the 
House and to be directed according to its'will'. 
(iv) Discussion on Matters of Public Importance: Any member is 
entitled under Rules 193-96 to raise discussion 
for short durations without resorting to a 
formal motion. 
Sometimes the statement of Ministers in the House are 
alsojoiade the basis of brief discussicais. 
The Government rai^ -'ed discussions on as ?aany as U-8 non-
legislojtive matters which were spread over the following 
ministries. 
1. Ministry of External Affairs 16 
2. Ministry of Home Affairs 19 
3. Ministry of Food & Agriculture 04 
h. Ministry of Education 02 
5. Ministry of Railways 03 
6. Ministry of Finance 02 
7. Ministry of Irrigation and Power 01 
8. Ministry of Law 01 
1. "The last two and a half-hour of a Sitting on every 
alternate Friday starting from second PYiday of the 
Session are allotted for discussion of private members' 
resolutions"(Kaul & CJL A. Si>9) 
2. See Dir (9(A). 
3. See Chapter II Supra for various Qategories of Hesolutions. 
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I* Ministry of External Affairs; Apart from brief discussions 
on certain statements of the Ministers, the following important 
issu.e3 were discussed imder this Ministry. 
Motion Re; Indla-Chlna Border Situation(c lW/n.8.62) 
Shri Hehru who moved the motion, referred to the developments 
since the white paper VI was placed on the Table of the House 
on 1.8.62, He said that there had been some misunderstanding 
and misinterpretations about what he had said a week ago. He 
reiterated India's stand regarding international frontier and 
his proposal to hold discussion on the bails of the report of 
officials as contemplated during the meeting with i-'remier Chou-
En-lai in I 9 6 O . However, this could not be done because of 
tension. A suggestion was, therefore,made for the withdrawal 
of forces without which any discussion would be fruitless. 
o 
Shri S.N. Dwlvedl(PSP)*'moved an amendment to the original 
motion which aimed at possibility of negotiation "only in proper 
context" which meant withdrawal of Chinese forces "beyond the 
international boiandary on the Chinese side", and to confine 
negotious to "to minor rectification in International boundary" 
without reopening the boundary question. 
Shri U.M. Trivedi(JS)^moved the following amendments 
"But this House directs the Government of India that under 
no circumstances any talk of border dispute with China be made 
till Chinese forces have withdrawn from the Indian territory 
1. L.S.D. Vol. VI(6); 13.8.62; cc 1^77-82. 
2. Ibid., c 1k82. 
3. Ibid., cc 1»+83-1lf8lf. 
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which has been recognized by law and history". 
Shri S.N. Dwivedi.'* speaking on his motion said that his 
motion was regarded by his friends as " a mild one and very 
softly worded". He, therefore, appealed for its unanimous 
adoptioni 
He traced the history of India-China relations since I96O 
and said that his party, even at that time, was not in favour 
of continuing talks on the question because of the Chinese 
attitude. The India-China border disputes is the "greatest 
challenge" after independence to the entire nation. "We want to 
avoid war," he said, but negotiate only "when the proper time 
c o m e s T h e Government has not removed the suspicion^ from the 
mind of the people and has not stated this stand categorically 
"Here the main, foremost, supreme question is that the integrity 
of our frontiers must be maintained and we must get the aggression 
vacated". The Government has "created a suspicion and a feeling 
that we are going in for appeasement", he pointed. He referred 
to the statements of the Prime Minister and of the Defence Minister 
in which he had said in Geneva that "these are largely unoccupied 
areas". Shri Dwivedi demanded the confusion created by such 
statements to be removed. 
Shri H.N. Muker.lee(GPI)^  commented on the speech of Shri Dwivedi 
(PSP) and said, it appears "as if we live in an un-real world, 
insulated from everything exdept this India-China border issue, 
and that we are already at war with China". He took 'strong 
1. Ibid., cc m-86-lJ+97. 2. Ibid., cc 1506-1515* 
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exception' to the language used In the House. Without under-rating 
the seriousness of the situation, he concurred with the Prime 
Minisler thnt "our national policy is the policy of settling 
these problems through negotiations" and that "discussions have 
got to take place". In the end he emphasised the necessity 
of discussions and negotiated gettMent. 
1 
Shri U.M. Trivedi(JS) protested against the language used by 
Shri H.N. Muker^ee(GPI) and said that there is no reality about 
the Indian stand. If there is any, "it is in the mind of the 
Communist Party". He pointed out that the Government had agreed 
not to give away any portion of our territory but "this matter 
has not been made very clear". He pointed out that one Indian 
soldier was equal to 20 of the Chinese, He noted that the names 
of various parts of the border area are Indian and, therefore, 
they belong to India. He warned the Prime Minister: "He should 
not, under any circumstances, agree to the settlement of the 
boundary until and unless the whole Chinese army is withdrawn 
beyond Aksal Chin'J His speech was strongly worded. 
Shri R.S. Yadav(PSP)^ referred to India's relations with her 
neighbours and traced the history of India China relations since 
19^3. He pointed out that mere military power was not enough 
It ought to be backed by economic development. He pointed out 
that during the last ten to fifteen years China's production 
had multiplied by three to four times as compared to India. 
He also criticised India's foreign policy. Further, he said 
1. Ibid., cc 1525-1533 2. Ibid., cc 1571-1581. 
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that there was danger from China but the greater danger was 
from within - from the pass«imism of our own people. The people 
were ignorant of what had happened because all information was 
conveyed in a language unfamiliar to about 99% of the people, 
Shri Yadav was critical of the Defence Minister's statement made 
in Geneva. In the end he demanded an assurance from the Prime 
Minister thtit no settlement would be made with China by giving 
away even a single inch of Indian territory. 
Shri Nehru^ in his c»ncluding speeGhj noted that most of the 
members had not understood the problem fully. 
He pointed out that the problem could not be solved suddenly, 
that military aid could ns>t solve it and that "we must never lose 
our nerves". He gave a resume of the crisis and the background 
of the India-China relations. 
He brushed aside the suggestion that there should be no 
talks with China unless the aggression was vacated. He said, 
"there is a difference between negotiation and talk... It is 
absured not to talk... It helps understanding. It may not yeild 
any results. It is essential and preliminary for any diplomat^ to 
deal with each other or even in war time". He said that the 
Government would stick to its declared policy and he sought the 
support of the House for that. 
The substitute motions were withdrawn and the debate came 
to an end. 
The debate provided an opportunity to the opposition parties 
to express their doubts about Government policy in respect of 
India-China border dispute. They warned the Government against 
such a policy. 
1, Ibid.,Vol,VI(7);lif.8,62; cc 1750,82. 
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2. Resolution Re: Proclamation of Bnergency and 
Aggression by Chlna( c 106/8.11.62) 
Shrl Nehru,iloved the resolutions for approval of the proclamation 
of anergency and expression of deep resentment against Chinese 
aggression. He gave an elaborate account of Sino-Indian relations 
and the background of Chinese aggression. He noted that Insplte 
of our 'couirtesy and consideration' to her, China has made us 
'victims of nev imperialism and expansionism'. "Mot only are we 
threatened by it, but all the standards of international 
behaviour have been upset and so all the world is affected by 
It, apart from the immediate consequences". 
He explained in details the legal and constitutiomal position 
of India over the territory claimed by China. He also explained 
the historical background and legal status of the MacMohan Line. 
He explained the circumstance in which General Kaul was sent 
to NEFA, how he fell-ill and came back. He redorded his appreciat-
ion of help offered by friendly countries especially the UAR. 
In the end he paid tribute to the soldiers who had been working 
under most difficult conditions. 
The following opposition member's moved amendments to the 
two resolutions, 
Shrl S.N. Dv/lvedl(PSP) wanted the Government to apologise for 
the unpreparedness "to defend our frontiers resulting from the . 
policy of trust reposed in communist China". 
Shrl K. _Pattnayak(Soc.wanted "the House to take note of the 
shortcomings of our foreign policy". 
1. Ibid.,Vol.IX(1);8.11.62;CC 106-133. 2. Ibid., cc 137-8 
3* Ibid., c 138. 
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Shrl U»M. TrlvedKJS) wanted to appreciate the sympathies of tbe 
friendly countries. He also wanted to firmly refuse any 
negotiations with China. 
2 
Shri Ram Sevak Yadair(Soc.) wanted "that India would adopt an 
independent, effective constructive policy of neutrality instead 
of illusory, unprincipled policy of appeacement". He also 
wanted India to declare "a holy war to recover its own territory 
from the Chinese ^ orderi..'! 3 
Shri M.G. Ran,i?.a(Sw.) wanted an expression of regrets for "un-
preparedness of the Government to defend the frontiers of India" 
and an ejcpression of gratitude to friendly countries like USA, 
UK and Canada for their 'moral and material support'. k 
Shri H.N. Muker.lee(CPI) speaking for his party said that "We are 
offering unqualified support to the Resolution" before the House. 
He pleaded for " a display of collective responsibility as far as 
discussions in the House are concerned". He paid tribute to the 
soldiers. He said, "No ideological or other kind of sophistry, 
no jugglery of geographical or political claims on China's 
part can justify this invasion". He favoured a firm detei-minaiion 
to defend the country but at the same time he was hopeful of 
favourable development. 
He supported the Prime Minister for his emphasis on "increase 
in production, industrial as well as agricultural, in order that 
our efforts can be successfully prosecutedjS, He expressed 
satisfaction over the Government policies. However, he regretted 
that a substantial number of his party men were arrested. 
1. Ibid., c 138 2. Ibid., cc 139-^0 
3. Ibid., c 11+0 h. Ibid., cc 11^ 3-52. 
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He appealed to the House not to raise a discordant voice on the 
motions. 
Shri N.G. Ranga(Sw.)'regretted the mistakes or omissions which 
resulted "in the present miserable plight of our Country", He 
quoted Acharya Kripalani to say that "Panchseel was born out of 
the rape of Tibet", He i7oted that China had already made its 
badf intentions known for quite some time and still we did 
not understand it and were cought unprepared. He referred to 
inadequate supply of provisions to the jawans. He criticised 
the Government policy which, despite ^  our interest and support 
to Afro-Asian Countries, failed to arouse good will and sympathy 
in those countries for us. He criticised any attempt for negotiat-
ion. He wanted to organize wartime leadership and "to make 
brisker preparations, more urgent preparations..". He criticised 
the policy of •non-alignment' and pleaded for closer ties with 
the Anglo-American bloc. He referred to possibility of forming 
a common defence with Pakistan. 2 
Shri U.M. Ttivedi(JS) criticised the state of unpreparedness and 
cautioned against the hope of amieable settlement. He said while 
we were followinglhai-bhai policy, the Chinese were stabbing 
us in the back. He referred to the 'mistake' of allowing China 
to capture Tibet and Commit the genocide of the Khatrrpas. He 
offered full support-k of his party in the struggle against China, 
He cautioned against 'the new international cult of communism' 
which had its tentacles in India too. 
1. Ibid., cc 152-6lf 2. Ibid,, cc 177-90. 
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He suggested large-scale recruitment of 500 persons a day. 
Shrl H«V. Kamath(PSP)'*appealed to the Prime Minister "to appoint 
at the earliest opportunity a Defence Minister of his own choice" 
possessed with " a purposeful dynamism" even if he may not be a 
man of his own party. He suggestedj in the na?ne of emergency, 
a brief session of Parliament. He wanted to forget the past 
mistake and gear up the entire machinary for war efforts. He 
did not agree with the Prime Minister that the present action 
of China did not stem or flow from communism. He blamed communist 
ideology for expansionism. He labled it as world communist 
conspiracy. He asked the CPI to prove their bona-fides by 
breaking avray from Internati )nal communism and changing their 
flag. 
Apart from increasing production he suggested to streamline 
the system of Broadcasting; gearing up Sivil Defence Programme; 
revenue raising programme by temporarily lifting prohibitidin. 
Shri Ram Sewak Yadav(Soc.) paid tribute to Jawans, thanked 
the friendly countries who helped us and criticised Russia for 
not declaring China an aggressor. He regretted the presence of 
a pro-Chinese faction in the socialist groups. 
He said that the presait cnlsfiis was tbe result of Government's 
defective foreign policy. He said that the Chinese intentions 
were known since 19^-50 when Tibet was attacked. This should 
have opened the eyes of our Government. 
1. Itld.,Vol.IX(2)j9.11.62; cc 386-99. 
2. Ibid., Vol. IX(3); 10.11.62; cc ^ 53-69(Hindi) 
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He criticised groupism in the Government which he thought 
was the result of wrong policies. He said that the nation had 
risen and everyone was prepared to sacrifice for the motherland 
but a definite direction and a definite pollc/ had not been 
det'irmined so far. He said that trb should obtain arms from 
any where in any way - free or on payment - to protect the 
motherland. He said it was apparent from Shrl Krishna Menon's 
resignation that our defence policies were not correct. 
Dr. B.H. SinghCSw. blamed the Congress Government for 'the 
unrealistic and impracticable policies' which resulted in 
reverses at the hands of China. He thanked the friendly countries 
like U.K. U.S.A. and Canada for their timely he2ip. He said 
that the historians v/ould not spare Mr. Menon for his mistakes. 
He appredlated the setting up of the IJatlonal Defence Council 
but regretted the absence in it of such nationlsts as Shrl 
RAjagopalchari, Dr. Rajendra Prasad,Shrl Krlpalanl, Jayaprakash 
Nariin and General Carlappa. He noted that our foreign policy 
and dl«plomacy had miserably failed. We have not been able to 
be^friend any of our neighbours. 
He suggested:(1) Recalling our troops with the IJ.M. in Gaza, 
Congo and other places; (2) Retired Generals should be sent to 
the theatre of war; (3) Our Gurkha troops should be asked to Join 
us to drive away the Chinese (if) All the I»1dian medical practloners 
abroad should be asked to return and serve the sick and the 
wounded soldiers (5) There should be a radical change in the 
system of planning. We should o^get anatlonalization and encourage 
the private sector to play Its role (6) All I^IPs should wear Khaki 
1. iDld., cc W86-92. 
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Shrlmati Renu Chakravartt.y(GPI)'' pledged to the Prime Minister 
full support of her party. She referred to the resolution 
passed by the GPI. 
She refuted the Chinese claim that the Mac-M«han Line was 
an imperialist line and said that every border in the world 
was drawn by imperialists. She also said that the world 
communist movement had declared that all outstanding controversies 
and disputes were to be settled by negotiations. 
She said that the most dangerous part of the Chinese 
aggression was that the basic concepts of India's foreign policy 
hait^  been brought under contempt. All policies from non-
alignment to planning and socialism have been criticised. She 
admitted that there were mistakes and errors in the Government 
policies but on the whole they have been correct. She said thai? 
if there is sosae confused thinking in some Afro-Asian countries 
regarding our policies it is because of lack of our propaganda. 
In the end she said that the GPI workers were victimised 
in the name of emergency. 
Smt. Gayatri Devi(Sw.) pointed out that China had started her 
decigns four years age^ and the Government must have known that. 
She said that whatever iitble foreign exchange we had was spent 
on planning and defence proc(uctions were completely ignored* She 
pleaded for getting arms from the friendly countries. She also 
demanded reconstitution of the Cabinet because of emergency. 
In the end she said that we have been a militant nation 
and have const-mtly fought the invadors. 
1. Ibid., cc 635-50. 
2. Ibid., cc 669-73. 
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Shrl Rameshvaranand(JS)^ said that the ruling party had failed 
to perform its basic duty of protection. He appealed to the 
Prime Minister to contribute his salary to the National Defence 
Fund. 
He asked why Dalai Lama was given asylum in India when 
Tibet was accepted as part of China. He cautioned the Government 
against the communists. 
He said Tibet is ours and we should fifht for it. The Tibetans 
should be prepared for gorrila-war. He said that we should ask 
our neighbours including Pakistan to attack China. He demanded 
that Krishna Menon(Bx-Defence Minister) should be sent to jail. 2 
Shri Hem BaruaCPSP) noted that the Communist parties all over 
the world had supported the Chinese aggression. He was not opposed 
to non-alignment but "non-alignment must not suffer from a sort 
of emotional or psychologi ;al bias towards this bloc or that 
bloc". He said that the Government did not take the advice of 
those who could visualise the Chinese intentions. He briefly 
described the various stages of Chinese aggression. He criticised 
the Soviet altitude towards Chinese aggression. He referred to 
incorrect maps published by Russia. He criticised the pro-China 
group in the CPI. 
Shri Bagri(SoG.)^pledged full support to the Government but the 
criticism was intended to war/>the Government not to repeat 
mistakes. He criticised the Government policies. He declared 
that he would regard as god (Devta) any state with any policy 
that helped us in our adversity. He said that non-alignment means 
1. Ibid., cc 962-702. 2. Ibid., cc 723-31. 
3. Ibid., cc 736-lf5(Hindi). 
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non-involvement but It does not mean to keep ^ i^le^ when attacked. 
He criticised the 'armies of ministers' at the expense of 
military preparedness. 
He appealed to Pandit Nehru that he should not keep all 
this great burden on his own jshoulders. 
Shri S.^ i^. Dwivedi(PSP)**pledged full support of his party to the 
efforts in driving out the enemy* 
He said that the Prime Minister reg^ trds the problem both 
a political and military one. But no concrete steps had so far 
been unfolded in this respect. He pleaded for setting up of a 
War Council apart from the National Defence Council. He also 
wanted the size of Ministries to be reduced. He appreciated the 
exist of Shri Menon. 2 
Smt. Vi.1 aya Raje(Sw.) sug^ iest to make reproachment with Pakistan. 
She said that the Chinese attack was a threat to democracy. 
She expressed surprise that inspite of our close relations with 
the U.A.R., that country had not lended full support to us. She 
wanted that an expression of gratitude to friendly countries v^ hich 
helped us be made in the resolution itself. She suggested 
(1) Air-raid shelter in all important town<,(2) Elaborate programme 
of rehabilitation of the families of disabled soldiers.(j) stopping 
of cultural deleg,{itions to foreign countries and Abolition 
of the Office of Governors in the states. 
Shri Yasudevan MairfCPD^noted that the supreme need of the time 
wis unity and that could be built on the basis of our national 
1. Ibid.,Vol. IX(^); 12.11.62; cc 919-27. 
2. Ibid., cc ^ hk-hQ 
3. Ibid., cc 987-96. 
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policies. He criticised those who spoke of total war or opposed 
neggtiations. He also scoffed at those who wanted change of 
leadership. He replied to certain allegations made against his 
party. He denied the charge that there was a 'pro-China' or 
•anti-Nehru' lobby in his party. 
Shri Lahri SinghCJS)"* criticised the Government policy which 
resulted in Chinese occupation of thousand miles of our 
territory. He suggested mobilisation of all able bodied persons 
in the coimtry and that they should be trained in modern warfare 
and use of modern arms. 
He said that we also have a shar€ in the occupation of Tibet 
by China. He criticised the policy of non-alignment, and suggested 
to find good allies. 2 
Shri Klsan Patnaik(Soc.) noted that the ruling party had not risen 
to the occasion as much as the common man in the villages. He 
referred to grouoism in the Congress. He opposed idolisatlon 
of Nehru. He said that all opposition parties have offered full 
support to the Congress in war efforts but the Congress attitude 
to them had not changed. He said that liberation of Tibet should 
be an aim of our victory. 
Shri Bade(JS) assured that his party fully supports Prime Minister 
Hehru. Referring to the Resolution of the CPI offering support 
to Nehru, he said that the resolution was passed after 12 days 
discussion by 60 or 63 to 30 votes; 17 members were absent and 
9 abstained. This was not full support, he said. He asked why 
1. Ibid., cc 1061-67 (Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc 109M9(Hlndi) 
3. ruid.,Vol. IX(5)513.11.62; cc 1265-71(Hindi). 
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such people were not in jails. His suggestions were.: raising of a 
Bhll Regiment; rifle training to all youn,imen; radio broadcasts 
by all parties; smaller Nati.jnal Defence Council; strer^ening of 
air force and giving up the policy of non-alignment. 
Shri J.B. Singh(GPI) expressed surprise that certain parties 
had pledged their support in Shri Wehru but not in his policies 
i.e. the policies of non-alignment, co-existance and socialism. 
He pointed out that the GPI supported Shri Mehru and had full faith 
in his policies. He asked why anybody should question the bona fides 
of the CPI. 
He appealed for strengthening the second line of defence 
i.e. the line of peasants and workers. 2 
Shri Himmat5ingh.1i(Sw.) regretted that party considerations were 
brought into the discussion on such a grave problem. 
He said it would be wrong to believe that we were taken 
by surprise. The Chinese had been consolidating their position 
for quite some time and the Government is to be blamed for 
complacency. 
He noted that there was no liaison between the press and the 
CJovernment. Ihe reporters should be allowed to go to the front 
so that balanced reporting may be possible. 
Shri Mohan Swaroop(PSP)^noted that the Government was not as 
prepared ^ Hg^ as the entire nation. He was happy that an 
enquiry into the reverses was promised. He said that the Chinese 
attack had been well-calculated. He was satisfied that the nation 
1. Ibid., cc 1289-93 (Hindi) 2. Ibid. ,cc 13^ 0*1+5 (Hindi) 
). Ibid., cc 1368-7^(Hindi). 
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had decided not to sacrifice the principles and policies of non-
alignment and Panchsheel« He suggested that foreign policy 
should be modified to befriend smaller nations. He expressed 
doubts about the sympathies of Russia. He said that V;G should 
step up manufacture of arms, keep a close watch over saboteurs and 
maintain secracy. 
Shri Kachhavaj^S) demanded severing of relations with China. He 
cautioned the Prime Minister against the Gocimunlst policies. He 
noted that the Resolution of national Council of the GPI was not r 
unanimous. 2 
Shri Mahida(Sv.) was unhappy that there was mud-slinging even 
at this time of emergency. He appealed to evary Indian to rise 
to the occasion and every able bodied person to be militariiy 
triined. He wanted every body to fully support Shri Wehru, 
Shri Yogendra Jha(PSP)^ criticised the Jan Sangh and the SwaHtantra 
Party for their opposition to Non-alignment. He salf5 we are 
opposed to military JSacts of both USA and USSR. He gave the 
background of the changing policies of the CPI towards fehru and 
questioned its bona fides. 
He pleaded for a reproachment with Pakistsji. k 
Shri Yishram Prasad(PSP) said that we have to equip and prepare 
ourselves for the war. We have to organize Civil Defence{Control 
price line; maintain internal discipline and peace; to be careful 
from foolish friends such as Pakistan, Inonesia 'and USSR; to guard 
against sobateurs. He wanted better utilisation of press and 
the systems of information and broadcasting. He suggested that 
1. Ibid.,cc lMl-lV(Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc 
3. Ibid.,Vol. IX(6);1l+.11.62;cc 1589-92(Hindi). 
h. Ibid., cc l62^-28(Hindi). 
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every member should denate one month salary to National Defence 
Fund. He also said that the services of the retired military 
officers should be utilised. 
1 
Shrl Hehru« in his concluding speech, appreciated the unity of 
outlook in the House regarding the Chinese aggression. 
Replying to the allegation of 'unpreparedness' he said that 
"many hon.Members have done an injustice, not to any Minister 
or others, but to our armed forces as a whole.," Regarding the 
charge that measures were not taken when Chinese intruded in 
Ladakh, he isaid that mere strength was not enough; fflilibary 
factors and other things were to be taken into account. He 
elucidated the point and said that the initial reverses had 
happened because of large number of Chinese forces in a restricted 
field. About the GPl he said that apart from certain dissenters not 
the party as a whole should/be condemned. 
He gave sorad details regarding the development of the dispute, 
India's military preparedness, the position of supplies to the 
front and other matters connected with it. He noted that our^  
defence productions had grown about 500 per cent. 
About the role of diplomatic missions abroad he assured 
the House that it was satisfactory. About Pakistan he said that 
the propaganda In her press did not reflect the mind of her 
people. About Soviet Union he said that, being an ally of China 
she was in a difficult position still we have had their good-will 
and good wishes all along". He explained the legal and Constitution' 
al position of the entire border area and the position as on 
8th September. He brushed aside the idea that we should 
1 . Ibid.,cc L 6 M F - 7 1 . 
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work for liberation of Tibet. 
The resolution regarding Proclamation of Emergency was 
unanimously adopted ( c 1672/1I+.11.62). 
Most of the amendments to the second resolution regarding 
resentment to Chinese aggression were withdrawn except one by 
Shri Ram Sewak Iadav(Soc.) and two others by Shri RangaCSw.). 
All the three amendments were negatived and the resolution was 
adopted unanimously, all the members standing. 
3. Motion re; Border Situation Resulting from the 
Invasion of India by China(c 5083/10.12.62) 
Chinese aggressi m in September 1962 had shocked the 
entire Indian nation and the Parliament was naturally anxious 
to know fend analyse the development of the situation at egery 
stage. The Government was also obliged to place various facts 
factors before the House and seek its direction and approval of 
policies. A month after the debate on Chinese aggression, a 
motion was moved to apprise the House of the latest situation. 
Sihri Mehru^in his introductory speech pointed out that two or three 
2 
days after tha resolution regarding Chinese aggression was passed, 
"The Chinese forces mounted a massive attack on our position 
at the Sela Pass as also at 'lalong". Our forces had to withdraw. 
On 21st l^ ovember China made a unilateral announcement of cease-fire, 
1. Ibid.,Vol.XI(25);10.12.62| cc 5083-9^. 
2. The motion was unanimously passed on 1^.11.62(c 1672.) 
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On 22nd November Ceylon announced of a Conference of non-
aligned nations. 0n^28th China asked for a positive reply about 
the acceptance of cease-fire and withdrawal. It is not yet clear 
how far the withdrawal of the Chinese forces had been effected. 
On 5th December the Chinese Red Cross handed over wounded and 
sick prisoners of war at Bomdi La. 
China was informed on December 1, that their three-point 
proposal was not acceptable to India. A reply to the corarjiunica-
tion was not received but in a Chinese broadcast three questions 
were asked: (1) Does India agree to cease-fire? (2) Does India 
agree that armed forces should disengage and withdraw 20 km from 
the 7th November 1959 line of actual control and (3) Does India 
agree to meeting of officials of the two countries? 
Speaking about the history of Chinese attack, Shri Nehru 
described it as 'imperialist aggression*. He said that no talks 
could be held unless the aggression was vacated and Status quo 
prior to 8th September 1962 was restored in MFA and Ladakh. 
This was rejected by China and, therefore, there was no meeting 
ground. 
Replying to the three Chinese questions he said: <1) vre 
agree, (2) we cannot agree unless 8th September 1962 position 
was restored and (3) Officials ca^meet only if they have 
instructions about cease-fire and withdrawal. 
The following opposition members moved substitute 
motions: 
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1. Swat antra: Shri P.K, Deo 1 
2, PSP;Shrl S.N. Dvlvedl;' 
3* SOGtShrl Ram Sev/ak Yadavj 
I i) Ko negotiations unless China 
withdraws to traditional line. 
ii) Chinese proposals to be rejected 
and defence and other forces to be 
developed. 
iii) "Reference of the aggression to U.N. 
ASHembly, 
iv) Breaking diplomatic relations with 
China. 
v) To seek and obtain Passive military 
aid from friendly countries against 
such communist and imperialist 
aggression. 
vi) Sincere and active steps to reach 
effective settlement with Pakistan 
vil) Facilities to Dalai Lama to act 
freely on political plane. 
i) wanted the Chinese proposals to be 
rejected "and preparations for 
building up our inilibarj'' strength 
with all possible speed,in 
particular re-inforcing our agri-
cultural and industrial base... 
and securing economic and military 
ts'^ istance from all friendly 
countries.. 
v/anted the proposal of the Govt, 
of India to negotiate on the basis 
of Chinese withdrawal to 8th Sept. 
1962 line to be rejected. He wanted 
the withdrawal to I5th Aug.19^7 
position. 
Shri H.N.Muker.jeeCCPI) welcomed the conference of nonaaligned 
countries held at Colombo and associated himself with what the 
Prime Minister had said. He noted that the Chinese offer "suggest-
ed bellicocity of sptrtU and demonstrated that China counts on its 
physical strenth". He said more than 60 countries supported India's 
1. Ibid., cc 509^-97 
3. Ibid., c 5099 
2. Ibid., cc 5098-99 
K Ibid., cc 5101-5108, 
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cause and that even the International CotMunist Movement had not 
approved of Chinese behaviour. 
He said that we should do our duty to defend the country 
but nothing which might bring about a world war. 
Shrl P.K. Deo(Sw.)^sald that 20th October was the end of a 
chapter on disillusion "in our history. He termed the Chinese offer 
as a 'peace offensive'. He pointed out that most of the opposition 
members did not subscribe to Government's policy regarding the 
8th September line because it was contrary to the pledge taken on 
the floor of the House. This would mean that about 1^,000 square 
miles of Indian soil would be in Chinese occupation. He analysed 
the Chinese offer and said that it was mode because of :(1) approach 
-Ing difficult weather conditions when the entire region would be 
snow-bound, (2) magnificient response from the U.K. and the USA. 
(3^  Russian attitude of neutrality ajid pulling out from Cuba. 
He explained that the Chinese proposals were most dis-
advantageous to India. They were " a treacherous trap to humiliate 
us". He made two suggestions: (1)Rel"tions vdth Pakistan to be 
Improved (2) The policy of non-alignment should be re-appraised. 
"We should join some defensive bloc", he said. 
2 
Shri U.M. Trlvedi(JS) said that the Chinese technique is: attack, 
pause, placate and attack. We should, therefore, not be misled. 
He inferred from the statement of the Prime Minister that this had 
been accepted. He criticised the, initial mistake of coming closer 
to China. He also criticised for misinforming the House about 
fighting with China. 
1. Ibid., cc 5108-1M-. 2. Ibid., cc 5122-28. 
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He pointed out that the Prime Minister was ill-advised 
to approrch the International Court of Justice. The court was 
moved when there was a dispute between two parties. But in the 
present case it was an aggression. He suggested ^  a 
parliamentary delegation to be sent abroad to explain India's 
relations with Pakistan visa-vis, Kashmir. 
Shifc S.K. Dwivedl(PSP)''was happy that the Prime Minister had 
rejected the Chinese offer which was a sort of ultimatum. He 
hoped that this attitude would not be changed. Re said "there is 
no question of the problem being solved through diplomatic channels? 
Ue have to build our military strength. 
He criticised the policy that China should withdraw to 
8th Sept. line. He said this would mean a large portion of our 
territory would remain under Chinese occupation. He welcomed the 
move for talks with Pakistan and adherence to policy of non-
\ alignment. 
2 
Shri Ram Sewak Yadav(Soc.) said that the Chinese offer w^s a 
bluff and a tactics to strength her positions. He wanted this to 
be tejected and insist on 15th August lir»e. 
He poinft.ed out that we had fought in Kashmir and in Goa and 
it would, therefore, be wrong to say that we follow peace and^abjure 
war. He appealed to the Prime Minister to immediately mobilise 
people and prepare for gorilla warfare. He requested the Prime 
Minister to propose a Union of India and Pakistan. 
1. Ibid., c 5128. 2. Ibid., cc 5158-68. 
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Shrl RangaCSv.)'* was disappointed that insplte of 'clear and 
unequivocal ultimatum* from China the Prime Minister had not given 
a call for war* He wanted the Government to seek 'massive 
military assistance and aid* from all friendly countries. He 
could not agree with the proposal to take the matter to the 
Hague Court. He wanted Dalai Lama to be allowed to act freely. 
2 
Shri Hehru in his reply to the debate pointed out that the House 
could discuss about military matters but the final decision rested 
with the experts and military advisers, % noted "that war cannot 
be considered in a vacuum". 
He said that some confusion was being created regarding Sino-
Indian dispute fo^ the long and confusing statements issued by 
China ana we have to deal with it at political level and educate the 
world public opinion. 
He pointed out that the dispute with China was some thing 
more than a controversy or struggle for some territory. We have 
had a closer and most intimate religious, social, cultural sentiment-
al^political and historical association with Himalayas and so it 
was not a matter of territory alone, 
Shri Nehru said th-at the attitude of Shri RangaCSw,) for total 
war was 'patently harmful'. 
The Prime Minister^interrupted by several opposition 
members when he said that our forces were sent hurriedly to a 
height of 1i+,000 feet and that their weapons were traditional 
which were light and quite good for those conditions. He noted that 
the Chinese were well-trained. 
1. Ibid., cc 5192-95. 2. Ibid., cc 5195-5218. 
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Shrl Nehru explained the policy regarding 8th September 
line and said that the 15th August 19^7 line would nob help very 
much. He noted that his reference to the Inbernatioiial Court of 
Justice was caaial* He informed Shrl Ranga(Sw.) that the Dalai 
Lama was free to do whatever he liked except that he was not 
allowid to start an amigflie Government. 
All amendments of the opposition parties were negatived 
and the House approved of Government policy ( c 5227/10.12.62). 
Motion re:Colombo Conference Propo3al5(c5978/23.1 
The Parliaoient met for a brief session of five days (Part II 
of III Session) in January 1963 and the most important item on the 
Order Paper was the motion to consider the Colorabo Conference 
Proposals to which a reference was also made by the i'ri®e Minister 
when the Border situation was discussed in the House on 10.12.62. 
The Proposals were finalised after the House had adjourned on 
11.12,62. The Proposals were received in India with disappointment 
and dismay rather than hope and prospects. They were considered 
more to be a feat of diplomacy than a firm and satisfactory 
solution of an International dispute. The main objection against 
the Proposals was that China was not condemned as aggressor and 
India's position as a victim was not fully appreciated.^ The GPI 
however, appreciated the object of the Proposals and the motive 
of the sponsors as a concrete step towards world peace and a 
basis for talks with China. The Proposals were placed before the 
House for consideration. 
1. See the Statesman dated 13-18.12.62 and Hinsustan Times of the 
same dates. 
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1 
Shrl Nehru moved "That the proposals of the Conference of six 
non-aligned nations held at Colombo between the 10th and 12th of 
December 1962 .. be taken into consideration," 
Shri Ram Sevak Yadav(Soc«) raised a point of order that the House 
had unanimously passed a resolution in November 1962 to conifinae 
war effbrts till the Chinese were pushed out from every inch of 
our territory. The prej^ ent motion, therefore, could not be moved. 
Shri K.Pattanak(Soc.) also joined him on the point. The point was 
turned down. 
Shrl RameshwaranandCtTS) in his usual way stood up and asked that 
the Prime Minister should speak in Hindi. The speaker had to 
control him. 
3 
Shri Nehru narrated the events since 10th December 1962 when the 
Chinese aggression was discussed in the House (1) On l^th December 
the Consulates-general of India and China vere closed,(2) withdrawal 
of Chinese forces from MSFA continued. (3) 716 sick and wounded 
and 13 dead bodies were returned by China, ih) on 17th December the 
Colombo Conference proposals were brought to Delhi (5) On 26th 
December China and Pakistan issued a joitit communique rfigardinj the 
alignment of their border (6) letters were exchanged between the 
Premier of China and the Indian Prl?|e Minister (?) Discussions were 
held in Delhi with the delegations of Ghana,Ceylon and the U.A.R. 
The Chinese position in various sectors was explained and it was 
reiterated that there would be no talks with China unless they 
withdraw to the 8th September I962 line. 
1. Ibid., Vol.XII(29);23.1.63;c 5978. 2. Ibid.,cc 5978-79(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc 5'983-600^ (Hindi). 
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At this stage Shri Prlya Gupta(PSP) interrupted the Prime 
Minister dnd his oehaviour was such that the speii^ er called upon 
the leader of his party, Shri G.II. Dwivedl who apologised for his 
colleague.^ 
Shri Nehru paiiitedlout that the Colombo Coufoi^ euce proposals 
as originaily framed were not olear on one or two points and we, 
therefore, sought clatifications. 
The laerits of the dispute were not considered by the Oolombo 
countries. "It was only bo pave the way for discussion between the 
representatives of both the parties..." 
Shri Nehru explained that the Colombo proposals fulfilled the 
essence of the demand made by India for tae restoration of the 
status quo prior to the 8th September and they were, therefore, 
accepted in principle. China, on the other hand, repeated that 
she had acceDted the proposals in principle bub raised some vital 
matters on whien she diffor^ frorn them. 
Shi-t Nehru reiterated that we wore always prepared to take fco 
peaceful methods for the solution of any dispute provided the 
conditions for such talks were created. The restoration of the 8th 
September line was a pre-requisite condition to that and not a 
settlement thereof. 
Shri RameshwaranandCJS) interrupted the Prime Minister and the 
speaker took a serious view of it and Shri liehru noted that a 
matter of such importance and gravity was reduced to a very low 
level by such interruptions.^ 
1. Ibid., c 5 9 8 6 . 2. Ibid., c 5 9 9 7 . 
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1 
Shri R,S. YadavCsoc.) moved a substitute motion vhich declared 
"that the proposals are not in keeping with the honour, sovereignty 
and integrity of India". Shri a.N. MandaKSoc.) also moved that the 
2 proposals may hot be cojisidered. 3 fouX > 
Shri Gopalan(CPI) "we should noc be swept away by the current 
of resentment nor should we be victims of momentary emttDns", He 
thought that the "proposals constitute a reasonable basis for 
starting negotiations, consistent with our honour and our vital 
Interests". Secondly, the proposals were made in response to an 
urge for international peace and avoid world crisis. He conceded 
that we had not got all that we wanted, "But should we not think 
of the consequences of rejedting off-hand their proposals?" He said, 
"Our Prime Minister himself, during the last debate in the 
Parliament, had emphasised that it will be foolish to think that 
the border dispute between India and CMna can be settled by war". 
He noted that even small military aid, though declared to be 
without strings, was always followed by some pressure and obligations 
Shri Ranga(Sw.) dissociated himself from the views of the CPI 
member, Bhri Gopalan regarding the Colombo proposals. "I do not 
consider," he r,aid, "these proposals to be honourable, just or 
fair to us". He said thit the non-aligned nations "have failed 
to live up to the expectation of being fair in this conflict.." 
They have not said that India is correct in her approadi or that 
1. Ibid.jC 6OO5. 2. Ibid., c 6OO6 
3 . Pjid., cc 6 0 0 6 - 1 2 . if. Ibid., cc 6012-23. 
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China was an aggressor. 
He asked, "Is it reasonable to expect us to allow the 
Chinese to come into partnersnipj territorial and administrative-
partnership with us on our own soil which she has grabbed"? He 
pointed out that v/lth the exeaption of five all "he Afro-Asian 
countries "have preferred to remain neutral even with regard to us" 
because they were frightened by China. 
1 
Shri U.M» Ti'ivQdl(JS) said that the Prime Minister was determined 
not to start negoti-.bion unless and until bhe forces of aggression 
were put behind the 7th Septeolser I962 line. He asked if the 
Colombo proposals conveyed any such thigg. He said the maps were 
confusing and even Shri Dheber was not clear about the?n. He 
crifcicised the Government policy regarding Thagla ridge and 
Longju, 
He blamed the leadership for initial reverses at the hand 
of the Chinese. He said that we had coffimitted the blunder of not 
espousing Tibet's cause. He said that we should not compromise 
with those whom we had declared as aggressors. 2 
Shri S.N. Lwivedi(PSF) completely disagreed with the Yiev that the 
proposals not only fulfilled our test but were advantageous from the 
polntfc of view of India. He said, "I feel the Colombo proposals were 
dangerous in their implications and disastrous in their consequences 
for this country..." He noted that the Colombo Powers had failed 
to realise the basic issues between India and China. They'iiried 
1. Ibid., oc 6035-^. 2. Ibid., cc 60^^-52. 
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their best but they failed to realise that they were dealing 
with a country which defied even Russia which armed it to the 
teeth. The Colombo Powors had no^influence that could change the 
attitude of China. He quoted the official journal of the D.A.R. 
to say that India's diplomatic and public relations were too poor 
to convince the Afro-Asian countries. 
1 2 
Shri Kishan Pattanayak(Soc.) made it clear that his party had not 
agreed to the decision about the 8th September 1^62 line even 
though its amendment proposing I5th August 19^7 line as the 
starting point was defeated. He referred to the unanimous pledge 
of the House to continue struggle against China at any length or 
whatever difficulties. He said the presaW^approach and the 
Colombo Proposals were clearly contrary to that pledge. 
He said that he was a supporter of the policy of non-alignment 
but the fact was that at the time of Chinese attack only the 
Amdrican bloc and mainly Amfi-rica came to our help whereas the 
Colombo Powers or the non-aligned countries uid not support us. 
He noted that if the Colombo Proposals were accepted and we sat 
around the table for negotiation the position would not change as 
it happened in Kashmir. 
Shri Priya Gupta(PSP) raised the point of order that China had 
rejected the proposals and, therefore, they need not be discussed 
in the House. 
1. Ibid., cc 6107-18 (Hindi) 
2. Shri Kara Sewak Yadav was the main speaker of the Socialist 
Party vfeen the Boarder situation w<j^s disoissed on 10.12.62. 
3. Ibid., Vol. XII(30); 2^.1.63; c 6233. 
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Shrl iS;H.Dwlvedi(PSP)^ro3e on a point of order and questioned the 
veracity of the maps. He also joined Shri Frank Aiftthony(nominated) 
and Shri Hem Barua(PSP) to draw the attention of the House that the 
Minister of Parliamentary Affairs had, in a sense, directed the' 
Press to play down all critical speeches from the opposition-
Shri Nafah Pai(PSP)^said that "the Colombo proposals are basically 
Peking proposals" which, instead of coming directly from Peking to 
Delhi, had come via Colombo. He said tt would be wrong to say that 
our determination not to yield to aggression would mean breaking 
of Afro-Asian solidarity. He noted that the supporters of the 
Proposal had given three arguments: (1) They are somehow advantage-
iL 
0U3 to US (2) They are onl^ basis for further negotiotions and 
(3) We have not given up any principles. 
Speaicing against these points he said that being a victim 
of aggression we could not regard them as advantageous. It was 
not the question of a mile here or there but the point was that the 
aggressor withdraws and "we also march to those posts which we 
h3ld". 
Shri Wath Pai argued that India was a challenge to the Chinese 
design of conquest and domination of Asia. China, therefore, planned 
to humiliate India. He said thjt our chanting of peace emenently 
suits China. "The truth of the matter is," he said, "this Government 
is paralysed by a fear, fear of the military might of China". 
He asked if the negotiations failed what would happen? 
What is the guarantee that they would succeed? He said no one was 
opposed to peaceful settlement. "What we are opposed to is peaceful 
1. Ibid., cc 623^-35 2. Ibid., cc 6236-1^ 6. 
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surrender in the name of peaceful negotiations". 
Smfc.Renu Chakravartty(GPI)^ said that "there has been a crisis of 
confidence created by the aggression by China upon India. We cannot 
forget it, and yet we have to realise that diplomacy is also part 
of politics". She praised the Colombo powers and said that parties 
like Swatantra, Jan Sangh, Paja Socialist and Socialist which had 
criticised the Proposals were demoralising India". They want us to 
join the western alliance". 
She noted^ "The Colombo powers have differentiated between 
the aggressor and the aggressed by the fact that we are not asked to 
withdraw in our own territory... whereas the Chinese have to 
withdraw from their present position"* She noted that the Proposals 
were advantageous to us. 
2 
Shr P.K. Deo(Sw.) said that the parliament was called upon to 
approve of a fait accompli« something which the Government had 
alrefadty accepted. He thanked the Colombo Power but said that they 
failed to call a spade a spade and that "these proposals have fallen 
far short of the expectations of all patriotic Indians". He noted 
that the Proposals were regarded to be nearer to Government proposals 
that is restoratioi of status quo ante of the 8th September 1962 
but in fact they were identical to the three point proposals of 
China except that we are not asked to withdraw. 
Shri B.R. Singh(JS)^ said when the Government had paactically accept-
ed the Proposals what is the fun in bringing them to the Parliament. 
He said that China had in fact committed aggression right in 195^. 
He pointed out that the Parliament had taken a pledge to continue 
war against China till the aggressor was thrown out of Indian soil. 
1. Ibid., cc 62i+6-5lf 2. Ibid., cc 6267-72 
3. Ibid., cc 6280-87(Hindi). 
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There was no mention in the pledge thnt war would be stopped if 
China withdrew to 8th September 1962 line. But the pledge had been 
given a different shape altogether and that would shock the nation, 
Shrl R.S. Yadav(Soc. noted that the matters like freedom and nation-
alism.were always decided with sentiments and freedom was safe-
guarded with sentiments. He said that in August 19^7 the old 
Congress leaders, out of their greed for power, had committed the 
blunder of accepting the partition of the country and now acceptance 
of Colombo Proposals would be a second blunder. 
He pointed that the Colombo Proposals had given many 
details but nothing had been said about the Ladakh area. He said 
the Proposals were contrary to the resolution pas.^ ed by the 
Parliament in November 1962. He g^ve various references to 
establish that the Government policy had not been consistent regard-
ing the Chinese aggression. 
2 
Shri Ran^aCSw.) suggested that the Colombo Proposals should not be 
accepted bedause they were humiliating. 
Shri S.N. Dwivedi(PSP)^ wanted the Prime Minister to declare that the 
Parliament was not committed to 8th September line and that there 
was difference of opinion. I4. 
Shri Nehru, in his reply to the debate noted that "the issues that 
were before us were confused, over laid and covered up by fell manners 
of other considerations" during the debate. He said, "we live in a-r 
rapidly changing world. We cannot, therefore, think in static terms". 
He pointed out that even the concept of non-alignment was changing. 
1. Ibid.,cc 6385-93(Hindi) 2.Ibid.,Vol.XII(30);25.1.63;cc.6507-08 
3 . Ibid., c 6 5 0 9 . Ibid., cc 6511-51. 
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he laid stress on "the dynamic character of the world today". He 
said that China had isolated herfse'}^ from the rest of the world 
because her policy of aggrandisement. 
He emphatically repudiated the allegation that the Government 
policy towards China was a result of fear and that acceptance of 
the Colombo proposal would be dishonourable. However, he said that 
"fearlessness has to be merited to wisdom... Otherwise it is 
reckless folly". 
Shri Ram Sewak Iadav(Soc.) Shri S.H. DwivedKPSP),Shri H.T.Kamath 
(PSP), Shri Kishan Pattanayak(Soc.) and Shri Priya Gupta(PSP) 
interrupted the Prime Minister when he tried to explain that there 
was almost unanimity in the House about the 8th September line. 
Shri Nehru briefly described the circumstances that led to 
the Colombo conference and 'feiie Proposals. He pointed out that when 
the representatives of the Colombo powers visited India they had 
told that China's reponse to the Proposals was positive. But later 
on it xcas known that it was limited and restricted. So we told 
the Colombo powers that we accepted the proposals In principle 
because "these proposals, not only in substance but essentially, 
carry out the main object of the 8th September proposal which 
we had made". 
The opposition members again Interrupted when the Prime 
Minister referred to the proposal regarding a 20 Kilometer 
corridor. They asked if the Chinese had intruded only 20 Kilometers 
in Indian territory. 
Finally Shri Nehru said that Government's intention was to 
convey to the Prime Minister of Ceylon a final answer to this matter 
approving in toto the Colombo proposals. He also said that 
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"This business of the 8th September line and the Colombo proposals 
is a temporary thing for a temporary objective". Further he said 
"the whole question of our conflict with China is a very much 
deeper one, and it may carry us on for years..." He declared that 
v;e shall not slackaa', even after accepting the Colombo proposals. 
Shri Nehru noted that the Colombo powers were not in a 
position nor was it proper for them to out right condemn them for 
what they have done. 
The House was divided on the substitute motion which aimed 
at rejecting the Colombo proposals. The motion was negatived 
by 3^9 Noes to 59 Ayes( c 6557/25.1.63). 
It has heen explained earlier that the Chinese design of 
expansionism and ultii|ately her aggression on the Worth-Eastern 
frontiers had been a powerful factor in Indian|)politics. The 
Congress and all the opposition parties were equally shcoked by 
the Shinese behaviour and their policies were reviewed under the 
impact of the border situation. The Congress once again reiterated 
its faith in the policy of non-alignment and principles of 
Panchasheela and the CPI fully supported her in the name of world 
peace. But it cannot be ignored that the CPI was, for the first 
time, vc^B- sharply divided into factious on the question of their 
attitude towards China. All the other opposition parties, 
irrespective of their ideologjkes, condemned the policy of non-
alignment and emphasised the need of a firm attitude towards China 
even to the extent of gj joining the western bloc or receiving 
foreign military aid. 
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The debate on India-ehina border dispute clearly shows that 
the opposition parties excluding the C PI were greatly disillusioned 
with Indians foreign policy and expressed serious doubts about its 
efficacy. They unanimously criticised the 'non-alignment' and 
the Panchasheela except that the PSP and the socialist party still 
had faith in non-alignment but wanted this policy to be suitably 
modified in the light of recent experience whereas the Jan Sangh 
and the Swatantra Party wanted it to be completely abjured and 
strengthen defence potentials. Whatever the merit of their 
criticism, the opposition parties did not lose an opportunity to 
publicly condemn the Government for its wrong foreign policy and 
endeavoured to influence public opinion' against the ruling party. 
They upheld the high standard of demoorMic process In the 
Parliament. 
5. Motion Re: International Situation(c 6269/16.9.6^) 
World politics in the modern context has become so complex 
that no country can ever prosper in isolation. Foreign policy 
of any country is inflanced by world politics as much as it is 
an outcome of national politics and ideology. India's foreign 
policy, as explained earlier, was no exception and the Parliament 
had a special responsibility to review it from time to time. The 
Governraent formally placed the subject before the Parliament on 
four occaslons( 16.9.63; 9.6k; 23.11.6^ and 15.11.6?) apart 
from its Informal review in connection with other matters. 
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1 
Shrl Nehru, moved the motion to consider the international 
situation and the policy of the Government of India. He said that 
the foreign policy of a country was greatly affected by the 
problems in the wider context of what was happening in the world. 
He said that "there is no future for the wrld except ultimately, not 
perhaps too soon, by the development of some kind of a world 
order... and so we have laboured for peace and disarmament.." Shei 
Nehru justified 655? the policy of non-alignment. "Another aspect 
of our policy is " he said, "naturally the rapid economic and 
social development". He noted that India wanted peace with 
Pakistan but proper atmosphere did not exist and that Pakistan had 
developed ftiendihip with China only because of her opposition to 
India, 
One important factor in the international scene was the test 
ban treaty between USA and USSH. The obher was the deterioration 
of the relations between China and USSR. The third was the 
development in Africa. He also referred to Addis Ababa Conference 
of AOU and India's relations with Nepal. 
He claimed that India's foreign policy had played a great 
role in the world politics. It was not because of any defect in 
our foreign policy that we could not settle our differences with 
Pakistan or China. 
In reply to a question by Shri Kamath(PSP), he said that India 
favoured withdrawal of British forces from its colonial territories 
in Malaysia. 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXI(2?)} 16.9.63; cc 6269-80. 
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Shrl H.N, Mukep.1ee(GPI)^ said that it vras demonstrated, by a large 
mass of people on Friday last that they wanted a firm policy against 
aggression and a firm stand in favour of peace and cooperation of 
all people. The policy of non-alignment was, he said, an instrument 
to achieve that end. However, he said that the reactionary forces 
at hotae and abroad were working against that policy, Secondly, 
India's image in the eyes of Afro-Asian friends had lately been 
sullied and distorted. Shri Molterjee was not happy over Shri 
Ashok Mehta being a member of Indian delegation to TOO because of 
his unfriendly attitude to the Socialist world. Shri Mukerjee 
welcomed the Test Ban Treaty and wanted India to follow it. He 
said China had been discredited because of her anti-India attitude 
in the Executive Committee of Afro-Asian Solidarity Council. 
He criticised the VGA deal and the Joint Air Exercises. He 
also criticised the role of Michael Scott regarding Naga problem. 
2 
Shrl Ranga<Sw.) said that it had been admitted by the Government 
and the CPI that "India has failed in its foreign policy so far as 
Pakistan front is concerned". Shrl Ranga asked the Kashmir 
conspiracy case was allowed to be unduly prolonged and why Shaikh 
Abdullah was kept in J"ail. This was a stumbling block in our way 
to winning over the people of Kashmir. He welcomed the "advent of 
Malaysia^- and the Eest Ban Treaty. He was glad that India was 
recels"ing aid from all countries but he asked why it was not 
possible for Russia to offer help at a time when it was very much 
needed. He asked for recognition of Israel. He criticised the 
Qovern-nent for yielding Communist propaganda in respect of the 
VOA deal. 
1.1bid.,cc 6281-97(see also the Statesman dated 1J+.9.63). 
2. Ibid., cc 6 2 9 7 - 6 3 1 0 . 
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Shri U.M. TrlvedKJS)^ said that the development of relations between 
Russia and China were "indicative of the fact that mere believing 
in particular ideologies will not help the nations to coijie 
together". The closer Sino-Pak relations were another example, Shri 
Trivedi said that "our relai^ ions with most of the foreign countries 
have not been very happy. Except that some good words are said 
about our Prime Minister,,, we lack entirely the sympathy of those 
who are about us." He referred to not very good relations with 
Burma, Indonesia and even Ceylon and that in USA there was a 
feeling that we were the wrong~doers against Pakistab. He spoke 
about the Hindu minority in Pakistan and of the Pak spy ring in 
India. He said the situation In Kashmir was still worse than what 
it was ten years ago and we have not moved an Inch to get back 
the Pak held territory. 
Shri Hem Barua(PSP)^ said that after the elan of Test Ban Treaty 
the world politics has undergone a new transformation and both 
USA and USSR were striving for world peace. Under these circumstances 
India could not afford either to become a setalllte of any power or 
choose grand isolation. "I would say, non-alignment is the pole-
star of India's destiny.." However, he said, "Our policy on hon-
alignment often betrays Itself by emotional and psychological 
bias". About the entente between China and Pakistan he said that 
"It is prompted and motivated by power politics and other 
opportunistic considerations rather by a genuine desire for 
International good will and understanding". 
He said that we are confronted wlth two enemies - China and 
Pakistan " one suffering from revolutionary chauvinism and the other 
1. Ibid., cc 632^-31 2. Ibid., cc 63^7-61. 
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impotent anger". Shrl Barua criticised India's placing too much 
faith in Panchsheel and erroneous assessment of China. 
Dr. Ram Manohar LohiaCSoc.)^said that our foreign policy had 
•completely failed' from the points of view of national independence 
and national interest and the international situation. He said 
that since l^th August 19^? we had lost 17 to 18 thousand square 
miles so far whereas in international field India had not made any 
grand contribution. He said that India's fordign policy was guided 
by 'fear', Algeria's Government in exile was not recogni25ed 
because of 'fear' of Atlantic camp and Israel was not recogni25ed 
because of 'fear' of Arabs. He cautioned against complacency 
on acoDunt of ideological conflict between Russia and China. He 
expressed regret that India was still supporting China's entry into 
the U.W. He supported the two China theory. About Pakistan he was 
opposed to her Government as much as to India's Government but ..he 
wanted to have close relations between the people of India and 
Pakistan. He said the only solution of Indo-Pak conflict was the 
confederation of India and Pakistan. 
Smt. Gayatri Devi(Sw.could not agree with the Prime Minister that 
"on the whole our foreign policy has been successful". She pointed 
out that we had lost position and prestige in South Bast Asia and 
that out diplomacy failed to keep China and Pakistan apart. She 
said that our policy towards China was misguided rifeht from the 
beginning and that the communist propaganda in the newly emerging 
nations of Africa was moijnting while our only chance reaching them 
had b'een lost when we scrapped the VGA deal under coranunist pressure. 
Shri Nehru^pointed out that our foreign policy was accepted by all 
parties till about two or three years ago and now it was 
1. Ibid.,Vol.XXI(26}17.9.66;CC 653^-52(Hindi) 2. Ibid.,cc 6^65-69 
3. Ibid., cc 6618-Mf. 
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being criticised. He said the developments in the «rorld politics 
had increased the faith of the world in the policy of non-alignment 
He did not agree with Shri H.N. !4akerjee(CPI) that India's image had 
su/fered because we did not support everything that came out in 
Africa. About delayed recognition of Algeria he said that 
Government^* in-exile were not recognized except in war time. 
Shri Nehru noted that the basic principles of India's foreign 
policy had not been criticised during the debat fexcept by Shri 
Banga(Sw.). He said, "If China brea,ks the Panchsheel so much the 
worse for China. It does not spoil Panchsheel". Shri Nehru 
categorically refuted the charge that our policy was based on any 
fear. He pointed out that the Test Ban Treaty was initiated by India 
in 195^. 
The motion on foreign policy was adopted on division of 
the House by 182 Ayes to BJoes( c 66M-7/17.9.63). 
Motion He IInternational Situation( c 3779/25.9.6^) 
Shri Swaran, Sinp^ h,^  in his introductoiy speech, said that the basic 
principles of India's foreign policy were: (1) see-)i|ing friendship 
and developing relations with all countries irrespective of 
ideology; (2) non-alignment and peaceful coexistence; (3). special 
endeavour to strengthen relations with neighbouring countries 
(U-) to continue to work for the freedom of the people of Asia and 
Africa and (5) cooperation with Afro-Asian Countries for world 
peace. 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXXIV(15) 25.9.6^; cc 3779-3803. 
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With reference to relations with China and Pakistan he said 
that China's negative attitude to Colombo Proposals and anti-India 
propaganda hnd not abated whereas India was still prepared to 
enter into negotiations if China accepted the Colombo Proposals. 
About FaMstan he said that inspite of some encouraging statements 
by Preaicient Ayub, the anti-Indiai^  propaganda of Pakistan continued 
and that nearly 300 refugees were still coming from East Pakistan 
everyday. He emphasised the need of good relations with Pakistan. 
He referred to the dai gerous situation in Laos and Vietnam and 
to the conflict between Indonesia and Malaysia. He also referred 
to India's relations with newly independent African nations; the 
Arab world and the East European countries. With reference to 
Soviet friendship with India he said that she had supportea India 
on Kashmir question in the UNO in October I 9 6 2 . 
A 
Dr. Lohia(SSP) ' moved his substitute motion which blamed the 
Ministry of being ineffective. 2 
Shri Ranga(Sw«) appreciated India's role towards African countries 
but regretted her ineffectiveness to help the people of East 
European countries who were suffering under the communist regime. 
He also referred to the treatment of governments of Burma and Ceylone 
to Indian settlers there. He was not prepared to agree with the 
Foreign Mnister in respect of India's foreign relations and her 
role in world politics. He referred to growing Chinese influence 
in the world. He was, thereforei opposed to the policy of non-
alignment which, he thought, was merely a dogma. He advised for 
closer friendship with U.K. U.S.A.,Australia, New Zealand, and 
1. Ibid., cc 3803-0J+(He spoke in English). 
2. Ibid., cc 3805-18. 
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Canada against Communist aggression. He offered all help for seeking 
better relations with Pakistan and asked for proper functioning of 
democracy in Kashmir. 
Shri Inder.iib Gupta(CPI)^ was satisfied with the principles of 
foreign policy. HowQYsr, he noted that the Minister had not said 
anything about certain important things such as question of India?v 
setiaers in Ceylon; cease-fire talks in Hegaland otc. He was not 
satisfied with India's role towards baclcward nations of the 
Commonwealth and other Afr6-Aaian Countries especially South Africa. 
On the question of Cinlna he was in full agreement with the policies 
of the Government. With reference to Indonesia-Malaysia confrontat-
ion he cautioned the GoTernraent against ^ i ng sides. 
2 
Shri He:/i Barua(PSP) referred to problem of refugees frors Ceylon, 
Burma and Zanzibar. He asked why India could rjot make efforts 
in the IT.l. to formulate rules v i s a-vis national minorities. He 
was not happy with the Government policy towards China and her 
agreeing to the GOlombo Proposals. He said there can be no 
solution to omrs^  border dispute with China except military 
solution". He asked for reshaping the foreign policy. Ion-alignment 
should remain real non-alignrrtent without emotional or psychological 
bias tovmrds this nation or that nation. 
Shri Ufltanath(CPI)^  opposed the fiews of Shri RangaCSw.) and blamed 
the Swatantra Party for extra-territorial faith. He said that real 
test of non-alignment was not getting help from all but it is "what 
impact our policy has made aaong the Afro-Asian nations..". He 
noted that the impact was very good. He referr§dfto India's 
opposition to foreign bases. He said that our leaning heavily on 
1. Ibid.,¥ol. XXXIV(l6);28.9.6^;cc ifOM-6-60 2. Ibid.,cc ^ 066-7^ 4-
3. Ibid., cc U-082-91. 
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foreign aid explains the soft-pedalling of anti-imperialism in our 
foreign policy. He appreciated the initiative taken by the 
Minister of External Affairs in respect of neighbouring countries. 
About China he said that no military solution of the border dispute 
was possible and that it had got to be found on political basis. 
Shrl Bade(JS)'*enaphaslsed the need of change in policy according 
to the changed circumstances. He wanted the policy to be changed 
to counter-act the Chinese expansioniaa in S-E Asia through 
organizing closer ties between all snti-Cliina countries. He was 
not in favour of any soft comer for Pakistan and wanted stiff 
attitude to be adopted in respect of Nagaland. He wanted defence and 
foreign policies to gd^ tegther. 
2 
Dr. LQhia(SSP) found some difference between principles and 
practice as far as the world politics was concerned. He spoke about 
various problems of world politics. 3 
Shri Swaran Singh, in his reply tot he debate, reiterated that the 
policy of non-alignment was evolved as a result of Historical events 
and developments. He was convinced that that would make a power-
ful contribution to the promotion of world peace and understanding. 
Similarly, he defended the importance of the Commonwealth and its 
utility. He dispelled any doubts that Kashmir was discussed in the of 
recent conference/commonwealth countries. He dismissed the 
sug,section of Shri Gupta(CPI) for a meeting with the opposition 
parties in connection with his proposed visit of neighbouring 
countries. About Pakistan he said that one extreme view expressed 
by the Swatantra Party was to go all out to effect some settlement 
1. Ibid., cc lf1lif-l8(Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc J+118-27 (Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc if1if1-68. 
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with Pakistan. The other extreme view was that there was very-
little chance of the two countries coming closer and, therefore, 
some other policy was to be adopted. But he reiterated the desirabil 
Ity of continuing efforts for friendly relations with that 
neighbouring country. 
The substitute motion was negatived and the foreign policy 
of India was endorsed( c M68/28.9.6^)^ 
ThB, third motion regarding the International situation was 
moved on 23.11.6'+( c 1209) and the opposition parties oscluding 
the GPI expressed their disapproval of the principles of non-
alignment and Panchasheela. Ho fresh grounds were covered during 
the debate. 
7. Motion re; International Situation( c 1880/15.11.65) 
1 
Shri Swaran Singh, in his introductory remarks referred to the 
conflict with Pakistan and the Chinese ultimatum at the time of 
that conflict. He also referred to national solidarity inspite 
of these incidents. He gave a brief resume of the Indo-Pak 
conflict; the resolution of the Security Sou^ jicil of 5-9.65 and 
President Ayub Khan's lukewainn response to it; use of Ameridan 
arms by Pakistan against India; viait of U.N. Secretary General 
to India and Pakistan and his appeal to both the countries and 
Pakistan's unfavourable reaction to that; the second resolution of 
the Security Council on 20.9.65; and the attempt of Pakistan to 
raise the issue in the U.N.General Assembly and also an attempt 
1. Ibid., Vol.XLVII(8); 15.11.65; cc 1879-98. 
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to call a meeting of the Security Council to which India was 
clearly opposed ^  t^tbdn the Presidenb of the Security Council 
also agreed. He briefly described the debate in t he Security 
Council and referred to Sino-Pak Collusion. He referred to the 
question of Aden and explained that India was in favour of the 
liquidation of British Base in Aden. He reiterated India's faith 
in the policy of non-alignment and peaceful coexistence. 
Substitute motions'' were moved by Shri Limaye(ssp) Shri 
lashpal Singh<SSP), Shri R.S. Yadav(SSP), Shri Masani(Sw.),Shri 
Dwevidi(PSP), Shri Bade(JS) and Smt. Ghakravartty(CPI). 
2 
Shri Masani(Sw.) 'speaking An his substitute motion demanded ' a 
radical revision' of the foreign policy; building a system of 
regjonal security with Japan and Australia; support for defence of 
South Vietnam and Malaysia against ag.gresslon; to take steps to 
liberate Tibet and recognise Dalai Lama as Head of Free Tibetan 
Government; and establish diplomatic relations with the Hepublic of 
China and Israel. He noted th&,t India had no friends except 
Singapore and Malaysia and that was due to wrong foreign poli^. 
He highliglted the threat from China. About Pakistan he wanted the 
door to be kept open for friendship. He emphasised the need of 
friendship with USA. 
Smt. Chakravartty(GPI)^ referred to U.S. military aid to Pakistan. 
She was opposed to Prime Minister's accepting invitation of President 
Johnson to visit U.S.A. She condemned U.S.A.'s involvement in 
Vietnam. She opposed the Swatantra suggestion of recognising Taiwan. 
She supported the policy of non-alignment. 
1. Ibid., cc 1899-1908 2. Ibid., cc I909-26. 
3. Ibid., cc 1 9 2 6 - 3 9 . 
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Shri TrlvedKJS)*^ noted that India's foreign policy was not based 
upon national needs but upon what others would think about us or 
what would happen in TJ.N. 0, He wanted a firm policy to be adopted 
against Pakistan. He vras opposed to the policy of pleasing certain 
oountr-ies and said that, "we have blundered in our attitude to this 
so called United Arab Republic". Ha criticised India's diplomacy, 
Indian diplomatic mission and the propaganda machinary. 
p 
Shri Dwivedi(PSP) noted that our externaJL publicity was very poor 
and referred to defects and deficiency in diplojnatic personnel 
and missions. He said, "This happens bececuse we have no foreign 
policy". He agreed that policy of nona-alignment and peaceful 
co-existence was good but said that "mere platitudes or principles 
do not make a policy". He said that we are isolated and have no 
friends except Laos, Singapore, Malaysia and Yugoslavia. We also 
failed to get support even^ '^ our neighbours. He wanted the policies 
to be asserted vigorously and suggested, "we must become a strong 
nuclear power". He advocated manufacture of atom bomb. He 
criticised the attitude of western nations and the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R 
towards Indo-Pak conflict* He cautioned the Government against any 
talks on the illegally occuoied Kashmir area. 3 
Shri Swaran Singh, in his reply to the debate, referred to India's 
good relations with Afghanistan and expressed Indians sympathy v4th 
the issue of Pakhtoonistan. He also referred to friendship with 
Malaysia and support of that country to India in the Security 
Council. He admitted that certain Arab countries had not understood 
1. Ibid.5 cc 1962-72 2. Ibid., cc 1978-89. 
3. Ibid., Vol. XLVIKIO); 17.11.65; cc 2if10-26. 
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our position well and that certain African Countries had supported 
Pakistan. He reiterated faith in the policy of non-alignnsent and 
said that our missions abroad were doing good work and steps were 
being taken to streamline the publicity. 
The motion was adopted on division of the House by 123 
Ayes to 31 Noes ( c 2^ -30/17.11.65). 
The importance of the fourth motion res Internntional 
situ».tion lies in the fact thc^ t it was moved after the Indo-Pak 
conflict and the opposition parties got an additional argument 
to condemn the foreign policy, foriegn publicity and diplomacy. 
It is clear from the debates on foreign policy that the 
opposition parties were fully conscious of their responsibility 
and critical3.y analysed the foreign policy and its implementation 
The object was not only to condemn the Government but also to 
educate public opinion regarding problems of foreign policy. The 
task was fulfilled assiduously. 
8. Motion Re: Situation Arising out of Repeated and 
Continuing attack by Armed Forces of 
Pakistan on Kutch BorderCc 11576/28.^^.65) 
Since her independence in 19^ 7» sn important factor in 
India's foreign policy had been her relations with Pakistan. There 
had been frequent conCrontratlon, border skinnishes and diplomatic 
offensive from across the border. Apart from its historical and 
political imp^rtaace, the problem kept up tension between the two 
countries and its impact on India's foreign policy was no less 
1 powerful. The Pak attack on Kutch border was a major incident, and 
1. For details soe the Statesman and the Hindustan Times dated 5A.65; and 20.'f.65. ^ 
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the motion to discuss the situaJbion was naturally of great 
importance. The opposition^ utilised the occasion to highlight, 
according to their respective ideologies, any faults in the 
foreign policy. 
* I 
Shrl Shastri(Prime Minister) moved the motion and assured the 
House that our forces were defending the border with volour and 
the whole nation was solidly behind thera. He gave the background 
of the situation and the various stages culminating in the attack, 
and the correspondance with the Government of Pakistan. He said that 
there was "no basis whatsoever for any dispute regarding the border 
between the Sind Province and Kutch". He assured the House that 
everyone in India was prepared to give any sacrifice rather than 
allow our freedom to be subverted. 
The follov;ing members of the opposition parties moved their 
substitute motions which were strong^lT worded^ condemned Pakistan 
2 and were critical of the Government policy. 
1. Shri Sarjoo Pandey(GPI) ( motion No. 1) 
2. Shrl Kachhavaiya(JS)(JS) ( motion No. 
3. Shri Madhut Limaye(SSP) ( motion No. 7) 
H-. Shri Bagri(SSP) ( motion No. 8) 
5. Shri Dwivedi (PSP) ( motion No. 9) 
6. Shri Trivedi (JS) ( motion No.12) 
Shri RangaCSw.)^characterised the attack as "naked aggression" and 
appealed to the conscience of the world and the U.N. to intervene 
and support India's claim. He also criticised the Government for 
unprepardness. He also referred to Sino-Pak friendship mativated 
by anti-India attitude, 
1. Ibid., Vol. XLII(^7);28.if.65j cc 11576-86. 
2. Ibid., cc 11586-92. 3. Ibid., cc 11592-11603. 
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Shrl Muker.1ee(GPI)^ condemned the Pak attacks and said that 
they were "facilitated by arms received from the United States of 
America". He asserted that Pakistan was playing into the hands of 
the U.K. and the U.S.A. He said that the American arms supplied to 
Pakistan had found their way in Hagaland. He spoke of the great 
dangers of a full-scale Indo-Pak conflict. He asked for defeating 
Pakistan bAth on military and diplomatic fronts. 
Shri Trlvedi(JS) noted that Pakistan had no claim whatsover any 
part of Kutch and the demarcation between Kutch and Sindh was 
natrual. He alleged that the religious head of the Dawoodi Bohra 
CO imunity, Mulla Tahir Saifuddin had illegally transferred large 
amounts to Pakistan. 
Shri Trivedi criticised the Government for its unpreparedness and 
•illogical policies' and said that Pakistan attacked India thousand 
times in the past. He asked, "Is Lahore too far from us?". 
Shri Dwivedi(SSP)^pointed out that inspite of full support from the 
entire people the Government had not thro-vm out the aggressors from 
the Indian soil. Ha condemned the weakness of the Government that 
encouraged Pakistan to attack every now and then. He was of the 
opinion that Pakistan by itself would nii^ have thought of the 
attack but it was planned by China. He said, "I accuse this 
Government and the Prime Minister that they are probably helping 
in this attack on India". He also accused USA for negatively 
helping Pakistan to attack India. He said the situation was very 
1. Ibid., cc 11603-lV. 2. Ibid., cc 1163 (Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 11650-61. 
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serious which could create a communal franzy. 
Dr. LohiaCSSP)^ condemned the Government for its weakness. He said, 
the only solution of the Indo-PaJ?: relations was the union of the 
two. He said if the matber was taken too far, Bast Bengal could be 
acquired in four five daysj 
Substitute motions were negatived and the motion to drive 
out the Pakistanis frora Kutch was adopted ( c 117^^28.^.65). 
9 Motion: re: Indo-Pakistan Agreement on Gujarat-
West Pakistan Border C c 1W16.8.6?). 
The Indo-Pak conflict on Kutch-Sind border camo to an 
2 
end with the efforts of the British Prime Mnister, Wilson. 
The agreement the two countries was placed before the 
House for its approval. The agreement consisted of cease-fire, 
restoration of Status quo ante and setting up of an arbitration 
tribunal. 
Before discussion could start on the motion Sh©i 
Hem Barua(SSP) raised a point that the cease-fire agreement had 
violated certain provisions of the Constitution, overriden the 
authority of the Parliament and by-passed certain assurances 
given by the Government. The point was not admitted. Shri Madhu 
LimayeCSSP) supported Shri Barua^. Shrl U.M. TrivediCJS) made out 
the point that by moving the motion, the Prime Minister Wf-is breaking 
the privi3.eges of the House because certain assurances were given 
1. Ibid., cc 11667-77(Hindi) 2. See the Stateman dated 2#-30.^.65. 
3. Ibid. ,?O1.XLI?(1);16.9.65JCC ^K^A? 
Ibid., cc 1^ -7-50 (Hindi). ^ Jbid., 
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in this connection.' 
Shri Bade(JS) Shri Yadav(SSP), Shri Bagri(SSP), Shri Rameshwar-
anand(JS), Shri S.W. Dwivedi(PSP), Shri Mukerjee(GPI),Shri Kamath 
(PSP) and Shri Daji(GPI) also took part in the discussion. 
Shri Sen (Minister of Law) moved that Shri Bagri(SSP) be 
suspended for one week. 
The motion was carried on division of the House by 17^ + Ayes to 
15 Noes, (c 167/16.8.65). 
Shri PattaTiayak(S8P) and soma other members walked out, % 
Shri Shastri* explained that the Prime Minister of the U.K. Mr. 
Wilson had written to him and to President Ayub Khan on 28.^.65 to 
ceasg-fire to be followed by withdrawal of troops and restoration 
Status quo as on January 1,1965. The Government accepted the 
proposals because they basically conformed to India's stand. An 
agreement was eventually signed on 30,6,65. He gave details of the 
agreement. 
About Kashmir he said the situation was fully under control. 
Substitute Motionst 
SSP: 1. Shri Yashpal Singh moved<motion No,1) to disapprove 
of the Agreement "as it barterw away the honour and 
sovereignty of India". 
2, Shri K.Pattanayak moved (motion No,2) to disapprove of 
the Agreement because it violated our sovereign right 
and is contrary to the resolution of the Lok Sabha, 
PSP: 1. Shri Dwivedi moved (motion No,^) to call upon the 
Government to anni. the agreement because it was 
"derog-.itory to national honour, detrimental to 
i?ational Interest" and contrary to a unanimous 
resolution of Lok Sabha. 
1. Ibid., cc Ibid., cc I'yV-.'lSl-, 
- 63^ + > 
JS: 1. Shri B.H. Singh moved (motion Kos. 5-7) to dis-
approve of the Agreement because it was contrary to 
a resolution of parliament and it acknowledged an 
aggression as a territorial dispute. 
GPI: 1. Smt. Chakravartty moved i[motion I0.IO) to disapprove 
of the provision in the Agreement regarding 
arbitration because "it impinges upon our sovereign 
rights on the territory of Kutch.." 
Shri Ranga(AW. emphasised the need to prej^ aring a long term plan 
to have peace with PaMstan because "eternal posture of en^mity" 
between the two countries was not possible. He supported the 
Government on the Kutch issue but reminded that the Indian Border 
Security Force had not effectively carried out its duties 
according to 196O agreement, othen-rise Pak incursions would not 
have been possible. He approved of the agreement. 
o 
ghri Gupta(GPI) said that an agreement for cease-fire was quite 
good. But a close scrutiny of the agreement showed that the 
Status quo ante in the agreement was " a bitter pill for this 
country to swallow". He charged the government with bungling 
in the matter and suppression of facts. He criticised the provision 
of arbitration in the Agreement and said that "the terms of reference 
of this Tribunal will not be confined to the question of demarcation 
on the ground of an existing international border between Kutch and 
8ind but will also Include the validity or not of the claims of 
Pakistan over a wide area of run of Kutch itself". He, therefore, 
demandsd that the arbitration clause of the Agreement should be 
revoked. 
Shri U.M. Srivedi(JS)"'speaking against the motion said that Pakistan 
had always created trouble and India yielded to that. He asked vhy 
1. Ibid., cc 181-90 2. Ibid., cc 190-205. 
3. Ibid., Vol. XLIV(2); 17.8.65; cc ^19-33(Hindi). 
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should we agree to talks under such circumstances. He asserted, "we 
have committed a grave blunder by authorising the Tribunal to 
resolve about 3if,000 Sqr. mil^s of land". He was of the firm 
opinion that the expectation in the Agreement that it will reduce 
tension on entire Indo-Pak border was absolutely wrong. He demanded 
the Gk)vernfflent to give up its weak-kneed pdilicy. 
Shri Yadav(SSP)^characterised the Agreement as a symbol of aggressior 
and humiliation. He argued that Indo-Pak differences could not be 
resolved in this manner. He referred to Kutch-Sind agreement of 
1 9 5 9 - 6 0 . He was opposed to the provfeLon of a Tribunal and asked if 
the Government would agree if the Tribunal awarded some territories 
to the other party. About Indo-Pak relations he said that there 
were only two alternatives and no more: either war or confederation. 
He demanded the Government to revoke the Agreeirent. 
p 
Shri Bhattacharya(CPI) " said, '•Inspite of the grave situation in 
Kashmir at the present moment, our ruling party does not coHliider 
the Kutdi agreement inimical to the national interest". He supported 
the Agrearncnt. However, he regarded it a dangerous precedent and 
seriously ob^ -Jected to provision of a Tribunal. He said,"If at all a/ 
tribunal becomes unavoidable, we must see that it is composed of thre 
nonaaligniad nations representatives". 
He v;as of the vlow that a start had been made for peaceful* 
settlement with Pakistan and the same should be followed for 
settlement with China. 
Shri J.Mehta,(PSP)^  vranted the Government to reconslder.de novo«and 
take a positive stand on Pakistan affairs* 
1. Ibid.,cc Mf2-52(Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc ^ 60-63. 
3. Ibid., cc ^ 75-77. 
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Shri Kamatii(PSP)^ blamed the Government for lack of firmness, 
courage and strength to deal with the Kutch affair. Then he said, 
"I do not know whether the Gujarat State Police have discharged theii 
duty well". He reminded the Government of the assurances given in 
the Parliament. About the Agreement he said "It is not an agreement 
of peace or truce either, it is not an agreement of peace with 
honour and justice. It is a pact of dbject appeasement of the 
aggressor. 'fey. signing this document, the Prime Minister has 
betrayed, violated, the pledge solemnly given to Parliament". He 
wanted the spirit of Shivaji, Gandhiji and Ifetaji to be recaptured. 
2 Shri HimmatsinghJiCSw.) explained the legal position of Kutch to 
Justify Indians claim on it. 
, 3 
Shri Bhastri« in his reply to the debate, referred to historical 
background and certain points re3-ating to Kutch border. He-said, 
"The question of demarcation arose, because although we are quite 
firm that the boundary is already officially set-tied, Pakistan 
contests that position. The resulting situ<xtion, therefore, has to 
be resolved by negotiations and fc.iling that, by the verdict of an 
impartial triibunal^ ^ 
The substitute motions los 1,7 and 10 were put and rejected 
on division of the House. 
Ko. 1 (by 4SSP) was rejected by 272 is3oas to 31 Ayes<c.7Wl8.8. 
65). 
lio. 7(by i|JS) was rejected by 262 Noes to 17 Ayes 
( c 755/18.8.65) 
No. 10 (by ^CPI) was rejected by 26^ Noes to 26 Ayes 
(c 759/18.8.65)* 
1. Ibid., cc 1+77-89 2. Ibid., cc 501-503* 
3. Ibid., Vol. XLIV(3); I8.8.65;cc 706-
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The Congress party substitute motion was B.pproTr6d on division 
of the House by 269 Ayes to 28 Noes( c 763/18.8.65). 
It is clear from the debate that the Kutch Agreement was 
opposed by ail opposition parties except the Swatantra Just as the 
•Colombo Proposals' were opposed by all except the CPI. The 
opposition of the Jan Sangh to any move for better indo-Pak 
relati ns was ideological whereas the SSP and the PSP opposed the 
agreement for its contents. The CPI did not approve of the provision 
I 
for arbitration. Ail these opposition parties looked at the 
document from their respective angles and fulfilled their 
responsibility of educating public opinion by highlighting its 
legal and constitutional defects.^ But the greatest weakness 
of these parties was lack of unity and absence of any agreed 
programme against the Government. Wone of the substitute 
motions got support of more than 31 votes. 
The biggest Indo-Pak armed conflict since 19^ +7 occured in 
September 1965 when the Pakistani infiltrators entered into liashmir 
in a large number and the Pak forces crossed over international 2 
boundary in the State. The conflict was of serious proportions and 
the whole nation once again offered to make 'the supreme sacrifice 
to safeguard the honour of mother India'. This time the Soviet 
Premier, Kosygin tried his hand to effect a settlement between the 
two neighbours and maintain peace in the sub-continent. 
1. For details of public demonstrations against the agreement 
organised by the Jan Sangh and the SSP see the Statesman and 
the Hindustan Timerj dated 15-20.8.1965. 
2. For details of 'Indo-Pak War' and development of events see the 
Statesman and the Patriot(Haw Delhi) for the months of Sept.and 
OctobeFT965. 
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Prime Minister Shastri made a Statement re, Indo-Fascist an 
Halations ( c 712/5*11.6^) in the House after the ceaso-fire had 
been announced. The events that followed the eease-fire constitute 
a very important chapter in the political and diplomatic history of 
free India. The whole complex of India's foreign relations was 
affected and the Parliament was naturally concerned with it. The 
opposition parties were no less agitated over the incident and 
fully supported the Government policy in that regard, 
Shri Shastri^ stated that the cease-fire was not fully effective 
because &f the Pak forces continuously tried to occupy the posts 
an.d areas which were not in their possession ab the time of cease-
fire and thsi-t for any reel progress the cea^e-fire was to be made 
truj.y effective, Fartherj be noted tfcit in any discussion on 
withdravralH it must be guaranteed that Paliistan would not repeat 
In future the infiltration technique, ile also noted that Pakistan 
did not seem to be interested in cease-fire, which it grudgingly 
accepted; nor was she willing to follow the subsequent steps cont-
empleted in the i^ ecurity Council Resolution i.e. v;ithdrawal of 
ai"med personnel and the infiltrators. Then he said, "la our 
relations with Pakistan, we shall continue to behave in accordance 
with the ca/ions of civilised society". About the question of 
payment of dues under the Indus Water Treaty, he said that "we shall 
continue to honour our pledged word". He assured the House that 
everything posGible being done on the plane of prejsarsdness. 
2 
Shri Rai\gg,{Sw.) associated himself ai'jd his party vrith the Government 
pollcjr. 
1. Ibid.,Vol. XLXai(3)j5.11.65; cc 712-20. 
2. Ibid., cc 720-22. 
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Shrl Dwlvedl(PSP)'' suoported the Governnent and said that there 
should be no change In our stand or slackening in our preparations. 
2 
Shri Trivedi(J'S) endorsed the policy stnted by the Prime Minister. 
Shri Inder.iit Gupta(CPI)^ approved of the Govemffient policy but 
demanded the Goveniment that along with paying tribute to Jawans equal 
attention should be paid to the home front i.e. to look into the 
problems of food shortage, rising prices etc. 
k 
Dr. lohiaCSSP) wanted the House to discuss why the Indian Forces 
did not reach Lahore and Sialkot. He said that stetemeot of the 
Prime Minister was atabiguous regarding Indian territory in Pak 
occupation and the question of infiltrators. 
In a subsequent statement re. Proooseia Meeting of the Prime 
Minister v/ith President Ayub Khan at Tashkent and other Matter b 
( c 695^/10.12.65), Shri Shastri informed the House of the peace-
making efforts of Premier Kosygin. He expressed his willingness 
to meet President Ayub Khan at Tashkent from ^.1.66 but declared 
"that as far 9.s Kashmir question was concerned It was not possible 
to deviate from the position that Kashmir was a xjart of I;idia and 
that there was no question of parting with our territories". Shri 
Shastri briefly described the situation on the borders and 
informed the House of hlg proposed visit to Bunaa(December 20-23,65) 
and U.S.A.(1.2.66). 
Shri P.K. DeoCSw. appreciated the efforts of Mr. Kosygin and hoped 
1. Ibid., cc 722-23 2. Ibid., cc 723-25(Hindi>N. 
3. Ibid., cc 725-26 h. Ibid., cc 725-30(Hindi). 
5. Ibid., ?ol.XLIX(27); 10.12.65; cc 695'+-58. 6. Ibid., c 6959. 
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that the Tashkent talks -will open the gate for poraanent solution 
of the problem. He also appreciated USA's timely food aid under 
PL 1+80. 
1 S.hrl MukerjeeCCPI) was not happy about the wa/ in vrhich the U.S. 
visit was arranged. He v/ished success to the Tashkent talks. 
2 
.Shri TrivedKJS) appreciated the proposed Tashkent ta3Jcs but he 
was apprensive that Kashmir would be discussed there. 
Shri Dwlvedi(PSP)^ said that the Prime l^inister had taken an 
unusual step in agreeing to the Tashkent meeting even though 
Pakistan Gonfinued to viol.ate the cease-fire. He watili-^dte the 
Prime Minister to clarify that the discussion on Indo-Pak relations 
in its totality will exclude Kashmir. He asked if Kashmir was also 
mentioned in the communication from Mr. Kosygin. h 
Shri Bhattacharya(CPI) expressed good wishes for the Tashkent 
meeting and asked the Prime Minister similarly find some for 
settlement with China. 
j3r. LohlaCGS?)-^advocated for Indo-Pak Confederation. 
Shri Yashpal Slngh(P3F)^ asked how Tashkent meeting could solve 
the problem when Pakistan claimed that Kashmir will be discussed 
there and continued to show aggressive designs. 
10. Motion He. laskent Declaration( c 610/16.2.66). 
The good offices of the Soviet Premier Kosygin for a 
settlement of Indo-Pak conflict culminated in the Tashkent 
1. ibid., cc 6959-61 2. Ibid., cc096l-62 
3. Ibid., cc 6962-6.3 Ibid., cc 696V 
5. Ibid., cc 696S?-66(Hindi) 6. Ibid., c 6969(Hindl). 
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DeclarBtion and the sad demise of the Indian Prime Minister^Shastri 
a few hours after thu document was signed. The v/hole nation was 
shocked to leim the tragic death of tfie Prime Mnister and the 
oppat5ition parties looked at the incident and the document with 
misgivings and disappointments. The debate on Tashkent Declaration 
in the House was anxiously awaited and the opposition took this 
opportunity to criticise the foreign policy and disapprove of the 
•1 Declaration. 
p 
Shri Swaran Sin^h stated tliat the the late Prime Minister Shastri 
had agreed to go"to Tashkent and hold discussion with President Ayub 
Khan so that the relations between India and Pakistan could improve. 
Shri Swaran Singh explained that "before going to Tashkent Shri 
Shastri had made it clear that Kashmir was an integral part of India 
and the sovereignty of Jamiiiu and Kashmir was not- negotiable and he 
stuck to this position till the end. In the Declaration also it is 
iBontioiied that each party reiterated its position on Kashmir. He 
referred to Shr-i Shastri»s opening speech in which he had emphasised 
the need and desirabilifcy of peaceful solution of conflict. 
He pointed out ohat ''if only an Indian representative had had 
to draft this Declaration, its language could be different.. But 
let us always re/jiewber that this was a document which was evolved 
as a result of very elaborate discussion... It is a compromise 
document". It is a document which either side can project to their 
people. Speaking on certain controversial points of the Declaration 
he appealed to all sections not to vie-w it as a party matter. C^e 
such point was about the withdrawals. He said that Shri Shastri bad 
1. For press reports and coJUfients about bhe Declaration, see the 
Statesman the Hindustan Times dated 15.1.66. 
2.Ibid., Vol.LO); 16.2.66; cc 610-27. 
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made it clear to the U.N. Secretary General and was followed in 
Tashkent that after the cease-fire India would not leave the door 
open for any infiltration. The three salient features of the 
Tashkent Declaration were: (1) Force will n^ t be ussd to settle 
disputes; (2) Ho interference in the internal laatters of each other 
and (3) In Kashmir the previous cease-fire line will be restored. 
Shri Swaran Singh noted that certain commentators had made one-
sided interpretation. He explained the reasons for withdrawal from 
Haji Pir, Kargil and Tithwal. 
The othdr part of the Declaration was, he explained, to re-
establish the diplomatic relations."The central Philosophy was the 
insistence on peace*'. He characterised the Declaration as a last 
gift of Ghri Shastri to the country. 
Shri Trivedi(JS)^ raised a Constitutional point that the adopfeation 
of the Declaration would involve giving up our hold on Kargil, 
Tithwal and Haji Pir which are pafts of Jararau and Kashmir which is 
an integral part of India. That would amount to giving up a part of 
territory and that required an amendment of the Constitution, 
Shri Limaye(SSP)\greed with Shri Trivedi(JS) in principle btit said 
that the present motion was only "to consider" the issue. The 
Constitutional point will have to be decided when the motion was to 
be passed. 
Shri Kamath(PSP)^ agreed with the Constitutional point raised by 
Shri Trivedi(JS). He drew attention to the point that the Indian 
laws and the jurisdiction of Jammue and Kashmir was extended to those 
1. Ibid., c 627. 2. Ibid., c 631. 
3. Ibid., cc 631-32. 
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territories (Kargil,Tithwal etc) after their liberation or recoisery 
by Indian army. The withdrawal would be tentamount to the cession 
of our jurisdiction, our sovereignty, to a foreign state. Therefore, 
that part of the Declaration was ultra vires o£ the Constitution. 
Shri Da.li(GPI)'differed from the Constitutional points raised by 
Shri rrivedi(JS) and Kainath (PSP). He said that they were doing a 
disservice to the nation. It was not to seced our sovereignty. 
"Constitutional de facto control can be withdrawn.". 
Shri Mi^erjee(CPI)^ supported Shri Daji. 
Shri Kapur Singh(Sw.) opposed the views of the communist members. 
f 4 
Shri PathakCMinister of Law) pointed out that the Declaration was a 
part of the agreement of cease-fire which included withdrawal to 
original positions. 
The speaker gave the ruling th-it it was a resolution for 
consideration. The Members could express their views on it and 
raise constitutional points. The decision will be taken after the 
consideration is over. 
Shri Kamath(PSP) and Trivedi{JS) were not satisfied. 
Substitute motions*^were moved by Shri Trivedi(JS)(Nos.5,6 & 
7); Shri Limaye(SSP) (no. 11). g7 
Shri P.K.DeoCSw. )• welcomed the agreement and favoured withdrawals 
which he said, was "nothing but restoration of Status quo ante". 
1. Ibid., cc 631-3^ 2. Ibid., cc 634-
3. Ibid., cc 63?-36 
4, Ibid., cc S^. Ibid., cc 6if3-^ 6 
Ibid., cc 78. Ibid., cc 65h-60. 
• -
• Shri Huker.ieeCCPI)^speaking for the resolution appealed that the basicj 
objective of peace and amity between the two countries should not 
iJe distorted*.- He appreciated the efforts of the Soviet Union 
Prirae Minister and the Soviet friendship to India. HG said that 
If the agreeiaent was not lEsplemented. India will become the victim 
of the neo-imperialist powers in th^lr p o l i t i c a l game. He criticised 
the U.K. and the U.S.A. He favoured the v/ithdrawals from Haji 
Pir, Kargil and Tichwal and appealed to the Governmait to consolidate 
the bond of amity between the two countries. He appreciated the 
letter and spirit of the Tashkent Declaration and expressed the 
hope thgit some such thing would be done about China too, 
p 
Shri Trivedi(JS) speaking against the Declaration characterised the 
action of the Government as "foolish or silly". He briefly described 
the history of Kashmir's accession to India and vehemently opposed 
the withdrawals from Haji Pir, Kargil and lithwal. 
He said that there was no possibility of the success of 
Tashlcent talks because Kashmir was not being discussed. He alleged 
that some pressure was brought upon Shri Shastri and he signed the 
Declaration under the pressure. He asserted that the agreement would 
not establish permanent peace and amity, 
Shri DwivediCPSP)^s:peaking against the agreement said it could not 
extablish peace. He said that Shri Shastri had assured the House 
and the public that we would not be withdraw from our own areas 
especially Haji Pir, Thithwal and Kargil. He contended that the 
agreeiaent was signed under pressure. "Therefore, what I say is that 
this declaration is nothing but a scrap of paper which has no 
validity". He was opposed to withdrawals, 
1. Ibid., cc 661-73 3» Ibid., cc 689-98. 
3. Ibid., cc 709-19. 
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Shrl Bhattacfaarya(CPI)^ fully supported the Declaration. He 
cautioned the GoveiTninent not to surrender to the reactionary forces 
who were opposed to the agreement.He asked for similar settlement 
with China. He said that Rumania and the tJ.A.H. had offered to 
arrange a similar meeting with China. 2 
Shri Madhu Limaye(SSP) alleged that the Government had no policy 
regarding the relations with Pakistan. He was of the view that 
Pakistan also had not respected its commitments regarding peace and 
friendship with India. He was opposed to the Tashkent Declaration. 
He said that "^akistan had not conformed to the principles of U.N.O. 
H© also alleged that inspite of its policy of secularismi the 
ruling party had maintained a cleavage between the Hindus and 
Mislims. 
She Kachhavaiya(J"S) ladav(SSP) and MukerJee(CPI) demanded 3 that the Prime Minister I'frs. Gandhi should reply to the debate. 
IL 
Shri Swaran SjUigh in his reply to the debate explained the position 
in respect of withdrawals from Haji Fir, Kargil and Tithwal. He 
said that these areas were occupied to check infiltrators for whom 
Pakistan had not accepted any responsibility. Under the Tashkent 
agreement Pakistan had agreed to refrain from interfei'snce in 
internal matters which Included sending of armed infiltrators. The 
objective of India had been achieved^ ,, and,therefore, withdrawals froir 
those areas was accepted. 
Shri Hem Barua(PSP) and Bade(JS) raised an ob.^ ction that 
Kashmir was discussed at Tashkent. 
1. Ibid., Vol.L(^);17.2.66; cc 9lf5-if9. 
2. Ibid., cc 971-8l(Hindi). 3. Ibid., Vol.L(5)|2l.2.66; 
cc 
k. Ibid., cc 12k7-70. 
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Shrl Waran Singh reiterated that "Indian position on Jammu^ fi and 
Kashmir was not whittled down in the slightest.." 
Several members of various parties asked a number of 
questions. 
The motion was adopted ( c 1286/21.2.66). 
Shri Bade (JS) and some other members walked out in 
pfcoteat. 
It is cleir from the debate that a polarisation had been 
effected on the issue among the ppposition parties. The^PI and 
the Swatantra supported the Government whereas the Jan Sangh, 
the SSP and the PSP opposed the Declaration tooth and nail. The 
opposition parties did succeed in placing their views before the 
House as well as the people but miserably failed to influence in 
any way the policies of the Government. Their approach was more 
sentimental than pragmatic. 
lit Ministry of Home Affairs; The following important issues were 
discussed under this Mnistry. 
1. Reports of U.P.S.C; The U.P.S.C. is an autonomous statutory 
body and the Government is under constitutional obligation to place 
its reports before the House. The opposition parties as much as the 
otheriin the House get an opportunity to analyse the working of 
administration and highlight its omission or commissions where-ever 
possible. 
The Eleventh Report of the U.P.S.C. was placed before the 
House by Shri Datar (Minister of State)'' on 1^ +.8.62 but it invoked 
1. Ibid., Vol.Vl(7);1»+.8.62; cc 1782-90. 
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very little opposition or enthusiasm. Three opposition members, 
Shri Yallamanda Heddy (CPI)'', Shri S.N. Mahida(Sw. and Shri R.Barua 
(PSP)^ took part in the debate. Shri Reddy wqs unhappy that the 
pattern of civil sercices had not changed to suit the needs of the 
development. Shri Mahida was satisfied vdth the report but asked 
for better training of the IAS officers, Shri Barua also emphasised 
the need for better training. The debate ended at a low note. 
The Twelfth Report was presented toy Shri Hajarnavis on 
1+ 
1 0 . 9 , 6 3 which attracted greater attention of the opposition parties. 
Smt. Ghakravartty(CPI)^ said that during the course of the last 
year the quantitative amount of the work of the commission has fallen 
She referred to delayed appointments after the selection by the UPHG 
She also referred toolohg^delays in holding tests and appointments. 
She drew attention to disparity between the number of applicants and 
those called for interview. She said "that the Union Public Service 
Commission h^ -s become a mo^ey getting machine". She criticised the 
'personality test*. She was sulrprised that larger number of 
science students were going for administrative service. She found 
that the number of S.C. and S.T. in the civil services Oae very 
low. She pleaded for bringing back the Scientisits and doctors 
« 
working abroad. She pointed out that the advice of the UPSG regarding 
disciplinary actions vas not accepted by the Government. 
1. Ibid., cc 1991-1803. 
3. Ibid., cc 20^7 
5. Ibid., cc 5»f18-29. 
2. Ibid., 1809-15. 
IF. Ibid., ?O1.XXI(21);10.9.63? 
cc 5^17-18. 
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Shri R«S. Ya(iav(Soc. )^crltl&lsed the Govern«ent for not accepting 
the recornrnendation of the UPSC regarding disciplinarj action against 
a Deputy High Coiainissi jner. He read out the charges against the 
officer* He criticised that the iBeditKn of competitive examination 
was still English- He pleaded for all regional languages and Hindi. 
He criticised the high salaries of class I servants who had little 
sympathy with the poor people of India. He condemned the administra-
tive monopoly of a coterie of iSnglish knowing elites. 
p 
Shri H.V.Kamath(PSP) said that the report of the UPSC was an annual 
ritual. He criticised the Government for behaving in shoddy manner 
in many cases and for those things no reasons or statements were 
available to the House, Shri Kamath turned his attention to certain 
appendices of the report and criticised the inforiD».tlon contained 
therein. 
Appendix IV: He criticised the figures of recruitment and the 
disparity between the number of applicants and 
those called for interview. 
IppendlxXIII Posts excluded from the purview of the UPSC. 
Appendix XIII:Posts for which requisition was cancelled after 
advertisement and before interview. 
Appendix X? Gases where the appointment was delayed by the 
Government. 
Shri Kamath favoured personality test but criticised its abuse. 
He suggested that the personality should be held before the written 
test. 
Shri Berwa(JS)^ m demanded Hindi to be made the medium of UPSC 
examinations. He referred to lower number of Sdl. and S.T. people in 
services. He wanted Indian technicians to be trained to work on 
machines Imported from foreign countries. He suggested that the 
number of candidates called for interview should be equal to number 
1. Ibid., cc 2. Ibid.7ol.XXI(22);11.9.635Cc.5586-97 
3. Ibid., VO1.XXI(23);12.9.63;CC 5 8 5 0 - 5 5 -
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of vacancies. Secondly, the candidates who qualify in written tests 
should not be rejected on the basis of personality test. 
1 
Shrl Iia.1arnavis« in his reply to the debate, turned down the idea 
of interview before written test because the number of canndidates 
was unmanageably large. He expalined in details the functioning 
of the civil services. He refuted the charge of Smt.Chaksavartty 
(CPI) that some favouritism was shown in personality test. 
The report was adopted ( c 5896/12.9.63). 
The debate on the Thirteenth Report presented by Shri Hathi 
S a on 2h»12»6k was also a tame affair. Shri DandekarCSw. complained 
that various autonomous Government bodies and public sector 
enterprises were kept out of the perview of the UPSC and that in 
many cases the posts wore cancelled after advertisements even after 
k 
interview. Shri Kakkar(Sw.) suggested to set up a separate 
Service Commission for public sector enterprises. Shri Trivedi(JS)^ 
complained against favouritism in recruitment and demanded Hindi to 
be made the medium of UPSC examinations. 
The opposition parties succeeded in drawing attention to 
certain defects in the recruitment to publia services and suggested 
certain remedies. But the SSP and the PSP did not participate in any 
debate while the CPI participated only once. That shows that they 
had no objections against the Reports. Their impact was obviously 
negligible. 
1. Ibid., cc 5871-9?. 
2. Ibid., Vol. XXXVII(29);2J+.12.6»+J CC 6730-33. 
3. Ibid., cc 6735-39 Ibid., cc 6771-77(Hindi). 
5. Ibid., cc 678if-89. 
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2. Reports of Scheduled Areas/Sciieduled. Castes and 
Scheduled Tribres Commission 
Because of their peculiar position, the Constitution has 
provided for special treatment to scheduled areas,Scheduled castes 
and Scheduled tribes^ The (ioverntnent has a special charge about 
them and the Parliament has the responsibility of periodically 
reviewing the progress and development of their lot. It is more a 
responsibility of the opposition to examine if the Government has 
In any way failed or slacked in the discharge of its duty to these 
weaker section of the society. 
A Report of Sch^ dul"ed~Areas--aHd-ScheiiiiIed__Castes was 
presented by the Home Minister, Shastri on 6 . 9 . 6 2 ' ' . He pointed 
out that the two important recotamendations of the Commission 
weres (1) Protection of the rights of the tribals in landj 
against exploitation and also their way of life. (2) Development 
of Scheduled Areas and Schedt^ led Tribes by bringing them under the 
Tribal Development Block. Shri Shastri gave some details of the 
measures adopted for the development of Scheduled Tribes and 
Scheduled areas. 
p 
Shri Sarkar Murfflu(GPI) said "Like other reports, this report also 
suffers from the lack of realistic approach towards the basic 
needs of the tribil? people. The whole outlook of this report is 
an administrative one". However, he admitted that if the 
recommendations of the Report could be implemented "then the long 
neglected scheduled tribes may come forward to some extent". 
1. Ibid., Vol. VIII(2J+); 6.9.62; cc 6^67-81. 
2. Ibid., cc 6581-8^. 
- -
He suggested that in those areas of west Bengal where Scheduled Tribes 
predominate the population, land should be reserved only for the 
Scheduled Tribes and development projects should be started with 
adequate representation and participation of Scheduled trible people. 
Shri Bade(JS)^highly appreciated the Dhebar Report (on Scheduled 
Tribes and Scheduled Areas) and all its recomffiendations but he 
regretted that they were not properly implemented. 
He said that the main difficulty of the Mivasis was 'indebted-
ness to the landoweers* whereas the Forest Department would not give 
them any land even if there were no trees standing on it. Even 
in such cases where the adivasis had cleared the land for agriculture 
they were evicted by the Government. He said the hostel facilities 
for adivasi students are most inadequate and the scholarships of 
R'^ 1.18/- per month are too meagre. 
Shri "gishram Prasad(PSP) expressed surprise that U.P. had not even 
been mentioned in the report. He said that unlike the Bed Indians 
of America the adivasis live in jungles but the land there did not 
belong to them. He referred to the hardships which the adivasis 
experience in connection with loans. He criticised inadequate 
educational facilities and also to anomaly in the reservation 
of seats in services. He pleaded for giving them right on land, 
facilities of fertilizer etc. 
Shvl Dasaratha Deb(CPI)^ said that the report-suffered "from some 
sort of unrealistic approach to many aspects of the tribal problem". 
1. Ibid., Vol. ?III(25); 7.9.62; cc 6812-20(Hindi). 
2. Ibid., cc 6826-32 (Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 6836-U-O, 
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It mostly concerned with adrainistratlon. 
lie suggested "that in all tribal areas there should be a 
Tribal Development Council, and that the council should be paeely 
elected by the tribal people on the basis of adult franchise..". 
Shri R.Kei8hing(Soc» j^ 'said that the most important problem of the 
triba].s was the land. It was more acute in the case of those who 
lived in Hill areas. He said that reservation of seats in 
services should be on population^ basis In different states. He 
also pleaded for educational and medical facilities. 
Further debate on the Report was resumed after about a year. 
Shri P.K. Deo(Sv.) accused the Governmentjfor not carrying out 
the mandatory provisions of the Constitution regarding the safeguard 
of the interests of the tribals. He said, "There has baen constant 
in-road in their lives, in respect of forest-rights, in respect of 
their land ownership, in respect of developments, in respect of 
prohibition, and last but not the least in respect of the tribal 
economy, and that is the root cause of emotional antagonism". 
Shri Utiya(Soc.)^speaking about the Adivasis of Madhya Pradesh, 
crioicised the state Government for corruption, nepotism,etc. and 
said that out of state allocation of rupees one crores and 99 lakhs 
for the welfare of Adivasis only 1 crore and 96 lakhs were actually 
utilised. Similarly, from the central allocation of Rs.2 crores 
and 26 lakhs only one crore and 57 lakhs were used. He said that 
the main problems of the Adivasis were unemployment, lack of 
agricultural facilities, litigations, diseases,illiteracy etc,etc. 
But he said^ ^ that the admin is tra.t ion had done lifetle about these 
problems. 
1. Ibid.,cc 2.Ibid.,Vol XX(11 );27.8.63;cc 2937-lf2. 
3. Ibid., cc 2953-59»(Hindi). 
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Shrl Prlya GuptaCPSP)^ condemhed the patroni^ ilng attitude towards 
the tribals. He pointed out the Constitutional provision of "social| 
economic, educational and political e^ u^ality" had not been offered to 
the tribals, 
2 
Shri Kachhavai.yaC JS) said that the abservations made in the report 
were tliot being implemented and whatever laws were made for the 
tribals did not fully benefit them. He spoke of abject poverty of 
the Jldivasis and other probleras of those people. 
Smt. Chandrashekar replied to the debate. During the reply 
to the debate Shri Shastri assured Shri Nath Pai(PSP) that full 
consideration will be given to such specific aases in which the 
tribils were harassed for repayment of educational loans. 
The report was adopted ( c 3027/27.8.63). 
Another Report of the Comasissi in for Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes was presented by Smt, Chandrashekhar on 2.9.63^ 
who admitted that discussion on the Tenth Heport ( 1 9 6 O - 6 1 ) presented 
on 1 5 . 6 , 6 2 was wot held when the Eleventh Heport had also com'§ in. 
She explained that the following steps had been taken on the basis 
of these reports. 
1 - Post-Matric Scholarships for Scheduled Castes and Schedilled 
Tribes students: The expe^ fditure had multiplied seven times - from 
Rs, 2 crores in the First Plan to Rs. 7.13 crares in the Second 
and estimated to ab«)ut 12,08 crores in the Third. v. 
2 " Si^ ecial allocations under the Plans for the welfare and 
uplift of the bacl'.ward classes. 
1, Ibid,, cc 2976-82 (Hindi). 2. Ibid., cc 2985-89(Hi<^ di). 
3. Ibid,, Vol, XX(15)5 2.9.63; cc S 3897-3909. 
- -
3 - As required by the Constitution the jobs reserved for the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes were duly filled. 
if - She admitted that inspite of its losing the edge, 
untouchability still persisted in rural areas and some times led to 
violence. She gaj^ e some details of the steps taken to check it, 
ghri P.KunhanCCPP^referred to the plight of the Scheduled castes 
and scheduled tribes and said that inspite of various measures taken 
by the Governfflent the conditions bad not changed very much. He 
spoke on economic backwardness, social inequality, inadequate 
representation, problem of housing, and eviction of Harijsjis from 
their homsteads, 
2 
iSB£i Berwa(JS) regretted the delay in discussing the reports. He 
said all laws concerning the scheduled castes were paper lawsjs, 
I'or exaajple, only 13 persons were arrested so far under untouchability 
law and even they were fined nominally. Similarly, all shholarships 
and other facilities were available in cities only and did not reach 
the rural areas. He pointed that 189 wells were sunk for the Adivasis 
of which only two g<KVe water and the rest were useless. The same was 
the case about houses and many other facilities. 
Shrl Vishram Prasad(PSP)^ said that the Government prepared good 
reports but did not follow them. He noted that the Harijans were 
reaerabered only at the time of elections. 
He contradicted the recommendation in the report that sufficient 
number of persons from scheduled castes got elected from the general 
seats and, therefore, res^ rviitlon should be abolished. He also quoted 
1. Ibid., cc 3910-15 2. Ibid., Vol.XX(l6);3.9.63;cc M ( H i n d i : 
3. Ibid.,cc if1if8-58 (Hindi). 
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figures to explain that the provisions of reservations in services 
was not oeing followed properly. He complained, that the budget 
allocations for Harijans were not fully tli^ ilised. He pleaded that 
the Harijans should get soeial equality, better and scientific 
education, adequate employment etc, 
•J 
Shri Mahananda(S¥.) said that good laws are made and they are ne-^ er 
followed. He referred to that part of the Report which described 
the practices of untouchability in U.P. o 
Shri Yallamanda Heddy(GPI) said that the reports were not encouraging 
and happy. He pointed out th it the most important problem of the 
scheduled caster was land and that little had been done for distribut-
ion of land during the plans. Further he said that very little had 
been done for the Harijana in the fields of cooperation and the rights 
of the tribals in the forests. 
Or. Ram Manohar Lohia(Soc.)^said that article 3^0(3) of the Constitut-
ion was frequently violated. He wanted to il^ clude the women of 
higher castes into the category of backward classes. He contradicted 
the figures in the Report regarding employment of the scheduled 
castes and scheduled tribes. He criticised non-utilisation of funds 
allocated for the welfare of the scheduled castes and scheduled 
tribes. H4s speech was full of generalities and in the end the 
speaker had to stop him. 
Shri U. M.Trivedi(JS)^sald that the scheduled tribes were not treated 
well by the Governraent e.g. they were not recruited in the army or 
central Reserve Police lite the Gurkhas although they were also 
1. Ibid., cc ifl6i4-67(Hiiidi) 2. Ibid., cc U-2^ -8-62(Hindi) 
3. Ibid., ¥ol. XX(17)i^.9.63; cc M+O^-IO. 
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courageous people. He said that favour was shovm to Hagas only. 
He appreciated the Law Ministry for a c33.'cular that if a scheduled 
castc taan changed his religion he was deprived of all privileges 
as a member of scheduled castes 
Shri David MunznKSv.) hoped that the report will be welcomed 
on both sides. He supported the Government for their endeavour 
to bring up the level of the scheduleo tribes and scheduled castes 
to the level of the rest of the population. 
After a brief reply by Smt. Chandrashekhar, the Reports were 
adopted ( c ^ 516A.9.63). 
The criticism of the opposition parties was directed mainly 
against the admiriistratlon for its inefficiency rather than the 
pollcie'=; of Government. 
The debates on Twelfth and Thirteenth reports presented on 
and 18.8.66 respectively did not Invoke greater interest 
and no fresh objections were levelled by the opposition parties. 
3» Motion re; Report of the Commission of Inquiry into 
Daltnia - Jain Gompanie'sCc 1*4001/6.^.6^) 
The Government had received several complaints of serious 
nature against certain private industrial concerns. A Ciommisslon 
of Inquiry under Justice Vivian Bose was appointed to look into 
the affairs of Dalmia-Jain group. The debate on the report of 
this Commission invoked keen interest among the opposition parties. 
The rightists were unhappy over the enquiry and expressed doubts over 
the report. The leftistH, 6n the other hand, severely criticised 
the private sector a^ id implementation of company laws. The fcwo wings 
were ideologically polarised on the issue. 
1. Ibid., cc M4^6-50. 
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- 1 
Shrl Kanungo in his introductory speech pointed out that between 
numerous complaints were received against the Dalmia-^ain 
group. The Governaent appointed inspectors who found many objection-
able features In the management of Dalmia-Jaln Airways. The Registrar 
of Companies- therefore, filed a FIE with the special Police 
Establishment. At the same time the affairs of Bharat Insurance 
Company were enquired on receipt of complaint of irregularities. 
This matter was also entrusted to SPB. 
These developments led to setting up of Vivian Bose Commission 
to thoroughly enquire into the affairs of the companies under the 
Dalmia-Jain group. The companies concerned adopted dll^ry tactics. 
The report was in two parts: part I dealt with irregularities 
and Part II mad© certain recoramendlations. 
The Minister summerised the irregularities found by the 
Commission and said that the solicitor-General ana Shri Shastri, a 
retired judge of Madras High Court were appointed to study the report 
and advise the Government about the steps to be taken. 
Shri IJ.M. Trivedl(JS)^ intervened to say that the FIR was before 
the Dlsfcrict Magistrate and the matter was aub-judlce. 
Shri Daji(CPI) and Shri S.H. DwivediCPSP) moved separate 
amendments to the motion to penalise the guilty; to take over the 
Dalmia-Jain concerns and amend the laws. Shri Daji explained his 
point at great length and suggested a thorough enquiry into the 
working of the Private Sector. 
Shrl Krishnapal SinghCSw.said that the facts that hnve come to 
light about the private sector may be due to either the defective 
1. Ibid., Vol.XV'ia(60)j6,^.63;cc Ilf001-12 
2. Ibid., cc 1kOl8* 3. ibid., cc 
k. Ibid., cc 1^ +056-60, 
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laws or the defective implementation of laws. 
He said that nationalisation of all industries was not a 
remedy. He advocated for greater association of workers with the 
management. 
He expressed surprise over singling out the Dalmia-Jaln group 
for an enquiry while mal-practices were common in all other 
industries. It was so because Dalmia-Jaln did not subscribe to the 
Congress fund. 
Shri g.M. Trivedi(JS)^asked who allowed the Dalmia-Jain group to 
indulge into mal-practices? He stated that they used to contribute 
large suras to the Congress funds. He said that report was a 
"rigmarole", and criticised certain points in the report. 
He expressed suiprise that a complaint was lodged with the 
Police In 1953 and nothing was done till 1956 when the Bose 
Commission was appointed. He raised objections to the working of 
the Commission. He criticised the working of the Dalmia-Jain group 
as well the inadequate implementation of the company laws. He said 
the report must be studied only with a view of finding the methods 
of p-botecting the interest of the shareholders. He said it was not 
only the legislation that was required but an honest machinaxy 
to implement it. 
Shri S.N. Dwlvedi(PSP)^ said that the main question was that we allowed 
a place to the private sector to play its role in a socialist 
economy and the result was so unhappy. He criticised the working of 
the company laws. He also criticised the working of the Bose 
Commission and even then no action had been taken. He said originally 
1. Ibid., cc iif068-78 2. Ibid., cc 1if092-1if102. 
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20 companies were to be subjected to Investigation but later on 
10 were given up. He referred to certain other such points. 
He was opposed to imnediate nationalisation of all industries. 
However, he said that the private sector should play its role 
conscientiously and "come forward voluntarily to stop these 
mal-practices". He said th-^ t corruption and malpractices mostly^ 
go unpunished. He wanted the DIE to be employed for the purpose. 
Shri Kishan Pattnayak(Soc.)'' said that the Government had not 
indicated the action it proposed to take on the report and,therefore, 
any discussion on it is useiiss. He complained of inadequate 
company laws and said that the DIE was not used for that purpose. 
He wanted to know if any inquiry was to be made about similar 
corrupt practices in the public sector. 
p 
ghri Prabhat Kar(GPI) was unhappy that the report was treated 
so lightly. He referred to contributions to the Congress by private 
companies and complained of soft peddhing against certain companies 
indulging in malpractices. He expressed doubts if any action would 
be taken under the circumstances. He complained of improper 
Implementation of company law administration. 
3 
Shri Kanungo pointed that the period when the events under considera-
tion took place (19^5-50) was a difficult political period and the 
policies had not settled. However, there were not many complaints 
against companies. He said that proposal for amendment of company 
laws will soon come before the House. He also assured that the 
Government proposed to take action vigorously* 
1. Ibi ., cc 1^ +266-69 (Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc 11+301-8 
3. Ibid., cc 11+319-3^ . 
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The criticism of the two wings of the opposition parties 
gives the impression that they had little to say against the basic 
policies of the Government but objected to proper implementation 
of those policies. 
The left and right v/ing opposition parties were sharply 
divided when a motion for setting up a supervisory Committee on 
public undertakings was moved by Shri Kanungo.'' The Jan Sangh 
and the Swatantra supported the motion whereas the GPI, the PSP 
and the Socialist Party were unhappy over Goveitiment interference 
in public undertalting and making their posts as sinecures for 
'desired persons'. The following opposition members took part in 
the debate. 
1. CPI: Shri Daji ( cc162-76/18.11.63) 
Shri Warior ( cc708-709/20.11.63) 
2. JS: Shri Bade ( cc 186-95/18.11.63) 
3. Sw. Shri Hanga. ( cc 200-206/18.11.63) 
h. PSP Shri Dwivedi( cc 212-19/18.11.63) 
5. Soc. Dr. Lohia ( cc 671-80/20.11.63). 
if. Motion re: Communal Disturbances' in East Pakistan smd 
g&st Bengal.(c 303/12.2.^ f^). 
The most unhealthy trend in Indian politics since independence 
has been the periodic occurance of communal disturbances culminating 
in aroson, loot and killings. They erupt at any place, at any titae 
and on any grounds whatsoever - even filmsy or imaginary. The 
motion on the issue invoked great interest and enthusiasm among 
all opposition parites. 
1. Ibid., Vol.XXlKDj 18.11.63; cc 125-137. 
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The Home Minister, Shri Nanda who moved the motion for 
consideration of the situation did not malce a speech and merely 
referred to his statement on the subject in response to a calling 
Attention motion of Shri Hem Barua(PSP) and the details laid 
on the table of the House.He informed Shri Hem Barua that the 
Deputy High Commissioner of Pakistan in Calcutta had the permission 
to move about in the disturbed areas of West Bengal whereas the 
Indian diplomat^ in Dacca did not have similar facility. 
The following members of the opposition parties moved substiute 
motions: 
Shri K^ath(PSP) moved to express regret over the inadetjuqcy 
(c 305/12.2.6^) of the measures adopted by the Government 
of India. 
2. Shri R.S. YadavCSoc)moved to highlight the failure of the 
(cc 305-6/12.2.Government to safeguard the interest 
of minorities in Sast Pakistan which 
resulted in loss of human life,danger 
to minorities in India and tension and 
danger of war. 
3*Shri H.M.Mukerjee(CPI)moved to condemn the Government for 
(cc 306-7/12.2.6m-) its failure tot 
a)take adequate measures to compel 
Pakistan to respect the rights of 
minorities; 
b)liberalise migration facilities; 
c)rehabilitate about 11/2 million 
refugees; 
c)curb reactionary communal forces in 
India; and 
e)ensure timely and effectivd protection 
of lives and property of the Muslim 
minority in Calcutta and other places. 
V. Shri Bri.1 Ra.1 Singh( JS)took the Government to task for its 
(cc 308-9/l2.2.6if} utter failure to: 
a)tajN:e measures to fulfill the assurances 
given to Hindus at the time of forma-
tion of Pakistan; 
b)ensure safe-transit of intending 
migrants to India. 
c)remove restrictions on entiy of Hindds 
from East Pakistan to West Bengal. 
1. See Calling Attention Motion on the subject in chapter III Supra, 
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d) mobilise world opinion against genoeide of 
Hindus in Pakistan; 
e) take reciprocal action against closure of 
India's Deputy High Commissioner's office in 
RajShahi; 
f) abrogate agreement to transfer Berubari to 
Pakistan; 
g) curb the activities of Pro-Pakistan elements 
In Qalcutta and other places; and 
h) get rid of the Pakistani Nationals serving in 
Dockyard and other key services of West 
Bengal. 
Shri H.N. Muker.lee(GPI)with reference to the happenings in 
Calcutta and other places, complemented the central Government and 
the Home Minister Nanda who tried with a certsln amount of success, 
"to repair a very badly damaged situation", ife did not agree with 
the analysis that the provocations came from Pakistan and repercussions 
took place in India. He pointed out that since 1950 the happenings in 
East Pakistan did not disturbed the harmony in Calaaitta. Then he 
asked, "After the Hazratbal incident, when the Khulna and Jessore 
incidents took place,wMat was our Government doing?.. Internationally 
we failed to present our case.. Internally vAiat did we do? We took 
no steps whatever". He said that administration had completely 
failed to check the trouble even though there were sufficient 
indications of that long befo3?e. He alleged that there was connivanee 
at a very high level because the pattern of demolition and 
distruction was uniform. He was of the view that relaxation of 
migration rules should not be taken too far and that the problem 
of migration should be adequately publicised abroad, iit the same 
time, effective relief and guarantee of protection should be provided 
to Muslims. Irrespective of provocations from Pakistan we have to 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXV(2);12.2.6^; cc
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do our duty. He said that tli«re are certain elements who want 
to keep Muslims in India as hostages.^ He blamed the Jan Sangh 
and said that the Congress and administration had been infiltrated 
by cojmunal elements. 
Shri S.H. Dwivedi(PSP) said that the happenings in Pakistan were 
a ccfd calculated move and a settled policy of Government to 
exterminate minorities and challenge the democratic and secular 
basis of this country. He sai«( the pledge given to the minorities 
in Pakistan had not be««fulfilled. He wondered if Pakistan could 
conform to any recognized international behaviour. He said that 
"Shri Nanda has cotapletely failed to realise the seriousness of 
the situation and go into the root of the problem as such''. He 
demanded unilateral abrogation of the Nfehru-Liaqat ^ a^ct. blamed 
the administration for inactivity and negligence. He pointed out 
that the trouble-makers in Calcutta were having Chinese-made arms 
and that the Pakistan Deputy High Commissioner had visited every 
Muslim locality before the riots. He criticised hhe CPI also. He 
read out from certain papers about the situation in Eaxt Pakistan 
He appealed to libralise the migration rules. He also asked for 
publicity of our case to the world and cre^ cbe conditions of amity 
and harmony for Muslims and other minorities. 
Shri P.K. Deo(Sw.blamed those who were a party to India's 
partition to be "abetters of this holocaust". He saw Pak hand in the 
theft of the holy relic in Har^ ratbal and its recovery. He thought 
that it was a Chinese policy of provoking India to declare war 
against Pakistan. He demanded for liberalization of migration rules 
1. See "If you are a Man",Statement of Golwalkar,the Hindu Mahasabha 
Chief in the Link. New Delhi, dated 9.2.6^. 
2.Ibid., cc 328-^ 4T7" 
3.3^ -, ili-ir 
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and rehabilitation of the DPs and also ask some territory from 
Pakistan for that purpose« He said that a confederation of India 
and Pakistan was the only solution of the problem. 
Shri Bade(JS)^blamed the Congress leaders for agreeing to partition 
of India and consequently, for such hapjoenings. He said that the 
riots in Calcutta were engineered by Pakistan, He also blamed 
the CPI and the pro-Chinese elements for the riots. He criticised 
the Home Minister for calling the military to control the situation 
and also for a policy of abasement of Muslims. He criticised the 
administration for inefficiency. He demanded liberalization of 
migration rules. 
2 
Shri Raa Manohar L6hia(SoQ.) criticised in a general way the policy 
of the Government. He condemned the happenings both in India and 
Pakistan. He wanted India to prepare an appropriate policy and give 
up the practice of lip service. He was opposed to taking the matter 
to the Security Council. He talked about many things including the 
foreign policy and the language policy. 
Shri Nandaf in his reply to the ddbate, pointed out that the virus of 
communalism was a legacy of the past and effbrts were to be made to 
wipe it out. He stated that the trouble in Pakistan was pre-planned 
although the ostensible cause was the protest against the Hazratbal 
incident. Howoveri when the things started in India, the press 
was advised to use restraint against provocative material. He 
gave some details about the role of Government and admiwistreition 
during the trouble in Vfest Bengal. He admitted that in some cases 
the police had failed to do its duty. He refuted the charge of 
1. Ibid., cc >119.'33 (Hindi). 
2. Ibid., Voi.cc ^ I3'i-35 and Yol.XXVK^t); 
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connivance at higher level but admitted that the holigans and 
the basti owners were behind the disturbances in an organized way 
with an ulterior motive. He also admitted the presence of some 
black aheep in the Congress fold. He denied the charge that Chinese-
made arms were discovered. 
He agreed that in the Hehru-Liaqat Pact there vras an assurance 
to Hindus in Pakistan for their protection. But Pakistan failed to 
fulfill its basic duties to its"^  citizens. Inspite of our syiapathies 
toward® the Hindus of Pakistan on humanitarian grounds "our hands 
cannot reach there". He said that we emphasise that Pakistan should 
take back the DPs but if it fails " we canwot bar their way". However, 
he noted that exchange of population was impracticable. He stated 
the position in respect of relaxation of migration rules. 
In response to some questions, shri Nanda explained the 
measures adopted to help the affect J&isllms of West Bengal. 
All the substitute motjons of the opposition parties were 
negflctived on division of the House ( c 577/13*2.6^ )^. 
It appears from an analysis of the debate that the tirade 
of the opposition parties was directed against the Governr,ent as 
much as against each other. The ideologieal differences prevented 
them from forging a strong united front against the Government. 
The only point on which all the parties were unanimous was that 
migration rules should be liberalised. On all other points they 
worked at cross-purpose. 
a) The CPI complemented the central Government for its timely 
measurejand effective role during the disturbances. It repudiated 
the theory that the Calcutta riots were due to repercussions of East 
Pakistan riots. It blamed the Jan Sangh for the riots and pleaded 
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for protection of minorities. 
b) The PSP condemned, the Home I^ inister, Kanda for being 
ineffective. It apprehended Pale hand and Chinese tactics behind 
the riots, it criticised the CFI. It pleaded for protection of 
minorities. 
c) The Sx^ 'atantra Party aquarely blamed the Congress for the 
riots and proposed a confederaticns? of India and Pakistai. 
d) The Jan Sangh condemned the Congress, the Home Minister 
and the Pro-China elements(GPI), It condemned the policy of 
appeasement of Muslims, 
e) The Socialist Party spe^ .ker, Dr, Lohia indulged in 
general condemnation of Govemoient policies. 
The opposition parties failed not only bo influence the 
Government but also to offer any alternate policy and programme. 
The folloi-i^ ing issses were also discussed under the Ministry 
of Home Affairs: 
1. Report of Commission for Ijinguistic Minorities(c 3^^22.8.62) 
2. Heport of Committee on Conduct of Certain Members 
During President's Address(Krishnamurthy Rao Committee 
Report) ( c ^ 801/19.3.63). 
3. Resolution res Proclamation under Article 3^6 of the 
Constitution in relation to the State of Kerala(c 3127/ 
22,9.6lf), 
Resolution re: Continuance of Proclamation in respect of 
KeralaC c 2^0/3.11.65). 
5. Resolution rej Continuaoce of President's Rule in Kerala 
( c 15105/6.5.66). 
6. Statement res Reorganization of Piin;)ab State(c 11378/ 
18.J+.66). 
7. Statement re: Delhi BandhC c 11775/19.^.66). 
8. Statement re: Incidents in Delhi ( c I669/7.II.66). 
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m - Ministry of Food and Agriculture; Shortage of food has 
been a perennial problem in India since independence and inspite 
of all planning and 'food aid' its solution was no where nearer* 
It greatly affected the entire national politics and influenced th 
policies and programmes of various political parties. The Governiaent 
was always under fire for its food policy, 
1. Motion ret Food Situation in the Country( c 2^62/2*12,6^) 
1 
ghrl A.H* Thomas, in his introductory speech on the ten-hour debate 
on Pood situation, stated that both cereals and sugar were available 
according to our reasonable requirements. Ha said that there had 
been stresses and strains in the last months. He admitted that 
there was some shortfall in the foodgrains production especially 
in respect of rice In iAiest Bengal, Orissa, P.,Maharashtra and 
Gujart. This could be adjusted with slight alteration in food 
habits. The short fall in production was due largely to the 
failure of the mansoon and in many parts drought conditions had 
prevailed. He said, "In the current year, the disturbing factors 
specifically were the increased tempo of plan investment, heavy 
and growing defende expenditure and increased tempo of private 
investment...'' Such factors led to unexpected rise in prices. However, 
the aovernment; had brought the situation under control and the price 
index remained lower than in 1962. 
Speaking about various measures under-taken,he said a familiar 
pattern was followed, namely, distribution through increased namber 
of fair-price shops; tl'ightening of control over trade, import of 
rice from Nepal and movement of rice from A.P. to Bombay and 
1. Ibid., ?ol.XXIII(1i); 2.12.63; cc 2»+62-86. 
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Calcutta, He explained the difficulties of different states and tbe 
measures regarding procurement of rice. About state trading in 
foodgrains he said that a pra©aatic approach would be adopted hy 
-feiaMing 210re control over stocks. 
About sugftr, he said that the problem had arisen out of the 
abnormal fall in production which was a periodic feature of sugar 
economy. He explained that supplies were limited and prices in 
open market had gone up and, therefore, control had become 
inescapable. 
Smt. Renu Chakravartty(CPI) said that the statistics given 
by the Minister concerned the harvesting period and, therefore,^not 
reliable. Similarly, comparison was made with a bad production 
year rather than a record production year. She said the real 
benefit of agricultural products went to the traders and hoarders 
and not tie agriculturists and none of them was charged under the 
DIR. She referred to the situation in West Bengal and the lowering 
of prices under popular pressure. She said, "So, firstly, the 
entire policy of Government has to be changed both of the Centre 
and in the States. Secondly, the entire machinary of Government 
has become corru(?t. The supply Department, the Food Departments, 
the entire chain of fair price distribution shops, all this has to 
ba Ghccked". She noted that enough had been done regarding change 
in food habits and no more was possible. She criticised the 
procurement policy in West Bengal. She said that the "Government 
has not put before this House any well-thought out policy or does 
not even think of seriously implementing any policy". 
1. Ibid., cc 2if87-2500. 
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Shrl Berya(JS)^3ald the Government did rot help in arriving at a 
compromise between the can« growers and mill oxmers regarding rainimum 
price of sugar cane which resulted in shortfall in sugar production. 
He said that sugaj* should not have been exported if it was in short 
supply at home. He said the villages should be treated at far with 
cities in respect of supply and distribution of controlled goods. 
He pointed out that controls always lead to rise in prices and 
shortage in production, 
2 
Shri Yogendra Jha(PSP) blamed the wrong food policies for drought 
conditions in certain areas. He said the Government policy had 
been trader-oriented, factory-oriented and not farmer-oriented. 
He expressed doubt about the intention of Government for stabilising 
the prices. He criticised the policy regarding control and said 
that this only helped the rightistf parties like the Swatantra 
and the Jan Sangh to blame the ideology ofSa^^oy^^^ 
Or. Ram Manohar J-iohiaCSoc. intervened to say that the "Delhi State 
Central Cooperative Stores" purchased Gur at the rate of Rs.19/~ 
per mound. But actually it was sold at Rs.^S/- per mond to Rs.32/-
to Rs.S^A per mound and the consumers got it for not le-ss than 
Rs.i+O/- par mound. He further pointed out that the stores were issued 
a permit for this purpose."This is legalised loot", he said. He 
referred to smuggling also. k 
Shri Sarjoo Pandey(CPI) said that various irrigation schemes were 
shown on paper for purposes of statistical information and that 
there was large scale black marketing with the connivence of police 
1. Ibid., cc 2527-32 (Hindi). 2. Ibid., cc 25^1-52 (Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 2573-77 (Hindi). if. Ibid. ,7ol.XXIII(12); 3.12.63; cc 2775-86(Hlndi). 
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and those who opposed it are detained under the DIR* He referred to 
difficulties In the working of cooperative farming. He suggested 
to undertake Intensive land reform^s; to check black marketing; 
take action against big hoarders; tind to honestly implement the 
policy of cooperative farming. 
Shri Himmatsingh.11 (Sw.) ^  said that the agriculturist was the 
greatest sufferer because of price rise whereas all other interests 
were properly looked after. The reason was the wrong policies. 
Shri BagrKSoc.) said that there was organised loot against the 
public* He explained the conditions due to shortage of food and 
drought in different areas. He said the main faccors were two: tbe 
production was not being increased and the distribution was faulty, 
Shri Lahri Gingh(JS)^ complained of dependence on rains; of un-
economic holdings; and of the clever traders. Ee suggested to 
start with deep tube-wells. He pointed out that uneconomic holdings 
ape not suitable for scientific methods of agriculture. 
Shri RangaCSw.began his speech with criticism of policy of 
controls. He warned the Government against any direct or Indirect 
controls and compulsory procurement. He also criticised the policy 
of discrimination between urban and rural consumers regarding 
distribution of gur. He suggested to offer remunerative prices 
to agriculturists; dispense with the policy of cooperative farming; 
reduce taxes on land and utilise the Imports to help the under-
privileged people. He thought that food prices had not risen far 
too high. 
1. Ibid., cc 2798-2805. 2. Ibid., cc 2818-29(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 281+8-5^  (Hindi) Ibid., ?ol.XXIII(13);U-.12.63J 
cc 2977-83. 
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Shrl Umanath(CPI)^ wanted the Government to establish better 
relations between the sugar cane growers and the sugar mill 
owners in respect of prices and payments, 2 
Shrl Swaran Singh« in his reply to the debate, explained that the 
position regarding production of sugar was not as bad as it was 
being made out. He quoted some figures and referred to growing 
population to justify his claim. He also justified the curb 
on movement of Gur and the system of recovery. Regarding the 
allegations made by Dr. Lohia, he said the matter was being 
looked into and the findings would be placed before the House, 
He admitted the tight position In respect of wheat but 
assured the House that sufficient quantity was in stock and more 
wheat was coming in. He said that downward trend of prices had 
started in Punjab. He said that adequate efforts were being 
made to meet the situation in West Bengal and the prices had 
gone down. 
Members of opposition parties interrupted the Minister to 
draw attention to various points. In the end Smt. Renu Chakravartty 
remarked ^In view of the very unsatisfactory statement made by 
the Minister, especially with regard to price stabilisation and 
prices for the various food crops, we walk out. We do not 
participate In the debate".^ She walked out along with several 
other members. 
A Second debate on 'Food Situation' was initiated after 
three months on 2.3.6if< c 3278) in which the opposition parties 
reiterated bheir criticism of food policy and no fresh objections 
1. Ibid,, cc 2989-93 2, Ibid., cc 3011-56. 
3. See the Statement, dated ^ . 1 2 . 6 3 . 
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were raised. But an important aspect of the debate was that there 
was no quorum in the House when the Food and Agriculture Minister 
began his reply to such an important debate. Shri Kamath(PSP) 
challenged the quorum and the speaker observed that the members 
leave the House after their own spee<lti and do not wait for reply-
to their point 
The blame is to be shared more by the opposition than the 
ruling party because it was the opposition that ob;jected to 
Government Bolicy. How the ruling party could be 'afraid of 
opposition' when the opposition itself was disinterested and 
complacentf 
The food problem continued to outwit Government policies 
and programmess It was still a serious problem affecting national 
p 
economy and development. Acute shortage of food in certain 
parts and virtual drought conditions in others and consequently 
agitations and demonstrations were common during the period.^ 
The opposition parties were agitated and squarely bfejned the wrong 
policies of the ruling party for all that was happening. 
The third debate on 'Food Situation' initiated by the 
nsrw Minister of Food and Agriculture in the Shastri Ministry, If 
Shri C.Subramaniam aroused great interest and political enthusiam 
among the opposition parties. The Minister, instead of making 
a speech, circulated a general review of the food Situation which 
formed the basis of discussion. 
1. Ibid.,Vol.,XXI7(16);2.3.6^5 cc 3^26(Hindi). 
2. For comparative figures and analysis of food problem See 
Be11leheim,Gharles,India Independent,(London,1968),pp.176-218, 
3. See The Statesman dated 26.9.6^ for Satyagraha by Socialist Party. 
Ibid., Vol. XXXIIId); 7.9.6^ 4-; c 1^ +7. 
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Shrl H.N. Muker.lee(CPI) complained that because of "wooden attitude" 
of the Government responsive cooperation of the opposition parties 
had not been entertained to overcome food crisis. He referred to 
popular struggle over food situation and 'unholy trinity' between 
the hoarders, business manipulators and the Government. He accused 
the Gov-ernment of not implementing the land reforms and land 
ceiling. He blamed the Government policy for the sit<«ation in 
which import of foodgrains had become inevitable. He said that 
there was artificial shortage at many places even in surplus 
states. His chief complaint was that no measures wore taken in 
time effectively enough to check rising prices. For example no 
curb on bank advances was made and there was no check on hoarding. 
He said that the n^ amber of fair price sho|?s was still inadequate 
and that there was Irregular supply to those shops. He emphasised 
the need of state trading injfeodgrains, and nationalisation of 
banks. 
Shri M.H. Masani(3w.) declared that inspite of their opposition) 
indignation and anger against the Government the Swatantra members 
would not join with the Communists. He noted that the new Government 
had inherited an 'onerous legacy' of eight years of rackless and 
irresponsible planning. Se said that it is encouraging that the 
new Government proposes to give priority to agriculture and 
concentrate on implementing existing projects before moving on 
to the new. About food situation he said that population was 
increasing whereas food production was stagnant. He blamed the 
Inflationary policies and the plap for rise in prices.- He 
1. Ibid., cc 151-68 2. Ibid., cc 168-88. 
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complained against disparity between industrial and agricultural 
prices and said that industrial prices always go up but the peasants 
get the Government controlled prices. He opposed the idea of 
state trading in foodgrains. 
His first long terra suggestion was to corredt the order of 
priorities in the Second and The Third Five Year Plans. He was 
satisfied with the First. "The Second thing is," he said,"to 
tinkering with the decurifcy of tenure of the peasants". The Third 
suggestion was to stop deficit financing and Inflation, The Fourth 
was to reduce taxation. The short term suggestiovLS were: (1) 
abolition of food zones (2) subsidy to poor urban people and 
(3) free market and decontrol. 
Shri Lahri Sirigh(JS)'* complained of lack of irrigatiangi • facilities. 
It w»s neglected because of more attention to steel plants. He also 
complained of ceiling on land which he thought was too meagre. He 
spoke about the problem of flood and water logging and blamed tbe 
defective plans for that. He also criticised the policy of agrarian 
reforms and the system of food zones. 
Shri A.K.Gopalan(CPI)^ characterised the food policy of the 
Government as "callous indifference and deliberate bungling". 
He said that instead of arresting the prices the Government had 
arrested thousands of people. His argument was that the Government 
had either no policy about the food situation or the policies were 
o© not effective and were not being implemented. He complained 
that the number of fair price shops was not adequate nor the 
supply to those shops was regu»lar. He also criticised tbe policies 
1. Ibid., cc 2 0 8 - 1 9 (Hindi). 
2. Ibid., Vol. XXXIII(g); 8.9.6>+; cc k29'k6. 
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of land reforms, agricultural loans and land ceiling. 
Shri R*G. Ya(3av(Soc.)^ gave seven reasons for the present food 
situation: (1) A triangle of Ministers, bureaucrats and capitalists, 
(2) Government extravagance, (3) Not fixing an expewditure ceiling 
of ?ls. 1,000/- p.m. ih) Large scale import of foodgrains (5) Disbalance 
of import policies and congeciuent policy of export of sugar,pulses 
etc. for the sake of earning foreign exchange (6)wrorig policy 
about speculation and bank advances for foodgrains.(7) Different 
prices of foodgrains in the open market and the controlled price. 
He blamed the wrong policies and corruption at political 
level for the food situation. He said that licences for fair price 
shops are issued as patronage. He said there were tall talks of 
socialism but it remains a mere facade. He announced that there 
will be a mass satyagraha on 25.9 
2 
Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia(Soc.) complained of faulty distribution of 
foodgrains and said that 27 crores of people do not get more than 
h chataks of foodgrains p£r day per head. He said that planning 
was faulty and had benefited ^ crores of people at the cost of 
k2 crores. He said that agricultural production had not increased 
because it is not remunerative like industry. He demanded to 
put an expenditure ceiling at Rs.1,000/-per month. Speaking on 
socialism he said that the cooperative movement had actually 
benefited the capitalist class only. 
Shri Biren Dutta(GPl)^ reiterated the arguments and suggestions 
made by the members of his party. He referred to j(i) Monopoly 
in land despite some land reforms; (ii) use of black money in 
1. Ibid., cc (Hindi) 
2. Ibid.,Vol. XXXIII(3);9.9.61^; CC 681-96(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 708-12. 
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respect of food situation; (3) control over capitalists if state 
trading was to succeed; and (if) that the food supplies from centre 
to 'Iripura was transported through Pakistan which caused great 
loss in transit. 
Shrl Brl.i Raj Slngh(JS)^ complained that promises made to the 
peasants had not been fulfilled. He said that there had been a 
"sort of massacre" in U.P. in the name of land reforms. He 
severely criticised the system of land consolidation in U.P. He 
suggested to make five acre holdings to be tax free. He also 
suggested to distribute foodgrains at subsidised rates to urban 
population - Government employees, industrial workers etc. 
o 
Shrl Nambiar(CPI) pleaded for state trading in foodgrains and 
put a check upon bank advances to hoarders. He referred to the 
difficulties of the peasants in getting loans. He driticised the 
Government for its reluctence in implementing the land reforaa. 
Shrl yishram Prasad(PSP)^crl6iGised various policies of the 
Government e.g. defective planning, policy about land ceiling; 
food zones etc. He suggested: (1) state trading in foodgrains 
(2) food licences not to be given to political parties (3) cheap 
irrigation facilities and cheap electricity subsidised fertilizers 
(5) Implementation of land reforms (6) Better machinary for 
distribution of foodgrains. 
Shrl Subramanlam in his reply to the debate, pointed out that the 
food situation cannot be isolated from the general economic 
situation. He said that despite all efforts the food situation 
1. Ibid., cc 722-35 (Hindi) 2.1bid,cc 780-86 & Vol.XXXIII(^) 10.9.6»+; cc 921-2^. 
3. Ibid.,cc 97^+-83(Hindi) if. ibid., cc 99i+-1025. 
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this years had been more critical than ever before. It was so 
because scarcity situation was created through hoarding although 
production was iiot inadequate. He explained various measures 
adoptgd to deal with this problem such as fixing the prices, 
declaration of stocks and import of foodgrains. He said that he 
was in fav-our of state trading in foodgrains, and gave details of 
some steps taken in that direction. He spoke at some length about 
the soil survey, better seeds, irrigation facilities,fertilizers 
and pesticides. 
Several questions and cBiarifications were asked by the 
opposition members, Shri Mehta(PSP), Shri Bagri(Soc.),Shri P.K. 
Deo(Sw.), Shri Kambiar and Smt. Chakravartty(CPI), Dr. Lohia(Soc.) 
Shri H.N. Muker-;3ee(CPI), Shri Karaath(PSP) and Shri Daji(GPI). 
The substitute motions were negatived on division of the 
House and the motion was adopted by 201 Ayes to Noes(c 1051/ 
10.9.6if). 
The third debate on the food situation was quite stormy 
and pointed attacks were made by the opposition parties to major 
policies of Government. But little damage was done because the 
criticism of the left and right wings of the opposition negatived 
each others points and the whole effect of the opposition was 
brought to naught. When the motion was finally put to vote the 
total strength of opposition to It was SW^  in a house of 500. The 
only contribution of the opposition parties to the debate was 
that they brought to light every flaw in the food policy of the 
Government. 
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The f o o d c r i s i s f u r t h e r deepened and drought c o n d i t i o n s 
extended over larger areas. The anxiety and anger of opposition 
parties was expressed through agitations and demonstrations all 
•1 
over the country. The situation was quite serious and the fourth 
debate on food situation started in a tense political atmosphere 
on 1.12.65. Shri Subramaniam, Minister of Food and Agriculture 
moved for consideration of the food situation whereas Shri K. 
Pattanayak (SSP) wanted the House to discuss situation arising 
out of Drought conditions. The two motions were taken together. 
Substitutes iat official motion were moved by Shri Yashpal Singh 
(PSP), Shri Inderjit Gupta(CPI), Shri P.K.Deo(Sw.), Shri Bade(JS), 
and Krishnapal Singh(Sw.). Later on Shri Liraaye(SSP) also moved 
an amendement. 2 
Shri Subramaniam said that the food situati n was most difficult 
than ever before and that severe drought was responsible for this. 
He referred to unusual seasonal conditions in various parts of the 
country and explaifjed the measures adopted to meet the situation. 
He said that the situation had further been made difficult 
because of the xmcertainities of import programme and some 
suitable arrangement was to be made regarding the supply of 
wheat under PL The commercial purchase in the world market 
was not possible because of foreign exchange difficulties. He 
spoke of the need of a distribution plan and the necessity of 
compulsory levy on the producers. He also referred to monopoly 
1. For details of food agitation See the Statesman for the months 
of May, June and July I965. 
2 . I b i d . , V o l . X L V I I I ( 2 0 ) ; 1 . 1 2 . 6 5 ; c c J+92I+-1+1. 
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procurement i n ^ e s t B e n g a l . He p o i n t e d out t h a t t h e c r i t i c a l 
c o n d i t i o n was not c o n f i n e d t o f o o d g r a i n s o n l y . He spoke about t h e 
v a r i o u s w e l f a r e schemes s t a r t e d by t h e Government, 
S h r i P.K. D e Q ( S w . ) % a l d t h a t 15 y e a r s o f p l a n n i n g had not improved 
the food s i t u a t i o n and t h a t bhe s i t u a t i o n c o u l d have been worse 
wi thout PL s u p p l i e s . He r e f e r r e d t o famine coj f fdit ions i n 
v a r i o u s s t a t e s . He s a i d t h a t " i t i s a c u m u l a t i v e e f f e c t o f t h e 
p e r s i s t e n t p u r s u i t o f wrong p o l i c i e s . . " . . " we have n e g l e c t e d 
a g r i c u l t u r e and i r r i g a t i o n i n our v a r i o u s p l a n s " . He wanted a 
r a d i c a l change t o be e f f e c t e d in p l a n t i n g and food zones t o be 
scrapped. 
2 
S h r i L a h r i S i n g h ( J S ) condemned wrong p l a n n i n g and d e f e c t i v e 
e s t i m a t e s f o r the food c r i s i s . He c r i t i c i s e d s m a l l h o l d i n g s 
and asked f o r making a law o f p r i m o g e n i t u r e t o p r o t e c t l a n d a g a i n s t 
d i v i s i o n s . He a l s o wanted t h a t t h e law o f l a n d c e i l i n g should not 
be e n f o r c e d i n f u t u r e and t h a t bette^r i r r i g e t i o n f a c i l i t i e s 
should be p r o v i d e d . He demanded t h a t arrangements should be made 
f o r more l o a n s f o r t u b e - w e l l s , more f e r t i l i z e r s and b e t t e r 
implements. 
S h r i I n d e r j i t Gupta(GPX)was o f t h e v i e w t h a t f a i l u r e o f r a i n s a lone 
was not t h e r e a l cause o f food c r i s i s . He s a i d t h a t even when 
t h e r e was bumper c r o p l a s t y e a r , t h e whole o f the c r o p s was a l l o w e d 
t o pass i n t o t h e f r e e market . He c r i t i c i s e d t h e procedure o f 
1 . I b i d . , cc ^9^7-56. 2 . I b i d . , cc ^969-78 (HindBi) 
3. I b i d . , c c J+991-500^. 
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loans and s t a t u t o r y r a t i o n i n g in C a l c u t t a . He e m p h a t i c a l l y 
opposed t h e Imports under PL ^80. He c r i t i c i s e d the 'out moded 
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e s y s t e m ' f o r t a c k l i n g the food s i t u a t i o n . The e n t i r e 
problem of a g r i c u l t u r e was t o be brought under one department. 
Smt.Shashank M a n . i a r i ( S w . ) h i g h l i g h t e d the d i f f i c u l t i e s o f the 
a g r i c u l t u r i s t s and shortage o f f o o d . 
Shr i P e t e r A lvares(PSP) s a i d t h a t a g r i c u l t u r e was i g n o r e d 
because o f g r e a t e r a t t e n t i o n be ing p a i d t o i n d u s t r y . He spoke 
about the problem of w a t e r , f e r t i l i z e r , a g r i c u l t u r a l implements 
f o r the p e a s a n t s and the q u e s t i o n o f p r i c e s . 
S h r i Bhattacharya(CPI)^ s a i d t h a t so long as the land systems 
was not ,being c o n s i d e r e d and r a d i c a l land reforms are not 
c a r r i e d o u t , t h e r e e o a l d be no improvement i n the s i t u a t i o n . He 
c r i t i c i s e d the p o l i c y o f procurement i n West Bengal and t h e 
adra in is t ra t ion o f r a t i o n i n g . He condemned the imports under PL ^80. 
He asked f o r b r i n g i n g a l l f o l l o w land under p l o u g h , and t a k i n g 
up smal l and medium i r r i g a t i o n schemes i n r i g h t e a r n e s t . 
L 
Shri S a r j o o Pandey(GPI) s a i d t h a t the Congress Government was 
i n d u l g i n g i n s l o g a n shout ing r a t h e r than t a k i n g c o n c r e t e s t e p s 
t o augment a g r i c u l t u r a l p r o d u c t i o n . He h i g h l i g h t e d t h e need t o 
improve i r r i g a t i o n p o t e n t i a l s . He complained t h a t the t i l l e r s 
did not have land because the d i s t r i b u t i o n was d e f e c t i v e . He 
a l l e g e d t h a t a g r i c u l t u r a l loans were used as patronage t o secure 
r u r a l v o t e s . 
1 . I b i d . , V o l . XLIX(21)j 22.12 .65j cc 51 5 9 - 7 3 ( H i n d i ) . 
2 . I b i d . , c c 518^-93 3 . I b i d . , cc 5201-09. 
I b i d . , cc 5213-25 ( H i n d i ) . 
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Sfarl J« Mehta(PSP)^ s a i d , "Our main problem i s of p r o d u c t i o n , 
procurement and d i s t r i b u t i o n , " . He complained t h a t t h e food 
problem was mixed up w i t h p o l i t i c s and t h a t t h e s t a t e s were p u l l i n g 
t h e i r w e i g h t a g a i n s t t h e c e n t r e . He asked f o r a b o l i t i o n of 
w h o l e s a l e t r a d e i n f o o d g r a i n s . He r e f e r r e d t o the need o f s t r e a m l i n -
ing o f r u r a l c r e d i t system and s u p p l y o f f e r t i l i z e r . 
2 
Dr. Lohia(SSP) emphasised t h a t i n s t e a d o f import ing f o o d g r a i n 
we should import machines and t o o l s t o im|>rove food p r o d u c t i o n . 
He d i d not f a v o u r the i d e a o f s t a t e t r a d i n g i n f o o d g r a i n s . He 
demanded t o f i x p r i c e s a t lower l f i .vel and t o e n q u i r e i n t o r e p o r t e d 
s t a r v a t i o n d e a t h s . 
S h r i Tan S l n g h ( S w . s a i d t h a t f a i l u r e o f r a i n s c o u l d not be 
r e g a r d e d as a reason f o r draught b e c a u s e i t was a permanent f e a t u r e 
He r e g r e t t e d t h a t the j^lanning Commission was not answerable t o 
t h e p e o p l e o r the Lok Sabha. He n o t e d t h a t t h e Commission had not 
worked f o r a g r i c c i l t u r a l development. He h i g j i l i g h t e d t h e need f o r 
i n c r e a s i n g i r r i g a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s . He r e f e r r e d t o an a s s u r a n c e 
o f the M i n i s t e r in the p r e v i o u s y e a r and s a i d t h a t 12^ t u b e - w e l l s 
were sunk in Rajas than i n s t e a d o f 2^0 as a s s u r e d . He condemned 
monopoly procurement and land c e i l i n g , if 
S h r l Kachhavaiya(JS) h i g h l i g h t e d t h e need o f augmenting i r r i g a t i o n 
f a c i l i t i e s and encouragement t o t h e a t i l t i v a t o r s . He r e f e r r e d t o 
s t a r v a t i o n d e a t h s i n O r i s s a . 
S h r i Himmatsingh.1i(Sw. complained t h a t t h e farmer was not g e t t i n g 
any b e n e f i t from v a r i o u s p r o j e c t s . 
1 . I b i d . , cc?230-3^ 2. I b i d . , cc 5235-^7 (Hindi) 
3 . I b i d . , cc 5257-66 (Hindi) h . I b i d . , cc 5326-32 ( H i n d i ) . 
5 . I b i d . , V o l . X L I X ( 2 3 ) ; 6 . 1 2 . 6 5 ; cc 5826-30. 
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1 
S h r l Yashpal SinghCSKSP) s u g g e s t e d t h a t a d m i n i s t r a t i o n o f a g r i c u l t u r e 
should be taken out from t h e ICS o f f i c e r s ; t h a t land should not be 
g i v e n t o those who have not been c u l t i v a t o r s and t h a t t h e farmer 
should be g iven more implements, p 
S h r i Berva(jrs) condemned t h e a g r i c u l t u r s i l p o l i c i e s and s a i d 
t h a t the v a r i o u s developmental p r o j e c t s should be s topped and 
t h e money spent on them should be g i v e n t o c u l t i v a t o r s , 
S h r i P r i y a Gupta(PSP)^asked i f a c o n f e r e n c e w i t h the o p p o s i t i o n 
Members f o r a long-terra s o l u t i o n o f the problem was g o i n g t o be 
h e l d as promised by the Prime M i n i s t e r and Food M i n i s t e r ? "Secondly^ 
who i s r e s p o n s i b l e f o r t h e s u p p l y , procurement and o t h e r t h i n g s 
r e l a t i n g t o food problem i n I n d i a , whether s t a t e s or c e n t r a l 
Governme nt^how are they to be coordinated''" Jtie alleged that not a 
s i n g l e dana o f r i c e was a v a i l a b l e i n A s a n s o l , K a t i h a r e t c . f o r 
t h r e e months. He a l s o a l l e g e d t h a t t h e chairman o f F . G . I , was a 
c l a s s f r i e n d o f Mr. Subramaniam. He charged the M i n i s t e r f o r 
nepotism and c o r r u p t i o n . 
L 
S h r i v . Prasad(PSP) s a i d t h a t the c o u n t r y was b a r t e r e d f o r the 
f o r e i g n l o a n s . He a l l e g e d t h a t c o n t r i b u t i o n t o NDF wax c o m p u l s o r i l y 
c o l l e c t e d from c u l t i v a t o r s . 5 
S h r i Kishan Pattanayak(SSP) h i g h l i g h t e d the need t o p r o v i d e 
f a c i l i t i e s t o the c u l t i v a t o r s i n c l u d i n g f r e e i r r i g a t i o n i n , a t 
l e a s t , backward a r e a s . He demanded t o prepare d i s t r i c t - w i s e p l a n s 
and t o f i x r e s p o n s i b i l i t y on a p a r t i c u l a r o f f i c i a l . -
1. Ibid., cc 5892-96(Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc 5896-5900( Hindi ) 
3. Ibid., cc 5909-11 IMd., cc 59l5-l8(Hlndi). 
5. Ibid., Vol. XLIX(2^)57.12.655 cc 6056-61 (Hindi). 
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1 
S h r l C.Subramanlam. i n h'ls r e p l y t o t h e debate r e j e c t e d t h e p l e a 
t h a t Imports under PL +^80 should be s t o p p e d . He j u s t i f i e d t h e 
p o l i c y o f s t a t u t o r y r a t i o n i n g and e x p l a i n e d i t s u t i l i t y . He 
a s s u r e d t h a t s u r p l u s e s i n any s t a t e would be shared e q u i t a b l y 
w i t h o t h e r s . He a l s o a s s u r e d t h a t he was f u l l y c o n s c i o u s o f 
p a r t i c u l a r d i f f i c u l t i e s o f v a r i o u s s t a t e s and t h a j r t h e y were 
b e i n g l o o t e d i n t o . He s a i d t h a t he was prepared t o a c c e p t any 
c o n s t r u c t i v e c r i t i c i s m t o improve t h e f o o d s i t u a t i o n . 
S h r i Subramaniam gave some d e t a i l s o f the experiment o f 
' I n t e n s i v e A g r i c u l t u r a l Development Programme D i s t r i c t s ' ( l A D P D ) . 
He e x p l a i n e d v a r i o u s o t h e r measures adopted t o i n c r e a s e food 
p r o d u c t i o n e . g . seed programme, t e c h n i c a l f a c t o r s , f e r t i l i z e r e t c . 
He a p p r e c i a t e d t h a t f o r t h e purpose o f s u c c e s s o f t h e s e schemes, 
r e o r i e n t a t i o n and r e o r g a n i s a t i o n o f a d m i n i s t r a t i v e machinery a t J 
c e n t r a l , s t a t e and d i s t r i c t l e v e l s was n e c e s s a r y . He a s s u r e d t h a t 
a l l o c a t i o n f o r a g r i c u l t u r a l sedtor would wot be cut down. 
A l l t h e s u b s t i t u t e motions were put and n e g a t i v e d on d i v i s i o n 
o f t h e House. 
I t i s e v i d e n t from t h e f o u r d e b a t e s on the f o o d s i t u a t i o n 
t h a t t h e o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s were d e e p l y concerned o v e r t h e food 
c r i s i s and were anxious t o f i n d a s o l u t i o n f o r t h a t . But t h e 
i d e o l o g i c a l d i v i s i o n s p r e v e n t e d them from p r e s e n t i n g a c l e a r 
s o l u t i o n o r a l t e r n a t e p o l i c y . They were opposed t o each o t h e r 
as much as t h e y opposed t h e Government, The S w a t a n t r a P a r t y 
and the Jan Sangh were opposed t o f o o d zones and land c e i l i n g 
but t h e same was e m p h a t i c a l l y supported by the CPI which p l e a d e d 
f o r i n t e n s i f i e d land r e f o r m s . The GPI was i n f a v o u r o f s t a t e 
1 . I b i d . , cc 6061-6099. 
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trading in foodgrains "but the same was severely driticised by 
the Swatantra Party, the Jan Sangh, the PSP and the SSP for their 
own reasons. An observer is lost in arguments without reaching 
a conclusion, 
IVt Mnistry of Railways? The main probbra facing this Ministry was 
the frequent occurance of accidents and the members of Parliament 
- both in the ruling party and in the opposition - were naturally 
anxious to discuss the problem and esqpiress their views. 
The Minister of Railways, Shri Swaran Singh^ placed before 
the House "a factual statement indicating the preventive measures" 
taken from time to time to check acddents. He gave figures of 
various accidents involvirg loss of lives during the past four 
or five years. He also gave some details of various enquiries 
made into accidents and actions taken against defaulting 
en5)loyees, 
p 
Shri Dine» BhattacharHa(CPI) challenged the statement of the 
Minister which gave the impression that the situation was 
improving. He said, "The whole country is terribly afr&id of the 
situation". He noted that fares had increased, amenities 
had not improved and safety was guaranteed. He was of the view A 
that the things would not improve unless the traditional 
stereotyped and bureaucratic ways of ^ he railways we!pe not 
changed. He said that assurances v/ere given in the past and 
departmental enquiries were held but no change had taken place. 
1, Ibid,, Vol. ?I(8); 16,8,62J cc 2068-81. 
2, Ibid., cc 2085-92. 
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Smt. Basart Kunvar 1 (Sv.)was of the view that the accidents 
occured due to "negligence of the © railway employees which is 
mainly because of slackness of administration". She, therefore, 
suggested strong action against inefficient employees after 
enquriy. 
2 
Shri Hero Barua(P5P) noted "that accidents have become chronic 
so far as the Indian railways are conceuHBd". It "has brought dis-
grace to our railway system. It has brought disgrace to the 
country itself". He, therefore, suggested to gear up the 
arikihinistration to seriously deal with the accidents. He pointed 
out that some accidents took place because "displacement of spring 
plates" or "certain screw missing". He also said "that often 
drivers have been forced to accept engines ab<^ ut which they have 
complained". There is "no major cHeck or major control". He 
pointed out that the tracks were in a poor doijcition, the engines 
were defective and the firemen and drivers were over-\^ orked, 
Shri Bade(JS)^ speaking about his own area^Khandwa-Indore 7 said 
that railway fencing wires had been romoved and gates had not been 
put up at level crossings. He was of the view that accidents occur 
because most of the railway staff was temporary which created 
dissatisfaction and lethargy among them. He further said that the 
employees of lower categories were held responsible for accidents 
but not the high officials. He referred to defective engines 
and worn-out railway tracks. He also noted that there was no 
cooperation between the officials and other employees. 
1. Ibid., cc 2099-2100(Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc 2112-20 
3. Ibid,Vol.VI(9);17.8.62; cc 230lf-09. 
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Shri Swaran Singh,^in his reply to the debate said that there were 
mainly two or three points made out during the discussion.(1) About 
the complaint regarding administrative set up and heavy work load 
he said that mere addition of staff cannot increase efficiency. He 
briefly explained the v/orkigg of railway administration. (2) About 
th® work load in various zones, he said that the matter was being 
considered from time to time. (3) About heavy responsibilities 
carried out by individual workers he pointed out that discussions,, 
consultations and some times negotiations were held "to find out 
the reasonable period of actual duty that should be put in by 
various v/orkers". The matber was engaging Government's attention, 
he pointed out. 
A second debate on railways accidents was occasioned by 
explosions In railway compartments at Lumding and Diphu station 
one after the other". A disdussion under Rule 18!? was initiated 
by the Railway Minister, Shri S.K. Patil"^  on the two accidents 
on April 20 and 23, I966 resulting in death of and injuries to 
a large number of persons and considerable damage to property. 
He pointed out that such accidents were part of regular railxfay 
operation. He said that in view of the particular situation of 
the area and inability of the Railways to deal with the problem 
the army was given control since January 1957* He briefly 
described the measures taken to deal with the situation. He 
expressed his iftnability to do any thing under the circumstances 
But he assured the House that appropriate arrangraents had been 
made. 
1. Ibid., cc 23V8-6U-. 
2. An adjournment motion was also moved on the subject. See Chapter 
III Supra. 
3. Ibid., 7ol.LIY(^ 6)}25.i+.665 cc 12877-85. 
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Shri Swaran Singh,^in his reply to the debate said that there were 
raairily two or three points made out during the discussion. (1) About 
the complaint regarding administrative set up and heavy work load 
he said that mere addition of staff cannot increase efficiency. He 
briefly explained the working of railway administration. (2) About 
the work load in various zones, he said that the matter was being 
considered from time to time. (3) About heavy responsibilities 
carried out by individual workers he pointed out that discussions,, 
consultations and some times negotiations were held "to find out 
the reasonable period of actual duty that should be put in by 
various workers". The matter was engaging Government's attention, 
he pointed out. 
A second debate on railv/ays accidents was occasioned by 
explosions In railway compartments at Lumding and Diphu station 
2 
one after the other . A disdussion under Rule 185 was initiated 
by the Railway Minister, Shri S.K. Patil"^  on the two accidents 
on April 20 and 23, I966 resulting in death of and in;juries to 
a large number of persons and considerable damage to property. 
He pointed out that such accidents were part of regular railway 
operation. He said that in view of the particular situs»tion of 
the area and inability of the Railways to deal with the problem 
the army was given coi^ trol since January 1957* He briefly 
described the measures taken to deal wi.th the situation. He 
expressed his inability to do any thing under the circumstances 
But he assured the House that appropriate arrangments had been 
made. 
1. Ibid., cc 23^ 8-6^ -. 
2. An adjournment motion was also moved on the subject. See Chapter 
III Supra. 
3. Ibid., 7ol.LIV(lf6)525.^ .66; cc 12877-85. 
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Shrl R.S. Yadav(SSP)^ moved his substitute motaon(No.2) to blame 
the Government for its failure to safeguard the lives of the 
travelling public. 
Shri Limaye(SLIP)moved substitute motion (Wo.3) to demand a thorough 
revision of the Government policy regarding Naga problem. 
Shri RanKaCSw.)^criticised the Government for its failure to deal 
•with the Naga problem properlj'". 
k 
Shri Mukerlee(^GPI) said^ "what has taken place is the symptom 
of a disease in our body politic whttHa has got to be rooted out, 
not with hot iron,, but by a process of treatment.." He said that 
the Government had to formulate suitabld politie-Se^ - to deal with 
the Waga and Ulzo problems. 
Shri H.S.Yadav(SSP)^ claimed that such incidents were the direct 
results of the unprincipled policies of- the Government, He also 
criticised the policy towards Nagas* 
Shri Hem Barua(PSP)^complained that relief and medical arrangements 
after the accidents were not prompt or adequate. He also maintained 
that the policy about the Naga and Mizo rebels was not sound. 7 
The Prime Minister, Smt. Gandhi assm'ed the House that 
sternest action would be taken against who were found guilty of 
violance and the incident. She also assured that if the under-
ground Nagas with whom talks were held were found concerned with 
the incidents, the approach would be entirely different. 
1. Ibid., cc 12885-(Hindi) 2. Ibid., c 12886 
3. Ibid., cc 12887-91 Ibid., cc 12891-96 
5. Ibid., cc 12915-19(Hindi) 5. Ibid., cc 1292^-30 
7. Ibid., ce 
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S h r l Berwa(JS)'^ s a i d t h a t a l a r g e number o f P a k i s t a n i s were l i v i n g 
al;50 t h a i t h e r e was a - n e t work o f h o s t i l e s . He c r i t i c i s e d 
t h e Government f o r i t s i n a b i l i t y t o t u r n out the P a k i s t a n i s and 
t a k e a c t i o n a g a i n s t the r e b e l s . 
2 
S h r l P r i y a GrUpta(PSP) e x p r e s s e d h i s concern about railtS-aymen's 
s e c u r i t y about w'nich v e r y l i t t l e was done and asked f o r g i v i n g 
thera b o r d e r a l l o w a n c e . 3 
S h r i Limaye(SSP) r e i t e r a t e d h i s s u b s t i t u t e motion and demanded 
a thorough r e v i s i o n o f t h e Government p o l i c y . 
S h r i P a t i l , i n h i s c o n c l u d i n g remarks a s s u r e d t h a t he would 
do some t h i n g f o r g i v i n g e x t r a a l lowance t o t h e rai lwaymen x-/orking 
in t h a t a r e a . He r e i t e r a t e d t h a t a l l p r e c a u t i o n a r y measures were 
be ing taken t o cheek r e c u r r a n c e o f such a c c i d e n t s . 
The motion was adopted ( c 12950/25. '+.66) . 
During the d e b a t e s on railv/ay accidents^^aired t h e i r 
d i s a p p r o v a l o f Government p o l i c y and condemned r a i l w a y adrainistra* 
t i o n . They a l s o h i g h l i g h t e d t h e problems o f t h e r a i l w a y employees . 
But t h A i r arguments were rendered i n e f f e c t i v e when t h e M i n i s t e r 
s t a t e d t h a t t h e s e m a t t e r s were a l r e a d y r e c e i v i n g a t t e n t i o n o f the 
Government. 
D i s c u s s i o n s were a l s o i n i t i a t e d by t h e Government on t h e 
f o l l o w i n g s u b j e c t s and t h e o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s c r i t i c i s e d t h e 
Government on v a r i o u s p o i n t s . 
1 . R e s o l u t i o n r e : Report o f Rai lway Convention Committee 
( c 6ifif3/8.12.65). 2. D i s c u s s i o n on t h e Report o f t h e UGC(c 1 1 9 l f 0 / 2 0 . 6 . 6 2 ) . 
1 . I b i d . , cc 129^0-lf2(Hindi) . 2 . I b i d . , cc 129k2-k^, 
3. I b i d . , cc 129^5-^6. 
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3 . Motion Re: Annual Report o f t h e UGC f o r t h e y e a r s 
1 9 6 1 - 6 2 and 1 9 6 2 - 6 3 ( c l + l W 9 . 1 2 . 6 l f ) . 
k. Motion Res Report on Mid-Term Appraisal of Third Five 
Year Plan ( c 3285/^.12«63). 
5. Motion Res Economic situation in the country after 
devaluation of Rupee on 5*6.66.( c ^59/26.7.66). 
6. Motion Re: Payment t o World Bank and R e l e a s e o f Water 
t o P a k i s t a n under Indus-Water T r e a t y ( c 1 1 1 V 1 0 . 1 1 . 6 5 ) . 
7 . Motion Re: Fiftieth Report of Business Advisory Committee 
( c 186V8.11.66). 
The role of the opposition parties during the discussion on 
non-legislative measures was constructive in the sense that they 
exposed the Government to public wherever it had failed to perform 
its basic duty or wherever its policies were found defective. 
It is true that they could not influence the Government policies 
bedause of their own weakness and fragmentation but they greatly 
helped the growth of democratic principles and parliamentary process. 
Their main object was to criticise and warn the Government against 
any policies which could go^ against national or popular interest. 
II 
The opposition parties fruitfully utilised their parliamentary 
privilege of raising discussions and debates on such matters which 
they considered imporfeant and in the national and popular interest. 
The main purpose of such discussions was to draw attention of the 
Government to certain problem and arouse public interest. Another 
aspect of it w«.s that the oppositinn parties could display through 
such debates their role as mediator between the people and the 
Government. They could also impress upon the electorate their 
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e f f i c a c y i n the P a r l i a m e n t . In any c a s e t h e i r r o l e was p o l i t i c a l l y 
c o n s t i t a u c t i v e and g r e a t l y u s e f u l in s e t t i n g up p a r l i a m e n t a r y 
and democrat ic s t a n d a r d s . The d e b a t e s i n i t i a t e d by d i f f e r e n t 
o p p o s i t i o n |>arties were as f o l l o w s : 
I « The GPI r a i s e d d i s c u s s i o n on t h e f o l l o w i n g f i f t e e n 
i s s u e s . 
1* R e s o l u t i o n r e ; Urban and Hural Housing and Slums u o a ur i Mous siiMi Clearance Scheme(C 112^/10.8.62)" 
S h r i Wambiar"^moved t h e r e s o l u t i o n f o r s e t t i n g up a Commission " t o 
enquire i n t o the p r o g r e s s made i n r e g a r d t o t h e ..'^rban housing 
and slums c l e a r a n c e schemes and t o s u g g e s t measures f o r . t h e i r 
speedy c o m p l e t i o n " . He quoted f i g u r e s t o show thab t h e r a t e o f 
c o n s t r u c t i o n o f houses was v e r y low from a l l s t a n d a r d s . S i m i l a r l y | 
v e r y l i t t l e was done about slums c l e a r a n c e . He a l s o r e f e r r e d t o 
s h o r t a g e o f m a t e r i a l and d i f f i c u l t i e s i n o b t a i n i n g Housing l o a n s 
i n r u r a l a r e a s . He blamed t h e Government f o r l a c k o f enthusiasm and 
I n i t i a t i v e . 
S h r i B a g r i ( S o c . ) supported t h e r e s o l u t i o n and s a i d t h a t houses were 
m o s t l y c o n s t r u c t e d f o r t h e r i d a people and t h e Government d i d not 
pay a t t e n t i o n t o t h e p o o r . He s a i d t h a t i n D e l h i many Jhuggis and 
Jhonpris were c l e a r e d but t h e i r occupants were not p r o v i d e d w i t h 
s u i t a b l e accomodation. He c r i t i c i s e d permit system f o r b u i l d i n g 
m a t e r i a l which r e s u l t e d i n a r t i f i c i a l s c a r c i t y . 
1. I b i d . , V o l . V l l d ^ ) ; 2 . ^ . 6 2 ; cc 3781-88. 
2 . I b i d . , cc 3793-98 ( H i n d i ) . 
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S h r l K a c h h a v a l y a ( J S ) ^ r e f e r r e d t o t h e housing d i f f i c u l t i e s o f the 
l a b o u r e r s and t h e problems o f slums i n which t h e y l i v e . He s u g g e s t e d 
t h a t i n f u t u r e the m i l l owners should be oorapetled t o c o n s t r u c t houses 
f o r t h e i r w o r k e r s . He a l s o s u g g e s t e d t h a t t h e r e should be a 
prov- is ions i n the Third Plan t o p r o v i d e houses t o a l l l a b o u r e r s 
whether t h e y belonged t o IKTUC o r n o t , 
2 
S h r i Jaganath Rao(Deputy M i n i s t e r ) i n h i s r e p l y t o t h e debate s a i d 
that,'"the union Government, t h e s t a t e governments and t h e Planning 
Commission were s e i z e d w i t h the problems o f urban and r u r a l housing 
and slums c l e a r a n c e . He o b j e c t e d t o t h e R e s o l u t i o n and s a i d t h a t 
s e t t i n g up o f a Commission c o u l d not speed up the complet ion o f t h e 
schemes, 
S h r i Nambiar, i n h i s condiludlng remarks, e x p r e s s e d d i s s a t i s f a c t -
i o n o v e r what the M i n i s t e r had s a i d . The motion was , however, 
n e g a t i v e d ( c 3821/2^-.8.62). 
I r r e s p e c t i v e o f i t s f a t e , t h e r e s o l u t i o n succeeded i n h i g h -
l i g h t i n g t h e acute s h o r t a g e o f houses and problems o f s lums. I t 
was p o p u l a r cause whic^ t h e CPI championed. 
Motion r e ; M a i n t a i n i n g P r i c e s o f E s s e n t i a l Commodities 
a t Reasonable LevelsC c T ^ 5 3 / 1 1 . 1 2 . 6 2 ) . 
S h r i I n d e r j l t Gupta^ i n h i s i n t r o d u c t o r y speech r e f e r r e d t o the 
s tatement o f the M i n i s t e r made i n t h e House on 1 0 . 1 1 . 6 2 on the 
s u b j e c t and asked what p r o g r e s s had been made i n t h e m a t t e r . Had t h e 
1 . I b i d . , cc 380if-06 (Hindi) 2 . I b i d . , cc 3809-I6 . 
3 . I b i d . , V o l , XI(26); 1 1 . 1 2 . 6 2 ; cc 5353-68. 
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Prime Stabilisation Committee been actually set up and how it 
functioning? His (Shief contentian was that the measures adopted by 
the Government were not enough. He said that the price index had, 
to some extent, increased since the declaration of emergency which, 
he thought, would affect the next budget and the Plan« He gave 
some details of the various aspects of the problem. He pointed out 
that prices of consumer goods and foodgrains had increased whereas the 
jute and cotton had seen a low«r trend. He noted that the number 
of cooperative depots was too small to meet the requirements and 
they were always short of supply. 
He suggested: (1) A chain of fair price shops to be set up 
(2) Prices of essential commodities to be fixed (3) strong meaaares 
to stop malpractices in banks (U-) Minimum prices for agricultural 
products to be fixed (5) Emergency programme for raising the 
production of supplementary foods like meat, fish, milk etc. (6) To 
make an experiment to set up price courts to check malpractices in 
trade. 
^ $ 
Shri R.S. Yadav(Soc.)^ moved to add the following at the end of the 
resolution: 
i - Prices of foodgrains shouid not rise more than one anna 
per sear between two crop seasons 
ii - Prices of essential factory products not to rise more than 
one and a half times of their cost, 
JU iii- The prices of agricultural products should^sufficient 
for the livelihood of agriculturists after recoigering 
the cost of production. 
2 I 
Shri Hem Barua(PSP)''complained that the Government had not made any 
serious effort to arrest the rising prices which had risen from 
1. Ibid.,c 5368 2. Ibid., cc 5375-80 
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12^ .1 in August 1961 to 132.9 in August I962. He referrod to the 
impact of situition on planning; inadequate measures layout agricul-
ture, deficit financing, tax evasion etc, 
1 
Shri Ranga(Sw.) said that every-body wanted a control over rising 
prices. But actually the prices were rising because of inflation. 
Secondly, he said that there should be a parity in regard to the 
impact of prices on different sections of the people. But whenever 
the Government tried to hold the price line it hurt the agriculttiriat 
1 .i , 
more than any other section. Thirdly, the prices of manure and 
the cattle feed were increasing. At the same time the standard 
of living of the agriculturists was rising and, therefore, the 
cost of cultivation was going up. The cultivator deserved more 
sympathy and attention, he sAid. 
o 
Shri Bagri(Soc.) said that it was essential that there should be 
a definite price policy of the Government. He said that in taking 
decision regarding the price policy the interest of both cities 
and villages should be equally considered. 
Shri Rameshwaranand(JS)^ said that while effecting control over 
essential commodities due consider^ ition should be made to the 
process of their production. He said that the prices of commodities 
under direct Governmenlj diarge ware increasing while those of the 
common man's use wore also proposed to be controlled. 
Shri R.G. Yadav(Soc.) made three suggestions to check rising 
prices: (1) the prices of foodgr5;,ins should riot increase more than 
1. Ibid.,Vol.XII(31); 2^.1.635 cc 6573-77. 
2. Ibid., cc 6580-8i+(Hindi) Ibid., cc 6589-9^ (Hjddi). 
Ibid., cc 6625-27 (Hindi) 
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one anna per seer in between the two crops.(2) Besides the food-
grains the prices of other essential commodities such as rough 
cloth, sugsr, kerosene, medicine etc.should be fixed at about 
one and a half times of the cost of [production, and (3) There 
should be a parity between the agricultural and factory products. 
1 
Ghri Handa in his reply to the debate declared that he was in 
agreement with the mover on many of his observations and was 
prepardd to endorse some of them. 
He noted that there were three or four basic things 
regarding the maintenance of prices. The first and foremost was 
production. The anticipated increase under the Third Plan was 
30fo in Agriculture and 70/a in industi-y. The capacity to 
maintain price level would depend upon the fulfilment of this 
assumption. But he admitted, "We have not succeeded very well 
in that respect. 
The second thing was "the relationship of prices to the 
level of income.." He discussed the problem in details and the 
difficulties involved therein. The third thing, he said, was the 
fluctuations in price of individual commodities such as jute. The 
last thing was the question of intelligence, market intelligence, 
price intelligence. He admitted that some thing more was yet to be 
done about it, 
Shri Nanda pointed out that the following important measures 
were adopted to hold the price line: 
1. Ibid., cc 6627 and Vol, XIII(2); 19,2.63; cc 228-50. 
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(1) A price cell,to deal with price data and their 
interpretation has been set up in the Planning Commission. 
(2) The "task of building up-to-date intelligence in 
regard to retail prices is entrusted to central Statistical 
Organisation". Information about ths payment from the consumers 
side is collected from the voluntary organizations like the 
MCA and the Bharat Sewak Samaj. 
(3) A price Stabilisation Committee has also been set up. 
Shri Inderjit Gupta.'' appreciated the admission of the Minister 
that the real test had not yet come and th-it there was no room 
for complacency. He said this should be followed by some 
appropriate action. 
He noted that prices had started rising in eastern India; 
there had been a short-fall in production also and that the 
controls were not being exercised and the Government v/as not 
stepping in with its machinery. 
The motion of Shri Inderjit Gupta was negatived 
( c 25V19.2.63); the amendements were withdrawn and the 
statement of the Minister of Planning and Labour laid on the 
table was adopted ( c 256/19.2.63). 
The rising prices was another important problem to which 
the GPI drev; attentian of the Government. The Minister admitted 
the seriousness of the problem and that some thing more wj^ s to 
be done to meet the challenge. He explained various measures. 
The GPI, in this way, successfully played its role as an 
opposition party. 
1. Ibid.,cc 250-5lf. 
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3» Resolution Re; Defence of India ActC c ^ 921/6.9«63)« 
S h r i Gopalan^ moved t h e r e s o l u t i o n : 
" This House is of opinion that the powers under the 
Defence of India Act have been abused with a view to 
carrying on attack on the Goraraunist Party and a number 
of Trade Unions and other organizations and calls upon 
the Government to release all political and mass leaders 
detained under the Defence of India Rules". 
He said that extra-ordinary powers under the DIR were given 
to the Government in the expectation that they would be used "to 
put down antt-social elements and strengthen the morale of the 
pople and to work also for the greater unity of the country". In 
a tripartite conference on labour the workers had also voluntarily 
agreed for an industrial truce. But the employers gained the fullest 
advantage of the truce and the undertaking given in the Conference 
was not even worth the paper on which it was written. He said 
that the D. I.R. was not used against the profiteers except in a 
very small number. But it was freely used against labourers and 
workers whenever they voiced their genuine demands. He referred 
to compulsory collection of W.D.F. He said that about 900 
communists apart from workers and others w^re arrested all over 
the country and that the suspension of the fundamental right of 
judicial remedy was used to subvert the constitution. 
Shri Kachhavaiya(JS) strongly opposed the resolution. He said that 
full advantage had not been taken of the D.I.R. The Communists 
clearly supported the Chinese but they had nob been arrested in 
number as they should have been. He said that in certain cases 
the D.I.H. was misused and certain patriots had also been arrested 
e.g. Shri Kishan Pattnayak(Soc.)M.P. 
1 . Ibid.,Vol. X X ( 1 9 ) ; 6 . 9 . 6 3 J CC ^ 2 L - 3 5 ( T H E motion was first moved 
2. iU^r^cMhmnh.^^. 
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Shrl R.S. Yadav(Soc.)^ said that violation of fundamental rights 
in a demoeracy was a crime. But sornetimGS, in the national 
interest, those rights are voluntarily surrendered. This is what 
had happened when China attacked India. He condemned the 
continuance of diploimtic relations with China. He criticised the 
arrest of bis colleagues Kishan Pattnayak and Fernandes. He was, 
therefore,convinced that the D. I.R. was being misused, ? 
Shrl Da.1i(3PI) said t;hat the abuse or misuse of the D.I.R. was 
no longer confined to the CPI but the people of other categotles 
were also detained. He pointed out that the Supreme Court had 
declared the D.I.R. and the rales framed thereunder to be ultra 
Vires of the Constitution. 
3 
Shrl Ha.larnavis. in his reply to the debate, referred to three 
main points: (1) He denied the contention th-xt there was no 
necessity of continuing emergency. He said that the objective 
condition had rot changed. (2) The fundamental rights were suspended 
during the emergency because it was so everywhere in the world. 
(3) The restriction of legislative competence dejDended largely 
upon the nacture of legislatisn. He quoted from the judgement of 
the Supreme Court to explain his point of view. 
Shrl Gopalan was not satisfied wj.th the reply of the 
Minister and his motion was negatived on division of the House 
by 135 Noes to 31 Ayes.( C 7371/20.9.63). 
A second debate on the same issue was initiated by the CPI 
after an year on 18.9.6^ -. 
1. Ibid., cc lf956-62 (Hindi). 2. Ibid., Vol.XXI(29) ;20.9.63; 
cc 73^ 1-^ '+. 
3. Ibid., cc 73^^-58. 
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Shrl Biren Dutta^ moved the resolution that pending the lifting 
of the Emergency the D.I.B. and such other rules should not be 
used against political, Tradd Utjiionsand other workers. He 
emphasised th<!^t continuance of emergency was no more required. He 
also said that the D.I.R. was not exercised against the anti-
social elements but utilised as a handle '"for the narrow party 
Interests". He referred to arrest of Communists and even their 
supporters. He gave comparative figures of arrestjunder D.I.R. A 
2 Shrl Berwa(JS) opposed the way in which the D.I.H. was used. 
He said the main victims were the opposition parties and those who 
raised voice on genuine demands. 
3 
Shri Hathi, in his reply to the debate, contradicted the point 
that the Government was not serious about emergency or that there 
was no emergency. He also refuted the eharge that the opposition 
parties and especiaLly the left-wing GPI were victimised under the 
D.I.R. He pointed out that they were detained only when they 
attempted to stop all communications and stop production. He said 
the Chief Ministers were categorically informed of not using D.I.R 
against peaceful agitations. 
Shri Dutta was not convinced with the explanation given by 
the Minister and the resolution was put to vote. It was negatived 
by 93 Noes to 20 Ayes ( c 52lf3/3.10.6^ ). 
The continuance of emergency and the D.I.R. had become 
an issue of great political controversy. The leftist parties were 
agitated over the use of the D.I.R. against their ranks and files 
as well as supporters and sympathisers instead of profiteers and 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXXIII; 18.9.6"+; cc 2626-35 
2. Ibid., 7ol. ]0(XIV(20);3*10,6h', cc 5227-31 (Hindi) 
3. Ibid., cc 5231-39. 
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a n t i - s o c i a l e l e m e n t s . They demanded r e v o c a t i o n o f emergency 
and the D . I . H . The r i g h t - w i n g Jan Sangh, on the o t h e r hand, 
was unhappy t h a t t h e D . I . H . was not implemented v i g o r o u s l y a g a i n s t 
t h e communists whom i t charged o f b e i n g p r o - C h i n a . The Swatantra 
and t h e jpSP d i d not t a k e p a r t i n the d e b a t e on such an important 
i s s u e . 
The GPI succeed^in r a i s i n g the i s s u e in the House but f a i l e d 
t o make any impact on t h e Government. I t was not the ' b r u t e 
m a j o r i t y ' o f the r u l i n g p a r t y b u t t h e a b j e c t weakness o f the 
o p p o s i t i o n t h a t t h e r e s o l u t i o n f e l l f i l t . I t was supported by 
31 v o t e s a f t e r t h e f i r s t debate and by 20 a f t e r the second. 
The members o f t h e CPI had a r d e n t l y advocated f o r thorough 
land re forms dur ing food d e b a t e s i n t h e Lok Sabha. They wer® 
emphatic t h a t one o f t h e main c a u s e s o f food c r i s i s i n I n d i a was 
absence o f genuine land reforms and i n e f f e c t i v e implementat ion 
o f whfe,tever, re forms had baen e n a c t e d . The CPI, t h e r e f o r e , 
sponsored a R e s o l u t i o n r e : Land Reforms. 
S h r i ^ambiar moving h i s r e s o l u t i o n emphasised the need f o r 
b r i n g i n g about a thorough land reform i n c l u d i n g " t r a n s f e r o f owner-
ship o f l a n d t o t h e t i l l e r , removal o f r u r a l i n d e b t e d n e s s and 
p r o v i s i o n o f p r o p e r marketing f a c i l i t i e s w i t h p r i c e s u p p o r t s " . He 
e x p r e s s e d d i s s a t i s f a c t i o n over t h e land reforms e f f e c t e d by t h e 
Government and t h e c o n t i n u a n c e o f ' l a n d l o r d i s m ' . He e x p l a i n e d t h e 
i n e f f e c t i v e n e s s o f the land reforms i n t r o d u c e i n v a r i o u s s t a t e s . 
He s^^id t h a land t a k e n by t h e Government had not been d i s t r i b u t e d 
1 . I b i d . , V o l . XXXI(20); 6.3.6^+; c c ^305-17 . 
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t o t h e t i l l e r s under t h e c e i l i n g scheme. He a l s o spoke about 
" t h e q u e s t i o n o f g i v i n g c u l t i v a b l e w a s t e l a n d and f o l l o w l a n d t o 
t h e p e a s a n t a r y " . He p o i n t e d out t h a t t h e "annual i n c r e a s e i n 
p o p u l a t i o n was 2,k p e r c e n t and t h e a g r i c u l t u r a l p r o d u c t i o n i s 
more o r l e s s s t a g n a n t , f o r t h e l a s t s e v e r a l y e a r s . . " 
S h i r a.S. Yadav(SoG.)^ moved h i s amendment t o t h e e f f e c t t h a t land 
revenue should be a b i i s h e d on uneconomic h o l d i n g s ( 6 1/2 a c r e s ) 
and t o p r o v i d e r e l i e f i n c e r t a i n o t h e r r e s p e c t s . 
S h r l H a n K a ( S w . s a i d t h a t t h e r e was no l a n d l o r d i s m any more 
anywhere. He defended t h e working o f t h e land r e f o r m s i n 
o p e r a t i o n and p r e f e r r e d t o I n c l u d e t h e land-owning p e a s a n t s i n 
t h e c a t e g o r y o f ' t i l l e r s ' . He demanded a b o l i t i o n o f l a n d - r e v e n u e 
from a l l l a n d - h o l d i n g p e a s a n t s e x c e p t a nominal f e e . 
S h r i H . 8 . Y a d a v ( S o c . s u p p o r t e d t h e r e s o l u t i o n w i t h h i s amendement. 
He r e f e r r e d t o v i o l a t i o n o f l a n d r e f o r m laws by t h e ' a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . 
He n o t e d t h a t t h e e x i s t i n g l a n d r e f o r m laws were not b e n e f i c i a l 
t o t h e c u l t i v a t o r s . 
Dr. Ham Subhag S i n g h , ^ i n h i s r e p l y t o the d e b a t e , a s s u r e d t h e 
House t h a t t h e p o l i c y o f t h e Government was t o Implement t h e v i e w s 
e x p r e s s e d i n t h e House. He t o l d S h r i NambiarCCPI) t h a t R u s s i a 
a f t e r h7 y e a r s o f t h e Communist regime was s t i l l p u r c h a s i n g more 
f o o d from o u t s i d e than we d i d . He s a i d , "we s h a l l do our b e s t 
and we s h a l l see t h a t o u r f a r m e r s and l a n d l e s s l a b o u r e r s a r e g i v e n 
a l l f a c i l i t y so t h a t we grow as much food i n o u r c o u n t r y , f o o d 
f i b r e and e v e r y t h i n g , a s we c a n " . He t r a c e d t h e h i s t o r y o f land 
1 . I b i d . , c c l f 3 1 7 - l 8 ( H i n d i ) 2 . I b i d . , cc l f 3 2 1 - 2 6 . 
3 . I b i d . , cc M-332-37(Hindl!f h . I b i d . , cc ^3^6-53. 
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reforms since 1937 when the Congress first came into power and 
the (±ianges brought in. Speaking about the question of waste 
land he pointed out that our land acreage comes to about 102 
crores acres and that entire land could (t be brought under plough. 
There should be some balance between ploughed land^waste land. 
About rural indebtedness he said that the Reserve Bank had made a 
survey and suitable measures were going to be. adopted. He also 
explained the steps taken about marketing facilities and that 
supporfc-prices had been fixed for many important agricultural 
products. He informed Shri R.S. Iadav(Soc,) that his suggestion 
of abolition of land revenue on holdings upto 6g- acres was under 
active consideration. 
The GPI successfully raised discussion on a very important 
popular issue. It extracted information and assurance that the 
Government policy was favourable to what had been suggested in 
the resolution. It could impress upon its supporters, if not the 
Government, its efficacy in the opposition. 
R e s o l u t i o n s r e ; Import o f goodg^ralns under PL ^80 
( c 1672/12.11.65). 
Shri H.N. Muker.jee moved, " T h i s ^ i s of the opinion that continued 
dependence on imports of foodgrains under PL U-80 agreement with 
the United States is derogatory to our honour and injurious to our 
economy". He referred to U.G. attitude during the Indo-Pak 
Conflict. He blamed the Government for failure in procurement 
and distribution and said that our difficulties will not be solved 
unless we mobilise the national will and determination generated in 
recent months". 
1. Ibid.,Vol. XLYn(7)'. l67?-85 
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1 
S h r l Dvivedl(PSP) Madhu Llmaye(SSP) and Smt. G a y a t r l Devi 
(5v/.) moved s u b s t i t u t e mot ions . 
Smt, G a y a t r i D a v K S w . ) ^ was opposed t o t h e r e s o l u t i o n b e c a u s e , she 
s a i d , " I t was a p o l i t i c a l l y m o t i v a t e d move which, i f a c c e p t e d would 
b r i n g s t a r v a t i o n and misery t o our p e o p l e . . " . 
2 
S h r i Dwivedi(PSP) wanted " t o d i s c u s s t h e impact o f i m p o r t s i n 
our f o o d economy much more than t h e p o l i t i c a l a s p e c t o f i t " . He 
a l s o wanted t o f i x a time l i m i t for attaining s e l f - s u f f i c l e n c y 
i n f o o d , 
S h r i Madhu Limaye(SSP)^ demanded t h e Government t o immediate ly 
s t o p import o f f o o d g r a i n s under PL hQO agreement and t a k e c o n c r e t e 
measures t o become s e l f - s u f " i c l e n t . if 
S h r i G. Subramaniam« i n h i s r e p l y t o t h e d e b a t e , r e f e r r e d t o t h e 
emergency and s a i d t h a t S h r i H.H. Mukerjee " t r i e d t o p l a y p o l i t i c s 
t a k i n g advantage o f the mood o f the n a t i o n . . " " I t has got 
c e r t a i n p o l i t i c a l o v e r t o n e s ejid p o l i t i c a l i m p l i c a t i o n s . . " He 
r e f e r r e d t o s h o r t a g e i n food p r o d u c t i o n and s c a r c i t y c o n d i t i o n s 
i n c e r t a i n p a r t s and, t h e r e f o r e , j u s t i f i e d not mere ly PL W'SO but 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l c o o p e r a t i o n and a s s i s t a n c e from v a r i o u s f r i e n d l y 
c o u n t r i e s . 
A f t e r a b r i e f r e j o i n d e r by S h r i Mukerjee a s u b s t i t u t e 
motion o f S h r i S h i v a j i Rao Deshmukh (Congress) t o endorse t h e 
Government p o l i c y v/as adopted ( c ^73h/12,^^ , 6 ^ ) , 
1 . I b i d . , c c 1690-96 2 . I b i d . , c c 1702-06 
3. I b i d . , c c 1 7 0 9 - H i n d i ) if. I b i d . , cc 1 7 1 8 - 2 6 . 
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R e s o l u t i o n r e ; O i l I n d u s t r y ( c ^ 2 3 6 / 2 6 . 1 1 , 6 5 ) . 
S h r l Vasudevan Nalr'^ moved"that i n v i e w o f t h e p r e s e n t emergency, 
t h e o i l I n d u s t r y should be p l a c e d i n t h e p u b l i c s e c t o r " . He 
h i g h l i g h t e d t h e n e c e s s i t y o f such a measure and t h e dominat ion of 
f o r e i g n companies on t h e o i l i n d u s t r y . 
S h r l Kadhu Llma|refssp) raoved an amendment t o p r o v i d e f o r p a r t i c i p a - r 
t i o n o f workers i n O i l I n d u s t r y a f t e r i t s n a t i o n a l i s a t i o n . 
He s u g g o r t e d t h e R e s o l u t i o n . He r e f e r r e d t o e v i l o f 
b u r e a u c r a c y i n t h e p u b l i c s e c t o r i n d u s t r i e s whidi had r e s u l t e d i n 
h i g h e r p r o p o r t i o n o f o v e r - h e a d e x p e n d i t u r e . He, t h e r e f o r e , a d v o c a t e d 
f o r I n c l u s i o n o f workers in t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . 
S h r l D a n d e k a r C S w . o p p o s e d t h e R e s o l u t i o n and s a i d t h a t approach 
t o t h e problem should not be from any i d e o l o g i c a l o r p r e - c o n c e i v e d 
c o n s i d e Tuitions. 
1+ 
S h r l Ba,de(JS) was o f t h e v i e w t h a t n a t i o n a l i s a t i o n o f o i l 
I n d u s t r y would not s o l v e t h e problem. He n o t e d t h a t a d m i n i s t r a t i o n 
o f i n d u s t r i e s under p u b l i c s e c t o r was not s a t i s f a c t o r y . He 
s u g ^ s t e d t h a t t h e r e should be b e t t e r c o n t r o l o v e r the p r i v a t e 
companies . 5 
Dr. L j h i a ( S S P ) h i g h l i g H e d t h e need f o r n a t i o n a l i s a t i o n o f O i l 
I n d u s t r y and r e f e r r e d t o e v i l s o f b u r e a u c r a c y and c o r r u p t i o n 
i n a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . 6 
S h r l Humayun K a b i r . i n h i s r e p l y t o t h e d e b a t e reassired t h e House 
1 . I b i d . , V O 1 . X L V I I I ( 1 7 ) ; 2 6 , 1 1 . 6 5 ; C C H-23S-kO The mover, S h . N a i r was 
not p r e s e n t on 1 0 . 1 2 . 6 5 . l^ /hen t h e r e s o l u t i o n w^s t a k e n up f o r 
d i s c u s s i o n . 
2 . I b i d . ,?O1.XLIX(27);10.12 .65JCC 6 9 1 0 - 1 3 ( H i n d i ) 
3 . I b i d . , cc 6916-21 V. I b i d . , G C 6 9 2 2 - 2 5 ( H i n d i ) . 
5 . I M d . , c c 6950-33(Hindi) I b i d . , cc 6938-^+7. 
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that public sector would continue to be dominant, and that under 
the Fourth Plan^ only about ©ne third of the oil industry was In 
the private sector. He said that the resolution of Shri Kair was 
wrong and that the Oil companies were nob going to dictate 
Government's policy. pointed out that the private companies 
had behaved well during the emergency. He rejected the Resolution. 
The amendment of Shri Limaye (SSP) was negative on division 
of the House by 10.3 ''foes to 17 Aye?? and the moti<!>n of Shri Hair 
was negatived by 96 iJoes to 16 Ayes ( c 6951/10.12,65). , 
6. Resolution; re; Indo-United States. Foundation ( e 15203/6.5*66). 
•1 
Shri Mukerjee moved for disapproval of the proposed Indo-US 
Foundation and for calling upon Government not to proceed with it. 
He said thtit our academicians had strongly protested against it. 
He expressed doubts about the bona fides of the American offer. 2 
Shri Dwevidi(PSP) welcomed the opportunity to discuss the 
matter although he was i^ ot in full agreement with the Resolution 
He asked why the U.S.Government was not prepared to give the 
funds to the UGC to distribute in a way it thought best. He 
criticised v«,rious aspects of the Foundation and asked the Government 
to postpone it. 
Shri Yashpal Slngh(SSP)^ condemned the foundation and said that it 
was an American trick to enslave Indians, He demanded that it 
should not be pursuade:a>. 
1 , Ibid. Vol, L7(5^);6.5.66;C 1 5 2 0 3 and Vol.LVII(10);5.8.66;cc 30^0-
51-2. Ibid., cc 3 0 6 0 - 6 5 . 3. Ibid.,cc 3072-77 (Hindi). 
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Shrl R.S. Yadav(SSP)^ supported the Resolution. 
2 
Shrl Ghagla* In his reply to the debate, asserted that if we had 
faith in our culture and in our intellectuals the Americans 
could not hann us. He refuted the apprehension that the 
Foundatiflin would help GIA activities. He did not agree that the 
academic world was opposed to it. 
After a brief rejoinder by Shrl Mukerjee(GPI) the motion 
was put to vote and negatived ( c 3105/5«8.66). 
3 
8. Resolution re; Nationalisation of BankC c 260^/10.11.66) 
The GPI was ideologically commited to nationalisation of 
Banks and it ceaselessly advocated this ideal whenever a discussion 
on any economic problem was held in the House, The resolution 
was, therefore, a formal reiteration of the declared policy of 
the GPI. 
If 
Dr. Raven Sen moved "that, In the interest of holding the price 
line, mobilising internal resources and checking speon laticn .. 
the private banks should be nationalised. He rediculed the Gongress 
slogan of social control over banks. He argued that in order to 
ellmlneite concentration of wealth and monopolies, nationalisation 
of banks was essential. He said that the private banks were 
cutting at the roots of national economy and manipulating the 
1. Ibid., CC3086-89(Hindi) 2. Ibid., cc 3089-310M-. 
3. A similar resolution was moved by a Congress meraber,Smt,Subhadra 
Joshi on 13.'+.63. It was supported by the GPI members,Shrl Kar, 
Gupta and Warior, the Socialist member Dr. Lohia and the PSP 
member Shri Mohan Swarup. But Shrl P.K.Deo(Sw.) opposed it. The 
motion was ultimately negatived by 119 Woes to 27 Ayes(C 1+921/ 
6.9.63). The mover had sought permission to withdraw it. 
It is important to note thcCt major banks were nationalised 
by the Congress Government In 1969. 
Ibid.,Vol.LX(8);10.11.66; cc 2605~12. 
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national resources. 
Shrl Alvares(PSP)^ sux>t)orted the Hesolution. 
2 
Shrl Yashpal Slngh(SSP) supported the Resolution and spoke about 
false claims «nd propaganda by the ruling party. 
Shrl Bhagat, in his reply to the debate- said that the Goverrnent 
was well aware of the effects of the private banks upon national 
economy. The Government was seized of the problem of banks. 
However, he could not agree that the private banks were coraoletely 
destroying the national economy. He appealed to the mover not to 
press his resolution. 
After a brief rejoinder by Dr. Sen the motion was negatived 
( c 26^2/10.11.66). 
The other issues on which discussion was raised by the 
CPI were as follows: 
1. Resolution re: Representative Character of Trade Unions 
(c 12^9/10.8.62). 
2. Motion re5 Modification of Central Apprenticeship 
Council Rules etc.C c 5326/11.12.62). 
3* Re: Alleged Leakage of Report of Attorney-
General on Bose Commission Inquiry 
(c I3908A.5.63). 
Re Discussion on Kashmir ( c 1^ +505/6.5.6^ +). 
Statement re: East Pakls^ 'an Railway Guard(c 1^517/6.6lf). 
6. Resolution re: Abolition of Contract labour system 
( c If630/11.12.6^). 
7. Dlsucssion re: P^ -anning Hinister's Visit to USA and Canada 
(c 17375/17.5.66). 
1. Ibid., cc 2615-17. 2. Ibid., cc 2620-23(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 2635-^0 (Hindi). 
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II: The PSP raised discussion on the folloving eighteen 
Issues: 
1 
Motion re; Railway Accldents(c 11^^6/18.6.62) 
nfari Hath Pal^ noted that 22 accidents involving lives had 
occured in less than seven seeks since the House met on 16th 
April. He said, "A railway acoident in very few cases is some 
thing that cannot be avoided". He blamed the administr-^ tion 
for carelessnoss and condemned poor maintenance of tracks and 
engines. "Half-trained, illiterate staff are supposed to do the 
job without ever getting the chance to use the necessary, 
requisite and, I think, competent tools..", he said. He also 
referrSd to acute sholrtage of stores and corapliined against 
'^ y^ m&^ Mie-vel crossings. He suggested to set up two exoer'i'^  
committees: one, to look into the working of bridges,tracks etc. 
and the other to enquire into the conditions of workshops and 
locomotives. 
Shrl Nambiar(JPP-^ fu"' iv agreed with the motion. He spoke at some 
length about a recent accident in Dhanbad and demanded a judicial 
enquiry into it because a department enquiry, in his opinion, was 
useless. He also spoke about the working conditions of the staff 
and poor maintenance of tracks and engines. 
1. A discussion on railway accidents was raised by the Railway 
Minister after two months on 16.8.62(Referred to above). 
2. Ife)id., 7ol.V(lf7); 18.6.62} cc 11^97-509. 
3. Ibid., cc 11510-18. 
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Shrl U,M. Trlvedl(JS)^ asserted, "Falsehood Is one of the 
foundations of railway working". He pointed out that no attention 
was paid to engines which had become heavier and required heavier 
rails. He referred to sabotage which caused accidents and also 
that the staff was over worked and, there forej accidents occured 
due to human elements. He was of the view that the High Court 
Judges oould not hold proper enquiries because they did not know 
the working of the railways and were misguided by officios, 
Shrl BagrlCSoc. criticised the railway administration in a 
general way. 
Shrl Swaran Singh(Railway Minister)^ noted that some ger-r^ al 
observations were made and the problem was highlighted but no 
concrete suggestions were made and there was nothing on which 
action had actually not been taken. Speaking about the 
suggestion of an enquiry committee on Dhanbad accident, he 
explained that it had already been done. 
It Is clear from the remarks of the Minister that although 
the opposition parties had raised discussion on a very important 
issue of national interest and they might have had some genunlne 
doubts and objections against the railways but they= failed to 
offer any concrete suggestions or alternate policies. How could 
the Government be afraid of the Opposition*? However, they scored 
a point In the public, 
2. Discussion on Shortfalls in Targets of Third Five Year Plan 
( G 125m-/22.6.62) 
L Shrl Nath Pal noted that the Third Plan was facing four kinds of 
1. Ibid., cc 11526-11530. 2. Ibid., cc 11630-11535. 
3. Ibid., cc 11539-1152. Ibid.,Vol.V(51);22.6.62;cc 12517-3^ 
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dangers: one is the defeatist mantality created by certain , I 
vested interests. Secondly, the ministers repeatedly say that 
there was nothing wrong in plans and nothing better could be done 
The other 'real difficulties' were that the Plan was heavily 
indebted to foreign aid and big hopes about availability of 
foreign exchange. Shri Nath Pai said that the failures in the 
basic sectors of our economy were inherented in the plans 
themselves and that very little was done to overcome that. 
Shri Nanda(Minister of Plannin|-)''in his reply to the motion 
stated that the mover the had painted a wrong picture,twisted 
facts and created a wrong impression about the plans. "We would 
not have secured",he said, "even half of our objectives if we 
had not adopted the ap|)roach of planned development in our 
country". The achievem^s were by no means small. He gave 
production figures of cement, fetilizer and power and said that 
with the progress of plan we would be compelled to look at others 
for more aid-economic and technical - but year after year it would 
place us in a better position. He said, "Difficulties are 
enormous, handicaps are great, but, I believe, as a nation we 
can meet that challenge. At any rate, I see around me a 
different atmosphere now". "There is no question of pruning the 
plan at all... All pressures are to make the plan bigger". 
o 
In his resumed speech, Shri Nanda referred to various 
factors which could be a source of imbaiance in different parts 
1 . Ibid., cc 1 2 5 3 7 - 6 1 & V O 1 . V I I ( 1 5 ) ; 2 5 . 8 . 6 2 ; C C 3 9 8 0 - 9 ^ . 
Note: In view of the importance of the matter under discussion, 
the Minister was allowed to reply soon after the introductory 
speech because the session was to end the same day. Further 
discussion on the subject was postponed till the next 
session about two months later. 
2. Shri Nath Pai was absBflt because of his illness when the debate 
was resumed. 
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of the economy under the stress of development under the Third Plan." 
He said that "the Planning Commission has been engaged in an intensive 
and continuous effort to locate difficulties and find appropriate 
solutions". He assured "that the Third FiveYear Plan will be 
successfully implemented and its basic and vital objectives will be 
achieved". 
Shri Inder.lit Gupta(GPI) lAnded supported to the motion of Shri 
Nath Pai (Shortfalls in the Plan). He appreciated that whatever 
progress had been made was mainly due to planned economy. However, 
he was not happy that the targets were not achieved in any field. 
He also appreciated some of the measures taken to remove imbalances, 
strains and stresses but he said "that they do not go to the root 
of the problem". He rioted that the "foreign exchange crisis is 
entirely a man-made one "No basic remedy has been suggested at 
all for this". 
He complained that industrial development(^ of the country was 
subordinated to the private capitalists and the Government had become 
their 'political client' by "enabling them to denate funds to 
political parties". 
Shri Bade(JS)Said tribute to Shri Path Pai for his Resolution. 
He said that it was clear from Shri Nanda's speech that the 
benefits of Plans were directed malrtly to the industry and not to 
agriculture. 
Speaking|about Implementation of plans he criticised the 
administrative machinery. He referred to shortage of fertilizer 
and cement. About foreign exchange he said th<it whatever foreign 
1. Ibid., cc 399^-^007. 
2. Ibid., cc lf032->+7 (Hindi). 
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exchange was sivallable was not properly utilised. He quoted figures 
to explain that progress in various fields of national economy was 
far from being satisfactory. 
Grnt. Gayatrl DevKSw.) noted that - the sixth highest 
foreign exchange earner - was neglected in the Third Plan, She 
spoke about the short-fall of the plan in the field of education 
and facilities of health and food to school going children. She 
considered it most dangerous that politics was enteri.ng into 
educational Institutions, In the end She said that the planners 
forget that "the Plan is for the people and the people are not 
for the Plan". 
Shrl Eem Barua(PSP) said that "success of the Plan depends 
largely on periodic reappraisal.." which "might result in a 
change of strategy". He referred to the difficulties of the plans' 
and the actual performance. He noted that India's rate of Industrial 
production - - compared unfavourably with achieved by 25;^  
out of 31 underdeveloped countries listed in a U.N. survey. He 
quoted figures about national income, industrial expansion,foreign 
exchange, basic industries, transport etc. to explain that the 
achievements of our plans have been very poor. 
Shrl Kishan PatnayakCSoc.complained that there were no 
statistics to assess progre in agriculture, industry, investment 
etc. He, therefore, suggested that this work should be assigned 
to the recently appointed Minister without Portfolio(Shrl T.T. 
Krishnaraachari). He also referred to delay in the report of 
1. Ibid., cc ^ •059-6lf. 
2. Ibid.,Vol. 711(16);27.8.62; cc 
3. Ibid., cc Hindi). 
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Mahalanobis Committee appointed to determine the rate of pgogress 
He wanted assurance from the planning Hinister that steps would 
be taken to ractify if the Mahalanobis Committee brought to light 
any mistake in the Plans: 
Shri Vasudevan Kair(CPI)'^  warned that it would be futile if we 
"point a picture of perfection by pointing out that some other 
countries have also defaulted, or that there have been lapses in 
case of some other countries also". He referred to Agriculture 
and land reform and said that the Minister or other speakers 
from the Treasury Benches had not spoken on such a vital problem. 
He said that inspite of an investment of Rs*2,000/- crores in 
agriculture and irrigation we have yet to import foodgrains. 
Shri U,M« Trivedi(JS)^ began with the remark that "planning has 
become an obsession in our country. Not that we are planning for? 
the sake d>f improvement of the country, but we are planning 
for the sake planning..". He said that money was thrown down 
the gutters for the sake of plans. "The immediate problem 
for us," he said, "is combatfeing the forces of poverty". Have 
we done that?" He referred to certain irrigation schemes such as 
Murlia d^m and Durai dam to explain how money was wasted in the 
name of planning. In the end he said "that this planning if 
planning is to be done, has to be done not by the coat-patloon 
walas. or the Maha2ianobis®4but by those who suffered tlie egony 
of having achieved independence for this country and who feel 
for the advancement of this country". 
After a torief reply by the Minister, the motion 8f Shri 
Nath Pai (PSBjPwas negatived and a substitute motion of Shri Moraka 
(Cong,) to appreciate "the progress of. the Third Five Year Plan" 
1. roid.,cc If28l-lf287 2. Ibid.,cc if3l8.1^ 326. 
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was adopted ( c ^ 362/27.8.62^-
3* Resolution; ret Resignation of the Council of Ministers Prior to General Elections(C 58^3/19.8«66) 
1 
Shrl Dvivedl moved that the Council of Ministeres should resign 
3 months before elections and that Constitution should be 
amended accordingly. He said that the Election Commission had to 
depend upon the executive and if there were complaints of 
irregularities, the Commission could not conduct even independent 
inspection. He alleged that the entire executive machinary was 
used to get the candidates of the ruling party elected. He referred 
to various mal-practices by the executive and misuse of Government 
funds and gave the instance of the electlt)n()f Shrl DandekarCSw.) 
Shrl Dwivedi also said that the Panchayat Samities were also 
exploited. 2 
Shrl Muker.lee(CPI) supported the Resolution. He alleged that the 
elections were unduly influenced because of the supjfrort which the 
ruling party got from big money interests. He referred to Hs.65' 
lakhs collected in U.P. He complained of misuse of official 
position, 
Shrl Ran^(Sw. complained that the official position of Ministers 
and the entire official machinary was misused to influence the 
elections, 
Shrl Hambiar(GPI) supported the Resolutl<^ n. He referred to the 
elections in Kerala and complained that the Government exercised 
great influence. 
1. Ibid., Vol.LVIII(19); 19.8.66; cc 58^3-53. 
2. Ibid., cc 5856-61 3. Ibid.,cc 5863-67 
Ibid., cc 5870-73. 
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Shrl Trlvedl(JS)^referred to the case of Hikhab Das Vs. Kasllwal 
In which the Minister was alleged to have misused his position. 2 
Shrl Nanda said that a party comes to power on the basis of 
popular mandate and there is no justification to resign before 
that mandate was fully exhausted. He also said that there were 
certain in-built safeguards In the Constlttition for fair and 
free elections. He refuted the allegation that the official 
macbinary was misused in any way. 
After a brief rejoinder by Shrl Dwivedlthe Resolution 
was negfetived by '+6 Noes to 18 Ayes(C 5899/19*8.66), 
Motjon ret Fifty-Fifth Report of the PAGCc 6076/22.8.66) 
The speaker pointed out at the out set that according 
to a convention a Public Accounts Committee Report was never 
discussed In the House. Since the present report contain specific 
Issues, the discussion was allowed on special grounds. The speaker 
also requested tholTdiscusslon should be confined to those Issues 
and that no substitute motion should be moved. 
Shrl Dwlvedl^moved "^ hat the Fifty-Fifth Report of the Public 
Accounts Committee on the statement made on the l8th May,1966 
in the House by the Minister of Food Agriculture, Community 
Development and Cooperation.." be taken into consideration. He 
alleged that antl-social elements were Influencing the Government 
to change its policies to suit their conveniences and that the 
Government had not paid attention to the reports of PAG about its 
lapses and irregularities. He referred to the Jeep Scandle, the 
1 . Ibid., cc 5886-89 2. Ibid., cc 5889-95. 
3. Ibid.,Vol.LVIII(20)t22.8.66!fio 60Qn-i io . 
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Mundhra affair, the SerajMdin Affair and affairs of Arainchand 
Pyarelal group of firms and said that there was great deal of 
corruption in adrninistration and among ministers. 
With reference to the 55th Report of the PAG, he said that 
the Minister/concerned had shown atter irresponsibiiity and 
indiscretion and had made an attempt to evade replies and confuse 
and mislead. He alleged that Shri Subramanlam had not spoken 
truth in respect of the affair of Jit Paul(A partner of Messrs 
Amin Chand Pyare Lai). He spoke at length to explain the connection 
and involvement of the Minister with the firm to which undue 
favour was shown by issuing certain licences. 
Shri Ijaji(GPI)'^  condemned Mr. Subramaniam for felonious actsj 
carelessness and lack of competent judgement. He pointed out that 
in six years the firm (Messrs Amin Chand Pyarelal) was given 
import licences for Rs.29 crorea smd their quota in the total 
import-export trade rose from to of feBil the licences issued* p 
Shri fianga(sw.) expressed surprise that the Cabinet was not ke^t 
informed of the whole affair. He he3-d the entire Cabinet equally 
responsible. He demanded resignation of the entire Cabinet and 
scrapping of the system of licences and quotas. 
Shri Limaye(S3P)^spoke about undue favour shown to M/s Amin Chand 
Pyarelal and said that the statement of Shri Subramanlam in the 
House on 18.5*66 was wrong and misleading. He was of the opinion 
that in this matter both the civil servants and the Minister were 
equally guilty and responsible. He referred to vs^ rious 
1. Ibid. ,cc 6118-3^ 2. Ibid., cc 6lif9-57. 
3. Ibid., cc 6162-78. 
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i r r e g u l a r i t i e s committed by M/s Amin Chand p y a r e l a l . 
S h r i Nambiar(GPI)^ condemned S h r i Subramaniam f o r showing undue 
fa-^our t o M/s Arain Chand Pyare l a l * He demanded r e s i g n a t i o n o f 
S h r i Subramaniam as w e l l as h i s p r e d e c e s s o r , S h r i Sx/aran Singh 
t o be f o l l o w e d by thorough probe i n t o tb® whole a f f a i r . 
S h r i Swaran Singh i n t e r v e n e d t o say t h a t he a c c e p t e d f u l l 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y o f what happened i n t h e S t e e l M i n i s t r y dur ing h i s 
m i n i s t e r s h i p from 1957 t o 1962» But he r e s e n t e d t h e i n s i n u a t i o n 
a g a i n s t him. 
p 
S h r i KaohhavaiyaCJS) demanded t h e r e s i g n a t i o n o f S h r i Subramaniam 
S h r i C.Subramanig»g, i n h i s r e p l y t o t h e d e b a t e , c l a i m e d t h a t he 
had attempted t o b r i n g about a new o r i e n t a t i o n i n S t e e l c o n t r o l 
and, t h e r e f o r e , he had t o pass v a r i o u s orders* He a s s e r t e d t h a t 
no i m p r o p r i e t y was committed by him i n meeting t h e r e p r e s e n t a t i v e 
o f a f i r m nor was t h e r e any wrong i n changing any o r d e r s . He ^aid 
t h a t he c o u l d not c la im p e r f e d t i o n but h i s bona f i d e s t o o c o u l d 
not be q u e s t i o n e d . 
Smt. Gandhi(Prime M i n i s t e r ) a s s u r e d t h a t she would not t o l e r a t e 
c o r r u p t i o n but was opposed t o any w i t c h h u n t i n g . She condemned 
sweeping g e n e r a l i s a t i o n s . She p a i d t r i b u t e t o a d m i n i s t r a t i v e 
s e r v i - c e s . She p o i n t e d out t h a t a committee was a l r e a d y appointed 
t o l o o k i n t o t h e whole a f f a i r , 
S h r i Dwivddi(PSP) e x p r e s s e d h i s d i s s a t i s f a c t i o n o v e r the 
r e p l i e s from t h e r u l i n g p a r t y . The o t h e r o p p o s i t i o n l e a d e r s were 
a l s o not s a t i s f i e d . 
1. I b i d . , c c 6186-93 2. I b i d . , cc 620lf-05 
3. I b i d , , c c 6209-6210. h. I b i d . , c c 6211-17. 
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It Is clear from the debate that the PS? fulfilled Its 
responsibility as a 'watch dog' by raising a debate in the House 
on a very important issue. The other opposition parties also lended 
support. They ridiculed the ruling party in public and tarnish^ 
its image. This could be a sufficient deterranted to the ruling 
party In a democratic system. But the 'Congress monolith' was 
least affected and the opposition parties probably could not do 
more than what they did under the circumstances. 
The other issues raised by the PSP were as follows: 
1 . R e s o l u t i o n res Economy During ImergencyCc 32^0/23.11 . 
2. Re: Chines Map < c 5753/22.1.63) 
3. Hes Discussion of the Budget in Rajya Sabha First 
(2171/5.3.63). 
v. Business of the House C c 2972/8.3.63). 
5. Hesolution res Administrative Policy in KSPA(c 70^ +8/ 
29.3.63). 
6. Food Adultration in Delhi ( c 1330if/l .5.63). 
7. Motion re: Ambushment of Indian Police Patrol by Pakistan 
troops, 
8. Statement of Member under Section 115( c 2772/21.9.6^). 
9. Statement re: Allegations against Shri. A.K.Sen(c 58^V 
22.3.65). 
10. He:Reported Cease-fire Talks on Kutch-Sind Border 
( c 11981/29.^-.65). 
11.Discussion on M Security Council Resolution resCease-
fire between India and Pakistan and resolution re: India 
quitting the GoffimoRwalth( c 7^2^2^.9.65). 
Ill - The Social^arty^SP raised discussion on nine 
important issues. Some of them as follov/s:-
1* Discussion re: Distribution of National Income 
Co W3/6.9T63^I)iscussion under Bule 193). 
- -
Dr» Ram Manohar Lohla^Initiated the discussion and claimed that 
average Income of 27 crores of Indians was three annas (19 palse) 
per day. He contradicted the statement of the Prime fllnlster that 
average Income was 15 annas (95 palse) per day. He also contradicted 
the of national income and expenditure prepared by the 
Planning Ooismissiqn and placed, on the table of the House o-f which 
the average income was shown as 7i annas ( h? palse) per day. 
Dr. Lohla quoted various figure In support of his statement and 
asserted that income of about 10 to 15 crores of Indians was not 
more than two annas (12 pai'-e) per day. 
Shri H.N.Mukerjee{GPI) regretted that the data regarding national 
accounts were incomplete and unreliable. He pointed out that the 
figures given by the Planning Minister were nearer to those of 
Dr. Lohla than the Prime Minister. He said, "There are certain 
Indisputable facts, namely, that 60% of our people earn much less 
than the overall average per capita income of per month, 
less even than the minimum standard of 20 per month per person 
and two-thirds of our people are^below starvation level". He 
quoted certain sources in support of his statement. He referred to 
« 
abject poverty in West Bengal and then referred to huge tax 
arrears against a few persons. 
Shri RanHa(Sw. said that the d«sp4te was not about three annas 
or seven annas but what has happened to the actual living conditions 
of general masses during the 15 years of Congress rule and two and 
a half plans. He said that in fact the per capita income was going 
do^ m^ year after year and 27 arores of Indians, as pointed out by 
Dr. Lohla were getting only 13.6 ounces of cereals against the 
1. Ibid.,Vol.XX(19);6.9.63j cc W875-88 (Hindi). 
2. Ibid.jcc ^ -888-95 3. Ibid., cc if900-05. 
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minimum^ oimcGs. TE© supported the views of Dr, Lohia and Shrl 
Mukerjee(CPI) on lower staxidard of living and lovrer national 
incoKie. 
Shrl Nath Pai(PSP)^3ald that ali statistics vrere misleading and 
the miseries of the people could not be computed in that way« 
He spoke of abject poverty of the people and their deplorably low 
incoMs. He greatly lemented "the contrast between the revolting 
and nauseating extravagance of the affluent few and the grinding 
and degrading poverty of millions". He referred to a study by 
Mr. H.F, Lydall in support of his statement. Shri N'ath Pai said 
that wencentration of wealth wqs going ^©wai^e side by side with 
socialism. He said that we were not going towards prdperity, iiet A us not be decieved. 
2 
Shri Brij Ra.1 Singh(JS) spoke in general tenHv^  about the poverty 
of Indians and the misleading statistics. 
Shri Uanda(Minister of Planning and Sraployinent)^  said that Dr. 
Lohia bad failed to substentiate bis statement of three annas per 
day for 27 crores of India. He dismissed the arguments that 
statistics were misleading. He said, "That may be fun,light 
heartedness". He stated that production of cotton cloth had 
increased by 62^ and the foodgrains by about 52^* The people were 
better fed and better clothed and the conditions would have been 
better still had the population not increased so fast. He quoted 
figures to show thnt there had been development in various fields. 
1. Ibid., Vol.m(21);10.9.63j cc 53^9-57. 
2. Ibid., cc 5376-8^(Hindi) 3. Ibid., cc 5391-5^3. 
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He said the things could have been done a little faster but we 
have to do them in a democratic way. He spoke about the progress 
in the rural works programme and the rural industrialisation. 
Speaking about the allegation regarding concentration of wealth 
he referred to expansion of the public sector. He contradicted all 
the figures and calculations advanced by Br. L©hia in support of 
his stat®nent. He admitted that the Prime Minister's figures of 
15 annas were not correct but then that was based on the wrong 
figures and calculations advanced by Dr. Lohia. 
The discussion came to an end without a reply by Dr. Lohia 
because Rule 193 does not give such a right to the mover. 
The Statement of Dr. Lohia created a great sensation and 
surprise in economic and political circles.^ The figures given 
by l^ r. Lohia were dismissed as 'fantastic'. But irrespective of 
the merit of the statement, the Socfelist leader succeeded in focuss-
ing attention to the perennial problem of poverty and the connected 
problem like concentration of we<xlth. Thus he played the role 
of a mediator between the people and the Government. He put the 
Government in an embarassing for a short while. 
2. Discussion Re: Flood Situation in the Country(c k662/ 
2 
Shri Bagri(SSP) said that no efforts had so far been made to 
finally finish the dangers of floods. He said that over one crores 
of people wera affected by floods. He noted that the big dams 
had not succeed to achieve their end. They have been more harmful 
than beneficial as far as the floods were concerned. He regarded 
th^^fficial figures to be greatly misleading. 
1.See The Statesman dated & Hindustan Times,dated 8.9.63 & 11.9.63. 2. Ibid. ,Vol.XXXIV(l8)j30.9.6lf;cc>663-7l(Hindi)NotejEarlier debate 
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Shrl RameshvaranandCJS)^attj^lbuted the devastation of floods to 
corruption in Government. He appealed to the Governrnent to remove 
sand from the river beds wherever it was desirable or possible. 
Shri Tan Singh(Sw.said that there were no words left to condemn 
the Government bedause the floods had become a regular feauiTure. He 
blamed defective planning for the whole trouble. 
Shri Lahri Slngh(JS)^ suggested: (i) alternate drains should be 
provided in Punjab in place of those which have gone over to 
Pakistan} (ii) to check seapage from canals by making them pukka; 
(iii) to provide seapage drains, and (iv) to widen the Najafgarh 
drain. 
L 
Shri KaChhavaiyaCJS) wanted some experts to be called to ^ 
consult^ about the problem. He suggested to provide a pond 
near every village in Punjab to contain water logging. He said 
that he was opposed to big projects and favoured smaller irrigation 
schemes. 5 
Shri Krishnapal Singh(Sw.) wanted a special commission to be se^ 
up to look into the problem. 
Dr. K.L.Rao(Irrigation & Power ianister)^ln his reply to the 
debate, referred to large scale rains in the country and said that 
10 radar stations were proposed to be set up for purposes of 
prediction of possible floods. However, precise forecast was not 
the apprpriate method of checking floods, He pointed out that 
floods could not be stopped altogether. The ohly thing that could 
1. Ibid., cc »f683-89 (Hirdi) 2. Ibid., cc »+708-11 (Hindi) 3. Ibid., cc lf715-17 (Hindi) k. Ibid., cc (Hindi) 
5. IMd., cc 6. Ibid.,?ol.XXXIV(19)',1.10.6l^ } cc »f935-56. 
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done was t o reduce t h e i r damage. About the q u e s t i o n o f a h i g h powere( 
commission s u g g e s t e d by S h r i K r i s h n a p a l S i n g h ( S w . ) he s a i d , " I 
have been taken up w i t h t h i s i d e a . There i s c o n s i d e r a b l e f o r c e 
and v a l u e i n thfet s u g g e s t i o n " . 
I t i s noteworthy t h a t b a r r i n g the mover, S h r i B a g r i , no 
o t h e r l e f t - w i n g o p p o s i t i o n member t o o k p a r t i n t h e d e b a t e . However, 
S h r i B a g r i communicated t h e p l i g h t o f thousands o f f l o o d v i c t i m s 
i n v a r i o u s r e g i o n s t o t h e Government. 
3 . D i s c u s s i o n re; M a n u f a c t u r e . Consumption and p r i c e 
of car3( c 1^90A.12.6M-) 
S h r i B a g r i ( S S P ) ^ i n i t i a t e d t h e d i s c u s s i o n and s a i d t h a t s e v e r a l 
announcements Government about manufacture o f cheap c a r s were 
found f a l s e . He s a i d t h a t b e c a u s e o f h i g h r a t e s o f p r o f i t s and 
Government t a x e s t h e p r i c e s o f Cars were v e r y h i g h . He o b j e c t e d 
t o E n g l i s h names o f c a r s . He r a i s e d t h e q u e s t i o n o f c o r r u p t i o n 
i n t h e M i n i s t r y o f I n d u s t r y . 
2 
S h r i P . K . DeofSw.) s a i d t h a t i f t h e Government was not p r e p a r e d t o 
manufacture sflaailfw-priced c a r , i t should be l e f t t o o t h e r s who 
can do s o . He blamed h i g h t a x a t i o n p o l i c y f o r h i g h p r i c e s o f c a r s . 
Dr. L o h i a ( S S P ) \ i g h l i g f a t e d t h e high r a t e s o f t a x a t i o n and p r o f i t 
than t h e c o s t o f p r o d u c t i o n . He a l s o r e f e r r e d t o b l a c k m a r k e t i n g . 
S h r i Bade(JS)^ a l s o shared t h e v i e w s e x p r e s s e d by t h e o t h e r 
o p p o s i t i o n members. 
S h r i Ba . i l (CPI)^ s a i d t h a t " t h e s t o r y o f t h e a u t o m o b i l e I n d u s t r y 
i n I n d i a i s a s t o r y o f i n a p t i t u d e . . " . He c r i t i c i s e d t h e t h r e e 
1 . I b i d . , V o l . X X X V I ( l 5 ) ; ^ . 1 2 . 6 i f ; C G 3 3 9 0 - 9 8 ( H i n d i ) . 
2 . I b i d . , cc 3 3 9 8 - 3 ^ 2 h . I b i d . , cc 3 ^ 1 - l 5 ( H i n d i ) . 
5 . I b i d . , c c 3 i f 2 3 - 2 7 ( H i n d i ) . 
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automobile manufacturing u n i t s i n I n d i a and t h e i r i n f l u e n c e o v e r 
t h e r u l i n g p a r t y . 
S h r l AlvaresCPSP)^ s a i d , "The q u e s t i o n o f the s m a l l c a r p r o j e c t 
i s one where Government i n d e c i s i o n and p r o c r a s t i n a t i o n has almost 
k i l l e d i t " . He s a i d t h a t " . . . t h i s s m a l l Car p r o j e c t should 
r e c e i v e s e r i o u s c o n s i d e r a t i o n o f government". 
S h r i Dandekar(Sv.) was i n f a v o u r o f throwing open the c a r i n d u s t r y 
t o c o m p e t i t i v e f o r c e s . He r e f e r r e d t o the d i f f i c u l t i e s o f the 
i n d u s t r y on account o f r e s t r i c t i o n s o f f o r e i g n exchange. 
S h r i U.M. T r i v e d l ( J S ) ^ spoke about unduly h igh p r i c e s o f c a r s 
and condemned monopol i s t i c t r a d e i n the i n d u s t r y . 
L 
S h r i T«H. SinghCMlnister o f Industry and Heavy E n g i n e e r i n g ) i n 
h i s r e p l y t o the debtite , agreed w i t h the members t h a t t h e r e was 
need o f a smal l p r i c e d c a r . "At the same t i m e " , he s a i d , "what 
we have f e l t i s that t h e r e are c e r t a i n compulsions o f e v e n t s ' 
which have t o be taken i n t o a c c o u n t " . He r e f e r r e d t o d i f f i c u l t i e s 
o f f o r e i g n exchange and v a r i o u s p r o p r i e t i e s i n c l u d e d i n the p lans* 
The p r o h i b i t i v e p r i c e s o f c a r s had g i v e n r i s e t o t h e demand 
o f a l o w - p r i c e d c a r . The SSF communicated t h a t demand t o the 
Governirtent. A l l o t h e r o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s blamed t h e t a x a t i o n 
p o l i c y o f t h e Government f o r the high p r i c e s o f c a r s . The M i n i s t e r 
was a l s o sympathetic t o t h e demand and assured t h a t 
was r e c e i v i n g a t t e n t i o n o f the Government. 
1. Ibid.,Vol. XXXVII(2^);17.12.6V;cc 
2. Ibid., cc 
3. Ibid., cc 5557-59. 
k-. Ibid.,Vol.XXXVII(28); 23.12.6lf; cc 6575-86. 
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k» Dlacusslon re; Famine Conditions and Starvation ^ 
Deaths In OrlssaC c 16062/11>5*66)' 
a 
Shrl Pattanayak claimed that the situation in Orissa was largely 
man-made. He refuted the official claim that Orissa was a surplus 
state. He.said that according to official figures 60 lakhs of 
people were affected by famine conditions. He pointed but that 
of these 50 lakhs had already migrated. He said, •^here have been 
500 starvation deaths in Orissa". He demanded a parliamentary 
Committee to verify it. He referred to certain specific cases. 
Theh he said that there were three other measures to determine 
the famine - large scale migration, cheap disposal of moveable 
property and large number of orphaned children. He demanded 
declaration of famine in the area and condemned wrong planning. 
Shrl P.K. DeoCSw,)^ said that the famine was man-^made and due to 
neglect of administration. He said that record of starvation 
deaths was not kept. He noted that the Navapara was the worst 
affected and that the relief work was entrusted to favourite 
contractors. He referred to reports in the Hindustan Standard 
which alleged corruption in famine relief works and in other 
spheres. He alleged that the Government was indifferent to the 
miseries of the people. He demanded to provide adequate medical 
aid to the sufferers and to look after the orphanages to be started. 
He also demanded the dismissal of the District Collector. 
1. It was admitted as *A no-day-yet^motion'. 
2. Ibid.,Vol. LV(57)j 11.5.66J cc l6062-7^(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 1607^-82. 
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Shrl Dwlvedl(PSP)deferred to the dangerous situation in Orissa 
in which even the children were sold. He spoke about starvation 
deaths and said, that " people are dying in their hundreds. That 
is the actual position". He asked for a parliamentary committee 
to verify these facts. He demanded that the centre should take 
over the entire administr'^ tion and relief measures 4n the area. 2 
Shri Muker.lee(CPI) referred to factionalism in Orissa politics. 
He highlighted starvation deatihs in the state. He referred to 
newspaper reports about the miseries of the people in the state. 
He condemned the Government for indifference and inefficiency. 
He referred to scarcity conditions in other parts of the country 
also. 
Shri Iffambiar(GPI)^ said that the Government had concealed the 
facts and had failed in its primary duty. h 
^hri Subramaniam, in reply to the debite, conceded thfet there was 
actite distress in the state and that the state Government was alive 
to that. However, he admitted that the Government cannot be 
obsolved of its responsibility. He said that our endeavours should 
be to minimise the miseries of the people and to do so as quickly 
as possible. He said that first such measure was the opening 
of relief works on an extensive scale and that the wages should 
be adequate to meet the daily requirements or the wages should 
be paid in kind, further he said that the price of rice was 
fixed at reasonably low legel. He gave some details of various 
1. Ibid., cc 1607»+-82. 2. Ibid., cc I 6 0 9 6 - I 0 8 
3. Ibid., cc 16108-17 Ibid., cc 16128-30, 
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other relief measures. 
As pointed out earlier, the shortage of food had been a 
serious problem during the sixties. The situation in Orlssa 
was particularly alarming. The SSP raised the discussion to 
highlight the issue and enquire from the Governaent the measures 
adopted to overcome the famine conditions in Orlssa. Acting as 
mediator between the people and the Qovernment, the SSP criticised 
the administration as well as policies of the Government, 
The other issues raised for discussions by the Socialist 
Party/SSP were as follows: 
1. Discussion re: Breakdown of Power supply in Delhi 
(c 988/9.8.62) 
2. Resolution res Withdrawal of Jeeps from G.D.Blocks 
(c If573/I1.l2.6if). 
3. Motion re: First Annual Report of Central Vigilance Commission ( c ^ 725/30.11.65). 
Discussion under rule 193 re: Glsoure of Textile Mills 
etc. ( c 6892/10.12.65). 
5. statement re: Circumstances in which Shri Lai Bahadur 
Shastri Died (c 12539/22.!+.66). 
IV: The Swatantra Party raised eight important issues in the 
House. Some of them «pe as follows: 
1. Resolution re; Regional Disoarlty(c ^U-7/15.1.61) 
Shrl P.K. Deo(Sw. in his resolution asked for the appointment 
of a Committee to go into the problem and to suggest remedy. He 
noted that following the British legacy, Calcutta,Bombay and Madras 
had developed at the cost of other areas. The plans were made on 
1. Ib1Ld.,Vol.XIV(19);l5.3.63j cc hoW?-.^ -^ , 
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the basis of capacity of various states and, therefore, the states 
with limited resources e .g. Orissa, Assam and Rajasthan had lagged 
behind. He quoted figures to Justify his statement. He referred 
to agriculture, 0ducj?tlonal, health and other problems. 
Shri Warior(CPI)^ wanted regional disparity to be removed. He 
said, "The main criterion should be what is the per capita income 
of each state and what is the per capita investment in each 
state. The second criterion can be, what are the potential 
resources availaHe in each state.." He pleaded the case of 
Kerala which, he said, was ignored for purposes of industrialisation. 
2 
Shri Vishram Prasad(PSP) referred to aftject poverty gff eastern 
U.P. 3 
Shri C.R. Pattabhi Raman explained, in his reply to the debate, 
the process through which the Planning Commission determined the 
backwardness of various areas. It was through selected indicators 
However, he noted that nine states had not even furnished the 
required information. He said that adequate measures were always 
adopted to remove regional disparityrand quoted bertain figures 
He said that special allocations are made to backward areas in 
various states and that new industries were being set up as far as 
possible in industrially backwardnea areas. He gave details in 
respect of various industries and states. 
The resolution was, by leave, withdrawn( c 9^68/13A.63). 
2. Motion re: Home mnister's Statement on Anti-National 
Activities of pro-Peking Communists 
(c 
1. Ibid.,Vol.OTI(M); 13^.63} cc 9530-33 
2. Ibid., cc 95ifO-if2(Hindi). 
3. Ibid., cc 95^ +7-67. 
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Shrl P.K. Deo(Sw.)^ raised discussion on the statement of the 
Home Minister laid on the Tabie on 18.2.65» regarding anti-
national activities of pro-feking Gommunists in India. Shri Deo 
contended that the communist ideology was basically opt)osed to 
democracy and parliamentary system. He said, "The communists 
follow but one principle and that is principle of opportunism..." 
He referred to communist actiT?ities in the border areas and also 
said that they had rejoiced over nuclear explosion by China. He 
referred to the communist activities in Telangana and said that 
they exploited the rising prices, food shortage and corruption for 
inciting subversion. He also referred to the activities of the 
CPI and characterised them as anti-national. 
p 
Shri Muker.lee(GPI) said, "I will treat the accusation with the 
contempt which it deserve". He referred to misuse of DIE: cases 
against the Chief Minister of Orissa; action taken against the 
communist Qovernraent in Kerala; and the misuse of emergency. He 
contended that democracy was not allowed to work properly. He 
challenged that cases should be instituted in the courts if the 
left communists were found guilty of anti-national activities. 
He refafeed all the allegations against his party made in the 
statement of the Home Minister. 
Shri Madhu Limaye(SSP)^ asked how a Government whose wrong policies 
towards China caase humiliation to the entire nation, can blame 
another party for pro-Peking activities? He asserted that there 
was no difference between the China policy of the CongreFS and the 
1. Ibid.,Vol. XXXIX(17)J CC 3821-28. 
2. Ibid., cc 3830-38. 
2. Ibid., cc 3856-62(Hindi). 
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China policy of the left ooiiimunists. He opposed the policy of 
maligning any party without justification. 
Shri Kamath(P3P)^ condemned Government policy towards China. He 
also blamed the Government for failure to bring spedific charges 
against the left cominuniats, for example, the finances received 
by them from China. He said that the only^to counteract the 
Ideology of the communists was to adopt a more potent socio-
economic policy and follow it. 
Shri Bhattacharya(GPI) raised the question of detention of Shri 
Gopalan(CPI) and asked •%liere was the democracy and parliamentary 
system in India? He also referred to Congress manipulations in 
the Kerala politics. He said, 'The statement that is there is 
absured. It is full of false statements..." He challenged the 
Government that if there v/as any material a^inst any member of the 
left CPI it should be placed before a court. 
Shri Kachhavaiya(JG)^ congratulated the Home ItLnlster on behalf of 
his party for the wise step taken by him. But he regretted that 
it was too late. He asked for breaking diplomatic relations with 
China and closing the Chinese embassy in India. He condemned India's 
policy toward China. However, he suggested that cases against 
various communist, detenweau should be brought before courts. He 
said that there were other parties also which indulged in anti-
national activities, e.g. the Swatantra f'arty. 
h 
Shri Sar.1oo Pandey(CPI) categorically denied the charges against 
the CPI and said that if there was any specific charge against 
anyone it should have been taken to court. He charged the Jan 
1. Ibid., cc 3875-81. 2. Ibid., cc 3881-8?. 
3. Ibid., cc 3891-96(Hindi) h. Ibid., cc 3896-3900(Hindi). 
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Sangh of being disruptionist, 
1 
Shri, Nsfflda, in his reply to the debate reiterated his statement. 
He referred to the election politics in Kerala. Then he spoke 
about the genesis of the Left faction of CPI. "It was," he s id, 
"in response to a call from China." It was to promote the Chinese 
interest through secret activities. He referred to CPI-M 
propaganda during the past few months. He pointed out, "The Bank 
of China extended finaradL al backing to the Communist Party of 
India by giving loans and other facilities to leading Communists 
without security.. " 
After a brief rejoinder by Shri PcK.Deo the motion was 
adopted ( c ^ 062/12.3.65). 
The resolution seems to have been utilised by the 
opposition parties for their respective tirades against political 
opponent rather than objectively evaluate the statement of the 
Home Minister. The debate served as an occasion of political 
propaganda. 
3. Resolution ret Free Movement of Foodgrains in the Co^try(c 5177/11.3.5^ 
2 
Shri Tan SinghCSw.) moved that "the system of compulsory monopoly 
procurement and all zonal and other barriers to the free movement 
of foodgrains throughout the country be abolished immediately." 
Ee said that food problem in the country had B^ ti been solved 
even during the 18 years since independence. He contended that 
1. Ibid., Vol. XXXIK(18)J 12.3.65; cc J+036-60. 
2. Ibid., Vol. LI(18); 11.3.66; cc 5177-86(Hindi) 
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the land under cultivation had increased more in proportion to 
increase in population. He said that the Planning Commission was 
an institution whfch was answerable neither to the Parliament nor 
to people and^ there fore, it could not be punished for the wrong 
policies and proprieties in respect of food and agriculture. 
Speaking about the procurement price policy he said that the 
rates declared by the Government were 2/3 less than the prevailing 
market rate and, therefore, he charged the Government with 
profiteering and injustice to farmers. He said that under the 
present circumstances the Government may collect any levy in any 
way but in the coming years the farmers will give up cultivation 
of foodgrain and grow such crops on which there would be no levy. 
Shri Bade(JS)speaking in support of the resolution condemned the 
form^ ition of food zones and restriction on free movement of food-
grains. He asserted that this had led to food crisis. ' 
Shri Ranga(Sw.) said that the resolution was not opposed to mixed 
economy. He criticised the policy of compulsory procurement and the 
25onal restrictions. He was not in favour of complete freedom for 
the traders but he was opposed to monopoly procurement. He wanted 
complete freedom of movement for the foodgrains and to stop 
monopoly procurement. 
Shri Berwa(JS)^ supported the resolution and contended that 
zonal system and monopoly procurement had led to starvation deaths 
in Rajasthan. 
1. Ibid.,Vol. LII(28); 25.3.65; cc 8033-36(Hindi). 
2. Ibid., cc SOJ+O-^ S. 
3. Ibid.,, cc 8053-57. 
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Shrl Sar.1oo Pandey(CPI)^ said that his main complaint against the 
Government was that it had no food policy. He said that the 
aonal system had not been pursued effectively and consequently, 
there was large scale smuggling. 2 
Shri Govinda Menon(Minister of State for Food and Agriculture),in 
his reply to the debate, explained the food policy and said that 
the Government had resorted to it because of acute shortage of 
food. The policy aimed at equal distribution of foodgrains to 
the extent possible fend to check rise in piices. This created 
the necessity of procurement. He said that if the Resolution 
was adopted and procurement was given up the distribution would 
not be possible and the traders would make huge profits. He 
said that monopoly procurement was in operation in West Bengal, 
Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra only and those were the deficit 
states. About the zonal system he said that it was adopted so 
that the administration or the food corporation could get 
maximum quantity by procurement. The Government had appointed a 
Committee to review the system. He justified the zonal system. 
Shri Tan QinghCSw.reiterated his views and was not satisfied 
with the arguments of the Minister. 
When the Resolution was put to vote there was no quorum 
in the House and, therefore, voting was postponed for the next 
day. 
The resolution was ultimately negatived ( c 10168/7.^.66). 
1. Ibid., cc 80^9-61 (Hindi). 2. Ibid., cc 8061-09. 
3. Ibid., cc 8069-7^(Hindi). 
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h. Resolution ret Pacific Goncord against Communis^ 
Chine se e'ip as Ion C c 10168777^* 66) 
Shri Ranga(Sv«)^ moved his resolution for initic^ ting steps 
to form a concord for defensive understanding with Japan, 
Australia and other democratic countries to contain communist 
Chinese expansion. He pointed out that there was unamity among 
all parties that the Chinese treatment of India was unjastified 
He criticised India's policy towar(i.y China from the beginning 
and referred to growing danger of China. He, therefore,Justified 
the concord, 
The resolution was moved but debate could not be continued 
because there was no quorum and the House was adJournedCc 10178/ 
7.^.66). 
2 
Shrl Muker.1ee(CPI) opposed the resolution and said, "It is a most 
ill-advised and dangerous resolution which should be thrown out by-
Par liament". He said that insplte of what China had done,we should 
not be frightened and IntimidHted to follow a dangerous policy. He 
noted that Chinese expansionism might be resisted. "But there is 
no question of fighting commuj)ist expansionisni. There is no such 
thing." 
Shri Yashpal Sinf;h{SSP)^  condemned the policies of the Govemment 
and advocated for building up military strength. 
Br. Lohia(asp) said that like i5astfl®a Germany, relations with 
Taiwan should be Improved. He asked for development of food 
production and following a correct foreign policy. 
1. Ibid., Vol. LIII(36); 7A.6S; cc 10168-76. 
2. Ibid.,Vol.LI?(i+5);22.^.66; cc 12625-57. 
3. Ittid., cc 12667-70(Hindi) h, Ibid.,cc 1267^-78(Hindi). 
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1 
ghrl Swaran Sln^h. in his reply to the debate, said that recognition 
of any state was not relevant to the Resolution. Speaking against 
the resolution, he asked Shri RangaOw) if he wanted the policy 
of non-alignment to be given up and to enter into a defence 
pact/shri Swaran Singh turned down the resolution. 
ifter a brief rejoinder by Shri Hanga(Sw.) the Hesolution 
was negatived ( c 12693/22.^.66). 
The other issues raised by the Swatantra Party were as 
follows: 
1. Resolution re: Board for the Control of Distribution 
of Licences, Permits Qtc.(c 5272/3.10.6^). 
2. Motion res Statement of the f-linister of Defence 
Production on 20.11.6U on Establishment 
o f new Oi^inance F a c t o r i e s ( c 
3. Resolution re: Defence of IndiajiBorderjC c 138^6/7.5*65)• 
Statement under Mr. 115 re: Special jkudit Report on 
Orissa Government TranvSationsCc 5721/ 
6.12.65). 
V - The Jan Sangh r a i s e d i n t h e House t h e f o l l o w i n g two i s s u e s o n l y . 
1 . R e s o l u t i o n r e : Manufacture o f Nuclear MeaPonCc 22k8/ 
? 
S h r i Kachhavaiya(J3) i n h i s i n t r o d u c t o r y speech h i g h l i g h t e d 
t h e t h r e a t o f the atomic e x p l o s i o n by China and emphasised 
t h e d e s i r a b i l i t y of m a n u f a c t u r i n g an atom bomb. He tunned down 
t h e p l e a t h a t i t was c o n t r a r y t o p r i n c i p l e s of peace ond ahimsa 
or t h a t I n d i a would l o s e i n t e r n a t i o n a l p r e s t i g e by i t . 
1. Ibid., cc 12680-87* 
2. Ibid., Vol.XXXV(10);27.11.6lf; cc 22»f8-5^ (Hindi) 
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Shrl Namblar(CPI)^ opposed the resolution on the ground that 
it was beyond India's capacity and resources and, therefore,the 
resolution should not be pressed for vote. 
Shri Kapur Slngh(Sv«)^3aid that the policy of bis party on thp 
subject was based on three propositions: The nuclear device 
exploded by China was a matter of grave concern; India was not 
in a position to enter into nuclear race and, therefore, nuclear 
umbrella should he asked from because this could not b^ 
had from the USSR. 
Shri Yashpal Singh(SSP)^ supported the resolution. 
k 
S h r i H.M. MiAker.tee(GPI) spoke a g a i n s t t h e r e s o l u t i o n and r e j e c t e d 
t h e p l e a o f s e l f - d e f e n c e i n i t s f a v o u r . 
S h r i Bade(JS)^supported t h e r e s o l u t i o n and d i s a g r e e d w i t h the 
arguments of Shri MukerJee(OPI). 6 
Shri ShastrKPrime Minister), in hig reply to the debate highlighted 
the dangers of entering Into nuclear race. He referred to moral 
aspect of the problem. Ke'opposed the resolution. 
Shri Ean^aCSw*) and Shri Math Pal (SSP) asked some 
clarificct^ lons on the subject. 
After the reply of Shrl Kachhavaiya (JS) the resolutbn was 
negativedC c ^ 573/11.12.6^). 
The significance of the resolution lies in the fact that it 
was an open challenge to the basic ideology of the ruling party. 
Introduced by the right-wing Jan Sangh, the resolution was supported 
by the SSP member, Shri Xawhpal Singh and the Swatantra Party 
1. Ibld.jcc 226^-67 2. Ibid., cc 2271-7^. 
3. Ibld.,cc 227^-77 Ibid., cc 2279-82 
5. Ibid.,cc 2282-86(Hindi) 6. Ibid., cc 2286-99. 
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accepted the principle behind the resolution. The PSP did not 
participate and the GPI opposed the resolution. A section of the 
opposition merely aired their views against the Government. 
2. Motion rei Incidents in Mev Delhi on 7th November 1966 
And Re: Banning of Gov Slaughter(c 7080/2.12.66) 
Shri Kachhavaiya(JS)^ referred to the demonstration aaar the 
Parliament House on 7.11.66 and the statement of the Minister 
of State made in the House. He said that the demonstration was 
held to express the feeling that cow slaughter was shameful to 
the nation. He referred to un-cordial relations of the Home 
Minister with his Secretary L.P. Singh and alleged that a 
scheme was prepared to make the demonstration a complete 
failure with the help of goondas from Bengal. He also alleged 
that an unusually large number of policement of Delhi were on 
leave on 7'11.66. He also alleged th;3t no warning was issued 
before fire was opened to disperse the mob. He asked for exact 
number of persons killed in firing. He said that the number was 
122 and asked ^ ere the dead bodies had gone. He alleged that 
Prabhudutt Brahmachari was arrested because he had contested 
election against Nehru. He demanded a judicial inquiry into the 
accident of 7.11.66. 
Shri. Krishnapal Singh(Sw.) said that a very large number of people 
of all communities were in favour of banning cow slaughter 
and still the Government was different. He demanded complete 
ban on cow slaughter. 
1. Ibid., Vol. LXII(22); 2.12.66; cc 7080-89(Hindi). 
2 . IbJid., V O 1 . L X I I ( 2 5 J ) } 5 . 1 2 . 6 6 ; CG 7 6 0 5 - 0 7 . 
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1 
S h r l Ghavan s a i d t h a t t h e r e was no need f o r him t o r e p l y t o 
v a r i o u s p o i n t s except t h a t he would l i k e to e x p l a i n t h e Government 
p o l i c y . He c a t e g o r i c a l l y denied the a l l e g a t i o n t h a t t h e r e was 
any p l a n o r goondas were I n v i t e d from o u t s i d e t o c o u n t e r the 
demonstrat ion on 7.11.66. He a l s o r e f u t e d the charge t h a t a 
l a r g e number o f pol icement were on l e a v e on t h a t day and, t h e r e f o r e , 
the demand f o r i n j u d i c i a l e n q u i r y was u n c a l l e d f o r . He/iaade i t 
c l e a r t h a t t h e r e was no change i n the p o l i c y o f Government on 
the s u b j e c t . He s a i d t h a t the C o n s t i t u t i o n had a c c e p t e d the 
p r i n c i p l e o f a ban on cow s l a u g h t e r and most o f the s t a t e s had 
a l r e a d y done s o . But the C o n s t i t u t i o n a l positton was t h a t t h e 
st«.tes had t o make laws f o r t h a t . He assured t h e House t h a t the 
Centre would pursue the m a t t e r w i t h the s t a t e s v i g o r o u s l y with 
no p r e s s u r e . 
He appealed t o the members t o persuade t h o s e p e o p l e who were 
on f a s t t o g i v e up t h e i r f a s t . 
2 
S h r l Nambiar(GPI) s a i d t h a t p r o t e c t i o n o f human b e i n g s should be 
f i r s t o b j e c t and t h a t i t should not be made a v o t e - c a t c h i n g d e v i c e . 
He r e f e r r e d t o s c a r c i t y o f food and f o d d e r and s a i d t h a t economic 
problem as w e l l as sent iments o f o t h e r r e l i g i o f t s have t o be taken 
i n t o a c c o u n t . *'We cannot pay l i p s e r v i c e t o s e c u l a r i s m . . " . He 
r e q u e s t e d the Government not t o p r e s s u r i s e o r bamboozle t h e 
s t a t e Governments on the s u b j e c t . 
S h r l M a i r ( C P I ) \ e i t e r a t e d t h e demand o f h i s p a r t y f o r j u d i c i a l 
e n q u i r y i n t o the i n c i d e n t s o f 7.11.66. About ban on cow s l a u g h t e r , 
he r e f e r r e d t o a judgement o f t h e Supreme Court which r u l e d out 
complete ban. He was opposed t o p r e s s u r i s i n g t h e s t a t e s . He 
en^hasised the economic a s p e c t o f the problem. 
1. Ibid., cc 7616-26 2. Ibid., cc 7627-29. 
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1 
Shrl Bagrl(SSP) blamed the Government inefficiency for the 
incident. 
The Jan Sangh had given a call for a demonstration in the 
capital on 7.11.66 to protest against continuance of cow-slaughter. 
A large number of volunteers and sadhus from various parts of the 
country took part in the demonstration which turned violent 
indulged in arson and looting. 
The police had to open fire at one stage and a few persons 
were killed. Irrespective of its merit, the demonstration was 
cleverly timed to be close to Fourth General Elections in 
February 1967. The anxiety of the Jan Sangh member to raise the 
issue in the House was politically motivated^fit gave vent to 
Jan Sangh ideology and programme. 
It is clear from an analysis of the eontribution of the 
five opposition parties to parliamentary proceedings that inbpite 
of their limited resources they helped in strengthening the' 
foundation of parliamentary system in India. It is true that the 
contribution of each party or their participation in debates was 
not coraensurate to their strength in the House. But the total 
effect of the debates raised by them was valueable for a young 
democracy like India. They raised such issues in the House which 
reflected the weakness of the Government policies or failure 
of administration in one way or the other. They also highlighted 
certain problems to ingress their importance and urgency upon the 
Government. In some cases it was to seek information or elucidation 
1. Ibid., cc 76lf1-Mf(Hindi). 
2. For details see the Statesman and Patriot dated 8.11.66. 
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i n r e s p e c t o f c e r t a i n p o l i c i e s o r d e c i s i o n s * The o p p o s i t i o n 
p a r t i e s were o b v i o u s l y a l i v e t o t h e i r t a s k o f m e d i a t i n g between 
t h e Government and the p e o p l e and t h e r e b y remind t h e Government 
o f i t s r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s . The d e b a t e s a r e c l e a r l y i n d i c a t i v e 
o f t h e concern o f o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s about p o p u l a r demands and 
e x p e c t a t i o n , and t h e i r o p p o s i t i o n t o p o l i c i e s o f t h e r u l i n g p a r t y . 
However, t h e e f f e c t o f t h e d e b a t e s was not as p o w e r f u l 
as i t should have been l a r g e l y because o f n u m e r i c a l weakness o f 
each o p p o s i t i o n p a r t y and i d e o l o g i c a l c l e a v a g e s between them. 
The p a t t e r n o f almost e v e r y d e b a t e was t h a t one o r two p a r t i e s 
opposed a c e r t a i n p o l i c y w h i l e t h e o t h e r s r a l l i e d i n support o f 
t h e Government or Vice v e r s a . They c o u l d 
n o t , t h e same r e a s o n , 
e d u c a t e p u b l i c op in ion about any p a r t i c u l a r p o l i c y . The oppositirdn 
was not s t r o n g and t h e Government was n a t u r a l l y not afrald;^^;©^ i t . 
CONGLUSIOH 
The r o l e o f o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s i n the T h i r d Lok Sabha 
cannot be s t u d i e d o b j e e t i v s l y wi thout t a k i n g i n t o account t h e i r 
i n h e r e n t weakness . The membership o f each p a r t y was t o o s m a l l 
t o be e f f e c t i v e and t h e i r combined s t r e n g t h was not even one 
f o u r t h o f t h e t o t a l membership o f t h e House. The I d e o l o g i c a l 
c l e a v a g e between the v a r i o u s p a r t i e s was t o o deep t o f a c i l i t a t e 
a common programme o r a u n i t e d o p p o s i t i o n . The i n t r a - p a r t y 
d i f f e r e n c e s and/or d i v i s i o n s f u r t h e r reduced t h e i r e f f i c a c y . 
And, above a l l , t h e i r r e s o u r c e s were t o o meagre t o match the 
r u l i n g p a r t y . 
But , i n s p i t e o f t h e i r weakness , t h e o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s 
made a remarkable impact on t h e working o f t h e p a r l i a m e n t a r y 
system as much as on t h e f u n c t i o n s o f t h e Lok Sabha. They a s s i d u -
o U s l y t o o k p a r t in a l l d e b a t e s a n d ^ e l i ^ r a t i o n s , a s s e r t e d 
tr1SeiF~points o f v iew and j u s t i f i e d t h e i r c l a i m o f b e i n g an 
i n t e g r a l p a r t o f t h e s y ^ e m . T h e i r p r e s e n c ^ i n t h e House 
p r o v i d e d a m e a n i n g f u l r e s t r a i n t on the p o l i c i e s o f t h e r u l i n g 
p a r t y and a h e a l t h y i n f l u e n c e i n t h e House. The r u l i n g p a r t y 
w a s ' o b l i g e d t o e x p l a i n and j u s t i f y I t s p o l i c i e s b e f o r e p u t t i n g 
them' t o p r a c t i ' / e o r t o e x p l a i n t h e I m p l i c a t i o n s and r e s u l t s o f 
t h o s e a l r e a d y approved o f _ b y t h e House. The o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s 
t o o k upon t h e m s e l v e s t h e t a s k o f b r i n g i n g t o l i g h t t h e ' m i s d e e d s ' 
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of the ruling party and thereby endeavoured to erode Its public 
image to build their own. They communicated public demands and 
aspirations to Government and advocated their own policies in 
preference to those of the ruling party to educate the electorate. 
They rendered, in this ¥ay» an invaluable service in deepening the 
roots of parliamentary democrady in India. 
The role of opposition parties, as analysed in the 
foregoing chapters, may be characterised positive as well as 
negative. It was positive in the sense that they presented their 
respective ideologies and programmes during the debates, 
criticised Government policies and thereby contributed to objective 
understanding of the problem and to enlightenment of public 
opinion. The grand task of a popularly elected representative 
body was thus legitimately but no less adequately served. Another 
positive aspect was that the ruling party, despite its 'brute raajoril 
and resultant complacency, had to listen to their argument and 
pay attention to t heir demands.'' 
The Bidi and Cigar workers(condiitions ,of employment) Bill, 
The Jayanti Shipping Company(Taking over of management)Bill and the 
Land Acquisltlon(Amendment) Bill may be referred to illustrate 
this point. However, there are not many examples to prove that 
that the arguments of the opposition parties were directly 
admitted by the Government. A third aspect of the positive 
role was that the ruling party was constantly 'afraid of opposition* 
1. During thf= debate on the Gold Control Bill, Shri Sarjoo Pandey 
(CPI) noticed that the Minister was sleeping. He objected to it 
and said,"They will act as they have already determined to do but 
they should listen to the opposition"(I^ .S.Deb.c 1131A.6.6M-). 
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and, t h e r e f o r e , s e t i t s house r i g h t b e f o r e t h e o p p o s i t i o n 
o n s l a u g h t could harm i t s p o p u l a r Ijnage. For example, a debate on 
food c r i s i s was arranged by t h e Government t o c o u n t e r a c t t h e 
f o r c e o f a n o - c o n f i d e n c e motion on t h e s u b j e c t o r a Statement 
was made r e g a r d i n g t h e e s c a p e o f D a n i a l Walcott t o f o r e s t a l l 
c r i t i c i s m o f the o p p o s i t i o n . There a r e many examples t o show tha^ 
t h e r u l i n g p a r t y t o o k the wind out o f s a i l s o f ' t h e o p p o s i t i o n ' 
t h r o u g h a p p r o p r i a t e advance a c t i o n . Y e t another p o s i t i v e a s p e c t 
was t h a t i n r e s p e c t o f c e r t a i n p o l i c i e s the a t t i t u d e o f t h e 
o p p o s i t i o n was knoxm and t h e y had done so much damage t h a t the 
Government c o u l d not save i t s f a c e w i t h o u t making d r a s t i c changes 
i n t h o s e p o l i c i e s . The a b o l i t i o n o f food zones o r amendment o f t h e 
Gold C o n t r o l Order, f o r example , e x p l a i n t h i s p o s i t i o n . S i m i l a r l y , 
t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p between t h e e x i t o f Menon and t h e Chinese 
a g g r e s s i o n , K.D. M a l a v i y a and t h e a f f a i r s o f Messrs S e r a j u d d i n & 
C o . , and Nanda and t h e Sadhu a g i t a t i o n a g a i n s t cow s l a u g h t e r 
s u g g e s t t h e i n t e n s i t y o f t h e ' f e a r o f o p p o s i t i o n ' and s e n s i t i v e n e s s 
t o p u b l i c opinioai on t h e p a r t o f t h e Government. 
The p o s i t i v e r o l e o f the o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s r e s u l t e d i n 
^ ^ ^ ^ a i n ' l i e S J h j T c o n v ^ o f f a r r e a c h i n g e f f e c t s and p a r l i a m e n t a r ; 
t r a d i t i o n s o f permanent n a t u r e . 
The n e g a t i v e r o l e o f t h e o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s had two main 
a s p e c t s : The one was t h a t t h e y put h i n d e r a n c e s o r r e s i s t e d t h e 
p a s s a g e o f any measure o r p o l i c y w h i c h , i n t h e i r o p i n i o n , c o u l d be 
h a r m f u l t o n a t i o n a l i n t e r e s t . They a l s o r e s i s t e d any measure, as 
a m a t t e r o f p r i n c i p l e and p o l i c y , which vras a g a i n s t t h e i r i d e o l o g y 
o r fundamental p o l i c i e s . They argued a g a i n s t such m e a s u r e s . 
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resorted to constitutional, legal and procedural methods or walked 
out to register their protest. The debate on the '.Language Bill* 
made this manifest]^ cldar. They also opposed Government Bills as 
their right or privilege without sometimes adducing sound reasons 
and even their support was not imqualified. The debate on Weights 
and Measures (Amendement) Bill was a good example of such attitude.^ 
The force of the points made and the impact of opposition 
itself was, in almost all cases, seif negatived because of their 
own fragmentation and differing or divergent points of view. A 
particular measure or policy was, for example, unacceptable to one 
or two opposition parties while the others appreciated it and 
supported the Government, But the same supporters condemned the 
Government on some other issue while the •opponents' came to its 
resQue. This 'war! in the opposition camp was a source of relief t^^ 
the ruling party. The SSP and the Jan Sangh were, for example, 
totally opposed to the official Language Bill but the Swatantra 
fully endorsed it, the PSP offered partial support and the CPI was 
not opposed to it. In any case, the opposition was divided and, 
therefore, not very effective. 
The other aspect of the opposition's negative role was 
demonstrated in cases or issues to v/hich all the opposition parties 
were equally opposed and even wished to stall it vdth all the 
force at their command. But generally in such cases, they were 
equally and violently opposed to eadi others views and arguments 
in respect of that measure or policy. Every one of them opposed 
1. During the debate on the Bill Shri DandekarCSw.) remakred, 
"I support the measure which I do not understand".(L.S.Deb. 
cc 3007-8/2.12.6J+). 
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the measure yet they simultaneously criticised the views and 
arguments of one another. All of them were opposed, for example, 
to the Defence of India Rules. The Swatantra Party opposed it 
because it was not used vigorously to combat co.ntnunism. The CPI, 
on the other hand, opposed it and complained that the communists 
were the main targets of the DIE and that It was not employed 
effectively to root out coffiraunalists and antl*nationals. This 
cross-cutting of arguments tended to blunt the edge of the 
opposition attack and could, therefore, have little impact upon 
the ruling party. The debates on the motions of no-confidence 
^trayed-cor^slon and disarray In the opposition ranks. 
The individual role of"l>ach^ party was determined by Its 
policies and programmes as much as by its resources and-^ the, 
efficiency of Its members. The Intensity of their role differed 
from situation to situation. The share of various parties during 
the 'Question Hour* or in 'Galling Attention to Matters of Public 
Importance• was not proportionate to their respective membfership. 
The Swatantra Party, the second largest party after CPI, had the 
smallest share. Similarly, the PSP moved 7 bills{ the SSP the 
CPI 3} the Jan Sangh 1j but the Swatantra did not moved any. All 
the opposition motions ware lost. But in the case of the CPI moti.or 
an assurance was given that the Government would itself legislate 
on those subjects at approporiate time. This was actually done in 
one case^ in the Third Lok Sabha itself. The PSP earned aome 
reputation for effectively bringing to light the cases of 'escape 
of Danial Walcott' and »H/s Serajuddln & Co.,'. The SSP and the 
Bidi & Cigar Workers(Conditions of Employment) Bill. 
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Jan Sangh vehement ly opposed t h e Language B i l l . The Swatantra 
P a r t y s t o o d f i r m a g a i n s t s o c i a l i s m , p l a n n i n g and n o n - a l i g n m e n t i 
Because o f t h e i r d i f f e r e n t commitments t h e a r e a o f o p p o s i t b n o f 
each p a r t y was r e s t r i c t e d and no l e s s i s o l a t e d . The r u l i n g p a r t y 
had t o f i g h t them on many f r o n t s but i t was a f r a i d o f none and c o u l d 
e a s i l y b e a t them a l l . I t was i n t e r e s t i n g t h a t a l l the o p p o s i t i o n 
p a r t i e s , e x c e p t t h e CPI, p l e d g e d t h e i r f a i t h i n Gandhian philosophjE 
but none o f them e v e r e x p l a i n e d what i t was. 
B e s i d e s t h e p a t e n t l i n e o f o p p o s i t i o n , some I ' a c t i v e ' 
members from each p a r t y c r e d i t a b l y argued t h e i r p o i n t s o f v i e w and 
made^~~impact o n _ t ^ growth and development o f t h e p a r l i a m e n t a r y 
system. T h e i r knowledge and e x ^ f i ' e n c © - i n _ v a r l £ i ^ f i e l d s and/or 
t h e i r involvement i n v a r i o u s s i t u a t i o n s was an i n v a S a b l e ^ s s e t i 
The CPI l e a d e r S h r l H.N. Mukerjee and h i s c o l l e a g u e s ?asudevon K a i r , 
P . K . Kumaran, A.K. Gopalan, K.K. Warior , Anandan Mamblar, S a r j o o 
Pandey, (Smt.) Renu C h a k r a v a r a t t y , I n d e r j l t Gupta dnd Dinei^ 
* * 
B h a t t a c h a r y a spoke w i t h c o n v i c t i o n and c o n f i d e n c e d u r i n g the d e b a t e s 
on s o c i a l i s t p o l i c i e s , i n d u s t r i a l and l a b o u r l e g i s l a t i o n and non-
a l i g n m e n t . E q u a l l y s t r o n g arguments a g a i n s t the same p o l i c i e s were 
p r e s e n t e d from the o p p o s i t e d i r e c t i o n by t h e S w a t a n t r a l e a d e r s , 
S h r l Ranga, Masani, Dandekar and p.K. Deo. The Jan Sangh l e a d e r s 
S h r l Barde , Berwa and Kachavaiya e f f e c t i v e l y p l e a d e d f o r t h e 
p o l i c i e s o f t h e i r p a r t y whereas S h r l U.M. T r i v e d i sppke w i t h g r e a t e r 
e x p e r i e n c e on R a i l w a y s and A g r i c u l t u r e . However» t h e i r c o l l e a g u e , 
S h r l Rameshwaranand who a l w a y s p r e f a c e d h i s speech w i t h r e c i t a t i o n 
from s c r i p t u r e s e x p r e s s e d p a t e n t l y r e v i v a l i s t v i e w s . He showed 
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l i t t l e u n d e r s t a n d i n g o f the polnfcs a t I ssue^ and was named and 
suspended from t h e House s e v e r a l t i m e s . Among t h e P r a j a S o c i a l i s t s 
t h e s p e e c h e s o f S h r i Hem Barua, Nath P a l and S.H. Dwivedi were 
cogent and t h e i r understanding o f v a r i o u s s u b j e c t s remarkable . The 
expeitence o f S h r i P r i y a Gupta as Rai lway Workers ' l e a d e r e n a b l e d 
him to speak w i t h knowledgd and t o be heard w i t h a t t e n t i o n . S h r i 
Kamath, on t h e o t h e r hand, d i s t i n g u i s h e d h i m s e l f by r a i s i n g p o i n t s 
o f o r d e r , i n s i s t i n g on C o n s t i t u t i o n a l and p r o c e d u r a l p o i n t s and 
never m i s s i n g t h e o p p o r t u n i t y t o q u e s t i o n quorum. H ^ i n t e r r u p t i o n s 
sometimes v e r g e d a t f i l i b u s t e r i n g . The SSP members S h r i H.S. Xadav, 
B a g r i and Kishen P a t t a n a y a k s t r o n g l y p l e a d e d f o r Hindi and S h r i 
Madhu L l m a y e ' s c r i t i c i s m o f Gkjvernment p o l i c i e s was s a r c a s t i c but 
c o n s t r u c t i v e . However, t h e c r i t i c i s m o f t h e i r leader^—Drv—Ram-
Manohar Lohia was i n v a r i a b l y sweeping and s e n t i m e n t a l . He was 
o f t e n reminded by t h e s p e a k e r t o c o n c e n t r a t e on t h e p o i n t under 
d i s c u s s i o n . He was a l s o named and suspended from t h e House s e v e r a l 
t i m e s . 
The r o l e o f i n d i v i d u a l members o f t h e o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s , 
i r r e s p e c t i v e o f t h e i r i d e o l o g y , was v a l u a b l e and I m p r e s s i v e . T h e i r 
speeches were g e n e r a l l y d i g n i f i e d and, some t i m e s , o f a h i g h 
s t a n d a r d . T h e i r p a r l i a m e n t a r y s k i l l and acumen l a r g e l y s u s t a i n e d 
the s y s t e m . I t not o n l y s t r e n g t h e n e d t h e Par l iament but h e l p e d i n 
s e t t i n g c e r t a i n norms and c o n v e n t i o n s o f permanent n a t u r e by 
adher ing t o p r o c e d u r e s and c o m p e l l i n g t h e r u l i n g p a r t y t o be 
See remarks o f Prime M i n i s t e r , N e h r u dur ing the d e b a t e on t h e 
Colombo P r o p o s a l . 
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r e s p o n s i v e t o what the o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s conveyed. Apart from 
o c c a s i o n a l u n p a r l i a m e n t a r y s c e n e s , t h e o p p o s i t i o n s p a r t i e s 
g e n e r a l l y conformed t o h i g h p a r l i a m e n t a r y s t a n d a r d s . 
The r o l e o f the o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s In t h e T h i r d Lok Sabha, 
as d i s c u s s e d e a r l i e r , was more I s s u e o r i e n t e d than I d e o l o g y 
—_• —^—— ——— ^ ' ^ -
o r i e n t e d . T h e i r c h i e f concern was t o expose t h e r u l i n g p a r t y t o t— 
the p u b l i c and f o c u s a t t e n t i o n t o i t s f a i l u r e s . By c r i t i c i s i n g 
t h e Government p o l i c i e s and h i n d e r i n g I t s measures they aimed tit 
the d u a l o b j e c t o f a r t i c u l a t i n g p u b l i c o p i n i o n and r o u s i n g i t 
a g a i n s t t h e Grovernment. But they f a i l e d a t the same t i m e , t o 
p r e s e n t c l e a r a l t e r n a t i v e s and t h e i r o p p o s i t i o n was g e n e r a l l y 
r i t u a l i s t I c and r o u t i n e f o r reasons which need not be r e p e a t e d h e r e . 
n o t w i t h s t a n d i n g t h e l i m i t a t i o n s and weaknesses , r e f e r r e d t o 
e a r l i e r , t h e r o l e o f the Oppos i t ion was q u i t e i m p r e s s i v e , p a r t i c u l a r l y 
as t h e watchdogs o f C o n s t i t u t i o n a l Government i n I n d i a . The 
o p p o s i t i o n p a r t i e s s e r v e d as media f o r t h e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f t h e 
v a r i o u s shades o f p u b l i c op in ion i n t h e P a r l i a m e n t . They k e p t the 
a t t e n t i o n o f t h e p e o p l e r l v e t t e d on t h e p r o c e e d i n g s o f t h e p a r l i a -
ment and i n a way sapped t h e monopoly o f p o l i t i c a l power which 
had been e n j o y e d by t h e Congress s i n c e 19^7. They c e r t a i n l y 
f u l f i l l e d , d u r i n g t h e p e r i o d under r e v i e w , t h e twin f u n c t i o n s o f t h e 
O p p o s l t i o n j c r i t i c i s m o f the Government and p o l i t i c a l e d u c a t i o n 
o f the masses . 
APPENDIX I 
EXCERPTS FROM THE MANIFESTOBS OF THE 
OPPOSITIOW PAKTIES 
0^25 
PRAJA SOCIALIST PARTY. 
If. .While the nation stands menaced, the Government 
gropes for national integration whose weakening has been the 
direct consequence of i ts doings. 
5» The home policies of the Government have failed to 
earnvince the people of their impartiality, of responsiveness 
to people•s wishes. 
6. National integration is hampered because the linguistic 
minorities do not feel assured of justice and even-handed treat-
ment, 
8, The economic policies of the Government have sharpened 
inequalities and through price rise and iniquitous taxes have 
depressed the already meagre standard of working people. 
11. In spite of the professions of the Congress Party that 
it has accepted the goal of establishing a socialist pattern of 
society, the working of the Congress Government, even after its 
adoption of this objective, shows that its conception of socialism 
is confined to the adoption of modern techniques of production 
with the smatterings of welfare programmes. 
The Praja Socialist Party places its unshakable faith in 
the concept of sodalism. 
15. In the myriad villages of India, the changes have been 
generally disadvantageous to the poorer sections of the people. 
16. The industrial development is marked by the growth 
in concentration of wealth and power. 
18. The Praja Socialist Party believes that in India the 
urge for freedom expresses itself in the fight for equality. 
19. The Praja Socialist Party will provide free education 
at all stages for women. 
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21. While comprehensive social security may not be possible 
here and now, the assurance of work to all and the universal right 
to receive education v;ould mean substantial advance. 
22, The P.S.P. aims to humanise the state and the economy, 
not statise man. 
25. Dsmocratioally organised district administration 
has to be the principal unit of economic planning. 
30, The P'.S.P. considers it necessary to set up river-
controlling authorities for every major river. 
32. The P.S.P. believes that war against poverty can be 
fought only by fUlly utilising the fereat asset of India - the 
labour of her people. 
3I+. The P.S.P's endeavour would be to correct and 
drastically alter the contours of industrial development. It 
would revise the licensing policy, re-orient the creditppolicies 
in favour of new entrepreneurs,.. Industrial workers and 
employees would be encouraged and helped to beecome shar -holders, 
35". The small producers, whether by hand or machine, would 
be assured of market. 
37. The Managing Agency System would be abolished 
forthwith, 
M . The P.S.P would make the district democratic councils 
responsible for the fullest spread of primary education. It would 
make secondary education progressively free and compulsory. 
if^!-. The Praja Socialist Party has advocated the setting 
up of a higher-power commission with adequate powers and suitable 
procedures of its own to deal with charges of corruption in the 
administration and at Government levels. 
In order to assure the enjoyment of rights,... a 
Minorities Commission with appropriate powers and the status 
of the Supreme Court will be set up. 
53. The P.S.P, believes that the policy of non-alignment 
does not mean condoning international injustice or oppression; 
non-alignment when real involves a fira stand against appression 
and injustice from whatever quarters they come. 
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56. Defence needs to be democratised; the wides section 
of the people must be made to take interest in it, as they are 
beginning to do in matters economic. The Arms Act which 
infringes the Giti2ens' right to bear arms will be repealed. 
58. The P.S.P. would g r e a t l y e x t e n d t h e o r g a n i s a t i o n of 
m i l i t i a i n t h e c o u n t r y . 
COMI€JNIST PARTI 
The s i t u a t i o n i n the country i s f a r from what i t should b e . 
Most o f t h e promises g i v e n i n the days when we were f i g h t i n g f o r 
freedom remain u n f u l f i l l e d . Developments a r e t a k i n g p l a c e i n our 
economic, p o l i t i c a l and s o c i a l l i f e w h i c h cannot but cause deep 
concern t o e v e r y p a t r i o t . 
F u r t h e r , even t h i s meagre i n c r e a s e i s d i s t r i b u t e d i n 
such a way as t o i n c r e a s e t h e d i s p a r i t y between t h e r i c h and t h e 
p o o r . 
Every ye i r , t h e f o r e i g n e x p l o i t e r s pump out o f our c o u n t r y 
v a s t amount o f w e a l t h as p r o f i t s , i n t e r e s t , s a l a r i e s , commission 
and v a r i o u s o t h e r c h a r g e s . 
In a c t u a l p r a c t i c e , whatever l a n d r e f o m s have been 
e f f e c t e d , t a r d i l y and h a l f - h e a r t e d l y , t h e y have brought l i t t l e 
b e n e f i t t o t h e mass o f p e a s a n t s . 
The f a i l u r e t o a t t a i n s e l f - s u f f i c i e n c y i n f o o d g r a i n s inat 
a l l t h e s e f o u r t e e n y e a r s i s perhaps t h e g r e a t e s t condemnation o f t h e 
a g r a r i a n p o l i c y o f the Congress . 
The l a b o u r p o l i c y o f t h e Government i s openly p r o - c a p i t a l i s t 
and a n t i - w o r k i n g c l a s s . . . P o l i c e r e p r e s s i o n a g a i n s t t h e workers 
i s a common o c c u r r e n c e . 
The Government p r o c l a i m e d t h a t i t would reduce t h e 
d i s p a r i t y o f income. That promise was so c y n i c a l l y v i o l a t e d . 
Unemployment has grown phenomenal ly . 
At t h e same t i m e , t h e c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f w e a l t h has proceeded 
anaoA. 
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The c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f w e a l t h i n t h e hands o f a few m o n o p o l i s t s , 
t h e c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f po-rer i n the hands o f one p o l i t i c a l p a r t y , 
and the i n c r e a s i n g l y c l o s e r r e l a t i o n between the t w o - t h i s i s one 
o f t h e root c a u s e s o f c o r r u p t i o n which has come t o pervade our 
whole economic, p o l i t i c a l and s o c i a l l i f e . 
The c o n s t i t u e n t S t a t e s o f t h e I n d i a n Union are denied 
power, r e s o u r c e s and a u t h o r i t y which t h e y should have under a 
f e d e r a l s e t up. 
At lower l e v e l s , democracy, d e s p i t e a l l t a l k s o f panchayat 
r a j , remains f o r m a l . 
The g u l f between t h e people and t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n 
remains as wide as e v 6 r . 
Despfe a l l p i o u s d e c l a r a t i o n s , t h e Congress regime has 
no f i r m p o l i c y f o r t h e p r o t e c t i o n and s a f e g u a r d o f m i n o r i t i e s . 
In t h e f i e l d o f e d u c a t i o n and c u l t u r o , t h e r e i s s t i l l a wide 
gap between t h e urgent^eeds and a c t u a l a c h i e v e m e n t s . 
The Communist P a r t y s t a n d s f o r e l i m i n a t i o n o f f o r e i g n 
monopolies from our n a t i o n a l economy and f o r s e c u r i n g economic 
independence. As an immediate s t e p , our P a r t y demands d r a s t i c 
curbs on the p r o f i t s o f f o r e i g n c o n c e r n s and on t h e i r r e m i t t a n c e 
abroad. Resources l y i n g w i t h them must be t a x e d by the S t a t e 
i n a g r e a t e r measure and our f o r e i g n t r a d e which t h e y c o n t r o l 
should be taken o v e r by t h e S t a t e Trading C o r p o r a t i o n . A l l new 
p r i v t i t e i n v e s t m e n t s by f o r e i g n m o n o p o l i s t s must be banned. 
Unjust c o n c e s s i o n s t o for€%n m o n o p o l i s t s must be withdrawn. 
The Communist P a r t y has been t i r e l e s s l y f i g h t i n g a g a i n s t t h e 
a n t i - p e a s a n t p o l i c i e s o f the Government. I t most e m p h a t i c a l l y 
demands r a d i c a l a g r a r i a n reforms and r e o r g a n i s a t i o n o f our 
a g r i c u l t u r e . 
Minimum wage f o r t h e a g r i c u l t u r a l l a b o u r e r must be f i x e d 
everywhere and s t r i c t l y endorced. 
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The Communist P a r t y s tands f o r a comprehensive programme 
o f r a p i d Indus t r i a l ! is a t i o n i n which t h e p u b l i c s e c t o r must a t 
once be g iven t h e l e a d i n g r o l e and c a p i t a l - g o o d s i n d u s t r i e s t h e 
p r i d e o f p l a c e . 
The Gomm\mist P a r t y demands n s t i o n a l l s a t i o n o f b a n k i n g , 
g e n e r a l i n s u r a n c e , i r o n and s t e e l , c o a l and o t h e r mining, o i l , 
s u g a r , j u t e , t e a - p l a n t a t i o n a under f o r e i g n c o n t r o l as w e l l a s 
e x p o r t and Import t r a d e . 
Our P a r t y demands an end t o a l l p r o - B i g B u s i n e s s , pro-monopoly 
p o l i c i e s o f t h e Government and f a r - r e a c h i n g p r o g r e s s i v e changes 
i n t h e S t a t e p o l i c i e s . I-Ianaglng agency system must be s c r a p p e d . 
Cbncentrat ion through i n t e r l o c k i n g , t a k e - o v e r s , s u b s i d i a r i e s and 
s i m i l a r d e v i c e s must b© f i r m l y checked by t h e S t a t e . The p a r t y 
s t a n d s f o r h i g h e r t a x e s on B i g B u s i n e s s and a l s o foy t a p p i n g o f 
t h e r e s o u r c e s through compulsory l o a n s . 
The v i c i o u s g r i p o f Dig B u s i n e s s o v e r t h e newspaper i n d u s t r y 
must be broken. 
Strong a c t i o n must be t a k e n a g a i n s t t h e m o n o p o l i s t s , 
p r o f i t e e r s and s p e c u l a t o r s who hold b a c k s t o c k s , manipulate 
m a r k e t s , c r e a t e a r t i f i c i a l s c a r c i t i e s t o f l e e c e t h e consumer. 
The Communist P a r t y demands c e r t a i n fundamental changes 
i n our F i v e Year P l a n . 
P r o p o r t i o n a l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n should be i n t r o d u c e d i n a l l 
e l e c t i o n s so t h a t p u b l i c op in ion i s d u l y r e f l e c t e d In t h e 
e l e c t e d b o d i e s and t h e monopoly o f power f o r any s i n g l e p a r t y 
based on m i n o r i t y o f v o t e s i s ended onoe and f o r a l l . 
The J u d i c i a r y must be s e p a r a t e d from t h e e x e c u t i v e In a l l 
r e s p e c t s . 
The p r o c e s s o f r e o r g a n i s a t i o n o f t h e S t a t e s on a l i n g u i s t i c 
b a s i s must be completed . 
Our P a r t y demands g r e a t e r power f o r t h e p a n c h a y a t s and o t h e r 
l o c a l b o d i e s . 
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The fundamental r i g l i t s must be s c r u p u l o u s l y r e s p e c t e d . The 
P a r t y s tands f o r ' r e v o c a t i o n o f a l l l a w s , r u l e s and r e g u l a t i o n s 
t h a t c o n f l i c t w i t h t h e fuijdamental r i g h t s * 
There must be compulsory , Independent p u b l i c enquiry I n t o 
a l l c a s e s o f p o l i c e f i r i n g . 
The P a r t y s t a n d s f o r the c r e a t i o n o f permanent m i n o r i t y 
commissions a t tihe a l l - I n d i a and t h e S t a t e l e v e l s * 
Hari^ans must be g i v e n land and r e l i e f . 
The language o f t h e l i n g u i s t i c m i n o r i t i e s In d i f f e r e n t 
S t a t e s must be f u l l y s a f e g u a r d e d and g i v e n i t s due s t a t u s . 
The Communist Party demands a r a d i c a l change i n t h e e d u c a t i o n 
p o l i c y o f t h e S t a t e . 
I t<CPI) demands e q u a l pay f o r e q u a l work f o r women and 
removal o f a l l r e s t r i c t i o n s i n r e s p e c t o f employment o f marr ied 
women. 
We, Communists, c o n s i d e r i t our supreme t a s k t o work f o r 
peace and p e a c e f u l c o e x i s t e n c e . 
Our P a r t y a t t a c h e s t h e g r e a t e s t importance t o I n d i a ' s r o l e 
i n t h e wor ld-wide s t r u g g l e f o r peace and a g a i n s t c o l o n i a l i s m . -
For the cause o f w o r l d peace and t h e p r o g r e s s o f our n a t i o n , 
f r i e n d s h i p and c o - o p e r a t i o n w i t h t h e s o c i a l i s t world and a l l 
obher p e a c e - l o v i n g n a t i o n s are o f utmost importance . 
We have a lways urged t h a t t h t * d i s p u t e between I n d i a and 
China should be s e t t l e d through p e a c e f u l n e g o t i a t i o n s and t h i s i s 
i n f u l l accord w i t h I n d i a ' s approach i n r e g a r d t o d i s p u t e s 
among n a t i o n s . 
The monopoly o f power o f t h e Congress and t h e b i g m a j o r i t y 
i t e n j o y s i n P a r l i a m e n t and Assembl ies out o f a l l p r o p o r t i o n t o 
t h e irotes i t r e c e i v e s i n e l e c t i o n s have become t o d a y a p o s i t i v e 
hindrance t o t h e growth o f democracy and the advancement o f the 
p e o p l e ' s c a u s e . 
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BHARATIYA JAM SANGH 
The present situation demands that immediate attention be 
paid to the solution of the following problems: 
1 « The defencd of our frontiers, and national unity; 
2 - Efficiency and parity of administration; 
3 «• Stabilisation of prices and eradication of unemployment; 
and 
^ - Reorientation of education. 
The Bharatiya Jana Sangh will use all means to meet this 
challenge to our freedom and sovereignty and liberate every inch 
of Indian territory. 
While the Jana Sangh will take effedtive action against 
corrupt officials, it will, as the people's representatives, 
encourage honest and efficient servants of the people. 
The Jana Sangh will make the necessary modifications in the 
five-year plans and in the fiscal and monetary policies of the 
government5 so that all sections of society become co-sharers 
in the increase in the national income, so that the economy 
may not suffer from inequitable stresses and strains in its 
development• 
The Bharatiya Jana Sangh considers the right to employment as 
a fundamental right of the citizen. 
The Bharatiya Jana iSangh will in the next five years provide 
free education up to the sedondary stage to every child. 
The Defence Services will be equipped with all modera 
weapons^ fljlsslles, submarines, fighters etc, will be manufactured 
and or produced without the country joining any mlll'tary bloc. 
In order to determine and evolve a national defence policy 
ef National Defence Council represent^ ing all national elements will 
be appointed. 
Etooluments and amenities of the Jawans'will be upgraded and 
special attention will be paid towards the rehabilitation of ex-
servicemen and for this end, adequate training facilities will be 
provided. Provisions of the Arms Act will be liberalised. 
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The I n t e l l i g e n c e department w i l l be raoderflised t o keep a 
b e t t e r watch on t h e a c t i v i t i e s o f f o r e i g n s p i e s and f i f t h c o l u m n i s t s 
I t i s w o n g t o d i v i d e t h e people o f Bharat' i b t o a m a j o r i t y 
and m i n o r i t i e s on the b a s i s o f r e l i g i o n . 
The B h a r a t i y a Jana Sangh w i l l amend t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n and 
d e c l a r e I n d i a a U n i t a r y S t a t e , w i t h p r o v i s i o n f o r d e c e n t r a l i s a t i o n t 
o f power t o the l o w e s t l e v e l s . 
The Jana Sangh w i l l c i m p e l t e l y o v e r h a u l the a d m i n i s t r a t i o n 
Uniform pay s c a l e s w i l l be p r e s c r i b e d f o r a l l government 
employeesI Centra l^ p r o v i n c i a l and l o c a l . 
The number o f GoverneaPB- w i l l be reduced by a p p o i n t i n g one 
Governor f o r each zone . L e g i s l a t i v e C o u n c i l s are u n n e c e s s a r y 
and s h a l l be a b o l i s h e d . 
The J u d i c i a r y w i l l be c o m p l e t e l y f r e e d and s e p a r a t e d from 
t h e E x e c u t i v e at a l l l e v e l s ^ 
The Jana Sangh w i l l r e p e a l t h e P r e v e n t i v e D e t e n t i o n A c t . 
The Jana Sangh w i l l t a k e s t e p s t o i n t r o d u c e Hindi and t h e 
r e g i o n a l languages as o f f i c i a l l a n g u a g e s i n t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e 
s p h e r e s . 
The Jana Sangh w i l l p r o v i d e f o r f r e e and compulsory 
e d u c a t i o n up t o t h e secondary s t a n d a r d f o r e v e r y c h i l d . 
The Jana Sangh w i l l b a s i c a l l y change t h e P l a n . 
Smal l i r r i g a t i o n w o r k s , dams, t a n k s , t u b e - w e l l s , f i e l d 
c h a n n e l s , e t c . be g i v e n p r i o r i t y . 
The B h a r a t i y a Jana Sangh w i l l s t o p e j e c t m e n t s and r e s t o r e 
t o t h e tenant a l l l a n d s from which he had been i l l e g a l l y o r 
i m p r o p e r l y e j e c t e d . 
The B h a r a t i y a Jana Sangh c o n s i d e r s j o i n t c o - o p e r a t i v e 
farming d e t r i m e n t a l t o democracy and u n s u i t e d t o the needs o f 
i n c r e s i n g p r o d u c t i o n p e r a c r e o f l a n d . 
T r a c t o r s b e i n g u n s u i t e d t o Indian a g r i c u l t u r e , t h e r e i s an 
i n c r e a s i n g need <fff f o o d b u l l o c k s , both f o r farming and 
t r a n s p o r t p u r p o s e s . 
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The B i a r a t i y a Jan Sangh w i l l amend the C o n s t i t u t i o n t o 
p r o h i b i t t h e s l a u g h t e r o f t h e bovine s p e c i e s and e n a c t n e c e s s a : ^ 
l e g i s l a t i o n . 
The B h a r a t i y a Jana Sangh w i l l make s m a l l - s c a l e and c o t t a g e 
i n d u s t r i e s t h e b a s i s o f i t s programme o f i n d u s t r i a l i s a t i o n . 
The Jana Sangh s t a n d s f o r n a t i o n a l i s i n g d e f e n c e and b a s i c 
i n d u s t r i e s . 
For b a s i c and o t h e r n e c e s s a r y i n d u s t r i e s i t w i l l welcome 
f o r e i g n c a p i t a l i f i t comes w i t h o u t p o l i t i c a l s t r i n g s . 
The Jana Sangh w i l l t r y t o I n d i a n i s e T e a , C o f f e e , Rubber,Mines, 
Match, (Vegetable O i l , Tobacco and Soap i n d u s t r i e s t h a t are a t 
p r e s e n t mainly i n f o r e i g n hands. 
Tax c o l l e c t i o n w i l l be s i m p l i f i e d . A u n i f i e d machinery t o 
c o l l e c t a l l t h e t a x e s c e n t r a l , p r o v i n c i a l and l o c a l w i l l be 
c o n s t i t u t e d . 
The Jana Sangh p r o p o s e s i;o make l a b o u r a c o - s h a r e r i n t h e 
management and p r o f i t s o f i n d u s t r y . 
The Jana Sangb w i l l p r o v i d e f r e e m e d i c a l a i d t o a l l . 
The Jana sangh w i l l d e v e l o p Ayurveda as t h e n a t i o n a l system 
o f medicine and w i l l make I t a v e h i c l e f o r improvement o f 
n a t i o n a l h e a l t h . 
The Jana Sangh i s opposed t o n a t i o n a l i s a t i o n o f road t r a n s p o r t . 
The B h a r a t i y a Jana Sangh w i l l r e o r i e n t a t e t h e n a t i o n ' s f o r e i g n 
p o l i c y . 
To t h i s end the B h a r a t i y a Jana Sangh 
(a) w i l l f o l l o w a p o l i c y o f non-al ignment w i t h the two 
power b l o c s 
(b) w i l l s t r i v e t o s e c u r e t h e g o o d w i l l and f r i e n d s h i p o f 
a l l n a t i o n s ; 
(d) w i l l endeavour t o s e c u r e f o r I n d i a a permanent p l a c e 
on t h e S e c u r i t y C o u n c i l . 
( f ) w i l l c o - o p e r a t e i n T i b e t ' s s t r u g g l e f o r emancipat ion 
from t h e Chinese y o k e ; 
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(h) t i l l such t i m e t h a t P a k i s t a n e x i s t s as a s e p a r a t e 
s t a t e , w i l l f o l l o w a p o l i c y o f r e c i p r o c i t y t o w a r d s f i t ; 
w i l l annual t h e t r a n s f e r o f B e r u b a r i and d e a l f i r m l y 
w i t h P a k i s t a n i n r e s p e c t o f evacuee p r o p e r t y , r e c o v e r y 
o f d e b t s , e t c and 
( 1 ) w i l l make e f f o r t s t o s e c u r e f o r Indians o v e r s e a s r i g h t s 
o f e q u a l c i t i z e n s h i p i n t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e c o u n t r i e s 
o f d o m i c i l e . 
SWAT AM HA PARTY 
3. Clean and efficient government, which the people need and 
deserve but which they do not today enjoy, requires not only a 
good party in office but a strong and vigilant Opposition. 
Parties like the Socialist Parties and a Fifth Column like 
the Communist Party cannot provide such an Opposition. 
5. One of the significant principles of the Swat antra Party 
is that it will not seek to curb the freedom of its members, 
whether in the legislatures or outside, to give expression to their 
personal convictions in any matter not included in the Party's 
Statement of Policy or Manifesto. 
12. Top priority will be given to the supply of clean drinking 
water in rural areas and to housing. 
17. The Party will enforce a drastic reduction in the present 
excessive burden of taxes. 
19. Agriculture will receive priority and be put on a sound 
basis. 
25. The Swatantra Party stands for a fair deal to the farmer. 
26. The Swatantra Party stands for an adequate wage to land-
less agricultural labour. 
30. The Party is opposed to nationalisation. 
The role of government in industry and trade should be 
that of a helper and regulator, but not a participant. 
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33. The Swatantra Party stands for the encouragement of 
private enterprise, activated where necessary by loans and aids. 
36. The Party is opposed to monopoly and concentraticn 
of power whether in the State or in the free sector. 
39. The Party will seek to restore the real and effective 
supremacy of Parliament and the oeople by abolishing the much 
boosted Planning Commission which has tended in effect to bring 
into being a non-responsible super-government 
l+O. The Swafentra Party rejficts the current patlern of 
centralised and top-heavy planning of the Soviet type involving 
a series of targets that are not achieved and of restrictions 
which are intolerable. 
k2* The Congress Party's pattern of planning is based on 
extensive foreign aid. 
The Party will support and encourage the flow of 
foreign capital into private enterprises in India. 
J+3. The Swatantra Party stands for a Fair Deal to labour, 
both industrial and agricultural. 
More than anything else, the Party will give the country 
a clean administration. 
50. The Party will stop the wasteful expansion of the adminis-
trative machinery. 
53. The Swatantra Party believes that, when the country's 
territorial integrity has been violated by Communist China, 
abstract concepts of co-existence and non-alignment have lost 
meaning and that our foreign policy needs to be reviewed and 
bro^ jight into closer relation to the realities of the intemational 
situation. The Party stands pledged to.a firm and vigilant policy 
In-dealing with China. 
61. In order to arrest distlntegration, the Swatantra Party 
a) will introduce in education a spiritual element alongside 
of the humanities and sciences. 
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63. The Party will resist all attempts at the establishment 
of a monopoly or official control and regulation over the 
various media of mass coraraunieationc 
65. The Swatantra Party will, therefore, do everything 
possible to restore religion to its legitimate place in life. 
APPENDIX II 
MINISTERS AND THE MEMBERS OF THE OPPOSITION 
PARTIES. 
- M I N I S T E R S ( 1962-63) 
1. Prime Minister,Minister of 
External Affairs and Atomic 
Energy 
Minister of State 
Harliaraentary Secretary 
Shrl Jawaharlal Nehru(Cabinet) 
Smt. Lakshmi N. Menon. 
Shrl S.G. Jamir 
Shri D, Erlng 
2. Minister of Finance 
Deputy Minister 
3. Minister of Transport and 
Communications. 
Minister of Shipping 
Deputy Minister 
Minister of Planning, Labour 
and Employment. 
Minister of Labour 
Deputy Mnlster 
Minister of Home Affairs 
Minister of State 
Deputy Minister 
6. Minister of Railways 
Deputy Minister 
Deputy Minister 
7. Minister of Commerce and 
Industry. 
Minister of International Trade 
Minister of Industry 
8. Minister of Defence. 
Ministerof State 
Deputy Minister 
ShrlMorar^i DesaiC Cabinet) 
Shri B.R. Bhagat. 
Smt. Tarkeshwari Sinha. 
Shri Jag.livan Ram (Cabinet) 
Shrl Raj Bahadur 
Shrl Ahmad Mohluddin 
Shrl G.L.Nanda(Cablnet) 
Shri Jaisukh Lai Hathl 
Shrl C.R.Pattabhi Raman 
Shri Lai Bahadur Shastri(Cabinet) 
Shri B.N. Datar 
Smt. M.Chandrashekhar. 
Shri Sardar Swaran Singh(Cabinet) 
Shri Shahnawaz Khan 
Shri S.V. Bamaswamy 
Shri K.C. Reddy(Cabinet). 
Shri Manubhai Shah 
Shrl Nityanand Kanungo 
Shrl V.K.Krishna Menon(Cabinet) 
Shri Raghuramaiah 
Shri D.R. Chavan 
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9. Minister of Food and 
Agriculture. 
Deputy Minister 
P a r l i a m e n t a r y S e c r e t a r y 
10. Minister of Irrigation and 
Power. 
Parliamentary Secreiary 
11. Minister of Law. 
Deputy Minister 
Deputy Minister 
12. Minister of Mines and Fuel 
Parliamentary Secretary 
13. Minister of Infonnation and 
Broadcasting. 
Deputy M i n i s t e r 
1^ +. Minister of Steel and Heavy 
Industiy 
Deputy M i n i s t e r 
15. Minister of Education 
Deputy Minister 
Parliamentary Secretary 
( * 
16. Minister of Scientific 
Research & Cultural Affairs 
Deputy Minister 
17. Minister of Parliamentary 
Affairs. 
18. Minlster(of State)Works,Housing 
and Supply. 
Deputy Minister 
Parliamentary Secretary 
19. Minister(of State)Community 
Development,Panchayati Raj and 
Cooperation. 
Deputy Minister 
Deputy M i n i s t e r 
Shri S.K. Patil(Cabinet) 
Shri A.M. Thomas. 
Shri A.S.Shinde 
Shri Hafiz Mohammad Ibrahim(Gab.) 
Shri S.A. Mehdl 
Shri A.K.SenC Cabinet). 
Shri M.R. Hajarnavis 
Shri B.Mlsra. 
Shri K.D. Malaviya(Cabinet) 
Shri D.Thimmalah 
Shri B.Gopala Reddy(Cabinet) 
Shri Sham Kath 
Shri C.Subramaniara(Cabinet) 
Shri P.O. Sethi 
Dr. K.L.ShrimaliCCabinet) 
Smt.Saundram Ramachandran 
Shri M.R. Krishna. 
Shri Humayun Kabir(Cabinet). 
Dr. Mono Mohan Das. 
Shri Satya Narain Sinha(Cabinet) 
Shri Mehrchand Khanna 
ohri P.S. Naskar. 
Shri Jaganath Rao. 
Shri S.K. Dey 
ShrlB.S. Murthy 
Shri S.D.
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20. Minister of Health 
Deputy Minister 
Dr. Sushlla Nayar 
Dr. D.S. Haju 
196^-65 
1. Prime Minister and Minister 
of Atomic Energy 
Parliamentary Secretaiy 
2. Minister of Home Affairs 
Minister of State 
Minister of State 
3. Minister of Finance. 
Minister of Information and 
Broadcasting. 
Deputy Minister 
5. Minister of External Affairs 
Minister of State 
Deputy Minister 
Parliamentary Secretary 
6. Minister of Railways 
Minister of State 
Deputy Minister 
7. Minister of Law & Sodal 
Security 
Deputy Minister(Social Security) 
Deputy Minister 
8. Minister of Defence. 
Minister of Defence Production 
Deputy Minister 
9. Minister of Steel & Mines 
Minister of Heavy Engg. 
Deputy Minister 
Deputy Minister 
Shri Lai Bahadur Shastri(Cabinet) 
Shri Lalit Sen 
Shri G.L. Nanda(Cabinet) 
Shri J.L. Hat hi 
Shri L.M. Mishra 
Shri T.T. KrishnamacharKCabinet) 
Smt. Indra Gandhi(Cabinet) 
Shri C.R. Pattabhi Haman 
Shri Swaran Singh(Cabinet) 
Srat. Lakshmi N. Menon. 
Shri Dinesh Singh 
Shri D.Ering 
Shri S.K. Patil(Cabinet) 
Dr. Ram Subhag Singh 
Shri Sham Nath. 
Shri A.K.Sen(Cabinet). 
Smt.Chandra Shekhar 
Shri Jaganath Rao. 
Shri Y.B. Chavan(Cabinet) 
Shri A.M. Thomas. 
Dr. D.S. Raju 
Shri N.SanJiva Reddy(Cabine^ t) 
Shri T.N. Singh 
Shri B.Mishra. 
Shri P.C. Sethi 
10. Mlntstor of Bbcxi and Agriculture Shri C«SubramanSani(Cabinet 
11 
Peputy MlRlstar 
Deputy Hlnlater 
Parllaraontaiy Secretary 
Minister of Petrolium aou Chsro 
Kilnister of State 
1g» Minister of Co'iraunications & 
Parliamentary Affairs. 
Deputy Minister 
13. Minister of Industisy d Supply 
Minister of Supply 
Minister of Muc^tion 
Minister of Cultural Affairs 
Deputy Minister 
Deputy Minister 
Hlniater of Labour and Etiploy-
ment« 
Deputy Minister. 
16. Minister of Hehabilitation 
Deputy mn later 
17. Minister of Works & Housing 
18. Miniater of Goffimeroo. 
Deputy Minister 
19. Minister of Civil Aviation 
20. Minister of Transport. 
Deputy Minister 
21. Minister of CoGirounlty Develop-
ment and Co-operation. 
2?., 
Deputy Minister 
Minister of Health 
23. Minister of Irrigelfclon and 
rower 
Deputy Minister. 
Parllamentiry Secretary 
Minister of Planning. 
Shri Sbahnawaa Khan 
Shri D.H. Chavan 
Shri A.S. Shinde 
Hufflay«n Kabl r (Cabl n ©t) 
Shri O.V.Alagesan 
Shri S.U, Slnha(Cabinet) 
.'shri B.C. Bhagavati 
Shri H.C. DasappaCCabinet) 
Shri K.Haghuramaiah 
Shri M.C. GhaglaCCabinet) 
Shri H.R. Ha^arnavis 
Smte S.Hamachandran 
Shri Bhakt Darshan 
Shri Sanjlvayya(Gabinet). 
Shri R.K. Malavlya. 
Slirl. l-lahavlr TyagiCCabinet) 
Shri M.M. Das. 
Shri Mehrchand Khanna. 
Shri Ifenubhai Shah 
Shri S.V. RasJamraniy 
Shri Kityanand Kanungo 
Shri Haj Bahadur 
Shri Ahmad Mohiuddln 
Shri S.K. D©y 
Shri B.S. Murthy 
Dr. Sushila Nayar 
Dr. K.L. Rao 
Shri S.D. Mlsra. 
Shri S.A. Hehdl. 
Shri J3.a. Bhagat. 
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B - Members of.the Opposition Parties In the fhlrd 
Lok Sabha. 
A. Goisffiunlt farty of Indla^ 
Andhra 
Bihar 
Kerala 
Madhya 
Pradesh 
Madras 
1. Shri Y.Eswara Reddy ( Guddappah) 
2» Smt* V.?ifflla Devi (Eluru) 
3. Shri G. lallamanda Reddy (Markapur) 
Shri Laxmi Dass. (Miryalguda) 
Shri R. Narayana Reddy( Nalgonda) 
6. Shri M. Narayana SwainyC Ongole) 
7. Shri Killa Venkaiah (Tenali) 
8, Dr. U.Misra (Jamshedpur) 
9, ShriP.K. Vasudevan NairC Arabalapussha) 
10. Shri A.V. Raghavan ( Badagara) 
11. Shri M.K. Kumaran (Ghirayinkil) 
12. Shri A.K. Gopalan( Kasergod) 
13. Shri P.V. Kunhan (Palghat). 
1l+. Shri l.K. Imbichibava( Ponnani) 
15. Shri S.K. Pottekkaff (Tellicberry) 
16. Shri K.K. Warior (Trichur) 
17. Shri Homi F. Dajl( Indore)^ 
18. Shri R. Umanath (Pudukkottai) 
19. Shri Anandan NambiarC BnlGhirapalli) 
1. The total number of tdae members of Five opposition parties was 
99. 
2. The CPI was divided into two factions or groups - the GPI and the 
CPI(Marxist) - which ultimately established their own separate 
organisations. But in the Lok Sabha the Party continued to be 
recognized as one single group. This was announced by the 
Speaker (L.S.Deb,Voai. XLIX(27); 10.12.65? c 696^) and 
reaffirmed by Shri Vasudevan Nalr(GPI) who said, "There 
is only one Communist Party, that is Communist Party of 
India". (L.S.Deb.Vol. L(10); 28.2.66; c 2813). I have, 
thereftre, not mentioned the two groups separately. 
3. He was elected as an •independent'. 
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U.P. 
West 
Bengal 
Tripura 
20. Shri J.B. Singh ( Ghosl) 
21. Shri Sarjoo Pandey ( Rasra) 
22. Shri Sarkar Murrau (Balurghat) 
23. Smt, Renu Chakarvartty (Barrackpore) 
2h. Shri Hiren Mukerji(H.N. Muk©rjee)CCalcutta Central) 
25. Dr. Ranen Sen ( Calcutta East). 
26. Shri Inderjit Gupta (Calcutta South West). 
27. Shri Prabhat Kar (Hoogfliy). 
28. Shri MohacBuad Elias (Howrah) 
29. Dr. Saradish Hoy (Katwah) 
30. Shri Diven Bhattachaiya (Serampur) 
31. Shri Dasaratha Deb (Tripura Bast) 
32. Shri Biren Dutta (Tripura West). 
B - Swatantra Party 
Andhra 1. Prof. W.G. Ranga (Chittoor) 
2. Shri C.L. Karasinha Reddy ( Rajarapat) 
Bihar 3. Smt. Lalitha Rajya Lasni (Aurangabad). 
If. Stabi njay ila^ e (Chatra)* 
5. Shri Bateshwar Singh (Gridih) 
6. Dr. B.N. Singh(Hazaribagh)* 
7. Smt. Shashank Manjari(Palamau) 
8. Shri P.K. Ghosh (Ranchi East) 
9. Shri David Munzni (Lahargada)^ 
Gujarat 10. Shri Narendra Singh Mahida( Anand)* 
11. Shri P.H. Bheel (Dohad)." 
12. Shri P.N. Solanki (Kaira) 
13» Shri Himrnat Singhji (Kutch) 
1^. Shri M.R. Masani (Rajkot) 
Orissa 15. Shri H.K. Mahananda (Bholangir) 
16. Shri P.K.Deo(Kalahandi)'*' 
17. Shri Dr. Rajendra Kohor(Phulbani)"^  
18. Shri Y.N. Singha(Surendragarh)'^ 
*. Left the Party, I966. # Later on Joined Congress, 
a. He was elected in 196^ in the vacancy of Shri.H.Baria(Sw.) 
Be was elected on Ganatantra Parishad and later on joined the 
- vii -
Punjab 19. Shri D.S, Gulshan (Bhatlnda)* 
20. Shri Kapur Singh (Ludhlana)* 
21, Shri Buta Singh (Moga)* 
A 
Rajasthan22» ShrlTan Singh (Banner)'^  
23. Shri Prithvi Raj Singh ( Dausa) 
2^, Sfflt. Gyatri Devi (Jaipur) 
25• Shri Kesar Lai (Swai Madhopur) 
U.p, 26. Shri Ram Singh (Behraich) 
27 • Shri Dandekar (Gonda) 
28. Shri Krishnapal Singh (Jalesar) 
• 29. Shri lashpal Singh (Kairana)® 
30. Shri G.S. Kakkar (Fatehpur)"^  
31. Sbri Muzaffar Hasan (Moradabad)'^ '^  
G. Jan Sangh 
M.P. 1. Shri H.G. Kachhavaiya (Devas) 
2. Shri Raraachandra V. Bade( Khargone) 
3. Shri U.M. Trivedi (Mandsaur) 
Punjab Shri Rameshwaranand (Karnal) 
Shri Yudhvir Singh (Mahendragarh) i 
6. Shri Lahri Singh (Tohtak)® 
Rajasthan 7. Shri Onkar Lai Berwa (Motah) 
U.P. 8. Shri Brij Haj Singh (Bareilly) 
9. Shri Onkar Singh (Budaun) 
10.Shri Gokaran Prasad (Misrikh) 
*» Elected on Akali Dal Ticket and later on joined the Swatantra 
Party. • 
Elected on Ham Rajya Parishad and later on joined the Swatantra 
Party. 
=. He was elected as an 'independent',joined the Swatantra Party 
for a short while and ultimately joined the SSP. 
. vill -
11. Shrl Ajlt Pratap Singh ( Pratapgarh) 
12. Shri Y.D. Singh (Shahabad) 
13. Shrl Sura;j Lai Verma (Sltapur) 
1^. Shrl Brahmjlt (Jaimpur) 
D. Praja Socialist Party 
Assam 
Bihar 
Guj arat 
Madhya 
Pradesh 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
8. 
Maharashtrfl. 
Orlssa 10, 
U.P. 11. 
12. 
Qoa 13. 
Shrl Hem Barua (Gauhati) 
Shrl H.N. Barua (Jorhat) 
tic 
Yogendra Jha (Madhohanl) 
Shrl Priya Gupta (Katlhar) 
Shrl Jaswant Mehta (Bharnagar). 
Shri Bholaram Pradhi (Balaghat) 
Shrl H.7. Kamath (Hoshangabad) 
Shri Kure Mate (Tikamgarh) 
Shri Kath Pal (Rajapur) 
Shri S.N. Dwivedl (Kendrapara) 
Shri Vishram Prasad (Lalganj) 
Shrl Mohan Swarup (Pilibhit) 
Shri Peter Alvares (Pan^im). 
E. Socialist Party )SaGJyukta Socialist Party. 
Bihar 1. Shri B.N. Mandal (Saharsa) 
2. Shrl Madhu Llmaye (Monghyr) 
M.P. 3. Shri Budhu Singh Utiya<Shahdol) 
Orissa k, Shrl K.Pattanayak (Sambalpur) 
Punjab Shri M.R. Bagrl (HiFsar) 
TJ.P. 6. Shri R.S. Xadav (Barabankl) 
7. Dr. Bam Manohar Lohia(Farrukhabad) 
8. Shrl Yashpal Singh (Kairana)^ 
Manipur 9. Shri Rishang Keishing (Outer Manipur)^ 
Conti.. ++. Elected on Republican Party of India and later on joined the 
Swat antra Party. 
<». Left the Party, 1966. 
Later on joined the CJongress. 
Elected as an 'Independent*, joined the Swatantra Party 
for a shortwhile and later on joined the SSP. 
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